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1990 AWARD WINNERS
The Cady Award

The Cady Award was presented to John R. Vig, U. S. Army Electronics Technology and
Devices Laboratory, "for outstanding contributions to the development of improved quartz crystals and
processing techniques, significantly advancing the field of precision frequency control and timing."
The award was presented by John A. Kusters, Hewlett Packard Co.

The Raby Award
The Rabi Award was presented to Claude Audoin "for original contributions to the theoretical

and experimental foundations of microwave frequency standards and their metrology." The award was
presented by Jacques Vanier, National Research Council, Canada.

The Sawyer Award
The Sawyer Award was presented to William H. Horton, Piezo Technology, Inc., "For

technical and industrial leadership in the development and manufacture of quartz crystals, filters, and
oscillators." The award was presented by Gary R. Johnson, Sawyer Research Products, Inc.

John R. Vig, Cady Award winner; Claude Audoin, Rabi Award winner, and
William H. Horton, Sawyer Award winner; after the award presentations.
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NOBEL SESSION

The 44th Annual Symposium on Frequency Control featured a special session honoring the
recipients of the 1989 Nobel Prize in physics: Professors Norman F. Ramsey of Harvard University,
Hans G. Dehmelt of the University of Washington, and Wolfgang Paul of the University of Bonn.
Two of the three laureates presented papers. (Prof. Paul was unable to attend the Symposium.) Prof.
Ramisey gave an historically rooted account of experiments with separated oscillatory fields and
hydrogen masers, and Prof. Dehmelt provided a visionary discussion of experiments with an isolated
subatomic particle at rest. This session was a highlight of the Symposium. It offered a collegial
interaction among those who built the foundations for today's atomic clocks and those who
continue the research toward tomorrow's exotic quantum electronic frequency and time standards,
which will probably rely on single particles at rest, in free space, unperturbed by collisions or fields.

Professors Norman F. Ramsey and Hans G. Dehmelt at the Nobel Session held in their honor.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

EXPERIMENTS WITH SEPARATED OSCILLATORY FIELDS AND
HYDROGEN MASERS

Norman F.Ramsey

Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

Abstac A-MAGNET

Descriptions are given of the methods of separated .
and successive oscillatory fields and of the atomic hydrogen D
maser. Their applicatons to precision spectroscopy of C'MA
atoms and molecules are discussed along with specific B-MAGNET
examples of fundamental measurements best made with such
devices. The applications of these methods to atomic clocks
are discussed. A discussion is also given of fundamental
experiments which require highly stable clocks.

The Method of Successive Oscillatory Fields FI n"]
Figure 1. -- Schematic diagram of a molecular beam magneticIn the summer of 1937 following two years at resonance appar.tus. A typical molecule which can beCambridge University, I went to Columbia University to work detected emerges from the source, is deflected by thewith I. I. Rabi. After I had been there only a few months, inhomogeneous magnetic field A. passes through the

Rabi invented 1-4 the molecular beam magnetic resonance collimator and is deflected to the detector by themethod so I had the great good fortune to be the only graduate inhomogeneous magnetic field B. If, however, the oscillatory
student to work with Rabi and his colleagues1- 2 on one of the field in the C region induces a change in the molecular state,
first two experiments to develop and utilize magnetic the B magnet will provide a different deflection and the beam
resonance spectroscopy, for which Rabi received the 1944 will follow the dashed lines with a corresponding reduction in
Nobel Prize in Physics. detected intensity. In the Rabi method, the oscillatory field is

applied uniformly throughout the C region as indicated by the
By 1949, I had moved to Harvard University and was long rf lines F, whereas in the separated oscillatory fieldlooking for a way to make more accurate measurements than method the rf is applied only in the regions E and G.

were possible with the Rabi method and in so doing I invented
the method of separated oscillatory fields. 3-6 . In this method VH°
the single oscillatory magnetic field in the center of the Rabi (o = 27 vo - hi
device is replaced by two oscillatory fields, one at the entrance
and one at the exit of the space in which the properties of the
atoms or molecules are studied. As I will discuss, the
separated oscillatory fields method has many advantages over as shown in Figure 2. Consider an additional magnetic field
the single oscillatory field method and in subsequent years it
has been extended to many experiments beyond those of
molecular beam magnetic resonance. Ho

Let me now review the successive oscillatory field
method, particularly in its original and easiest to explain
application -- the measurement of nuclear magnetic moments.
The extension to more general cases is then straightforward.

The method was initially an improvement on Rabi's
resonance method for measuring nuclear magnetic moments,
whose principles are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
Consider a classical nucleus with spin angular momentum h. Q J
and magnetic moment g = (i/J)J. Then in a static magnetic (oo0
field H10 = Ho k, the nucleus, due to the torque on the nuclear H
angular momentum, will precess like a top about Ho with theLarmor frequency vo and angular frequency •jo given by Figure 2. -- Precession of the nuclear angular momentum J

(left) and the rotating magnetic field H 1 (right) in the Rabi
method.

CU2818-3/90/0000-003 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE 3



I1 perpendicular to tHo and rotating about it with angular Consequently, if the magnitude of the second rotating
frequency w. Then, if at any time HI is perpendicular to the field and the length of time of its application are equal to those
plane of I10 and JI it will remain perpendicular to it provided of the first region, the second rotating field has just the same
W = (0o. In that case, in a coordinate system rotating with H 1, effect as the first one -- that is, it increases 0 by another x/2,

- H making 0 = n, corresponding to a complete reversal of the
J will precess about H I and the angle o will continuously direction of the angular momentum. On the other hand, if the
change in a fashion analogous to the motion of a "sleeping field and the Larmor frequencies are slightly different, so that
top"; the change of orientation can be detected by allowing the the relative phase angle between the rotating field vector and
molecular beam containing the magnetic moments to pass the precessing angular momentum is changed by x while the
through inhomogeneous fields as in Figure 1. If w is not system is passing through the intermediate region, the second
equal to wo, If I will not remain perpendicular to J; so o will oscillating field has just the opposite effect to the first one; the
increase for a short while and then decrease, leading to no net result is that 0 is returned to zero. If the Larmor frequency and
change. In this fashion the Larmor precession frequency Wo the rotating field frequency differ by an amount such that the
can be detected by measuring the oscillator frequency w at relative phase shift in the intermediate region is exactly an
which there is maximum reorientation of the angular integral multiple of 2nt, 0 will again be left at x just as at exact
momentum and hence a maximum change in beam intensity for resonance.
an appiratus as in Figure 1. This procedure is the basis of the
Rabi molecular beatn resonance method. In other words if all molecules had the same velocity,

the transition probability would be periodic as in Figure 4.
The separated oscillatory field method in this

application is much the same except that the rotating field 11
seen by the nucleus is applied initially for a short time r, the 1.0r
amplitude of If I is then reduced to zero for a relatively long
time T and then increased to 111 for a time T, with phase 0.7-
coherency being preserved for the oscillating fields as shown 0.50r
in Figure 3. This can be done, for example, in the molecular-

0.25

0 3 2 1 0 2 3

Figure 4. -- Transition probability as a function of the
-. . .frequency v = co/27 that would be observed in a separated

"oscillatory field experiment if all the molecules in the beam
had a single velocity.

However, in a molecular beam resonance experiment one can
easily distinguish between exact resonance and the other cases.

Figure 3. --Two separated oscillatory fields, each acting for In the case of exact resonance, the condition for no change in
a time t, with zero amplitude oscillating field acting for time the relative phase of the rotating field and of the precessing
T. Phase coherency is preserved between the two oscillatory angular momentum is independent of the molecular velocity.
fields so it is as if the oscillation continued, but with zero In the other cases, however, the condition for integral multiple
amplitude for time T. of 2n relative phase shift is velocity dependent, because a

slower molecule is in the intermediate region longer and so
beam apparatus of Figure 1 in which the molecules first pass experiences a greater shift than a faster molecule.
through a rotating field region, then a region with no rotating Consequently, for the non-resonance peaks, the reorientations
field and finally a region with a second rotating field driven of most molecules are incomplete so the magnitudes of the
phase coherently by the same oscillator, non-resonance peaks are smaller than at exact resonance and

one expects a resonance curve similar to that shown in Figure
5, in which the transition probability for a particle of spin 1/2

If the nuclear spin angular momentum is initially is plotted as a function of frequency.
parallel to the fixed field (so that 0 is equal to zero initially) it is
possible to select the magnitude of the rotating field so that 4 is Although the above description of the method is
900 or tt/2 radians at the end of the first oscillating region. primarily in terms of classical spins and magnetic moments,
While in the region with no oscillating field, the magnetic the method applies to any quantum mechanical system for
moment simply precesses with the Larmor frequency which a transition can be induced between two energy states
appropriate to the magnetic field in that region. When the Wi and Wf which are differently focussed. The resonance
magnetic moment enters the second oscillating field region frequency wo is then given by
there is again a torque acting to change 0. If the frequency of
the rotating field is exactly the same as the mean Larmor 6o = (Wi- Wf)/h (2)
frequency in the intermediate region there is no relative phase
shift between the angular momentum and the rotating field.
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analysis, it is only the space average value of the energies
1.0 along the path that enter Eq. (2) and are important.

-5 (3) The method is more effective and often
M 0.75- essential at very high frequencies where the wave length of the
,l/ •radiation used may be comparable to or smaller than the length
o0 of the region in which the energy levels are studied.

. 0.5- (4) Provided there is no unintended phase shift

0 between the two oscillatory fields, first order Doppler shifts
- tand widths are eliminated.
S0.25-
z (5) The method can be applied to study energy

levels in a region into which an oscillating field can not be

I I I I introduced; for example, the Larmor precession frequency of
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 d5 1.0 i.5 neutrons can be measured while they are inside a magnetized

(vo-v) L/l iron block.

(6) The lines can be narrowed by reducing the
Figure 5. -- When the molecules have a Maxwellian velocity amplitude of the rotating field below the optimum. The
distribution, the transition probability is as shown by the full narrowing is the result of the low amplitude favoring slower
line for optimum rotating field amplitude. (L is the distance than average molecules.
between oscillating field regions, a is the most probable
molecular velocity and v is the oscillatory frequency = (7) If the atomic state being studied decays
co./2n) The dashed line represents the transition probability spontaneously, the separated osciliatory field method permits
with the single oscillating field method when the total the observation of narrower resonances than those anticipated
duration is the same as the time between separated oscillatory from the lifetime and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
field pulses, provided the two separated oscillatory fields are sufficiently far

apart; only states that survive sufficiently long to reach the
and one expects a resonance curve similar to that shown in second oscillatory field can contribute to the resonance. This
Figure 5, in which the transition probability for a particle of method, for example, has been used by Lundeen and others 9

spin 1/2 is plotted as a function of frequency. in precise studies of the Lamb shift.

From a quantum-mechanical point of view, the The advantages of the separated oscillatory field
oscillating character of the transition probability in Figures 4 method have led to its extensive use in molecular and atomic
and 5 is the result of the cross term in the calculation of the beam spectroscopy. One of the best known is in atomic
transition probability from probability amplitudes. Let Ciif be cesium standards of frequency and time which will be
the probability amplitude for the nucleus to pass through the discussed later.
first oscillatory field region with the initial state i unchanged
but for there to be a transition to state f in the final field, Although in most respects, the separated oscillatory
whereas Ciff is the amplitude for the alternative path with the field method offers advantages over a single oscillatory field,
transition to the final state f being in the first field with no there are sometimes disadvantages. In studying complicated
change in the second. The cross term CiifC*iff produces an overlapping spectra the subsidiary maxima of Figure 5 can
interference pattern and gives the narrow oscillatory pattern of cause confusion. Furthermore, it is sometimes difficult at the
the transition probability shown in the curves of Figures 4 and required frequency to obtain sufficient oscillatory field
5. Alternatively the pattern can in part be interpreted as strengths with two short oscillatory fields, whereas adequate
resulting from the Fourier spectrum of an oscillating field field strength may be achieved with a weaker, longer
which is on for a time c off for T and on again fort , as in oscillatory field. Therefore for most molecular beam
Figure 3,. However, the Fourier interpretation is not fully resonance experiments, it is best to have both separated
valid since with finite rotations of J, the problem is a non- oscillatory fields and a single long oscillatory field available so
linear one. Furthermore, the Fourier interpretation obscures the most suitable method under the circumstances can be used.
some of the key advantages of the separated oscillatory field
method. I have calculated the quantum mechanical transition As in any high precision experiment, care must be
probabilities 3 ,5,7, 8 and these calculations provide the basis exercised with the separated oscillatory field method to avoid
for Figure 5. obtaining misleading results. Ordinarily these potential

distortions are more easily understood and eliminated with the
The separated oscillatory field method has a number of separated oscillatory field method than are their counterparts in

advantages including the following: most other high-precision spectroscopy. Nevertheless, the
effects are important and require care in high-precision

(1) The resonance peaks are only 0.6 as broad as measurements. I have discussed the various effects in detail
the corresponding ones with the single oscillatory field elsewhere 3 ,7,8,10 but I will briefly summarize them here.
method. The narrowing is somewhat analogous to the peaks
in a two slit optical interference pattern being narrower than the Variations in the amplitudes of the oscillating fields
central diffraction peak of a single wide slit whose width is from their optimum values may markedly change the shape of
equal to the separation of the two slits, the resonance, including the replacement of a maximum

transition probability by a minimum. However, symmetry
(2) The sharpness of the resonance is not reduced about the exact resonance frequency is preserved, so no

by non-uniformities of the constant field since both from the measurement error need be introduced by such amplitude
qualitative description and from the theoretical quantum variations.7,8
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Variations of the magnitude of the fixed field between, complicated versions of all the distortions discussed in the
but not in, the oscillatory field regions do not ordinarily distort previous section. It is noteworthy that, as the number of
a molecular beam resonanct provided the average transition oscillatory field regions is increased for the same total length
frequency (Bohr frequency) between the two fields equals the of apparatus, the resonance width is broadened; the narrowest
values of the transition frequencies in each of the two resonance is obtained with just two oscillatory fields separated
oscillatory field regions alone. If this condition is not met, the maximum distance apart. Despite this advantage, there are

there can be some shift in the resonance frequency. 7 ,8  valid circumstances for using more than two oscillatory fields.
With three oscillatory fields the first and largest side lobe is
suppressed, which may help in resolving two nearby

If, in addition to the two energy levels between which resonances; for a larger number of oscillatory fields additional
transitions are studied, there are other energy levels partially side lobes are suppressed, and in the limiting case of a single
excited by the oscillatory field, there will be a pulling of the oscillatory field there are no side lobes. Another reason for
resonance frequency as in any spectroscopic study and as using a large number of succe,',ive pulses ca. be the
analyzed in detail in the literature. 3 ,7, 8  impossibility of obtaining sufficient power in a single pulse to

induce adequate transition probability with a small number of
Even in the case when only two energy levels are pulses.

involved, the application of additional rotating magnetic fields
at frequencies other than the resonance frequency will produce (3) The earliest use of the separated oscillatory
a net shift in the observed resonance frequency, as discussed field method involved two oscillatory fields separated in space,
elsewhere. 3 ,7, 8 A particularly important special case is the but it was early realized that the method with modest
effect identified by Bloch and Siegert, I1 which occurs when modifications could be generalized to a method of successive
oscillatory rather than rotating magnetic fields are used. Since oscillatory fields with the separation being in time, say by the
an oscillatory field can be decomposed into two oppositely use of coherent pulses. 16

rotating fields, the counter-rotating field component
automatically acts as such an extraneous rotating field. (4) If more than two successive oscillatory fiehas
Another example of an extraneously introduced rotating field is are utilized it is not necessary to the success of the method that
that which results from the motion of an atom through a field they be equally space in time;4 the only requirement is that the
Ho whose direction varies in the region traversed. The theory oscillating fields be coherent -- as is the case if the oscillatory
of the effects of additional rotating fields at arbitrary fields are all derived from a single continuously running
frequencies has been developed by Ramsey7,8,10,1 2  oscillator. In particular, the separation of the pulses can even
Winter, 10 Shirley,1 3 Code, 12 and Greene. 14  be random, 1 6 as in the case of the large box hydrogen

maser 17 discussed later. The atoms being stimulated to emit

Unintended relative phase shifts between the two move randomly into and out of the cavities with oscillatory
oscillatory field regions will produce a shift in the observed fields and spend the intermediate time in the large container
resonance frequency. 13, 14 , 15 This is the most common with no such fields.
source of possible error, and care must be taken to avoid it
either by eliminating such a phase shift or by determining the (5) The full generalization of the successive
shift -- say by measurements with the molecular beam passing oscillatory field method is excitation by one or more oscillatory
through the apparatus first in one direction and then in the fields that vary arbitrarily with time in both amplitude and
opposite direction, phase. 7 ,8

A number of extensions to the separated oscillatory (6) V. F. Ezhov and his colleagues,6,1 8 in a
field method have been made since its original introduction: neutron-beam experiment, used an inhomogeneous static field

in the region of each oscillatory field region such that initially
(1) It is often convenient to introduce phase shifts when the oscillatory field is applied conditions are far from

deliberately to modify the resonance shape.1 5 As discussed resonance. Then, when the resonance condition is slowly
above, unintended phase shifts can cause distortions of the approached, the magnetic moment that was originally aligned

parallel to Ho will adiabatically follow the effective magneticobserved resonance, but some distortions are useful. Thus, if filonacrdatsyemoaigwthIluiltteed
t'- chngein tanstio prbabiityis bsered henthe field on a coordinate system rotating with IfI1 until at the endt"change in transition probability is observed when the

rt- itive phase is shifted from +n/2 to -r/2 one sees a of the first oscillatory field region the moment is parallel to
dispersiun curve shape 15 . A resonance with dispersion shape H I. This arrangement has the theoretical advantage that the
provides greater sensitivity for detecting small shifts in the maximum transition probability can be unity even with a
resonance frequency. velocity distribution, but the method may be less well adaptedJ

to the study of complicated spectra.
(2) For most purposes the highest precision can be

obtained with just two oscillatory fields separated by the (7) I emphasized earlier that one of the principal
maximum time, but in some cases it is better to use more than sources of error in the separated oscillatory field method is that
two separated oscillatory fields. 4  I have calculated the which arises form uncertainty in the exact value of the relative

theoretical resonance shapes 7 with two, three, four and phase shift in the two oscillatory fields. Jarvis, et al. 19 have
infinitely many oscillatory fields, The infinitely many pointed out that this problem can be overcome with a slight
infinitelymanyoscillatory fieldcaseof rsenfinitibelomay t loss in resolution by driving the two cavities at slightlyoscillatory field case, of course, by definition becomes the different frequencies so that there is a continual change in the
same as the single long oscillatory field if the total length of the relative phase. In this case the observed resonance pattern will
transition region is kept the same and the infinitely many change continuously from absorption to dispersion shape.
oscillatory fields fill in the transition region continuously. For The envelope of these patterns, however, can be observed and
many purposes this is the best way to think of the single the position of the maximum of the envelope is unaffected by
oscillatory field method, and this point of view makes it relative phase shifts. Since the envelope is about twice theapparent that the single oscillatory field method is subjected to width of a specific resonance there is some loss of resolution
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in this method, but in certain cases this loss may be notoriously difficult to detect. We, therefore, calculated the
outweighed by the freedom from phase-shift errors. possibility of detecting the transitions throu h their effects on

the electromagnetic radiations. Townes 3 had a few years
(8) The method has been extended to electric as earlier made the first successful maser (acronym for

well as magnetic transitions and to optical laser frequencies as microwave amplifier by stimulated emission of radiation) hut
well as radio- and microwave-freqtuencies. The application of no one had previously made a maser based on a magnetic
the separated oscillatory field method to optical frequencies dipole mor.,ent or on a frequency as low as that of an atomic
requires considerable modifications because of the short wave hyperfine transition. We concluded, however, that if the
lengths, as pointed out by Rlaklanov. Dubetsky and resonance could be made narrow enough by multiple wall
Chebotsev 2 0. Successful applications of the separated collisions, we should be able to obtain maser oscillations. The
oscillatory field method to lasers have been made by apparatus was designed and constructed by Goldenberg.
Bergquist, 21 Lee, 2 1 Hall, 2 1 Salour,22 Cohen-Tannoudji,22 Kleppner and myself 32 and after a few failures we obtained
Bord,, 2 3 Hansch,2 4 Chebotayev 2 5 and many others. 25  maser oscillations at the a,-mmic hydrogen hyperfine frequency.

(9) The method has been extended to reutron Both the proton and the electron have spin angular momenta I
beams and to neutrons stored for long times in totally and J as well as magnetic moments. The atomic hyperfine
reflecting bottles. transitions are those for -h rich there is a change of the relative

orientation of these two magnetic moments between the initial
(10) In a recent beautiful experiment. S. Chu and and final states in Eq. (2). We studied II atoms in the 12S1/2

his associates. 2 6 have successfully used the principle of ground electronic state and mostly observed the transitions
separated oscillatory fields with a fountain of atoms that rises (F=I, m=O -- F=0), m=0) where F is the quantum number of
up slowly, passes through an oscillating field region, falls the total angular momentum F = I + J and m is the associated
tinder gravity and passes again through the same oscillatory magnetic quantum number.
field region. This fountain experiment was attempted many
years ago by J. R. Zacharias and his associates, 3 but it was The principles of an atomic hydrogen maser are shown
unsuccessful because of the inadequate number of very slow schematically in Figure 6. An intense electrical dischare in

atoms. Chu and his collaborators used laser cooling27,28,29
to slow the atoms to a low velocity and obtained a beautifully 5TA'E SEIOR MCRO*A•E
narrow separated oscillatory fields resonance pattern. CA,,

The Atomic Hydrogen Maser C COADW*AL.L.

The atomic hydrogen maser grew out of my attempts to t J '- CELL

obtain even greater accuracy in atomic beam experiments. By
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (or by the Fourier ,tc " ,E RC ATIoý

transform), the width of a resonance in a molecular beam HYDROCN SOURCE SELE'Tr-

experiment cannot be less than approximately the reciprocal of
the time the atom is in the resonance region of the apparatus.
For atoms moving through a I m long resonance region at 100
mis this means that the resonance width is about 100 Hz wide.
To decrease this width and hence increase the precision of the Figure 6.p-- Schematic diagram of atomic hydrogen maser.
measurements required an increase in this time. To increase Only the paths of the mi0 atoms are shown since the m=l
the time by drastically lengthening the apparatus or selecting atoms are not involved in the Dm=() transitions studied.
slower molecules would decrease the already marginal beam
intensity or greatly increase the cost of the apparatus. I the source converts commercially available molecular
therefore decided to plan an atomic beam in which the atoms, hydrogen (12) into atomic hydrogen (H). The atoms emerge
after passing through the first oscillatory field would enter a from the source into a region that is evacuated to 10-6 torr and
storage box with suitably coated walls where they would enter a state selecting magnet which has three north poles
bounce around for a period of time and then emerge to pass alternating in a circle with three south poles. By symmetry,
through the second oscillatory field. My Ph.D. student, the magnetic field is zero on the axis and increases in
Daniel Kleppner,3 0 undertook the construction of this device magnitude away from the axis. Since the energy of a
as his thesis project. The original .-3nfiguration required only hydrogen atom in the F=1 m=O state increases with energy and
a few wall collisions and wa,; cai : a broken atomic beam since mechanical systems are accelerated toward lower
resonance experiment. Initially the beam was cesium and the potential energy, an atom in F=I state that is slightly off axis
wall coating was teflon. The experiment 3 0 was a partial will be accelerated toward the axis, i.e. the F=I state will be
success in that a separated oscillatory field patter, for an focussed onto the small aperture of the 15cm diameter teflon
atomic hyperfine transition was obtained, but it was -,eak and coated storage cell whereas the F--O state is defocussed. As a
disappeared after a few wall collisions. The results improved result, if the atomic beam flows steadily, the storage bottle in
markedly when a paraffin was used for the wall coating and a equilibrium will contain more high energy F=i atoms than
hyperfine resonance was eventually obtained after 190 low. If these atoms are exposed to microwave radiation at the
collisions giving a resonance width of 100 Hz, but with the hyperfine frequency, more atoms are stimulated to go from the
resonance frequency shifted by 150 Hz. higher energy state to the lower one than in the opposite

direction. Energy is then released from the atoms and makes
To do much better than this, we decided we would the microwave radiation stronger. Thus the device is an

have to use an atom with a lower mass and a lower electric amplifie," or maser. If the storage cell is placed inside a tuned
polarizability to reduce the wall interactions. Atomic hydrogen caity, an oscillation a. the resonance frequency will increase
appeared ideal for this purpose, but atomic hydrogen is ii magnitude; until an equilibrium value is reached. At this
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level the oscillation will continue indefinitely, with the energy rotational and vibrational quantum numbers can be determined.
to maintain the oscillation coming from the continuing supply These properties include nuclear and rotational magnetic
of hydrogen atoms in the high energy hyperfine state. The moments, nuclear quadrupole interactions, nuclear spin-spin
device then becomes a free running maser oscillator at the magnetic interactions, spin rotational interactions, etc. I shall
atomic hyperfine frequency. illustrate the accuracy and significance of the measurements

with a single example. With both D2 and LiD we have
The atomic hydrogen maser oscillator has accurately measured 3 5,36 the deuteron quadrupole interaction

unprecedented high stability due to a combination of favorable eqQ where e is the proton electric charge, q is the gradient of
features. The atoms typically reside in the storage cell for 10 the molecular electric field at the deuteron and Q is the
seconds, which is much longer than in an atomic beam deuteron quadrupole moment which measures the shape of the
resonance apparatus so the resonance line is much narnower. deuteron and in particular its departure from spherical
The atoms are stored at low pressure so they are relatively free symmetry. These measurements were made with a high
and unperturbed while radiating. The first order Doppler shift resolution molecular beam apparatus based on the method of
is removed, since the atoms are exposed to a standing wave separated oscillatory fields. We found for eqQ the value
and since the average velocity is extremely low for atoms +225,044+20 Hz in D2 and +34,213+33 Hz in LiD. Since q
stored for 10 seconds. Masers have very low noise levels, has been calculated 3 7 ,3 8 for each of these quite different
especially when the amplifying elements are isolated atoms, molecules, two independent values of Q can be calculated.
Over periods of several hours the hydrogen maser stability is The results agree to within 1.5% which confirms the validitv
better than 1 x 10"15. of the difficult calculation; with it we find Q = 2.9 x 10-27

The major disadvantage of the hydrogen maser is that cm.

the atoms collide with the walls at intervals, changing slightly
the hyperfine frequency and giving rise to wall shifts of 1 x In an experiment with collaborators39 at the Institut
10-1 . However, the wall shifts are highly stable and can be Laue-Langevin at Grenoble, France, we have used the
experimentally determined by measurements utilizing storage separated oscillatory field method with a beam of slow

bottles of two different diameters or with a deformable bulb neutrons to make an accurate measurement of the neutron
whose surface to volume ratio can be altered. As in all magnetic moment and found 3 7 ,4 0 it to be -1.91304275 +
precision measurements, care must be taken in adjusting and 0.00000045 nuclear magnetons. In a somewhat different
tuning the hydrogen maser to avoid misleading results. These experiment with neutrons moving so slowly that they can be
limitations and precautions are discussed in a series of bottled for more than 80 s in a suitable storage vessel, we have
publications by various authors. 3 2 ,3 3,3 4  The designs of used the method of successive oscillatory fields with the two
hydrogen masers have been modified in many ways either for coherent radiofrequency pulses being separated in time rather
special purposes or for increased stability and reliability. For than space. In this manner and as a fundamental test of time
examiple different hyperfine transitions have been used and reversal symmetry, we have recently set a very low upper limit
masers have been operated in relatively stron, magnetic fields, for the neutron electric dipole moment by finding 41 its value to
A hydrogen maser has also been operated 17 with a storage be (-3 ± 5) x 10-26 e cm.
bottle that is much larger than the wave length of the
stimulating radiation by confining the microwave power to two The atomic hydrogen maser gives very accurate data on
small cavities so that it functions as a separated oscillatory field the microwave spectrum of the ground electronic state of the
device. The atoms that are stimulated to emit radiation move hydrogen atom. The hyperfine frequency Av for atomic
randomly into and out of two oscillatory field cavities and hydrogen has been measured in our laboratory and in a
spend the intermediate time in the large container where there number of other laboratories. The best value 42 ,4 3 is
is no oscillatory field. Due to the larger size of the storage box
there are longer storage times and less frequent wall collisions, AVH = 1,420,405,751.7667+0.0009 Hz
so the resonances are narrower and the wall shifts are smaller
than for a normal hydrogen maser. This value agrees with present quantum electromagnetic

theory 4 4 to within the accuracy of the theoretical calculation
Precision Spectroscopy and can be used to obtain information on the proton structure.

Similarly accurate values have been found for atomic
Now that I have discussed extensively the principles of deuterium and tritium and the dependence 4 5 of these results on

the separated oscillatory field method and of the atomic maser, the strengths of externally applied electric fields have been
I shall give some illustrations as to their value. One major measured. With a modified form of the hydrogen maser
category of applications is to precision spectroscopy, designed to operate at high magnetic fields, the ratio of
especially at radio and microwave frequencies. Another magnetic moment of the electron to that of the proton is
category of applications is to atomic clocks and frequency found4 0 ,4 6 to be -658.210688 + 0.000006. Incidentally
standards. when this result is combined with the beautiful electron

It is difficult to summarize the spectroscopic measurements from Professor Dehmelt's labortory4 0 ,4 7 ,4 8

applications since there are so many of them. Many beautiful we obtain the best values for the free proton magnetic moment

experiments have been done by a large number of scientists in in both Bohr and nuclear magnetons.
different countries. I shall, therefore use just a few
illustrations from experiments in which I have been personally Atomic Clocks

involved. In the past 50 years there has been a major revolution
My graduate students have made precision in time keeping, with accuracy and reproducibility of the best

measurements of the radiofrequency spectra of different clocks at the end of that period being approximately a million

molecules in various rotational states. For each of these states times those at the beginning. This revolution in time keeping
more than seven different molecular properties can be inferred and frequency control is due to atomic clocks.
and thus the variations of the properties with changes in the
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Any clock or frequency standard depends on some One of the exciting discoveries in radio astronomy has
regular periodic motion such as the pendulum of the been the discovery of pulsars, that emit their radiation in short
grandfather's clock. In the case of atomic clocks the periodic periodic pulses. Precision clocks have been needed to
motion is internal to the atoms and is usually that associated measure the pulsar periods and thc changes in the periods wkith
with an atomic hyperfine structure as discussed in the section time; these changes sometimes occur smoothly and sometimes
on atomic hydrogen maser. abruptly. Of particular interest from the point of view of time

measurements, are the millisecond pulsars which have
In the most widely used atomic clocks, the atom whose remarkable constancy of period, rivaling the stability of the

internal frequency provides the periodicity is cesium and the best atomic clocks. In fact one of these pulsars is so stable
usual method of observing it is with a separated oscillatory that it may eventually be suitable as a standard of time over
field magnetic resonance apparatus as in Figure 1. The first long periods.49 Another millisecond pulsar is part of a rapidly
commercial cesium beam clock was developed in 1955 by a rotating binary star that is slowly changing its period of
group led by J. R. Zacharias 4 and in the same year L. Essen rotation.4 9 This slow change in rotation can be attributed to
and V. L. Parry4 constructed and operated the first cesium the loss of energy by the radiation of gravity waves -- the first
beam apparatus that was extensively used as an actual experimental evidence for the existence of gravity waves.
frequency standard. Subsequently many scientists and
engineers throughout the world contributed to the development Time and frequency can now be measured so
of atomic clocks, as discussed in greater detail elsewhere. 4  accurately that wherever possible other fundamental

measurements are reduced to time or frequency measuremenLts.
Thus the unit of length by international agreement has recentlyCesium atomic clocks now have an accuracy and been defined as the distance light will travel in a specified time

stability of about 10- 13 which was so far superior to all and voltage has just been represented in terms of frequency
previous clocks that in 1967 the internationally adopted measurements.
definition of the second was changed from one based on
motion of the earth around the sun to 9,192,631,770 periods Accurate clocks have provided important tests of both
of the cesium atom. the special and general theories of relativity. In one

experiment, a hydrogen maser was shot in a rocket to a 6,000
For many purposes even greater stability is required mile altitude and its periodic rate changed with speed and

over shorter time intervals. When such stability is needed the altitude just as expected by the special and general theories of
hydrogen maser is frequently used with a stability of 10-15 relativity. In other experiments, observers have measured the
over periods of several hours, delays predicted by relativity for radio waves passing near the

sun.
Atomic clocks based on the above principles have for a

number of years provided clocks of the greatest stability and Precision clocks make pos.ibz" an c:,irol, new and
accuracy and these are sufficiently great that further more accurate navigational system, the global positioning
improvements might seem to be neither desirable nor feasible, system or GPS. A number of satellites containing accurate
But as we shall see in our final section, there are applications clocks transmit signals at specific times so any observer
that already push atomic clocks to their limits and there are receiving and analyzing the signals from four such satellites
many current developments with great promise for the future. can determine his position to within ten yards and the correct
These include improvements to the existing devices, use of time within one hundredth of a millionth of a second (10-8 s).
higher frequency, use of lasers, electromagnetic traps for
storing both ions and atoms, laser cooling, etc. A particularly fascinating navigation feat dependent on

accurate clocks was the recent and highly successful tour of
the Voyager spacecraft to Neptune. The success of this

Applications for Accurate Clocks mission depended upon the ground controllers having accurate
knowledge of the position of the Voyager. This was

Accurate atomic clocks are used for so many different accomplished by having three large radio telescopes at
purposes that a list of them all is tediously long so I shall here
just briefly mention a few that push clock technology to its different locations on the earth, each of which transmitted a
limit. coded signal to Voyager which in turn transmitted the signals

back to the telescopes. The distances from each telescope to
In radio astronomy one looks with a parabolic reflector Voyager could be determined from the elapsed times and thus

at the radio waves coming from a star just as in optical Voyager could be located. To achieve the required timing
astronomy one looks with an optical telescope at the light accuracy, two hydrogen masers were located at each telescope.
waves coming from a star. Unfortunately, in radio astronomy Due to the rotation of the earth in the eight hours required for
the wavelength of the radiation is about a million times longer the electromagnetic wave to travel from the earth to Voyager
than the wavelength of light. The resolution of the normal and back again at the speed of light, the telescope transmitting
radio telescope is therefore about a million times worse since the signal in some cases had to be different from the one
the resolution of a telescope depends on the ratio of the wave receiving; this placed an additional stringent requirement on the
length to the telescope aperture. However, if there are two clocks. Thus, highly stable clocks were essential for the
radio telescopes on opposite sides of the earth looking at the spectacular success of the Voyager mission to Neptune.
same star and if the radio waves entering each are matched in
time, it is equivalent to a single telescope whose aperture is the
distance between the two telescopes and the resolution of such
a combination exceeds that of even the largest single optical
telescope. However, to do such precise matching in time each
of the two radio telescopes needs a highly stable clock, usually
an atomic hydrogen maser.
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"You know, it would be sufficient to really understand the electron. " Albert Einstein

The 5th century B.C. Philosopher's Democritus' smallest conceivable in-divisible

entity, the a-tomon (the un-cuttable), is a most powerful but not an immutable concept.

By 1930 it had already metamorphosed twice: from something similar to a molecule,

say a slippery atomon of water, to Mendeleyev's chemist's atom and later to electron
and to proton, both particles originally assumed to be of small but finite size. With the

rise of Dirac's theory of the electron in the late twenties their size shrunk to

mathematically zero. Everybody "knew" then that electron and proton were indivisible

Dirac point particles with radius R = 0 and gyromagnetic ratio g = 2.00. The first

hint of cuttability or at least conpositeness of the proton came from Stem's 1933

measurement of proton magnetism in a Stem-Gerlach molecular beam apparatus.

However this was not realized at the time. He found for its normalized dimensionless

gyromagnetic ratio not g = 2 but

g = (/,/A)(2M/q) - 5,

where i, A, M, q are respectively magnetic moment, angular momentum, mass and

charge of the particle. For comparison the obviously composite 4He' ion, also with

spin 1/, according to the above formula has the I g I value 14700, much larger than the

Dirac value 2. Also, along with this large I g I value went a very finite radius of this

atomic ion of = 3 x 10-11 m. And indeed, with Hofstadter's high energy electron
scattering experiments in the fifties the proton radius grew again to R = 0.86 x 10-15

m, roughly in proportion to the excess value of 3 in g. Similar later work at still

CH2818-3/90/0000-012 81.00 0 1990 IEEE
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higher energies found 3 quarks inside the "indivisible" proton. Today everybody
"knows" the electron is an indivisible atomon, a Dirac point particle with radius R =

0 and g = 2.00.... But is it? Like the proton, it could be a composite object. History
may well repeat itself once more. This puts a very high premium on precise

measurements of the g factor of the electron.

GEONIUM SPECTROSCOPY

The metastable pseudo-atom geonium (Van Dyck et al. 1978 and 1986) has been
expressly synthesized for studies of the electron g factor under optimal conditions. It
consists of an individual electron permanently confined in an ultrahigh vacuum
Penning trap at 4K. The trap employs a homogeneous magnetic field B0 = 5T and a
weak electric quadrupole field. The latter is produced by hyperbolic electrodes, a
positive ring and two negative caps spaced 2Z 0 = 8 mm apart, see Fig. 1. The
potential, with A a constant, is given by

,O(xyz) = A(x2 + y2 - 2z2),

with an axial potential well depth

D = e[0(000) - O(00Zo)] = 2eAZ 0
2 = 5eV.

The trapping is mostly magnetic. The large magnetic field dominates the motion in the

geonium atom. The energy levels of this atom shown in Figure 2 reflect the cyclotron
motion, at frequency v. = eB0/2wm = 141 GIIz, the spin precession, at v, -" v, the
anomaly or g-2 frequency Va = v. - vc = 164 MHz, the axial oscillation, at vz =60
MHz, and the magnetron or drift motion at frequency 'm = 13 kHz. The electron is
continuously monitored by exciting the v,-oscillation and detecting via radio the
108-fold enhanced spontaneous 60 Mhz emission. A corresponding signal appears in
Figure 3. Doppler side-band cooling has made continuous confinement in the trap
center of an electron for 10 months (Gabrielse et al. 1985) possible. This process
makes the electron absorb rf photons deficient in energy and supply the balance from
energy stored in the electron motion to be cooled. The corresponding shrinking of the
radius of the magnetron motion is displayed in Figure 4. Extended into the optical
region, the cooling scheme is most convincingly demonstrated in Figure 5. The
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transitions of primary interest at v,, Pa, Ym are much more difficult to detect than the

vz oscillation. Nevertheless the task may be accomplished by means of the continuous

Stem-Gerlach effect (Dehmelt 1988a), in which the geonium atom itself is made to
work as a 108-fold amplifier. In the scheme a single va-photon of only = 1 eV energy

gates the absorption of - 100 eV of rf power at P,,. The continuous effect uses an

inhomogeneous magnetic field in a similar way as the classic one. However, the field

takes now the form of a very weak Lawrence cyclotron trap or magnetic bottle shown

in Figure 6. The bottle adds a minute monitoring well only

Dm = (m + n + 1/2)0. l1ieV

deep to the axial well of large electrostatic depth D = 5 eV, with m, n respectively

denoting spin and cyclotron quantum numbers. Thus jumps in m or n show up as

jumps in vz,

vz = PZ0 + (m + n + 1/2)6,

with 6 = 1.2Hz in our experiments, and VzO the axial frequency of the electron

without a magnetic bottle. Random jumps in m, n occur, when spin or cyclotron

resonances are excited. Figure 6A shows an early example of a series of such jumps in

m or spin flips. For the spin spontaneous transitions are totally negligible. Standard

text books discuss transitions between two sharp levels induced by a broad

electromagnetic spectrum p(v): The transition rate from either level is the same and is

proportional to the spectral power density p(P.) of the radiation field at the transition

frequency vs. Ergo, the average dwell times in either level are the same, compare Fig.

6A. In the geonium experiments the frequency of the weak rf field is sharp, but the
spin resonance is broadened and has a shape G,(v). One may convince oneself that

moving the sharp frequency of the rf field upwards over the broad spin resonance

should produce the same results as moving a broad rf field of spectral shape p(V) 0c

G5 ,() downwards over a sharp spin resonance: The rate of all spin flips or jumps in in
in either direction counted in the experiment is proportional to Gs,(). To obtain the

plot of GJ(v) in Fig. 7 the frequency of the rf field was increased in small steps, and at

each step spin flips were counted for a fixed period of about ½ hour. From our V., Pc

data for electron and positron (Van Dyck et al. 1987) we have determined
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½2gexP = -s/P, = 1.001 159 652 188(4),

the same for particle and anti-particle. The error in the difference of their g-factors is

only half as large. Heroic quantum electro-dynamical calculations (Kinoshita 1988)
have now yielded for the shift of the g factor of a point electron associated with
turning on its interaction with the electromagnetic radiation field

I/2 (gpoint - 2) = I2AgKINOSHITA = 0.001 159 652 133(29).

In the calculations AgKINOSHITA is expressed as a power series in a/lT. Kinoshita has

critically evaluated the experimental a input data on which he must rely. He warns that

the error in his above result, which is dominated by the error in a, may be
underestimated. Muonic, hadronic and other small contributions to g amount to less

than about 4 x 10-12 and have been included in the shift. Kinoshita's result may be

used to correct the experimental g value and find

g = gexp - AgKINOSHITA = 2 + 1l(6)xI0-1 .

ELECTRON RADIUS R?

Extrapolation from known to unknown phenomena is a time-honored approach in all

the sciences. Thus from known g, and R values of other near-Dirac particles and our

measured g value of the electron I attempt to extrapolate a value for its radius.
Stimulated by theoretical work of Brodsky & Drell (1980), I (1989a) have plotted

Ig - 21 vs R0;c in Figure 8 for the helium3 nucleus, triton, proton, and electron.
Here Xc is the Compton wavelength of the respective particle. The plausible relation

given by Brodsky and Drell (1980) for the simplest composite theoretical model of the

electron,

Ig - 21 = R/Xc, or

1g - gDIRAC I = (R - RDIRAC)/XC

fits the admittedly sparse data surprisingly well. Even for such a very different spin A/2
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structure as the atomic ion 4He' composed of an a-particle and an electron the data
point does not fall too far off the full line. Intersection in Figure 8 of this line with the
line Ig-2 I = 1. lx!01° for the Seattle g data yields for the electron the extrapolated

point shown and with ktc = 0.39x10' 0 cm an electron radius

R = 10-20 cm.

The row of X's reflects the data range defined by the uncertainty in the Seattle g data
and the upper limit R < 10-17 cm determined in high energy collision experiments. It
appears that this combination of current data is not in harmony with electron structure
models assuming special symmetries that predict the quadratic relation I g-21 - (R/x) 2

shown by the dashed line. This favors the linear relation used in the above
extrapolation of R for the electron. Thus, the electron may have size and structure!

If one feels that the excess g value 1 l(6)x10-11 measured is not significant because of
its large relative error then, the value R = 10-20 cm given here still constitutes an
important new upper limit. Changing the point of view, the close agreement of groint
with gPXp provides the most stringent experimental test of the fundamental theory of
Quantum Electrodynamics in which R = 0 is assumed. Furthermore the near-identity
of the g values measured for electron and positron in Seattle constitutes the most
severe test of the CPT theorem or mirror symmetry of a charged particle pair.

LEMAiTRE'S -L'ATOME PRIMITIF" REVISITED - A SPECULATION

Beginning 1974 Salam and others have proposed composite electron and quark models
(Lyons 1983). On the strength of these proposals and with an eye on Figure 8, I view
the electron as the third approximation of a Dirac particle, d3 for short, and as
composed of three fourth-approximation Dirac or d4 particles. The situation is taken to
be quite similar to that previously encountered in the triton and proton subatomic
particles, respectively assumed to be of type d, and d2. In more detail, three d4

subquarks of huge mass m' = 1010 m,_ in a deep square well make up the electron in
this working hypothesis. However, their mass 3m' is almost completely compensated
by strong binding to yield a total relativistic mass equal to the observed mass m. of the
electron. Figure 8 may even suggest a more speculative extrapolation: The
e-constituents, in the infinite regression N -- oo proposed in Figure 9, have ever more
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massive, ever smaller sub-sub-.... constituents dN. However, these higher order

subquarks are realized only up to the "cosmon" with N = C, the most massive particle

ever to appear in this universe*. At the beginning of the universe, a lone bound

cosmon-anticosmon pair or life time-broadened cosmonium atom state of near-zero
total relativistic mass/energy was created from Vilenkin's (1984) metastable "nothing"

state of zero relativistic energy in a spontaneous quantum jump of cosmic rarity.

Similar, though much more frequent, quantum jumps that have recently been observed

in a trapped Ba+ ion are shown in Figure 10. In this case the system also jumps
spontaneously from a state (ion in metastable D5 /2 level plus no photon) to a new state

(ion in S1/2 ground level plus photon) of the same total energy. The "cosmonium
atom" introduced here is merely a modernized version** of Lemaitre's (1950) "l'atome

primitif" or world-atom whose explosive radioactive decay created the universe. At the

beginning of the world the short-lived cosmonium atom decayed into an early
gravitation-dominated standard big bang state that eventually developed into a state, in

which again rest mass energy, kinetic and gravitational potential energy add up to zero

(see formula 8 of Jordan 1937). The electron is a much more complex particle than the

cosmon. It is composed of 3 C-3 cosmon-like dc's, but only two particles of this type

formed the cosmonium world-atom from which sprang the universe. In closing, I

should like to cite a line from William Blake,

"To see a world in a grain of sand --- "

and allude to a possible parallel

-- to see worlds in an electron --
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Penning trap. The simplest motion of an electron in the trap is along its
symmetry axis, along a magnetic field line. Each time it comes too close to one of the

negatively charged caps it turns around. The resulting harmonic oscillation took place
at about 60 Mhz in our trap. Reproduced from (Dehmelt 1983) with permission,
copyright Plenum Press.

Fig. 2. Energy levels of geonium. Each of the cyclotron levels labeled n is split first
by the spin - magnetic field interaction. The resulting sublevels are further split into
the oscillator levels and finally the manifold of magnetron levels extending
downwards. Reproduced from (Van Dyck et al. 1978) with permission, copyright

Plenum Press.

Fig. 3. Rf signal produced by trapped electron. When the electron is driven by an

axial rf field, it emits a 60 MHz signal, which was picked up by a radio receiver. The
signal shown was for a very strong drive and an initially injected bunch of 7 electrons.
One electron after the other was randomly "boiled" out of the trap until finally only a
single one is left. By somewhat reducing the drive power, this last electron could be
observed indefinitely. Reproduced from (Wineland et al. 1973) with permission,
copyright American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 4. Side-band "cooling" of the magnetron motion at Vm. By driving the axial
motion not on resonance at vz but on the lower Doppler side-band at vZ-Vm, it is

possible to force the metastable magnetron motion to provide the energy balance hv,,
and thereby expand the magnetron orbit radius. Conversely, an axial drive at Vz+pm

shrinks the radius. The roles of upper and lower side-bands are reversed here from the
case of a particle in a well where the energy increases with amplitude because the
magnetron motion is metastable and the total energy of this motion decreases with
radius. Reproducý-e f"om (Van Dyck et al. 1978) with permission, copyright Plenum

Press.

Fig. 5. Visible blue (charged) barium atom Astrid at rest in center of Paul trap
photographed in natural color. The photograph strikingly demonstrates the close
localization, < < 1 ,.m, attainable with geonium cooling techniques. Stray light from
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the lasers focussed on the ion also illuminates the ring electrode of the tiny rf trap of
about 1 mm internal diameter. Reproduced from (Dehmelt 1988) with permission,
copyright the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.

Fig. 6. Weak magnetic bottle for continuous Stern-Gerlach effect. When in the lowest
cyclotron and magnetron level the electron forms a 14•m long wave packet, 30 nm in
diameter, which may oscillate undistorted in the axial electric potential well. The
inhomogeneous field of the auxiliary magnetic bottle produces a minute spin-dependent
restoring force that causes the axial frequency "z for spin t and , to differ by a small
but detectable value. Reproduced from (Dehmelt 1988a) with permission, copyright

Springer Verlag.

Fig. 6A. Spin flips recorded by means of the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect. The
random jumps in the base line indicate jumps in m at a rate of about 1/minute when
the spin resonance is excited. The upwards spikes or "cyclotron grass" are explained
by expected rapid random thermal excitation and spontaneous decay of cyclotron levels
with an average value < n > - 1.2. Adapted from (Van Dyck et al. 1977) with
permission, copyright American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 7. Plot of electron spin resonance in geonium near 141 GHz. A magnetic
radiofrequency field causes random jumps in the spin quantum number. As the
frequency of the exciting field is stepped through the resonance in small increments,
the number of spin flips occurring in a fixed observation period of about ½/ hour are
counted and then plotted vs frequency. (Actually the 141 GHz field flipping the spin is
produced by the cyclotron motion of the electron through an inhomogeneous magnetic
rf field at v. - P, = 164 MHz.) Reproduced from (Van Dyck et al. 1987) with
permission, copyright American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 8. Plot of I g-21 values, with radiative shifts removed, vs reduced rms radius
R/Xc for near-Dirac particles. The full line I g-21 = R/Xc predicted by the simplest
theoretical model provides a surprisingly good fit to the data points for proton, triton
and helium3 nucleus. It may be used to obtain a new radius value for the physical
electron from its intersection with the line I g-21 = 1. lxl0-10 representing the Seattle
electron g data. The data are much less well fitted by the relation I g-21 = (R/XC) 2,
which is shown for comparison in the dashed line. The atomic ion 4He+ is definitely
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not a near-Dirac particle, but even its data point does not fall too far off the full line.
Adapted from ( )ehmelt 1990) with permission, copyright American Institute of
Physics.

Fig. 9. Triton model of near-Dirac particles. Reproduced from (Dehmelt 1989b) with
permission, copyright the National Academy of Sciences of the USA.

Fig. 10. Spontaneous decay of Ba÷ ion in metastable D5/2-level. Illuminating the ion
with a laser tuned close to its resonance line produces strong resonance fluorescence
and an easily detectable photon count of 1600 photons/sec. When later an auxiliary,
weak Ba+ spectral lamp is turned on the ion is randomly transported into the
metastable D5 /2 level of 30 sec lifetime and becomes invisible. After dwelling in this
shelving level for 30 sec on the average, it drops down to the S,/2 ground state
spontaneously and becomes visible again. This cycle then repeats. Reproduced from
(Nagourney et al. 1986) with permission, copyright American Institute of Physics.
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and
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tube with a 3 mm graphite aperture. This type of oven
Abstract does not last long because of the absorption of cesium by

graphite, but it is simple to make and delivers a fairly well
A cyclindrical cavity operated in the TE0 13 mode was collimated beam. The laser beams enter and exit the

used for excitation of the hyperfine transition in an optically chamber through near normal incidence, high quality anti-
pumped cesium beam spectrometer. In the configuration reflection coated windows epoxied to the tube. The
we used the atoms see the rf H-field reverse its direction fluorescence collection optics are identical to those
twice. The observed lineshapes show an interference developed for NIST-7 [11. The C-field coil is wound on an
structure similar to Ramsey interference. Theoretically aluminum cylinder with a diameter of about 20 cm. There
derived lineshapes are in good agreement with the is a single layer of magnetic shielding with no end caps.
observations. A comparison is made between these The separation of the optical pumping region from the
lineshapes and corresponding Ramsey lineshapes. The detection region is 25 cm.
effects of phase variations within the cavity are also
discussed briefly. The cavity and its mode pattern are shown

schematically in Fig. 1. The cavity is made of 2 inch
copper plumbing pipe with brass end plugs. The latter

Introduction have a 5 mm axial hole for the atomic beam passage and
a ./4 mode filter to discriminate against the degenerate

A prototype atomic beam device was set up to test TM and lower modes. The cavity is fed in the center by a
optical pumping as a means of state preparation and small loop in the end of the 0.087 inch coaxial feed line.
detection. Since the magnetic field in this device is There is no provision for coupling adjustment. The
longitudinal, a suitable Ramsey-style microwave excitation ,
structure was not readily available. Instead, a simple II ----"- ---
cylindrical cavity was substituted. This cavity was operated "1-.-- I \ - .
in the TE0 13 mode with the atomic beam passing along the ....."0137 - .7 _. ,-- ------
cylindrical axis. The microwave magnetic field amplitude (
seen by the atoms then has the form of three half periods • .. ,, ... ,
of a sine wave (see Fig. 1). We expected this form of __.......______......___.......

excitation would exhibit line narrowing similar to that V-14 -,1/4-

achieved with Ramsey excitation.

Experiment

HZ
The prototype beam tube was made as follows.

The vacuum chamber was assembled from commercial

vacuum components and pumped with a turbo molecular Zone zo2n Zone
pump. The cesium oven was a piece of 3/8 inch copper

• Figure 1. Schematic of TE0 13 mode showing longitudinal
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to magnetic field amplitude in the three excitation zones.

copyright.
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resonant frequency was tuned by adjusting the position of 1k e (a
the end plugs before they were fixed in place. The final
tuning is done by temperature adjustment. The cavity has
a loaded Q of about 20 000.

The experiments were done with a single diode
laser narrowed by optical feed-back [21 and locked to a
saturated absorption feature in a separate cesium cell. A
second optical frequency was synthesized from the laser by
an acousto-optic modulator. This allowed us to pump on
the F = 4 -F'= 4 transition and detect on the F = 4 -

FP= 5 cycling transition.

Representative experimental lineshapes for the
clock resonance, (F = 3, m = 0 to F = 4, m = 0), arc
shown in Figs. 2a and 3a together with theoretical
lineshapes Figs. 2b and 3b for the same conditions. (b)

(a)

to kH-

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

Figure 3. Experimcntal(a) and theoretical(b) lineshapes
obtained at 6 dB below optimum power.

Theory

In the notation of Ramsey (3, Chap. V.31, the
evolution of the probability amplitudes of the two hyperfine
states is given by the time-dcpendent Schrodinger equation

i(dldt)C(t) - bg(t)e")C q(t),

i(dfdt)C q(t) - bg(t)e -i"Cp(t) + C q(t),

(1)

with the initial conditions C (0) = 1 and Cq(O) = 0.pq
We have chosen the energy of the initial state p to be zero.

-20 -15 -10 .5 0 5 10 15 20 The rotating field approximation has been made. The Rabi
frequency 2b is proportional to the microwave magnetic

field amplitude, (a is the microwave angular frequency, and
Figure 2. Experimental(a) and theoretical(b) lineshapes (0 is the atomic resonance frequency. The function g(t)
obtained at optimum power. represents the time dependence of the microwave field

amplitude. For the TE013 mode g(t) is shown in Fig. 1
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and is given by (t/2)sin(nt/rt), where r is the transit is the sum of three exponentials. These exponentials relate
time through one of the three zones, and g is normalized the transition amplitude in the second and third zones to
so that J' g(t)dt = z. that in the first zone by phases that correspond to the

difference in phase evolution between the field and the
Weak excitation state q. These phases interfere to either destroy or

enhance the basic probability PI. Hence, we refer to F3 as
The theory is most easily developed and the interference factor. For AT = n, F3 = -3 and P3 is

understood in the limit of weak excitation. To first order enhanced nine times over P1. This enhancement is shown
in b C, remains equal to 1. The probability amplitude for by the strong side peaks in Fig. 4. The interference factor
exCitation after an atom has traversed n zones is then also narrows the central peak and introduces additional

zeros.Cq -- -ibe-"* Gn(X.) (2) zrs

Note that if no excitation took place in the second
zone, we would have a form of Ramsey excitation with the

where drift time T=rc. The second term in (6) would then be

G g 't- - c2  (1e'rcosn~t) missing and (5) would reduce to
n%2 (2r2-1C2) PR - (2cosl) 2P1 ' (7)

(3)
the usual expression for weak two-zone Ramsey excitation
13, Chap. V.4]. This lineshape, also shown in Fig. 4, has a

and A w 0- o is the detuning from resonance of the central peak 1.4 times broader than the central peak for
microwave field. Gn is well-behaved at Ar = _t since three zone excitation. It also has prominent side peaks, but
both numerator and denominator vanish together for they are not enhanced above the central peak.
integer n. If we consider the function g(t) to be zero
outside the range O<t<nt , then the integration limits in
(3) can be extended to plus and minus infinity and G n(A) a

becomes the Fourier transform of g(t). The transition
probability becomes

P.(,X) - b2 IG, 12 - ,44b2C2cOs2(nXr/ 2 )

(X 2 "t2 -7E
2) 2

(4) *..

for n odd. For n even, replace cos(nA't/2) by k.* z
sin(nkA/2). The result (4) is shown in Fig. 4 for n=3.
With the aid of some trigonometric identities we can factor
the transition probability for one zone of excitation from Figure 4. Comparison of lineshapes from three-zone
(4): excitation (solid line) with Ramsey excitation (dashed line)

at low power with single velocity atoms.p, -IF 12Pi" (5)

The results (4) and (5) also apply to values of n
larger than 3 corresponding to excitation by a TE0 1n mode.

For n = 3 the remaining factor, The interference factor Fn becomes a polynomial in coskt

related to the Tschebyscheff polynomials. The lineshape
has very strong, narrow side peaks for single-velocity atoms.

F3 - 2cos.'r-1 - e' -1 + e-, (6) The central peak has a width Avn = kn/2nt where k, =

2.38, k3 = 1.04, and kn approaches unity for n large. A
corresponding Ramsey excitation would include excitation
by only the first and last zones with a drift time between
excitation zones T = (n-2),v. For such a Ramsey excitation
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(7) holds with ).r replaced by (n-1)IT/2 in the argument The one-zone transition probability P1 is again a factor in
of the cosine. The central peak has a width Avn = qn the multi-zone transition probability. In the weak excitation
/2(n-l)'r where q3 = .98 and qn approaches unity for n limit C (T) is unity so that y = sin(.t/2) in agreement
larger. Hence for n large the multi-zone excitation and with (6f For stronger excitation C p(T) decreases, making
corresponding Ramsey excitation yield lineshapes with the side peaks less prominent.
similar widths.

For the actual sine-wave form of g(t) the
Strong excitation Schrodinger equation (1) was integrated numerically across

one zone to find *(1r). The transition probability for 1, 2.
If *(t) represents ,he state vector whose and 3 zones was then found fr,-,m th relations (11). A

components are C p(t) and C (t), then the time evolution sample result is plotted in Fig. 5, for optimum power.
of 4(t) can be expressed by a 2 x 2 evolution matrix U(t,to) Saturation reduces the value of y in (11) allowing the
such that central peak to broaden and reducirg the side peaks.

Also shown in Fig. 5 is the corresponding Ramsey lineshape
"v" - U(t,t0) 4i(t0). (8) for two zones of excitation. The central Ramsey peak is

now only 0.6 times as wide as for three zone excitation.

Saturation does not affect the interference factor for
Ramsey excitation.

For three-zone excitation the evolution can be broken down
into the product of evolutions across each zone:

(3"0 - U(3"t,2"t) U(2 T, T) U(C,O) * (0). ,

(9)

In terms of the solution of (I) at t = "r we have the
evolution matrix ' \..7' , "

0.+ 1. t

/. . i.ot IL i,-l , kH z

U ( 1, 0) - J ('1C)) -q , ') )e J. (10) Figure 5. C om parison of lineshapes from three-zone

SCq(r•) C(?Ye-°) " excitation (solid line) with Ramsey excitations (dashed line)
at optimum power with single velocity atoms.

Velocity Average

U(2-rtj) and U(3"r,2-?) are the same as U(-r,0) except In the experimental situation 'r is not fixed, but
that Cq(T) is replaced by -Cq ('T)e"0 and Cq(t)e 2twr has a broad distribution of values corresponding to the
respecttvely. Thus, knowing the solution of (1) for the first velocity distribution of atoms in the beam. Since the
excitation zone allows us to easily find the solution for position of the side lobes, but not the central peak,
several zones by matrix multiplication. The results for the depends on t, the side lobes are greatly reduced and
transition probability are broadened by averaging over -c values. A thermal velocity

distribution weighted by 1/v for detection by a cycling
1 = I Cq('I2 for one zone, transition [41 was used to average the numerical results.

Figure 2b shows the resulting calculated lineshape for
P2 = 4y2 P1  for two zones, optimum excitation for comparison with the experimental

curve in Fig. 2a. At weaker excitation levels, the central
P3 = (1-4y 2)2P 1  for three zones, (11) peak shrinks and narrows faster than the side lobes as

shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. At still lower excitation the
where y = Im[Cp(-r) exp(iX't/2)J, central peak becomes only half as high as the side lobes.
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Theoretical predictions are in agreement with experimental
observations.

Cavity Phase Variations

Spatial phase variations within the cavity can lead
to frequency biases, in analogy with the end-to-end phase
shift in Ramsty cavities. Only phase variations associated
with modes of a symmetry different from the desired one
can produce a bias [5l. In our cavity the closest such
modes are TE0 12 and TE014. However, since they
resonate about 1.1 GHz away from the TE0 13 mode and
have very high Q, the resulting frequency bias would be
very small even if the cavity feed excited them, which it is
not designed to do. An experimental search was made for
other modes using probes within the cavity. The only
resonances seen in our cavity other than the desired one
were those of the TE0 1 1 and TE0 15 modes, which have a
symmetry that will not produce frequency shifts.
Furthermore, the degenerate TMI 13 mode and the lower
TEl In modes were not observed, indicating that the mode
filter works well. In conclusion, we feel that spatial phase
variations can be analyzed and shown not to be a problem
in this type of cavity.
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EFFECFS OF NEUTRON FLUENCE ON "ThE OPERAFING CHARACTERISTICS
OF DIODE LASERS USED IN ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS

R. P. Frueholz, J. C. Camparo, and S. B. Delcamp, Chemistry and Physics Laboratory,
The Aerospace Corporation, P. 0. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009-2957

C. E. Barnes, California Institute of Technology,
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Abstract: One of the next major advances in laboratories of The Aerospace Corporation to
rubidium and cesium atomic clock technology will determine the effects of neutron irradiation on the
center on the use of diode lasers for optical pvimping. operating characteristics of diode lasers relevant to
The atomic clocks used on board satellites have the clock function. The emphasis on characteristics
potential to interact with various forms of radiation that pertinent to atomic clock operation distinguishes this
are not present in the laboratory environment, and the study from previous investigations of neutron effects
effects of this radiation on the laser's operating on diode laser operation [3-51.
characteristics relevant to clock applications are not Atomic clock opera! ion requires a population
well known. imbalance to be established between the two hyperfine

The present paper describes an ongoing levels whose energy difference defines the clock's
experiment to study the effects of neutron fluence on internal frequency. Optical pumping is a very efficicnt
the operating characteristics of Mitsubishi Transverse means of generating the desired population imbalance.
Junction Stripe (TJS) AJGaAs diode lasers. Different The AlGaAs diode lasers [6) are ideal sources ofoptical
models of theTJS diode laser produce optical radiation pumping radiation. They are compact, solid state
in both the 780 and 850 nm range, appropriate for devices whose size is attractive for use in the satellite
optical pumping in rubidium and cesium atomic clocks, environment. Additionally, they have a number of
respectively. In this phase, a set of TJS diode lasers has spectral properties that arc well suited to optical
been exposed to a neutron fluence of 2 x 1012 n/cm2, pumping in Rb and Cs atomic clocks. The intensitiesof
and four laser characteristics were examined after each light they emit are adequate for efficient optical
exposure. The laser's light output versus injection pumping in atomic standards. By varying the mole
current and single-mode linewidth versus output power fraction of Al in these devices, lasers with wavelengths
both influence the efficiency of optical pumping and that maybe tuned to either Rb or Cs optical resonances
hence the atomic clock's si nal-to-noise ratio. We have are available. Finally, the spectral width of the laser
also measured the laser s single-mode wavelength light is sufficiently narrow to allow effective optical
versus injection current (laser tuning). Since the diode pumping in the gas-cell environment of the Rb
laser must remain tuned to the appropriate atomic standard, as well as the atomic-beam environment of
transition, any degradation in the ability to tune the the Cs atomic clock.
laser will impact atomic clock reliability. Finally, the Prior to the present studies, the bulk of
diode laser's gain curve has been studied at several information concerning the effects of neutron
injection currents below threshold. This diode laser exposure on diode laser operation dealt with the
characteristic is taken as an indicator of the neutron radiation-induced modifications of the diode laser's
damage mechanisms in the laser's semiconductor output power versus injection current curve 13-51. In
material. Changes in these characteristics due to the the present study, four tests are used to characterize a
neutron exposure are reported. laser's performance before and after exposure to

neutrons. First, the laser's output power versus
Introduction injection current curve is measured. This characteristicaffects the laser optical pumping rate, and hence the

signal-to-noise ratio and frequency stability of the
The next generation of rubidium (Rb) and atomic clock. This curve also identifies the laser's

cesium (Cs) atomic clocks will employ diode lasers for threshold current, the minimum current at which laser
optical pumping to improve their Frequency stabilities, emission takes place. Then the laser's single-mode
It is anticipated that the introduction of laser optical linewidth versus inverse output power curve is
pumping in each of these devices will improve their obtained. Again this characteristic influences the
requency stabilities by factors of nearly 100 over efficiency of optical pumping and hence the atomic

current designs [1,21. For space applications, the laser clock's signal-to-noise ratio. The laser's single-mode
pumped clocks will have to function in the presence of wavelength versus injection current curve (laser
various forms of radiation. In particular, the effects of tuning) is measured. As the injection current is
radiation on diode laser function must be investigated, increased, the internal temperature of the lasing media
In this paper, we discuss experiments in progress in the also increases. The increasing temperature causes the

CH2818-3/90/0000-039 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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lasing wavelengti, to shift to longer values due to observed for the low threshold laser. In contrast, laser
changing of the media's refractive index. As the diode E shows a slight increase in its threshold current upon
laser must remain tuned to the appropriate atomic neutron exposure. Also, after exposure, this laser can
transition, any degradation in the ability to tune the produce no more than 2.4 mW of optical power. The
laser will impact the clock's reliability. Finally, the reduced output power could degrade the frequency
diode laser's gain versus wavelength curve is obtained stability of a clock employing this laser. The behaviors
at several injection currents below threshold. Though of the two low threshold lasers were consistent, as were
this characteristic is not as closely related to atomic the behaviors of the four high threshold lasers.
clock performance as the others, it is perhaps a better Linewidth versus inverse power curves are presented in
indicator of the neutron damage mechanisms in the Fig. 2 for lasers D and E before and after neutron
laser's semiconductor material. The range of tests exposure. The low threshold lasers show no
encompassed in this study should provide a fuller measurable changes due to this exposure. In contrast,
picture of the effects of neutron exposure on the diode the high threshold lasers show increases in their
laser characteristics relevant to atomic standard linewidths upon exposure. Again, the potential for
operation. changes in linewidth upon neutron exposure would

have to be taken into account when considering the
Experimental Procedure application of these lasers in atomic clocks.

Wavelength versus injection current curves for
Experimentation is being performed on s a low threshold laser (D) and a high threshold-laser (E)
Mitsumish i o ML3101diodbeingapersorm led A s before and after neutron exposure are displayed in Fig.Mitsubishi TJS ML 3101 diode lasers, labeled A 3. The apparent changes in laser l)'s tuning curve upon

through E The lasers are being characterized at ne eposre fall in our normalnrnge of
operating temperatures of both 15 and 30*C. Prior to neutron exposure fall within our normal range of
oprradationg thempaseratrs ofre bh1anactzd urior toe tuning curve reproducibility. Consequently, we cannot
irradiation, the lasers were characterized using the state that the radiation exposure had any effect on this
pasere diviously mentio ved f tou tes. Wound. tathers C laser's tuning. However, laser E displayed a significant
lasers divided themselves into two groups. Lasers C change in its tuning characteristics. It is apparent thatand D) displayed relatively low threshold currents.
approximately 15 mA, while lasers A, B, E, and F wavelengths accessible prior to irradiation are no
howed higher threshold currents, all very near 35 mA. longer attainable after exposure. This could be a

'howc thigher typeshoflaser diodents, al thryneshold 3serious limitation to the use of this laser in an atomic"lcrpically, this type of laser diode has a threshold clock. Again, the two low threshold lasers displayed
current near 20 mA, with a maximum of approximately similar lacks of sensitivity to neutron _xposure. Two of4(1 mA. After initial characterization, the lasers were the four high threshold lasers were unaffected by the

exposed to a neutron fluence of 2 x 1012 n/cm 2 (E > I radiation, while the other two showed the effects just
MeV) at room temp.,rture at the Sandia Pulsed discussed.
Reactor (SPR III). The fluence rtuprcscnts the average Review of the diode laser gain curves may give
value of the measurements of three sulfur dosirmeters s e vina of the oiof the n -in duce
with appropriate corrections applied to convert the some indication of the origins of the neutron-induced
dosimeter values to fluences for neutrons with energies esecus is su ed on the graphs shown on
greater than I MeV. these curves is summarized on the graphsshown on Fig.

gratr ohn rMeturn tour4. Laser C, representing the low threshold lasers, isUpon return to our laboratory, the lasers' unaffected by the neutron exposure. Laser F. a high
optical properties were remeasured. Tb ensure the threshodbysernhosaonsusenhtasgE. -'cugh
reproducibility of our spectral measurements, a control threshold laser, shows a consistent shift of its g,, -curve
laser, unexposed to neutrons, was also recharacterized. peak to higher energies after neutron exposure. This is

r to remain somewhat surprising, since the increased thresholdIts spectral properties were required ocurrents observed after exposure would indicate
constant prior to proceeding with the characterization increased active region temperature during lasing.
of the exposed lasers. In this paper, we report the Consequently, a shift to lower energies (longer
results of this single neutron exposure. We anticipate wavelength emission) after neutron exposures would
continuing the study, increasing the exposure to higher have been expected.
neutron fluences. The lack of sensitivity of the low threshold

lasers' output power versus injection current curves to
Results this level of neutron exposure is consistent with the

findings of Barnes 141. In the present study, we find that
Prior to exposure, all of the diode lasers this behavior extends to a range of optical

displayed spectral characteristics consistent with characteristics relevant to optical pumping as would be
normally behaving devices. After exposure, the two performed in an atomic clock.
low threshold lasers showed no discernible changes in
operating characteristics. In contrast, the four high Conclusions
threshold lasers showed marked changes in their
performances. These effects will be reviewed in the Application of the diode lasers of the type used
following paragraphs. in this study has the potential to significantly improve

In Fig. 1, typical output power versus injection the frequency stabilities of the Rb and Cs standards. It
current curves are displayed for a low threshold laser is apparent though, that neutron exposure can lead to
(D) and a high threshold laser (E) before and after tuning curve modifications, increased spectral
neutron exposure. No effect of neutron exposure is linewidths, and reduced output powers. Furthermore,
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these results should extend to %.I( ..iN diode lasers in Diode-Laser-Pumped Atomic Frequency
general. All of these effect% can rcult in degraded Standard," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 59, pp.
atomic standard performance -. potential failure. 3313-3317, May 1986.
'[his is not to say, though, that ti,,,, dc,.c, cannot be
used in atomic standards ,uhjct- to a neutron 121 R. E. Drullinger, J. H. Shirley, D. J. Glaze, and
environment. Rather, if the ultimate operational L. Hollberg, "An Optically Pumped Primary
environment has the potcntial for neutron exposure, Frequency Standard," in Proceedings of the
care must be taken in usL of the standards. As a first Fourth Symposium on Frequency Standards and
step to reducing a standard's potential sensitivity to Metroiogy. 1989, pp. 116-119.
neutron exposure, diode lasers with thresholds below
typical values should be employed. Additionally, it 131 C. E. Barnes, "Increased Radiation Hardness
would be wise to have a laser wavelength control system of GaAs Lasers at High Current Densities," J
with suifficient sophisticz:ioln , co,"rct any small Appl. Phys., vol. 45, pp. 3485-3489, August
wavelength shifts that might occur upon exposure. Tob 1974.
this point, we have addressed the effects of neutron
exposure on the operating characteristics of diode 141 C. E. Barnes, "Neutron Damage Effects in
lasers at a phenomenological le• zl. With further Laser Diodes," in Proceedings of SPIE. vol.
exposures at increasing fluences and additional 328, 1982, pp. 88-95.
analysis, we hope to obtain a more fundamental 151 C. E. Barnes, "The Effect of Neutron
understanding. Results of this more complete study Irradiation on the High Temperature
will be forthcoming. Operation of Injection Laser Diodes," in
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FREQUENCY LOCKING OF LASER DIODES USING AN

OPTICALLY PUMPED CESIUM BEAM TUBE

Kenji HISADOME and Masami KIHARA

NTT Transmission Systems Laboratories

1-2356 Take, Yokosuka, Kanagawa, 238-03 Japan

ABSTRACT itv, and short-term frequency stability are expected to hc

better than conventional cesium Ix-am frequency standardS.

A new optically pumped cz-sium beam tube has been With recent advances in laser diode technology, several

designed. This tube is 680 mm long, and has two cesium laboratories are in the process of developing them"

beam ovens and four atom-laser interaction zones. The fre- NTT' is developing a small opti cally pumped cesium

quency of a laser diode is locked to the fluorescence from the beam frequency standard as a clock frequency source for

cesium beam. The frequency fluctuation of this frequency- NTT's synchronous digital communication networksý !.

locked laser diode and the short-term frequency stability of A new optically pumped cesium beam tube is created as a

the optically pumped cesium beam frequency standard quantum resonator for this optically pumped cesium stan-

using this laser diode are theoretically estimated according dard. This paper reports a sheme and preliminary results

to the measurzd beam current values. Also, the directivity of the new cesium bean tube. Short-term frequcncy

of the cesium beam tube is measured to determine the stability and the proper operational condition for the

proper operational condition. When oven temperature is optically pumped cesium standard using this tube are also

130 'C, a practical lifetime of about 4 years (1 g Cs metal discussed.

enclosed) and a good short-term frequency stability of

crJr) = 3xl012/v'r can be obtained.

2 CESIUM REAM TUBE

1. INTRODUCTION

Scheme

Cesium beam frequency standarL generate an accu- The scheme of the optically pumped cesium beam

rate and stable frequency synchronized to the "clock transi- tube is shown in figure 1. It is 680( mm long and has two

tion" frequency (9.192631770 GHz) of ceSium atoms using cesium beam ovens and four atom-laser interaction zones.

deflection magnets and the Ramsey rc sonance method"). With these ovens and interaction zones. it is possible to

Their frequency accuracy anti long-term frequency stability simultaneously T(crate two counter-propagating beamir -.

are better than rubidium gas cell frequency standards and to cancel out a cavity phase shift by summing up the rc,,o-

oven contr 1led crystal oscillators, and they are smaller nance signals obtained from the two beams(Fig. 2). A

than hydroig',o maser frequency standards. They are used in more detailed explanation is given in the appendix.

several ficld, navigation, communication, time keeping,

instrumentation, etc. Windows and mirrors

Optically pmnlped cesium beamn frequency standards The cesium beamn tube has four pairs of windows lbr

us" lasers instead of conventional deflection magnets for laser beams and four spheroidal mirrors for fltorescencc

atomic state preparation and microwave resonance detec- detcction. These windows are made ofanti-rcelection coated

tion. Their frequency accuracy, long-term frequency stabil- fused silica and their reflectivity at 850 nm is less than 0.4

CH2818-319010000-044 $1.00 ) 1990 IEEE
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680mm %. The laser beam and cesium beam, running perpendiCu-
14 lar to the paper, cross each other at one focus of the mirn ror
To Ion Pump 21 0mm To Ion Pump in figure 3. Fluorescence from the cesium beam is focused

U'U-r-U i by the mirror onto a silicon photodiode kxlated at the otlicr

focu us.

Ovens
Cs Beam Microwave Cavities Cs Beam The ovens have beam collimators made of coppcr.
Oven ¥V OvenAtom-Laser Atom-Laser The temperatures of the beam collimators are measured by

Interaction Zones Interaction Zones thermistor sensors and their fluctuations are controlled to

less than 0.1 'C. The beam collimator is composed of

Figure 1. Optically Pumped Cs Beam Tube. channels each of whose lengths are 17 mm and whose cross
section areas are 0.03 mm 2. The directivity of the beam

collimator is shown in section 5.

Material

Pump Beam Pump Beam The energy levels of atoms generally change due to
#1 #2 the Zecman effect caused by environmental magnetic fields.

Probe Beam Probe Beam Therefore the material for the beam tube must be nonmnav-
#2 #1 netic to avoid unexpected Zeeman frequency offset. More-

#1 i #2 over, gas emission from the material must be kept to mini-

Cs Beam Ii mum because the mean free path of the cesium atoms in the
Cs Beam I :cesium beam tube must be much longer than the beam tube

length. Consequently, aluminium alloy is employed to
SOE satisfy the above conditions.

ISynthesizerI Vacuum
Output Two ion vacuum pumps are used for an evacuation

speed of 10 liters per second are used. The vacuum level in

the beam tube can be held ",t about 10x Torr. The mean Iv'e

path at this vacuum level is on the order of 102 m.

I Controller

v1 V2  3. OBSERVATION OF Cs - D2 LINE

Fluorescence An absorption line from the ground state 162S f/2) to

the excited state 16'P3/2), the Cs - D2 line (resonant
Figure 2. Cancellation of Cavity Phase Shift wavelength in vacuum is 852.35 nin), is used for the op-

by Two Stimultaneous Counter tical pumping. These states have the hyperfine structures
Propagating Cs Beams. shown in figure 4 due to nuclear spin interaction. In this

figure, F and F' are the total angular momentum quantumn

number in the ground state 162S 1/2) and the excited state
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Preamplifier stabilized laser diode module. Experimental conditions are

put as follows.

Temperature fluctuation of LD module;

<.10 K.

Fluorescence Input optical power; -4 dBm.

Oven temperature; 150 'C.

Si Photodiode Sweeping range of laser diode injection

,• Jcurrent; 0.1 piA.( JSpheroidal Mirror
Laser Beam K "hria Mirror The fluorescence from the cesium beam is focuscd

.. $"" 1 ' " onto the silicon photodiode whose detection area is 33

mm2 , and its photocurrent is amplified by a low noise FET
Cs Beam operational amplifier.

The observation results are shown in figure 5(a).

Three transition lines (F = 4 --+ F= 3, 4, 5) can be found
Figure 3. Spheroidal Mirror for Fluorescence for 0.1 tA sweeping range of injection current (900 MHz

Detection. sweeping range of laser frequency). Peak value for cycling

transition line (F = 4 -- F'= 5) is 400 nA (in atomic state
preparation zone) and 20 nA (in microwave resonance de-

tection zone) respectively. Full width at half-maximum of

the transition line is 90 MHz.
F'=5 A frequency discrimination signal is used to lock the

62 P32 P=F4 frequency of the laser diode to one of the transition lines.

To obtain the discrimination signal, rectangular modula-F'=3
S150MHz tion current with an amplitude of 25 pA and a modulationSF'=2

frequency of 10 kHz is added to the injection current of the

laser diode. The frequency of the laser diode is shifted ±45
_=852.a5nm MHz with the modulation current. The synchronously de-

tected result of the fluorescence signal is shown in figure
5(b). The three zero-crossing points correspond to the three

"F=4 peaks of the fluorescence signal in figure 5(a).

S•9 192631770GHz6=3 
4. ESTIMATION OF SHORT-TERM FREQUENCYSF=3

STABILITY

Figure 4. Hyperfine Structures In Cs-D2 Line. Based on thz experimental results obtained in the
previous section, the short-term frequency stability of our

optically pumped cesium beam frequency standard is theo-
161P3/2) respectively. According to the selection rule, retically estimated, considering both t;he f" quency and
there are six allowed transitions (F = 3 -4 F' = 2, 3, 4 and power fluctuation of the laser diode. The estimated short-
F = 4 -4 F'= 3, 4, 5) in the Cs - D2 line. term frequency stability is ultimate, because 150 'C in the

Fluorescence corresponding to the Cs - D2 line is previous experimental conditions is the highest oven tem-
observed with the cesium beam tube and temperature-
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cence from the interaction zone close by the cesium beam

oven.S ~~F=4 -- F'=5oe.
1.0

Laser diode
0 0.8 When modulation current ±AI with a frequency of

7i" fL, is added to the injection current, the LD frequency is
P 6 given by

S0.4 F=4- F=4 V'L(t) =VLO(t) +AVL

E! =2= VLO(t =VLF-KLIc(t) +&VL(t) (1)
0.2

0.0 with AvL=KLAI

0.0 0.05 0.1

whereSweep Current (mA)
VLF: free-running LD mean frequency

(a) Ic(t): control current

,v, (t): free-running LD frequency fluctuation

" F=4 -F'=5 KL constant.
10

N
N'i F=4 -: F'=4 The fluorescence for cycling transition ran be approximated

0 F=4 - F=3 by Lorentzian shape. When AvL i, 4ual to one half the

transition linewidth, the fluorescent signal is approximated
.5, 0.0 b,-- by

C =(i(1 " Vr -'LO(t).})a Po+s3P(t)}+ Vn(O
.2 2 WL/2M (2)

.E
.-1.0 where

"0.0 0.05 0.1 PO: mean power

6P(t): power fluctuation

Sweep Current (mA) V,(t): noise in the control system (tram shot noise,

(b) atom-photon conversion noise, stray light

shot noise, etc."'8)
WL: transition linewidth

Figure 5. Fluoresecence Signal (a) vr: resonance frequency
and Frequency Discrimination Signal (b). a: coefficient dependent on collection efficiency

of the mirror, quantum efficiency of the

perature allowed for aluminum alloy used as cesium beam photodiode, beam intensity, etc.

tube material.

A block diagram of the optically pumped cesium The control current is given by

standard analyzed in this section is shown in figure 6. In

this figure, laser diode frequency is stabilized by fluores-
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/c(o =-hL(t)®{IaPo vr -VLO(t) + 1-cx.3P(fL;t) +Vn(fL;t)}

2 WL12 2 where

(3) Sp(o: power spectral density of 3P(t)

where Sv,(J: power spectral density of Vn(t).

hL(t); integrator impulse response

5P(f;t); f component of 5P(t) In this equation, r is an average time of a frequency.

V,(f;t; f component of V,(t).

Optically pumped Cs standard

In equation (3), ® represents the convolution integral. The microwave frequency, synthesized from the

From equations (I) and (3), the two-sample variance VCXO frequency and modulated by a rectangular signal

of the frequency fluctuation of the stabilized laser diode is whose frequency is f., is given by

given by
VAXo( t) = MVo ( t)

0rL(T) 1 l S,,F'fL) .+ Svn(fL) }l() M'ot
; 2Q2 pr (Tpo/2) 2 r (4) vM&t) =Vpr(t) ++AVO

with V10(0 =VOF-KoVc(0 +civof5

0 L= v'/WL

±-AI 'L(t)
PS -. i Copler• k~ j j

Vn( ) VL(t)

- 4E-- Optical fiber
F lu ore sce nce r-V%:. Cs beam A

c Fluorescence

Ramsey cavit Florsc

L VM(t) O/' 0o(t) Vnt

Output - ViV0 \,OtLZhot)

Figure 6. Optically Pumped Cs Standard Analyzed in Sec. 4.

BPF: band pass filter, PSD: phase sensitive detector
INT: integrator, MOD OSC: modulation oscillator
SYN: synthesizer, MOD: modulator
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where
C2 = 1 __pfo ()2SL ___,4Sv, o

VOF: free-running VCXO mean frequency )S(fo) +Q SyL(fO) + 4Svn(fo)

Jv,0(: free-running VCXO frequency tluctuation 8;r2Q02 po2 (a'P/2)2 r

Ko: constant (8)

Vc(0): control voltage

M: multiplication rate of the microwave with

synthesizer. 00 = Mvc/I W,.

Microwave transition probability can be approximated by In this equation, the first term reflects the power fluctuation

of the laser diode, the second the frequency fluctuation of the

Cos2[1r(V CL- MXt)1] laser diode, and the third the noise in the control system.
2Wo ay, (r=IS) and uryo(r=I S) as calculated for S•,()/

where P. 2 are shown in figure 7. The parameters for the calcu-

Wo: Ramsey resonance linewidth lations are shown in table 1. These parameters are obtained

tCL: "clock transition" frequency. from the measured results in the previous section. In fig-

ure 7, the ultimate values of the square root of the two-

When Avo = W0 /2, the fluorescent signal is approximated sample variance of the frequency fluctuation of the fre-

by quency-locked laser diode and the optically pumped cesium

standard using the laser diode are a'r(>) = 4.5 xl 10-1/tr and

Vo(f) 2 { 2 ] Wx1 1 2 }CCrL(r) = 9xl0-',t't, respectively, when Sf)/IP2<10 I'/
Hz. This S6(f)/P 0

2 value can be easily realized.

xa'{Po +3P(}+Vn(t) (6)

where

V',(t): noise in the control system.

a': coefficient. • 10

The control voltage is given by

VcffV CL-[V&K t)} . 10Vo =_ho(0 t)®[ 4aPa 10r1 vW

+ lap VL(fOt + P Vn(fo;t)1E

4 WL12 4 (7) (yyO('l sec

"where • 1012

ho(t); integrator impulse response 0

0
3vL (f;t); f component of 3vL(t). *

0 -13 1 I I I
From equations (5) and (7), the two-sample variance of the M 10• -I 1-12 1011 1010 109 108 1071"6

frcquency fluctuation of the optically pumped cesium 10 10 10 10 10 10

standard is given by Ssp(fo)/P• [HZ1]

Figure 7. Frequency Fluctuations of Laser Diode
and Optically Pumped Cs Standard.
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of a cesium beam tube when optical pumping is used. Off-

5. PROPER OPERATIONAL CONDITION axis atoms causes these degradations. Thus, it is necessary
to measure the directivity of the beam collimator to

In general, the consumption of cesium in a cesium determine the proper operational condition for cesium beam

beam oven and saturation of the carbon getters degrade the tubes.

lifetime of cesium beam tubes. Fogging of the windows

and mirrors by cesium atoms can also degrade the lifetime Directivity of beam collimator
The directivity of an experimental beam collimator

similar to the beam collimator in the cesium beam tube is

measured. The measurement scheme is shown in figure

8(a). An ionization detector whose detection slit is 0.5 mmBeam CollimatorB0.5mm X M) x 5 mm is placed far 300 mm from the beam collimator and

is moved perpendicular to the beam axis.
The measured beam pattern is shown in figure 8(b).

Theoretical patterns(19) are shown by lines (1) and (2) in

Cs Beam Oven 300mm Ionization this figure. Line (1) ignores re-emission from the walls of
I1" " Detector the collimator and line (2) considers it. The mea~sured be-am

(a) pattern is affected by re-emission.
Transmission probability (inverse of peaking fac-

tor, K) indicates the directivity of the beam collimator. The

K-_ obtained from the theoretical beam pattern (2) is 0.018,

and the K-1 obtained from the measured beam pattern is

1.0 0.023.
"---- Experiment

.N
", 0.8 Proper operational condition
E In the following calculation, it is assumed that only
0
S0.6 cesium consumption limits the lifetime of the cesium

beam tube. This consumption can be calculated by the
" 0.4 measured transmission probability and the overall cross

__ section area (0.36 mm') of the beam collimator. The
E 0.2 relation between lifetime (I g Cs enclosed), short-term fre-

qucncy stability and oven temperature is shown in figure 9.
0.0 The lifetime and short-term frequency stability of NTT's

0 1 2 3 4 5
present cesium standard are also shown in this figure.

X(mm) The proper operational condition can be determined

(b) by this graph. When oven temperature is 130 TC, a life-

Figure 8. Measurement Scheme of Beam Collimator time of about 4 years per gram, and a short-term frequency

Directicity (a) and Measured Beam Pattern (b). stability of ro(T) = 3xlO2/,/r can be obtained. The
lifetime is longer than that of NT's present cesium stan-

dard, and the short-term frequency stability is less than one

tenth that of NTTs present cesium standard.
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FOrTY-FOURTH AMMNAL SYPO6IUM 0n FRXQUKMCY OST.

ZERO-CROSSING TECHNIQUE FOR CLOCK-TRANSITION
DETECTION IN A Rb FREQUENCY STANDARD

A. STERN M. GOLOSOVSKY

T.F.L. Time & Frequncy Ltd.
Holon, 58117, Israel

Abstract through zero magnetic field. However, no
microwave or pumping light arm present.

We propose a new technique of detection of

the clock-transition, in a Rb frequency H.G. Dehmelt, (31, and other authors,
standard, by means of magnetic field [4,5], had investigated the change in the
modulation. In this technique the transmission of a polarized light in
microwave is held constant and magnetic alkali metals vapor under a reversal of a
field is rapidly swept across the zero magnetic field. (No microwave is present).
value. This zero crossing produces a These experimentsa are closely related to
transient in the transmitted light the Hanle effect [6], that deals with the
intensity. The amplitude of the transient change of the intensity and polarization
i. ztrongly dependent on microwave of a scattered light from a vapor, which
frequency and shows picks corresponding to is irradiated by polarized light and is
the Rb hyperfine transitions. The pick exposed to a very small magnetic field.
"which corresponds to the clock transition
can be utilized to lock the servo-loop in More recently, Camparo & Frueholz, [7],
a rubidium frequency standard. have studied the effect of adiabatic rapid
Zero crossing detection technique has the passage of t) microwave frequency through
obvious advantage that it has a low resonance. In this case the magnetic field
sensitivity to a stray magnetic field is kept constant and the transmitted light
since the signal is generated when the intensity is being recorded, showing
total magnetic field is nearly zero. positive signals.

Introduction In our experiment we observe transients

This paper describes the experimental only when a microwave EM field at the
results and interpretation of effects that clock transition frequency is present.
are produced by the reversal of the When plotting the transient amplitude
magnetic "C" field in a rubidium atomic versus the microwave frequency we obtain a
frequency standard. We have first sort of Ramesy pattern with center line
encountered these phenomena when and side lobes. The center line is picked
alternating the "C" field in order to at a frequency which corresponds to the
cancel the disturbance of external field, zero field clock transition frequency.
by means of averaging [1].

One can make use of this line for the
In the experiment we sweep the magnetic detection of the clock transition and
field through zero, while (a) transmitting locking the servo-loop in a rubidium
light through the Rb 7" vapor cell and frequency standard.
(b), injecting a microwave signal at the
clock-transition-frequency into the In the following, we describe the
microwave cavity, where the vapor cell is experimental set-up, and report the
located. We observe positive and negative results. We discuss the results and
transient signals in the transmitted light describe a model for their interpretation.
intensity. Finally, we suggest a double modulation
We attribute these signals to non- technique for the detection of the clock
adiabatic processes that occurs between transition signal produced by the zero-
the Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine crossing.
structure of the rubidium atom. A preliminary description of the resul.)

had been published before [1].
Related but different effects were
observed before. Experimental

First, the very well known Majorama For the experimental set-up we have used
effect, [21, deals with non-adiabatic our ordinary commercial "Physics Package"
transitions that occurs between the Zeeman which is installed in the Rubidium
sublevels of a Cs beam as it passes Frequency Standard model TF-4000A.

CH2818-3/90/0000-053 $1.000 1990 IME
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LAMP

)ICCE 5Cr'_LOSCOPEf

MOCULArION

Fig. 1: Experimental set-up; a schematic
drawing. Fig. 2: Transmitted light, square-wave

modulation. Total time (horizontal

Schematic drawing is shown in fig. 1 scale) is 5.mS.

The light from a Rb"' lamp is being
filtered by a Rb" filter-cell and is
transmitted through a Rb

8
" resonance-

Coll. Both cells are located inside a
rectangular microwave cavity which
resonates in a pseudo TEIOI mode. The
cavity is being operated at the clock-
transition frequency that corresponds to a
magnetic "r~" field around 200 mgauss.
The magnetic field is induced by a pair
of Helmholtz coils, to produce a highly
homogeneous field. The "C' field current
is modulated, around zero, in a square-
wave or a triangle-wave modulation. • --. . . . .
The cavity and coils are magnetically i .
shielded by a double mu-metal shield. The
residual magnetic field in the cavity is Fig. 3: Transmitted light, triangle-wave
estimeted tf be aroIund 1 vrgaiss. modulation. Total time is 30mS,

slope is 5Ogs/sec.
The transmitted light is detected by a

photo diode whose current. is preamplified
and fed into an oscilloscope or a chart I
recorder. This detection-recording chain
was verified to have a flat response in
the frequency range of interest (for exact
measurements of rise and decay times we . -

bave used the oscilloscope).... -• ... ... .. . --

Results '
Fig- 2 shows the transients that were "•..!i . ... _

recorded with a square-wave modulation
and, figs 3-7 exhibit transients that
result from a triangle wave modulation.
"C" field modulation are depicted by the i I

upper graphs whereas the transient signals
are depicted by the lower graph in each Fig. 4: Transmitted light, triangle-wave
figure. Horizontal time scale ranges and modulation. Total time is 50mS,
"C" field rates of change (slopes) are slope is 40gs/sec.
given in each figure.

Fig. 2 and fig. 3 exhibit a similar positive signals decrease and become
behavior, where sharp positive signals wider.
appear on each zero-crossing and a smaller
but wider positive signals appear on each In fig. 8 we plot the positive signals
second zero-crossing. amplitude and width as a function of the
Figs 3 to 7 exhibit the development of the slope dH/dt.
signals as we decrease the slope, dH/dt. We see that the amplitude increases
The negative signals grow, and the linearly from zero and reaches a constant
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3 (7 AMPLITUGE

4 E

Cr -

' | i I

Fig. 5: Transmitted light, triangle-wave dH.'dt (•Vsei)
modulation. Total time is 50mS. Fig. 8: Dependence o)f the amplitude arnd
slope is 10gs/sec. width of transient signal on the slope of

a triangle wave
' ; i • -The frequency of triangle wave is

S... .... ... .... . .. .. ........ •--48Hz, the amplitude is char, ged
,•------• • '. • .LOv -The amplitude of trian'gle wave as

• . • , .35Gs the frequency ir. -- hanged]
Figures - 7d 10 exhibit the transient

S+- .. .. - signal intensity versus the microwave

i \0

S~frequency. The intensity is detecte+d in~the following technique: "C" field is

square-wave modu~lated. Th~s give. yiJ to
transient signals at double the modulation

-frequency. These are being detec-ted ty a
Lock-in-Amp tuned to the 2nd harmonics.

SThen the microwave frequency is; slowly
I I scanned.

Fig. 6: Transmitted light, triangle-wave Fig. 9 exhibits a wide scan of about
modulation. Total time is i5OmS, 0.5MHz centered around the zero-field,
slope is 5gs/sec. clock-transition frequency. We obser.''

symmetrical spectrum of 7 lines. These
lines are attributed to the :ar iois ' t,d
at transitions as indicated in the figu, e.

-'•'-• •The center line is the narrowest one and
S~exhibits side-lobrs whici, might indi(-ate

__.....- some kind of interf rdnc-• phenomenon.

b<

- --- ----- ------ ' 0

- -, -- (2 , o ) ( 2 I, ) -.( l, 0 1

I+.. . A -Fig. 7: Transmitted light, triangle-wave d Ss

modulation. Total time is l50mS,
slope is 2gs/sec.

value around 8 gauss/sec. On the other i
hand, the width is constant for slopes t-h2Me a i io+Qlcn Hz

less than 8 gauss/sec and decreasessharply for larger slopes. Fig. 9: Zero-Crossing signal versus

microwave frequency, a wide scan.A similar behavior is observed for the The "C" field is square wave modulated at
rise-time and for the decay-time, (of the 220Hz and signal is detected by a Loc-k-in-
positive signal) but is not shown here. Amp tuned to the 2nd harmonics.
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Fig. 10 depicts an enlargement of the For a given slope, dH/dt, the condition
center line together with a plot of a line (1) breaks down for a < H., where H,
obtained in the traditional way; i.e., the is defined by the equation,
"C" field is kept constant around
300mgauss, the microwave frequency is I1H.(dHldt).j~jH' (2)
amplitude modulated at 444Hz and signal is
detected by a Lock-in-Amp tuned to the 2nd We define a non-adiabatic region in the
harmonics. We see that the field modulated H-t plane by H < H. and t < r, (see
line is narrower than the frequency fig.11) where
modulated line and that it is peaked at r,-H./(dH/dt) (3)
frequency that is associated with a zero
"C" field. combining (2) and (3) we obtain

.- 11/1,H, (

_s'1200 
HA

/ HAA

//

°°

Fig. 10: a. Zero-Crossing signal versus
microwave frequency, an enlargement of the
clock transition line. "C" field is
square-wave modulated at 444Hz and signal Fig.t1: Illustrating the non-adiabatic
is detected by a Lock-in-Amp tuned to the region, in the H-t plane.

2nd harmonics.
b. Constant "C" field line. Frequency is In fig. 12 we redraw the data of fig. 8.
amplitude modulated at 444Hz and signal is 2/(width) is plotted versus the square-
detected via a Lock-in-Amp tuned to 888Hz, root of dH/dt. In the fast passage region
"C" field is set to 300mgauss. (dH/dt> 8gauss/sec), we obtain a straight

line with slope of
0.7x10 3 (sec-gauss) "'. This is the

Discussion same order of magnitude as

We concentrate mostly on the observations 4j~l=2.1x1O'(sec-gauss)'''.
that are related to the center line (fig. Thus, we see that equation (4) roughly
9) and present a preliminary model to predicts the experimental data.
explain some of the features. A more The experimental line in fig. 12, however,
comprehensive analysis shall be published does not cross zero, as predicted by
elsewhere. equation (4). This might happen due to

The transient signals that are observed in residual magnetic fields and hysteresis of

figures 2 to 7 are associated with the in the model.

zero-crossing of the magnetic field.

However, as seen trom fig. 8 we have two
regions of interest: (a) a rapid zero-
passage region, where dH/dt>8 gauss/sec-
and (b) a slow-zero passage, where 4000
dH/dt (8 gauss/sec.
The first region is attributed to non-
adiabatic dephasing phenomena, in the
following model.

o 2000
The adiabatic condition states that the 100
relative field variation must be smaller
then the Larmor precession frequency, i.e.

5 10(1/H)(dH/dt) < 161-H (1)

where f•I=2p,/(2I+1) is the -,/d d

gyromagnetic-ratio, Pe is the Bohr
magneton and I is the nuclear spin. Fig. 12: Signal width dependence on dH/dt
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The mechanism For the generation of the
transient signals in the fast zero passage
region is as follows. Under a steady state Detection of the clock transition
conditions (constant "C" field) we have a
steady light absorption which is As seen from fig. 10 magnetic field zero-
proportional to the number of Rb"8  atoms crossing generates a line which is
(N,) in the ground state (F=I, m,=O) centered around the zero-field transition
of the hyperfine structure. As the system frequency. This line is narrower than the
goes through the non-adiabatic region the conventional line and thus can be used to
Zeeman sublevels are no longer defined, lock the servo-loop in a rubidium
the Rb atoms loose coherence with the frequency standard. According to our
microwave radiation at 6.834.. GHz, and interpretation this line is generated by a
T_ the dephasing time, goes to zero. constructive and destructive interference
This, has the same effect as turning off between the Zeeman sublevels of the
the microwave for a period of 2-r,. hyperfine structure. Thus, we expect a
This, in turn, decreases N, and the stronger signal. The short-term- stability
light absorption decreases. Thus, we is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio
obtain positive signals with width of and the line Q, or the linewidth. The
2T._ Negative signals, on the other noise, however, have not been measured so
hand, are attributed to a constructive in- far in our experiment.
phasing phenomena whereas several Assuming, no degradation in the noise
transitions between the Zeeman sublevels figure, we can expect a better short-term-
combine in phase to increase N,. This is stability.
also indicated by the side-lobes around
the central line in fig. 9. Fig. 13 presents a scheme for the

detection of the signal generated by zero-
In the slow passage region, i.e., crossing and for locking the servo-loop.
dH/dt< 8gauss/sec, the width of the signal The "C" field is being modulated at 400Hz
and T, are dominated by thermal and the microwave frequency is modulated
relaxation processes, and therefore are at lower frequency of 100Hz. The output
not dependent on dH/dt as exhibited in signal from the photo-diode is first
fig. 8. detected by a 2nd harmonic detector, to
Finally, a note concerning the non-central produce a dc signal whose line shape is
lines in fig. 8. These are attributed to shown in fig. 10. Then, the frequency
the various x and a transitions between modulation at 10OHz is detected by a Ist
the (F=2, m, ) and (F=1, mi,)• hermonic detector to produce the error
Am, =0,±1 as indicated in the figure. curve (the disci ,ainator pattern) in the
(The existence of the x lines is evidence conventional scheme.
of a microwave magnetic field
perpendicular to the "C" field. This is The main advantage of this technique is
due to the field line shape of our TE101 the canceling of the sensitivity to
cavity), external magnetic field, since the signal

is generated when the total magnetic field
The non-central lines cannot be related to is nearly zero.
a zero magnetic field. They are generated
by a square-wave modulation where the "C"
field is being modulated between (+) and
(-) approximately 200mgauss.
Now, consider, for instance the a
transition (2,1) (1,1).
Its frequency dependence on H is.

I0MH, SýT 6.83IC-*

f=fo+b-H b=l.4MHz/gauss (5)

and its width is approximately 7KHz, or
5mgauss in terms of magnetic field. I Y"
As the field changes between (+) and (-), O__

it rapidly departs the (+) resonance and
enters the (-) resonance. The spins cannot lo40, _W
follow adiabatically this field reversal,
hence we obtain a non-adiabatic signal as 'lP.O:

explained before. However, in this case it 'ETECNION ECTO'

is dependent on the magnetic field (the
amplitude of the square-wave) via equation
(5). Fig. 13: A suggested scheme for the

detection of the zero-crossing signal and
for locking the servo-loop in a rubidium-
frequency-standard.
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Summary

When the magnetic field of an optically
pumped Rb vapor crosses zero or reverse
sign, in the presence of a microwave EM
field positive and negative transient
signals are generated in the transmitted
light intensity. We have associated these
signals to a non-adiabatic dephasing of
the Zeeman sublevels. We have suggested a
scheme for the application of the zero-
crossing signals in a rubidium frequency
standard.

However the work described in this paper
is not completed and additional study of
the basic phenomena as well as its
application is planned.
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PORTy-IOURTH ANNUAL SYhPOSIW4 ON FMUEQUCY CONTROL

DFE'vl.PME,%I OF A DICIUALILY CONTWOIJEO RLBIDIUM ATOMNIC OSCILLATOR

Naoki Ishihara, Shin-ichi Fukugawa
Shiigenori Kodamna, Fakayoshi M4akabe

INK Corp. Ilransmiss ion Div.
1753 Sh imontiiabe, Nakahara-ku
Kawasaki, Kanagawa, 211 Japan

Abs tract Introduc tion

Rubidium atomic oscillators (RbOSCs) are RbOSA:s are becoming widfly used as comp~act and
widely applied in many systemns. In most cases, they practical frequency sources. In most cases, they
'Are afsed aýý independen t frequency re fe rence are used as independent frequency standards.

Poýe .Rcently, however, it has also become Recently, their reliability has been markedly im-
iiportant to, uso them- under -,mitually synchronized" proved and the ir size has been reduced as well.
cond i t io-s Therefore, it is foreseen that RbOSC will be used in

[`e, iuthorý, have developed a digitally con- a new concept equipment; such as "High quality
trulIlcd rouidium osc.illator (D(: O0) wh ich can synchronized network- or 'Highly accurate frequency
O)nuhlr~jni! i~ nofhcr frequoncy source.. The ± :lXi0 8 sources"
widrý froque-ncy control r3nge, with good linearity and Figure I shows the permissible time interval
1I(lIJ-L leie cuntrol step are highlighted, error for communication systems. A Cesium Frequency

In ojrde-r to achieve thie w ide frequency range Standard (CsOSC) is necessary to meet the necessary

w iti, the fine s;tep, a s.ynthesizer was developed less than 1 XO1U1' long term frequency stability.
whi~,; . t~ireý stage* pha)_.e locked loop osi illators Also, the phase locked loop Crystal Oscillator
*ith variable frequency dividers. Dlata for control- (XLOSC) was available to meet the requirements for
Ilirg tjii frequenuy ~iivid,:rs, Written in a 3Mbit RO, short term frequency stability, such as the range
iwas ca~culate~d using a computer, between I second and I million seconds. However, if

AlIorig % i thi ~y(r)=jXlO"j12 /r r-2tr ne f requency the synchronization should be interrupted for some

Ltab i Iity, a ;or,! than 20 year Long i fe and c orn- reason, a serious network quality deterioration
pýc tiiess WE!re realized, which can easily satisfy would occur, since the XLOSCs do not have sufficient
to1e.lecemmun i it i ons and broadcasting SystLem selIf runn ing f requency s tab ilIity. Therefore, if a
requ reniiri ts. comnpact, practical and frequency controllable RbOSC_

T10-5

I- 101 
10

0 1 ___

tA 1 S1/ane - -- 1' Fig. I. Time interval error

(10 s+IBa sec04300/SX11 4-(CCITT G.811)
L. 10

c 0 a31

It 10 . 10
1ila: 15449 kbilt/a

10" 10- 10- 10- 10 1 0to' To o 0 To To'To'71o0 10
Observation period (S sec.)

CH2818-3/90/0000-O5 9 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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could be realized, the network system quality would OUT oMU: optical

be rapidly improved. Implementing these factors 0/A I'l VCO PUT Microwave

resulting a high quality synchronized network. cam v-f Unit
In rw .VCO: voltage

The authors would like to propose a new MULT
+ xMContro lled

concept. Previously, RbOSC had *Excellent Frequency oN cIIat*r

Stability" and XLOSC had *Wide Frequency Control MiX: P,,.=s
Range","Long Life Time", and "Compact Size". The mixer

IC-PlELD CONTROL METHOD] MULT. Prequ.ecs,

authors' target was to realize a new frequency O uT amitFprqe r

source, which has both RbOSC advantages and XLOSC 5 -.- PUT SYNTH: Proq.acy

advantages. 
fr

(6-l±i~t Akmyiothemia.,
D/A: Digital-Amalo

Basic approach M ULT coeaerter

D/D: Digital-DiO ital

SYNTHcovre
Design target ! kf (kM Aoetr

The main design targets for the DCRO are: (FREQ. SYNTHESIZER CONTROL METHOD]

I. Digital frequency control Fig. 2. Blockdiagrams for frequency control methods

2. IXI0-12 frequency control step

3. t3XI0- 8 frequency control range To make an atomic resonant frequency vary, one

method generally used is the C-field added to a

Digital frequency control function is useful rubidium resonant cell, with its intensity and

to realize lengthy time constant, in consideration resonant frequency changed externally. This is

of the DCRO application fields, called the C-field control method.

Next, consider frequency control accuracy. To control the servo loop in RbOSC, the

XLOSC and RbOSC. which have a flicker floor on the simplest method is to control the synthetic ratio

order of 10-12, have a practically significant for frequency synthesizers in the RbOSC. This is

frequency control accuracy of approximately called the frequency synthesizer control method.

I X 10-12.

Along with this feature, in consideration of The C-field control method has a simple cir-

the frequency control range, the XIDSC stability is cuit configuration. Nevertheless, it has the fol-

on the of the order of 10-8. For an oscillator of lowing two disadvantages:

this type to make a frequency variable with a digi- First, the RbOSC output frequency varies in

tal input, a ±3.3 X lU-8 frequency control range is proportion to the square of a C-field strength. To

considered appropriate, since the oscillator matches provide a wider variable frequency range, the non-

beneficially with on LSI universally applicable at 8 linearity of an output frequency will become

bits or 16 bits. (see Table 1). problematical.
Second, it is necessary to apply a large cur-

rent in the C-field beforehand, to provide a wider

variable frequency range. This involves the problem

TARGEl PERFORMANCES BACKGROUND ITEMS that, especially if a small cavity type were

DIUIIAI. FREQUENCY CONTROL * To Realize Lengthy time constant employed, it would disturb the C-field uniformity

FItUI¢E;NY CONTROL STEP * flicker floor for XLOSC & RbOSC and the resonant frequency changes excess iye Iy, in

(1 Xl O-13) relation to the level fluctuation for an input

FIIFtlll-N:Y CONTROL RANGE * XLcOC Stability micro-wave signal for the cell in the cavity. As a
(:01 /lO-" * Interface to digital IC

t 1 XlO-
1 2x 2 1) resuIt, this large current disturbs the RbOSC

frequency stability.

Therefore, the authors adopted the frequency

Table I. DCRO design target synthesizer method.

Frequency control method Synthesizer configuration

There are two possible methods to make a RbOSC Another approach which could be chosen would

change its output frequency. be to select an appropriate synthesizer

Figure 2 shows blockdiagrams for these configuration. The frequency synthesizer control

frequency control methods. One is to vary the method makes the frequency vary effectively.

rubidium atoms resonant frequency. The other is to Nevertheless, it should be noted that the frequency

control the servo loop in the RbOSC. synthesizer control method has a small loop in the
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synthesizer and a large loop in the RbOSC, which are lowest response speed in the three stages.

controlled separately. It is necessary, therefore, Recently, a response speed of approximately I mus was

to materialize a frequency synthesizer re.sponsive at obtained as a theoretical value. Compared with the

a speed high enough not to affect the RbOSC loop. 0.5 thru 1 second time constant for the loop in the

['he frequency synthesizer control method also has a RbOSC as a whole, a satisfactorily high speed

circuit configuration which is more complicated than characteristic was available.

that for the C-field control method. The most im-

portant problem to be solved is to develop a syn- Division ratio calculation

thesizor unit with wide frequency control range.

rood linearity, fine frequency control steps and Once a circuit configuration has been

fast response time in a simple circuitry. determined, the frequency may be made variable when

values N, M and L can be determined. The DCRO con-

A phase-locked loop oscillator could be effec- figuration is such that 16-bit data are used for

Lively used to form a simple circuitry. It has only control inputs, so that the frequency will be con-

onte frequency divider and permits response speed to tinuously variable, with values N, N and L recorded

ris, ea'silY, while Atill allowing simple circuitry in their memories. In order to linearly move a

contiguration. If it is desired to realize a wide frequency synthesizer output, N. M and L are

freeen(y control range with fine stops, only a one generally not continuous and have random values.

st.,gU syrnthesizer and a two stage synthesizer would Table 2 shows a control data example. The

nut enough to real ize the required "lock range", control data specifies the RbOSC output frequency.

"R-esponse time" and "Control error". [he authors and data 8000 corresponds to the f. frequency. Data

h.j ,c dei,,s gd a trequency synthesizer to cope with 0000 corresponds to the minimum frequency and Data

this problem, in which three stages of sampling l'IFF corresponds to the maximum frequency for the

phaso -locked loop oscillator are connected in series AbOSC. Concerning the fo area, for example, if data

to ni.terialize the desired performances. 7FHF is given, the frequency synthesizer is offset

about 0. O0711z from the center frequency and the
Fig. 3. Synthesizer blockdiagram RbOSC output is controlled to -IXO1-12. This divi-

.:. La .2.. I _L2 sion ratio was calculated by computer to obtain an

-I sPC Wein - P WM vi - spC Vein I op timum comb ina tion o f L., M and N.

II
(HEX)
OA+A 00+0 LPP woo 801c

O L ..... 11: +I : ION L 583 566 550 550 582

D . 3126 326a 3212 3148 3109
(:0NROL RTO N 2902 314 .6 . 3024 3083 3056
DATA

SY~MEI ZER
FR IWN0 IN.) 5.312.723.9%2 5.312.500,0017 5.312.500.000 S.312.4"99%/) 5.312.TWO49

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS RATIO RESPONSE TIME ----{ ------
RbOSC

f N+ i) M+I L+Cs(C 1 4REQ.As(t/) -3. xto-- -I.02xIe0" f 0 +O.UuIO" +3.3-XI0"6

fI f f S 2 \ f -(2)

Table 2. A control data example

M, N. L: Division ratio

c: Intezral number
f.: Cut off frequency CH.)
A: VCXO Sen.itivity [H./VJ k ..

a: Sampling Phase (hls.)
Comparator Sensitivity tV/rad]

kj(N Ii, 11. 4. 1.) . . ...... 4 F f/f" I X)O"-

Figure 3 is a blockdiagram of the three-stape k2PLI. w• ,- .O

phase-locked loop oscillator. For control inputs,

"%, M and L are determined as frequency division

ratios for the phase-locked loop oscillator. The k in.

c.ircuit i- d e-,igred so as to allow the three phase- (In•) (11000 (9001)

locked loop oscillator to be synchronized in series. ON=DATA

In this cast, Frequency Synthesizing Ratio k may be lSY m kR I I+4T 14 1 - ý E+

expressed as Eq. (1). The response speed for this

phase-locked loop oscillator, is dependent upon C W" a (Di)-kI -0DI

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) Sensitivity A

and Sampling Phase Comparator Sensitivity a1 Pig. 4. Algorithm to obtain N, M. L & C

exprressed as Eq. (2). It is determined, based on the
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h, virdr to appropr iately choose the No *4 and
I. a Iu es , the authors ha,,e adop ted the folI low ing
noe tiiod.

Figure 4 shows how to obtain the division
I. t jo. Ilri I t atI ly. tlie, rangeý for synthes is rat io k,
division ratio %~ , 1, 1. and C are set. Next a com-
Th~it ion of ,, 4. 1 and C is selected and i -p 1,e-

n(unted and synthesis ratio k is obtained. It the k U

value: is wit:i in tl-,m k min. anid k max. range, it is t
loripar ed to the idealI value, Tie di Ic renee isEg
14 inod to ý, cntrl I error 4 M)'. F-or exanrple, afterLi Iw

E kili i s I- tored, ano the r c omb i mat i on o f N,.M, L and
gýLeiven orid 4E (D2ý) .aro ob ta ined. I f thle absolute

.Iu koý )f C kL2' is eal Ickr than tha t o ( t:(Di, (D2)M
o. ¶r id. Reipua t ing th is calculation, op t m.-um

v.i iuos in a (Lomb na t ion of I , M. 1. arc ob ta ined.

i. I i z ng-eson atf ruenfl%

ieh (! reqjuenc y synthesize r mnust co ve r the
I retqucncý cjont rolI range and the If ispers ion range for Photo I IDClR R~ear view
rub H iu:n egas i ci I resonant f ruquency. B3uf fe r gas is
s,-aled in the rubidiumv gas cell, to reduce the Doop-
pier a idtfi. ';uil~rsely. howeýve r. t ho a tom ic
[I, -, I r i, freýquency va r i e w ith a dispersion ofI
".ezi I oil gaz, p~ros .u re. Vo mass-p roduc~e the RbOSC,

te.fore, the rub i d himu gas cell mnus1t have, a
r -o-.tian t f r ijieiic y as con~stan t as poss i b I e.

ý I rizb i diu r resonan t ccellIs a re ope ra ted unde r
F, o.,trtol j d tcm'pnerdtu re .,ond i t i ons. Vherefore,

i f i t i., deir ed toI s tA i Ii -e the resonant frequency
t "r I " .c i, it is ef feet yeo to s tab i I ize the

riu-nbvr of -no lecu les in the buiffer gas. T'o produce a
rubh iiu,, resonan t sel I theý aul thors have deve loped

Aii: fe 1 low i ti new -nre thuds.

I 'nr t rc I I ine, the sealI ing pressu re. in the eel I,

.0rdirle toC the marno fac to re s tage amb ien t

n, r 'a Iu rc Mhoto 2 Syn thes ize r un it

Stabl I izing cell temperature with an air cool-
irig ss rem.- when ch ipp i rig off the gas celI I.

1 hus, the rub i d i um re sonan t f requency has been

.I 11 yid t. a r- =2611s d ispe rs.ion I evei1.

D O c5 n-s L rue ( ion

Pho t o I shows a rear v iew of the DCRO

pro to type.. It is separated into the synthesizer

unI t and the IRbUSC un it.

1Pho to 2 shows the synthesizer unit for the
I h E. ti h ttrea-Y, tA ge phase-locked loop oscillator .7

is found at the left ride. of this photo. The upper

riegLit area shows an input port for control data.
ihis synthes izer employs five lsPROMs. The division

r.,t io for the frequency synthesizer is written in Ph oto 3 Pujbidium oscillator unit
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the ROMs. The total EIPROM capacity is 2. 5Mbits. 40

Photo 3 shows the RbOSC unit. It is also pos-

sible to use it as an independent frequency standard.

Ilrovement in lifetime 30

To achieve the reliability at a level identi-

cal with the level of a XI.OSC, the authors have also 20 R c

prolonged the life of both rubidium lamps and _3

rubidium resonant cells. Rubidium cells have their

operating lile reduced, possibly due to the follow- 10

ing factors:

1. A residual amount of metal has decreased, due

to rubidium metal reaction with glass. 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Calendar Year

2. Q has dropped, due to rubidium metal Fig. 5. Improvement In optical device life

dispers ion.
rhe authors have noted that the speed of

reaction between rubidium metal and glass and the

diffusion rate vary according to the :.urla'e ,omdi-

Lion of glass. Ihus, .onas idueat i uti 1a , paid t,)

I. A therrnal des ign to prevent Rb metal from

di flus irg.

2. An impfovehment in glass material and surface

cond i t ions.

The authors have designed and evaluated the

rubidium lamps and cells. Photo 4 shows the Rb

cells. %o. t is the tRb resonant c(:ll. No. 2 i , the

Photo 4 Rubidium resonant cell and rubidium lamps Rb lamp (used in the DCRO). N o. 3 i- the sam kind

as No. 2. and was tested for more than 20 years in

Pho to 5 shows Rb lamp evaluation equ ip'ennt.

32 lamps are tested for all tox.ether in one rack.

Rubidium lamp reliability was discussed by ,F(

personnel in this symposium in 1974. Prior to

making that report, efforts were continuously made

to improve the rubidium lamp and resonant cell. N FC

has conducted a long-term aging test for over 20

years on the rubidium lamp and have confirrmed that

the emitted light is stable. Concerning the

rubidium gas cell, moreover, long-term aging tests

have been conducted. Results have confirmed that Q

and rubidium absorption are stable. Figure 5 shows

the improvement in optical device life., More than

20 year life time can be expected for the rubidium

lamp and rubidium resonant cell.

Test data

Photo 5 Rubidium lamp evaluation equipment Figure 6 shows frequency control

characteristics. The upper characteristics line in-

dicated the RbOSC output, determined by phase change

vs. time lapse with the DCRO control data input
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CONTROL DATA iNEX)

Fig. 6. Feunycontrol ch-aracteristic

to-

Fig. 7. IiX:1? sho rt tp.ron f rejuency s tabji Iit y

to, to, is, is, to,
TIME (sec)

ITEM PERFORMANCE OBSERVATION

FREQ. IXINTRDL Stnep ± x 1 0 - I 6BIIt data control

SHORT TERMI
FREQ. STABILITY 6 x 1Q0- 3 / T 1/2 1 - 1 0 0 Osec.

FREQ. TEMPEAIIAIUUP
CHARAC7ANISTI(ý% 2)x 1 0-1/deg. 0- 5 0C Tablec 3. DCRO pe rformiance
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forced to change from '0000' to "FFFF'. The lower (5) M. Arditi and T. R. Carver, "Pressure, Light.

characteristics line is converted into Z1 1/f and and Temperature Shifts in Optical Detection of

HEX data. It may be concluded, from this, that the O-C Hyperfine Resonance of Alkali Metals,'

frequency is varying smoothly and linearly within a fhys. Rev.,124,3,pp. 800-809, November 1, 1961.

wide range of frequencies.

Figure 7 shows typical characteristic short- (6) P. C. Brewer. "Htigh Intensity Low Noise

term frequency stability. In this DCRO, no filter Rubidium Light Source," R.S. 1. ,*32, 12, pp. 1356-

cell was employed, to make its configuration simple. 1358, December 1961.

Nevertheless, a favorable short-term frequency

stability of a y(r")=6XI10 2 /"r 1/2 was achieved. (7: V. B. Gerard, "Laboratory Alkali Metal Vapor

[he main DCRO performances are shown Table 3. Lamps for Optical Pumping Experiments,.

Excellent frequency control characteristics, J. S. 1.,39, pp. 217-218, 1962.

frequency stability, long life and compactness were

realized. I8 1. Yuuki, et al. , 'Rubidium Frequency

Standard,' 1,IEC Res. [)evelop. , 31,pp. 42-56,

Conclusion October 1973.

The authors have proposed a new kind of oscil- (9; W. E. Bell, et al., "Alkali Metal vapor

lator DCRO, which includes both RbOSC advantages and Spectral Lamps,- R S. 1. ,32. 6,pp. ' 8
8-

6 9
2, June

XLOSC advan tages. The DCRC development was 1961.

successful. Results involved excellent frequency

control characteristics, excellent frequency :10) I. Lchida. Y. Sato, II. Ktamamo to and 11.

stability, long life time and compact size. The Uyamada, "Automatic Frequency Con Irol ied

authors expect that such DCROs will be used as new Rubidium Frequency Standard," Proc. of the

frequency standards and will expand their applica- 26th Annual Symp. on Frequer cy Control, pp

lion fields in the future. 211-215, 1972.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

PERFORMANCE OF SAO MODEL VLG-12 ADVANCED HYDROGEN MASERS

Edward M. Mattison and Robert F.C. Vessot

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Abstact pullingl2l of the maser oscillation frequency. The
presence of d-state atoms also creates the possibility of

The SAO model VLG-12 hydrogen maser frequency shifts that depend upon hydrogen density
incorporates several technological advances, including and magnetic field inhomogeneities.
a single-state atomic selection system, improved bulb
collimation, a metal-sealed vacuum system, sorption In the VLG-12's single-state selection system
vacuum pumps, a digital frequency synthesizer and a the first hexapole magnet is followed by an adiabatic
digital monitoring and control system. We describe fast passage (AFP) state inversion mechanism[ 3that
the performance of two VLG-12 masers that have transfers d-state atoms into the b state, leaving the c-
operated at the U.S. Naval Observatory since October state atoms unchanged. A second hexapole magnet
1989. We discuss the effectiveness of the single-state then removes the b-state atoms, leaving a beam of
selection system and of the storage bulb coatings. The atoms almost entirely in the desired c state. By
masers' initial frequency drift rates of several parts in eliminating unnecessary spin-exchange relaxation, the
1015 per day decreased by factors of 2 to 4 over a single-state selection system reduces the atomic
period of 200 days. lincwidth and thus the effect of cavity frequency

pulling. In addition, by removing atoms in other than
IntIiduici. the c state, the system substantially reduces frequency

shifts caused by magnetic field inhomogeneities.
The model VLG-12 hydrogen maser,

produced by the Smithsonian Astrophysical The storage bulb's entrance aperture is
Observatory, incorporates several technological equipped with multiple Teflon tubes that increase the
improvements designed to provide increased bulb's atomic storage time and decrease the maser's
frequency stability and operating reliability. Two linewidth, thus reducing the effect of cavity pulling.
VLG-12 masers (designated P24 and P25) have been The increased long-term stability resulting from the
in operation at the United States Naval Observatory narrow linewidth is important in frequency standards
(USNO) since October, 1989. Here we describe to be used for timekeeping.
novel features of the VLG-12 maser and
measurements of the masers' performance. Operational reliability is improved through the

use of a vacuum system employing all metal seals,
Features of VLG- 12 masers thus avoiding low-level leaks and outgassing that can

result from elastomer seals. The hydrogen dissociator
A major innovation in the VLG-12 maser is bulb is located within the vacuum envelope and is

the inclusion of a single-state hydrogen beam selection sealed with indium to eliminate the need for either
system[ 11. In the traditional state-selection scheme, a glass-to-metal or elastomer seals. Hydrogen is
hexapole magnet immediately following the maser's removed by sorption vacuum pumps that require no
hydrogen dissociator removes from the atomic operating power. A small ion pump removes residual
hydrogen beam atoms in the (F = 0, mF = 0) and gasses produced from outgassing of tae maser's
(F = 1, mF = -1) hyperfine states (referred to as the components.
"a" and "b"states), leaving (F = 1, mF = 0 and 1)
state atoms (states "c" and "d") to enter the maser's The VLG-12's rf receiver system is equipped
interaction region. The d-state atoms do not contribute with a computer-controllable digital frequency
to maser oscillation, but broaden the atomic linewidth synthesizer[41 with a frequency resolution of 7 parts in
by spin-exchange relaxation, thus increasing cavity 1018. This high resolution allows the maser's output
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frequency to be closely matched to that of another are the values of q with the AFP system turned off
oscillator or to a calculated time scale. A digital and on, respectively. If ym +' is small, the ratio
control and monitoring system[ 5] permits external [yt/(y+yr)J = 1. Inserting the values of atonic
computer control of the maser's hydrogen beam flux, parameters and typical VLG- 12 maser dimensions into
cavity-tuning varactor diode voltage, and synthesizer Eq. 2 gives
frequency. The system monitors 32 channels of ^h .Clm) (3)
maser operating parameters and stores up to 1024 sets q = 0.024
of automatically recorded data in non-volatile memory )o+Yr
that is accessible by an external computer. Yt and q are determined by measuring Qj , the

Density-independent relaxation rate and state maser's line Q, as a function of rf output power, and
selection effectiveness fitting a quadratic form to (Qj )-1 as a function of the

power radiated by the atomic beaml 71. The values of

The density-independent relaxation rate yt and yt and q were measured for masers P24 and P25
the quality parameter q are performance measures of before the masers were transported to USNO, and
the maser's atom storage mechanism and of its state again for P25 in May, 1990. The results are shown in
selection system. ft is the total atomic relaxation rate the table below.
due to mechanisms independent of the hydrogen
density in the storage bulb - that is, other than spin
exchange relaxation. Assuming that for each of these Yt
mechanisms the longitudinal and transverse relaxation Maser (sec-1 ) qon qoff qoff/qon
rates are equal, "y1 = "72, A can be written asrI = A,+ c ri+tenas P24 8/89 .77 .034 .062 1.83

Yt = Th+Y•r + m +Yt (1)- -

P25 9/89 .78 .048 n/a 1.76*
Here yb is the escape rate of atoms through the bulb's - -

entrance collimator, Yr is the rate of loss of hydrogen P25 5/90 1.16 .061 n2a n.a
atoms due to recombination on the bulb's storage
surface, Ym is the spin relaxation rate due to magnetic P25's state-selection magnets have

field inhomogeneities in the storage region, and Y' longitudinal magnetic field components that result in

represents any other density-independent relaxation state inversion even in the absense of the AFP rf field.
process for which yl = Y2. Generally, the first three As a consequence, P25's single-state selection system

terms on the right side of Eq. 1 are dominant, operates at all times, and a measurement of qoff is
difficult. The ratio qoff/qon indicated by * was

The quality parameter q is given by measured earlier, using special techniques. The
parameters for P24 were not measured in May 1990

q = Ose V 1i2 t Vc (to (2) because the maser was in use by USNO and could not

84 Thj+-r ilVjbQC I) becausethred

Here Ose is the hydrogen-hydrogen spin-exchange The yt relaxation rates for P24 and P25 in
cross section, V is the average relative speed of August and September, 1989, were both
hydrogen atoms in the storage bulb, Ii is Planck's approximately 0.77 se 1 , corresponding to an
constant, lio is the Bohr magneton, Vc and Vb are the equivalent line Q (in the absense of spin exchange) of
volumes of the resonant cavity and storage bulb, Qc is approximately 5.8x10 9 . Table 1 shows that for maser
the loaded cavity Q, and Ti is the magnetic filling P25, Yt increased by 49% between September 1989
factor[ 6]. I is the flux of c-state atoms entering the and May 1990, and qon increased by 27%. Increases
storage bulb, while Itot is the total flux of atoms in all in maser storage bulb relaxation rates over time, due
hyperfine states entering the bulb. Because q is presumably to deterioration or contamination of the
proportional to (ltot//), it is a useful measure of the Teflon storage surface, have been observed previously
effectiveness of the state-selection system. For in our laboratory[8] and by other workers. The
properly operating traditional (one-magnet) selection improved storage bulb collimation used in the VLG-12
systems, (ItoV/) =- 2, while for single-state selection, masers makes recombination a larger fraction of the
(Itot/) =_ 1; thus in a perfectly operating system, we total relaxation rate, so a change in the bulb's surface
expect the ratio qofflqon = 2, where qoff and qon quaility becomes more evident. All else being
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constant, an increase in the recombination ,ate Yr direction, and with the AFP system on and off.
would make the ratio yt/(yb+yr) closer to unity Shown in Fig. I are the predicted sensitivities
(smaller), and would thus decrease the value of q. calculated from the measured variation in Zeeman
The increase in P25's q, and part of the increase in -A, frequency with applied field. With the AFP system
may be due to magnetic field inhomogeneities within turned off, the measured sensitivities vary widely
the storage bulb. Subsequent to the measurements from the predicted values, while with the AFP system
reported here the maser was degaussed, with a operating, the measured sensitivities are consistent
resulting improvement in its performance. with the calculations, indicating that single-state
Remeasurements of yt and q will be made in the selection significantly reduces the effect of motional
future. frequency shifts.

The values of qon and qoff for maser P24 Long-term frequency performance
allow us to estimate the effectiveness of the state
selection system. Assuming [y't/(y+yr)I - 1, Eq. 3 The frequencies of masers P24 and P25,
and the data of Table I give (Ytot/l)on = 1.42, and relative to reference maser P18, are shown in Fig. 2
(ItotI/)off = 2.58. If 1, the flux of c-state atoms, is over a span of approximately 200 days. The abscissa
unchanged by the operation of the AFP system, these is given in modified Julian date IMJDI; for reference,
values imply that the single-state selection system MJD 47900 = 9 January 1990. The frequencies were
removes 73% of non-c-state atoms from the beam. calculated from hourly simultaneous phase
If, as is likely, [tyd(myb+yr)l > I due to magnetic field measurements relative to a common crystal oscillator,
inhomogeneities, the percentage of undesired atoms isolated erroneous points due to the measurement
removed is higher. system, and frequency offsets introduced when the

masers were tuned, have been removed from the data.
Sensitivity to External Magnetic Fields

Both masers exhibit long-term frequency
The magnetic shields that surround the drifts that decreased over time. At the beginning of the

maser's microwave cavity attenuate changes in the observation period P24's average drift rate of
external magnetic field, reducing their effects within fractional frequency relative to P18 was approximately
the atomic interaction region. The residual field that 8 parts in 10A5 per day, and at the end of the period it
penetrates the shields can shift the maser's frequency was approximately 2 pars in 1015 per day. The
primarily through two effects: (i) the quadratic corresponding rates for P25 were L.6x0- 14/day and
variation of the AmF = 0 hyperfine transition energy 7xl0-15/day. The drift rate of P18 relative to the time
with magnetic field, which can be calculated from a scale of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
measurement of the change in the Zeeman frequency (BIPM) over the same time period was approximately
for Am F = ± 1 transitions, and (ii) AF = 0, 5x10- 16/day at the start and 2x10- 16/day at the end;
AmF = ±1 hyperfine transitions by oscillating atoms thus P24's drift relative to BIPM was roughly 10%
moving through transverse dc magnetic field less than the drift measured relative to P18.
gradients.1 91 The motional shift is proportional to
(Pd-Pb), the Zeeman population difference in the Qualitatively similar behavior has been
storage bulb, as well as to the product of the radial dc observed in many other masers. Masers P18 and
magnetic field amplitude and the radial rf field P19, for example, which have been in operation since
amplitude, averaged over the storage bulbl101. Thus if 1983, exhibited drift rates of several parts in 1015 per
(Pd-Pb) is minimized, as by single-state selection, day soon after they were built; currently their drift
motional shifts due to residual field gradients can be rates are a few parts in 1016 per day. All drifts are
reduced. toward higher frequencies. Such behavior has been

ascribed to shrinkage of the joints between the
The effectiveness of the single-state selection resenant cavity's cylinder and endplates, and to

system in achieving this reduction is indicated in Fig. relaxation of tensile stress in the cavity's inner silver
I. The variation in maser frequency with external coating[lIl. It is not clear why P25 has a drift rate
field was measured using a Helmholtz coil array more than twice that of P24's. One difference
surrounding the maser. Measurements were made at between the masers is that P25's cavity was chilled to
high and low hydrogen beam flux, with the internal -25 0C prior to assembly in the maser, in order to
maser field parallel to and opposite to the earth's field remove tensile stress in its silver coating. The
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resulting compressive coating stress, or an unknown
change in the cylinder's Cervitl121 material, may have
resulted in the larger drift rate, although relaxation of 6. D. Kleppner, H.C. Berg, S.B. Crampton, N.F.
compressive coating stress is expected to decrease, Ramsey, R.F.C. Vessot, H.E. Peters and J.
rather than increase, the maser's frequency. Vanier, "Hydrogen-maser principles and

techniques." Phys. Rev A 138, 972 (1965).
.cion 7. E.M. Mattison, R.F.C. Vessot and W. Shen,

"Single-state selection system for hydrogen
The single-state selection system used in masers." IEEE Trans. Ultrasonics,

VLG-12 masers operates properly, removing at least Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, UFFC-
73% of unwanted atoms from the hydrogen beam and 34, 622 (1987).
substantially eliminating frequency shifts due to 8. E.M. Mattison, R.F.C. Vessot, C. Bain, S.
motion of hydrogen atoms through magnetic field Wasserman, and G. Whitesides, "Surface
gradients. The long-term behavior of the storage interaction of atomic hydrogen with Teflon."
bulbs' surface coatings, which appear to be Proc. 41st Annual Frequency Control
deteriorating with time, will be monitored through Symposium, p. 95 (1987).
measurements of q and yt. The masers' drift rates, 9. S.B. Crampton and H.T.M. Wang, "Duration of
which are consistent with the performance of other hydrogen-atom spin-exchange collision." Phys.
masers, will also be monitored, by comparison with Rev. A 12, 1305 (1975).
the USNO time scale. Because the long-term 10. S.B. Crampton and H.T.M. Wang, "Density-
frequency drifts are quite consistent, the masers' dependent shifts of hydrogen maser standards."
frequencies are highly predictable, making them Proc. 2 8 th Annual Frequency Control
suitable for use in timekeeping. Symposium, p. 355 (1974).

11. E.M. Mattison and R.F.C. Vessot, "Time and
Acknowledgements temperature stability of silver-coated ceramics for

hydrogen maser resonant cavities." Proc. 201h
For their unstinting help in obtaining data and Annual Precise Time and Time Interval

operating the masers, we are grateful to Dr. Gemot Applications and Planning Meeting, p. 313
M.R. Winkler, Paul Wheeler, Anthony Kubik, and (1988).
Dr. Mihran Miranian of the United States Naval 12. Cervit is a low-expansion glass-ceramic
Observatory. manufactured by Owens-Illinois, Inc.
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FORTY-FOURTn ANNUAL SYMosIUM ON FREQUENCY CoTROL

OPTIMIZATION OF HYDROGEN CONSUMPTION IN HYDROGEN MASERS

Bernardo Jaduszliwer and Yat C. Chan

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory, The Aerospace Corporation,
P 0. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009

Abstract: Hydrogen consumption is an important reli- magnetic field traverse, the "'focal length" of the magnet will
ability issue for space-qualified hydrogen masers. An excess be longer for those faster atoms. Thus, only atoms within a
of atoms in the upper state of the maser transition must be fairly narrow range of velocities will be focused at the bulb
continuously fed into the maser bulb. Atomic hydrogen is entrance orifice by a given state stlector design. If there is a
produced in an rf discharge dissociator, and state selection is mismatch between the velocity distribution of the atoms com-
accomplished by a multipole magnet which focuses atoms in ing out of the dissociator and the velocity-dependent trans-
the desired state at the maser's bulb entrance orifice. The fo- mission of the state selector, the hydrogen use efficiency of
cusing properties of these magnets depend strongly on atom- the maser could be seriously impaired.
ic speed. The quality of the match between the speed distri- Relatively little is known of the velocity distribution of
bution of the atoms leaving the dissociator and the velocity- atoms effusing out of rf discharge dissociators. In many cases
dependent transmission of the state selector plays an impor- the tacit assumption is made that the atoms will be in thermal
tant role in determining the maser's hydrogen rnsumption equilibrium with the dissociator wall. but that is not necessar-
budget. We have determined speed distribution., of hydrogen ily the case. The threshold energy for molecular dissociation
atoms effusing from an rf discharge dissociator, and found iythcaeTe hsolenryfrmeuardscainthatomtheyfaresingnificmant ndischarrower thanMaxeiansd Wd by collision with electrons in the discharge plasma is about
that they are significantly narrower than Maxwellians. We 8.5 eV [2]. Since the molecular binding energy is only about
have also performed realistic calculations of the focusing 4.7 eV each atom carries away approximately 2 eV f excess
properties of hexapole magnet atomic state selectors, and ex- kinetic energy. Depending on dissociator geometry and gas
plored the conditions under which good matches between kinetic ener.Den on d ator geomntty andegaatomic speed distribution and state selector transmission can density. the hydrogen atoms may, or may not. undergo
be achieved. enough bulk and wall collisions to thermaliLe fully. Velocity

distributions of atoms exiting dissociators followed by cryo-
genically cooled thermal accommodators have been nmea-
sured [3,41 but these results are not applicable to our prob-
lem, since such accommodators would not be used in space-

Introduction qualified masers.

We have determined the velocity distributions of hy-

The possibility of using hydrogen masers as frequency drogen atoms effusing out of an rf discharge dissociator hav-
standards on board spacecraft requires careful consideration ing a geometry and operating parameters resembling those of
of long-term reliability issues. Since many of the likely failure a maser dissociator. We have also performed realistic calcu-
modes of a maser involve either the atomic hydrogen source lations of the velocity-dependent transmission of hexapole-
system or vacuum pump problems due to the hydrogen load, magnet state selectors, investigated designs yielding good
the maser's reliability will be enhanced by efficient use of its matches between atomic velocity distribution and magnet
hydrogen supply. transmission, and explored the consequences of possible mis-

matches. This paper discusses the relevant techniques and
To operate the maser, an excess of hydrogen atoms in presents some results.

the F= 1, M = 0 hyperfine state must be continuously fed [1] p
into the maser bulb. An rf discharge dissociator breaks Velocity Distributions

hydrogen molecules into atoms, and the state selector (typi-
cally a hexapole or quadrupole magnet) focuses those atoms Atnmic hydrogen velocity distributions have been de-
having F= 1, M = 0 at the maser's bulb entrance orifice and termined using a magnetic deflection technique described in
defocuses those having F= 0,M = 0, thus creating the popula- detail elsewhere [5]. Fig. I shows the experimental arrange-
tion inversion required for maser operation. Clearly, the first ment. Hydrogen gas is fed through a temperature- controlled
requirement for efficient hydrogen use is that a large fraction Pd-Ag leak [6] into a cylindrical double-walled Pyrex bulb, 15
of the hydrogen molecules flowing into the dissociator exit as cm long and 1.9 cm in internal diamet •r. Compressed-air
atoms. But additionally there is a subtler requirement, flow between the walls provides cooling, and rf power is
caused by the fact that the focusing properties of the state-se- inductively coupled to the discharge by an external 25-turn
lecting magnet depend on the atomic velocities; since faster coil. The hydrogen beam exits the dissociator through a
atoms will be deflected less than slower ones during their 0.1-cm-long, 0.025-cm-wide slit, is collimated by a second
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slit, 0.025 cm wide, set at d=63.7 cm away from the source f y
slit, and then travels between the polepieces of an f FX) = NJ fo(X-KFM/V 2 )g(V)dV (1)
L = 1 1.4-cm-long electromagnet configured in the "two- 0M 0

wire" geometry described by Rabi et al. 17]. After traversing where
a D = 71.3-cm drift space, the beam is detected by a quadru-
pole mass analyzer. Our dissociator operates over a wide 0,492 Ip d
range of rf power levels and hydrogen pressures, as shown in KFM - a .4 rfLd( L + d (2)
Fig. 2; dissociation fractions of up to 80% can be achieved.

B is the intensity of the magnetic field, oe is a magnet geometry
parameter (2oi is the separation of the "equivalent wires"), m

d " L-• '-D'- is the atomic mass, and A the effective magnetic moment of
an atom having hyperfine quantum numbers FM, given by
the Breit-Rabi formula [8]. For hydrogen,

I-i X + Al

SrS, -- --O R = + (I + 2M x + x2)1/ 2  (3

HYDROGEN "TWO-WIRE" QUADRUPOLE MASS where pi0 is the Bohr magneton; the (+) sign corresponds to
DISSOCIATOR MAGNET FILTER AND DETECTOR FF= 0, M= 0, and F= 1, M =-1; the (-) sign, to F= 1, M = 0,

and F= 1, A' = 1. x is proportional to the ratio of magnetic-to-

hyperfine energies, x = B/(507 G).

1g- 1. 1. hematic view of the experimental arrangement. The hy- To determine the atomic speed distribution, f0(X) is
drogen dissociator can be displaced transversely. measured first, and then f(X) is calculated using Eq. (1) and

model velocity distributions. The results of the calculations
are compared with the measured f(X), and the model

100% distributions are adjusted for best fit to the experimental
deflection data. Fig. 3 shows the measured undeflected beam

o profile f0(X), as well as the measured deflected beam profile
z f(X) at a field of 995 G. Our technique to determine velocity

_ •a distributions has been previously validated, and the

< 60% _
Cr 0z 1.0

0 0

0 0.15 Torr O
0o 0.37 Torr 0.8 - 0
c/ 20% 0 0 0 0
5 a 0.00 Torr

00
I L I I 0
4 8 12 .J 0.6- 0

RF POWER (W)

C,)
0.4-

Fig. 2. Atomic hydrcen beam fraction vs rf discharge power. Total 0
dissL,ciator bulb pressures are indicated.

0.2- 0
Molecular hydrogen, having no magnetic dipole mo-

ment. will travel through the magnet without deflection, but
hydrogen atoms will be deflected by the inhomogeneous C.0 0
magnetic field in opposite directions dep :nding on the sign of -0.7 0.0 0.7
their magnetic moments. The dissociator is attached to the x (cm)
rest of the apparatus by flexi.ble vacuum bellows, and can be
displaced transversely by micrometer screws; in this way, the
angular distribution of atoms deflected by the field can be rig. 3. Detected atomic hydrogen flux vs dissociator slit]position.
measured. We have shown previously [5] that if f0(X) is the Full line: undeflected beam (zero field). Circles: beam deflected bya 995-G field. Bo,ý' s,.ts of data have been normalized to unit
distribution of detected atoms as a fu.,:tior, of source slit height. Dissociator piessure: 0.058 Torr.
position at zero magnetic field and g(V) the speed distribu-
tion of the atoms caving the source slit, then the distribution apparatus %,as been calibrated, using an effusive rubidium
of detected atoms when the magnetic field is turrn d or., f(X), beam[Y. The validation experiment showed that the left side
will be given by p,.ak in Fig. 3 should be the one used to fit the calculated
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deflection profile f(X), since the atoms deflected into the speed distribution to be asymmetrical. This was accom-
right side peak travel very close to the convex polepiece of the plished by using as a model distribution two half-Gaussians
magnet, causing the constant-force approximation used in joined smoothly at their peaks:
the derivation of Eq. (2) to break down.

The analysis of preliminary atomic hydrogen deflec- g( = /(ý": u expi- (V- Vo) 2/2oý for V < Vo (6a)

tion data showed [5] that the atomic velocity distributions are g(V) = 1/(i2rT a exp[- (V- Vo)2 /20'_2 for V> Vo (6b)
significantly narrower than Maxwellians; since then, we have
obtained and analyzed additional, higher quality deflection where d = (a, + a2 )12. The most probable velocity V0 and
data, and the results support that conclusion. The first modcl the two partial widths a, and a2 are treated as fiec pardine-
speed distribution used to generate calculated beam deflec- ters. With this model distribution, acceptable matches to the
tion profiles was a beam-Maxwellian: deflection data were obtained over the whole range of disso-

ciator pressures we have explored. Fig. 5 illustrates the match
g(I/) = (2/Vo)(V/Vo))3 exp[- (V/Vo) 2] (4) obtained between calculated and measured deflection pro-

where the most probable velocity Vi was treated as a free files for the same data shown in Fig. 4, and Fig. 6 shows the

parameter, since the temperature of the gas within the disso- speed distributions used to calculate the deflection profiles in

ciator might be higher than the wvall temperature. An exam- Figs. 4 and 5. It is apparent that at low dissociator pressures

pIe of -'best fit" to the deflection data achievable using a the atomic speed distributions are nonthermal and signifi-

Maxwellian distribution is shown in Fig. 4. Recalling that cantly narrower than Maxwellians.

very last atoms are not deflected much, and very slow atoms
undergo large deflections, Fig. 4 shows that the low and high
speed wings of the beam-Maxwellian distribution are both
too high. We then attempted to reproduce the deflection data 0

using a Gaussian as a model speed distribution, 0.8 0

0

g(O = 1/(,2:r a) exp1- (V- Va)2/2o 2] (5)
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0.2 Fig. 5. Atomic hydrogen flux at detector vs dissociator slit position.
Circles: as in Fig. 3. Full line: calculated for the asymmetric velocity
distribution defined in the text. Both sets of data have been nor-

0.00 realized to unit height.

-07 0.0 0.7 In the range of dissociator pressures we have explored

x (cm) (25 to 350 mTorr), neither the peak velocity nor the partial
width of the distribution on the high-speed side change signif-
icantly. The dependence of the low-speed side partial width

-ig.4. Atomic hydrogen flux at detector vs dissociator slit position. on pressure is shown in Fig. 7. At the high end of our pressure
Circles: as in Fia. 3. Full line: calculated for a beam-Maxvellian

veoivdsrbtinaT=5K otstofaaaeben) range. the overall width of the distribution is quite close tovelocitycdistribLutinat T= 350 K. Both sets of data have been nor-
malized to unit height. the Maxwellian width. The peak speed of the distributions

corresponds to a kinetic energy of about 0.075 eV, indicating
where the most probable velocity VO and the width a are both that the hydrogen atoms do lose most of their excess energy
treated a,, free parameters. This model reproduced accept- before leaving the dissociator. Since, on the other hand. the
ably the preliminary data [51, and fitted the new data better atoms do not thermalize fully, that energy loss must take
than the Maxwellians. but still failed to provide an acceptable place in just a few collisions, requiring a relatively high aver-
match, due to the smaller error bars in the present measure- age energy loss per collision. Impact vibrational excitation of
ments. 16 obtain good fits to the data, we have to allow the hydrogen molecules within the dissociator bulb, with an ener-
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Conclusions

Our studies of velocity distributions of hydrogen10
z . atoms effusing out of rf discharge have shown that while the
0 atoms lose most of their excess kinetic energy rapidly, the)y

may not thermalize fully before exiting. At low dissociator
pressures, the atomic hydrogen beam velocity distribution is

< --0.1- -significantly narrower than the beam-Maxwellian distribu-
tion characteristic of thermal equilibrium.

0.01 /Our analysis of the focusing properties of hexapole
I - magnet state selectors shows that the efficiency of hydrogen

0.0010 2000 4000 6000 use by the maser can be increased significantly by optimizing
the state selector design for the actual atomic hydrogen ve-

SPEEC (m/s) locity distribution. This finding is oi particular importance
for the design of space-qualified hydrogen masers, where the

Fig. 9. Transmission of a hexapole magnet (in units of beam flux at maser reliability is enhanced if hydrogen consumption is
the maser bulb entrance orifice in the absence of the magnet) vs reduced.
atomic speed. Full line: F= 1, M=10 hydrogen atoms (selected
state). t)ashed line: F= 0). M = 0 hydrogen atoms (rejected state).
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

OPTICALLY PUMPED PRIMARY FREQUENCY STANDARDS

R. E. Drullinger
Time and Frequency Division

National Institute of Standards and Technology
325 Broadway, Boulder CO 80303

Abstract been evalutated at about 10 13 121 The Laboratoire
Primaire du Temps et des Frequences in Paris is also

The use of optical state preparation and detection building a device which is designed to operate at an
in atomic beam frequency standards offers tremendous accuracy of 10-- 131. The National lns'itute of Standards
potential for improved short term stability, evaluation and and Technology in Boulder is building a device which is
control of accuracy-limiting systematic errors. This paper designed to become an ojerational standard with an
reviews optical pumping as it pertains to primary frequency accuracy of I part in 10 . The development of this
standards. The potential benefits and limitations are standard will be used in subsequent sections of this paper
discussed as is present work on the technology, to illustrate the technology.

Introduction Optical state preparation and detection will be
discussed in the first section and used to explain the

The development of efficient, inexpensive, tunable, potential benefits and limitations of this new technology.
and long-lived diode lasers has made primary clocks with The potential of these standards for accuracy, combined
optical state preparation and detection a realistic possibility, with their different operational characteristics, has required
Optical state preparation has advantages over conventional a careful re-analysis of all errors found in such a standard.
magnetic state selection. Magnetic state selection discards This work is outlined in the section on systematic errors.
most of the atoms in the beam, whereas with optical state Atomic beam tube design has followed from the error
preparation, nearly all of the atoms in the beam can be analysis and is briefly described in the next section.
used. This improves the short-term stability of the clock. Limitations on achievable performance resulting from laser
Optical pumping also produces a homogeneous atomic FM noise problems and some solutions are outlined in a
beam without the spatial velocity dispersion caused by section on lasers. Finally, there is a section which dkiis-,es
magnetic state selection. The spatial velocity dispersion some of the requirements on supporting electronics which
leads to one of the major accuracy-limiting systematic errors control the clock frequency and other parameters.
in conventional primary standards. Finally, the replacement
of the opaque hot wire detector with a transparent optical Optical Pumping
detection region makes it possible to run simultaneous
counter-propagating atomic beams. This feature, when Optical pumping to replace state-selecting magnets
combined with a frequency control servo system capable of was first suggested by Kastler[41 in 1950. But it was not
interrogating various parts of the cesium spectrum, makes practical until tunable lasers were developed. There are a
possible automatic evaluation during continuous clock number of ways optical state preparation and detection can
operation. be applied in cesium beam tubes and they have been

previously described[5-131. Reference 13 presents an
The potential for improved accuracy and stability analysis of the various D2 transitions and gives pumping

available with this technology has been widely recognized rates and efficiencies. To illustrate the process, three
for over a decade, and nearly every national metrology specific cases will be briefly outlined here. Figure I
laboratory has at least some effort to investigate it. schematically shows two of the electronic energy levels of
However, only four labs have efforts involving large, cesium, the ground state which contains the hyperfine/clock
potentially high performance machines. The transition and a low lying excited state. An example of the
Communication Research Laboratory in Tokyo is building simplest kind of optical pumping would be if the frequency
a machine with about a 1 m interaction lengthil]. The of a laser were tuned to excite the transition F=4 - F=3.
National Resezrch Laboratory of Metrology near Tokyo has The F'=3 atoms decay back to the ground state in a few
an operational unit of about the same size which has nanoseconds. Most go into the F=3 state but some return

to the F=4 state and are excited again. In this way the
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to
copyright. 76
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of an optically pumped,
MF -4 -2 0 2 4 atomic beam frequency standard.
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9.19263177 GHz 62S1/2 This form of state preparation as opposed to
I..L.I..I F =3 magnetic state selection more efficiently uses the atomic

beam flux. For the same atomic flux from the oven, optical
Figure i. Energy levels of the cesium D2 transition. pumping can produce or prepare more than 100 times more

atoms in the initial clock state than many common

F=4 level is quickly emptied of its population. A slightly magnetic selection schemes. This improved beam flux can

more complicated scheme makes use of two lasers[14]. If directly result in improved short term clock stability.
in addition to the first laser a second laser is used to

simultaneously excite the F=3 - F'=3 transition with n Other advantages of optical state preparation have

polarization, then the atoms are pumped back and forth to do with accuracy and long term stability of the clock.

between the F=3 and F=4 states. However, due to the Optical state preparation does not produce the spatial

atomic selection rules applicable to this case, atoms in the velocity dispersion in the atomic beam that magnetic state

F=3, MF=0 substate cannot interact with the laser selection does. This comes into effect in the evaluation of

radiation and are trapped. As atoms in other substates are end-to-end phase shift, one of the major systematic errors

forced to jump back and forth between the F=3 and F=4 in primary standards. End-to-end phase shift is the result
states they sometimes fall into the trapped state. In this of physical imperfections in the microwave cavity which give
way, the population from all 16 substatcs can be rise to a difference in the microwave phase at the two ends

manipulated into the one substate which is the source state of the cavity. This phase difference produces a frequency
for the clock transition. The last example is that of a bias in the standard which is traditionally evaluated by

cycling transition which can be used to advantage for reversing the atomic beam. In magnetically state-selected

detection. Because of the selection rule AF = 0, +1, standards the precision of the beam reversal is limited by

tuning the frequency of a laser to the transition F=4 - the spatial velocity dispersion in the atomic beam. With
F =-5 will produce excited atoms which can decay only to the homogenous atomic beam produced by optical state

F=4, the state from which they ca,,' In this way the selection, the evaluation of cavity phase shift can be

atoms can be excited many times thus insuring their performed with greater precision. In fact it can be done in
detection by the decay fluorescence. real time without interrupting clock operation.

The advantages and limitations of this technology Figure 2 shows that a second oven can be added

can now be understood with the aid of the hypothetical to the opposite end of the machine and a counter-
clock schematic shown in Figure 2. In this case, 1 or 2 propagating atomic beam generated. The two atomic

lasers are used to prepare the atomic beam for "clock beams can run simultaneously because the flux in each
interrogation." The state-prepared atoms then pass through beam is so tenuous that the atoms do not collide. This fact

a conventional Ramsey interrogation zone. Finally, those can be better realized if we consider just the velocity spread

atoms that make the clock transition can be detected with in one beam. There is a great dispersion between the

essentially unit probability by detecting the fluorescence fastest atoms and the slowest atoms; the faster atoms are
generated in a laser-driven cycling transition which is constantly overtaking the slower. If the flux were great

specific only to atoms in the clock's terminal state. enough to allow collisions, we would see the results in one

beam alone. The atoms in the second beam can pass
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through the detection zone for the first beam with no A new source of error in an optically pumped
interaction (and vice versa) if they are first optically standard is caused by the fluorescence which comes from
pumped into the F=3 state. In this way the beam reversal the state preparation and detection zones. Some of this
can be done without clock interruption. light travels directly along the atomic beam path and is

present during the interrogation of the clock transition.
Another systematic error can be caused by a The result is an AC Stark shift of the hyperfime energy

spectral line overlap problem known as Rabi tail levels. Fortunately, the effect is small1?nd is easily
pulling[15. The magnetic substate structure of the cesium controlled to a level below I part in 10 through the
atom results in a multi-line spectrum on the hyperfine choice of geometry and operational conditions[16j.
transition. While these lines can be completely resolved
spectroscopically, the precision with which the microwave Systematic Effects
frequency is servoed to the center of the central featu.-e in
this spectrum produces a sensitivity to the small residual The systematic effects which have been analyzed
overlap of the adjacent line wings. In a conventionally or re-analyzed include: fluorescent light shift[161; velocity-
state-selected device the population in the magnetic dependent effects such as second-order Doppler shift and
substates is asymmetrically distributed in a way that causes end-to-end cavity phase shift including its dependence on
an imbalance in these overlap shifts. Single-laser state RF power and modulation parameters; Rabi-putling; cavity
preparation, on the other hand, leads to a symmetric pulling; Majorana effects; distributed-cavity phase shift[ 171;
spectrum with a cancelation of overlap shifts, and two-laser RF spectral purity and magnetic field uniformity.
state preparation eliminates the population in the other
substates altogether. This not only improves the accuracy Many of the shifts can be expressed as the ratio
of the clock but gives it added stability against of two integrals over the velocity distribution containing
environmentally caused changes in microwave power and factors dependent on the microwave power, the modulation
magnetic field. parameters, and the particular shift mechanism. For very

narrow velocity distributions, the velocity average can be
Finally, the elimination of the state-selecting ignored, and the power-and modulation-dependent factors

magnets allows the uniform C-field region to be expanded cancel. The shifts then have little or no dependence on
to include the optical state preparation and detection microwave power or modulation parameters. An optically
regions. This eliminates Majorana transitions (magnetic pumped standard, however, will use almost all of the broad
field gradient-induced transitions) and frequency errors that thermal distribution of velocities emerging from the oven.
may come from them. The shifts then acquire significant dependence on

microwave power and modulation parameters. For
All of these potential benefits do not come example, the second-order Doppler shift and end-to-end

without limitations. The very aspect of the optical state cavity phase shift can change by 5 to 10% with microwave
preparation that gives no velocity selection or dispersion power changes of only 1 dB.
results in a very broad velocity spread in the atomic beam
and a comparatively high mean velocity. The slow atoms Second-order Doppler shifts are calculable if the
remain in the microwave field longer than the faster atoms, effective velocity profile of the atoms contributing to the
While the fastest atoms may not be in the field long signal is known to adequate accuracy. The broad velocity
enough to make the clock transition, the slowest atoms may spread in an optically pumped standard not only results in
make the transition, then make it again, and finally end in a sensitivity to microwave power but produces a Ramsey
the starting state. The velocities at which these effects resonance with less structure (information content) than
occur are a function of the microwave power and conventionally state-selected devices. This has rendered
modulation parameters. The result is a slight velocity some traditional velocity measurememi techniques
selectivity that couples microwave power and modulation inadequate. However, a numerical method for extracting
parameters to the clock frequency through the second-order both the velocity distribution and the effective microwave
Doppler shift and cavity phase shift. This effect will show power level from Ramsey lineshapes has been
up in the long term stability of the standard. One way to developedl181.
reduce this potential problem is to use modern electronics
to manipulate the frequency of the microwave source in Rabi-pulling and Majorana effects should be
ways that produce information about these parameters extremely small in optically pumped standards, but the
directly from the cesium spectrum. This will make it theoretical studies give new insight into how these effects
possible to operate these p rameters under closed loop enter a standard. These studies are briefly outlined in 1191,
control. and more detailed publications are in preparation.
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Atomic Beam Tube

Optical state preparation and detection offer
potential for improved control of the clock resonance line- PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF NIST-7

shape physics primarily through the elimination of magnetic
field gradients and spatial velocity dispersion in the atomic
beam. The beam tube design should take full advantage of INTERACTION LE","

this potential. .j - 13 133 ,33M

Any magnetic field gradients can be nearly
eliminated by extending the C-field region to include the ..
entire clock. The non-velocity dispersed atomic beam
offers the potential for better beam retrace precision during
beam reversal evaluation of end-to-end cavity phase shift
errors. Retrace precision is necessary to avoid a sensitivity OV.,, ,.ICAG01 "WiC]O ,CO.L NAAVCITAFPIATt~ U RESIS~ VISIO61N COIL CAVITY

to distributed cavity phase shift which is not directly
evaluated. To realize the full potential of this attribute of Figure 3. Schematic diagram of NIST-7.
optical pumping, a new Ramsey cavity has been developed
to minimize the distributed cavity phase shift[17J. Finally, Control Electronics
the geometry must be chosen to allow complete evaluation
and not produce an unacceptable "fluorescence light shift." As pointed out in the discussion of optical

pumping, the mean atomic velocity and the velocity spread
The NIST beam tube is shown schematically in are greater in optically pumped standards than in most

Figure 3. The beam tube is totally symmetric about the magnetically state-selected standards. This results in a
central microwave feed point, so only half the tube is somewhat limited line 0 since arbitrarily long beam tubes
shown. The design logic and major sub-systems have been present other engineering problems, for example, structural,
described previously[20J. An axial C-field has been chosen thermal, magnetic and gravitational. The limited line Q
to minimize Rabi-pulling[15], provide a more uniform field combined with greater accuracy goals places a severe
and to facilitate the new Ramsey cavity. The fluorescence burden on the accuracy of the frequency control servo
collection optiks are large-radius, spherical mirrors which electronics. Additionally, because of the higher sensitivity
collect 50% of the fluorescent light and inject it into a light to microwave power and the higher accuracy we would like
guide for detection outside the vacuum envelope. The to servo such things as microwave power and C-field, which
imaging nature of this system provides high selectivity have always been run open-loop in conventional standards.
against scattered laser light. All laser optics are external to These requirements seem most easily met by a computer-
the beam tube. controlled servo that could interrogate the cesium spectrum

and develop information about the magnetic field and the
Laser Systems microwave power as well as frequency offsets.

Correspondingly, for ease of implementation, such a servo
Simple, off-the-shelf laser diodes with their would most logically use a slow square-wave modulation

inherent FM noise and linewidths of many megahertz are scheme. When optical pumping was first considered for use
incapable of supporting optically pumped clock operation in high performance primary standards, however, such a
at full atomic shot-noise-limited performance[21J. To solve modulation scheme was not a possibility because the phase
this problem a laser line-narrowing technique based on noise in available crystal oscillators was too high[24-251.
optical feedback from a high-Q cavity has been Fortunately, crystals of adequate performance have recently
developed[22]. With this line-narrowing technique, become available[26].
essentially atomic shot-noise-limited performance in an
optically pumped standard has been demonstrated[23]. Conclusions

The technology of optically pumped primary
frequency standards should place stndards of frequency
and time solidly at an acc-.racy of 10" . This performance
is achievable as a result of the improved short term stability
and added control over accuracy-limiting systematic errors.
However, the high mean atomic velocity and the broad
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velocity spread that result from optical state preparation 8. L. L. Lewis, F. L. Walls and D. A. Howe,
leads to a limited line Q and comparatively high sensit.v% "Prospects for Cesium Primary Standards at the
to microwave power. Consequently, to achieve a 10 National Bureau of Standards", Proc. International
accuracy places an extreme burden on the servo electronics, Conference on Precision Measurement and
and further improvement in accuracy with thermal atomic Fundamental Constants, Gaithersburg, MD 1981
beams may not be readily forthcoming. Fortunately, pp. 25-28.
photon pressure cooling and cooled, non-thermal beam
technology are rapidly advancing, and new standards should 9. M. Arditi, "A Cesium Beam Atomic Clock with
soon be available which overcome these limitations[27l. Laser Optical Pumping as a Potential Frequency

Standard", Metrologia vol. 18, pp. 59-66 1982.
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Abstract The millisecond pulsar, PSR 1937+27, shows sta-
bility in its rotational period that exceeds that of

Our goal at the Time and Frequency Systems all man-made clocks for averaging times longer than
Research group at JPL is the development of 6 months. Comparison of this pulsar period with
a trapped ion based fieldable frequency stan- an earth based clock of stability 1 - 10-"5 over av-

dard with stability 1 10-1a/v/7 for averaging eraging periods of one year is expected to show the
times r > I - 10' seconds. To achieve this effects of very low frequency gravitational waves[1,2].

goal we have developed a hybrid rf/dc lin- Spacecraft ranging measurements across the solar
ear ion trap which permits storage of large system would be improved with earth based clocks
numbers of ions with reduced susceptibility to whose stabilities exceeded 1 . 10"5 for averaging
the second-order Doppler effect caused by the times of 10' to 105 seconds. This clock performance

rf confining fields. We have confined 199Hg+ would also improve gravity wave searches in space-
ions in this trap and have measured very high craft ranging data. Another use for long term stable
Q transitions with good signal to noise. In clocks in NASA's Deep Space Network would be in

preliminary measurements we have obtained maintaining syntonization with UTC.
stabilities of 1.6- 10-1o3/Vf (50 < r < 800 sec- We are developing a fieldable frequency standard
onds) with a 160 mHz wide atomic resonance based on 199 H 9 + ions confined in a linear ion trap
linewidth and a signal-to-noise ratio of 40 for which should show unprecedented long term fre-
each measurement cycle. Atomic resonance quency stability. Typically the largest source of

lines as narrow as 30 mHz on the 40.5 GHz frequency offset stems from the motion of the ions

clock transition have been measured with no caused by the trapping fields via the second-order

appreciable reduction in the ion signal. A sta- Doppler or relativistic time dilation effect. More-

bility of 7. 10-' 4/V/f is made possible by the over, instability in certain trapping parameters, e.g.,
signal to noise and line Q of this measured trap field strength, temperature, and the actual num-
transition. Analysis of fundamental sources of ber of trapped particles will influence the frequency

frequency instability indicates that long term shift and lead to frequency instabilities. Since this
stability of 2 . 10 -16 is feasible for this device offset grows with the number of ions, a trade-off sit-
with existing technology for r > 106 seconds. uation results, where fewer ions are trapped in order

to reduce the (relatively) large offset which would

otherwise result.

Introduction A conventional hyperbolic or Paul trap is shown in
Fig. 1. With the electrodes biased as shown ions are

Atomic frequency standards with high stability for trapped around the point node of the rf electric field
averaging times r longer than 1000 seconds are nec- at the center. The strength of the electric field and
essary for a variety of astrophysical measurements the resulting micromotion of the trapped particles

and long baseline spacecraft ranging experiments, grows linearly with distance from this node point.

As ions are added the size of ion cloud grows until•This work described in this paper was carried out at the the second order Doppler shift arising from the mi-
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,

under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space cromotion in the trapping field dominates the second
Administration. order Doppler shift from the ion's thermal motion

Ct2818-3190/0000- 0 8 2 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Figure 1: A conventional hyperbolic RF ion trap. Figure 2: The rf electrodes for a linear ion trap. Ions
A node of the RF and DC fields is produced at the are trapped along the line of nodes of the rf field
origin of the coordinate system shown. with reduced susceptibility to second-order Doppler

frequency shift.

at room temperature. For typical operating condi-
tions[3,9] a spherical cloud containing 2. 106 mercury 51Rph (Af
ions shows a 2nd order Doppler shift of 2 - 10-12, a
value some ten times larger than that for mercury f 3ph

ions undergoing room temperature thermal motion. As more ions are added to the linear trap this shift

We have designed and are currently testing a hy- will increase. It will equal that of the spherical ion
brid rf/dc linear ion trap which allows an increase cloud in a hyperbolic trap when
in the number of stored ions with no correspor.d-
ing increase in second-order Doppler shift from the N = L gsph (2)
micromotion generated by the trapping fields. This 5 Rsph

trap confines ions along a line of nodes of the rf field These expressions are valid when the ion cloud
(see Fig.2). The trapping force transverse to the line radii, Rhin and Rph, are much larger than the De-
of nodes is generated by the pondermotive force as bye length. This is the characteristic plasma density
in conventional Paul traps while the axial trapping fall off length at the ion cloud edge and is about 0.4
force is provided by dc electric fields [3-7]. mm for typical Hg+ ion plasmas used in frequency

We can compare the second-order Doppler shift, standard work [3,9].
Af/f generated by the trapping fields for a cloud In addition to its larger ion storage capacity the
of ions in a linear trap and a conventional Paul trap dependence of the 2nd order Doppler shift on trap-
[3,4] assuming that both traps are operated so that ping parameters in a linear trap is very different. from
the ions have the same secular frequency w. When that in a conventional Paul trap. For many ions in a
the same number of ions, N, are held in both traps Paul trap this shift is given by[3,12]
the average distance from an ion to the node line
of the trapping field is greatly reduced in the linear 3.f 3 (Nwoq 2  2/3

trap. Since the perpendicular distance from the line (Af) - - ThC 4r(orn (3)
of nodes determines the magnitude of the rf trapping
field the 2nd order Doppler shift of an ion's transi- where w is the secular frequency for a spherical ion
tion frequency due to motion in the trapping field is cloud containing N ions each with charge to mass
reduced from that of a conventional point node trap. ratio q/m. c is the speed of light and (, is the per-
If Rph is the ion cloud radius `a, the Paul trap and L mittivity of free space. Ions in a linear trap show a
is the ion cloud length in the linear trap the Doppler 2nd order Doppler shift from the motion generated
shift in the two traps are related by[3] by the rf confining field given by[3]
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-2 N (4)

where L is the length of the ion cloud. GRID ELECTROOE
In contrast to the spherical case as described inl ELECTRON

Eq.(3), this expression contains no dependence on FILIMENT

trapping field strength, as characterized by w, and
depends only on the linear ion density N/L. That- TRAP RODS

is, for an infinitely long linear trap where end effects
are negligible, if the rf confining voltage increases TITANIUM HIGHCUBE

and consequently the micromotion at a given point
iii space increases, the ion cloud radius will decrease
(because the radial trapping force increases with rf HORNFOR

level) so that the 2nd order Doppler from the trap UVLVAICUUTOEND ELECTRODE
fields remains constant.

TThe finite length linear trap depends on variations Figure 3: Linear Ion Trap Assembly View. The trap
in radial trapping strength (characterized by w) as[41 is housed in a 3.375- vacuum cube. State selection

5 \light fromn the 202 119 discharge lamp enters froin the
f )lt, 6  right, is focused onto the central 1/3 of the trap

(A_) L w (5) and is collected in the horn. Fluorescence from the
k li) trapped ions is collected inI a direction normal to the

Similarly, for variations in endcap voltage we find( page.

600L)m R, WVe discharge lamp optically pumps the ions into the 1F=0
= 2 -LV,(6) hyperfine level of the ground state. This U V light i•,

~ ) lfocused onto the central 1/3 of the 75 inin long ion
cloud. The thermal motion of the ions along thewhere R, is the trap radius. The Paul trap shows a length of the trap will carry all the ions through the

corresponding sensitivity to trap field strength varn- light field so that pumping is complete in about 1 5
ations( \ seconds for typical lamp intensities.

• ) 26w To minimize stray ligbt entering the fluorescence

3- (7) collection system this state selection light is collected
f $ph in a pyrex horn as shown in Fig. 4. The placement

A comparison of Eqs. (5) and (7) shows the linear of the LaB6 electron filament is also chosen to p)re-
trap based frequency standard to be less sensitive to vent light from the white hot filaient from entering

the collection system. Its placement and relatively
variations in trapping field strength than the Paul cool operating temperature together with good fil-
trap by a factor of 3Rt/L. For the trap described in tering of the state selection/interrogation UV light
the next section this factor is about 1/3. in the input optical system have allowed frequency

standard operation without the use of a 194 nin opti-
Linear Trap Description cal bandpass filter in the collection arm. This triples

data collection rates since such filters typically have
Our linear trap is shown in Fig. 3. The full size about 30% transmission for 194 nm light.

of the total system is about 150cm tall by 60cm Microwave radiation (40.5 GI[z) propagates
square as shown in Fig. 4. The operation of the through the trap perpendicular to the trap axis
trap as a frequency standard is similar to previous thereby satisfying the Lamb-Dicke requirement that
work [8,9]. The ions are created inside the trap by the spatial extent of the ion's motion along the di-
an electron pulse along the trap axis which ionizes a rection of propagation of the microwave radiation be
neutral vapor of "9 9 Hg. A helium buffer gas (10' less than a wavelength. This radiation enters the
torr) collisionally cools the ions to near room temper- trap region through the pyrex horn (see Fig. 4)
ature. Resonance radiation (194 nm) from a 202Hg and propagates in the opposite direction to the UV
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Figure 5: '99Hg+ clock transition as measured
with Ramsey's method of successive oscillating fields.
This line shape results from two 0.75 second nil-

[ crowave pulses separated by a 1.7 second free pre-
cession period. Tihe central line is about 160 nillz

wie

Figure 4: The full trap vacuum system and support wie

stand. 'rthe full height is about 5 feet and is about
2 feet on each side. In the m easurem ents described 5 , a d 7 i h t m c f u r s e c o n e ~ r

herethemageticshildswereabsnt.ing a I to 1.5 second period following the lanip turn
on. The measurement shown in Fig. 5 is the av-

state selection /interrogation light. This allows fluo- erage of 20 scans. The line shape shown in Fig. 6;
rescence collection in both directions perpendicular was obtained with two pulses of .275 second dui at~ion
to the plane of the page in Fig.4. For the resonance separated by a 4 second free precession period. It is
and stability data shown below fluorescence was col- the average of 7 scans. Our highest Q line Is shtown
lected in only one of these two directions. in Fig. 7 and is derived from two pulses .275 seconds

long separated by a 16 second free precession. T'he
linewidth Af = 30 miltz represents a line Q = f/mf

Frequency Standard Operation of 1L3.-10'2 on the 40.5 Ghiz transition. The data
shown is an average of 4 full scans.

We have used Ramsey's technique of successive os- We have locked the output frequency of a 40.5 Ghiz
cillatory fields to probe the approximately 40.5 Ghiz source to the frequency of the central peak of the res-
clock transition in '99Hg+ ions confined to the lin- onance shown in Fig. 6 in a sequence of 512 mea~sure-
ear trap described above.In these measurements the ments [8]. The time required for each measurement
40.5 Ghiz signal is derived from an active Hlydrogen is about 6.3 seconds. By averaging the frequencies of
maser frequency source. One of the first resonance 2v adjacent measurements (N=1,2,..,7) we form the
lines measured is shown in Fig. 5. The sequence of modified Allan variance giving frequency stability as
operations leading to each of the 400 measurements shown in Fig.8. Also shown in that figure are other
(10 mHz per frequency step) begins with a .5 second frequency standards including the active hydrogen
electron pulse to maintain a steady state population masers used in JPL's Deep Space Network. The up-
of trapped Hg ions. The 2°2H9 discharge lamp is per dashed curve represents expected performance
on during this time preparing the ions in the F=0 based on the improved line Q and S N R demonstrated
hyperfine state of the ground level. The rf power in the 30 mHz resonance of Fig. 7. The lower dashed
driving the lamp discharge is then reduced so that line shows the expected improvement by the addition
only a dim discharge exists. At the same time a of a second set of collection optics, as allowed by our
.75 second microwave pulse is started followed by a trap geometry. This latter performance is projected
1.7 second free precession period. After a final .75 to be approximately 5-_ 10-14/Vd-r for r > 150 sec-
second microwave pulse the lamp is switched to the onds. All measurements reported in this work were
bright discharge mode. The signal shown in Figs. made with no magnetic shielding of the ion trap re-
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Figure 6: Resonance data for two 0.275 second pulses AVERAGING TIME (sec)

separated by a 4 second free precession period. The
curve shown is an average of 7 scans with a back- Figure 8: Measured stability for the 160 nllz res-
ground light level of about 150000 subtracted. The onance line of Figure 5. Fractional frequency sta-
central peak is about 110 milz wide. bility is 1.6 •10-'/.j for 50 > r > 800 sec. The

dashed lines below the measured data represent pro-
jected stability for the 30 mHz data shown in Fig.7.

The lowest dashed line is the expected performance
when the fluorescence collection system is fully im-

30, plemented (5.10-14/V/7).

§ gion. Variations in the ambient laboratory fields in
the absence of shields degraded long term stability

0J (r >800 seconds).

Local Oscillator Requirements

As the performance of passive atomic and ionic
frequency standards improves, a new limitation is

-. 30 -0... -0.06 0 0e -18 0.30 encountered due to fluctuations in the local oscilla-
FREQUENCY OFFSET(Hz) tor (L.O.). This limitation continues to the longest

times, having the same 1/v/f dependence on measur-
ing time r as the inherent performance of the stan-
dard itself. The cause of this effect is time variation
of the sensitivity to L.O. fluctuations due to the in-

Figure 7: The highest line Q data. In this measure- terrogation process. This limitation was evaluated in
ment the two microwave pulses of 0.275 seconds are a recent calculation for sequentially interrogated pas-
separated by a 16 sec free precession period. The sive standards[10I. Since our trapped ion standard
fringe width is 30 mHz and the data shown is an is of this type, the analysis should be directly appli-

average of 4 scans. cable. In a new calculation the limitation has also

been evaluated for the sine wave FM interrogation
used in cesium and rubidium standards[l1I].

Roughly speaking, the analysis shows that the lo-
cal oscillator must have frequency stability at least
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as good as that of the standard itself, for a mea-
suring time equal to the cycle time ti. Thus our
trapped mercury ion frequency source with perfor-
mance of oy(r)ISTD = 1.6. 10-13/,/F and a cycle ,0"
time of f, = 6 seconds requires a L.O. with perfor- IOORD
mance of o-(6)ILo = 1.6 -103 /v/6 , 7 . 10 -14. F ORS n

y(6)L.O = .6 10X t 122'. ORDER

This value is 4 to 12 times lower than that available -- 16
from presently available quartz oscillators. Opera- z. VEMKAIUM

tW/ IPf Cock•

tion of the trapped ion standard with a longer cycle ,"GASf

time and higher performance places an even more LL CL

stringent burden on the local oscillator. This can be - S.,oS-

ameliorated somewhat if the dead time can be kept , "rc,.C
very s,,,all[101.--

While stand-alone operation at the highest perfor- LL s
mance levels may place unattainable requirements
on available crystal quartz local oscillators, applica-
tion as a stabilizer for a hydrogen maser, or other Figure 9: Perturbations to the .99 Hg+ clock transi-
ultra-high stability source such as a high-Q cryogenic tion for approximately 5 . 106 ions held in the linear
oscillator, is straightforward. However, in such an ion trap described in the text.

application, the hydrogen maser's frequency would
not be steered to that of an independently operat- erating field. Operating at O.2pT (2 mG) field woul
ing trapped ion source. The maser's output signal require stabilization of the current in the lleldholtz

would instead be used itself to interrogate the ionic crqirs to 0.5% (Fig. 4) to reach the 1 H-I Aevel. At

transition. Information thus gathered would be used this field the I99 Hg+ sensitivity is 1.10-14 per 10 AT

to compensate for long term variation in the maser (mG) of field change at the position of the ion. To

frequency. prevent variations in ambient field front influencing

the clock's output frequency we will install a triple

Sources of Frequency Instabil- layer set of shields with shielding factor 10,000.
The Stark shift of the atomic transition from the

ity rf electric field[131 is smalle- than the 2nd Doppler
induced by the same electric field, thus, controlling

Figure 9 shows the leading sources of perturba- 2nd Doppler will more than adequately control the
tions to the ion hyperfine clock transition in the op- Stark shift.
erating conditions we foresee. By running the clock
with about 5. 106 trapped ions we will have reduced
the 2nd order Doppler shift from the trap field to Conclusions
near its minimum value for room temperature oper-
ation. Controlling ion number to 0.1% will stabilize We have demonstrated the increased signal-to-
this source of frequency jitter to 2 - 3 • 10-16. This noise and short term stabi"'y inherent in a linear
level of ion number control has been demonstrated ion trap based frequency standard. Clock operation
by Cutler et al[12]. with line Q :.: 2.5. 10" has achieved performance of

Only modest temperature regulation (0.1 K) is re- 1.6. 10-1 3 /V/f for 50 < r < G00 seconds. Measured
quired to reduce variation in the 2nd order Doppler line Q's of as high as 1.3.1012 have been measured, in-
shift due to thermal motion to a value smaller than dicating consequent performance for this trap as high
1 . 10-16. Variations in helium buffer gas pressure as 5.10-1 4 /Vf for r > 150 seconds. The requirement
also influence the clock transition[121 and will require for local oscillator stability required to achieve this
pressure stabilization to about 0.4%. This require- performance is quite stringent. However, an applica-
ment is less stringent than regulation of hydrogen gas tion to stabilize the frequency of a hydrogen maser or
pressure in present day commercial active H-masers. cryogenic oscillator for very long times seem straight-

The fractional sensitivity of the l99 Hg+ clock tran- forward. Analysis of fundamental sources of atomic
sition to magnetic field variations is nearly 1000 perturbations and their control shows that stability
times less than that of hydrogen at the same op- of 10-16 is feasible for T > 106 seconds.
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Abstract even to thle active liydrug,-jii maser. Like the' it.\-
(Irogeti mtaser. the SC.% is also ali active omcillator.

flecetit Ineasiremineits on the stiperconditet- The aovait age oft lhe SCM is its larger out put sigtim
ixig cavity maser (SCM) oscillator show fre- power (,-- IO-ýXat t vs ;:ý10- 12\Vat t for flthe h~dio-
(qiitency stalbillity of lparts iin 10"5 for thimes from gen mnaser). Long t min performance is hilimtcii h\
I secoinol to 1000 seconids. Phase nloiSeý of variation of' t he operating paramnet ers, stich ais t,ýinii

appJroximiately -80dB/f 3' was also meastire(l. perat nrc. drive power. out put VS\VH etc., depend-
We lbellieve this short- anld. mtid. -otem lperfor- ing Onl the sensit ivity of fthe SCM\ to thfese' varii uiý,
itianace to lbe lbetter thani that of anay knlowni parameters.
micmrowave oscillator. Int particular. mneasuired. Figure 1 shows a block diagramn of thle i liiiirovd

stalbillity at 1 second. initerval is 10 times bet- oscillator. The three cavity oscillator, consistinug (,a
t~er thant that of a hydrogeni maser, and( lphaseý ruby mnaser, coupling cavity, and a hilgh Q lead ()n
noiose at 8 GHz is more thani 20 dB lbelow tha~t sapphire cavity, have been disrussedlpeiuuI~]
of tihe lbest mulltipliedl quartz crystal oscilla- Oscillation at a frequency of 2.69 (; liz resuilt s fro)m
tors. ruby tmaser operat ion withI a 13.1 ('liZ pump11 fre'-

qluency to create a poJpulat oion inversion. Liier vclel
splittings in the Ruby are matched to fiat of' thle

Introduction liigh-Q cavity by nicmats of a bias field providIed hy
a superconiduct ing solenoid. Frequencies oft lie thlree

The superconducting cavity miaser (SCMI) is a lhe- miodes of the coupled cavity systemi are spaced ,I-
Iitinn cooled, all-cryogetiic oscillator with superior at ively close to each other (.5(,7 spacing) iii ordler t
st ability at short, measuring t imes[l ,2,3,'1]. It differs couple effectively. but are spaced far enouigh front
fromt other supercondutctfing cavity stabilized oscilla- each other to allow miode select ion by adjust mietit of
tor (SCSO) designs[5,6,7] in its use of a very rigid thle bias field[2].
(Q ;:z W0) sapphilre-filled stabilizing cavity, and 'in
its all- cryogenic design; excitation being provided by

anultra-low noise cryogenic ruby miaser. E p rm na set
A comiparison of ultra-stable atomnic frequency

sources shows active hydrogen masers to be supe- Substantial technical impr)ovementOs haNVe b~een
n~or to passive atomic standlards in short termi sta- miade to eliminate frequency inst ability dueI( to operam-
hility (I second < r < 100 seconds). Performance tional parameters. They are temperat tire, pumip fre-
of thle SC\I at. short. mieasuring timies is superior quency, pumllp power, pnimp frequency polari7zation.1

* Ihis%,,i, esr-:'d i ths pperWaSCariedoti atthe tenmperat tire grauhietit coupling st rengt Ii and outi put

Jet Propulsioin Laboratory, California lust ililpu of"Tectunotogv, VNR ehv ihrsaiie h aaee f

utder a co-ntract With thie National Aerotnautuics and Spare mnin-it~zed the coefficient which couples ft(- paramue-
Adtinijst rat toin. ter to the operating fro q~deniu. .
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The temperature dependence of the output fre-
quency for the SCM shows an extremurn in the

Continuous-Flow range between 1 and 2 Kelvins[4). From a func-
Helium Pot tional point of view, the presence of the frequency

Thermometer maximum at about 1.57 Kelvin is an extremely de-
Heater sirable feature since it allows operation of the oscil-

Superconducting Polarizer lator in a region of vanishingly small temperat tire
Magnet Microwave coefficient. The quadratic coefficient in 6f/f at the

Ruby Maser Isolator maximum is 3.3- 10-'/Kelvin2 . Thus a temperature
Output accuracy of one milliKelvin together with a stabil-
Coupler ity of 30 microKelvins allows a frequency stability of

Lead-coated - = 2 - 10- 16.
Sapphire f Frequency dependence on microwave pump fre-
Resonator quency and amplitude has also been studied[4]. Since

the pump power is very much more difficult to stabi-
lize than its frequency, a major feature of the results
to date is a "valley" where the sensitivity to pump

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of the Superconduct- power is greatly reduced. In this region the slope is
ing Cavity Maser (SCM) oscillator with improved < 2- 10-1 3 /db, a value 100 times smaller than was
temperature control system. Recent modifications typically found.
include consolidation of heating and cooling elements Several recent improvements have made increased
to prevent thermal regulation power from flowing stability possible. They are listed as following:
through the oscillator assembly. A direct output cou- 1. Extension of operational period: The 1.57
pier and microwave isolator were installed to reduce Kelvin cooling system was changed from closed bath
noise and increase stability. The cryogenic polarizer refrigeration to continuous flow. The operational pe-
was added to provide effective and reproducible ruby riod was extended froui 3 days to 7 d(ays, limited only
pumping. by the storage time of the larger 4.2 Kelvin helium

bath from which the small flow is drawn. We ex-
pect to extend this to 30 days with a better dewar.
This modification also provides continuous operation
of the SCM during helium transfer.10

2. Improved temperature stability: Temperature
0 SCM / Hydrogen Maser fluctuation has been minimized to 40 microKelvins, a

o ,factor of 1000 improvement. Previously we measured

> *a parabolic curve of oscillation frequency versus

0-1, *" temperature with a frequency maximum near 1.57
i " m'he•Kelvin. With present temperature control capacitv,

0 SCM /SCSO even a temperature offset of 100 uiilliKelviuis would
ý10 only degrade the frequency stability to 4. 10-". We

are able to operate in the region of nominally zero

0-16 temperature coefficient with a temperature accuracy
-1 10 10 10 = of one milliKelvin.

oT au 10 1 0 10 1 1 3. Reduction of temperature gradients across os-
Tau, s cillator: Substantial reduction in thermal gradients

was made by modification of the cryogenic temper-
ature control system. Gradients associated with the

Figure 2: Two sample Allan Deviation of the regulation configuration were eliminated by consoli-

SCM tested with SCSO and hydrogen maser refer- dating the heating and cooling elements to allow a

ences. Filled squares show data of SCM/SCSO; open single thermal contact point to the oscillator assein-

squares are SCM/Hydrogen Maser data. bly.
4. More effective ruby pumping: A fixed rectangu-

lar waveguide was installed with pump signal B-field
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perpendicuilar to the ruby c axis. This cryogenic po- measuring times was reported, reaching a value of
larizer should eliminate the primary remaining sys- 1 10- 14 at I second[61. This SCSO varialility is suf-

i,,, uncertainty, and allow reliable operation from ficient to explain the slope in our data for tiies lhes
run to run. than about 5 seconds as shown in Figure 2.

5. Improved punip signal propagation: Elitina- Figure 3 shows SCM stability inferred from the
tiou of a coaxial signal transmission line within tlie two sets of data shown in Fig. 2. Stability for a
pump waveguide now allows a more direct puiip sig- single hydrogen maser is also shown. A conservative
tal path. A waveguihde adaptor was installed and a estimate was made for short times of equal contribu-
10101on window was Used for vacuum seal and allowing tions by the two cryogenic sources. If the slope at
low loss microwave propagation. It is expected that the shortest times is due to the SCSO. as discussed
less pump power will be required to obtain oscilla- above, SCM performance would be 4 - 5. 10-15 for
tion since thi' un-matched imnpedance caused by the all times from 1 second to 1000 seconds.
right angle feed will be elininated. In a three corner hat measuring scheme, using the

6. Reduction of in-oscillator noise due to back SCSO and a hydrogen maser as references, perfor-
coupling from the room-temperat tre amplifier: We mance of SCIM was shown to be better thant htvdro-
have installed a cryogenic isolator[8], to prevent gen tiaser for all tiiies shorter than 70 seconds with
rooii-temperat nre radiation from coupling into t1le long terii performance better than the SCSO.
oscillator and also to reduce sensitivity of the oper- Figure 4 shows the results of phase noise measure-
ational frequency to output VS\VR. nient between two signals at 8.1 Gltz derived froit

the cryogenic oscillators. A value of -80dl3/f;' was

Measurements measured, which is 25dB better than the newly up-
graded hydrogen maser and is 20dB better than the

The improvements discussed above have made best quartz oscillator reported.

pustble excellent stability at both relatively long In order to combine the short terin stabilitv of the

( 10000 seconds) and very short (1 second) ineasur- SCM with the long terin stability of the hydrogen
ing tines. In order to characterize performance of maser we have modified the SC(M to allow its fre-

the S(M at shorter tinmes, we obtained the use of quency to be tuned. A coil has been installed onl

:tttothlter cryogenic oscillator (SCSO) for use as a fre- the ruby housing to allow the bias field to by slightly

quency reference [5,6]. Substantial imiprovement i niodified, and so to tune the frequency of oscillaltion
tlher instrum tentation was also necessary. New pro- within the passband of the igh -Q resonator. This

cdtires inclilded bypassing the receiver of the S('SO coil, with 60 turns, gives a sensitivity of 7 -10t•2 per

inl or(der to make direct measurements bIetween 1i- mA with a range of approximately 10-1t. This range
crowave frequency signals. Long term measurements is sufficient to accommodate the typical S(NI drift

primarily made use of a Hlydrogen tiaser as frequency of 4 • 10- `/day in long term operation.

reference.
Figure 2 shows raw data for two tests of the SCM

against SCSO and llydrogen Maser references. The Conclusions
filled squares represents data of the SCNI/SCSO test,
ind open squares the SCM/Hlydrogen-Maser data. We have denionstrated a frequency stability of

Performance of the SCM is clearly superior to hydro- parts in 10t5 for all times from 1 to 1000 seconds
gen itaser for measuring times shorter than about for the SCM. The measured stability of 8. 10- 5 at I
30 secoids, and superior to that of the SCSO for second is 10 times better than the hydrogen maser at
times longer thaii about 200 seconds. SCM perfor- the same measuring time, and improvement over the
mance can be well characterized for times longer than hydrogen maser is shown for all times from 1 to 30
30 seconds due to overlap of the two data sets and seconds. We believe these result~s to be better than
lhe well characterized hydrogen maser stability as any known RF or microwave frequency source.
shown in Figure 3. However, only thle test with lhe Ultra-stable frequency sources like the SCM will
StSO reference provides detailed information about make possible new experiments with high sensitiv-
S(M performance at. times shorter than 30 seconds ity. An experiment on gravitational wave search is
and so the contributions of the two sources cannot now planned in 1992 with two SCM units to per-
be absolutely distinguished for short time's. In pre- form a "three--way" experiment with Galileo space-
vious tests of several SCSO sources, a slope at short craft. Furthermore, the SCM can be used to unam-
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biguouslv characterize the performance of a hydro-
gen maser for short measuring times.

A frequency pulling coil has been implemented and
tested to enable the SCM to be slaved to a hydro-
gen maser. This combination would make possible
the excellent long term performance of the hydrogen

10-13__'__ - maser combined with the newly available short term
* HCdrogeri Maser performance of the SCM.

Hydr,-geri Maser

-14 ___ _

S-SCM - - . . _ ." .. Acknowledgements
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUN ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

FINE-STRUCTURE ARTIFACF OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF Cs BEAM VTUI-IS
AS MEASURED BY IHE PULSED MICROWAVE POWER TECHNIQUE

W. A. Johnson, S. K. Karuza, and F J. Voit

Electronics Rcsearch L.aboratory
The Aerospace ('orporation

P. 0. Box 92957. Los Angeles, CA 90009

Abstract: An artifact of the pulsed microwave power
technique used to measure the velocity distributions of Cs VEO f T--6UTXM P S

heam tubes is a fine structure on the distribution. In pre- yu M T--ERY /E y"D"AM

viously reported measurements the signal-to-noise ratio was
not high enough to show this structure clearly. This paper -. - - t"

pre.sents results that show this structure in detail. To predict

these results, a simple theory has been used that considers Y • I"
the Ramsey response function (i.e., output tube current vs.
microwave frequency) as being a simple electrical-filter
transfer function for the input of the pulse-modulated micro- [ 9,2 Pý.•,,, AWM,1,,

wrave power. Calculations that assume the principle of su- O.,,,•R ,, I,•,,

perposition give predictions that are in close agreement with 11 \
the measured results. This theory also predicts how to set the WATPLS • ,_ , wmpu

pulse width so that the fine-structure artifact is minimized. / METER COUPLER -_1 I

Introduction C
/l.__7--"

The knowledge of the velocity distribution of a ce- CESUM "MUB
sium (Cs) beam tube provides considerable insight into the
performance and alignment of the beam optics, which in Figure 1. Block Diagram of the System for Measuring the
turn affects the final performance of the frequency standard. Velocity Distribution of the Cs Beam Tube under
"IO measure these velocity distributions, early investigators Pulsed Microwave Conditions
[ 1.2.31 developed a method that used the pulsed excitation of
atomic beam devices that had Ramsey-type interaction re-
gions, this allowed for the observation of signals that were
due to vtry narrow velocity groups. A completely automatic MICROWAVE
system that employed this pulsed microwave technique was POWER INPUT

set up in our laboratories. Figure l is a block diagram of the OVEN l l
equipment used; the set-up is described in detail in [4]. 1 1--•, LODTCO

n .. .. .. 
. . -1 DETECTOR

i:igure 2 shows the operation of the Ramsey cavity L] i-'.L -I 7F
with pulsed microwave power. For a pulse period of T the I

velocity v selected is LIT, as shown. The pulse width T is SHORTPULSE: r <

chosen to be less than the Cs ions' time of flight through the
interaction regions, i.e., less than I/v. EET

- T + 7 --- - --
In the process of making some of our early velocity- MICROWAVE ---- T -

distribution measurements, we noticed what appeared to be INPUT T SELECTED

a periodic structure on the distribution. At first we thought - TIE

this structure to be noise in the measurement system: howev-
er. as we improved our system further, we could see that the Figure 2. Operation of the Ramsey Cavity with Pulsed Mi-
structure was clearly there. The amplitude of this structure crowave Power. The design of the Ramsey dual-
was found to be a function of the pulse width. A typical interaction region allows one to select the velocity
example of the structure is shown in Figure 3, which is a plot of the atomic beam by setting the period T of the
of the Cs velocity distribution p(v). microwave pulses.

CH2818-319010000-094 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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lig,Llre 3. \lcasured Velocitv Distribution for a (Cs Beam 2 2

lube Lsing a Pulse Width of 37 pssec and a Peak
Microwave Pow)er of 2000 pW Figure 5. Pulse Modulation Waivlorm

Discussion Fach of these components modulates the r1 cartier to

give a pair of equal components atui) -- n 1'. wvheir e.1 is the rt
She structure shown in Figure 3 can be understood by carrier. Figure 0 shows this amplitude distribution (, hich

lookino at the pulse-power spectrum and viewing the we will refer to as the sinx'x distribution) in relation to the
Rarnsey response function as a filter for this spectrum. The Ramsey response function. For the particular ('-0hld usd
Ramsey response for the tube measured in Figure 3 is showr, for the tube. the separation in the Ramsey responses (i.e.. the
in [igure 4. For a pulse modulation function as shown in Zeeman frequencvfz) was 38.86 kil/. The tube length IL is
F-igure 5, the Fourier components are given by ý 12.5 cm: therefore, for a velocity of 150 mn'sec, the modu-

4,s t ation frequency would be = 12011 Ii. 'Ihere are therefore
FQt) = 7'I~cos2-rn (1) 38.86/1.2 =33 components between the component at IJ

1.... and the component atfi + 38.81 ktiz. Figure 6 is drawn lot

where a T of about 10 gsec. which places the first null in the sin vx
distribution at 100 kFlz. For ease of illustration, the separa-r

ALI T (2) tions of the pulse components are depicted as much wider
than is actually the case.

and

"A, sfl " = 1,22. ...r (3) 1.0

I- 0.9z
wix 0.8 0

"T~~ 0.7
1.0,)

0.9, 0.6
4

0.8 
0.5 /

W 0.4
I- oN

W :1~ 0.3cc 4
0.6 I 0.2

2 0
4 i 0.1 j
S00.5

0 L
N f0
fl 0.4

T

o00.3z T -T

0.2 foFREQUENCY

0.1
Figure 6. Ramsey Response in Relation to the Pulsed Mi-

Dlii i icrowave Spectrum for a Narrowv Pulse Width

FREOUENCY, 31 I~z/div Figure 7 shows the location of the components for the
Figure 4. The c'w Ramsey Patterns of All Seven Transitions central Ramsey transition as well as for the first upper transi-

in a Cs Beam Tube tion. Each of the components gives a maximum current and
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herefi 4ec, to the c\tcflt that the principle of superposition sh iwn Iin I-igure 6) and\will conseLqueitlvy\ield a large ampl.
11pplies.ý tilt: outlput cu1lrret will be a nmaximum. [he rt* IdC Inl thle tine structure. ( 'onvcrselv. it t 1.2 pulse widthl is

lfrequciicý is ihetn ,tkcpt and thle Component inl thle output chosen so as to put thle nulls inl (lie ,inl k function at thet
LInHIcult it thle nioduilation treqaecllVM I I ) i is thC11 thle uppe~r Ramse repones the effect will be mininiiied. be-
niCa1Sut e of1 thet deCnity (If thle atorns ill the beaml at thel ae da smaileri ,har,: of the sIjdcland enecr gy is, in thle u ppci
%clocit\ I. [~leieC and kmlos Ramsley lesponisc, [his ca'. _is i1LuiNraied Inl

If,,,(4)

1 hec carrier is then resect tof*1 and (1 is changed ,lightl\ tojl)
31. to enable onei to look at a slightly dhiflferent % clocity. 1, 1.0

Iv [len 0.9

er 0.8

N otc thiat tile components close tfof change slow~ly: i.e.. the 0.6
flirSt Sidebanid pair moves by Aj, the second by 24Af an d so W 0.5 5
onl. I lowecver. the components, at the first upper transition 204

mov \rX rap dl : ~e. nis erv hi h.If Afis chosen such that N W
S0.3I

ech1 (if the Loiii)OiiC ltitsat the first upper transition nmoves by 0.2 ~ Isse \\ill agadin 11a1\e al n 1,M Mi n u i-curretit situation. Fihen 0.0cl \
Z 0.1 ~ 

'I.,, (6i) 0

I i

I igunre S. Ratnses Responise in RclatOin t0 thle PulseCd Nil-
\i l. (8) crowave . Specti .11 tim fo a l"is W11dth1 iltit PLIýiCe

the Spct~r-al Nul~lls at thle(' cr5 Of thle t I)'ppe liild

Ini other words, from these \ery heuristic argumilents" a tile-
structulre velocity period of i'';, /1- has been pred~icted.

_____ - The velticitv measurement shown in F-igure 31 \as for
at pulse wvidth of 3i7 jisec. The Zee man frequency for thisl,
tube wxas 38.86 ki lz mind thus the second maximuim tinlte sin
x/v distribution is very close to tie first Lipper and lower
Ramsey responses. 'hils pulse w~idthi also places OIL third and

I II Ifourth maxima in thle sin .x, (Lldstribution close to thle second
I and third upper and lower Ramnsey responses. Therefore.

thr shoul be a clear fine structure, and indeed, this struc-

I I-FThe same tube wxith thle same ('-field wvas measured
tor it very narrow ( 10 pscc) pulse. This should also result in a
clear fine structure Fiue9(a) shows the results of thii

ft o + fmeasurement. It is at little surpristng that the mi ninma ot tile
FREQUENCY distribution are so close to zero. I[his mlipght be becau'e tile

Ftie7ManadFrtUpper RasyRsos nRl- polarity of theý components in thle first side lobe iti the sinx'.v
7. Man an Firs Ramey Rspons in ela- distribution is reversed from that in tile main lobe. (osn

tionto he ulsd Mirowve pecrumthe pulse wvidth such that the first null in the sin _vx distribui-

tion is at thle first upper and lower Ramsey iesponses shoil!,!
We should note that although Av is not a function of result in a mintmum structure, and in fact Figure 9(b) shows

the pilse period T, the amplitude of the structure certainly this result. Similarly. placing the second null at the upper
will be. For example, a pulse that is much narrower than 11f7 and lower Ramsey responses should also minimize this struc-
will result in a very broad power spectrum (such as that ture. Figure 9(c) confirms this.
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Figure 9. Measured Cs Velocity Distributions for Three Pulse Widths and Peak Microwave Powers. as Indicated. (a) 10 tsec
and 3300 aW, (b) 26 tasec and 3300 taW, and (c) 52 jisec and 2000 tAW

Table 1: Fine-Structure Period Av for Three Cs Beam Trbes

Tube T-r. isec C fz, kllz Measured. m/sec Cal,ulated. m/sec

A 37 38.86 4.42 4.29

A 10 38.86 4.59 4.48
B 10 33.43 2.;9 2.81

C 20 30.55 3.67 3.79

Tlab[L I presents a comparison of the measured and that demorstrated close agreement betwen the measured
calculated [from Fq. (8)] fine-structure periods for ,,.e cases fine-structure period and the calculated one. Finally, it was
shown in Figures 3 and 9(a), as well as for measurements shown that the fine structure virtually disappears if the pul
made on two other tubes from two other manufacturers. period is chosen to be an integer multiple of the reciproc, of
Each of the tubes is between 12 and 13 cm long. Note that the Zeeman frequency.
tlhe two calculated Av for the two different T's for tube A Acknowledgment: The authors thank Mr. Michael
were for two slightly different velocity ranges, and hence are Meyer of The Aerospace Corporation for editing and pre-
slightly different. In general, the agreement between the paring this paper.
calculated and measured A's is extellent.
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ABSTRACT the process. This learn-as-you-go technique has
proven very effective. Training involvement is univer-

The Total Quality Control (TQC) operating sal. All employees in the factory undergo the training.
philosophy as practiced at Hewlett Packard 1) focuses Training is not limited to production personnel; sup-
on customer need and expectation, 2) makes a total port people also become accomplished which conse-
commitment to quality, 3) emphasizes universal par- quently leads to widespread understanding of the
ticipation and teamwork and 4) results in continuous TQC vocabulary and analytical tools.
process improvement methodology. The resultant
Total Process Control (TPC) provides the key to
achieving improved quality and higher productivity.

Universal participation leads to several ad-
This philosophy is practiced throughout HP and in vantages:

particular in the manufacturing of atomic frequency
standards. TPC training and its implementation in- 1) a common vocabulary is developed for describ-
volves all personnel: production operators, managers, ing processes and performance.
supervisors, production engineers, manufacturing
and component engineers, buyers, schedulers and 2) technical capabilities are expanded
quality engineers, throughout the work force. This provides

leverage in interpreting data and in identify-
In this paper, the specific application of several ing changes in processes and performance.

analytical TQC tools will be discussed. One example
deals with the restructuring of the method of handling 3) there is quicker response to deviations in
the cesium beam tube (CBT) work orders. The result process or performance.
was a reduction of manufacturing cycle time as well
as a reduction of the total work-in-process inventory. 4) the work force plays a greater role in monitor-
We observed a corresponding improvement of the CBT ing and recording performance data. Produc-
performance. This paper also discusses TPC influence tion line operator motivation improves as the
on existing and potential suppliers of CBT parts. Clear results of their work become visible.
statements of expectations and measures of success
have led to benefits for all parties concerned. 5) a variety of analytical tools (eg. control charts,

Pareto diagrams) are made available. Their
IMPLEMENTATION OF TQC usefulness is better appreciated and under-

stood.

Implementation begins by establishing a sound
foundation through extensive training in TQC fun- 6) timely, factual information is available for
damentals. At HP the class instruction extends over support in making decisions.
twelve weeks and includes application of each step
which is shown in the Process Improvement Method,
Figure 1. In order to accomplish this, class members
choose projects to which they will apply the steps of
CH2818-319010000-98 $1.00 V 1990 IEEE 98
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from a different production line. This group worked The Demand Pull philosophy uses these rules:
with the production line operators to employ TQC
tools to help define the existing state of affairs. The 1) The signal to build comes from the next
tools included process flow diagrams, cause and effect process and originates at the output end of the
charts, time-series charts and Pareto charts. line.

The task force had been previously exposed to the 2) An upper limit is set on the amount of inven-
Demand Pull production philosophy which has been tory which is permitted to exist at any given
practiced at other HP divisions. The existing point in the line.
philosophy employed in CBT production is called the
Push philosophy. Figure 2 compares the differences Let's examine how the Demand Pull system
in inventory and product flow for some imaginary works. When an opening occurs for two units in
manufacturing line which has four process stages. Finished Goods Inventory, a signal is sent for two

units to move up from the inventory at Process D.
(Finished Goods Inventory pulls in two units.)

Two Philosophies of Inventory Flow: "Push* and emand Pul". Process D pulls material from the inventory at
w, Process C and replenishes the inventory at D. This

r71I• [I Pull process trickles back through the line. The actualSTART A liethroughput of the line is determined by the process

stage with the least capacity. If throughput is to be
increased, the capacity of the 'bottle neck" process

Inentory & must be increased.
Parts Flow

S M m E03 obiTwo advantages to the Demand Pull system are
HilinM Ifff:Hobvious:Push Syastmfýf ýt tl# R1

1) The inventory is well controlled and the cost
of the inventory should be lowest in the

Pun System [f • E ERE Demand Pull system.

FIGURE 2. Flow diagram, inventory and product flow 2) If a defective part is found, the Demand Pull
for an imaginary production line operated in two man- system has fewer parts to inspect, reject or
ners: Demand Pull and Push systems. Each square repair. Costs due to this type of problem are
represents a production unit. minimized.

After having reviewed the status of the CBT

The Push philosophy operates according to the production system, the task force decided to imple-
following rules: ment the Demand Pull system. In order to establish

a better common understanding of the concepts of
1) Run each process at 100% speed. Demand Pull, all members of the task force were

required to read The Goal[2].

2) Push the product forward, whether the next
process needs it or not. The strategy would be to bring in Demand Pull in

phases. The goal was to reduce cycle time by 35% and
3) Keep people busy at all times by building accomplish this within 1 year of beginning the project.

inventory. (Part of the psychology is that
workers feel guilty if they are idle. Super-
visors probably feel worse!)
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RESULTS OF THE
DEMAND PULL METHOD

SIMPLIFIED CBT PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM
We used cycle time, amount of work in process

(WIP) and aging time as measures of the success of
LRECEIVE CEAN BUILD the project. Each of these improved markedly as the

PARTS ASSEMBLIES following graphs show.

Cycle Time

WI RE BAKE -TEST -INVENTORY CYCLE TIME FOR CBT MANUFACTURING

CYvCE TiME (ARBITRARY UNITS

FIGURE 3. Simplified flow diagram which defines the
CBT Production process. *f@MI D,,A ,UL

so

Figure 3 is useful in describing how the project 4 -

proceeded. First, an upper limit was established for 20 _- _

the stock level in Finished Goods Inventory. The

Demand Pull process was applied to the Vacuum A B IF - O l I CI LL L ii ' 0,

Bake and Age & Test processes. It was here that we DATE BY MONTH

were able to work on methods for signaling backwards FIGURE 4. Cycle time for cesium beam tube manufac-
in the line when materials were to be moved forward. turing. The results of attempts to reduce cycle time are
After the system was operating smoothly at these two shown before and after the Demand Pull process was
stations, we expanded Demand Pull to include Weld instituted.
and Align,Wire. This expansion went quite smoothly.

When we considered applying the Demand Pull Figure 4. is a time-series chart which demonstrates
method to the Build Assemblies stage, the situation that early attempts to reduce cycle time had a positive
was complicated by the nature of that stage: Build effect. Even though the trend is downward, there was
Assemblies takes in parts and subassemblies from an erratic nature to the cycle time. When Demand
several process areas. Build Assemblies is not the Pull was instituted, we observed a significant drop
result of a simple linear flow of parts; it is better and even more important, the consistency from group
described as a "merging" of parts. It was at this point to group was much better. This improved consistency
that we decided to diverge from a pure Demand Pull is one of the benefits of Total Process Control. The
process. We instituted a Push-Pull process. We had cycle time is reduced approximately 40% due to the
expected at the beginning of the project that we would Demand Pull method and nearly 60% as a result of
have to develop a "custom fitted" system to match our overall efforts.
manufacturing process. Each production line is uni-
que and should require some form of specialization.
Currently, the hybrid Push-Pull method extends
from Build Assemblies back through Cleaning. The
impact of the changes have been significant.
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Work In Process (WIP) Aging Time

REDUCTION OF WORK IN PROCESS TIME REQUIRED TO AGE CBT
DUE TO SHeRTER CYCLE TIMIE

F IM ISOED
TES;T A*SBU GU Sm -ASSENINLY 0006

WORK IN PROCE88 (ARSITRARY UNITS1 CST AGING Tlur- (ARBrTRARY UNrST

4.-

to "f I3111111 1111
DATE BY MONTH SEQUENTIAL WORK ORDERS

FIGURE 5. Work In Process for cesium beam tube FIGURE 6. CBT aging time. The time required for CBT
manufacturing. Inventory levels at three process stages output to stabilize declined as the cycle time was
and Finished Goods Inventory. WIP declines as cycle reduced. Each dot indicates the average aging time for
time shortens and drops dramatically when Demand each group of 5 CBTs. The error bars indicate the
Pull is instituted, longest and shortest aging times for the group.

It is clear from Figure 5 that the greatest level of This time-series chart shows the improvement in
WIP occurred in the Age and Test stage. Efforts to aging cycle as the cycle time was reduced. If we con-
reduce cycle time had most impact on the Age and Test sider the average aging times, overall time is reduced
stage although all stages were affected. The WIP was more than 70%. If we consider the behavior after the
reduced about 70% due to overall cycle time reduction. beginning of Demand Pull, the improvement is about
WIP was reduced about 50% relative to the level 65%. Of most significance is the tightening up of the
indicated when Demand Pull began. aging ranges once Demand Pull was instituted.

Early on, the longest aging time in a group was 5 or 6
Figure 5 is particularly meaningful in terms of the times the shortest aging time. Statistical variations of

financial impact on the department. Simply stated, this ratio are evident. After the Demand Pull began,
70% fewer dollars were required to be invested in the variation was reduced to a factor of 2 or three, with
inventory. Previously, a larger investment was re- less frequent occurrence of wide spreads.
quired for the department to operate.

The significance of the tighter spread in aging times
It also was made clear to production line manage- is that we can now more easily predict the throughput

ment that the Age .nd Test stage was no longer the in the Aging and Test stage. That stage is no longer a
bottleneck that it had once been. The volume bottleneck.
processed through this stage was fairly constant over
the time period displayed in Figure 5. Figure 6 helps
us to understand how the bottleneck disappeared.
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We postulate that the improvement in aging is achieved, it is necessary to establish a measure of the
related to the fact that the parts now spend a much statistical variation of the new process. The control
shorter time in process following cleaning. Conse- chart, as in Figure 7, does this and aids us in main-
quently, less adsorbed gas is introduced to the CBT. taining control of the new process.
Therefore, the vacuum bake process is not so hard
pressed to eliminate gases. SUMMARY, PRODUCTION

LINE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Having achieved a shorter aging time (a benefit not

foreseen) we decided to use aging time as a measure The goals were achieved. Cycle time was reduced
of process consistency. This is best monitored in the 40% compared to a goal of 35%. This was accomplished
form of an X-Bar, R control chart which is shown in in 9 months compared to a goal of 12 months. Other
Figure 7. benefits include a reduction of WIP by 50%, reduction

of aging time by 65% and a tremendous boost in
The time-series chart (Figure 6) is excellent for motivation and sense of accomplishment with produc-

determining the extent to which an improvement is tion line operators because of these results and the
made. Once the improvement goals have been recognition they received.

CONTROL CHART FOR CBT AGING
5 CBTS PER GROUP

OuTr AaINQ•" TIME (ARBITSRARY UNITS)

IoWPER GONIROL IUNT

sO

20

UPPE CONiTROL. LIMT

10

0 LOWIP CONTROL LINT. . . . . .

1 2 a 7 a1 11 1i 17

BATCH RANGE, CBT AGING TIME (ARBITRARY UNITS)
200

UPPER CON~lhOL uTrr/

4---------- 4- 4-----t- 4- 4 4-4- -
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BATCH NUMBER

FIGURE 7. CBT aging control chart. The top chart is an X-Bar chart where each point is the average aging time
for each group of 5 CBTs. The lower chart is a range chart (R chart) which shows the range of aging for each
group of 5 CBTs.
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APPLICATION OF TPC
TO AN EXTERNAL SITUATION SUPPLIER A

By including this application with this discussion DEFECTIVE PARTS LJAN.1987 - SEP.1987)

it is possible to give an example by what we mean by NB or •EFECTS

Total Process Control. Here we emphasize that con-
trols are applied to the total process, including what 5

takes place with our suppliers.

10 10

At issue was the performance of a supplier which 0 ,
we shall identify as Supplier A. Our quality records
indicated that this supplier did not meet the basic
incoming quality standards namely, the rejection rate ,,4

0'r0OX-X)COW 050*X-XXX= 050SX~RX)O 05G06X-X)0DI"4 0609X-XX)0t5 0506-*N'<6

was greater than 1.0%. PART NUMBERS

The first action on the part of HP was to establish FIGURE 8. Pareto chart for defects found at incoming

a commodity team to deal with Supplier A. The team inspection. Each column refers to one particular part

consisted of a manufacturing engineer, a quality en- type.
gineer, a cesium beam tube engineer and the buyer
who deals with Supplier A.

The first action of the commodity team was to
specifically identify the concerns. This set of concerns SUPPLIER A
was then transmitted to Supplier A. DEFECTS: PART #O508X-XXXX1 (2/85-9187)

NUMBER OF DFFECTS

After Supplier A had time to digest this informa-
tion, the commodity team scheduled a meeting which 20

was to take place at Supplier A's plant. A question-
naire was sent to Supplier A several weeks beforehand 15

so that they would have an idea of the nature of the ,o

questions and concerns. The objective of the visit was 6

four-fold: 1) to establish rapport, trust and common 2
understanding of the concerns, 2) to discuss the issues 0

and identify the problems, 3) to assist Supplier A in TYPES O DFCS

setting up TQC methods and tools as needed and 4) to
initiate corrective action. FIGURE 9. Pareto chart for defects found in a single

HP part type. Each column refers to a specific dimen-We used TQC tools to help define and prioritize te sion or other attribute which was an inspection

defects. Specifically, Pareto charts were helpful in this criterion.

respect. In presenting the data to Supplier A, Figures
8 and 9 were used. Of all the HP parts that Supplier
A makes, Figure 8 shows which pieces had the most
defects. The next stage in the analysis involved creat- In this example, it is clear that a majority of defects
ing a Pareto chart for each specific part. In Figure 9, are dimensional. The few remaining defects are cos-
the characteristic failure modes for one part number metic. Prior to making the visit, the commodity team
are presented. suspected Supplier A's manufacturing methods or

lack of process control as potential sources of trouble.
As a result of the cooperative visit, the source of the
problem was determined to be differences in inspec-
tion methods at the two facilities.
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Corrective action was initiated before the visit was
concluded. Both parties agreed to specific actions and SUP PLIER A

QUALITY PERFORMANCE
a decision was made as to who would take respon- (24 MONTH MO0VING DEFECT LINE CHART)
sibility for the various tasks. The summary of the PERCENT DEFECTIVE
corrective action items was as follows: 1) a common
inspection tooling and methodology was established. 40 3

2) HP and Supplier A were to use identical written
procedures to perform inspections. An important fe-a- 3

ture of the agreement was to emphasize the use of 20 1 1 6 1

readily available, generic inspection tools. This 10 9

04avoided any complications which might arise from the 1 4 / t1U
use of specialized tools which would require an un- eoA09

DEC FEB APR JUNJ AUG OCT DEC FEB AP% JU "J OCT

usual level of expertise in order to be used correctly. DECEMBER 1986 - NOVEMBER 1988

In addition, the commodity team confirmed the FIGURE 11. Long term quality performance of Sup-
expectation that the incoming inspection defect rate plier A
must be less than 1.0%. A plan was agreed upon
wherein Supplier A would strive to meet modified
defect rate requirements during the ensuing 12
months. HP would deliver a bimonthly progress SUMMARY, EXTERNAL SITUATION
report to Supplier A.

By working with Supplier A, the commodity team
Figure 10 shows the performance goal and the was able to focus the efforts of the two companies. This

actual performance of Supplier A. After 4 months, the constructive effort resulted in developing an under-
performance of Supplier A was excellent. Figure I I standing so that the supplier is now able to meet our
shows the 24 month performance of Supplier A. These quality requirements on a sustained basis. The two
two graphs represent the type Of Progress report parties took a potentially antagonistic environment
which was provided to Supplier A. and developed it into one of cooperation, trust and

success.

SUPPLIER A CONCLUSION
DEFECT RATE: GOAL & ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

GOAL. ACTUL~ Application of TQC principles and tools, both inside
DEFECT RATE i0o the factory and out, has led to improved quality, lower

8.7 manufacturing cost and an improved motivation level
B for all involved. The Total Process Control which has

6.0 . resulted from the application of these tools is evidence

4.0 of the value of such methods.
-3.0

2.2.0 1.2.

.0 0.0 0.0 00

1 2 3 4 5

TIME PEO03 42 MONTHS/UIRPOA

FIGURE 10. Performance goal and actual perfor-
mance of Supplier A.
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Abstract
and stability of ACTS is based on the assumption that the

A new inexpensive frequency calibration service telephone path for the sending and receiving signal is

from NIST is now available. This service takes advantage reciprocal. Under this assumption, the round-trip time is
of the operation of the NIST Automated Computer Time measured by an automatic system at NIST, and a time
System (ACTS), which was begun in 1988. Software to marker in the time-code is then advanced in order to arrive
access the service from several types of computers was at the user's site on time. The basic equipment needed is
released at the same time. Time and frequency a telephone line that can call (303) 494-4774, a modem and
dissemination by this modest-accuracy service depends on a simple circuit outlined in reference 3 to generate an on-
the reciprocity of the telephone system. The round-trip time one pulse-per-second (1 pps) or one pulse-per-two-
delay is measured by the NIST equipment. The advance of seconds. It was evident from the preliminary measurements
an on-time marker is adjusted so as to arrive at the user's that the modems contributed substantially to the

site on time. A frequency calibration method taking uncertainties of the measurements.
advantage of this service has been designed and preliminary
tests conducted. A computer is not required to access this A block diagram of this method is as follows:

service. All that is required is a telephone modem, a
simple peripheral circuit to generate an on time marker and

standard time and frequency measurement and data
processing equipment.l Modm

NIST Lie & Measw'u me nz Coc

I [ ~~Circuit t ,t

Introduction, Review and Relevant Statistical Measures Oscillator

calibrated

The intent of this paper is to demonstrate an
extremely cost-effective, modest-accuracy method of
remotely obtaining time and frequency via a telephone User Eq.u ip.ment

modem. The time and frequency so obtained are traceable
to the National Institute of Standards and Technology's

(NIST) time scale, UTC(NIST). We will demonstrate the Proper processing is essential for the best
accuracy and stability of both time and frequency available calibration accuracy. The accuracy is a function of the
with this technique. [11 calling rate, the modem used, and the quality of the

oscillator employed. The time accuracy limit for NIST
The Automated Computer Time Service (ACTS) ACTS is about a millisecond. A good choice of modems

system has been described previously [1-31. The accuracy gives a time stability of NIST ACTS of better than 0.1 ms.

Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to
copyright. In order to test the reciprocity of the telephone

transmission system, we used the same brand of modems at
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each end. We tested at both 300 bits/s and 1200 bits/s on 5) and the amplitude of Ox(-r) at a particular
a local telephone switching network. Finding the 300 bits/s value of -r provides an estimate of the spectral
to be better, we then used it over a long distance (from density coefficient for any one of the common
WWVH, Kauai, Hawaii to NIST, Boulder, Colorado) where kinds of power-law spectra.
both land-links and a satellite-link were involved.

We have the following relationships
We use a basic statistical theorem to evaluate the

time and frequency stability and accuracy. If a time series S.(0) fP,
has a white spectrum (the sequential values of the time 2(
series are random and uncorrelated), then the optimum 0 Ar) -,"; (2)
estimate of the mean is the simple mean. 13 - -tI-1,

-2 < < 4,
The confidence on the estimate of the mean is the

standard deviation of the mean, which is the standardstandddeviation dividedfby the suane r h o the sanu erd o where S (f) is the spectral density of the time residuals, x,de% iation divided by the square root of the number of

values in the series. If the series does not have a white and B denotes the kind of power-law spectrum. Given a

spectrum, then the standard deviation of the mean will not log ox(T) versus log r plot, the slope of the values will

be an unbiased estimate. In some cases, such as a 1/f nominally follow a slope equal to q/2 for power-law

spectral density for the random deviations, the standard spectra in the range indicated. The spectral levels also can
be calculated using information supplied in NIST Technicaldeviation and the standard deviation of the mean are not
Note 1337 (4J.

convergent, and hence are not useful measures.

We define the following measure, which is equal If a set of time or phase residuals has a white

to the standard deviation for -c equal to the data spacing noise spectrum (B=0, rl =-I), a linear regression to the
residuals gives the optimum estimate for the mean time

and to the standard deviation of the mean for -r equal to rsdasgvsteotmmetmt o h entm
the data length d4,51 (the mid-point to the fit) and to the frequency (the slope

of the fit). If the linear regression equation for the nth

value is given by

0 T*modoa,()/r (1) 1in) - ao + aln, (3)

The modo (c) denotes the square root of the "modified for a set of N measurements with standard deviation a,Te oy() stanotes deiaio ofar root mea the andaodifiedcng

Allan variance." [4,51 This quantity in equation 1 has the standard deviation of the mean and a dat

following properties: then the mean value is
aiN

1) it is equal t3 the classical standard deviation x -a 0 + a1  (4)
of the time residuals for - = -to' the data 2
spacing interval, if the process has a white
spectrum; The confidence of its estimate is om,

2) it equals the standard deviation of the mean 0
of the time residuals for r = N.r0, the data am "

length (N is the number of data points), if the FN (5)
process has a white spectrum; - ax(N?.)

3) it is convergent and well behaved for most of
the random processes encountered in time and

frequency metrology The confidence, S, on the frequency estimate, al, is given

4) the r dependance indicates the power-law 3

spectral density model appropriate for the data; S 1 - aN /N,- w (6)

- 2 moda(N 0 ).
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If the residual., do not have a white spectrum, then is due partially to the digitization and asynchronous noise
ax(Nt-o) and 2mode (N'c) will take on different values in the modems.
than the first equation listed in (5) and (6), respectively.
These different values will be in a direction to accomodate One application of time stability is the
the improvement or the degradation in the confidence maintenance of synchronization. In principle it seems that
intervals appropriate to the particular power-law spectra one could maintain synchronization to less than 1 O&s once
noise process. a path (particular connection) was calibrated. If connection

is lost and a good enough clock exists to fly-wheel time to4. .
I lis over the next 10 s while recalibrating, then the 1 pss

Time and Frequency Stability and Accuracy of ACTS synchronization accuracy could be maintained. This method
may be convenient in a local calling area.

Measurements Using a Local Switching Network If connection is lost and no fly-wheel method for
recalibrating exists, then the time stability degrades

For the modems we used, the 1200 bits/s rate had markedly from the white PM model. We will show the
an instability which was about two to three times that amount in the long-link analysis in the next section.
obtained using 300 bits/s modems. Figure 1 is a plot of
the frequency stability using a pair of 300 bits/s modems of
the same model. As stated in the previous section, the Measurements via long-link
frequency accuracy obtainable is given by 2moday (t). We
repeated the experiment for sets of 7 000 points while still We chose the path between Boulder, Colorado
connected to the same line to see how far we could push (NIST) and Kauai, Hawaii (WWVH) because of known
the long term stability. Each sequential set gave a reference clocks on each end and because the link involved
frequency stability plot nearly identical to that shown in both land and satellite paths. We made measurements
Figure 1. more than once a day on some days as well as nominally

once per day over a few weeks. As is the case with white
Notice that the data exhibit a slightly steeper slope noise the variance appeared to be interval independent.

than -r"3/2. The "c"3/ 2 model corresponds to white phase The variance was much larger from call to call than during
or time modulation (PM). That the slope is steeper a call.
indicates the presence of more high frequency noise than
white noise should have. This is probably due to a Figures 3 and 4 for this long-link measurement
combination of processes such as the digitization granularity using ACTS correspond to Figures I and 2 for the local
and the asynchronous nature of modems, which are built switching network. In Figure 3 we measured
for communications rather than for timing. This suggests mode ('r=512s) = 1 x 10-8 with the -r"3/2 behavior
that less short term noise could be obtained if a modem (white PM) being a reasonable model. Some departure
were designed and built for accurate and stable timing. In from this power-law spectra is observed, and again we
any case, we see that the data are averaged at least as assume this departure to be driven in part by data
quickly as white noise, anu that accepting a white noise quantization and the asynchronous nature of
model is conservative. communication modems. If the trend in Figure 3

continued, we should achieve a stability of 10-10 at T -

We found that the approximate r-3/2 behavior 104 s.
continued to beyond 104 s. We measured modcr ('r = 7

11 y3/4 hours) = 2.1 x i0"1. At this integration time and Figure 4 is representative of several such curves
longer the spectrum was no longer white. This measure we plotted. We obtain the following results for time
implies a frequency calibration accuracy of better than one stability and frequency accuracy calibrations. The values of
part in 10lb with an integration time of -r 2 104 s. ex,(T =2s) ranged from 65 ps to about 90 p s, and reached

values less than 10 pss in almost all cases at -t = 100 s. As
The time stability, acx(- = 2 s), as shown in with the local network, the standard deviation of the mean

Figure 2, was about 55 ps for the local network, which was only statistically significant as long as connection was
would yield a x('r = 2 x 104 s) = 550 ns. This turned out maintained.
to be statistically significant as long as we maintained the

same connection. We measured ox('t = 14 000 s) = 230 Figure 5 is a plot of one set of the time difference
ns-a smaller number than predicted with the assumption of measurements. Each diamond symbol represents one
white noise PM. As before we assume this smaller number measurement of the NIST ACTS time transfer, taken every
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2.5 seconds. The symbols are simply plotted at the relative
time of the measurement. The digitization and Conclusion\,
asynchronization effects are obvious in the apparent curves
that the eye resolves, though these curves do not represent A comparison of the time accuracy, the time
consecutive measurements. stability, and the frequency calibration accuracy is plotted

in Figure 8 for several current time and frequency
Figure 6 is a plot of Ox(T) using as input the dissemination systemns. We see that the accuracies and

mean values from several sets of data, the connection being stabilities for ACTS are quite competitive with some of the
broken after each measurement. We measured a white other traditional ways of obtaining traceability to NIST. In
noise level of a x('t= 1.9d) = 270 ps, a degradation of addition, Figure 9 indicates the cost effectiveness, which
about 3 or 4 from the 2 s measurements. The mean value makes the ACTS calibration approach extremely attractive
of 15 measurements was 219 pis with a standard deviation for the range of accuracies and stabilities it provides.
of the mean of 70 psS, indicating that there are some
systematic errors in the ACTS system. Thus time transfer Figure 10 is a plot of the fractional frequency
accuracy, or synchronization, at the I ms level is quite stability of the ACTS calibration approach compared with
reasonable with ACTS, out systematics appear to limit the a wide variety of other techniques. The figure shows that

time accuracy at the few hundred ps level, a calibration accuracy of better than I part in 109 is readily
and inexpensively obtainable either from a single long call

Figure 7 shows a modo (r) diagram for the or from a sequence of short calls averaged over a few days.
average values. It is apparent tha2, with about a week's With 3W0 buts/s modems of the same model, time
worth of measurements taken a few seconds per day to accuracies better than I ms arc available either by land
assure statistical veracity, we can obtain NIST traceability and/or satellite links. Time stabilities pulse-to-pulse are
of frequency accuracy at better than 1 part in I09. This better than 0.1 ms, but from call to call degrade to about
could be done automatically using low rates of calling, that 0.3 ms.
is, a rate such that the telephone charge would be less that
S2 for the whole time. The ACTS telephone number is (303) 494-4774.

Example user software can be obtained for $35 by calling
The confidence on the frequency calibration can (301) 975-6776 (refer to RM 8101, software for Automated

also be written as follows: Computer Time Service) (2,31. The broadcast time code
includes the Modified Julian Date, the year, month and

vi2 0('.0) day, the hour, minute and second, advanced alerts for
St (7) daylight savings time and for leap seconds, the time

V,/ T difference between UTC and UTI (earth time), and the
amount by which the time code is advanced in order to

where T = N-ro, is the data length. Equation (7) holds if arrive at the user's site on time.
the spectrum of the time deviation is white, which appears
to be the case from Figure 7. The confidence improves as The system will work at 1200 or 300 bits/s. Using
the data length and as the square root of the number of a variety of modems, we observed much larger inaccuracies
measurements. Various options can therefore be among and instabilities than reported above - amounting to a few
calling cost, desired accuracy and the amount of time to milliseconds. We found that 300 bits/s modems from a
obtain the calibration. The fastest way to obtain a single supplier were the best combination.
frequency calibration is to stay connected to take advantage
of the better short-term stability. If a user wishes to
maintain connection, please call (303) 497-3294 for Acknowledeements
arrangements for a special line; otherwise, an automatic
disconnect occurs after 55 s. It appears that an accuracy of The authors wish to thank Tom Weissert and
better than 1 part in 109 could be reached in less than I04 Trudi Peppler for significant assistance in proofing the
s for the long link. Time accuracy, on the other hand, paper as well as in data processing and reduction.
cannot be improved much by averaging because of the
apparent biases present. References
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Figure 1. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, modo ('t), for UTC(NIST) as accessed over a local telephone
y

switching network via the NIST ACTS system. The confidence on a frequency calibration is given b .modc (-c) The
stability was analyzed for "T values longer than those shown, and the same nominal white PM (t-3/2 ) modelY continued
down to a level of about 3 x 10"11.
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Figure 2. A plot of the time stability, ox(v), of UTC(NIST) as accessed through the NIST ACTS system over a local
telephone switching network. The stability improves to better than 1 lis for long enough integration times. This stability
is lost when connection is broken. If, for example, a quartz oscillator couid fly-wheel and maintain a microsecond accuracy
while the system was being recalibrated via ACTS, then a system accurate to less than 1 pIs could be maintained in the long
term. This idea might be useful in a local calling network where there would be little expense for a dedicated line.
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Figure 3. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, modo y('), for IJTC(NIST) as accessed over a long-link telephone
network using the NIST ACTS system. The long-link involved both land-links and a satellite link between NIST Boulder,
CO and WWVH Kauai, HI. The confidence for a frequency calibration is given by 2modo (TQ). The data in this figure
would indicate that a frequency calibration accuracy of less than 1 part in 10 9 is available from a continuous long-link
connection with an averaging time greater than about an hour.
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Figure 4. A plot of the time stability, c x(r), of LUTC(NIST) as accessed using the NIST ACTS system over a long-link
telephone network using the NIST ACTS system. T'he long-link involved both land-links and a satellite link between NIST
Boulder, CO and WWVH Kauai, HI. The stability improves to less than I ps for long enough integration times. This
stability is lost when connection is broken. A single measurement has less instability than the noise introduced in repeated
calls.
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Figure 5. A plot of the individual ACTS measurements, each taken with two seconds spacing and with 300 bits/s modems
of the same model at NIST Boulder and at WWVH Kauai. Each diamond symbol represents one measurement of the NIST
ACTS time transfer. The symbols are simply plotted at the relative time of the measurement. The digitization and
asynchronization effects are obvious in the apparent curves that the eye resolves, though these curves do not represent
consecutive measurements. The mean value is 209 ps and Ox(N-0o) < 10 ps. Hence, biases in ACTS limit its accuracy.
The accuracy appeers to be well under a millisecond.
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Figure 6. A plot of the time stability of the average values, ax(r). Each call accesses LTC(NIST) via ACTS through a
300 bits/s modem at WWVH Kauai. The benefit of averaging the individual call's average value is illustrated by this plot
since the values have a white spectrum (r-1/ 2). This plot shows that a repeated set of short calls, reasonably spaced, is
more economical for a frequency calibration; see equation (7).
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Figure 7. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, modoy(r), obtained from the average values of a series of calls with
average spacing 1.9 days. Since the spectrum appears to be nominally white (r" 3/ 2) and the calibration accuracy is
2modo_ (r), we see that calling once each night (when calls are less expensive) for about a week yields a frequency
calibration of better than 1 x 10".
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Figure 8. This bar chart compares the time accuracy, the time stability from day to day and the frequency calibration
accuracy of several of our current dissemination systems.
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Figure 9. This chart illustrates the cost times the day-to-day time stability as a measure of the cost effectiveness of various
time and frequency dissemination systems that are currently available. The units are mega-dollar nanoseconds. The further
the bar goes down - the more cost effective the system.
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Figure 10. This fractional frequency stability plot compares most of the currently available time and frequency dissemination
systems. The "*" indicates where modoy(r) has been used in order to distinguish if the deviations have a white PM
spectrum. Otherwise, the conventional Oy(T) is used as the stability measure. The stability of the reciprocity of the
telephone lines clearly makes this service a competitive one for the low accuracy user.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A REDUNDANT TIMING SOURCE FOR DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATION
NETWORK SYNCHRONIZATION

STEVEN M. BASS, PETER VLITAS, R. MICHAEL GARVEY

Frequency and Time Systems, Inc. 34 Tozer Road Beverly, MA 01915

Abstract makes it possible to inexpensively distribute timing
throughout the network.

fhe synchronization of digital telecommunication
networks requires solutions different from those This paper will describe the basic approaches used in
traditionally used in the time and frequency industry, providing timing in such a diverse environment.
New approaches are needed to solve the special Emphasis will be placed on aspects which may be new
problems inherent in the distribution of timing between to individuals familiar with precision time and
system nodes across communications lines, frequency generation.

This paper describes the problems which occur in The current system is not perfect, and new applications
synchronization of digital telecommunication networks. and requirements require that the timing in the
In addition the architecture of the FTS 3800 Timing network be held to tighter and tighter tolerances. This
Signal Generator is described. The 3800 has been has generated a need for new equipment, which can
designed to respond to some of the problems with provide improved performance to meet the needs of
existing synchronization equipment. Details of the the system as it evolves.
design and performance will be presented.

The remainder of the paper will discuss the
architecture, features, and performance of a new
instrument, the FTS 3800. The 3800 is a clock which

Introduction has been designed to synchronize to a master timing
source and distribute timing to other equipment. The

The telecommunication network in the US has largely 3800 was developed to meet the current needs and
changed from an analog system to a digital systeim over support the requirements demanded by some of the
the past 10-20 years. The transition to a digital network new features being introduced into the telephone
has imposed a requirement that all equipment in the system.
system be synchronized in frequency. There are tens of
thousands of pieces of equipment in the telephone Telecommunication Synchronization
system which must all run at the same frequency (to
within le-ll). The requirement comes from the Synchronization Hierarchy
practical necessity of having finite sized data buffers.
Disparate data rates result in buffer slips, which in turn There are two basic approaches used by the industry to
disrupt data transmission, distribute timing in a network. The two approaches are

not exclusive, and some mixture is usually used.
It would be prohibitively expensive to provide each
piece of equipment with its own primary frequency The most common model is a hierarchic system. A
standard. The telecommunications industry instead single master clock sits at the top of the network, and
relies on a limited number of primary frequency produces the reference frequency. The master clock is
standards to which all the other equipment is called a Stratum One clock. Timing is passed down
synchronized. A standard approach and system from the master clock to the other clocks. One step
architecture has evolved over the past decade, which down from the Stratum One clock are Stratum Two

clocks. These are slave clocks which are phase
CH2818-319010000-117 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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(occasionally frequency) locked to the Stratum One Stratum Two and Three Clocks
master clock. The Stratum Two clock typically contains
a high quality ovenized quartz oscillator, or rubidium The Stratum Two and Three clocks are synchronized
frequency standard. There are a limited number of to an external source which is traceable to a primary
nodes which contain Stratum Two clocks, from which reference standard (Stratum One clock). Since the
timing is distributed to Stratum Three nodes. A BITS clock will be either a Stratum Two or Three
Stratum Three clock contains a lower quality OCXO or clock and will provide timing for a whole node, high
a TCXO. Stratum Four clocks are normally used only performance and reliability are essential. Redundancy
at the end of a synchronization chain and do not pass must be built in at all stages to ensure that valid timing
timing to other clocks. The basic rule in this hierarchic signals are generated. The clock must accept multiple
system is that no clock can provide timing to a clock of synchronization inputs (usually two), contain multiple
a higher stratum. oscillators, provide for redundancy at the timing

distribution ports, and allow for maintenance and
The other common approach is plesiochronous timing, repair without disrupting operation.
in which each node contains its own master clock and
no synchronization is used between nodes. The essential differences between Stratum Two and

Three clocks are related to the quality of the oscillators
Today, a mixture of the two techniques is commonly in them. Table 1 lists some of the key performance
used. A network will often contain several parameters for these clocks. Many aspects of the clock
plesiochronous islands with their own master cklcks. performance are not specified (e.g. stability, phase
Within each island timing is distributed hierarchically. noise, long term accuracy).

Inside a single network node there are many pieces of One key parameter is the clocks' ability to maintain an
equipment which need to be synchronized. The accurate frequency when the synchronizing reference is
preferred architecture is based on a Building not available. Without a reference, the clock enters a
Integrated Timing Supply (BITS) clock. The BITS mode referred to as holdover, in which it tries to
clock is synchronized to an incoming data stream to maintain its oscillator at the last correct frequency. The
generate the master timing. It distributes timing signals clock performance in holdover is a function of three
to synchronize all the other equipment at the node. factors: the accuracy with which the clock estimates the
This approach simplifies the synchronization frequency, the aging rate of the internal oscillator, and
engineering and trouble shooting. the thermal sensitivity of the clock.

A key element of the BITS architecture is a device The capture range guarantees that the clock can
called a Timing Signal Generator (TSG). A TSG is a synchronize to another clock of its own stratum which
Stratum Two or Three slave clock. In addition to its is free running. There is no requirement on phase
synchronizing function, a TSG also produces multiple noise, stability, wander, loop bandwidth, etc. (Some of
timing outputs to synchronize the other equipment at these parameters will be specified in updates to current
the node. The TSG can either be the BITS clock, or is specifications. There is a general consensus that
synchronized to the BITS clock to provide timing for existing specifications allow for clocks which will not
all the other equipment. adequately perform in the evolving network.)

Master Timing Source (Stratum One)

The master timing for a telecomm network is derived
from a primary reference standard. A primary
reference standard must have a long term accuracy of
le-ll or better when compared to UTC [1. In
practice, the primary reference source can be a cesium
frequency standard, or a disciplined oscillator
controlled by a LORAN-C or GPS timing receiver.
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Table 1. Slave Clock Performance Specifications Problems with the Existing Network

Parameter Stratum Two Stratum Three The preceding discussion on telecomm synchronization
Holdover I < le-10 < 4e-7 describes the way things are designed currently.
Accuracy 2  1.8 e-8 4.8 e-6 Concepts like BITS, and detailed examination of the
Capture range 3.6 e-8 9.6 e-6 clocks used in the system, has allowed
Phase steps 3 < 1us < lus telecommunications networks to normally maintain a

frequency accuracy of better than le-10.
Notes:
1 Holdover is the frequency error after one day with a temperature While synchronization of all network elements is

change of ± 15 * C at 3* C/hr critical to making digital communications systems
2 Accuracy is defined as the nominal frequency of the clock without work, it receives only the minimum attention possible

synchronization from the people in the industry. One factor is the
3 Clocks are allowed to have "rare" events in which the phase novelty and unfamiliarity of precision timing to

changes by I us, due to internal rearrangement or diagnostic telephone engineers. The concepts of Allan variance,
operations phase noise, and other standard methods for evaluating

clocks are foreign to them. This makes it hard to sell
Timing Distribution the value of improved timing to many telephone

engineers. They know they need synchronized timing
Timing is distributed on the data streams which transit systems, but they don't understand the difference
the network. Most of the time a data carrying signal is between implementations. One symptom of this is the
used to pass the timing; commonly these data carrying crudity of some of the clocks used in digital switches.
signals run at 1.544 Mbits/sec and are designated DSI The switch may cost $10 million, but the manufacturer
in the industry signal hierarchy. The DS1 signals are will scrimp on the oscillators to save $100, thereby
framed (partitioned into discrete data segments) to degrading the timing output of the switch.
allow the receiving equipment to align itself [2].

The long service life of telephone equipment creates
DS1 signals can be transmitted directly between problems for timing systems. Much of the equipment in
network nodes. Frequently, multiple DSI signals are the network is relatively ancient, and was designed to
multiplexed into a higher rate signal, transmitted to the meet timing standards that are now inadequate. The
next node, and de-multiplexed to recover the original need to work with all existing equipment in the
DS1. network sets a limit on the quality of timing that can be

achieved in the current network. It will be hard to
During the transmission of the DS1 signal between improve this situation. Since the specifications must
offices, the signal and timing can be degraded. In a support the existing base of crude clocks, there is little
DS1 transmission system, repeaters are needed every pressure on equipment manufacturers to improve their
few miles to regenerate the signal to compensate for clocks.
transmission loss. The repeaters can add substantial
amounts of phase jitter. Network specifications allow Maintenance of the existing timing system is difficult.
up to 3.25 us of jitter at a modulation rate of 10 Hz on Since much of the network is comprised of equipment
a DS1 signal (Note that this is 10r radians of phase and lines designed before digital communications was
excursion). The signal can also be completely lost, due common, the network can suffer from many faults
to a cable break, component failure, or human error. which produce symptoms similar to synchronization
Systems which multiplex the DSI's into a higher rate problems. Differentiating between clock faults and
and de-multiplex them at the receiving end add their other network failures is difficult, and requires senior
own sources of noise. The multiplex, de-multiplex personnel to visit the site and evaluate the situation.
process will usually add jitter, due to bit (or byte)
stuffing needed to align the DS1 signals in the higher The piggybacking of the timing distribution upon the
rate stream. data streams creates its own problems. Most telephone

personnel are primarily concerned that the data traffic
doesn't fail. Lines which carry timing can be rearranged
by craftsmen to solve traffic problems. This disrupts
the synch network, and makes tracking the timing paths
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difficult. In fact, it is easy to generate timing loops, in standard will be established. No current equipment can
which whole sections of the network are isolated from handle this messaging for synchronization. SONET has
the master timing source and rapidly go off frequency. also allocated overhead bandwidth for synchronization,
Tracking down these sorts of problems is very difficult but again no messages have been defined yet. Direct
and time consuming. transmission of synchronization status by the source

clock will enhance the reliability of the timing network.
The Need for Improved Clocks

FrS 3800 Timing Signal Generator
Current clocks in the network range from quite good to
abysmal. New clocks must be able to work with any of Architecture
the current clocks, yet still provide good timing. This
requires more intelligence in the clock, so it can The FTS 3800 is an advanced microprocessor
monitor the input timing references more carefully, controlled TSG. As mentioned previously, the basic
and reject them when their timing is unacceptable. It is function of a TSG is to lock an oscillator to a digital
easy to tell when a backhoe has cut the line, as the data stream in the presence of large and noisy phase
signal goes away. Very few clocks can tell when the excursions as well as occasional losses of the data
upstream clock has been left in holdover by a stream. The TSG uses a modular design for flexibility
craftsman, and is off frequency by 1 e-8. The ability to and maintenance. While the 3800 meets all existing
detect off frequency or noisy timing inputs will improve requirements for Stratum Two and Three clocks, it has
the quality of the timing system. been designed to support the new applications that are

being developed.
The goal of most network providers is to allow for
centralized monitoring and control of their equipment. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the 3800 clock.
A centralized Operational Support System (OSS) Modules in the 3800 fall into five categories: input,
allows status information to be gathered at a single processor, oscillator, frame generator, and distribution.
location, simplifying the operations and maintenance of Table 2 lists the modules currently available for the
the system. Most current timing equipment lacks any 3800.
support for centralized monitor facilities.

Table 2. 3800 Module Types
The telecommunications industry is continually looking
for ways to increase the reliability and lower costs for Input DS1
communications. Each advance to higher data rates
usually requires advances in the quality of the timing. CC
The newest system being discussed is SONET, the Sine (1, 5,k10 MHz)
Synchronous Optical Network. SONET is probably the
first system that has placed a requirement on the Processor
stability of the timing source for its operational
elements [3]. This requirement, while not severe, Oscillator Stratum 2
exceeds the performance of many clocks deployed in Stratum 3
the network. Stratum 2.1

One way to improve performance and reliability of the
network is to build more intelligence into each piece of
network equipment, and to have the equipment Distribution DS1
communicate status over the data streams. The newest cc
standard for framing DS1 signals contains a data 1544 kHz RS-422
channel embedded in the framing structure [4]. This 54 kHz V.35
can be used as a network management tool to signal 56 kHz V.35
failures, provide performance information, and possibly
even remotely control other equipment. A portion of All modules except the distribution modules are
the data channel has been allocated for synchronization connected via a computer bus to the processor module.
messaging. While the exact message format has not This allows the processor to extract data and control
been defined, at some point in the near future a the operation of the modules. In addition, there may be
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as many as 40 distribution modules, in the main chassis The software implementation allows for the use of
and two expansion chassis. variable and extremely long time constants. For the

Stratum Two oscillator, time constants in the range of
The 3800 modules have been designed to be removed 100 - 10,000 seconds are allowed. This allows the
and installed while the system is operating. This allows operator to optimize the performance of the unit based
the unit to be upgraded or repaired without having to on the system configuration. Since all inputs are
take it out of service, monitored simultaneously, the 3800 can switch between

inputs without introducing any errors into the phase
Input Modules lock loop.

The 3800 accepts up to four input modules. All input The phase information is also used to calculate the
modules contain the same basic functional blocks. An frequency over the past 100, 1000, and 10000 second
input signal enters the module and the timing is intervals. This data is stored for retrieval by the
extracted from it. The input is monitored for amplitude operator. The software compares the measured
and proper data format. All signals are checked for loss frequency against operator set limits atnd generates an
of signal (LOS), while different types of input signals alarm when any input exceeds the limh - ýt the faulted
are monitored for faults specific to their format (e.g. input is currently the reference, the •i ,J can be
DS1 signals are monitored for Alarm Indication Signal configured to automatically switch to a different input.
(AIS) and Out of Frame (OOF) conditions, and
Bipolar Violations (BPV)). The phase of the input is Since the 3800 is already collecting a large quantity of
measured against both of the oscillator modules information about the input signals, its own operation,
simultaneously and all the information is transmitted to and the actions of the operator, an event log was added
the processor module, to assist in monitoring the state of the timing system.

The event log time stamps and maintains a record of
The input signal phase is measured on each input the last 500 significant events which have occurred.
module so all inputs (not just the selected reference) This allows the operator to look for correlations when
can be continuously monitored. Each oscillator problems are detected.
generates a 1 pps signal. The input signal clock is also
divided to I pps. The oscillator and input 1 pps signals The 3800 is highly configurable. The operator can
generate a phase reading once a second with a configure the limits at which signal faults and
resolution of 54 ns. frequency errors will cause the input to be considered

unacceptable, and how the 3800 will respond to the
Processor Module and Operating Software failure. The PLL time constant can be set

(independently for each oscillator) anywhere in the
The processor module contains an 8088 range allowed for the oscillator. The oscillator
microprocessor. The processor module software runs operating mode can be set (holdover, acquire, etc.) for
the 3800, monitors for faults, and controls two RS-232 times when it is necessary to override the default
ports for interaction with the operator, or a remote operating procedure.
monitoring system.

The phase data for each input is stored for 24 hours,
Low level routines collect the status of each module along with the oscillator control voltages. This
over the processor bus. This is used to determine if any information can be extracted over the RS-232 interface
modules have failed. The phase of the derived input and analyzed to provide a detailed record of the input
signal timing and status of the input signals is also read. signal behavior. Frequency measurements are also
The phase data is used to control the oscillators and to stored for subsequent analysis.
monitor the frequency of each input signal. Signal
faults (LOS, AIS, etc.) are used to qualify which inputs Oscillator Module
are acceptable for use as a reference.

Each 3800 can contain up to two oscillator modules.
The phase information for the selected reference input The oscillators are configured redundantly. A failure in
is used to control the oscillator modules. A digital one initiates an automatic switchover to the other
phase locked loop, containing both proportional and oscillator thereby providing continuous operational
integral terms, is implemented in the 3800 software.
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signals. All the output timing signals are generated design, with differences mostly in the output stage to
from the master oscillator, create the appropriate waveforms and levels.

All oscillator modules are similar, regardless of the All distribution modules derive their outputs from
type of oscillator used in the module. Each module signals generated by the frame generator module. Each
contains a 16 bit DAC to control the oscillator module can utilize the signals created by either frame
frequency, an 18.528 MHz synthesizer, and a 1 pps generator. Normally the processor module selects
generator. which frame generator signals should be used to

produce the outputs. Each distribution module
Oscillators of varying quality can be used in the 3800. monitors its inputs, and if one disappears the module
Status data from the oscillator module is used to will switch to the other input automatically, thus
inform the processor about the type of oscillator used, providing a fail-safe redundancy configuration.
so it can set up the phase lock loop parameters
correctly. The timing outputs are the principal output of the

3800. Loss of a TSG output will cause the downstream
A Stratum Three module uses an AT-cut FTS 2510 equipment to become unsynchronized and will disrupt
OCXO as the oscillator. The Stratum 2.1 module uses communication. Redundancy of the timing outputs is
a SC-cut FTS 1000B oscillator. Its performance greatly critical. The 3800 utilizes a one-for-one "hitless"
exceeds the Stratum 3 module, but falls short of the approach. Modules are configured in pairs, each
Stratum Two requirements for thermal stability. The module producing a full set of outputs, nominally 20.
Stratum Two module uses an FTS 1130 oscillator. The The modules produce the same complement of output
1130 oscillator utilizes a double oven technique to signals which are passively combined to drive one set of
provide the required thermal stability. The inner oven outputs. If one of the modules fails, it removes its
is hermetically sealed to provide immunity to humidity output signals and signals the other module of its
changes 15. Table 3 lists the specifications for the failure. The remaining module boosts its output level
different oscillator modules. to compensate for the failure. The failed module can

be removed and replaced without ever disrupting the
Table 3. Oscillator Module Specifications timing signal.

Str 3 Sir 2.1 Sir 2 Performance
Tuning Range 10C-6 3c-7 3e-7

Thermal stability(per ' C) 7e-9 1.7-11 3c-12 Jitter
Aging (per day) le-8 le-10 5e-Il
Time constant range(secs) 20-100 100-3,000 100-10,000 The telecommunications network is largely susceptible

only to phase noise at frequencies above 10 Hz. The
Frame Generator Module industry denotes this high frequency noise region as

jitter, and for frequencies below 10 Hz as wander. The
There is one frame generator associated with each ability to tolerate large amounts of jitter, and to
oscillator module. The frame generator uses the signals attenuate jitter on the TSG timing outputs arc
from the oscillator module to generate properly framed important.
signals used by the distribution modules to produce the
timing outputs. A clock must be able to work with signals which are

highly corrupted by noise. Current specifications
The frame generator also acts as an interface between require that a Stratum Two or Three clock accept up to
alarm information generated on the distribution bus 18 us of phase jitter at 10 Hz. The 3800 performance
and the processor bus. and system specification are shown in Figure 2.

Distribution Modules Because jitter is defined to only include noise above 10
Hz, the jitter attenuation in the 3800 is essentially

The distribution modules generate the multiple output perfect. The update rate for the oscillator control
signals which are used to synchronize other equipment voltage is 1 Hz, so no input jitter is passed through to
at the node, All the distribution modules are similar in the timing signals. (Of course, jitter (high frequency

noise) is translated into phase fluctuations at low
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frequencies, but the industry doesn't care much about Holdover
this, yet.)

The ability of the clock to hold an accurate frequency
An alternative way to view the high frequency noise is when the input reference is lost is the ultimate
as phase noise. Figures 3 and 4 show the phase noise differentiation between Stratum Two and Three clocks.
for Stratum Two and Stratum Three 3800's locked to a The aging and thermal sensitivity are largely set by the
DS1 signal. The DS1 signal is modulated with 1 us of type of oscillator used in the clock. The error in the
white noise (10-150 Hz band limited) to simulate a real initial estimation of the frequency is determined by the
signal. This approach to measuring the performance of software in the 3800. For a Stratum Two or 2.1
slave clocks is being considered by telecomm standards oscillator with a 1000 second time constant, the
organizations and may become standard. frequency estimation error is specified as 3e-11.

Typical performance, even with jittered input signals is
Short Term Stability 5e-12. The Stratum Three estimation error is specified

at 3e-9. These levels of accuracy are sufficient to allow
There is currently no requirement on the stability of the 3800 to achieve the one day holdover requirements
the clock at frequencies below 10 Hz. New of le-10 for Stratum Two and 4e-7 for Stratum Three
applications, especially SONET, are sensitive to the clocks.
phase stability in the range of 1 to 1000 seconds. Figure
5 shows the stability for the 3800 when locked to a DS1 Conclusion
signal with 1 us of white phase noise, along with the
current value for the stability specification. The Digital telecommunication network timing has
stability specification is being reviewed, and is likely to problems which differ greatly from those seen in more
change. traditional time and frequency environments. New

approaches are needed to cope with the special
Stress Test features of this environment. The FTS 3800 Timing

Signal Generator has been designed to provide high
DS1 signals are never perfect, and frequently terrible, quality timing in the present network, and to be
In addition to substantial amounts of jitter and wander, adaptable to the new requirements that are being
there are usually several episodes a day in which the developed.
input is lost entirely for short periods. This could be
due to maintenance, automatic re-routing of References
communications lines, transient faults, or other causes.
These brief episodes make it impossible to maintain a 111 ANSI T1.101-1987 American National Standard for
continuous phase history of the input. Each time the Telecommunications - Synchronization Interface
signal is lost and reappears, the clock must establish a Standards for Digital Networks
new baseline for the phase locked loop. Noise makes
this process imperfect, and the nominal phase to lock 12] ANSI T1.102-1987 American National Standard for
to will appear to undergo a random walk. This can lead Telecommunications - Digital Hierarchy -
to a net frequency offset. Ihe maximum frequency Electrical Interfaces
offset in the presence of stressed signals is currently
not specified. The performmnce for the 3800 was 131 ANSI T1.105-1988 American National Standard for
measured, using a DS1 input with I us of white noise Telecommunications - Digital Hierarchy - Optical
and a 100 ms interruption every 7 minutes. (This level Interface Rates and Formats Specifications
of interruptions is four times larger than the level
recommended for stress testing and is much higher [41 ANSI T1.403-1989 American National Standard for
than what is seen in the network.) The results are Telecommunications - Carrier to Customer
shown in Figure 6. The frequency offset due to the Installation - DS1 Metallic Interface
random walk is effectively zero for the Stratum Two
clock, and 4e-12 for the Stratum Three clock. This type 151 F.L. Walls, "The Influence of Pressure and
of performance is adequate to maintain the le-li Humidity on the Medium and Long-Term Stability
frequency accuracy requirement, and is vastly superior of Quartz Oscillators" in Proceedings of the 42nd
to what many clocks currently in use can do. Annual Frequency Control Symposium, 1988, pp

279-283
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

FREQUENCY AND TIME STABILITY OF GPS AND GLONASS CLOCKS

by

Peter Daly and Ian D. Kitching
The University of Leeds

Leeds LS2 9JT, United Kingdom

and

David W. Allan and Trudi K. Peppier
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Boulder, Colorado 80303, U.SA

The reasons for using atomic clocks to assist in forming an
ABSTRACT accurate navigation solution for a receiver set are obvious.

In the error budget for navigational accuracy, the
performance of satellite clocks is an important entry. As a

The frequency stability and reliability of the clocks are direct source of time and frequency from space, the
critical to the success of the GPS and GLONASS programs. performance of the satellite clocks, again, is an important
We will show some of the similarities and differences consideration, as are the methods of controlling the
between the clocks involved in these two systems. Because systems.
both systems plan to be operational in the next few years,
the data leading up to this operational stage is of significant The purpose of this paper is a cursory study of the
interest. On-board clocks and the stability of the master performance of these two systems as time and frequency
control clocks for these systems are analyzed. reference sources. We do not have access to all of the data

from these systems for their full time of operation but do
We will discuss the attributes of these two systems as have significant samples from which it is possible to assess

time and frequency references. Their relationship to UTC the general performance. For this paper the GLONASS
will also be illustrated. More data over a longer period of data base is that taken by the receivers at the University of
time was available for the authors from GPS than from Leeds. [1] The data base for GPS is that of the National
GLONASS. Even so it is obvious that both systems have Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in Boulder,
matured. Though the GLONASS system was developed Colorado.
later, its overall clock performance has improved more
rapidly. Some of the more recent GLONASS clock We will study the time inaccuracy and time instability,
performance is at about the same level as that of the GPS and the frequency inaccuracy and frequency instability, of
clocks. both systems. Contributing to the investigation are the

frequency offsets, the frequency drifts, and methods of
The analysis has yielded some very interesting contrasts, estimating these states as seen through clock noise,

comparisons, and changes in these systems that should be measurement noise, and uncertainties associated with other
of great interest for time and frequency users, as well as for relevant system parameters.
clock vendors and receiver vendors.

GPS SATELLITE-CLOCK PERFORMANCE
INTRODUCTION

The timing reference used for the analysis of the GPS
The Global Positioning System (GPS) and the were: UTC as generated by the Bureau International des

GLONASS (USSR satellite navigation system) are the first Poids et Mesures (BIPM), UTC(NIST) and UTC(USNO).
systems to use atomic clocks in the space environment. UTC is the official international reference scale, and we

will use it wherever data permit and values are relevant.
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to The frequency stabilities of all three of ther reference time

copyright. scales are better than a few parts in 10 . In the long
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term, both UTC(NIST) and UTC(USNO) are kept deceptive in meaning. Figure 4a is a plot of Ox(,[) a
synchronous within a few microseconds of UTC. '*modo (-r)/v/3 for these data, which provides a way ofy

dealing with these low frequency processes in a statisticaly
The receivers used for measuring GPS are LI clear- valid way. The GPS data word provides a correction to)

access timing receivers. The inaccuracies in determining GPS time; this correction provides an estimate ol
the time of a GPS satellite clock are the sum of the UTC(USNO). Plotted in Figure 4b is the time stability (if
uncertainties associated with the broadcast estimate of the the estimate of UTC(USNO) as obtained from GPS
satellite's position and ionospheric correction for the signal satellite NAVSTAR 10.
path, the tropospheric delay, multipath perturbations,
receiver hardware delays, and software perturbations. From Figure 5 is a plot of the frequencies of several of the
experience, the size of these inaccuracies can amount to a GPS satellite clock- corresponding to rubidium-gas cell
few tens u,, nano6ccouids. clocks and to cesium-beam clocks. The plots are with

respect to the ratj, 4 f UTC(USNO) which is typically within
A given GPS satellite position with regard to a fixed a few parts in 10 of the rate of UTC.

receiver on the earth remains the same from day to day
when measurements are made once per sidereal day. With Figure 6 shows plots of the frequency stabilities ol
the data taken in this way the time instabilities from day o samples of the GPS satellite clocks. Each kind of clhck
day are typically less than 10 ns. seems to have a characteristic kind of "fingerprint." In

addition, the frequency drifts-as can be observed in Figure
The frequency inaccuracy and the systematic trends in 5-are very different between the different kinds of clocks.

the frequencies of the GPS satellite clocks are determined
by an appropriate filtering of the daily time readings. The Figure 7a is a plot of the time of GPS satell'te No. 14's
frequency instabilities are measured in the usual manner clock with the corrections applied to give an estimate of
using a o. (T) diagram to characterize the time-domain UTC(USNO). It is obvious where selective availabilityy
performance. (SA) is turned on and off. SA is the pureposeful

degradation of the broadcast signal in order to deny full
Figures la and lb are plots of the time accuracy and GPS accuracy to a non-cleared receiver. This degradation

the frequency accuracy of the GPS-received signal, with is accomplished by modulating the effective output of the
respect to UTC. GPS time is estimated with a Kalman- satellite clock and/or by degrading the broadcast ephemeris
Bucy filter for each operating satellite clock. The filter (satellite position information). Figure 7b is a frequency
determines a correction to be applied for each satellite stability plot with and without selective availability (SA)
clock and broadcasts this information. Biases and random present. This plot employs the statistical measure
variations of the order of a few nanoseconds have been modoy (T) to show that the long term variations, though at
observed between the GPS time as given by the different a high level, can be characterized as a white phase or time
GPS satellites. 121 The time stability from day to day of a modulation process. (41 With SA on it takes a couple of
given satellite is typically better than if the measurement is weeks of averaging before the instabilities of a cesium-beam
made on different satellites. Figure 2 is a plot of the clock become measurable.
frequency stability of GPS time over the entire interval
shown in Figure 1. March 25, 1990, GPS went officially to the SA mode o(

operation on all of the block 2 satellites (those satellites
When a weighted set of the GPS satellites are used for launched since 1988). The effects of SA are readily

time transfer in a common-view mode, day-to-day stabilities apparent. We have been given to understand that as long
less than 1 ns have been achieved. (31 The common-view as the block 1 satellites last, there will be no SA on them.
mode is most commonly used for transferring clock time to We performed an experimental test of the effects of SA on
the BIPM (pertinent to the UTC generation). GPS common-view time transfer via satellite 14. We
Internationally the range of time transfer stabilities from measured the once per sidereal day time instabilities,
day to day is from 0.8 to about 6 ns when using a weighted Ox ('r = I d) over a three month period as compared to the
set of the GPS satellites. block I satellites. The results are tabulated in Table 1.

We conclude from this that little or no ephemeris
Under a Department of Defense directive, US military degradation was present on SVN 14 during this period. In

time is to be synchronous with UTC(USNO). Figure 3 is other words, if the SA present on SVN 14 were mostly
a plot of how well the GPS has achieved that goal. placed in the modulation of the on board clock's output,
Because of the low Fourier frequency processes present in this would probably cancel when the differences are
the data, the standard deviation of the data can be computed in the common-view mode and if the
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Figures la and lb. GPS time and normalized frequency from 1983 onward as measured against the international time and
frequency reference, UTC.
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GPS System Time - UTC
LOG SIGMAy(TAU) June 27, "83 - Dec 29. "89

-11
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-14
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Figure 2. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, Ocy(r), of the data shown in Figure 1 - the stability of GPS with UTC

as the reference.

GPS System Time - UTC(USNO MIC)
TIME (ns) March 29. '83 - April 19, '9
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454", 45765 46131 46436 46 61 47226 47592 47957

DAY(MJD)

Figure 3. A plot of GPS time against UTC(USNO MC). Over the last few years it has stayed within its T 1 ps goal.
UTC(USNO) and UTC(USNO MC) are the same.
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GPS System Time - UTC(UNO IMC)
LOG SIGx(TAU) (ns) March 29. '83 - April 19, '90
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Figure 4. A plot of the time stability ( x(- r)= *mody ('t/,V3) of GPS time and of GPS time with the UTC(USNO MC)
corrections with respect to UTC(USNO MC).
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Figure 5. A plot of the normalized frequency offset in parts in 1012 with an arbitrary offset subtracted from each GPS

satellite clock's frequency for plotting convenience.

Selected GPS Satellites - UTC(NIST)
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Figure 6. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, ay(T), of most of the GPS satellite clocks with respect to

UTC(NIST).
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Figure 7. A plot of the time (a) and the fractional frequency stability, cy(r), (b) of GPS vehicle No. 14 showing the effects

of selective availability (SA) as it is turned off during certain periods and on during others.
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measurements were symultaneous at the two sites involved. For many of the measurements reported herein, it has
The very small time instabilities observed would confirm been convenient to use the ao term as broadcast. This
this hypothesis. The common-view sites chosen were term is the time difference GLONASS system time minus
Boulder, Colorado to Washington D.C. and Boulder, GLONASS satellite clock time. Like GPS, GLONASS
Colorado to Paris, France. transmits correction terms which allow the user to obtain

Moscow time, and Moscow time in turn is kept synchronous

TABLE I with UTC(SU). SU is official Standard Time for the USSR
as kept by VNIIFTRI - their standards laboratory 40 km

COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT NOISES north of Moscow. VNIIFTRI is the nominal equivalent of
NIST in the US. Over the last four years UTC(SU) has

January 1, 1990 - March 31, 1990 moved from a time difference with respect to UTC of
about 30 ps to now about 10 Ips.UTC(OP). UTrC(NIST)

Figure 8 is a plot of GLONASS system time versus
SVN MEASUREMENT % VALID UTC(USNO). We chose to analyze the quiet segment

NOISE (ns) during the March-June, 1989, period to see how good the
12 7.9 99 performance (in terms of frequency stability) might be.

Figure 9 is a modo ,(-r) plot for this period. The reference

clock at the USNO is a synthesized output from a hydrogen
10 12. 99 maser. We understand that the reference for the
9 2.1 99 GLONASS control facility is also a hydrogen maser. The

one-day instability is too large for the clocks involved.
14 10.6 43 Also, the slope of the data plotted in Figure 9 can indicate

the type of noise, and in this case it is nominally well
modelled by flicker noise phase modulation (PM). Neither

UTC(USNO MC). -the amplitude nor the type indicates clock noise. Instead,
the observations could be explained by short-term receiver

instabilities or clock estimation noise. In the latter case,
SVN MEASUREMENT % VALID the source is likely to be GLONASS, because the

NOISE (ns) estimation noise for GPS has been traditionally lower than

12 73 96 this for typical time transfer receivers.

Figures 10a and 10b are plots of the frequencies from
6 3.5 93 several of the GLONASS satellite clocks. These data are

8 2.1 94 deived from the GLONASS system estimate of the time of
the clock with respect to GLONASS system time. There

10 8.1 9are periods where there appear to be long term correlated

9 3.0 96 frequency drifts between the satellite clocks. If the system

14 2.1 97 clock were drifting, that would explain some of these
segments. Or if the satellite clocks had correlated
production dependencies which could effect the frequency
drift, such a performance might be observed.

GLONASS SATELLITE CLOCK PERFORMANCE
Figure 11 shows a (,c) plots for several of the

The receivers used for the measurement of GLONASS GLONASS satellite clocks. We observe a significant
satellite clocks were developed and built at the University improvement in performance with time. Whereas the GPS
of Leeds, and this work is described elsewhere 111. The data, outside of measurement noise, are direct
frequency band used by GLONASS is the same, nominally, measurements of the satellite clocks with respect to
as that of GPS, and the timing accuracies and stabilities will UTC(NBS/NIST), these GLONASS satellite clock data are
be limited by the same sets of phenomena as for GPS. As estimates of the clocks' time with respect to GLONASS
to differences, because the GLONASS orbits are slightly system time. The improvement observed with time for
lower the geometry does not repeat from day to day but sample times, -c, of a few days could be due to an
repeats every eight days. improvement in the estimates or an improvement in the

clocks. If performance in this region of sample times is
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Glonass System Tom* - UTC(USNO MC)
TIME Can) 3 March 89 31 Aug 09

356008
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Figure 8. A plot of GLONASS system time as measured against UITC(USNO MC). These data wcrc measured at Leeds
deriving an estimate of UJTCUSNO MC) with a GPS receiver.

Glonass System Toea - UTC(USNO MC)
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Figure~ A plot of the fractional frequency stability, moda (x), of a the smoothest part of the data plotted in Figure 8.
The r behavior is modeled by flicker noise PM. This is not characteristic of the clocks involved.
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due to the estimate, it is likelyl•tyt the slope on the a (-t) GLONASS clocks. Please note again that these are not
plot would be steeper than T direct comparisons because of the different reference

standards and measurement systems. The flicker floors and
The longer-term stabilities shown are undoubtedly due frequency drifts should be fairly representative numbers

to the clocks involved - the clocks being either the Notice the dramatic improvement in the performance of the
reference (probably a hydrogen maser clock) or the satellite GLONASS clocks from the earlier to the more recent
clocks. The long-term frequency drifts measured are fairly satellites.
characteristic of cesium-beam frequency standards.

TABLE D

OPS I Day Flicker Drift/Day
COMPARISONS OF GPS AND GLONASS CLOCK Satellite Stability Floor

PERFORMANCE PRN/NAV 1014 01014 .1015

The data bases, as they were available to us for this 11.6 1.6

paper, do not allow a direct and fair comparison, since 6/3 (Rb) 123 50.0 -6.0
different reference standards and different measurement 11/8 (Rb) 635 2. -168.0
systems were used. If the reader takes into account the
conditions stated in the previous sections, the following 11/8 () 8.8 3.5 -8
comparisons yield some interesting perspectives. 12/10 11.1 3.5 -0.8

13/9 13.9 4.0 -0.3

By way of review, the reference for the GPS data was

UTC(NBS/NI')). This reference has a one-day stability 1), 2/13 15.0 5.5 42

about 1.5 x 10 , and a flicker floor ,lcss than I x 10 14/14 12.5 3 -0.5
and a frequency drift of about 3 x 10" /d or less. Flicker 16/16 (Rb) 264 1 -330.0
floor means the best stability achieved in a oy (t) plot.
For the GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks the r values 19/19 21.2 15.1 2120
for the flicker floor were a few weeks. UTC(USNO) has
comparable performance to UTC(NBS/NIST). Other than
the data shown in Figures 8 and 9, we have no other direct
comparisons of the GLONASS system time to any other Glonass I Day Flicker Drift/Day
UTC time scale. Satellite Stability Floor

_ 1014 01014 _ 1015

The frequency accuracies of UTC(NBS/NIST) and
UTC(USNO) are a few parts in 10 . The frequency offset

of GLONASS system time is about 6 x 10 -13 for the period G23 114.0 89.0 -1.8

shown. Figure 12 is a plot of the time accuracy of the G28 91.1 78.0 4.1
various systems. UTC(SU) is official USSR time as
determined by their primary standards laboratory
VNIIFTRI near Moscow. What is plotted for UTC(SU) is G37 20.4 18.0 -6.1
obtained from Loran-C measurements as published by the G40 28.7 24.0 + 14.1
BIPM.

G42 28.0 < 4 -0.2

If the random deviations of the frequency of a clock
have a white spectrum, then a linear regression to the
frequency is the optimum estimate for the frequency drift.
If the random deviations are random walk (if they have an CONCLUSIONS
f' spectrum), then the mean finite second difference is the
optimum estimator for the frequency drift. Since in Our procedure for determining the performance of
practice we may have combinations of these processes, both GPS and GLONASS on-board clocks is identical - we
special algorithms for drift estimation may be necessary. 141 examine the time series of daily phase and frequency offsets

transmitted by the spacecraft themselves. In the case of
Table 2 gives a comparison of the one day stabilities, ground-based system references, our GLONASS reference

the flicker floors and the frequency drifts for the GPS and is a I pps reference itself locked to within 100 ns of
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Glonass Sstem Tom* - Gloness SatellItesLOG SIGMAy(TAU) 19 Ost. "i - 22 Aug "89
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Figure 11. A plot of the fractional frequency stability, ay(v), of several of the GLONASS satellite clocks.
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Figure 12. A plot of the principal reference time scales of the USSR and the USA that were available to the authors over
the last six years with respect to UTC. All of them appear to be improving in performance with time.
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UTC(USNO). As far as on-board clocks are concerned, GPS Common View Data, IEE,• Trans Instrum.
our analysis can be compared with the known performance & Meas., IM-36, 572-578 (1987)ý
of individual GPS clocks. In the case of GLONASS it is
not known a priori what types of clocks are carried and in 4) D.W. Allan, Time and Frequency (fime-Domain)
this sense our analysis of GPS can be seen as a kind of Characterization, Estimation, and Predict.,n of
precalibration. Precisio-i Clocks and Oscillators, iEEE

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrir's, and
The time series analysis which results in a (Cr) versus Frequency Control, tFFC-34, 647-654, 1987.Y

"T plots shows the individual characteristics of each satellite
clock. Rubidium and cesium clocks are carried by the
different GPS satellites. It also leads us to discuss the
performance and types of on-board standards carried by
GLONASS. In general terms, the time series analysis
shows a consistently higher performance for GPS clocks
over GLONASS clocks. This statement is taken to refer to
satellites active during a period of several years. However,
while the GPS clock performance has been consistently
high, the GI.ONASS clocks started from a mediocre
performance and have improved steadily with time so that
some of the recently launched GLONASS clocks are
comparable to GPS clocks. This conclusion is reinforced by
the data presented in Table 2.

GPS satellite clocks and their more recent GLONASS
counterpart clocks meet specification for global navigation
satellites and are capable of transferring time with day-to-
day time stabilities of 10 ns or bettjr and long-term
frequency stabilities of a few parts in 10

Our analysis of measurements of GLONASS system
time versus UTC(USNO) give evidence in the short term
(1 day) of estimation or receiver errors not properly
understood. In the long term (>8 days) we see clear
evidence of the high-quality of both reference clocks. The
UTC(USNO) reference is known to be a hydrogen maser
and it seems more than likely, based on the evidence
presented, that the GLONASS system clock is also a
hydrogen maser at least during certain periods of time.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYKP)SIUH ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF PHASE
AND AMPLITUDE NOISE OF OSCILLATORS
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Abstract:

The paper is concerned with one aspect of our recent (RADE). They permit the simnultaneous measurement of the phase
development carried out at Portsmouth Polytechnic (UK) and amplitude noise of the oscillator under test provided the
regarding a novel approach for the simultaneous measurement of sampling speed is sufficiently high.
amplitude and phase nose in oscillators. A description of themeasremnt yste an th asociaed rocssi~g tchnque isIn AM measurements, the clipping problem which occurs
measurement system and the associated processing techniques is in the conventional AM envelop detectors can be eliminated using

the present system. We note that the response of a conventional
The measurement system includes a conventional envelop detector can be very complex and that it is non-linear. As

complex (I & Q) demodulator, a high speed sampler and a a result, the response to signal plus noise is not simply the sum
digital computer. The techniques have been named time-domain of the separate responses to signal and to noise. For phase noise
phase unwrapping and real amplitude de-enveloping. They detection, the dynamic range limitation of ± 90' or ± I&8'
permit the reconstruction of the demodulated I and Q signals as found in a conventional phase detector can be overcome using the
a vector rotating at a convenient beat frequency randomised, in time-domain phase unwrapping technique applied to reconstruct
phase and magnitude. by noise. The problems encountered in the random phase from the measured I and Q signals.
conventional AM and PM detection can be overcome using the It is important to emphasise that the LO signal of the I-Q
afore-mentioned approaches. As a result, direct and true demodulator is not phase or frequency locked to the RF signal
amplitude and phase noise can be measured and characterised. under test, and the LO frequency is only adjusted to be close to

the RF frequency for convenience. In such a phase or frequency
unlocked measurement system the first advantage is that the
limited time response of a phase or frequency lock loop system is

Kei,%ords: Phase Noise, Amplitude Noise, Phase Unwrapping, avoided. Secondly. the complex transfer function of the
Amplitude De-enveloping. Vector Demodulation phase/frequency lock loop which exhibits different characteristics

inside and outside the loop bandwidth, need not be taken into
I Introduction account in the spectral analysis of oscillator noise. Sometimes, the

The use of phase detectors, together with feedback control decision to use either a tight or a loose phase/frequency lock loop
loops, for measuring phase noise in oscillators is well established. system is not easy. However, the measurement bandwidth is only
The dynamic range and linearity of the phase detector, the related to the sampling frequency frequency f, . The selection of
sensitivity of the control loop. aswell as other aspects, are the main f, depends only upon how far from or close to the carrier the
problems associated with this approach. Even though characterisation of the noise present is taken provided aliasing is
developments in advanced digital signal processing (DSP) not introduced.
techniques offer alternative ways to carry out phase noise
measurements, the importance and capability of DSP techniques
in the measurement and analysis of noise in oscillators are still not At4) csJ2uvt• +
well recognised. This paper attempts to overcome this and an low-pass
approach is presented combining advanced instrumentation filter&arnplifi,
computei technology with fast digital signal processing oscillator i
techniques. A brief introduction for phase-only measurements under test >
was given in 131 with greater details gXven in [4]. (RFsignal) A,

The measurement system includes a conventional local E
in-phase and quadrature (I-Q) demodulator, a dual-channel high osillator
speed sampler (12 bits) and a digital computer. The demodulated Vk.4) =-A4 sin(2.mV)
signals are converted to digital form and then analysed further in
the computer. The block diagram of the measurement system is f, -filtcr & amplifie .
shown in figure 1. The digital signal processing techniques which
follow after complex demodulation have been called time-domain Figure 1: The block diagram of I-0 measurement system.
phase unwrapping (T'DPU) and real amplitude de-enveloping

CH2818-3/90/0000-140 $1.00 a 1990 IEEE
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2 Theoretical Background where * denotes the complex conjugate. Therefore. one can find

2.1. Phase Noise in RF Signals AV,, from the following equations:

Let us consider the simple model of an RF signal log(V1KVi) 2 log(A,#,) + jAV', that is (6)

V,At) = Al(t) cosl2jrvd + qit)j , (1)

where v, is the nominal (carrier) frequency, and 01) is the phase ip' = 4gAYi)] (7)

noise associated with the random frequency fluctuation. A,~t) is where inag represents the imaginary part of the expression. As

assumed to be constant, that is. A,$t) = A,1 . If this signal is long as the samplingfrequency isfast enough, and the in-phase 1, and

demodulated as shown in figure 1 using I and Q amplitude and quadratare Q, outputs are band--imited, there is no phase increment

phase noise-free local oscillating signals from i-lth to ith time interval greater than :T. Thus. if each

V,0 .,(t) = A,. cos(2)Tvot) and Vkt,.() = -A,. sin(27tva) incremental phase change I Aip, I is less than ;T .we can find the

(fIllowed by low-pass filtering) then, the sampled outputs of the angle of the vector VV, V.I by algebraical manipulation of the
filters. 1, and Q, . at the time t, will be successive samples i,_.. Qi_. I,. Q, and obtain the sampled

li = Af a, cos(•i) (2) random phase noise process ip, from the incremental results AV,,
without any 2r ambiguity in the reconstructed random phase noise

Q= Af a, sin(p,) (3) curve. The phase reconstruction process is called time-domain

where i, is the sample of the random phase noise VtI) at the time phase unwrapping (TDPU). The algorithm is shown in figure 3.

t, (i > I ). ip0 is assumed to be zero with no loss of generality. /I + J+ , ,mul _

a, is the factor associated with the conversion loss in the mixing X log

process, and the attenuation/gain in the filtering/amplifying
process. It is noted in here that the mixers must be hard driven, sc x imug

that is, the LO power is at least 1OdBm greater than the RF Zcua
power. In the hard driven mode, the mixer diodes will be fully delay phascv cure
turned on and off for lowest distortion during the mixing process. (previous samples) c

Now, let us define the complex voltage output V, at the time t, Figure 3: The signal processing diagram of the
as time-domain phase unwrapping process.

V, = i+ J Qi (4)

Furthermore, the averaged frequency fluctuations Ai,

(phase noise) x (amplitude noise) over the sampling period At can be found by

A _U (8)V, - Voo / V, Q, 2jrAt

Because of (8) and the condition I AV, I < ;r, the absolute

value of the fractional frequency deviations A£ (or AU-) must
VO

be smaller than in order to unwrap the measured random
Figure 2: The diagram illustrates the demodulated vector. 2AIv• i

phase with no ambiguity. One can also think in terms of AF, as
as shown in figure 2, where j

2 = - I. The demodulated 1 and Q being equivalent to the frequency deviations measured by a

signals represent a vector (Ii, Q,) randomised with frequency counter with a gate-time r = 7' and dead-time

ipi in phase at the ith time interval. For convenience. let us assume rd = 0. Thus, time-domain frequency analyses of the measured

for the moment that the LO frequency, vi, is equal to the RF signal, like usingthe Allan variance ll]or the Hadamardvariance

frequency, vo, that is, v, = v. in figure 2. The product Vv,1_ 121, can be carried out.

So far it has been assumed for convenience that the LO
frequency, vi, is equal to the RF frequency, v.. However. it is

V, K-V1 = (iz + j Qi) (Ii-1 - i Qi- ) very important to note in here that the local oscillator frequency
is only adjusted to be close to the frequency of the oscillator under

= A,p, Aa-,eJ'-, test: it is not necessary to lock the 1.0 and RF signals to the same

frequency. If the LO and RF frequencies are not equal, the

= (At, a,)2 eiA5', (5) demodulated signals will contain a "beat" signal of frequency

Ivt - v.• Therefore ViV,-. I(5), becomes
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V, V",I = (1, + i Q,) (!,-I - j Q,'-) (9) other words, the demodulated vector (i, . Q,) is randomised with

= A,#, e42, iv+'' l A,#a, e in magnitude, and (5) of section 2.1. becomes

The incremental phase change, A0,, from the i-Jth to ith time V, V' a? (A, + ýj (A, + ýj) e (15)

interval can be written as which shows that no error is introduced by the RF amplitude noise

ý, in the estimation of AV, . Since A,1 ý, (t), we can also
A(Dj = 2jr(v,-v.Xt - tri) + *io, -wpotl) assume that the conversion loss/gain a, is fairly constant all the

= 2.(vo - vo)At + A ,(() time.

Furthermore, from the results of the I, and Q,
where At isthesamplingperiod.Therefore.theunwrappedphase components, we can calculate ,/A,1 by the following equation:

will contain the random phase q•t) superimposed to a linear

phase trend represented by 2.r(vt - v.)t. In the other words, the

demodulated vector (1, , Q,) rotates at the frequency (v, - v.) . and •,

is also randomised with ip, in phase at the ith time interval. In this A,- a, A[ )2

case, the unwrapped phase is given by ql(1) and expressed as
_ F(I,2 ý+ (Q),) _ 1 (16)

(D(t) = 2aT(v, - volt + V'(t) (11) a- +,(

which is illustrited in figure 4. One should notice from (11) and as cos2( + sin2( I . The vector (1, . Q,) of figure 2 isfasgure 4 th+tstne(")beat".fTheuvnctor (-,o),caofbfigured2bi
figure 4 that the "beat" frequency ( can be found by supposed to exhibit constant magnitude. Any deviation of the

estimating the slope of a straight line fitting best 0(1). magnitude of the vector (I, , Q,) from A, a, can be considered

$(t) [as the noise contributed by ý(t). This approach applied to the

measurement of amplitude noise present in oscillators, as
demonstrated in (16), has been named real amplitude de-enveloping
(RADE). The corresponding algorithm is illustrated in figure 5.

With the assumption of zero mean of ',. one can obtain

q(O) ct,) =2.r(v, - v,+ Y + < (A,1 + ýj)a, > < V/(1, + Q2) >

time I

Figure 4: The illustration of the unwrapped random phase Af! a, (17)

i',(t) superimposed with the linear phase 1, + i +

2.r(v, - v,,. Y + A

2.2. RF Amplitude Noise <> ->
In section 2.1.. we have assumed that the AM noise of the Figure 5: The algorithm to find the fractional amplitude

RF signal was negligible, which is usually the case for high quality noise.

oscillators. However, the measurements of amplitude noise. 4(t). where < > denotes ensemble average. Therefore, by means of

of the RF signal can also be carried out using the I-Q analysis (16) and (17), one can calculate the power spectrum of the
system shown in figure 1. For this we re-write (1) emphasizing the f(t)
(random) amplitude component '(t) as follows: fractional amplitude deviation. Calling 4:) = --- , SAD) permits

the comparison of the amplitude noise of various signals. The
t) = At) cos[2arvd + Vt)J additional advantage of studying the amplitude noise of a signal
= [A,, + 4(t)] cosj2;rVot + V)(t)) (12) in terms of z is that the accuracy of the noise estimation does not

rely on the calibration result of the conversion loss/gain a, but on

and with the assumption of no amplitude noise in the LO signals, estimating A, a, in (17). An accurate value for Af a, can be
the I, and Q, components will be expressed as

easily obtained provided the measured data set of ( 1, , Q, ) is
,= [A, + 4,] a, cos(V,) (13) sufficiently large.

Q,= [Af + 4,] a, sin(0P) (14) Finally. IA,2 represents the signal power. 10logl0oSA,(]

which complement (2) and (3). ý' is the discrete form of the represents the single side based amplitude noise power ý2

amplitude noise of the RF signal at the ith time interval. In the relative to the carrier power in. again, dBc/Hz and one can use the
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symbolic representation in the noise generator The noise floo-r is about -123dB/Hz. with

L,0) (dBc/Hz) = 10logotISAf)I - 3 (18) = 80kHz.

which complements the conventional

l.(J) (dBc/Hz) = 10logju)[S,0 (rad 2/Hz)l - 3 (19)

3 Experimental Results and Discussion 
-40

A photograph of the arrangement for the amplitude/phase N-50

noise measurements is shown in figure 6. The test oscillator -- I.. .- ,
consisted of a synthesizer AM or FM modulated by Gaussian • -60 T 30%-
white noise degrading the spectral purity and introducing 7, - 04d1 - 170CB

amplitude or phase noise in a a controlled manner. In the 'AM"
and "FM" experiments, the carrier frequency and the amplitude
of the RF signal from the signal synthesizer were set to 2.5M H and -80

4.5dB3m respectively. The 'rms amplitude open circuit" and the
Gaussian noise bandwidth of the noise generator were 0. Ivolt and -90

15011z respectively. A cut off frequency of 300Hz was chosen in
the low-pass filter unit. -T00

1 7.8125,€ '0 100o 50 1o00o

Fourier frequency f /Hz

Figure 7: Power spectra of the measured fractional
amplitude noise. The AM modulation indexes

selected in the signal generator were 10%, 30%
and 50%.

-20

-30 "'

-40

-60 _- - 20rdB/decadeS•-• -60

Figure 6: Photograph of the experimental layout for -70

phase and amplitude noise measurements. ___- ______ !\1

-90 _

For the "'AM" experiments, 10%, 30% and 50% AM -100
deptils in the signal generator were selected. The sampling -10-
frequency f was 2kHz. The results of the analyses offered by the 1

RADE and then the conventional Fourier transform are shown in --- --------------

figure 7. We note from the spectra of figure 7 that the white AM -130 10 10 - 1 000 1ooo 100000

noise is present in the RF signal under test as expected, and the Fourier frequency f /Hz
"beat" frequency is about 7.8125Hz. On the other hands, the Figure 8: The measured phase noise spectrum under the
"beat" frequency is also found to be -7.3517Hz using the TDPU. second test condition. The sampling frequency
The negative sign indicate that the carrier frequency of the LO
signal is smaller than that of the RE A difference of less than A is 80kHz.
about 0.4Hz ( 7.8125Hz - I - 7.35171Hz ) between the frequencies
indicated by the TDPU and the Fourier transform technique was Finally, in order to investigate the dynamic range
found. limitations of the present measurement system associated with the

sampling frequency f. experiments and computer simulations

In the "FM" experiments, the FM deviation set up in the have been carried out. This provides a straight forward method

synthesizer was 0.1kHz/volt. The sampling frequency was 80kHz. of determining the sensitivity of the system when AV), is

The result of the analysis offered by the TDPU followed by the calculated by means of Iog(ViV*-,). The results of the
Fourier transform is shown in figure 8. Since the RF signal is calculate by m n fige(9. The resulsofithe
frequency modulated by white noise, the phase noise spectrum of investigation are shown in figure 9. One concludes from figure 9
figure 8 has about -20dB/decade roll-off within the bandwidth set that as f, increases, the spectral density of the "noise floor" or
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quantization noise. Sq,(). is reduced by the appropriate factor curve to the unwrapped random phase or from the result of the

f,2. There is less than 5dB difference between simulations and corresponding spectral analysis.

experimental results. The difference is due to the noise introduced Finally. the experimental and simulation results of figure

by filters and amplifiers in the experimental measurements but 9 confirm that the dynamic range of the measurement system is

not in the computer simulations. The relative reduction as f, sampling frequency (f ) dependent, that is. S, 1]) a 2/1,. e.en

increases is exactly as predicted by assuming the quantization though vector multiplication and logarithm operations arc

noise power "evenly" distributed over the bandwidth ],/2. involved in the calculation of ii',
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4 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, after an overview of the current

measurement system, the concepts of the techniques named

TI)PU-RADE for the reconstruction of random phase and

amplitude noise processes have been presented. For the
measurements. the RF signal under test is demodulated by the

in-phase and quadrature LO signals. That is. complex

demodulation is involved. It is very important to note that the LO

signals are not locked to the RF signal. It is only necessary that

the I and Q LO signals themselves maintain an accurate 90'

phase relationship over the measurement bandwidth. The

demodulated I and Q signals can be considered as a vector

rotating at the frequency (v, - v,). which is randomised with rp,

in phase and with ý, in magnitude. I and Q components are

digitisied and then analysed by means of the TDPU-RADE

techniques followed by conventional Fourier analysis.

Only the concept of the reconstruction of a linear phase

superimposed to a random phase has been demonstrated in this

paper. and the frequency drift of the signal under test has not been

considered. The authors believed however that time-domain

phase unwrapping can handle the drift situation using a second

order polynomial fitting to the reconstructed phase signal as long

as the drift is not t(o) large or too fast and the sampling frequency
is high enough. As a result, the rate of the frequency drift can be

determined. Furthermore, a periodic signal present in the phase

of the RF signal under test can be identified by fitting a sinusoidal
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SATELLITES GROUND STATIONS
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Abstract

The paper describes a high redundant Time
& Frequency generation and distribution essential to use one time base for both

system which has been developed at TFL for stations (or more) plesiochronousley.

Satellites Ground Station (or Stratum 1

for digital telecommunication). The system Thus, one needs a highly stable

features extremely high reliability (jitterless) reliable and uninterruptible,

(millions of hours MTBF), where a majority Time & Frequency generating and

vote occurs among 3 frequency sources distributing system.

which are phase aligned and from which a
Master is selected under microprocessor For these applications T.F.L have designed

control. No dead time, amplitude or phase a high redundant, multiple output whose

jump, occurs during a master change over. frequency & time source is locked to the

The selected Master is used as a source UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) via a GPS

for a distribution amplifier. The system receiver. Thus a long-term-stability of

is designed to meet CCITT Rec. G811 and 1xi0'' per life is achieved. This

features exceptional phase stability, low system is modeled TF-3100A and is

noise and high isolation between outputs. described in figure 1.

All three frequency sources are phase
locked to the jittered output of GPS Some of the system's features are:

receiver, using a very slow time constant
to filter out the jitter. Thus both A. UTC traceable via GPS receiver

excellent: short-and-long-term-stabilities
(5-10-" per month, lx10'' per life) B. Filtering and eliminating jitter and

are achieved, noises of the GPS receivers outputs and
tracking it's main frequency.

C. The use of oven control voltage

controlled crystal oscillator (OCVCXO)
(or Rubidium standard).

D. Redundancy of 2:1 sources (3 clocks)

E. Comparing and aligning the three
sources outputs, combining and

Accurate Time and Frequency source is a distributing them to the various users.

must in every satellite control ground
station. F. An automatic master change-over when

Some of the uses for such source (master one source malfunctions or out of

clock) are: phase (Majority vote).

a. Measuring and recording slow and fast
phenomena relating to the satellites G. Audible and visual Real time alarm

various tasks. indications.
b. All transmitters and receivers in the
ground station must have one common time & H. Inner and outer battery backup for the

frequency reference. The same goes for whole system.

synthesizers, counters and other measuring
and generating equipment in the station,
which are hase-locked to the master
frequency.
(Lack of synchronization and time skew is
prevented this way).
c. When data stream is passed from one
station to another, via satellites, it is

CH2818-3/90/0000-145 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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accuracy of 1/16 unit interval (CCITT

General Description Rec.G811 compatible) and aligns the phase
of the other inputs with reference to the

The primary purpose of the TF-3100A is to Master input signal. An algorithm is used
generate and distribute a high precision, to choose the Master input (in case it is

low-noise, redundant, standard frequency not supplied by the next module CAM).
signals, time display and time code.

If an input malfunctions or an external
The system can provide the following alarm is received or it is not possible to

signals: correct the phase, the PASM will
* up to 50 5MHz isolated sinusoidal automatically cut-off that channel.

outputs. (Channels may be connected or cut-offSup to 50 IMHz isolated sinusoidal manually by push buttons on the front

outputs. panel of TF-3007A-Distribution Amplifier
System).

"* IRIG-B time code output.
"* Ipps (I pulse per second) output. The three "in-phase" signals are fed into

These signals are traceable to the.UTC by the CAM whi.-h consists of two main
means of the frequency and time signals sections:

transmitted by the NAVSTAR Global
positioning System (GPS) satellites. The The first section combines the three input

GPS signals are received by a GPS signals according to a given priority into

receiver, (Kinemetrics, Model GPS-DC) a single output with continuous amplitude

capable of automatically tracking up to and phase. The second section, amplifies

four satellites. The signals, provided by and distributes the output from the

the GPS receiver, have excellent long- combiner, and provides two groups of 4

term-stability (traceable to the UTC), but preamplified outputs (with isolation

high jitter and poor short-term-stability between outputs of more than 100db). In

(STS) which is caused by the transmission addition, the module includes logic

from satellites to the receiver. Another circuits (microprocessor) that indicates

problem is that when satellites are not in which of the signals present is treated as

view, the receiver provides the signals "Master".

from it's own inner TCXO (precision of
±lppm). In order to prevent this unstable Warning is given if there is a malfunction

signal from getting into the synchronous in the combiner, or an input signal is

clocks, TF101A (see figure 1) the receiver missing. In such cases the output is

was specially designed in such a way that taken from one of the other two standby

it's output signals are automatically cut- inputs, with no dead time, phase jump or

off while "unlock" situation occurs. amplitude change at change over(CCITT

TF-101A will automatically change over to Rec.G811).

"Free run" mode, when input signal does
not exist and the system output will stay The CAM outputs are fed into the

stable (10 ''/day). Distribution Amplifier modules (DAM) that
devides the input signal into 8 outputs

To provide stable and highly-reliable, isolated by more than 100db, 12dbm of

uninterruptible signals, the TF-3100A uses power each.

3 redundant disciplined ovenized quartz
frequency sources (or Rubidium frequency This technique ensures high quality,

standard). These are installed in the 3 continuously available signals even under

synchronous clocks (TF101A) which are fault conditions, with excellent long term

locked to the GPS signals, by means of (UTC) and short term stability, and a very

software and unique algorithm that filter low jitter.

the jitter and short-term instabilities. Figure 4 shows two of the TF-101A
(synchronous clock) outputs offset from

Advanced signal processing techniques are TFL's software clock (ensemble of Cesium

used to evaluate the quality of the clocks) during 31 days. The average offset

signals provided by the frequency sources. obtained is ±1-10-' while they were

The system optimally combines in-phase tracking the GPS output. Figure 5 shows

(chosen by the majority) the output the time interval error of one TF-101A.

signals of the operational sources with The time error is 700 nsec after 30 days

6db amplitude difference in accordance (2.7"10-'}).

with predetermined priorities. Figures 2

and 3 are the schematic drawings of the

phase aligner & switch module (PSAM) and

the combiner amplifier module (CAM).

The PASM tests for phase errors and jumps
in the three inputs signals of the same
frequency. It corrects phase errors to an
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSItUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY STANDARD AND A GPS RECEIVER: A REMOTELY
STEERED CLOCK SYSTEM WITH GOOD SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM STABILITY

by

David W. Allan and Judah Levine
Time and Frequency Division

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Boulder, CO 80303

Abstract cesium-beam frequency standards, where short-term implies
averaging times (r) up to a few thousand seconds. Placing

The short-term stability of a rubidium gas-cell a rubidium standard in a good environment usually extends
frequency standard is usually better than that of commercial its short-term stability to longer r values (of the order of
cesium-beam frequency standards. In the short-term a day). For -r longer than a day, the opposite is most
stability region (from a few seconds to several thousand often true; that is, cesium is better than rubidium in the
seconds) and for the specific value a (r = 100 s), the long-term.
range of sho t3-term stabilities for rubidium is from about
4 to 10 x 10 , and for cesium about 6 to 30 x 10 . In The measurement noise of transferring time and
the short-term, the stability improvement for rubidium and frequency to a remote location using the Global Positioning
cesium is proportional to "'"½. Cesium almost always has System (GPS) common-view (C-V) technique can reach
better stability in the long-term because cesium has less y (.r = 1 day) values approaching I x 10"14, whereY
sensitivity to environmental perturbations. For example, o (¶ ) is the square-root of the two-sample or Allan
cesium has little or no frequency drift, whereas rubidium vanance.[1] Therefore, an environmentally controlled
usually does. Improving a clock's environment invariably rubidium standard, together with a GPS time transfer
improves the long-term performance, especially in the case receiver, has the potential for the following advantages
of rubidium. (taken as a system):

Satellite time transfer shows a day-to-day stability 1) For a lesser cost, both the short and the long-
of about a nanosecond. The spectrum of the fluctuations term stability can be better than that of a
implies that Oy(r) should decrease as "C". If a rubidium commercial cesium standard;
standard, in a good environment with the above 2) in the long-term the system can reflcct the
performance in the short-term, were married to a satellite stabilities of some of the best time and frequency
time-transfer system, then the combined performance of the standards in the world, in that it can be both
system could have better short-term and better long-term syntonized and synchronized to a primary
stability than a stand-alone, free-running, commercial reference;
cesium standard. 3) the system can be made fully automatic;

4) the system can remove the usual frequency
We have taken some data to test this idea. The accuracy limitation of rubidium including the

conclusions confirm the hypothesis. We have also replaced frequency drift-allowing the system to be as
the rubidium oscillator with a quartz oscillator and with a accurate as the reference standard; and
high-performance commercial cesium standard. In both 5) the system can remove the usual time accuracy
cases the system had significantly improved long-term limitation of either cesium or rubidium-allowing
stability over what otherwise would be obtainable from the system to be synchronized to within a few
either oscillator by itself. nanoseconds of the reference standard.

Introduction Some of the disadvantages are:

Most commercial rubidium frequency standards 1) The system's feedback is by a daily telephone
have better short-term frequency stability than commercial call between the system and the reference

standard used in the GPS common-view (GPS C-
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to V) mode; and
copyright. 2) the rubidium standard needs a good
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environment to achieve the desired intermediate
stability goals.

Figure I is a sketch of the GPS-common-view, remote-clock GPS
servo concept. Figure 2 shows some more detail for the (SVN)

remote clock at site B. We assume that the clock at site A
has good long-term stability. One of our goals is to
transfer the long-term stability of clock A to the clock at
site B with the time transfer capability of GPS C-V. The
theory we used for designing a digital servo for this system
is based on a thesis of Alain Guetrot [21. The essential
concept of his thesis is that if the measurement noise
spectrum, SN(f), can be represented as S~) f

and the signal spectrum, Ss(f), as Ss(f) fo-2, A

Master ~data link Slv

then an exponential filter is optimum for obtaining the best XA - XS

signal-to-noise ratio. Here P is typically an integer
between 3 and -5. What is measured, of course, is signal
plus noise. If the measurements are a discret time series Figure 1. A schematic diagram showing how to provide
then a practicle realization of an exponential filter is the accurate and stable time and frequency at a remote site.
following, If the clock at site B is a rubidium gas-cell frequency

standard in a good environment, and given the levels of
GPS common-view measurement noise, the net output can

S i-l +Zi (1) be that time and frequency at the remote site is better in
Zi k+1 long-term as well as in short-term than that from a

commercial cesium standard by itself.
where k is proportional to the exponential filter time
constant, zi 11 is the last best estimate, 2i is the current
measurement (signal plus noise) and zi is the current best :At Station B
estimate of the signal, that is, the true difference of clock

A compared to B.

We assume flicker noise time or phase modulation Receiver Clock
(PM) for the measurement noise (GPS C-V) and flicker
noise frequency modulation (FM) for the long-term stability AX = Xl(t) - xA(t)

of the remote clock. This model, which satisfies the
assumption in Guetrot's analysis, was tested and was found Cmt via GPS in C-V
to be reasonable for the set of common-view data we
analyzed and for the kinds of clocks we may use at A
and/or B (quartz, rubidium, cesium and/or hydrogen data lin xa(t) - xA(t) measurement will have
frequency standards) for selected regions of sample times, GPS C-V noise added to it.
-r, as determined from a a y(r) diagram.

Figure 2. A block diagram of the GPS common-view time
We assume clock B has frequency drift, so that transfer receiver combined with a clock at site B. The

the time prediction equation can be written as system achieves better short-term and long-term, time-and-

frequency stability than would be available from a

4(t) - X(t-') + y(t-r) • 'r + 1/2(tD -) - '2, (2) commercial cesium standard by itself.

where x(t-.), y(t-xr) and D(t-r) are the best estimates of
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can be optimized through simulation or with real data. We
used the latter. The above recursivc equations assume -r

the time offset, the normalized frequency offset and the is the time since the last measurement. The measurement
normalized frequency drift of the remote clock at the la.m intervals need not be equal.
measurement, and -r is the prediction interval. In our case,
the prediction interval was usually one sidereal day - using Experimental Results
a single satellite in the GPS C-V mode. For a general
prediction interval ,r n=t0 , where rO 1 sidereal day, The rubidium frequency standard used for the
we may write the best estimate of the exponential time experiment was an engineering development model for the
difference as GPS program. It was placed in vacuum with a temperature

controlled environment so that variations were less than
X(t) - (k,0"i(t) + n Ax)/(k, + n), (3) O.1°C. The quanr oscillator frequency standard was a

special one designed for short-term and long-term stability.
It was also placed in a special environment 131.

A plot of the free-running fractional frequency of
the rubidium is shown in Figure 3a and its frequency
stability is plottedt in Figure 3b. If a frequency drift is

where kx is proportional to the exponential filter time stacted, the spectrure long-ten saift is
constant for the best time difference estimate. n gives subtracted, the spectrum for the long-term, stability is
constaniht for the beastutmendiffercenestmate. nr flives reasonably modeled by flicker FM. Figure 4 shows a plot
more weight to the measurement to compensate for flicker of the frequency stability of the ,,jartz oscillator. A
FM in the clock where the rms time error of prediction is frequency drift has been subtracted from the •uartz data
proportional to n, and Ax is the measured common-view before plotting the stability. The nominal % behavior
time difference between clock B and clock A. The coresponding to f lics . The frequency
exponential filtered drift is corresponding to flicker FM is apparent. The frequency

stability of the GPS C-V measurement noise is plotted in

D(t) - [kDD(t-•) + D/(kD +1), (4) Figure 5, and the `rI behavior is indicitive of flicker noise
PM. Hence, we see that the assu-nptions need,- for the

where D is the drift estimated over the last two Guetrot thesis are satisfied.

measurement intervals, and is given by The two GPS receivers were colocatk.d for

convenience in checking the truth of the hypothesis.
X(t) - xt-z(t ) t-) - x(t-:r 1 ) Colocating the receivers will cause a cancellation of the

-, -l broadcast ephemeris errors, ionospheric delay errors and
tropospheric delay errors as well. Errors due to multipath

T + T-1 effects and to the receivers will remain about the same for

2 long-baseline separations between the clocks. Therefore,
the experimental results obtained in this paper may tend to

(5) give better stabilities than would be obtained where there
where `c- is the measurement interval before the last one. is a large distance between clocks A and B. However,
The normalized frequency offsct estimate is given by similar levels of GPS C-V measurement noise art often

achieved over long baselines if several satellites are used
y(t) - {ky[y(t-T) + D(t) - rj + 9(t)}/(k , + 1), and the data are properly combined, weighted and filtered

(6) [1,41.
where ky is proportional to the exponential filter time Figures 6 and 7 are plots of the predicted values
constant for the best normalized frequency offset estimate, minus the measured values (R(t) - Ax) for rubidium and the
and quartz, respectively, using the GPS C-V servo illustrated in

Figures I and 2. The errors between the times of the

(t) -X(t) - X(t-?) measurements will usually be smaller than the errors
S - T + 112/)(1') " T." plotted. There was a several day break in the continuity of

the data between MJD 47615 and 47621 as can be seen in

The kx, ky and kD parameters are functions of Figures 6 and 7. Before this break, there were a few days
"the measurement noise type and level and the noise for the servo parameters to initialize. This initialization

TO' he easremnt nisetyp an levl ad te nise allowed for a reasonable prediction 3cross this break intype and level of the clocks at A and B. The parameters
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data continuity. We can learn two important things from a microstepper or other similar device to produce a
this fortuitous break in data continuity. First, we can see continuously corrected output. A small computer would be
the ability of the system to predict time over several days; required to control the microstepper and to cope with

and second, we can see the transient response of the system missing data.
as it re-acquires the daily signal.

Figures 8 and 9 are plots of the frequency
stabilities of the errors plotted in Figures 6 and 7 for Another novel alternative is to provide an input

rubidium and quartz, respectively. We see that after only to the system from an unknown clock a user may wish to
a few days of integration, this system has the capacity to calibrate. The system would measure the time and
track the best primary frequency standards in the world, frequency difference between the clock being calibrated and

the clock, which is part of the system at B. The system, at

Figures 10 and 11 are the corresponding time anytime, has the information for the best estimate of the
stability plots where the time stability, ax(v(), is defined as time and frequency difference between clocks A and B.

r*modc, (r)/-/3. [5,61 For rubidium (Figure 10) the Hence, the system could straight forwardly calculate the

system slability for single one-day measurements is within optimum estimate of the clock being calibrated against the

10 ns (rms) of clock A. And again, for times between the reference clock at site A. This information could be
measurement times, the stabilities will usually be less than provided as a real-time read out of the system and would

this number. If we average the time readings for a few be more precise and accurate than that obtainable from a
days, we can approach a nanosecond of time stability. The steared micro-phase stepper.
average value for the data in Figure 6 is 0.05 ns. There

will typically be biases of a few nanoseconds in the GPS C- The designer can vary parameters k., ky and kD
V measurement technique; hence, the time accuracy cannot so as to optimize the transient response of the servo or its
be better than these biases. rms offset error (but not both simultaneously). Likewise,

the threshold for rejecting a measurement must be chosen

The corresponding single one-day measurement as a compromise between detecting time or frequency steps
stability number for the quartz oscillator stability plotted in and providing immunity to glitches.
Figure 11 is 75 ns (rms). We see, in this case, that we have

to average for very long periods to approach a time stability The values of the parameters chosen for the data
level of I ns. That one can reach these levels at all with a presented in this paper were kx = 25, ky = I and kD =
quartz oscillator in the system is impressive. The mean 0.2 for rubidium and kx = 20,kv = 0 and kD = 0.2 for

value for the time errors plotted in Figure 7 was 0.5 ns. quartz. These values were cliosen to obtain a best
Again, please note that biases in the system will limit the transcient response rather than optimizing steady-state
time accuracy to a few nanoseconds. stability. From the results obtained, this choice caused

little degradation in the steady-state performance.
We tested the system with a high-performance,

commercial, cesium-beam frequency standard as the clock The time transfer system need not be the GPS C-
at site B and observed long-term improvements. The V method. Any system, which would allow the time

improvements were not nearly so dramatic as for the above difference comparison of clocks remote from each other at
data for rubidium and quartz. The main benefits for using the few nanoseconds level, could be made to provide
cesium in the system is to keep the time at site B comparable results as those reported in this paper. In

synchronized. The cost effectiveness for such a system is addition, the performance of the system when using GPS C-
obviously better with rubidium and quartz kept in a good V is unaffected by GPS selective availability (SA) if only

environment, clock dither is turned on (no degradation of the satellite
broadcast ephemeris). If, however, GPS SA were fully

Methods of Implementation implemented, including the degradation of the broadcast
satellite ephemeris, then some of this degradation would

This servo could be implemented in several not be cancele& in the GPS C-V approach. The amount of
different ways. The outputs of the model could be used as increased measurement noise is a function of the baseline
a "paper" time or frequency output. This is simple to between the clocks and the level of SA.

implement but has the disadvantage that electrical output
of the oscillator does not directly reflect the improvement We are currently studying more complex

in performance produced by the servo. This disadvantage algorithms in which the kx, ky and kD parameters are

may be overcome by using the model parameters to drive adjusted dynamically in response to changing conditions.
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EDM GPS Rb - NIST(ATI)
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Figure 3a. A plot of the normalized frequency output of an engineering-development-model, rubidium-gas-cell frequency
standard. This EDM standard was prepared as part of a GPS program.
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3b. A plot of the frequency stability of the data plotted in Figure 3a with no frequency drift removed. The long-term
stability is limited by the drift: cy(-c) = "rD/V2.
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR - NIST(ATI)
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Figure 4. A plot of frequency stability for a special quartz oscillator frequency standard placed in a good environment.
A frequency drift was subtracted from the data before calculating the frequency stability as plotted.

GPS C-V MEASUREMENT NOISE with SINGLE SATELLITE
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Figure 5. The frequency stability measurement noise for the GPS common-view system used for providing time and
frequency at a remote site.
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RESIDUALS OF R8 GPS COMMON-VIEW SERVO
TIME (ns) MJD 47610 - 47675
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Figure 6. A plot of the predicted time values minus the measured values for a rubidium-gas-cell frequency standard in a
good environment at site B.

RESIDUALS OF OU GPS COMMON-VIEW SERVO
TIME (ns) MJD 47610 - 47675
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Figure 7. A plot of the predicted time values minus the measured values for a quartz-crystal oscillator in a good
environment at site B.
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RESIDUALS OF RB GPS COMMON-VIEW SERVO
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Figure 8. A plot of the frequency stability of the errors plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 9. A plot of the frequency stability of the errors plotted in Figure 7.
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RESIDUALS OF RB GPS COttON-VIEW SERVO
LOG SIGx(TAU) (ns) MJD 47610 - 47675
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Figure 10. A plot of the time stability of the errors plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 11. A plot of the time stability of the errors plotted in Figure 7.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNlPO IIM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

RADAR STABILITY SELF-TEST USING BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DELAY LINES

Perry A. Sorrell

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P.O. Box 746. MS-709
Baltimore, MD 21203

Abstract: Ihe largest available BAW delay line from
"industry is 15 Its. the larqe insertion loss

ihis paper describes a novel application and maximum power handling (apability of the
of sapphire Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) microwave BAW delay line prevent the use of )5 its
delay lines to provide built in test that units much above 4 GH/; therefore, smaIller
measures both phase and amplitude noise delays musI he used at higher frt-quccr ies to
sidebands for radar stability calculations. madintain manageable losses, the thin film

Stability measurements using a 15 microsecond transducers on the HAW delay lines are power
sapphire BAW delay line have been made on 3 limited and the bulk atoustic material tends
GHz Moving larqet Indicator (MIll) radars that to saturate or rause dispersion when driven
support 65 dli clutter cancellation. Prior to much above a few watts of peak input power.
this study one would have thought that a delay lhus, one cadrnot raise the input power to make

larger than 15 Its was required to include up for the high insertion loss. liowevwr, at
the SIAIO noise contribution to stability. [ Band and S Band the lb its HAW delay line
Analysis of the 15 microsecond decorrelation provids an adequate delay with ac(eptable
of the associated 135 dBc/ll/ SIAIO noise insertion loss for testing MIt radar stability
shows that this technique for measuring radar in the b5 d8 range.
system stability produces d SIAIO noise
contribution that is only 1.? dB less than II. Stability Measuring Implementation
independent CW measurements made on the double
sideband SIAI.O noise. Slability of a radar is the ratio of the

total double sideband integrated spvc tral
t. Introduction energy about the tarrier, limited by the radar

filters and further modified by the range
Mit radars require excellent stability to factor, to the carrier power. Stability is

accomplish high clutter (undesired terrain usually expressed in dB.
return) cancellation performance. Measuring
this stability is a cumbersome arid difficult ANT

task, therefore, a technique suitable for
built in testing that accurately measures the _ REQ EQ
system instabilities is a highly sought after GN XTC
feature.

lhe radar stability measurement is
difficult because: (1) the high peak
transmitter power disrupts receiver
performance, and (2) the Stable local /LNA
Oscillator (SIAI.O) noise is range dependent
and thus a microwave frequency delay is
required in the test configuration so that the
SIAI O noise does not cancel. A sapphire BAW
delay line solves these problems by providing RI HIR "_A _ I.

the proper microwave delay. With this
microwave delay, all noise of the radar can be
considered, including the transmitter and the FIG. I MTI RADAR CONFIGURATION
elusive range dependent SIAlI noise. The FOR STABILITY TESTING
delay must be longer than the transmit time to
eliminate the transmitter to-receiver
in~erference problem. A stability measurement Figure 1 shows the slability test
must consider all potential unstable areas in configuration A sample of the attenuated
the radar, especially these two since they are transmitter output signal is coupled through
the most likely areas to produce instabilities, the BAW delay li:ne to the low noise amplifier

C112818-3/90/0000-161 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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of the radar receiver. Ideally this is done
on an off-line channel where the receiver and
transmitter are switched to dummy loads. Ifmm m m im m m m
an off-line channel is not available, the
radar is normally taken off-line for this
measurement which eliminates the problem of 0
returns from nearby real-life clutter that
could contaminate the stability measurement. E
The radar A/D outputs with and without MT1 M
filtering are then compared for a measure of
the system stability. The former yields the K I
noise spectrum power, the latter measures the 1 L
carrier plus noise power spectrim. The A/D I
output may also be sent to a buffer, then to a m m m m m mI
OFT, not only for a measure of stability, but
for a display of the signal's spectrum. 30 MHz CENTER FREQ

I11. STALO Delay FIG 2 DECORRELATION OF STALO

The STALO is the only hardware in the NOISE IN A CW LAB RADAR

radar whose noise or instabilities are
inherently range dependent. This occurs
because of the coherent detection feature of
the radar and takes place at the first
down-converter in the receiver. Since the
bulk of the SIAL0 noise is frequency and phase IV. STALO Decorrelation
modulation, the noise on the STALO signal and
the STALO-derived transmit signal are The relationship between decorrelation
identical. With no delay for either of these and delay is given by the spectral
two signals, all noise energy on these two characteristic of the range-dependent
signals will cancel at the first (decorrelation) filter below [1], which is
down-conversion in the receiver, thus plotted in Figure 3 for selected values of
producing a noise-free IF signal. But in real delay.
radar performance all live targets are delayed
(12.34 lis/nmi); therefore, STALO noise
always appears. z o-- -...

0 1200 US
The effects of STALO noise have been /

demonstrated in the laboratory. The IF signal i 1 J-2oV_0 £O)us
including STAL noise of a laboratory CW model 0 c
radar is shown in Figure 2 with a 15 s. / - ,
delay line in the transmit-receive path as L - sus' 16 us
shown in Figure 1. The 15 1rs delay produces 3uSJ

nulls every (1/15) x 10 6 Hz (66.6 kHz) due to 9 3u5
Z 0 -s0,cyclic 3600 phase differences in the two noise < -

sidebands at the receiver first down
converter. Therefore, nulls occur in the -

noise energy sidebands at the IF due to 1 2 3 4 6 a

in-phase sideband noise from the two signals, FREQUENCY m 10'(x) Hz
the same as if the delay was zero. The noise FIG. 3 DECORRELATION vs DELAY
frequencies at 33.3 kHz will be 1800 out of
phase thus adding coherently (6 dB) to the
total noise voltage. This repeating of
in-phase and out-of-phase noise addition
creates the noise sideband lobes in the CW
signal shown in Figure 2. The discrete Decorrelation
sidebands on the third lobe on both sides of
the carrier result from an injected 166.6 kHz in dB 1 10 log [4 sin 2 (Tr fr Td)]
modulation signal for reference only. If the
microwave delay of one signal is changed from where:
15 us to infinity to create total
decorrelation, then the noise sideband power fm = Modulation Frequency (Hz)
in both signals add to give a 3 dB increase in
double sideband energy at the radar IF. Td = Time Delay ý 2 R/c (seconds)
However if zero delay exists between the two
signals the resultant sideband noise energy is R = Range (meters)
cancelled completely.

c = Propagation Velocity (3 x 108 m/sec)
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Notice the small decorrelation at the low 1o•

frequencies (close to the carrier). As delay .
increases, the decorrelation of the identical '
noise sidebands on the two STALO-derived
signals at the first down-converter in the 0- F V /
receiver increases until at infinite delay the 0- vt I FILTER

low frequency curve takes on the same cyclic
form as the high frequency curve, resulting in 1 . /-1
maximum decorrelation. This produces an RMS 3 .bo / W- DELAY

addition of the two sideband energies for a 3 2 .
dB increase in the double sideband power at 2

the IF as opposed to total cancellation of 30 -

sideband noise with zern delay. -36
2J 2 $ 3 3A 4 4A6 6 6.6

'[ME ý -E . ,E ONhp .3 ,p 3. STE04 D3SR - RE' FREQUENCY in 10^(x) Hz

FIG. 5 RADAR FILTERS & 15 uS DELAY

S-L . .. . : .................~ ~ ~~...... .- .................. r a - fe r d r o r t i no Tindependent of range. However this limitation
varies with the Range Factor as discussed in
Section III. The standard method of

2 t presenting STALO stability limitation does not

include this range factor, but it appears in
real-life radar operation.

0

The amount of STAfD noise that is visible
carrerK in a 15 ds delay radar stability test, is

ffHz4enK determined by modifying this -75 dBc noise
curve by the 15 jes range factor curve shown

FIG 4 TYPICAL STALO NOISE in Figure 5. The resulting spectrum is shown
as the lower curve in Figure b. The
integrated energy is now -76.2 d"c and is the

A typical STALO double sideband noise total STALO spectral energy seen by the radar
curve with noise decreasing to the -135 dBc/Hz with a 15 ys delay. The introduction of thelevel, is shown in Figure 4. Since STALO range-dependent filter introduces a total
noise power distribution asymptotically integrated energy difference of only 1.2 d8.
increases at low frequencies close to the
carrier, and delay decorrelation decreases as - _00
frequency decreases, one may ask if a 15 it s
delay is large enough to produce acceptable F110 /
and accurate results in a stability test. STALO NOISE MODIFIED BY RADAR
Section V answers this question in the LO O BTaffirmative.12

V. 15 us Delay Measurement Accuracy o130t
W

The sideband noise power density spectrum Tsio
that is to be measured is affected by all t.
frequency shaping components from the IF a 10
filter through the s - I filter; therefore, the <
calculation of the STAID sideband noise power ,100 1 W WITHDECQARELfTI0N
must include the effects of these filters to 2 2A 3 36 4 4.6 6 6.6 6

evaluate the accuracy of the radar stability FREQUENCY in 0(x) Hz
measurement using a 15 I&s delay. FIG. 6 STALO NOISE MODIFIED BY RADAR

Figure 5 shows that the IF filter
provides the high-frequency cutoff and the
composite velocity response provides the Thus an accurate system stability test can be
low-frequency cutoff. The noise spectrum of made with a 15 1.ts delay because the STAID
the SIALO in Figure 4 is shaped by these noise contribution is within 1.2 dB of the
filters to produce the top curve in Figure 6. measurement made in the laboratory on the
This is the total double sideband STALO noise STAID noise alone using conventional
power seen by the radar and the integrated laboratory noise test equipment. Theenergy is -75 d8c. This is the radar laboratory measurements are, of course, made
stability limitation imposed by the STAID,
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early in the design phase to predict the
stability value.

V1. Conclusion

Ihe use of the sapphire Bulk Acoustic
Delay line as a practical tool for testing
radar stability is now a proven technology arid
a 15 uis delay line is being incorporated
into the built in-test equipment (BIIE) on a
large family of S Band ground based MI1
radars. Radar stability measurements in the
65 dB rangje have been made that include the
SIAID noise contribution to within i.2 dB of
that predicted by independent CW SIAIO noise
measurements.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

THERMAL HYSTERESIS IN QUARTZ RESONATORS - A REVIEW

John A. Kusters* and John R. Vig**
*Hewlett-Packard Co.; **U.S. Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory, LABCOM

Abstract single-valued function. Frequency can then be uniquely
determined from knowing the temperature. In

The frequency vs. temperature characteristic of a "real-world" resonators, however, the frequency vs.
quartz crystal resonator does not repeat exactly upon temperature characteristic does not repeat exactly upon
temperature cycling, i.e., resonators exhibit "thermal temperature cycling.
hysteresis." This paper reviews the subject of thermal
hysteresis. The subject has been studied only sporadically The lack of frequency vs. temperature (f vs. T)
untii recently. A search of the literature has revealed only repeatability has been referred to at various times as
about a dozen Frequency Control Symposium papers, a "retrace," "hysteresis," "restart," and "thermal memory."
couple of contract reports, and a few other papers that deal No formal definitions existed before the advent of
with the subject. Books dealing with oscillators either do MIL-O-55310B, the military specification for crystal
not mention the subject at all, or devote only a few oscillators.14  MIL-O-55310B defines "retrace" and
sentences to the phenomenon. "hysteresis." It distinguishes between the two terms by

defining "retrace" as the nonrepeatability of the f vs. T
The causes of hysteresis are not well understood. The characteristic, at a fixed temperature, upon on-off cycling

evidence to date is inconclusive. The mechanisms that an oscillator under specified conditions, and "hysteresis"
cause hysteresis include: contamination redistribution, as the maximum value of the nonrepeatability in the f vs.
strain changes, changes in the quartz, oscillator circuitry T characteristics during a temperature cycle, i.e., as the
hysteresis, and apparent hysteresis due to thermal difference between the up-cycle and the down-cycle f vs.
gradients. T characteristics at the temperature where that difference

is maximum. Hysteresis is determined during a complete
quasistatic temperature cycle between the specified

Introduction temperature limits. "Quasistatic" means that the
temperature is changed in such a manner as to ensure that

With the advent of the microcomputer compensated the frequency offsets due to thermal gradients are much
crystal oscillator (MCXO), thermal hysteresis has become smaller than the specified f vs. T stability, including
the dominant factor limiting the stability achievable with hysteresis.
temperature compensated oscillators. Since the next
largest limiting factor is orders of magnitude smaller than "Retrace" is usually applied to specifying oven
hysteresis, future improvements in MCXO stability depend controlled crystal oscillators (OCXO), whereas "hysteresis"
primarily on reducing the hysteresis. Similarly, as sensor is usually applied to specifying temperature compensated
technology has improved, hysteresis has become a limiting crystal oscillators (TCXO). Fig. 1 illustrates TCXO
factor in the accuracies achievable with quartz resonator hysteresis; Fig. 2 illustrates OCXO retrace.
sensors. .1

The purpose of this paper is to review the subject of
thermal hysteresis. The subject has been studied only 0 5

0
sporadically until recently. A search of the literature has
revealed only about a dozen Frequency Control
Symposium papers, 1 -6' 9 " a couple of Army contract oA 5 5, 7

reports,16 ' 18 and a few other papersI'-23 that deal with the Ttmperature (0Q

s,ibject. Books dealing with oscillators either do not

mention the subject at all, or devote only a few sentences
to the phenomenon.

An ideal quartz crystal resonator's frequency vs. .O

temperature characteristic can be described by a Figure 1. TCXO Thermal Hysteresis

US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED
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is om 14 Y exhibited a smaller hysteresis than the c-modes; 2)
E OF DAYS identically fabricated AT-cuts showed a five times smaller

10 j .... ... / j hysteresis than the LC-cuts and the hysteresis of the
5 .AT-cut was of opposite sign; 3) there was no systematic

0 OVENON variation of hysteresis with electrode material or electrode
thickness - the electrodes tried included both higher- and

Figure 2. OCXO Retrace lower-than-quartz thermal expansion coefficient materials,
and ductile as well as stiff materials; 4) there was no

A Review of the Literature systematic variation of hysteresis with mounting type,
stiffness, and rotation of the mounting orientation by 90°,

The following summarizes the literature on hysteresis. or with the amplitude-of-vibration distribution; beveled
Included are three papers that deal with frequency vs. piano-piano fundamental-mode resonators, contoured
pressure hysteresis, as these may possibly have relevance fundamental-mode resonators and third overtone resonators
to frequency vs. temperature hysteresis. showed the same hysteresis; 5) there was no systematic

variation of hysteresis with quartz type or concentration of
Early researchers who studied the stabilization and defects - natural quartz, cultured quartz. optical grade

startup of precision ovenized resonators noted that, when cultured quartz, and swept quartz were tried; 6) there was
the oven was turned off after stabilization and turned on no correlation with X-ray induced frequency changes; 7)
at a later 'ime, the frequency after restabilization at the there was a systematic variation of hysteresis with angle
original temperature was slightly different from the of cut in rotated Y-cuts - a change of sign of the
resonator's frequency just before oven shutdown, 25 as is hysteresis effect was found at 0 = 32'; and 8) although
illustrated in Fig. 2. According to Sykes,2 6 et al., "This contamination in the resonator enclosure could aggravate
frequency shift has been attributed to sorption of minute the hysteresis, when proper contamination control
quantities of gas on the crystal surface during an oven or measures were applied during processing, the remaining
oscillator shutdown." Also recognized as sources of hysteresis was not related to contamination.
instabilities during stabilization were "relaxation of strain,
or defects in the quartz itself." 2401 /

The "Union Thermoelectric Handbook" mentioned
hysteresis as follows: 1 6 "Temperature changes can result
in mechanical changes within the unit. For example, the 160

mounting supports and bonding material may be altered C:
more or less permanently by a change in temperature,
resulting in a difference in the stress applied to the quartz
plate. Some of the apparent hysteresis phenomenon [sic] )80
have this origin."

Hammond et al. reported the first (and. until recently,
the only) in-depth studies of hysteresis.1" 19, 20 Their -80 . 80 160 240
research was aimed at improving the performance of an //C
LC-cut resonator that had been developed for a quartz Temperature ('C)
thermometer. Although the resonators were cycled over
various temperature ranges between +250°C and -200°C,
the "hysteresis" was reported as the frequency shift at 0°C Figure 3. Typical Hysteresis Curve
only (due to the high temperature coefficient of the LC-cut
and the difficulty of obtaining accurate enough Hammond et al.' concluded that "all the experiments
temperature measurements at other temperatures.) Fig. 3 to date indicate that the hysteresis effect in the quartz
shows the hysteresis of an LC-cut. thermometer must be a property of crystalline quartz.

However, it is not clear whether it is an intrinsic property
Hammond et al. observed that: I) the fundamental- of quartz or attributable to a defect structure. The

mode and third overtone c-modes exhibited nearly variability from resonator to resonator and from
identical hysteresis, while the fundamental b- and a-modes observation to observation would infer a defect structure."
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In a slightly later paper,1 9 however, the authors state that vastly superior to those of AT-cut specimens," and that
hysteresis is "related to the differential expansion between "The frequency stability attainable with digitally
the quartz plate and the thin film, as well as micro temperature-compensated quartz crystal oscillators is
contamination [sic] within the crystal holder." limited to around ...±1 X 10-7 solely by the thermal

hysteresis of the crystal resonators."

In 1970, Dick and Silver 2 showed the result for a
single fundamental-mode 5 MHz crystal, the f vs. T Vig et al.6 measured nine ceramic flatpack enclosed
characteristic of which repeated to 3 X 10- for one cycle four- point-mounted SC-cut crystal units and two similarly
between -40TC and +80°C. fabricated AT-cut control units, then compared the

hysteresis at the lower turnover temperatures. The
Buroker and Frerking 3  developed a digitally worst-case hysteresis of the SC-cut units was 8.5 X 10'.

compensated TCXO the f vs. T stability of which was The AT-cuts were about 10 times worse. The hysteresis
+ 5 X 10- from -40TC to +800C. In the conclusion of was measured during two complete cycles between -45°C

their report, however, they stated that, the "technique is and +75(C.
capable of even greater stabilities, but even ± 5 X 10-8
cannot be maintained in practical environments due to Kaitz7 and Kusters and Kaitzs studied the frequency
thermal hysteresis in crystals and other components." vs. pressure hysteresis of BT-cut pressure transducer

resonators. Kaitz found that "Hysteresis ...increases

Mroch and Hykes 4 17 evaluated a variety of purchased con lerably as temperature and pressure are increased,"
4.5 MHz fundamental-mode AT-cut crystal units in and extensively cycling" the transducers, which "relaxes
connection with the development of a high stability the residual stresses incurred during processing of the
TCXO. They found that the retrace at the lower unit," improved hysteresis "in almost all instances...up to
turnover point varied from 3 ppm to less than 1 X 50%." Kusters and Kaitz found a correlation between
10-9. "with no correlation from lot to lot or vendor," and pressure hysteresis and the quartz material, and between
that "...few of the crystals received met the ±3 X 10- the temperature of worst pressure hysteresis and the quartz
retrace [sic] requirement" of the research program. They material. Unswept natural quartz showed the lowest
also found that the hysteresis was "dependent on the hysteresis. Sweeping natural quartz increased the
highest temperature to which the crystal had been recently hysteresis. Pure Z-growth material showed a hysteresis
exposed," it was maximum at the low temperature limit of similar to that of swept natural quartz. The highest
the temperature cycle, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. and, after hysteresis was found when X-growth material was used.
30 minute exposures to 1000C, hysteresis was a function Anomalously high hysteresis in some "X-growth"
of storage time at room temperature. The ceramic transducers was traced to the fact that the transducers
capacitors used as bypass capacitors were identified as "were found to contain regions of Z-growth material and
potential sources of TCXO hysteresis. clearly defined X-Z growth boundaries." No correlation

"Iha -25 IC was found between inclusion density and hysteresis.

_ o-5CA ftroe' Ia 2 Ueda et al.9  reported that when a tuning fork
B .- 'T0-55 lmmedinteiy/ 0$°Cf 30 - - - - thermometer resonator was made relatively stress free by

a minute. -making a "narrow neck between the resonator support and

4,1 7M ý ý I 1_vibrating beams to further reduce the stress transmitted
5.S .45 .35 .25 .tS .5 .S .15 -25 .35 .45 .55 .65 .75 .8s .95 .,os from the support to the vibrating beams...," the hysteresis,

Temperature (°C) when cycled between 4.2°K and 0°C, was reduced by a

Figure 4. Hysteresis Effects in the Frequency-Temperature factor of two at 4.2°K and a factor of three at 00C, when
Charateristic of 4-MHz TCXO compared to the conventional tuning fork, and, at 0°C, it

was "one tenth that of thickness shear-mode resonator."

Fbrster5 measured the hysteresis of AT- and SC-cut 10 No details are provided with respect to the number of
MHz 3rd overtone crystal units in HC-27/U glass units tested or the type of thickness shear resonator that
enclosures, "from three German manufacturers." He found was used for the comparison.
that "With nearly all the test specimens it is striking that
quite large hysteresis values are obtained in the first cycle. Tuladhar, et al.2 1 studied the hysteresis of 5 and 10
The reproducibilities of the second and third cycles is in MHz AT-cut resonators with gold electrodes and with
general excellent...namely ± 1 X 108. In the first up run silver electrodes. Their conclusions were that: "Hysteresis
a 'calming phase' evidently sets in." He concluded that at the lower turn-over- temperature is higher than that at

the hysteresis of "...SC-cut crystals measured were not the upper turn-over- temperature...Hysteresis for gold
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electroded crystals is considerably worse than that for inherent hysteresis of the resonator is much lower than
silver electroded crystals.. .Crystals having a double that of the TCXO and has a different temperature
adjusting layer show greater hysteresis than those with a dependence," and that "thermal hysteresis is independent
single layer." of rate of change of temperature, when thermal lag is

accounted for..."
Ward and EerNissel° found a correlation between

pressure hysteresis and quartz material, as did Kusters and Symonds and Wacker 18 encountered excessive f vs. T
Kaitz. Transducers made of pure Z-growth cultured quartz hysteresis during the initial stages of a TCXO
exhibited higher hysteresis than those made from natural development program. They attempted to vary the design
quartz. and fabrication of the (10 MHz fundamental-mode AT-

cut) resonators in order to reduce the hysteresis. The
Tartakovskii2 2 analyzed the results of Hammond et al. results to date indicate that the resonator's mounting plays

and of U.S.S.R. researchers Varfolomeeva et al. (reference an important role in the observed hysteresis. When the
2 of Tartakovskii 22). He states that "...by taking into stiffness of the mounting clips and the bonding areas of
account the two different manifestations of thermal inertia four-point mounted resonators were reduced significantly,
in a piezoelectric element it is possible to explain all the average hysteresis was reduced from 0.64 ±0.35 ppm
experimental results" of Hammond et al. One to 0.20 ±0.07 ppm.
manifestation of "thermal inertia" is "the lag of the
average temperature T in the piezoelectric element behind Filler and Vig12 developed dual-mode SC-cut
that of the medium tm by AT,," and the other is the resonators for microcomputer compensated crystal
"difference AT, in temperatures at the edge and the center oscillators (MCXO). They, together with Schodowski,13
of a piezoelectric element creates in the central region o( showed that when the dual-mode self- temperature sensing
the plate compressive stresses..." which produce a method1 3 is used as the "thermometer" during f vs. T
frequency shift that is a function of the plate's angles )f measurements, the effects of thermal gradients can be
cut and mounting orientation. He also explains the AT-cut made negligible even when the temperature is changed
hysteresis results of Varfolomeeva et al. by showing that rapidly. In the self-temperature sensing method, the
the results are consistent with frequency changes to be fundamental-mode and third overtone c-mode frequencies
expected from "a change of the mechanical stresses in the are excited simultaneously. The frequencies of these
ring of silver paste" that was used to bond the mounting c-modes are measured vs. a thermometric beat frequency
clips to the quartz plate. His "calculated results showed that is derived from the two c-modes. The resonator acts
why a simple turn in the direction of the ring towards the as its own thermometer;, no external thermometer is
axis Z' (i.e., a shift from TI = 45' to T' = 75°) caused a needed.
sharp reduction of frequency hysteresis following a
temperature treatment..." Filler and Vig applied the dual-mode self-temperature

sensing method to measuring the hysteresis of 10 MHz/3.3
Beaussier2- drew a similarity between mechanical MHz dual-mode SC-cut resonators in a -55TC and +85°C

hysteresis and thermal hysteresis and concluded that "the temperature range. "The measured hysteresis ranied from
phenomenon of non-linear elasticity in the presence of parts in 109 for the best units, to about 2 X 10- for the
crystalline faults, and in particular moving dislocations typical 'good' unit, to several parts in 108 for the 'bad'
appear to be the cause." He further reported that units." Filler1 4 continued these hysteresis studies and
continued thermal cycling, after proper selection of the showed that for 10 MHz 3rd overtone SC-cut resonators
quartz itself, reduces thermal hysteresis. Beaussier obtained from four manufacturers: 1) hysteresis varies
reported the development of a model which explained with temperature excursion, but for a given temperature
observed experimental data where: Af/f = Kit (AT) where cycle, the hysteresis repeats, 2) hysteresis is not always
K•1 equals 0.5 X 10l1/,C 2 for SC-cuts, and 1.5 X 10 worse at low temperatures, 3) resonator manufacturing lots
I °/°C2 for AT-cuts. exhibit "signatures," i.e., resonators within a lot showed

similar hysteresis characteristics, but the characteristics
Filler I analyzed TCXO thermal hysteresis and varied significantly from lot to lot, and 4) a factor of two

showed t1at thermal lag between the resonator and the change in drive current did not affect the hysteresis.
TCXO's thermometer is a major contributor to the
observed TCXO hysteresis. He developed a model "that Filler, Messina and Rosatit 5 studied the performance,
accounts for both the normally-encountered and anomalous including hysteresis, of microcomputer compensated
thermal hysteresis. This model can separate apparent crystal oscillators (MCXO) that used dual-mode SC-cut
hysteresis from 'true hysteresis'." He 7howed that "the resonators similar to those developed by Filler and Vig.12
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Hysteresis of the seven MCXO's evaluated ranged from Contamination Redistribution - Adsorption-desorption
±5 X 10 to ±4 X 10 8. phenomena can cause hysteresis if, during temperature

cycling, contamination inside the resonator enclosure is
Benjaminson" investigated circuit contributions to redistributed so as to change the mass loading on the

oscillator hysteresis. He analyzed the effects of hysteresis active area of the resonator. Sykes, et al.28 stated that "A
in the most critical components of a dual-mode crystal study of the stabilization characteristics of precision
oscillator (for use in a MCXO). One oscillator of the pair oscillators following interruptions of oscillabtion lead to the
was a 10 MHz 3rd overtone bridge oscillator, the other a conclusion that residual contamination within the crystal
3.4 MHz fundamental-mode impedance-inverting Colpitts unit enclosure is the most likely cause of frequency
oscillator. He found that a 1% change in the tuned change during the first several days of operation after an
circuit inductance of the bridge oscillator changed the interruption." Armstrong, et al.29 showed that the retrace
frequency of oscillation by I X 108, while a similar of "clean" 5 MHz thermocompression-bonded,
variation in the Pl-network inductance of the Colpitts high-temperature processed resonators was superior to that
oscillator caused a change of 7 X 10-8. Since both of similar but solder-bonded resonators. Hammond, et al.'
oscillators are series resonant circuits, additional tests were stated that "with inadequate vacuum baking or inadequate
performed in order to isolate the effects of circuit cleaning of the crystal mounts, header, or can. the
component hysteresis from crystal hysteresis, by replacing hysteresis effect can be aggravated. However, ...the
the crystal with fixed resistors in each oscillator, enabling remaining hysteresis effects are not related to
operation as L-C oscillators at the nominal operating contamination."
frequencies.

When one examines precision resonators' hysteresis
Hysteresis measured during cycling between -55TC curves, it is difficult to see evidence that contamination

and +85'C was typically less than 50 ppm, which transfer is a significant factor. Desorption rates generally
translated to a contribution less than I X 10-t° f vs. T have an exponential dependence on temperature.
hysteresis in the 10 MHz oscillator (when operating as a Therefore, if adsorption-desorption phenomena played a
crystal oscillator) and less than 6 X 10-10 hysteresis in the major role, then hysteresis would show a strong tempera-
3.4 MHz crystal oscillator. ture dependence, which has not been reported. When

surfaces are heated to produce a uniformly rising
The low hysteresis effects demonstrated by the L-C temperature. desorption (of a single adsorbent) occurs in

components were achieved by careful analysis to select the a narrow temperature interval, with a pronounced peak.30

most stable inductors and capacitors available and equally The temperature of maximum desorption rate is a function
careful circuit analysis to minimize frequency pulling by of desorption energy, and is often used to investigate the
the reactances. To accomplish this, the bridge oscillator interaction of gases with metal surfaces. The
was designed with as wide an L-C bandwidth as b-mode characteristic "moisture dip" observed when resonator
rejection permitted: b-mode traps per se, were avoided enclosures contain water vapor is a manifestation of
because their pulling effects are much worse. adsorption and desorption occurring in a narrow

temperature range. In order for contamination transfer to
The impcdance-inverting Colpitts oscillator was explain the observed hysteresis, a variety of contaminant

designed with the lowest possible reactance values. This molecules, with an appropriate range of adsorption
was limited by restrictions on transistor current energies. would need to be present in the resonator
consumption. Higher current operation can provide higher enclosure.
transconductance, permitting lower reactance with a
consequent reduction in frequency pulling. An added Ideally, in order to eliminate adsorption-desorption as
benefit, puaticularly in the low resistance fundamental- a hysteresis mechanism, the electrodes should either be
mode oscillator, was produced by the lower equivalent highly active or inert. In the first case, all the
series resistance of small, high Q inductors that reduce contamination would be permanently adsorbed (i.e., the
loaded Q degradation and further minimize pulling due to contaminant's lifetime on the surface would be infinite).
reactance changes. In the second case, none of it would be adsorbed (i.e., the

contaminants" lifetime would be zero). In real resonators,
Hysteresis Mechanisms however, the contaminants' lifetimes on surfaces are finite.

The lifetimes depend on the surfaces, contaminant
So what causes hysteresis? Since the evidence report- molecules and temperatures.

ed to date is inconclusive, we will discuss the various
mechanisms that can possibly cause the phenomenon. Hysteresis in isothermal adsorption-desorption (as a
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function of gas pressure) has been reported, e.g., during resonators exhibit hysteresis or retrace that is superior to
the adsorption and desorption of water on the gold those found in high quality conventional resonators.
electrodes of quartz crystal resonators.3t Such hysteresis,
being a small perturbation of a small effect, is probably a For an example of the frequency changes that can be
negligible second-order effect in f vs. T hysteresis. caused by stress relief, consider a 5 MHz 3rd overtone, 14

mm diameter resonator. If one were to intentionally
Strain Changes - It is well known that changes in the mount this resonator at the IF where Kf is maximum, then

stresses on a resonator plate can produce frequency shifts. the frequency shifts due to changes in the in-plane
The stresses experienced by resonators include mounting diametric forces would be 2.9 X 10- per gram for an
stresses (via the force-frequency effect32. 33 and bending AT-cut resonator, and 1.7 X 10-8 per gram for an SC-cut
effects 34), bonding stresses, 35 and electrode stresses. 36 It resonator38 (where "per gram" refers to the force due to a
is clear that temperature cycling can produce changes in one gram weight, on earth).
these stresses, and can, thereby, result in hysteresis.

The effects of electrode stress relief can be minimized
If the mounting clips were perfectly elastic, or by using the SC-cut, 3 6 or by not having electrodes in

perfectly soft, then they would not contribute to hysteresis. contact with the active area of the resonator, as can be
If, however, the clips undergo stress relief during done with BVA-type resonators, 37 and, to a lesser extent,
temperature cycling, then hysteresis can result. The with lateral field resonators. 39  Everything else being
magnitude of the hysteresis produced by a given amount equal, using a single metal (e.g., Au) as opposed to two or
of stress relief is a function of the orientation of the more metals (e.g., Cr-Au, Ti-Pd-Au) is also likely to
mounting clips with respect to the crystallographic axes of produce lesser stress relief effects because using two or
the quartz plate,32 and the types of stresses. more metals introduces additional interfaces where stress

relief and diffusion can occur.
For in-plane diametric forces, the force-frequency

coefficient Kf vs. azimuth angle TP have been found to Changes in the Quartz - Changes in the quartz due to
have zeroes for all the commonly used cuts, such as the the stresses induced by temperature cycling are among
AT- and SC-cuts.32 Therefore, one might conclude that the conceivable causes of hysteresis, although no direct
hysteresis due to stress relief in the mounting clips can be evidence of such changes could be uncovered in the
eliminated by mounting the crystals where Kf = 0. literature. Perfect quartz would not be expected to be
Unfortunately, it is not possible to completely eliminate affected by temperature cycling. The imperfections that
the effects of mounting stresses in conventional resonators are subject to change include surface defects, dislocations,
for the following reasons. First, the azimuthal angles impurities, inclusions, and twins.
where Kf = 0 are functions of temperature, 3 3 so that there
is no IF where Kf = 0 over the whole temperature range Surface defects, such as the microcracks produced by
of a TCXO or MCXO. Second, the Tp where the effects lapping, can change upon temperature cycling, 4 0 however,
of bonding stresses are zero is different from the T where by properly etching the surfaces4 1 subsequent to
Kf = 0, at least for the AT-cut, the only cut for which mechanical treatment, the possibility of changes can be
bonding stress effects have been reported. 5 Third, the greatly reduced or eliminated.
forces due to the mounting clips are generally not purely
in-plane diametric forces. This is especially true for three That dislocation motion due to temperature cycling is
and four-point mounted resonators because, since the a factor in hysteresis is unlikely at the typical TCXO
thermal expansion coefficient of quartz is anisotropic temperatures. Even in sweeping experiments 42 which are
whereas that of the typical package base is isotropic, the usually conducted far above the normal operating
forces due to temperature cycling will have tangential temperatures of oscillators, no evidence of dislocation
components. Similarly, for two-point mounted resonators, motion has been reported. The energy needed to anneal
the base's change of dimensions during temperature quartz damage due to neutron irradiation may be a clue to
cycling will apply shear-type forces in addition to the the energies needed to move dislocations. When quartz is
in-plane diametric forces. irradiated with fast neutrons, displacement damage occurs.

At high doses, the quartz gradually becomes disordered
Theoretically, properly mounting the quartz resonator into an amorphous form. Annealing studies on neutron

plate on an identically oriented quartz plate, as is damaged quartz indicate that the annealing temperature of
attempted in BVA resonators,37 ought to greatly reduce quartz is above the inversion temperature.43As The
the hysteresis due to stress relief in the mounting structure. activation energy for structure annealing is 0.75 eV.a3

Our literature search did not reveal evidence that BVA
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It takes a great deal less energy, however, to move In a continuation of the work reported in Kusters and
impurities in quartz to new lattice sites. Impurity motion Kaitz,8 normal sweeping was done on one group of natural
due to temperature cycling is, therefore, a more probable quartz specimens, and extended sweeping done on a
hysteresis mechanism than dislocation motion. It is second group. All other processing parameters were
possible to induce impurity dependent effects, at "normal" identical. Sweeping was continued on the second group
temperatures. For example, some radiation- induced effects until the indicated ion current became stable and remained
can anneal,46 low DC voltages produce changes in the constant for at least 48 hours. Resistance data of finished
aging rates of resonators,47 and sweeping can be produced pressure transducer resonators are shown in Figures 6 and
at room temperature (=23°C) when 25 V/mm is applied to 7. There is a sharp difference of the measured motional
a quartz bar.4 8 Kusters,49 observed that when a 500V/mm resistance. There is also a sharp difference in the overall
DC field was applied to a doubly rotated quartz plate at yield. Group 1 (Figure 6) has at present a mximum yield
80 0C, the frequency shift decayed with a time constant of of 67%. Group 2 (Figure 7) has at present a 100% yield.
7 seconds. Moreover, there is evidence in the literature Final testing is not yet complete but the trend is
that strain gradients due to ultrasonic vibrations can significant.
produce changes in quartz properties, probably due to the ,".
motion of impurities down the gradients.°50  

IWENG R -T D-83

Recent experimental evidence developed at Hewlett- - - , .,- -

Packard seems to support material defects being a - .
significant mechanism. In two experimental groups of 38 "
LC-cuts each (see Hammond'), signjicant differences
were observed which correlate with the quartz material.
All fabrication processes other than the material were e-

identical. Optical grade quartz was irradiated to show the
presence of defect centers. LC-cuts made from darkened
areas of the quartz formed the first group. LC-cuts from .,

totally clear areas formed the second group. As shown in .
Figure 5, Group 1 had a total yield of 34% with a high TMPERAU I DEGRES C.

percentage of dead units and hysteresis rejects. Group 2 Figure 6. Quartz Pressure Transducer Resonator Resistance
had a total yield of 84% with no hysteresis rejects. These Readings, Standard Electrodiffusion Sweeping
crystals are operated on the end of a 1/2 wave cable. (5 MHz, 3rd Overtone, BT-Cuts)
Dead units are those for which the effective motional
resistance becomes so high at a particular temperature that s-,,?D*Q RUN ,-0, 7 1-14

the oscillator stops.

QUARTZ LC-CUTS - "ee mai sn"Am

Effect of selecting material -

Failed
Passed Hysterelsi Dead

Quantity

40

30 "

V7 - -

2D( ~ 17TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES C.

02 Figure 7. Quartz Pressure Transducer Resonator Resistance
60 Readings, Enhanced Electrodiffusion Sweeping

(5 MHz. 3rd Overtone. BT-Cuts)

OurzSeec Criri Clear Ovar,, Experimentally, in quartz. LC-cuts and in the quartz

pressure transducer resonators, the hysteresis decreases as

Figure 5. Quartz Thermometer Crystals. 28.2 MHz, 3rd a result of continued thermal cycling thus confirming the
Overtone. Group 1: Darkened Quartz. Yield observations of Beaussier2 3 that improved hysteresis
34%, Group 2: Clear Quartz, Yield 84% performance can result from thermal cycling.
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Twins in a quartz plate can change under the influence Table 1. Hysteresis and Orientation
of (high) stresses. For example, when a sufficiently high
stress is applied (0.5 GPa), it is even possible to switch a SC-Cut BT-Cut
single-domain crystal to a single domain of opposite
polarity. The removal of the stress leads to a complete Absolute Mean 1.1 X 10.8 1.1 X 1 0 b

restoration of the original orientation. The stress-strain
relations in a "ferrobielastic" material such as quartz can Standard Deviation 1.3 X 10. 1.2 X 10-
show hysteresis due to ferrobielastic switching resulting
from Dauphind twin formation. 51 Twinning phenomena,
however, are unlikely to be a significant hysteresis Inductors are notorious for their instabilities; e.g., the
mechanism because resonators that contain (macroscopic) windings of inductors can stretch and move due to the
twins would be rejected during the usual inspection and stresses experienced during temperature cycling. It is
testing procedures, because changes in twins tend to occur possible to minimize the circuit contributions to hysteresis
suddenly, and because the stresses needed to move twin by appropriate resonator and circuit design, and circuit
boundaries are probably higher than the stresses due to component selection. For example, the need for inductors
temperature cycling. Changes in microtwins can possibly in the b-mode trap of SC-cut oscillators can be eliminated
occur at high pressures, in pressure transducers. with lateral field resonator designs that suppress the b-

mode.
54

Other interesting thermal hysteresis phenomena in
quartz take place near 573'C, during the a-0 Worst Case Thermal Hysteresis

transition 5 2' 53 in the incommensurate phase of quartz. 30 To 150 Degrees C.

Various physical properties of quartz, such as the heat sc-cu,, ,T-Cuts
capacity and refractive index, exhibit thermal hysteresis in HYsterees, (,pb) 0

this phase.

Apparent Hysteresis - Fillerit showed conclusively 50
that when the thermometer in a compensated oscillator is
separated from the resonator (as it is in TCXO), the I*
thermal gradients between the thermometer and the o . *- * 6 5 5

resonator can produce "apparent" hysteresis. The apparent
hysteresis can be eliminated by using dual-mode -so
self-temperature sensing.,1 3

Angles-of-cut Dependence - Early data on SC-cut 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30

crystals seemed to indicate that the SC-cut has lower Crystal Number

hysteresis than AT and BT-cuts. A recent experiment on Figure 8. Experimental Hysteresis Data: SC-Cut Resona-
30 SC-cut, 10 MHz, 3rd overtone units and on 15 BT-cut, tors are 10 MHz, 3rd Overtone; BT-Cut
5 MHz, 3rd overtone units in identical enclosures Resonators are 5 MHz, 3rd Overtone
produced the data shown in Table 1. The material in all
was unswept cultured quartz with an IR "Q" of nominally Summary and Conclusions
2.5 million. The units had been cycled from 30°C to
150'C to 30'C. Hysteresis of either sign was seen in both The results to date seem to indicate that lattice defects
batches. The maximum seen was about ±5 X 10-8. This are somehow related to thermal hysteresis. Stress relief in
is essentially the same as reported in other work. 12-15 The the mounting structure can also produce significant
experimental data is shown in Fig. 8. hysteresis. As crystal processing techniques have

improved, contamination has become less of a problem.

Oscillator Circuit Hysteresis - Hysteresis in circuit This is shown in Fig. 9. The points represent a rough
components can cause oscillator hysteresis. For example, mean of the published data and demonstrate a two-order-
if a 20 pF load capacitor CL is in series with a resonator of-magnitude reduction in the observed levels of hysteresis
and the resonator's C1 = 14 fF and CO = 5 pF, then a 5 X during the past 25 years.
10-4 hysteresis in CL produces a 1 X 10- f vs. T
hysteresis.

38
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MEASURED HYSTERESIS [51 H. J. Forster. "Thermal Hysteresis of AT + SC-Cut

AT & SC Cuts Quartz Crystal Resonators: Automated Measurement

RougQh Mo. Method ar.d Results," Proc. 36th ASFC, pp. 140-147,
* 1982.

Mfgnilude

[6] J. R. Vig, R. L. Filler, and J. A. Kosinski, "SC-Cut
Resonators for Temperature Compensated Oscillators,"

IE-06 Proc. 36th ASFC, pp. 181-186, 1982.

( [71 G. Kaitz, "Extended Pressure and Temperature
Operation on BT-cut Pressure Transducers," Proc.
38th ASFC, pp. 245-250, 1984.

,E-ca {8] J. A. Kusters, and G. S. Kaitz, "Characteristics of
1960 1970 1980 1990 Natural, Swept Natural, and Cultured X- and

Yar of Publication Z-Growth Quartz Material in High Temperature, High

Figure 9. Hysteresis Data Quoted in Publications (Rough Stress Applications," Proc. 39th ASFC, pp. 223-229,
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

THERMAL HYSTERESIS in QUARTZ CRYSTAL RESONATORS and OSCILLATORS
Raymond L. Filler

US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (LABCOM)
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703

Abstract +10

With the imtroduction of the microcomputer compen-
sated crystal oscillator (MCXO), the technology of com- - +5
pensation for frequency vs. temperature (f-T) variations has
advanced to the state where thermal hysteresis is the
largest contributor to frequency error. In this paper data" ,, 0
are presented on the hysteresis of resonators and oscil-
lators. The dual-c-mode self-temperature sensing technique
was used for thermometry. Temperature measurement 5-
inaccuracies are eliminated with this technique because the
resonator and the thermometer are one and the same.
Measurements were made using both a passive "pi" net- - (,c3
work/vector-voltmeter system, and dual-mode oscillators of -40 -20 0 20 48 68 S0cC

two designs. Figure 1 - Af/f of a well compensated oscillator.
The experimental variables investigated were 1) the

end point temperatures, 2) the rate of change of tempera-
ture, 3) the sequence of temperatures (i.e., low-high-low, Formerly, data on thermal hysteresis were obtained by
high-low-high, or mid-low-high-mid etc.), and 4) the drive analyzing f-T curves of conventional temperature compen-
level. Resonators were also measured over several differ- sated crystal oscillators (TCXO). In a TCXO the crystal
ent cycles in both a "pi" network and a dual-mode oscilla- resonator is physically separated from the temperature
tor. sensing device, usually a thermistor, resulting in different

The results show that the thermal hysteresis of the thermal paths and time constants. If the ambient tempera-
crystal resonators studied is independent of temperature ture is changing, the resonator and the thermistor will be at
sequence and drive level but is dependent on the tempera- different temperatures. This results in an error in the
ture extremes. The contribution to the thermal hysteresis compensation which is manifested as "apparent hysteresis".3
from a poorly designed oscillator may be larger than the The identical effect occurs if the resonator is measured in
contribution from the resonator. Resonators from several a passive system such as a "pi" network/vector-voltmeter
different manufacturers and different lots from the same test set since the temperature sensor is, as in a TCXO, sepa-
manufacturer exhibit thermal hysteresis signatures. rated from the resonator.

In this paper hysteresis data will be presented on
Introduction resonators and oscillators. The dual-c-mode self-tempera-

ture sensing technique was used, in which, temperature
The limiting factor in temperature-compensated inaccuracies are eliminated since the resonator and the

oscillators is the non-repeatability of the frequency vs. thermometer are one and the same.4 Measurements were
temperature characteristic. All compensation schemes rely made using both a pi-network/vector-voltmeter system5 and
on a one-to-one correspondence between temperature and several dual-mode oscillators.6

frequency. Figure I shows the fractional frequency offset
(from the nominal frequency) vs. temperature for a well Experimental Scope
compensated crystal oscillator. The arrows represent the
direction of temperature change. The difference between As reference 2 states, thermal hysteresis is not well
the f-T curve measured while the temperature is increasing understood. The phenomenon had to be better defined so
and the f-T curve measured while the temperature is that possible mechanisms could be identified. To that end
decreasing is the temperature dependent hysteresis. The 35 resonators from six different manufacturers were
maximum difference over the entire operating range of the measured. There were units from two manufacturing lots
oscillator is defined as the thermal hysteresis for that from two of the suppliers and units from one lot from three
device.' Kusters and Vig, elsewhere in these proceedings, of the manufacturers. The sixth manufacturer was the
give a comprehensive review of the literature on thermal supplier of ceramic flalpack enclosed units.7  The total
hysteresis in quartz crystal devices.2  numbef )f f-T curves analyzed for this paper is 720. The
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data shown are representative of the conclusions drawn f-T Repeatability
from all of the curves.

There are two aspects to the compensation problem.
f-T Profile The first is f-T repeatability. Figure 3 shows data from

four different temperature cycles. In all cases a 6th order
All of the f-T cycles were performed in a quasi-static polynomial has been subtracted from the raw frequencies to

manner. The temperature setting was changed and then, simulate the fractional frequency output from a compensat-
after a pre-set period of time, referred to as the "soak" ed oscillator. The four temperature cycles repeat fairly well
interval, the frequency measurement was initiated . The as contrasted with figure 4. (The resonator in figure 4 was
standard temperature was 3.20C and the standard "soak" removed from one "pi" network and inserted in another so
interval was 4 minutes which resulted in a 12 hour f-T it is not surprising that the f-T curve did not repeat.) The
cycle. The longest soak interval used was 60 minutes. abscissa in figures 3 and 4. and the one-. to follow, are
The standard temperature cycle was -55TC to +85TC and labeled with three scales. The top two scales are the
return, thermometric beat frequency 3 in both Hertz and ppm. The

bottom scale is the temperature limits.
Experimental Configuration The repeatability of the f-T characteristic, as well as its

smoothness is still an open area for investigation. This
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the experimental config- report is concerned only with the temperature dependent

uration. Ten thick film "pi" networks were switched to a thermal hysteresis as defined above.
common vector-voltmeter and synthesizer. The three dual-
mode oscillators were switched to two counters, one for the Thermal Hysteresis
fundamental mode and one for the third overtone. The
oscillator measurements implemented the true self-tempera- In spite of the fact that the f-T repeatability is relative-
lure sensing technique in that the measurements of the two ly poor in Figure 4. the temperature dependant thermal
modes were made simultaneously. In the "pi" network hysteresis for both cycles, plotted as a function of the
measurements, the modes were measured sequentially with thermometric beat frequency in figure 5. is virtually
a time separation of less then 5 seconds, identical. The hysteresis curves that follow show tempera-

CONTROLLER

Synthesizer Pi Networks Dual-Mode

V-- oltmeter Temperature Chamber F unter

Figure 2 - Experimental configuration.
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ture dependent thermal hysteresis. This is the first work 2. Manufacturer and manufacturing lots
which allows direct comparison of temperature dependent 3. Temperature range and sequence
thermal hysteresis behavior because thermal lag and 4. Drive current
imperfect compensation have been eliminated. 5. "Soak" interval

6. Measurement technique, i.e., "pi" network
Thermometric Beat Frequency and its Consequences or oscillator

The thermometric beat frequency is defined 3 as Hysteresis Repeatability

f0 = 3fI - f3 , (1) An important consideration in studying hysteresis is the
stability of the phenomenon. If the hysteresis were differ-

where ft is the frequency of the fundamental mode, f3 is ent each time one measured a device, it would be very
the frequency of the third overtone and fo is the thermo- difficult to determine the effect of measurement parameters
metric beat frequency. or process variations. It has been reported that hysteresis

A consequence of equation 1 is that the dual-mode decreases with repeated f-T cicles, especially between the
hysteresis of the fundamental mode and of the third first and subsequent cycles. Figures 9 and 10 show
overtone are identical. 8 If Hi is the hysteresis of the several examples of repeated cycles. It can be seen that if
fundamental and H3 is the hysteresis of the third overtone, the parameters are not changed, the hysteresis repeats
then the dual-mode hysteresis, H(fp) is given by extremely well. In figure 10, even the anomalous structure

repeats itself. This anomalous structure will take on an
dfl df3 interesting connotation when the units are grouped by
df3 H 3  manufacturing lots. The large fluctuations at the low

H(f[) = 3 d H3 - H" (2) temperature end are due to the non-simultaneity of the "pi"
network measurements coupled with the rapid temperature

To reiterate, the dual-mode hysteresis is measured variations caused by liquid nitrogen cooling in the tempera-

because measurement of the fundamental mode hysteresis ture chamber.

alone or third overtone hysteresis alone is usually impossi-
ble due to thermal lag causing "apparent hysteresis." Manufacturer and Manufacturing Lots

A consequence of equation I is that 3 times the slope
of the fundamental mode and the slope of the third over- In figures 11 to 16 hysteresis data is shown for all of
tone with respect to f13 always differ by 1 Hz/Hz. A full the units from 6 different manufacturing lots. Figures 12

derivation and discussion of equation 2 can be found in and 13 show the results for two lots from manufacturer B
reference 8. and figures 15 and 16 show the results for two lots from

Equation 2 shows that distortion and mixing of the manufacturer D. Figures 11 and 14 show the results for
hysteresis occurs due to the dual-mode technique. For lots from manufacturer A and C respectively. Only single
exam~le, if the hysteresis of the fundamental mode was +3 unit lots were studied from the other two suppliers.
x 10- and the hysteresis of the third overtone was +1 x It is quite evident that each manufacturing lot has a
10-8 over the entire temperature range, as shown in figures
6 and 7, the dual-mode hysteresis would look as shown in
figure 8. In this example the flare at the low temperature
end is due to the slope of the f-T curve being largest there, a +2.5

not due to the fact that the hysteresis is largest there. Even
though it is difficult to compare dual-mode data with
conventional data, the curves are self consistent, that is,
dual-mode hysteresis measured under various conditions
can be compared to determine the effect of various param- -
eters. -2.5

Parameters Investigated

5968pp. 0 -
3
59

6
6ppm

Six parameters were investigated: 1 738? Hz 173347 Hz 172312 Hz
(Dl.eta f bet0/f bets

1. Hysteresis repeatability (no change in Figure 9 - Hysteresis repeatability.
parameters)
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Figure 10 - Hysteresis repeatability, metal enclosure.

+1 - T

signature, and that the signature is different for each lot CD

even from the same manufacturer with ostensibly identical- t9
ly processed units. It is interesting that manufacturer B ""5
fabricated both the best and the worst units, although they C.

were of different designs. It is difficult to develop a %1

simple model tor mechanisms which cause the unusual .

shape of the hysteresis in units shown in figure 16. 0
The "sign" of the hysteresis is also related (albeit L.

loosely) to manufacturing lot. There were five "signs" 5

observed: 0
1. frequency during increasing temperature > frequen- ar"

cy during decreasing temperature -+-2I0" -
2. frequency during increasing temperature < frequen- I?1599 h: LO:5S •2

cy during decreasing temperature (Delta f beta)/f beta
3. a crossover in the middle of the range with the

frequency during increasing temperature > frequency Figure 12 - Manufacturer 3, lot 1, 2 units. 4 point
during decreasing temperature at the high temperature limit mount, metal enclosure.
(the reverse at the low temperature limit) , + 10

4. the reverse of case 3 O
5. indistinguishable pattern due to the noise being (9

larger than the hysteresis (only occurred in two of the C. 4-5
devices with very low hysteresis)

The results for the manufacturing lots are
0

Lot from figure 11: all case 4 6.

Lot from figure 12 : 1 case 4, 1 case 1 -. 5

Lot from figure 13 : 2 case 4, 1 case 1
Lot from figure 14 1 case 4, 2 case 1 I
Lot from figure 15 all case 3 -e- ppr
Lot from figure 16 : both case 1 1783 Hz 1 Hz G9592 H. I

Ceramic flatpacks :9 case 4, 1 case 1, 2 case 5 (Delta f beta)/f beta

"Apparent hysteresis" would manifest itself as case 3 Figure 13 - Manufacturer B. lot 2, 3 units, 2 point

or case 4. The "sign" of the hysteresis does not change mount, glass enclosure.

when the sequence of temperatures is reversed. It appears,
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a) therefore, that the crossover in the hysteresis is not due to
a 5thermal lag or the non-simultaneity of the measurement.

C.
a Sequence of Temperatures and Temperature Range

-0 To investigate the effects of thermal history, several f-
0a T cycles were performed with the same temperature limits
L but in different sequence. The three sequences used wereo -5

1. -55°C - +85°C - -55 0C
T- _. 0 2. +85°C - -55"C -* +85°C

45 9 8 9 8 p9 3. +25°C -- -55'C - +85'C -4 +25'C

1BG529 Hx 165589 Hz I64596 14.

(Delta f beta)/f beta A typical result is shown in figure 17. The different
sequences, with the limits identical, made no difference inFigure 14 - Manufacturer C, 3 units, 2 point mount, the thermal hysteresis.

metal enclosure.

+10t
CO

a..
+ 5 "

. 0

+61 75 - (ppm .572ppý 0 -s97,2p,.
:67316 HZ 166323 Hz 165330 Hz

154193 HKz 153248 HZ 152300 Hz .S V

(Delta f beta)/f beta f beta)"f bet

Figure 15 - Manufacturer D, lot 1, 8 units, 4 point Figure 17 - Temperature sequence.

mount, metal enclosure.

+10 Several f-T cycles were also performed using th

Se low T -4 high T -4 low T sequence but with the limits
< changed. Figures 18 - 20 show three resonators, with each

+5 resonator cycled over several different temperature ranges.

a. Temperature extreme is the one parameter which made a
"significant difference in the thermal hysteresis. It appears

.0 +0 that hysteresis is dependent on the highest temperature seen
0 during the temperature cycle. The cycles with +85'C as the
L. upper limit have the same hysteresis but the cycles with the

-5- upper temperature limit lower than +85'C have lower

thermal hysteresis. Since the sequence in this experiment
I l6 I was low T to high T and return, this experiment does not

+ 6 56 -6 15tppm measure the effect of the low temperature limit.
154988 Kz 154848 H7 153B92 Hz

(Delta f beta)lf beta Drive Current

Figure 16 - Manufacturer D, lot 2, 2 units, 4 point The effect of drive level on the thermal hysteresis was
mount, metal enclosure. also studied. Figures 21 and 22 show two resonators with

the drive on the fundamental mode nominally I ma (10.1W)
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* -55'C +85*C for the first f-T cycle and 2 ma (40HW) for the second cy-
i-20C -* +40'C

-1oc --' +30oC cle. The drive on the third overtone was 0.3 ma (7.2gW)
"53'c - °80C for the first and 0.6 ma (29liW) for the second. The drive

X- \current, at least at the levels reported here and for the 18
resonators measured, did not affect the thermal hysteresis.

"Soak" Interval

The "soak" interval, i.e., the timc interval between
7 -2 5 temperature set and frequency measurement,was increased

from 4 minutes to 8 minutes and then to 60 minutes. The
f-T cycle for the 60 minute "soak" interval took about 5

--0--•--- - t 953pp days. If thermal transients are contributing to the thermal
8• •,C hysteresis, the change in "soak" interval should give some

, tolt, f ,,a, beta indication. For most of the units, especially the better
Figure 18 - Various temperature cycle limits, performers, the slower cycle made almost no difference. In

figure 23 the slower cycle is a little less noisy and possibly
-. -,I a little better at low temperatures, but the essential behavior

-40'C -. +608C is unchanged. In figure 24 there is virtually no difference
-30'C "* +50oC between the two cycles. Figure 25 shows an example of a
-200C - +40°C

-1•oC +30'C unit from the one manufacturer which was extremely
-55° -C oIc sensitive to "soak" interval. This points out that there is

- most likely more than one mechanism responsible.

• 0..0

Measurement Technique

All of the preceding measurements were performed
with the resonators in a passive "pi" network. Figure 26 is

_7 the thermal hysteresis of a resonator measured both in a
"pi" network and a dual-mode oscillator. This technique

-537-• -- 0 -5-72pp • enables one to separate the contribution of the oscillator
•6?316 .H 163Ž3., Hz6533- H circuit from that of the resonator. The contribution of the

(1D1ta f bta) /F beta oscillator circuit, in this example, is very large. The design

Figure 19 - Various temperature cycle limits, of the oscillator was later modified by reducing an inujuctor
value in the fundamental mode circuit (and increasing the

. -Cappropriate capacitance values.)' 0  The same resonator/ ~ -55°C -.- +85oc
-201C - +40-C *5.
-10 0 C - +30oC - lma/.3ma
-55oC - O0c

'25+3 0C -* +"50C L2a.2. +20',.5 -+- 2ma/.6ma

0. €8.

• --..

-s.m 'm '

1.6 I26Pj. SIZ-5.

53582 Hz 15264? Hi 151712 Hz +SS7 1PPM 1 -1539 ppN
167316 Hz 166323 NZ 165339 H2-"".8S OC .SSC ,45 eC

(Delta f beta)/f beta (Delta f bete)/f beta

Figure 20 - Various temperature cycle limits. Figure 21 - Drive current.
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tt /_ma 4 mnue
+5. . .5

•.*60 minutes
0 ý ,; 4 2ma/.6ma • 2

-2.5.5 - ,

-- 2.

*
6
I ppm. 8 -6 Opp -599pM

154232 Hz 153793 Hz 152854 Hz 166042 Hz 165052 Hi 164062 Hz
.SsoC .s QC "-asc .ss °C

(Delta f beta)/f beta (Delta f beta)/f beta

Figure 22 - Drive current. Figure 25 - 4 minute and I hour "soak" intervals.

+5.0 measured in both oscillators is shown in figure 27. Forease
- 4 minutes of comparison the second oscillator is compared to the "pi"

-2 - 60 minutes network measurement in figure 28. The redesigned oscilla-
tor is almost as good as the resonator in the "pi" network at
the higher temperatures. The oscillator is better at the low
temperatures, most likely due to the non-simultaneity of the
measurement in the "pi" network, or there may be some
offsetting phenomena.

S-.Conclusions

"The conclusions which can be derived from this work
are

+6004ppm 0 -6184ppm
1 71630 Hz 170606 Hz 169592 Hz

.,50C (Delta f betal/f beta -a oc 1. The fact that resonator hysteresis is a repeatable property

Figure 23 - 4 minute and 1 hour "soak" intervals, for a given temperature cycle will allow easier observation
of systematic effects in hysteresis experiments.

2. The observation that manufacturing lots have signatures
S4 minutes implies that hysteresis is not an inherent property but is

, -4- 60 minutes process dependent.

3. Since temperature excursion is a factor, it is not feasible

to model hysteresis behavior to improve compensation.

4. Drive current is not a factor in thermal hysteresis, at least

at the levels reported here.

"5. Resonator hysteresis is not always worse at low tempera-
tures.

+6 12Opp. -9 I?eppm

153346 Hz 1524:6 Hz 151465 H2 6. Oscillator components may be a contributor to hysteresis.
(Delta f bet,)/f beta A low hysteresis resonator is necessary but not sufficient to

Figure 24 - 4 minute and 1 hour "soak" intervals, insure a low hysteresis oscillator.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYfNPOSIU4 ON FREQUENCY COMTROL

ORIENTATIONAL DEPENDENCE OF "TRUE" SC-CUTS

Errol P. EerNisse
Quartztronics, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT

John A. Kusters

Hewlett-Packard Co., Santa Clara, CA

Introduction Thermal transient compensation in
the early work [41 was exhibited in a

The SC-cut, or Stress geometry where the dominant stress
Compensated-cut, was originally arrived components were also the two in-plane
at by two different theoretical longitudinal stresses. Many manufac-
approaches and one experimental turers now offer "SC-cuts" in their
approach [1-41. Although the two theo- product line that provide marked
retical models did not treat the exact improvement in thermal transient
experim-nr!n! configuration, all of the performance over the singly-rotated AT-
early work led to choices of angles for cut.[7] Few of them actually obtain
the doubly-rotated cut that were close the full benefit of thermal transient
together. The reasons for this have compensation. This is because the
become clear over the years as other initial stress patterns set up by
theoretical work has been carried out thermal transients are specific to the
on the SC-cut. [5,6] Basically, of the mount and packaging configuration,
six possible initial stress components which varies between manufacturers.
set up in the quartz resonator blank by Theoretical work also exists that
various influences such as thermal suggests even the choice of electrode
transients, electrode stress, or radia- thickness and material can affect
tion deposition, the two in-plane thermal transient compensation.[8]
longitudinal components are dominant.
This circumstance is the result of the Recently, an attempt was made to
planar geometry of a crystal blank, use the crystallographic orientation of
which leads to planar stress patterns, a two-point mount SC-cut for a

four-point packaging configuration. It

Figure 1 outlines the predicted was necessary to change the crystallo-
loci of several interesting effects in graphic orientation for the four-point
alpha-quartz. Shown are the locus of mount configuration in order to obtain
the zero first-order temperature equivalent thermal transient compensa-
coefficient [111, the predictions by tion between the two packaging
Holland for the locus where thermal approaches. The fact that a crystallo-
transient compensation occurs [2], and graphic orientation change was
the locations where stress compensation necessary and the qualitative basis for
occurs [3,6]. Also shown is the first why it was necessary are the subject of
experimental confirmation of the theory this paper. An experimental matrix
[4]. method for defining the best crystallo-

graphic orientation for a specific
Stress compensation occurs in the mounting and packaging configuration is

SC-cut because the shift in resonant presented.
frequency is equal, but opposite in
sign, for the two in-plane longitudinal
stress components.

CW2818-3/90/0000-185 $1.00 a 1990 IEEE
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these frequency shift coefficients are
Theoretical Background not a strong function of w, so consi-

derable benefit can be obtained by

Figure 2 shows a quartz resonator choosing • near 22ý.

blank with the axes system used herein
and the three in-plane stress compo- In contrast, Figure 4 shows Kxz
nents Txx, Tzz, and TxzI In the case as a function of W near p=22°. Note in
of homogeneous stress throughout the Figure 4 that Kxz has a considerable
active region of the thickness shear value for all the w values where
mode, the fractional frequency shift Kxx+KzzzO. If the heat flow in a ther-
Af/fo is given by: mal transient is not symmetric about

the blank center in the plane of the
resonator, Txz will 00. In this case,

Af/fo = KxxTxx+KzzTzz+KxzTxz (1) there will need to be a corresponding
shift in the 'p angle to cause all three

terms in Eq. I to compensate one
Here, Kxx, Kzz, and Kxz are calculated another. Thus the necessity of small
using the perturbation formula of modifications to 'p as one changes
Tiersten [91 and the third-order mounting and packaging if the full
elastic constants of quartz as measured benefit of the SC-cut is desired.
by Thurston, et. al. [10]. Figure 2
shows how Kxx and Kzz vary with the In most fabricated quartz crys-
rotation angle w of a doubly-rotated tals, mounting stresses developed
plate (YXwl)p,8, where 8 is selected during crystal fabrication, non-
for temperature compensation or the symmetric electrode stress, other
desired turnover temperature (8 is fabrication-related stresses, and heat-
around 34.30). flow into the crystal blank, may cause

three additional non-planar stresses to
be present. These are the other

longitudinal stress, Tyy, and the two
remaining shear stresses, Txy and Tvz.
These stresses are associated with the'••TZ-- • • T• stress coefficients Kyy, Kxy and K z.

respectively. In the presence of a
thermal gradient in any region in the
crystal, full thermal transient
compensation occurs if, and only if.

T the algebraic sum of the products of
the existing stresses and their respec-

CrystalBlankAxlsSystem tive stress coefficients, is zero,
Sand n-Plane Stmreses .e.

Figure 2. A quartz resonator blank Af/fo = KxxTxx+KyyTyy+KzzTzz

with the axes convention used and
representations of the three in-
plane stresses. 0.

Inherent in this work is a basic
Note in Figure 3 that around assumption that static stress compensa-

'p=22.3°, Kxx=-Kzz. This has been tion is necessary. but not sufficient

emphasized in Figure 3 by also plotting to ensure the maximum performance from

Kxx+Kzz. As one can see in Figure 3,
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a quartz resonator. Only when all of
the dynamic effects due to heating (or Thermal Transient Compensation
cooling) a crystal compensate, does FacosMe0U WIa

stress and thermal transient compensa-
tion occur.

fraTw of mount

SNumber of montingf lead.

Experimental Evideince for o Shifts s Pakae oonguraton

• Electrode mua Imblance
Figure 5 is from an earlier work b Elaottod Material

in which a comparison was made between
conventional cuts and the SC-cut. [12] ualnyotquarlt
This figure illustrates the thermal
overshoot that occurs in all AT-cut and Table 1.
BT-cut oscillators, and in many other
oscillators that are advertised as "SC-
cut" oscillators. In this case, the
oven power cuts back at about 6
minutes. A properly designed SC-cut Experimental Methods for
essentially approaches its equilibrium Determining the Optimum o Angle
temperature at the same time. Other
cuts do not, as exhibited by the AT-cut Table 11 summarizes the common
resonator shown. methods of testing for thermal

A key point is that thermal transient performance.

transient behavior may not bŽ due
solely to the crystal. Other factors, Thermal Transient Testing
such as aging or transient effects in
the oven control thermistor, frequency Experimental Methods
trimmer capacitors, inductors in the
direct frequency control loop, may all
contribute to a transient effect.

b Thermal Pulse Testing
Another factor is the coupling

between the crystal resonator blank and b Thermal Scan Testing
the oven mass. Asymmetric heat-flow
during heating (or cooling) will give b OscilatorWarmup Characterstcs
rise to stress in the blank. Changing • Pulsed laser Morley)
heat-flow conditions may make it
impossible to find an orientation with
a true thermal transient compensation. Table II.
Attention must be given to the method
of blank attachment, lead conditions,
crystal case material, residual (or Of the factors shown, the pulsed
back-filled) gasses in the case, and laser method [13] must be done in an
the methods of applying heat to the evacuated system with the crystal case
crystal case. These are summarized in removed.
Table I.

Thermal step testing has been
interesting theoretically [1,2,8] as it
is relatively easy to model. As ther-
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mal step testing requires the creation The measure of thermal transient
of an instantaneous step change in the performance is therefore the frequency
temperature of the surface of the difference between the measured extrema
crystal, it is virtually impossible to of the frequency-temperature curve,
do in practice. normalized to the rate-of-change of

temperature.
Thermal scan testing [41 is

illustrated in Figure 6. Here, a The final method outlined is to
hypothetical crystal is scanned in carefully plot the oscillator warm-up
temperature through its turnover point, characteristics. This is the final
The turnover point presents a unique, measure of the thermal transient
and identifiably reference mark during performance. However, as pointed out
the testing of the resonator. Under earlier, other effects due to
static conditions, i.e., the oscillator components may dominate the
temperature rate-of-change is much crystal resonator response. Only when
slower than the thermal response time all other effects have been minimized,
of the resonator, the middle line of or eliminated, can useful information
Figure 6 is obtained, be obtained using the oscillator

method.
As the rate-of-change of tempera-

ture is increased, two factors happen. A useful process for
The first is a translation of the systematically evaluating resonator
apparent turnover point in temperature. designs for optimum performance is
This is related to the thermal shown in Table III. This methodology
transient time and represents a thermal has been used in several companies to
lag in the system response. eventually produce crystals, and

crystal-controlled oscillators, that

The second is a frequency shift maximize the advantages of the SC-cut
which occurs at all temperatures. For
the crystal data shown, an increasing As the data from a single crystal
temperature scan causes the frequency may not be reliable, it is important
to increase, while a decreasing that the method outlined in Table III
temperature scan causes the frequency be done with enough samples (at least 5
to decrease. The actual sign of per set) to have statistical confidence
frequency change with temperature in the final results.
change depends upon the crystallo-
graphic orientation and all of the
other factors mentioned above. The key
experimental factor is the maximum (or Conclusions
minimum for the other turnover point)
frequency value observed, independent In general, quartz resonators
of the temperature at which it was designed as SC-cut devices, do not
observed, always perform as expected. To achieve

the maximum benefits, both static
Of importance to the analysis of stress compensation for planar effects,

the experimental data is that, to first and thermal transient compensation for
order, the amount of frequency offset planar and non-planar thermal effects
at the turnover point is directly are required. The methods for testing
proportional to the temperature rate- resonators and choosing the correct cp

of-change. angle were presented.
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Experimental Method
Choice of Optimum Phi Angle

W Mta• with phi - ="

t Choose theta for desired turnover

M aIke a toot Get - check turnover tonmeraturo

I if rot OK correct theta bafr proceed•ln

If OK rake 4 mmo soft with delts pi - 0.6.

• Measure thermal transient response of ecah aet

. Aver*ae date In eeoh set disoarding obvious deft ohere

• Use Intlorolation on averaed deta to compute cerrect phi

Make a final loot *at and toot turnvwre. thermal transient

I If not OK. repoa necessary e above

. If OK. go to production.

Table III
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DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMUM ORIENTATION
OF AN SC-CUT RESONATOR USING A PULSED LASER

P. E. Morley t , and R. J. Williamsont

tSTC Components, Quartz Crystal Division, Edinburgh Way,

Harlow, Essex CM20 2DE, England.

tSTC Technology Ltd, London Road, Harlow Essex CM17 9NA, England

Abstr two a, ihors were, using the IEEE standard nomenclature
(yxwl) 0/9, (yxwl) 22.5V/34.30 and (yxw!) 22.80/34.30,

The SC-cut resonator, because of its stress respectively (fig. 1). Later experimental work by Kusters
compensation characteristics, is very suitable for use in [41 indicated an orientation for thermal transient
precision oscillators as it has excellent frequency stability compensation (the TTC cut) of (0,0) = (21.930,33.930), and
with respect to thermal transients. Much theoretical work this value has been used by many authors in later work
has been done to determine the optimum crystallographic (5,6,7]. Clearly, there is a close correlation between the
orientation for stress compensation and the published two compensation effects, and, as noted in ref. 4, this 's
results are often used in resonator design. From the point because they are caused by essentially the same internal
of view of the crystal manufacturer, however, it would be stresses.
more convenient if a rapid method of measuring this force-
frequency effect were available. The optimum orientation
for any particular resonator design could then be found Z z
empirically.

A method has been developed to measure the force-
frequency effect in resonators by the use of a pulsed light 9

beam from an excimer laser which is directed onto the
vibrating surface of the device. The crystal resonance is Y Y
maintained by a phase-locked loop with a long time
constant, and the phase across the crystal is monitored.
The small phase change is measured by the use of a lock- X X

in amplifier which is locked to the repetition rate of the
laser. The resulting measurement gives a determination of Fig. 1 Angle conventions for singly and doubly
both the phase and the amplitude of the force-frequency rotated quartz plates.
effect.

Other cuts have been noted along the AT-SC ZTC
Several devices have been produced with crystallo- locus which exhibit an improvement over the AT-cut for

graphic orientations spanning the theoretical value. These force-frequency related effects, including the IT cut at
were measured using the laser pulsing method, and then €=19.10 [8], and a cut, developed for oven operation
the frequency modulation was plotted against angle. around 950C, at 0=23.750 171, which has exhibited iow

acceleration sensitivity.

Much of the work for the experimental verification of
the SC-cut orientation has been performed by direct

Introduction measurement of the force-frequency coefficient K1. This
has been achieved by the construction of jigs which apply

The doubly rotated SC-cut was first introduced a pair of opposing forces around the periphery of a
around 1975 by EerNisse [1,2] as a zero temperature circular blank, either to apply a compressive effect
coefficient (ZTC) cut which also exhibited freedom from [9,10] or to produce a bending moment [11]. Variation of
frequency changes due to in-plane mechanical stresses, the azimuthal angle 0 gives a function, the mean value of
such as electrode stress. Contemporary work by Holland which should ideally be zero if the device is compensated
[3] predicted a quartz cut which should be frequency for isotropic planar stresses. The thermal transient
compensated for dynamically changing ambient compensation effect has also been experimentally verified
temperature. This was initially called the TS cut (for thermal by observing frequency changes due to thermal shock or
shock). The crystallographic orientations predicted by the thermal oycling [4,11,12,13].
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The work presented here is a developrent of the Crystal Measurement
work performed at STC Technology [14,15] in which the
vibrational distribution of AT-cut resonators was The equipment for crystal measurement is shown in

investigated using an excimer laser. This method for mode fig. 3. The vector voltmeter and low-noise signal generator

shape analysis is particularly applicable to thickness-shear are used to lock the crystal frequency close to resov ance.
modes at high frequencies. The pulsed laser beam is The phase output of the vector voltmeter could be used to
tracked across the resonator surface, resulting in monitor the phase modulation caused by crystal frequency

modulation of the crystal frequency which is a function of change, but it has been found that a higher sensitivity can

the position on the quartz plate. It is proposed that the be obtained with a double balanced mixer arrangement as

mechanism of modulation is the force-frequency effect, s;• wn. This requires a 900 phase shift between the

whereby the light-induced heat pulse creates a localized reference and the measurement channels, which is

compression in the quartz due to thermal expansion. provided by a quadrature hybrid, an Anzac JH-6-4, in
place of the conventional power splitter. This considerably

The use of a pulsed laser for creating a well-defined simplifies the measurement circuit as it operates over a

stress field on the surface of an SC-cut blank provides a wide frequency range without circuit modification. The

technique for experimental verification of its stress- crystal is measured in a simple 100 ohm network made

compensated properties, as theory suggests that the from two SMA coaxial attenuators. Two identical amplifiers
frequency modulation due to such a field should be close raise the signal levels in each measurement arm to about
to zero if the spot is positioned in the modal centre of the + 7 dBm, which maximizes the sensitivity of the HP 10514
resonator. Results are reported here to illustrate this effect, double balanced mixer. The output of the mixer is filtered
together with a description of the equipment used for through a 1 MHz low-pass filter to remove the 2.f

performing the experimer'ts. component, and is then fed into a Stanford Research
SR510 lock-in amplifier. This instrument is essentially a

Equipment narrow band detector which is capable of measuring
signals at known audio frequencies which are buried deep

Laser Optics in noise. The frequency to which the detector is locked is
fed from the source which is used to trigger the laser. The

The laser used for this work was a Questek 2040 phase at which the measured signal is sampled can be

excimer laser. The wavelength of the light emitted by such adjusted to maximize the measurement sensitivity, and

a laser can be varied by the choice of gases in the laser complex audio filtering is also available.

chamber. In our experiments, argon and fluorine were
used, the combination of which produces an emission in
the UV at 193 nm. The output energy can be varied LAmr

between 20 and 200 mJ per 15 ns pulse, with a repetition
rate of up to 100 Hz. The output beam is about 15 mm 2.
The large beam size enables a very simple means of beam I sffW, r_ . .
placement as shown in fig. 2. This arrangement was
modified in later experiments by removing the second n P

aperture and moving the imaging lens, in order to achieve
a higher light intensity at the crystal surface. The spot size F V

was adjusted by changing the distance from the lens to
the crystal.

moveablSi.aon
aparture apeftt"D R F C

Fig. 3 Crystal measurement circuit.

Theoretical Backaround

The effect on the resonant frequency of radial edge
Fig. 2 Laser optics. forces applied to quartz discs was observed over 30 years

ago. A force sensitivity coefficient Kf was defined by
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Ratajski [9] some years later which relates frequency shift quantities an, 0, and kn are functions of overtone
to applied forces by the equation number (n) and plate orientation. They have been

calculated for various points along the ZTC locus, and
Sf 2hD 1 their values fitted to 6th order polynomials against the

K f F- N (1) angle 0 for use in later calculations.

To predict the change in frequency due to changes
where a f/pp is the fractional change in frequency due to the in the effective elastic constants within a small volume of
application of radial forces F at azimuthal angle d on the the quartz disc, Rayleigh's Principle (19J is employed. It
edge of the plate. N is the frequency constant and 2h and states that the time averaged potential energy < V > of a
D are the thickness and diameter of the plate respectively, system is equal to the time averaged kinetic energy < T>.

Extensive theoretical work has been carried out
prevously oy EerNisse to determine the nature of /4 Consider a resonator composed of n unit volumes
[16], and the results of this analysis have bE cn modelled k= 1 ...n. The potential energy for the kth unit volume is
in the form of 4th order trigonometric functions [17]. given by

1 2(3These coefficients have been used in this work, and the Vk - si (3)
resulting values of K, are shown graphically in fig. 4. 2

where c, is the appropriate elastic modulus and sk is the
strain. For a unit volume,

30 -AT sk -uk sin wt (4)

S-Fc1 t
I• -thus V - Vk • Uck sin~It (5)

3C) -IT k-i 2 k-1\\', / -0=250"

and (V) - 1 u (6)
0 k-1

2""- - Similarly for the kinetic energy,1 d (U2 si2 t 7

-30 Tk 4 s 02
0 Azimuth angle $ (degrees) teo

Fig. 4 Force-frequency coefficient vs azimuthal angle$. thus T - pj2 te CS W t (8)

The application of a laser pulse on the plate surface
causes a localized stress related to thermal expansion of n
the quartz, and can it be considered analogous to the and (T) - U 2" (9)
effect of electrode stress, but limited to the area of the 4 k-i
spot. It is known that the resultant forces due to thermal Equating the two energies and rearranging,
expansion are somewhat anisotropic in AT-cut or SC-cut
quartz, but this is neglected here, and could be included E' n

later. The localization of the stress field clearly results in 2 _ k-1 (10)
the induced phase modulation being a function of the n
vibrational distribution of the thickness mode. p , uk

k-1

A full analysis of the thickness-shear vibrational If a localized change occurs, causing an effective variation
modes of doubly rotated contoured quartz resonators has of the elastic constants, this can be modelled for a unit
been made by Stevens and Tiersten [18], and this has volume by considering the jth element. If the elastic
been incorporated into this work for determination of the modulus for this element changes from c. to c. + 6c%, this
form of the mode shape. In Tiersten's nomenclature, the results in a modified resonant frequency (j + 6w) such
displacement Unoo, denoted here as u(x1,x3), is given by the that
Gaussian function

an2 Pn2(2u(x,x 3) - exp(- x,)exp(--x 3 ) (2) ( ) C-U (2 2 (Wo + SW )2 k-1kd(1

where an and 0, are defined in ref. 18, and x, and x3 are P E ue
the coordinates in the plane of the plate after a rotation of k-1

0', also described in the same reference. The three
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6 U2 3rd overtone with a 1 dioptre contour. Figure 6a and b
giving 6ciL2 (12) illustrates the dependence of the predicted modulation

2w 2 P Le level on laser spot radius, assuming that the laser energy

k-I density at the crystal surface is a constant value. This is
the case where degradation of the resonator surface is the

This shows that the change in frequency is limiting factor for the light intensity. It shows that if the
proportional to the energy of the thickness mode at the device is flooded with light, the modulation level should be
point of laser irradiation. When applied to the full area of low, and also indicates an optimum radius for maximum
the laser spot, this results an expression of the form sensitivity.

f0 0 K u2(x° +rcos 0, y°+rsin O)dO (13) a

fo a. =0 0 to300

where (x0,y0) is the position on the plate of the laser spot
centre and r is the spot radius. It is recognized here that
this is not a complete solution, since the effect on a
constrained quartz cylinder of a radial compression will IT

also result in a circumferential tension component, but this _________SC

is neglected, and could be the subject of later analysis.
However, the evaluation of this function provides a useful
insight into the behaviour of devices.

-leJ

To interpret this expression, numerical evaluations -4

have been made for spot positions covering a 36 mm 2 area Spot radius (m)

of the resonator surface, assuming a spot diameter of
2 mm. The results of these calculations are shown in fig 5a
and b for AT-cut (0 = 0) and SC-cut (0 = 22) respectively. C
The assumed resonator design for both cases is a 10 MHz

-. V 024

.~b. =20.930 to 22.930

o 3
Spot radius (mm)

Fig. 5a AT-cut

Fig. 6 Theoretical plot of modulation against laser spot
radius for various 0 orientations along the AT-SC ZTC
locus.

Experimental Outline

Resonator Desi'n

Six batches of resonators were fabricated for this
exercise, 20 of each design: one batch of AT-cut, and five
batches straddling the previously published value for the
SC-cut of € = 21056'. These five batches were cut at 30'
intervals, giving a total range in 0 of 20.

Fig. 5b SC-cut All of the resonators were mounted on four point
mount cold weld T08 bases with the mounts aligned along

Fig. 5 Theoretical plots of laser-induced modulation the x" and z" axes. The designs were 10 MHz 3rd

across resonator surface. overtone with a 1 dioptre pIano-convex geometry, and a
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blank diameter of 10 mm. The 0 angles were chosen to are superimposed on the same graphs, clearly showing
give turnover temperatures at between 300C to 400C to the saddle points. It should be noted that the curves have
avoid frequency drift with temperature, whilst anticipating been shifted in the spot position axis so that the central
a general warming effect due to laser (which was later maxima or minima are all coincident on zero. The actual
corroborated by the measurements). The orientation of the variation in the saddle point position from unit to unit was
batches was verified by measurement of a sample over found to be up to 2.5 mm. The apparent variation in the
temperature, and by measurement of all of the resonators maxima and minima either side of the saddle point in both
for the b-mode to c-mode frequency ratio, giving an amplitude and position is probably part'ally caused by a
accurate determination of the value of •. spread at mounting in the azimuthal angle 0 and by

positional inaccuracies in the equipment. Figure 13
Measurement Conditions summarizes the variation in laser-induced m.dulation for

the five groups around the nominal SC-cut orientation,
For the purposes of these experiments, the laser showing the variation in modulation level at the saddle

spot diameter was set to approximately 2 mm. The laser point against 0 for each crystal, where the orientation was
energy was set to 50 mJ per pulse, and the primary inferred by measurement of flfc.
aperture was about 10 mm in diameter, giving a fluence at
the crystal surface of 40 mJ/cm 2. This was a compromise
between obtaining the required modulation level and the
possibility of electrode damage. For smaller spot sizes, the '
light intensity required for a reasonable signal level M
resulted in scintillation effects on the crystal surface. With 5
larger spot sizes, even the mp-;-um laser power output 0 4

was insufficient to obtain the required modulation level M

whilst retaining adequate beam symmetry. A pulse
repetition rate of 10 Hz was used for most of the tests. CL
Again, this was a compromise, since, for lower -D
frequencies, 1/f noise became a problem, whereas for U
higher frequencies, the decay time of the crystal phase o
became a significant proportion of the time between
pulses, making the phase setting of the lock-in amplifier a
critical variable. With a pulse rate of 10 Hz, the lock-in -_
amplifier phase was always set to 00, giving a consistent 0

measure of the laser-induced phase modulation. Spot position (mm)

The maximum value of Kf is seen from fig. 4 to occur
at a 0 orientation of about 350 for the SC-cut. The maxima Fig. 7 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot
of the phase modulation should therefore occur along a position for group ATi (AT-cut).
line at 350 from the x" axis. To simplify the fixturing, and
also bearing in mind the other errors involved in the
measurement, the crystals were actually mounted such
that the x-y table caused the laser spot to traverse the C 4

blanks at 450 from the x" and z" axes. .0

For every resonator which was measured, the modal V
0'

centre was found first, by traversing the laser spot in each E
direction until the saddle point was found. In the case of M

the AT-cut the centre of resonance was defined by a local -

maximum. The beam was then moved in 1 mm steps CL 0

across the full diameter of the blank in the horizontal , -w
direction, and after stabilization, a phase reading was D
taken at each point. After returning to the centre of the -=

resonator, a second traverse was made in the vertical •-

direction, and readings were taken using the same
method. -4 -2 0 2 4

Spot position (mam)

Experimental 
Results

Fig. 8 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot
The results obtained for the six batches are shown position for group RT4 (• = 20056').

graphically in figs. 7 to 12. The horizontal and vertical axes
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4 4 -

o 0

E E

-3

.CO -2 4 -40 -_

Spot position (mm) Spot position (mm)

Fig. 9 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot Fig. 12 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot
position for group RT5 (•=21*26'). position for group RT2 (€=22O56').

0. 0

C L0.0 •

a)a

L ... 5•
-2

U) -3

-n 0 L
Lt.-a o a n.0.22.-5 LIS.4a

Spot position (mm) Spot postio (mms)

Fig. 10 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot Fig. 13 Distribution of observed modulation at saddle
position for group RT1 (• = 21056'). point against i (as inferred by ratio of mode frequencies).

C 4

.L

"16 '• The plot of fig. 13 suggests an orientation of
7o

"-a (0,0) = (21.8°,34.10) which is compensated for stresses

0 2 0

E induced by the pulsed laser beam. However, all of the

) 1, resonators measured here were nominally mounted along
CO the same crystallographic axes. During the course of theCL measurements, some crystals were rotated by 900 about
•_l =• ••the plate normal, thus transposing the vertical and

horizontal axes, and these were then remeasured. The
•-= phase modulation readings were consistently slightly

higher in value than those shown in fig. 13, which in turn
cc would predict a slightly higher value for the optimum value

0 . of 0. This anomaly was considered to be due to

2 4V

Spo 0oiin(m irregularities in the intensity of the laser spot, and could be
Spotposiion mm)greatly improved by modification of the laser optics. This

wol e naeao ntrs i uur ok

Fig. 11 Plot of laser-induced modulation against spot wudb nae fitrs nftr ok
position for group RT3 22026').
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Conclusions 3. R. Holland, "Nonuniformly heated anisotropic plates

The method described here clearly demonstrates the 1. Mechanical distortion and retaxation*, IEEE

mechanism of stress compensation in SC-cut quartz Transactions on Sonics and Ultrasonics, July 1974,

resonators. The modulation induced by the laser has been pp. 171-178.

shown to exhibit a saddle point at the modal centre of the 4. J. A. Kusters, "Transient thermal compensation for
resonator, and the modulation level at this saddle point quartz resonators", IEEE Transactions on Sonics and
has been shown to be strongly dependent on the 0 angle. Ultrasonics, July 1976, pp. 273-276.

For the 10 MHz 3rd overtone designs used here, the 5. J. A. Kusters, "The SC cut - An overview", Proc-
results demonstrate the existence of an orientation along eedings 1981 Ultrasonics Symposium, pp. 402-408.
the AT-SC locus at (0,0) = (21.80,34.10) which is
compensated for stresses introduced by the pulsed 6. R. W. Ward, "Design of high performance SC
thermal energy from the laser. However, the energy resonators%, 35th Annual Symposium on Frequency
distribution of the laser spot is known to be non-uniform, Control, pp. 99-103.
causing a small systematic error in the results.
Compensating for this error gives an optimum value of 0 7. A. W. Warner, B. Goldfrank and J. Tsaclas, "Further
which is extremely close that obtained by Kusters [4] development in SC cut crystal resonator technology",
(21.930), although more experimental work would be 36th Annual Symposium on Frequency Control,
required for a high confidence level for this value, 1982, pp. 208-214.
preferably using an optical system which generates a
beam with an isotropic energy distribution. Such a system 8. A. Ballato, E. P. EerNisse and T. Lukaszek, "The
could be created using a simple incandescent light source. force-frequency effect in doubly rotated quartz

resonators", 31st Annual Symposium on Frequency
The technique clearly illustrates asymmetries in the Control, 1977, pp. 8-16.

mounting and optical processing of resonators, and it
could be used to optimize these parameters. EerNisse et 9. J. M. Ratajski, "The force sensitivity of AT-cut quartz
al. have shown [20] that mode shape and mode crystals", IBM Journal of Research and Deve!opment,
location greatly influence the acceleration sensitivity of Jan. 1968, pp. 33-49.
SC-cut crystals, and have used selective mass loading to
improve their characteristics. The laser method could be 10. A. Ballato, E. P. EerNisse and T. J. Lukaszek,
used, perhaps in conjunction with the selective deposition "Experimental verification of stress compensation in
technique, as a tool for determining the degree of the SC cut", Proc. 1978 Ultrason. Symp., pp. 144-
asymmetry. This could be incorporated into a process for 147.
optimization of acceleration sensitivity.

11. J. C. Brice and W. S. Metcalf, "Quartz-crystal

Work for the future could include improvement and resonators using an unconventional cut", Philips
simplification of the optics, after which further tests would Technical Review, Vol. 40, 1982, No. 1.

be carried out on resonators of different designs, including
other overtone modes and different plate geometries. 12. J.A. Kusters and J. Leach, "Further experimentaldata on stress and thermal gradient compensated
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

CONTAMINATION CONTROL METHODS - A REVIEW OF RECENT PROGRESS

John R. Vig
U.S. Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory, LABCOM

Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703

Abstract (adsorption-desorption of) organic contamination - today
both types of contaminants are of serious concern in both

Many of the cleaning issues and processes used in the industries. In quartz resonators and filters, organic
semiconductor industry are also applicable to the contamination can cause aging, noise, and processing yield
frequency control industry. The amount of co-tamination problems. Inorganic contamination (especially particles
control research in the semiconductor industry far and metal flakes) can cause nonlinearities (such as high
ot,tweighs that in the frequency control industry, the starting resistance and intermodulation), noise, and yield
frequency control industry can learn much from this problems.
semiconductor-related research.

The First International Symposium on Cleaning
This paper reviews a selection of papers from the First Technology in Semiconductor Device Manufacturing' was

International Symposium on Cleaning Technology in held in October 1989, in Hollywood, Florida, as part of
Semiconductor Device Manufacturing (held in October the 176th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society. The
1989) which are applicable to frequency control device topics of the 43 papers presented included wet cleaning
processing. The topics of the 43 papers presented technologies, dry cleaning technologies, particles and
included wet cleaning technologies, dry cleaning airborne contaminants, and the characterization of
technologies, particles and airborne contaminants, and the cleaning. Reviewed here are a selection of papers that are
characterization of cleaning, applicable to frequency control dcvicc proccssing.

Review and Discussion

Introduction The usual contaminant of concern in clean rooms has
been particles. Until recently, little or no attention has

Contamination control is essential during frequency been paid to organic vapors. Typical clean room air
control device manufacturing - as it is during handling systems filter the particles but not the organic
semiconductor device manufacturing. In the vapors. In "Airborne Concentrations of Organic Vapors
semiconductor industry, it is widely recognized that wafer and Their Surface Accumulations on Wafers During
cleaning plays a major role in achieving high production Processing in Clean Rooms," by A. J. Muller et al. 2 of

yields and device reliabilities. Changes in cleaning AT&T, measurements are reported of the airborne
technology are being driven by progress towards higher concentrations and surface arrival rates of selected organic
density devices in integrated circuits. Environmental and species at three manufacturing locations, two rural and one
occupational health regulations are also requiring changes. urban. The total airborne concentrations were found to be
Problems have been identified with the use of liquid > 100 gtg/m 3 at all three sampling locations. This
chemicals in wafer processing, as is discussed below. A contrasts with an estimated particulate mass concentration
totally dry process may, therefore, be essential for the of 20 ng/m3 in a class 100 clean room, i.e., the mass of
high-yield processing of future generations of integrated organics per unit volume of air is about 5,000 times
circuits. greater than that of particles. The results are consistent

with a previous study (reference 1 of Muller, et al.)
The reason for this paper is that many of the cleaning which examined the airborne concentrations of

issues and processes in the semiconductor industry are semi-volatile organic compounds (10 to 10-4 torr vapor
applicable to the frequency control industry as well. The pressure range) in "electronic equipment rooms," and
amount of contamination control research in the found typical values of 30 pgLm3, and values as high as
semiconductor industry far outweighs that in the frequency 1,000 pg/m3 when construction was in progress.
control industry. Whereas in the past the primary concern
in the semiconductor industry was inorganic contamination The deposition velocities of organic molecules are
- while in the frequency control industry it was higher than those of the typical clean room particles, due
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to the organics' much higher diffusivity in air. The arrival Both are oxidizing and complexing treatments with
rate, i.e., the mass deposition rate, of organic hydrogen peroxide solutions. SC-I is an alkaline mixture;
contamination at initially clean surfaces will greatly SC-2 is an acidic mixture. SC-I removes organic films by
exceed the arrival rate for particles. Species with less than oxidative breakdown and dissolution, and thereby exposes
about 10"2 ton" vapor pressure can be expected to surfaces for the concurrent or subsequent decontamination
condense on surfaces. Highly volatile species, such as reactions. SC-2 removes alkali ions and cations, and
methanol and acetone, are also likely to be present in metallic contaminants. SC-1 also etches thermally grown
clean rooms, and will quickly produce monolayer coverage Sit 2, at a rate of about 0.1 nm/min; SC-2 does not etc;,
on clean surfaces, but their high volatility will prevent such an oxide.
accumulation much beyond a monolayer.

Table 2. Concentrations and Arrival Rates
A wide variety of organics were identified, as is of Organic Contaminants

shown in Table 1. The average concentrations and arrival
rates for several selected compounds are shown in Table Amnbu

2. The total surface arrival rates for all the oranic compould Arrival Rate Concratio Mau Trtufa

species that were quantified was typically > 2 pg/cm sec. (At Clwooal) (Active Sampler) coeffcie

and was sometimes > 20 pg/cm 2sec. To see the _rA______) , /cm•v ,iTc

implications of such arrival rates for a quartz resonator, let Toluene 3.0 - 5.3: 10-' 0.5 -8.9 1 104 O.006 -n

us assume an arrival rate of 10 pg/cm2sec, a sticking

coefficient of 0.5, a 10 MHz fundamental mode AT-cut Ethyilbazue 0.7- 13 i0-
7  0.2 - 3.71 10-1 0.02 - 0.43

resonator, and a 1 cm 2 electrode area. The mass of the
active area is then 44 mg. and Af/f = Am/im = 2 X 1010 Bucyi at 8.9.8iO' 0.6- £ 10' 0.08.4
per second = 2 X 10-5 per day. Therefore, for the highest Ceosolve ace--e 4.3. 10.2 x 10- 0.6 - 4.2 a 104 0.1 - 1.67

stability, the time that resonators are left exposed to the Nonane 0.6. 1.91 . 10- 0.18 - 4.7 a 161 0.14 - 0.44

atmosphere, even in a clean room, ought to be minimized.
Decanea 1.3 - 2.6 • l0"

4  
0.36 - 11.9 • i0' 0.0i4 -.0.46

Table 1. Organic Contaminants in Clean Rooms
*Mss Transfer Coefficieit . Arrival RAaeAmbicnt Concentation

Trichloroethane Cellosolve acetate SC- I is a solution of 5 parts H20, 1 part H2 0 2, and 1

Trichloroethylene Hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane part NH4OH. SC-2 consists of 6 parts H20, I part H 2 0 2 ,

Tetrachloroethylene Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane and 1 part HCL. The water is ultrafiltered and deionized;

Dichlorobenzenes 3-Methylhexane the H20 2 is 30%, high purity and unstabilized; the

Benzene Trimethylbexane NH40H is 29% electronic grade; and the HCL is 37%

Toluene Dimethylcyclohexane electronic grade. The processing temperatures are 75`C to

Ethylbenzene Tetrachloroethane 800C.

Xylenes Propylbenzene The implementation methods have evolved from
Methylcyclohexane 4-Ethyltoluene simple immersion techniques through the incorporation of
n-Nonan (Nonxane) 1,3 Triethyl bne megasonic techniques for particle removal, to completely
n-Nonane (Nonane) 1,3.5 Tnimethylbenzne enclosed and automated systems in which the wafers are
n-Decane (Decane) 2-Ethyltoluene kept stationary during the entire cleaning, rinsing and
n-Undecane 1.2,4 Trimethylbenzene drying processes. The process fluids flow sequentially and
C 2-C 6 n-alkanes Butyl acee continuously over stationary wafers loaded in cassettes.

The recontamination encountered when wafers are pulled
Werner Kern, 3 Lam Research Corp., reviewed "The out from a liquid is thereby avoided. The megasonic

Evolution of Silicon Wafer Cleaning Technology." cleaning process differs from the usual ultrasonic process
"Wafer cleaning chemistry has remained essentially in that it uses sonic waves of 850-900 kHz frequency
unchanged in the past 25 years...what has changed is its rather that the 20-80 kHz used in ultrasonic cleaners. The
implementation..." The cleaning methods have been based pressure waves travel through the liquid parallel to the
on a two step process, Standard Clean 1, commonly wafer surfaces. The pressure waves' impact can remove
referred to as SC-I, followed by Standard Clean 2, SC-2. particles as small as 0.3 ptm diameter from surfaces.
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Kern also discussed rinsing and drying methods, and concentrations of "low particulate grade" bottled chemicals
the criticality of the rinsing and drying steps. If these are compared with those of filtered and recirculated
steps are not done correctly. the wafers become chemicals. Continuous filtration can produce significantly
recontaminated. Rinsing is Jten done with flowing lower particle concentrations. While it takes more than an
high-purity, ultrafiltered, high-resistivity DI water, at room hour to reach the steady state levels, after only 6 to 10
temperature. Megasonic rinsing, and centrifugal spray minutes, the concentrations are below that found in bottled
rinsing can be advantageous. Rinsing in a closed system chemicals. HF solutions are among those that are known
has the advantage that the wafers are not removed to add particles to wafers. Fig. 1 shows the particle
between the cleaning, rinsing and drying steps. Wafer concentration for a buffered HF solution as a function of
drying must be done by physical removal of the water recirculation/filtration time. It took several hours for
rather than by allowing the water to evaporate. Spin particle levels to stabilize.
drying is the most widely used technique. Hot forced air
drying, capillary drying, and solvent vapor drying, usually Table 4. Particles in Recirculated vs. Bottled Chemicals
with isopropyl alcohol or nonflammable azeotropic - FSI ChemFillTM Recirculation System vs.
mixtures which displace the water, are also used. CleanRoomTM Low Particulate Grade Chemicals

(1 Gallon Bottles) From Ashland Chemical
As device geometries become smaller and smaller, the Company, Columbus, OH

cleaning levels required are becoming more and more
difficult to achieve with wet cleaning techniques. The Operating Particles/mi > 0.5 um in

particles contained in liquid chemicals, and the ability of NH-li fLQ &

0.1 27 28 0.06 0.02
liquids to clean within small openings become significant 0.5 10 4.3 0.04 0.01
issues. The trend in particle contamination requirements4  

2.0 4.60 1.9 0.03 0.01

in the integrated circuit fabrication is sumniiarized in Table 4.0 3.1 0.38 0.02 '0.01
6.0 2.4 0.24 0.02 <0.01

3. The generally accepted assumption is that maximum a.0 2.0 0.17 0.02 <0.01

permissible defect size is 50% of the linewidth. Baottled Chemicals 60 Soo 100 40

Therefore, for integrated circuits such as the 16 MB Specification

DRAMs, particles as small as = 0.1 ptm in diameter will
cause problems. 10.00o

Table 3. Evolution of Particle Control Requirements

1985 1988 10 193- 100

DRAM 256K IM 4M 16M 10
(bits)

Linewidths 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25 1
4im)

Max. Defect 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.1

Size (iLm) 0 20 40 60 80

Time After Pouring (hr)

Figure 1. Particles in Buffered HF vs. Recirculation Time

In a "Review of Particle Control Methods During Wet The rinsing and drying steps are major sources of
Chemical Cleaning of Silicon Wafers," V. B. Menon, particulate contamination. Cascade overflow rinsing was
Sematech, and R. P. Donovan,5 Research Triangle Inst., found to be superior to methods such as quick-dump with
discussed the purity of cleaning chemicals, cleaning top-spray rinsing. The moving parts of spin dryers can be
process chemistries and how the various wet cleaning sources of particles, however, a good spin dryer can add
methods can add particles to surfaces, the effectiveness of fewer than 10 particles on a 6-inch diameter wafer.
megasonic cleaning methods, and particle contamination Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) vapor dryers have the potential for
during rinsing and drying processes. In Table 4, particle avoiding the particle generation problems of spin dryers;
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however, the particles added in IPA vapor dryers so far the ice particles, including the action of the ice particles
have not been found to be significantly lower than those melting momentarily upon impact. The molten and
added in a well functioning spin dryer. refrozen ice particles can incorporate particulate

contaminants which are removed by the impact of

An effective particle control strategy requires: 1) subsequent ice particles. Organic films can become brittle
stringent control of chemical purity, 2) an understanding when the ice particles cool the substrate. The adhesion
of the wafer-chemical interactions, 3) a rational rinse and between the film and the substrate is weakened when the
dry protocol, and 4) monitoring of particles in the substrate contracts. The impact of ice particles can then
incoming chemicals, the process tanks, the rinse tank, the break up and remove the film. The effectiveness depends
dryer, and on the wafers. on the melting point of the film. Films with melting

points above -100 C, which includes fingerprints, were
In "Wet Chemical Processing in a Trench," C. M. successfully removed. Ice scrubber cleaning removed

Tipton and R. A. Bowling6 of Texas Instruments, Inc. fingerprints and oil inks more effectively than did
showed that etching and cleaning liquids can penetrate trichloroethylene or trichlorotrifluorocthane.
very small openings via capillary forces. This work is
relevant to the etching of, and cleaning in, the etch
channels of quartz. The trenches investigated are Ultrapure DI water

comparable in size to the diameters of etch channels, i.e.,
on the order of I gim. Failure to etch was observed only
at aspect ratios (depth:width) of greater than 450:1. Clean liquid N2
Within a trench, liquids with higher surface tensions more ...

easily displace liquids with lower surface tensions. For Ice particles Carrir gas (N2)

example, on thermal Sin 2 surfaces, DI water (which was Jet nozzle

found to have a 410 contact angle) will displace 5% HF
(160 contact angle) and 0.5% buffered HF (310 contact Wafer
angle). However, since DI water is known to have a very
low (- 40) contact angle on clean quartz, rinsing of the
etchant from etch channels presents a problem. The
surface tension of etchants can be lowered with Figure 2. Ice Scrubber Cleaning
surfactants. The use of surfactants, therefore, is
advantageous not only because it can result in more Table 5. Comparison of Particle Cleaning Methods
uniform etching, as was shown previously?' 8 but also
because it enhances the rinsing of etchants from the etch
channels. Cleaning Methods Remoal Rate Condition

In "Ultra Clean Ice Scrubber Cleaning With Jetting Ice Scrubber 97.6 Pressure 3kgicm' Angle 80' rime 30sec

Fine Ice Particles," T. Ohmori et al., 9 Mitsubishi Electric 94.0 Pressure 2kg/cm' Angle 80' Time 30sec

Corp. and Taiyo Sanso Co., describe a method of Megasonic 95.0 Frequency 950kltz Time l0tin

removing particles, and films of grease and oil from Brush Scrubber 87.4 Brush-pressure O.8k&/cm' Time 40sec

surfaces. The contaminants are removed with a jet of High-Pressure Water 84.4 Water-Pressure 100kg/cm' Time 40sec

fine, ultraclean ice particles. Particles of 30 gim to 300 Ultrasonic 83.9 Frequency 271dlz Time 15min

gem diameter are formed by spraying ultrapure water into Time 30sec

cold (-80'C to -150°C) nitrogen gas that is formed when ry Ice Scrubber 68.9

liquid nitrogen is sprayed into a freezing chamber. The
ice particles are sprayed through a jet nozzle onto the
wafer surfaces, as is shown in Fig. 2. Table 5 shows the In "UV/Ozone Cleaning of Surfa!-es," J. R. Vig'°

comparative test results for particle cleaning methods. reviewed a dry cleaning method that can rapidly produce
Compared are the rates of removal of standard 0.322 g.m clean surfaces, in air or in a vacuum system, at ambient
diameter polystyrene particles from silicon wafers. temperatures. Placing properly precleaned surfaces within

a few millimeters of an ozone-producing ultraviolet light
Fig. 3 shows an explanation of the cleaning source can produce near-atomically clean surfaces in about

mechanisms. Particles are removed due to the impact of one minute. In addition to reference 10, details of this
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method can also be found in the Proceedings of the 28th Conclusion
(1974) and 29th (1975) Annual Symposium on Frequency
Control (pp. 96-108 and pp. 220-229, respectively). Now that the contamination control requirements of

the semiconductor industry have become similar to that of
the frequency control industry, the frequency control

0/ °/ industry can benefit from the vastly greater resources
being expended on contamination control in the
/semiconductor industry.
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Figure 3. Ice Scrubber Cleaning Mechanism
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

RESISTIVITY, ADHESIVE STRENGTH, AND RESIDUAL STRESS
MEASUREMENTS OF THIN FILM METALLIZATIONS

ON SINGLE CRYSTAL QUARTZ

P. T. Vianco, W. R. Conley, and J. K. G. Panitz
Sandia Natienal Laboratories

P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT components which measure thermal fluctuations.
accelerationand rate of rotation. The manufacturing pro-

Resistivity, adhesive strength, and residual stress cesses, as well as the user environments, expose these
measurements were made of the thin film-, 450 A Cr/1800 devices to many' harsh conditions such as elevated temper-
A Au and 450 A Mo/1800 A Au deposited on optically ature. Although the substrate material, quartz, is stable
polished, z-plate single crystal quartz surfaces. The films over extended temperature ranges, the mechanical and
were analyzed after deposition and following annealing at electrical properties of the thin film metallizations used to
380'C or 45('C for :30 min in either air or vacuum. The provide the electric field are not necessarily so, resulting in
resistivity of the Cr/Au film increased by 1090"" and 1780"; possible changes to the resonator performance.
after vacuum annealing at 380*C and 450*C, respectively. The thin film electrodes used on piezoelectric reso-
These increases were reduced when 1000 A of Ni or Mo were nators typically contain at least two layers. The first is a
introduced as barrier layers between the Cr and Au to deposit of 100 to 500 A of metals such as Cr or Mo which
prevent interdiffusion of the two layers. The resistivity of promote adhesion between the substrate and the second,
the Mo/Au films remained unchanged after all annealing more highly conductive layer which is usually Au of 1000 to
exposures. The Cr/Au, Cr/Mo/Au, and Cr/Ni/Au films had 2000 A thick. Exposing these multilayer films to elevated
adhesion strengths of 41 to 70 MPa in both the as-deposited temperature during subsequent processing and use of the
and annealed conditions. The adhesive strength of the device can cause interdiffusion of the layers. Interdiffusion
Mo/Au metallization was 23 to 31 MPa except after the potentially changes the resistivity, adhesion, and residual
450*C air anneal, where the value dropped to zero. The stress of the films which can degrade the device perfor-
residual stress of the as-deposited Cr/Au film was 170 MPa mance. This investigation examined the resistivity, adhe-
(tensile) but became compressive at -120 to -250 MPa sion, and re-idual stress of thin films deposited on single
after annealing. The Mo/Au metallization was deposited crystal quartz substrates.
with a zero stress value that also became compressive at
- 140 to - 180 MPa.

Experimental Procedures

INTRODUCTION A. Candidate films and heat treatments. The

two metallizations of principal interest were: (1) 450 A of

Single crystal quartz has been used in numerous Cr (on the quartz) with 1800 A of Au and (2) 450 A of Mo

applications beyond the long-established role as a resonator (on the quartz) followed by 1800 A of Au. Included in this

for oscillator circuits. Innovative designs of the resonant investigation were variations to the Cr/Au films in which

cavity have given rise to sensors based upon predictive barrier layers of 1000 A Ni or 1000 A Mo were introduced

changes of the resonant frequency caused by exposure between the Cr and Au layers. Also examined was a pure Au

to external environments such as high and low temperatures film, 1800 A thick.

or applied stresses. The result is a new generation of The heat treatment parameters were selected to
coincide with secondary processing steps common to sensor
assembly and use. A matrix of annealing conditions was

* This work was performed at Sandia National Laboratories created from temperatures of 380'C and 450*C, a time
under United States Department of Energy contract DE- period of 30 min, and atmospheres of lab air or vacuum
AC04-76DP00789. (:5 2X 10 6 torr).

CH2818-3/90/0000-207 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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B. Deposition parameters. The films were de- lated using the expression R X A/L, where R is the measured
posited by electron beam evaporation. A multi-source turret resistance (ohms), A is the cross sectional area of the strip
hearth permiuted the sequential deposition of multiple (thickness times 1.27x 10 3; in 2 ), and L is the separation

layers without breaking vacuum. Deposition rates for (1) between the voltage probes (5.1 X 10 -4 m). The data spread
Mo, 5 t I A /sec; (2) Cr, 5 t I A /sec; (3) Ni, 4 ± 1 A /sec; and quoted with each average value denotes plus-or-minus one
(4) Au, 7 t I A /sec were selected for their stability, ease of standard deviation of the results.
control, and minimal heat loading to the substrates. The D. Adhesive strengthmeasurements. Thesub-
background pressure was maintained below 5XI0-6 torr strates used for these tests were quartz plates measuring
during all depositions. Final film thicknesses were deter- 17 x 17.8x 1.60 mm. The surrace on which the films were
mined by contact surface proiilometry of partially shad- deposited was optically polished and oriented perpendicu-
owed fused silica plates. lar to the z-direction. A total of 15 substrates were coated

The substrates for the resistivity measurements were with each metallization type. Three of the substrates were
preheated in the vacuum chamber to 200*C for 60 min with used to test the film in the as-deposited condition. The
this temperature being maintained during the deposition, remaining substrates were separated into 4 groups of 3
The substrates used to acquire the adhesion strength and samples. Each group was subject to one of the 4 heat
residual stress data were not heated. treatments from the matrix outlined in section A.

All substrates were cleaned by (a) degreasing in The adhesive strength was measured by the
Freon vapor, (b) ultrasonic agitation in acetone, (c) ultra- Sebastian method, which is diagrammed in Fig. 2. An
sonic agitation in ethanol, and (d) then blown dry with auiu i ihafae ae25m ndaee a

nitrgen.aluminum pin with a flared base 2.5 mm in diameter was
nitrogen, bonded to the film surface with an epoxy which was cured

by heating the unit in an air oven at 150°C for 60 min. The
C. Resistivity measurements. The substrates sample was then placed into the tester, which pulled the pin

were single crystal quartz plates measuring 26.2x24.4X from the substrate. The force measured by a load cell

0.152 mm. The surfaces on which the films were deposited combined with the footprint of the pin determined the

were normal to the z-direction (0001) and optically polished, stress (normal to the film) at failure which is displayed on

The metal films were deposited through an aperture the instrument. The failure mode of the bonds was noted to

(shadow) mask, to form 8 lines on the quartz blank, each teisrmn.Tefiuemd ftebnswsntdt
(ho)asuring to2 fmm linsongthequartzmblankTh e ac geomet validate the reading. Typically, three tests were performed
measuring 10.2 mm long and 1.27 mm wide. The geometry on each sample for a maximum of 9 tests per exposure
of the films and substrate appear in Fig. 1. condition. Resistivity and Auger depth profile analysis of

Two wafers were deposited with each metallization as-deposited films subjected to the epoxy curing cycle

type in the same run. The resistivities of the 8 strips on each demonstrated no significant change to either property.

wafer were measured; an average value was calculated for dmntae osgiiatcag oete rpry
wafe wreup mea4surips.The; wan eraweage valu e n ws cu ladfor These results were used to infer that the epoxy curing cycle
each group of 4 strips. The wafers were then broken in half did not change the film character. The values presented in
so as to separate each of the groups of 4 strips. Each group this report are the average stresses; the accompanying error
was then exposed to one of the 4 annealing treatments. This rnerpeet lso-iu n tnaddvaino

procedure ensured that the data was taken from films the data.

deposited in the same run. Furthermore, it allowed for a

precise comparison between the as-deposited resistivity and E. Residual stress measurements. The sub-
the value after heat treatment. strates were single crystal quartz beams measuring 76X 13X

The resistance of each film was measured by the 0.79 mm with the broad surfaces perpendicular to the z-

four-point probe technique. To insure electrical contact to direction. Both sides of the extended surfaces were optically
the film while preventing mechanical damage, osmium polished.
tipped, light load probes were used. The two outer probes, The magnitude of the residual stress was calculated
which supplied a direct current of 45.3 mA, were 7.6 mm from the curvature of the beam measured in a large optics
apart. The voltage probes were spaced 5.1 mm apart, Michelson interferometer built at Sandia National Labora-
collinear with the current probes. The resistivity was calcu- tories [1]. Digital image analysis and the specially designed

26.2 mm-'-

10.2 mm 
24.4Imm

1.27 mm W12. m r

thin Z

0.152 mm l L

Figure 1. Substrate and metallization geometries for resistivity test samples
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Figure 2. Substrate geometry and assembly procedure for adhesive test samples.

hardware made it possible to measure very small radii of treatments. Deposition of the films was at 200*C. Sputter-
curvature (on the order of 1 km). Small changes in curva- ing was performed by an argon ion beam. Surface sputtering
ture resulting from thin films deposited on relatively thick followed by signal detection provided a (qualitative) chem-
substrates allowed for the calculation of the film's residual istry profile of the film layer.
stress without the need to know the film's elastic modulus.
The equation used to calculate the film stress is given below
(for details, see the analytical analysis in Reference 1): Results and Discussion

af = E~tf/(6RS)[(tS/tf) 2 -t./tf + 6(Ef/E.)(yf/tf)] (1) A. Resistivity. Shown in Table 1 are the as-
deposited resistivity data from two separate deposition runs

where tf is the film thickness, t, is the substrate thickness, of each metallization. These values correspond to measured
Ef is the film modulus, E. is the substrate modulus, R. is the resistances of approximately 0.5 to 0.6 ohms over the line
radius of curvature at the film/substrate interface, and yf is geometries described in Fig. 1. An estimate of the percent
the position in the film (at which the stress is being error introduced by the measurement technique is approx-
calculated) as measured from the film center plane towards imately 6%. Therefore, the different values of resistivity for
the film/substrate interface. The maximum stress will be at each film indicated a real variation between the two sepa-
the interface; that is where yf/tf is 0.5. A very thin film and rate runs. The effect of deposition temperature on film
a thick substrate cause the third term in the square brackets resistivity was investigated by evaporating the films at
of equation (1) to be negligible with respect to the other two ambient temperature (<300C), measuring the resistivity
terms. Therefore, it is not necessary to know the film after coating, annealing the films at 200*C for 30 min, and
modulus in order to calculate the film stress. The modulus finally performing a second resistivity measurement. The
of the quartz beam was calculated from available data and results are outlined in Table 2. It was apparent that the
confirmed in the same apparatus by applying known forces run-to-run variations of resistivity exemplified in Table 1
to the beam and recording the resulting curvature, were comparable to the change in resistivity due to

A layer of 1800 A of Au was deposited on one (1) changing the substrate temperature from ambient to
surface of the beam to form the reflecting layer from which 2000C during deposition, or (2) by the low temperature
to measure the curvature. The substrate was then heated at annealing (2000C, 30 min) of the film deposited at ambient
450*C for 1 hour to stabilize the Au film. The thin film of temperature.
interest was then deposited on the other side. A total of 4 The percent resistivity changes as a result f the
beams were deposited with each metallization at the same heat treatments are presented in Table 3. The results of the
time. An average curvature and error term based upon one Auger depth profiles will also be discussed. The Au and
standard deviation were calculated from the 4 beams. Mo/Au films showed resistivity decreases for all heat treat-

ments. No interdiffusion between the Mo and Au layers
F. Auger depth profile measurements. Auger was observed. This observation is confirmed by the phase

depth profiles were made of each of the films in the diagram of the Au-Mo couple [21, which shows only the
as-deposited condition as well as after each of the annealing terminal solid solutions of (1) maximum 1.25 at. % Mo in Au
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and (2) maximum 0.4 at.', Au in Mo for a simple eutectic The Cr/Au film experienced large resistivity in-
without intermediate intermetallic compounds for the an- creases of 1130"(- and 1090' after annealing at 380*C for
neaiing temperatures. The trend of decreasing resistivity 30 min in air and vacuum, respectively. Those values
with annealing was probably caused by changes to the climbed to 2240"( and 1780" , respectively, when the heat
microstructure of the films 13,4,5[. The Mo/Au film surface treating temperature was increased to 450°C. This general
retained a golden color except after annealing at 450°C in increase of resistivity was caused by the diffusion of Cr into
air, where some blistering caused the surface to darken Au as demonstrated by a comparison of the Auger depth
slightly (Fig. 3a). The blistering was initiated with air profiles shown in Fig. 4. The low resistivity of the Au film,
entering the film and oxidizing the Mo layer. Certain oxides 2.'XO 10-6 ohm-cm [7], was severely degraded by the Cr,
of Mo (e.g., MoO,) are volatile at 450'C [6]. Vapor forma- which has a resistivity of 36.6x 10-6 ohm-cm.
tion caused the Au layer to burst and form blisters. Trace The air annealed films had slightly higher resistivity
Mo was observed on the film surface by Auger analysis; increases as opposed to the vacuum annealed specimens.
suggesting that the analyzed area included blisters. Oxidation of the Cr within the Au layer was not extensive as

The discontinuities introduced into the film by the observed by the Auger analysis. Therefore, it appears that
blisters, did not affect the resistivity. However, experiments the oxidation of the Cr at the film surface increased the
in which such films were annealed in air at 500*C for 180 amount of Cr entering the Au layer. The surfaces of the
min showed large resistivity increases as the blisters grew in films developed a gray tint indicative of Cr and which
size (Fig. 3b). darkened as the annealing temperature was increased for

Table 1. Resistivity of metallizations deposited at 2000C in two
separate runs

Resistivity x 10 -8Qm
Film 200C Deposit Temp.

1800 A Au 2.39:0.02, 4.53*0.04
450 A M/ 1800 A Au 4.0410.05, 3.98-0.03
450 ACr/ 1800 A Au 3.59+0.04, 5.64*0.10
450 ACr/ 1000 A Mo/1800 A Au 5.24*0.03, 6.50*0.05
450 ACr/ 1000 A Ni/ 1800 A Au 5.44+0.03. 5.28*0.04

Table 2. Resistivity of metallizations deposited at room temperature
in two separate runs and then annealed in air at 2000C for 30 min

Resistivity x10 -4Qm
Film R.T. Dep.-M- 200C, 30 min., air

1800 A Au 3.81:+0.03 3.314-0.03
450 A Mo/ 1800 A Au 4.24+-0.02 3.90+0.02
450 ACr/ 1800 A Au 4.71+0.02 5. 10*0. 10
450 C 0/1000 A Mo/ 1800 A Au 7.59+0.04 6.95+-0.07

450 ACr/ 1000 A NiV1800 A Au 6.33+*0.07 5.28+0.06

Table 3. Percent change of resistivity of metallizations deposited at
2000C

Percent Change (7e)

380C, 30 min 450C, 30 min
Film air vac. air vac.

1800 A Au -2.4 -2.6 -8.4 -8.8

450 A Mo/ 1800 A Au -3.8 -9.0 -9.4 -9.4

450 Cr/1800 Au 1130 1090 2240 1780

450 A Cr/1000 A Mo/1800 A Au -4.3 -9.4 992 914

450 A Cr/1000 A Ni 1800 A Au 416 38.0 715 496
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Figure S. Auger depth profile of the Cr/Mo/Au film
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versus vacuum annealing caused the higher resistivity fracture took place in the epoxy film at a stress in excess of
changes of the former case 9000 psi (which is approximately 90"( of the load capacity

The Ni layer proved to be a poor barrier between the of the machine), or (3) the film separated from the substrate
Cr and the Au. Resistivity increased under all annealing at any stress level.
conditions. The Auger depth profiles representing the as- The 1800 A Au film did not adhere to the quartz
deposited film; the film annealed at 380'C in air; and the substrate in the as-deposited state or following any of the
profile of the film following a 450°C air heat treatment are heat treatments. These tests were made to demonstrate that
shown in Fig. 6. The resistivity increases at 380°C were due reported adhesion values are not anomalously high due to
largely to the interdiffusion of Ni into the Au layer. At epoxy reaching the substrate through defects (pinholes) in
450°C, the Cr layer which was relatively inactive at 380*C, the metallizations.
alloyed with the newly formed Ni-Au layer and caused The Mo/Au film showed an as-deposited strength of
715"i and 496"1 resistivity increases for air and vacuum 25 ± 17 MPa. The strength value remained unchanged after
annealing, respectively. The resistivity values were higher all of the heat treatments except the 450*C air anneal in
after air annealing than when done in vacuum for both which the adhesion stress dropped to zero. The blistering of
temperatures. Oxidation of the Ni and Cr components the film resulted in the oxidation of the underlying Mo layer
following air annealing was observed at the film surface but (beyond the actual open areas). The powdery character of
not in the film interior. Therefore, the oxidation of Ni remaining Mo oxide provided inadequate adhesion between
and/or Cr on the surface enhanced the diffusion of either the Au layer and the quartz.
species (depending on the temperature) into the Au layer, The Cr/Au films showed an as-deposited adhesive
causing the larger resistivity increases for air versus vacuum strength of 48±_10 MPa. The value increased to the
annealing, machine limit of 70 MPa after annealing at 380°C in both

Air annealing caused the film surface to develop an air and vacuum. The values dropped slightly following the
orange hue at 380'C which darkened to a brownish color at 450'C annealing treatments. These results clearly indicate
450'C. The various colors were caused by the oxidation of that in spite of the large degree of intermixing between the
the Ni and Cr layers on the surface. Cr and Au layers, the Cr/Au alloy film retained exceptional

In conclusion, the Mo/Au film resulted in no in- adhesive strength.
crease to the resistivity under the prescribed heat treat- The Cr/Mo/Au had an as-deposited adhesive
ments. Mo also prevented a resitivity increase in the strength of 56 ± 10 MPa, which was statistically similar to
Cr/Mo/Au films by acting as a barrier to the interdiffusion that of the Cr/Au film. This was expected because in both
of Cr and Au. The Mo barrier became ineffective at the cases, the Cr layer was providing the adhesion. The values
4500C annealing temperature. Replacing Mo with Ni re- remained effectively unchanged for films after each of the
suited in extensive interdiffusion between Ni and Au at heat treatments.
380°C as well as between Cr and the Ni-Au layer at 450*C. The results of the Cr/Mo/Au system have also re-
Although the resistivity of the Cr/Ni/Au films increased in suited in some added insight into the Cr/Au system. For
all cases, the increases were less than those observed with example, the Mo layer was an effective barrier to the
the Cr/Au films. Surface oxidation-enhanced diffusion of Cr interdiffusion of Cr and Au at the 380°C annealing temper-
or Ni components caused slight increases to the resistivity ature. Yet the adhesive strength of the annealed Cr/Au
values of the air annealed samples as compared to the films exceeded those of the Cr/Mo/Au films. Therefore,
vacuum annealed films. since the Au component of the alloyed Cr-Au film is not

expected to add any adhesive strength, the elevated tem-
B. Adhesive strength tests. The adhesion test perature appears to enhance the adhesion between the Cr

results appear in Table 4. A particular pull test was consid- component of the intermixed Cr/Au film and the quartz
ered a valid datum if (1) the machine failed to pull the pin substrate. At 450°C, the Mo barrier of the Cr/Mo/Au film
off of the specimen prior to reaching the maximum load, (2) broke down and the Cr andAu intermixed. The resulting

Table 4. Adhesive strength of metallizations deposited at room
temperature and annealed

Adhesive Strength (MPG)

As- 380C. 30 min 450C, 30 min
Film Depos. air vac. air voc.

1800 A Au 0 0 0 0 0

450 Mo/1800 Au 25*-17 29+13 31410 0 23±14

450A Cr/ 1800 A Au 48*10 >700 >70* 61*-12 68*7.0

450 A c"/1000 A Mo/1800 Au 56*-10 57*-12 41:k23 641:10 56+10

450 A Cr/1000 • NiV1800 A Au 65!L3.0 65.k8.0 664*4.0 69*:2.0 69*k4.0

Machine limit.
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adhesion was not significantly different from that of the treatment they became compressive. This implies that at
Cr/Au films after similar annealing, some point, the stress became zero. Electron beam deposi-

The adhesive strength data of the Cr/Ni/Au films tion techniques offer very little control of the properties
exhibited no change from the as-deposited value of ofthe film, in particular the residual stresses. The data in
65±3 MPa in spite of the interdiffusion observed at the Table 5 show that annealing programs can be implemented
annealing temperatures. The as-deposited strength was to control the film stress for optimum device performance.
significantly larger than that of the Cr/Au films. This
observation clearly indicated that even with similar layers Summary
(Cr) next to the substrate, the adhesive strength of a
multilayer film is affected by all of the individual layers. 1. The resistivity and adhesive strengths were mea-

In conclusion, the Cr/Au, Cr/Ni/Au, and Cr/Mo/Au sured for four multilayer films which were electron
films exhibited excellent adhesive strengths in the as- beam deposited on optically polished, z-plate single
deposited condition as well as after each of the heat treat- crystal quartz surfaces. Measurements were also
ments. The Mo/Au metallization had generally lower made after tl-- "ilms had been vacuum and air
strength values with severe degradation to the film adher- annealed at 380'C or 450'C for 30 min.
ence after air annealing at 450°C due to oxidation and loss 2. The 450 A Cr/1800 A Au films exhibited extensive
of the Mo underlayer by blistering. interdiffusion during all heat treatments. Resistiv-

ity increases of 1090% and 1780'(- resulted from
C. Residual stress measurements. The resid- vacuum annealing at 380*C and 450°C, respectively.

ual stress data of the Mo/Au and Cr/Au films are listed in These increases were reduced significantly when

Table 5. The Mo/Au metallization had practically no stress barrier layers of Mo and Ni were introduced be-
in the as-deposited condition while the Cr/Au film had a tween the Cr and Au.

tensile stress of 170-±30 MPa. For both cases, however, the 3. The 450 A Cr/1800 A Au, 450 A Cr/1000
film stresses became compressive upon annealing. Ni/1800 A Au, and 450 A Cr/1000 A Mo/1800

The Cr/Au data clearly showed that the residual Au films showed adhesive strengths in the range of
stress magnitudes were larger following air annealing than 41 to 70 MPa in both the as-deposited and annealed

after heat treating in vacuum; the difference was relatively conditions. The adhesive strength of the Mo/Au

small at 380°C and larger at 450°C. Assuming that the film was in the range of 23 to 31 MPa except after
residual stress changes were caused by interdiffusion be- the 450*C, air anneal where the value dropped to

tween the Cr and Au, then the residual stress magnitudes zero.

indicate that mixing was larger during air annealing than 4. The residual stress of the as-deposited 450 A Cr/

after vacuum heat treatment, thereby confirming the expla- 1800 A Au was tensile at 170 ± 30 MPa and became
nation of surface oxidation enhanced diffusion of Cr into Au compressive after each heat treatment. The residual

used to explain a similar trend in the resistivity results stress of the 450 A Mo/1800 A Au film was approx-

noted earlier. However, the substrate curvature may also imately zero and became compressive following heat
reflect a volume expansion at the film surface due to treatment. These results indicate the ability to
oxidation which would appear as a greater compressive control film stresses by thermal annealing.
residual stress than noted after vacuum annealing. Further
tests are needed to determine how air annealing enhanced ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the film stress as compared to vacuum heat treatment.

No appreciable difference in the magnitude of the The authors wish to thank C. H. Sifford and J. A.
residual stress was observed for the Mo/Au film after Romero (now at Motorola, Inc.) for their meticulous process
air annealing at 450'C, in spite of the severe structural and measurement techniques. This work was performed at
degradation. Sandia National Laboratories and supported by the United

An important result of these tests on the Cr/Au film States Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-
is that although they were deposited in tension, after heat 76DP00789.

Table 5. Residual stress of metallizations deposited at room temper-
ature and annealed

Film Residual Stress (MPa)

As- 380C, 30 min 450C, 30 min
Film Depos. air vac. air vac.

450 A Cr/1800 I Au 170 (T) 120 (C) 83 (C) 250 (C) 180 (C)
+30 +30 k60 +30 *30

450 •s/O IS Au 7 (r) 180 (C) 140 (C)
+40 -30 +30
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FOITT-FOIrUM ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE VARIABLES INVOLVED IN QUARTZ GROWTH

Gary R. Johnson, Robert A. Irvine, and Jonathan W. Foise

Sawyer Research Products

35400 Lakeland Blvd.
Eastlake, Ohio 44095

Phase one of this research was designed to
ABSTRACT determine the limits of existing sodium carbonate

technology. In particular, this effort involved
As part of a research effort with the U.S. Army the use of a noble metal liner and high purity
LABCOM, we have conducted a series of parametricexperiments to examine several process variables inputs in a production autoclave. 1  Through the

use of these techniques we were able to achieve
and their effect upon the production of quartz the following:
crystals by hydrothermal growth. The experiments
were designed with the aid of a computer software
package which allowed for the examination of not Table 2
only the effects of individual variables, but the
interactions among them. Some of the advantages Etch channel density: <86/cm2

and disadvantages of designed experiments are
discussed. Inclusion density: <420/bar

Impurity concentrations (ppb)

As the requirements for electronic devices become Al: 700
more critical, so too do the requirements placed Li: 300
upon the materials from which they are produced. Na: 1640
If the crystal growing industry is to meet these K : 300
requirements, a thorough understanding of the Fe: 1800
growth process is needed. 1 6

Q (3500/3800 cOn ) >2.5 X 106
As part of a research effort with the U.S. Army
Laboratory Command, we have been conducting a Striin: variable
research project to develop the technology to
produce high purity, low defect cultured quartz, Fringe distortion: variable
so as to meet the future materials requirements of
the electronics industry. The particular material
goals are:

Phase two of this research effort was to establish
the interrelations among a variety of process

Table 1 variables and the quality of the quartz produced.
This would allow an optimization of the process.

Etch channel density: <10/cm2  In particular, it was hoped to study the
interactions among various variables.

Inclusion density: <10/bar
The first part of this second phase examined the

Impurity concentrations (ppb) interrelations among baffle design, temperature
difference (between the dissolving and growing

Al: <200 chambers) and power in production scale
Li: <300 autoclaves.2 We were able to show the linear
Na: <500 relationship between main heater power and
K : < 40 temperature difference (TD) and its dependence
Fe: <100 upon baffle design.

Q (3500/3800 cm'l): >2.5 X 106 To study the interrelationships among the process
variables and the quartz quality, a series of

Strain: none parametric experiments were designed through the
use of a commercial experimental design and

Fringe distortion: <0.05 RMS statistical analysis software package called

C328181319010000-216 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Expert in a Chip kEChip').3 This package uses a Bars from these runs were inspected for
technique known as robust product design. This dimensions, weight, mechanical and microscopic
technique allows variables to be adjusted defects and were analyzed for infrared alpha,
simultaneously, thus decreasing numbers of impurity levels, and etch channel densities.

experiments to be run. 4These results were then entered into the ECnip

Based upon the results of the baffle-TD-power program. EChip presents its analysis in Lwo ways.

experiments and our production experience, the First, it reports which input variables (and for
following variables were chosen: 3-level and higher variables, interactions betweeninput variables) have a significant effect upon

the responses. Second, it generates a response
Table 3 surface to show the particular effect of thosevariables on a given response variable.

Variable Range Figure 1 shows a response surface for the fraction

Growing temperature 339° - 355. of bars with cracks for the 66 mm X seeds as a
function of growing temperature and supply type (I

Initial TD 3° - 6° C is broken cultured <'stal, 0 is natural quartz
lascas). A number l '•aracteristics of EChip's

Baffle 17% single hole response surfaces oe pointed out. The

vs. 7.5% response surface represents an empirical model

perforated based upon a regression analysis of the actual
data. There is some extrapolation found in such a

Solution molarity 0.80 - 0.85M model. The limits of the actual data region are
4a 2 C03 represented by the "convex hull" which is shown on

L i aC0 -the graph by the region marked in "*" 6
Lithium additive 0 - 0.05 M Li+

One must also take care in confusing the model
Hydrothermal etch -15' - 0' C with a prediction of actual values. Examining
temperature figure 1, one can find a region where the fraction

with cracking is less than the lowest experimental
Quartz supply tape Lascas vs. broken value, represented by the "<"s. Since the lowest

crystals value is zero, this obviously does not predict an
actual value for cracking you would get by growing
quartz under those conditions. However, one can
use the model to predict this as the region with

The original experimental design included the the lowest response value.
study of these seven variables at three levels
(quadratic design) for a total of 46 trial runs
(forty-one trials pluý, five replicates). With an The response surface is a two dimensional
estimated 80 day run length, plus turn-around and representation of a three dimensional surface,
inspection time, it was not possible to fit this analogous to a geographical topological map.
many experimental runs into our normal production We have developed a technique for converting
schedule. The design was modified so that only EChip's two dimensional graphs into three
growing temperature, which was felt to be the most dimensions by converting these graphs into
critical variable, would be examined at three spreadsheet data and then using Lotus 1-2-3"
levels and that the rest would be examined at two. and 3-D Graphics" to produce three dimensional
We would also reduce the number of replicates from response surfaces.7 Figure 2 shows such a
five to three. This reduced the number of runs to representation of the data from figure 1. In this
twenty-three. figure, it is easy to see that the highest levels

of cracking occur for bars grown at a high growing
In addition to the variables listed above, the temperature from broken crystal or low growing
seed rack was designed such that a variety of seed temperature from lascas. One can also see the
vairiables could be examined including width (41 mm interaction between the variables.
X, 0' rotation around X and 66 mm X, 1.5°),
strain, etch, location in the rack, and horizontal EChip calculates the precision of the response
vs. vertical positioning. However, the geometry surface based upon the fit of the regression
of the rack remained unchanged from run to run to analysis, the reproducibility of the replicate
eliminate possible effects on fluid flow. runs and how far outside of the convex hull the

surface extrapolated. The width of the contour
intervals of the response surface is
representative of this precision. For example, as

Runs were conducted over a period of about a year, one extrapolates outside of the region of the2
ending in October 1989. A Z-target of 36 mm was actual data, the precision decreases and the
selected, so that LABCOM requested material contour lines broaden. Figure 3 shows a graph o.
suitable for 15 mm SC cuts could be produced, the response surface for inclusions (number/cc,
This gave a target of 80 days run time, with runs 100 - 150 microns size) as a function of growing
ranging from 62 to 99 days to achieve target.
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Figure 1
EChip Reaponse Surface for Cracking
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EChip generated response surface for tne fraction of bars withcracks as a

function of growing temperature and supply type ( 1 is broken cultured

crystal, 0 is natural quartz (lascas) ).

Figure 2
Response Surface for Cracking
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Three dimensional representation of the response surface for the fraction of

bars 4ith cracks as a function of growing temperature and supply type.
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Figure 3
Response Surface for Inclusions
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Response surface for inclusions as a function of growing temperature and
initial TO.

temperature and initial TO. Since this plot shows Another limitation of EChip is its inability to
Jata for the middle of the convex hull, the examine correlations between response variables;
broadness of the contours in the middle region of for example, between inclusion densities and
the plot is probably due to a lack of cracking. However, this can be overcome by the
reproducibility in the data. use of other statistical methods. For example,

scatter graphs in conjunction with linear
One of EChip's limitations is in its inability to regression analysis can be used to look at
distinguish between continuous and categorical interrelations between response variables. Figure
variables; all variables must be treated as 5 shows a scatter diagram for the concentration of
continuous variables. One way to handle this is aluminum in a sample bar from each run vs. the
by rethinking how you look at a variable. In concentration of lithium, with a linear regression
figure 1, supply type could be though of as broken fit of the data. One can also use more
crystals vs. lascas and thus as a categorical traditie'al statistics! t-t;, such as the student
variable. However, one can also think of it as a t-test, to supplement EChip. One must remember
continuous variable from 100% lascas, through a with all these methods that they generate
mixture oF the two, to 100% broken crystal. In empirical models, it is up to the researcher to
fact, this reflects actual production practices. create the theory, if desired.
Figure 4 shows the response surface for inclusions
(number/cc, 100 - 150 microns size) as a function One last consideration is that EChip is designed
of growing temperature and baffle type. Here too, to be used as a "blackbox". While this is a great
baffle type has been thought of not as perforated advantage for the statistical novice, one must be
vs. single hole, but as a continuous variation in careful to use the program within its stated
the number of holes. The limitation here is this limitations. EChip does include some
does not reflect actual practice and may not even "whistle-blowing" abilities which alert the user
reflect the actual behavior of the system. One to potential statistical problems which may
must therefore be careful in interpreting the require expert help.
meaning of baffle values on this contour plot
between the two endpoints.
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Figure 4
Response Surface for Incluslons
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Response surface for inclusions as a function of growing temperature and
baffle type.

Figure 5
Aluminum vs. Lithium Concentration
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Scatter diagram of the concentration of aluminum versus the concentration of
lithium in a bar. A linear regression fit of the data is also shown.
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There were some limitations due to the design we [3] Expert in a Chip (EChip)" - Expert in a Chip,
chose as well. By looking at a variable at only Inc., 518 Holly Knoll Rd., Hockessin, DE
two levels, instead of three, one is no longer 19707.
able to look for curvature in that variable. It
also means that one cannot look at interactions [4] T.A. Donnelly, "Robust Product Design",
between two level variables, only between two and Machine Design, Oct. 8, 1987.
three level variables and among third and higher
order variables. [5] T. Donnelly, "Desktop software for

simultaneous optimization of multiple
These design limitations can be eased to some responses", American Laboratory, Vol. 21 (9),
extent by following EChip's normal experimental pp. 100-i07, Sept. [989.
sequence. 4'5,6 Table 4 gives some
typical examples. [6] B. Wheeler, EChip Course Text. Expert in a

Chip, Inc., Delaware, 1987.

Table 4 [7] 3-9 Graphics'" - Intex Soljtions, Inc., 161

"*Screening trials: many variables at 2-levels Highland Ave., Needham, MA 02194.

7 variables / 2 levels - 14 trials + replicates

12 variables / 2 levels - 19 trials + replicates

*Response trials: significant variables at 3-levels

4 variables / 3 levels - 20 trials + replicates

6 variables / 3 levels - 33 trials + replicates

*Detail/confirmation trials:

2 variables / 4 levels - 13 trials + replicates

However, the cost of such a detailed study is in
the number of expe-iments required (44 to 75 in
the examples above). For a batch process with a
turn-around time of 100 days, such as quartz
growth, such a study would be very expensive and
very time consuming.

In spite of all these li,nitations, designed
experiments have turned out to be very useful to
us. From these 23 experimental runs we have
discovered 73 different interactions and
relationships among the seven input variables
studied and the various responses examined, using
EChip and the other statistical methods mentioned.
In addition are the negative responses, the
relationships and interactions dhich were believed
to exist but have been disproved. We are now in
the process of using this round of experiments as
screening trials for further experiments to
examine the details of particular responses.

References
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A STUDY OF THE ELECTRODIFFUSION PROCESS IN QUARTZ
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and
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ABSTRACT the improved performance of swept quartz is caused

Electroditfusion (sweeping) is a high- hi the modification of the detects. For example,

temperature process used to replace the substitutional aluminum with an associated

interstitial alkalis present in as-grown quartz interstitial alkali is a common point defect.

with hydrogen. Sweeping affects point detects such Sweeping in air (with water vapor present) or in

as the substitutional aluminum with its associated hydrogen removes the alkali from the quartz and

interstitial alkali and the extended dislocation replaces them with a hydrogen. A similar

networks with their precipitated impurities that replacement process must also take place with the

form the etch channels. Quartz is commercially impurities trapped in the dislocation networks so

swept to improve the radiation hardness and to that they are much less chemically active after

reduce the formation of the etch channels. We have sweeping. Verhoogen [3] carried out the first

been investigating the electric currnt versus time deliberate alkali sweeping experiments during his

curves observed during sweeping runs as possible study of ionic diftusion in quartz. King [41 was

indicators of the completeness of the the first to apply the sweeping process to quartz

electrodittusion process. Hanson reported the later used for resonator studies. The process for

appearance ot a curreit peak or plateau near 250
0
C sweeping specific alkalis into quartz was developed

during the warm-up portion of the sweeping process by Fraser [51 who clearly demonstrated that the

when the electric field was initially applied at 53-K acoustic loss peak was due to the AI-Na

room temperature. He also reported that this peak center. Kats [61 studied the effects of alkali and

was not present in samples that had previously been hydrogen sweeping on the infrared spectra of both
swept. We have tracked both the growth of the Al- natural and cultured quartz. Recently, Martin [1]

OH center and the decay of the AI-Na center with reviewed current electrodiffusion results.

the sample current versus sweeping time. We find
that the current peak or plateau disappears when At the present time, several methods are used

the sample is heated to 4000C and immediately to determine if the sweeping process is complete

cooled back to room temperature. However, no for point defects. Of these, the electron-spin

reduction in the Al-Na centers or production of the resonance, ESR, test developed by Halliburton, et

Al-OH centers match the disappearance of the peak. Al. [8] and the measurement of the high temperature

Instead, the Al-Na center is slowly replaced by the series resistance of a resonator developed by

Al-OH after the sample has been held for some time Koehler 191 are probably the most reliable

at temperatures near 500
0
C. Since hydrogen is much indicators. The ESR test requires the removal of a

less mobile than the alkalis, this replacement test sample from the swept bar and an elaborate
causes a reduction of the sweeping current. It radiation procedure. The resistance test requires

appears that the appearance of a steady current the fabrication of a resonator blank. No test
during a time interval might be used as a signature other than actually etching samples is available

for the completeness of the electrodiffusion for etch channel reduction by sweeping. Hanson
process. We find that when the current remains [10] reported the appearance of a current peak or

steady to +2Z over an eight to ten hour interval plateau near 250
0

C during the warm-up portion of

that the sample passes the OSU test for sweeping the sweeping process when the electric field was

effectiveness. It does appear, however, that the initially applied at room temperature. He found

tendency to form etch channels reduces more slowly that this peak was absent in samples that

than the rate of replacement of the alkalis at previously had been swept and suggested that it
point defects, could be used as a sweeping test. Tests for

sweeping effectiveness that do not require
elaborate sample preparation or that can be
performed during the electrodiffusion process would

INTRODUCTION clearly be useful. We report here an investigation
of the effects of sweeping temperature and sweeping

Electrodiffusion (sweeping) is commercially time on the replacement of the interstitial alkalis
employed to reduce the formation of etch channels by hydrogen and on the reduction of etch channel
during processing [I1 and to improve radiation formation. Our results suggest that the appearance
hardness [2]. The process removes neither the of a constant current during the sweeping run is a
point defects nor the dislocation loops. Instead simple reliable indicator of sweeping completeness

US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED BY
US COPYRIGHT
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for point detects. The study also shows that this low temperature run. The run caused a 0%
infrared measurements ot the Al-OH absorption can reduction in the 3585 cm- 1 

growth-detect band. The
also be used as a indicator, non-porous Au/Cr electrodes inhibit the

introduction hydrogen into the sample during
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE sweeping. Gualtieri and co-workers !12,13j have

Cultured quartz was used exclusively for this extensively studied this ettect.

investigation. Except for the sample designated 1 -]
HA-A all samples were pure Z-growth material. Both --500 E3
full sized lumbered bars and smaller infrared or 5
Mz 5th overtone AT-cut blanks were used for the ar -40) -
sweeping tests. The HA-A samples were resonator L 1 a

blanks taken from an R-growth stone selected for TEMPOT R

its 60-/0 ppm aluminum content. The tull bars were 00.5 - 4300
air-swept at LABCOM using the system described by U --
Gualtieri, et at. t111 The smaller samples were L-203 uj
H-swept at OSU using the system described by 2 L

Martin. 7l] Both systems were controlled by HP .00 uJ
Series 80 microcomputers. Au/Cr or Au electrodes A. CLNT

were vapor deposited on cleaned polished surtaces. 00 16 32 48 64

The samples were then placed between steel or T (HOU 48 6

stainless steel contacts in the sweeping furnace. TIME (HOURS)
Electric fields between 800 V/cm and 2000 V/cm were
applied at room temperature. The computer recorded Figure 1. The current and temperature versus time
the sample current and temperature during the curves for the initial 300

0
C air sweep on sample

sweeping run. Temperature-ramped sweeping was A-GC-3539 are shown.
performed [11i, i.e., the furnace was slowly
brought up to the sweeping temperature, held there
for the selected time, and then ramped back to room 0/
temperature.

A Perkin-Elmer model 1160 Fourier transform 3 -e

infrared spectrophotometer was used to monitor the u

room-temperature OH-vibration spectrum before and z
after air-sweeping the full bars. Low temperature M0. -
IR absorption scans were made on the smaller o
samples using a Beckman Model 4240 dispersive
spectrophotometer. These samples were held in a < 3380

liquid nitrogen cryostat that had CaF 2 wiidws.
The reduction of the Al-Na centers in the resonator 0
blanks caused by sweeping was determined by 3700 3600 3500 3400 3300
measuring the acoustic loss over the 8 K to 100 K
temperature range. A set of adjacent AT-cut WAVE NUMBER (cm- 1 ]
sections trom one bar were swept for diiterent
times. After etching in a hot saturated ammonium Figure 2. The room temperature IR spectra for
bitluoride solution etch channel counts were made sample A-GC-3539 are shown for the as-received
using an Olympus Nomarski microscope. condition, A; after the initial 300°C sweep. B; and

after a subsequent 400
0

C sweep, C. Only the second
sweep produced the Al-OH band.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the current density, j, and Figure 3 shows the current density and
temperature versus time curves for an initial air- temgerature versus time curves for the subsequent
sweep at 300

0
C. The sample was a Y-bar designated 400 C air-sweeping run on sample A-GC-3539. The

A-GC-3639 with Au/Cr electrodes. An electric field initial current peak, A, is nearly gone. The much
ot 2000 V/cm was used. The peak labeled A is the larger peak B and the overall larger current
initial peak tirst observed by Hanson [lOj when the indicate that hydrogen exchange is more efficient
sample is warmed with the field on. The second at this higher temperature. We note that j is
peak, marked B, represents the replacement of still decreasing with time at the end of the 26 hr
alkalis by h~drogen. The current density is small run. THe current density reduction, over the eigbt
tor this 300 C run and continues to decrease hour period before cooldown, was 4%. The 3380 cm-
throughout the entire run. The current density band in curve C ot Fig. 2 shows that the AI-OH
reduction over the eight hour period before cool- centers are being produced by the air-sweeping.
down was 15 %. The current density . Curve A in Interestingly, the growth-detect band does not seem
Fig. 2 shows the room temperature infrared spectrum to recover.
of this sample prior t? the air-sweeping runs. The
sharp bayd at 3585 cm- and the broader band near The initial 3000

C air-sweep on sample A-GC-
3410 cm are the OH-related growth-detect centers. 3539 did not introduce any AI-OH centers. As shown
Curve B shows the spectrum obtained after the in the subsequent 400

0
C run the current peak was

initial 3000C air-sweep. No significant AI-OH band removed by the first sweep. The second run didat 3380 cm-1 was produced by introduce some AI-OH centers and the sample can be
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considered as partially swept. The current was
still decreasing with time at the end o± both runs.
A third sweep at 5000 C produced a current density 2 _

reduction, during the last eight hours before - 490CCRI I tmr)
cooldown, of 2%. The IR spectrum after this sweep 10 1 RSWEPT U TOT-
retraces curve C in Fig. 2. n" --.. 2400C

* ---- 272
0 C

~~~~to TEPRTR n 0I 14oc5400 0- -. 3750C500-. -3970C

""0 100 200 300 40C 500 600
STEMPERATURE (U C)

- -400

Figure. b. The dashed curves show the current
00 1 32 8 64density, j, versus temperature curves tor the

TIME (HOURS) warm-up portion of the sweeping cycles. They "map
out" the current peak observed tot the control
sample.

Figure 3. The current density, j, and temperature
are shown as tunctions of time tor the subsequent400C run on sample A-GC-3539. Current peak A is 10

missing. I -~P s 01 o4-45

The current peak or plateau observed on
warm-up was investigated by carrying out a series
of H-sweeping runs in which a test sample as ramped u, 10-
up to a selected temperature and then immediately

cooled back to room temperature. The sample wasj
then cycled repeatedly to successively higher
temperatures. The curves on the far left side of
Fig. 4 shows the current and temperature data___ IC

C_* 10-

collected during a cycle to 248°C on sample R4 from 106o 00

bar MCI-1. The curves offset to 5 hr are for a 0 40cC

subsequent cycle to 320°C. The curves starting at 4530

10 hr are for a full 12 hr 490°C sweep made on the 600°t

control sample RI. The initial current peak is
clearly evident in the data for the control sample. i0- ' '
The dashed lines in Fig. 5 show the current 100

density, j, versus temperature data collected IoItPERA W.Ie(k

during the warm-up portion of each of the T-cycles.
These curves map out the current peak for the
control sample as shown by the solid line in Fig.

5. The dashed curves also show that the current Figure 6. The 53 K Al-Na acoustic loss peak is
peak is removed by sweeping at low temperatures for shown after the resonator blank was swept while
very short times. being cycled to the indicated temperature. The

Al-Na does not go out until the sample is cycled to
temperatures well above the current peak.

600 1

MC 1-7500 Em isi00 VcL-......---0 2 A 5 1Hz 5th overtone AT-cut blank from D14-45

T hePremium Q bar was Na-swept using our standard
war 400 -up as inve ••L process. [14] It was run through a series of
of -wesweeping cycles similar to those described above.

coodi 0 The acoustic loss versus temperature curves

tmeasured after a number of the cycles are shown in
""FigFig. 6. No decrease in the Al-Na loss peak was

200 cl ec CteTdL O-observed until the sample was cycled above 4s0°C.ce 00 a0 agrees with the approximately d ppm aluminum

Tconcentration observed in 014-45 quartz. As shown

0, '10-3 below, the Al-OH is not effectively produced until
s 5 10 15 20 5 30 the sample has spent time at temperatures well

TIME ( S) above that at which the initial current peak is

removed. The conversion of the Al-Na and presumably
Figure 4. The temperature and current curves for Al-Li centers into Al-OH does not begin until the

several sweeping cycles on sample R4 and for the sample is cycled through temperatures well above

full sweep on the control sample Rw are shown.
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the point where the initial current peak is
removed. Therefore, the current peak is not 10
associated with the aluminum center and does not
reliably indicate that the sample is fully swept. U SBI

The H-sweeping of several Z-plate samples at
a tixed temperature of 490 0C was investigated.a
After each sweeping run the low temperature
infrared spectrum was taken on each sample. Figure 6
/ shows the spectra taken on sample SQBI in the
as-received condition, after it was swept for
approximately ten minutes, and after a cumulative
sweeping of 4/ hours. The two bands at 3300 and 1 4 /
3200 cm are intrinsic Si-O overtone vibrations
[61. Only the OH-related growth-defect bands are
present in the as-received condition. Taking the 2
spectrum at 80 K sharpens the 3585 im-1 band shown
in Fig._j and shifts it to 3581 cm- ; the broad
3410 cm shown in Fig 2 if split into sharper
bands at 343/ and 3398 cm- . After H-sweeping the 0!
sample for trn minutes strong AI-OH bands at 336/ 0.1 t.0 10 t00
and 3306 cm- are seen in the low temperature SWEEPING TIME (hr)
spectrum. The sample was successively swept and
the Al-OH concentration measured by low temperature Figure 8. The growth of the Al-OH center with
IR absorption after each run. The upper curve in cumulative sweeping time is shown for samples SQBI
Fig. / shows the spectrum obtained after a and HA-A.
cumulative sweeping time ot 4/ hours. Figure 8
shows the growth of the Al-OH concentration versus oscillations A/ is seen to be constant to
cumulative H-sweeping time for samples SQBI with better than 2% over the last 20 hours of the run./.5 ppm Al and for sample HA-A with 60 ppm Al. We The oscillations were removed on later runs by
find that when the AI-OH concentration as measured carefully retuning the temperature controller. As
by infrared absorption techniques remains constant rep ulty re, the te stsre that t swith cumulative sweeping time that the sample is reported above, the OSU ESR test showed that this

sample was fully swept. We consistently find that
fully swept according to the OSU ESR test for when the sweeping current is constant to within
sweeping effectiveness. Because of its lower +2% over the last 8-10 hours of the run that the
sensitivity the infrared test is not as reliable samples are fully swept. Therefore, it appears
for low aluminum samples as the ESR test, that the observation of a constant current

(assuming the temperature is steady) is a good
indicator that the electrodiftusion is complete for

4• the point defects.
iA]-OH PRODUCTION

I 3- SAMPLE SOB1

"--47 hr.

U_ 2 30

20 TlC. AVGA A

0 10

0•
3700 3600 3500 3400 3300 3200 3100 --' - . " V V V

WAVE NUMBER (cm-1

-10

2
Figure /. The low temperature infrared absorptiona
spectra for sample SQBI taken in the as-received AD I
condition and after cumulative H-sweeping times of
ten minutes and 4/ hours are shown. 0 " A V uVVUP,

The upper portion of Fig. 9 shows the -

fractional current change, Al/I end, and the lower -2
portions shows temperature fluctuations, AT, 5 10 is 0 2
measured during a H-sweeping run on sample SQBI. SWEEPING TIME (HOURS)
Iend was the average current at the end of the 30
hour run. The 1.6 C° peak-peak temperature Figure 9. The fractional current change and the
oscillations were due to a slightly mistuned temperature deviation observed during a 30 hour H-
controller. These temperature oscillations cause a sweeping run on sample SQBI are shown.
6% peak-peak oscillation in the sweeping current.
After averaging out the short term temperature
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Electrodittusion also affects the dislocation process for point detects is complete. The etch
networks responsible for the formation of the etch channel density continued to decrease for longer
channels. A set of adjacent AT-cut plates were sweeping times than were needed to produce a steady
taken from our Premium Q bar PQ-C. Au electrodes Al-OH concentration. Thus, the modification of the
were vapor deposited on the polished surfaces and dislocation networks proceeds more slowly than that
the plates were H-swept at 490

0
C for different of point defects.

times. Figure I0 shows the etch channel density
measured on the unswept control sample and on ACKNOWLEDGEMETS
samples swept. for times ranging from 10 minutes to
20 hours. The current was steady to +2% for the The authors thank L. E. Halliburton and Ben

list 10 hours of the 20 hour run. The etch channel Zapata for performing the ESR tests of sweeping
density appears to decrease more slowly than the effectiveness. An early portion of the work at OSU
Al-OH production reported above. Previous reports was sponsored by the Solid State Sciences Division,
[li,16,1/j showed that air-sweeping of full bars Rome Air Development Command, USAF. Jennifer Frank
reduced the etgh channel density to less than was a particpant in the NSF Research Experience for
10 channels/cm . Since the channels tend to lie Undergraduates Program. Dowlan Smith was sponsored
along the Z-direction [18] sweeping AT-cut plates by the OSU Center for Energy Research.
is probably less efficient than sweeping a full bar
where the full electric field is along Z.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNPOSIUN ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

NONUNIFORMITIES IN THE AIR-SWEEPING OF QUARTZ

J. Gualtieri, J. Kosinski, and R. A. Murray

US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000

ABSTRACT The high-temperature annealing phase of the
sweeping process will sometimes produce a light-scatter-
ing haze in the sample. The haze occurs mainly in

unswept regions of the quartz. Thus, the occurrence of

Electrode metal-quartz contact, metal porosity, and haze can be another demonstration of nonuniform

metal-quartz interfacial diffusion of hydrogen-speciesare sweeping. Haze was found not to depend on electrode
required for efficient and uniform hydrogen introduction effects, absorption in the near IR (due to molecular
duringair-sweeping [1]. Nonuniform H-introductioncan water), or to absorption in the far IR (due to precipita-

be indicated by the co-introduction of color centers. tion of silicates as suggested by Cohen [4]). Instead,

Color-center introduction during air sweeping leads to haze was found to occur in regions of the quartz showing
nonuniform sweeping along the Z-axis [2] similar to the strong OH-absorption [51, and appears to be associated
nonuniformity found with vacuum sweeping [3]. with lithium [6].

Using infrared absorption and scanning electron
microscopic techniques, we have found that color-center INTRODUCTION
introduction into quartz is influenced by the porosity of
evaporated metal electrodes [1]. It appears that ther-
mal-stress relief of electrode-metal films, during sweep- It is well known that the sweeping of quartz not only
ing, normally causes void formation (porosity). If the results in an improvement in mechanical 0, but also

porosity is extensive, H-introduction predominates and improves the resonator stability in a radiation environ-

color-center introduction mechanisms are suppressed. ment [7] and reduces the etch-channel density of etch-
processed quartz. Previous investigators have indicated

Samples swept with evaporated Au/Cr electrodes that vacuum sweeping can be nonuniform and the use of
relying on thermal stress-induced porosity sometimes resonators processed in this manner may lead to unpre-

displayed sweeping nonuniformities. However, nonuni- dictable results [3].
formities were not found when samples were swept
using evaporated Au/Cr electrodes containing periodic Nonuniform air-sweeping of quartz is associated with

stripe openings. Electrodes with stripe openings were the nonporosityof evaporated metal electrodes [1]. That
fabricated using photolithographic techniques. The is, openings in the metallization are required when
stripe openings provided sufficient electrode-quartz- hydrogen diffusion through the metal electrode is too
water vapor (3-phase) regions to ensure uniform sweep- slow. The nonuniformity along the Z-axis (see Fig. I
ing. and Figs. 9 and 10 of [2]) is associated with the devel-

opment of color centers when Au/Cr, V, and AI-elec-

Uniform sweeping was also obtained using trodes are used. These materials form metal-silicide

magnetron-sputtered amorphous Y-Ba-Cu-O films. compounds that inhibit the metal/quartz interfacial (lat-

These electrically conducting oxide films apparently eral) diffusion of H-species [11 prior to the diffusion of

allow diffusion of hydrogen without the need of porosity hydrogen into the quartz. During sweeping, aluminum

or electrode openings to assist in the H-indiffusion compensated by electron-holes (AI-h+), develops much

sweeping process. more slowly than aluminum compensated by hydrogen

US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED
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(Al-OH) [81. This contributes to nonuniform sweeping able to circumvent the restriction of uniform hydrogen
along the Z-axis [31. indiffusion.

Integrated Infrared Absorption (300°K) EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

| •0 A-OH Reglon Is (3410-3350 cm ')

& As .Gro wn OH Relion (3597-3570 cm )

Samples of cultured quartz were used in this investi-
gation. Swept samples were lumbered into Y-bars after
seed removal 1,91. The Z-,ui -d es uf thesc bars were

0SAMPLL 19•7 lapped, polished, and cleaned as outlined previouslyA. ICr Electrode,

Ai!r .. , mt00 cd.-,, 1101 . For electrodes, evaporated Au/Cr films were
E. 1000 VicmM... Temp. -540 C applied to the polished and cleaned Z-surfaces of the

4 lumbered bars. In some cases, open regions (stripes)
were photolithographically etched into the metal film

--.2,(anode region). Temperature-ramped sweeping (maxi-
mum temperature 5370 C) was carried out in an atmo-

4 esphere of flowing laboratory air (flow rate = 100

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 cc/min) [I1l. An electric field of 1000 V/cm was used
t

ANODE Distance Along Z-Axis (mm ) in all experiments.

A Perkin-Elmer model 1760 Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectrophotometer (FTI R), having a wavenum-
Fig. 1. The integrated absorption of a series of infrared ber scan range of 4000 to 450 cm' 1 , was used to obtain
scans. The IR beam was unpolarized and in the X- room-temperature OH-vibrational spectra, difference

direction. The Al-OH band was nonuniform along the spectra, and deconvoluted spectra of haze regions of the

Z-axis. The as-grown OH band is depleted in the quartz. Optical microscopic techniques were used to
region near the anode. study voided electrode regions and to image interior

features of swept bars. Scanning electron microscopic

Light-scattering haze regions, unrelated to electrode (SEM) techniques were used to study the microstructure
effects, sometimes are observed in swept samples. The of metallized surfaces.
haze occurs in regions of the quartz not containing Al-
OH or AI-h+ (color centers). Thus, haze can be Color center development was observed visually
another demonstration of nonuniformly swept quartz. when lower quality quartz was swept [121. The color-

Attempts to relate the occurrence of haze with absorp- ation can be detected, using magnification, by the
tion in the near infrared, associated with molecular apparent light-brown coloration of inclusions, when high
water content in quartz or absorption in the far infrared, quality quartz is swept. Alternatively, the detection of

associated with the existence of metal-silicate corn- weak color-center absorption may be accomplished using
pounds, as suggested by Cohen [41, have not been visible lasers as sources [131.
successful. Instead, very large differences have been
found in the OHI-vibrational spectral region (3700cm-I Films of Y-Ba-Cu-O were grown by magnetron

to 3100 cm-i) [51 and the association of lithium seems sputtering from a single stoichiometric YBa2Cu307

implicated, target. The films were grown at room temperature in

flowing Argon (flow rate = 35 cc/min) on the Z-surfaces
The goal of the research reported in this paper was of the quartz Y-bar substrates [141. The films were

to increase our understanding of: 1) the mechanism for annealed, in flowing-air atmosphere, as part of the

electrode void formation before and during sweeping temperature-ramped sweeping process (maximum
that leads to nonuniform H-sweeping; 2) the conditions temperature = 5000 C). Rutherford backscattering
that restrict H-introductionand allow nonuniformitiesto spectroscopy (RBS) [2] was used to evaluate the possible

develop; and 3) the techniques and electrode types avail- diffusion of the electrode constituents ;nto the quartz.
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Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used to 10 times larger (see Fig. 4).
verify the presence of H-species at the electrode/quartz
interface [11.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Air-sweeping nonuniformities have been found to
be related to electrode effects 11,9]. Microscopic
examination of Au/Cr anode surfaces after sweeping
reveals the formation of numerous voided areas. In
some instances, it is clear that the voids in the elec-
trodes are surrounded by thicker metal regions (see Fig.
2). When voiding occurs, the color centers are bleached

(a)

i ,I I ii

(b)

Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of a Au/Cr anode surface Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of (a) a Au/Cr anode surface
after sweeping. Voided areas (white) are surrounded by after sweeping. This Z-axis view is through the quartz
thicker metal (dark) regions. This porosity develops from the cathode side. All dark areas to the left of the
during sweeping. 200 X. crystal edge are color centers. This view shows two

vertical (unbleached) color-center areas, the one on the
by the indiffusion of hydrogen. If voiding is extensive, right coincides with a 350 cut that terminates the bar. 15
formation of Al-OH predominates and sweeping is X. (b) This X-axis view shows the two vertical (un-
uniform. If the voiding and interfacial diffusion of bleached) color-center areas, indicated by arrows, and
hydrogen is inhibited, e.g. by the formation of Cr-silicide the 350 termination. (Anode area, Z-axis is vertical.)
compounds [1], then color centers develop and the 7.5X.
sweeping is nonuniform.

Voided areas were only found in the large particle size
When Au/Cr electrodes were partially immersion region. The smaller particle size regions were uninten-

overplated with gold, unbleached color-center regions tionally created during the overplating procedure.
(see Fig. 3) could be related to the particle size of the Overplating was used to increase the metallization
gold anode above the unbleached region. In the un- thickness to allow parallel-gap welding of gold-plated
bleached regions, the particle size was small. In the molybdenum lead-in ribbon to the metallization. The
adjacent (bleached) regions the particle size was about smaller particle size regions coincided with the meniscus
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region of the partially immersed cathode (for the pur- quality quartz, it was found that hydrogen compensation
pose of overplating). of Al develops uniformly along the Z-axis (see Fig. 7).

Color centers have been found to form beneath portions
of the electrode not striped. Edge voiding (see Fig. 8)
was found to occur on thinner metal stripes (25 lim
width).

(a)

Fig. 4. SEM photographs of the Au/Cr electrode (a)
above one of the unbleached color-center regions
described in Fig. 3. The metal particle size is about 1 (b)
pim. 2500 X. (b) an adjacent electrode region which has
developed porosity that has lead to H-indiffusion and Fig. 5. PhotoSicrographof a Au/Cr anode surface after
bleaching of color centers. The metal particle size is sweeping (Z-axis views). (a) This view (through the
about 10 pm. 2500 X. quartz from the cathode side), reveals color centers (dark

areas). The light wide vertical band marks the area
Welded-ribbon contact areas of metal electrodes where a gold-plated molybdenum ribbon was welded to

have been observed to void extensively, leading to in- the electrode. This area shows complete bleaching of
creased H-indiffusion. Regions beneath the welded color centers. When the ribbon was peeled back, metal
ribbon on Au/Cr metallizations showed nearly complete under the weld spots adhered to the ribbon, exposing
bleaching of color centers (see Fig. 5(a)). The welded- several open-quartz areas. 16.5 X. (b) The same view
ribbon contact areas were found to contain a very high as in (a) using backlighting to reveal porosity. The
density of tiny openings (see Fig. 5(b)). contact area contains a high density of tiny openings. The

noncontact area to the right has fewer and larger
Using Au/Cr striped electrodes (see Fig. 6) and lower openings. 37.5 X.
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Uniform sweeping, without any appearance of DISCUSSION (NONUNIFORM SWEEPING)
color-center formation, also was obtained using electri-
cally conducting amorphous Y-Ba-Cu-O film electrodes
(see Fig. 9). Quartz sweeping is affected by gas adsorption [1,2]

by the voided metal film which, in turn, is highly depen-
dent on changes in the structure of the film during
annealing [15]. These changes occur when sweeping is
performed in controlled atmospheres, such as forming
gas, as well as in air. The development of voids using air-
sweeping and Au/Cr electrodes is probably enhanced by
the oxidation behavior of Cr. Chrome oxide nodules and
ridges develop at 4000 C to relieve stress, providing a
high density of mass transport paths [161. This stress-
relief transition could be related to the onset of void
formation and the noticeable increase in H-introduction
above 4000 C [1.17].

Openings in metal-film electrodes can exist after
evaporation of the metal, resulting from surface contami-
nation and probably stress voiding. The existence of
internal stresses in films deposited on a substrate is well
known. Thermal stresses result from a difference in the

Fig. 6. Photomicrograph of a striped Au/Cr anode thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the
surface after sweeping. The metal stripe width (dark) is substrate. Intrinsic stresses also exist, arising from
130 pm, the open- quartz stripe width (light) is 65 plm. impurities in the film and structural modifications
Color Lenters were foind to develop beneath the un- occurring during film growth, in amorphous to crystalline
striped metal-electrode area on the ri-ht. 26.5 X. transitions, and further growth of crystal films during

high-temperature annealing processes.

Integrated Infrared Absorption (300'K)

IS 0 AlI-OH Region is (3410-3350 cmn')
0 As-Gromn Oil Region (3597-3570 cm')

is SAMPL& 1917

Au / C, Sllped E£lrodsn
U Air Flow - 100 cjnrin6 £E . 1000 Vime,

N•M. Tenp. - S40 C

0 2 4 6 8 1' 12 14 is 11

t
AoNoD Distance Along Z-Axis ( mm)

Fig. 8. Photomicrograph of a Au/Cr striped anode,
backlighted to reveal voids. The dark stripes are metal,

Fig. 7. The integrated absorption of a series of infrared the white stripes are quartz. The thin (25 pm) metal
scans (similar to Fig. 1) using Au/Cr striped electrodes. stripes are only voided at their edges. 200 X.
Both as-grown OH and Al-Oil bands are fairly uniform,
increasing toward the cathode (seed) side of the bar. Stresses in the Au film of the Au/Cr/quartz config-
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uration are tensile before annealing and the stresses can Nonuniform sweeping is sometimes revealed by the

be as large as 2-3 X 10-9 dyn/cm 2 [18,191. Annealing occasional formation of light-scattering haze in samples

the films tends to expand the metal more than the subjected to high-temperature annealing. The haze

substrate, resulting in a changeover at higher tempera- occurs in unswept regions of the quartz. The formation
tures to compressive stress [201. The film relieves stress of haze does not depend on sweeping or electrode

by undergoing internal and surface modifications, such effects. However, voids in the electrode will result in the

as particle growth, void formation, and surface diffusion development of clear striae along the Z-axis, indicative of

[201. Since the atomic mobility is high, during the the formation of Al-OH along a cylindrical column of
extended time and elevated temperature of sweeping, the quartz. When haze occurs near these cylindrical

the gold film can relax by a stress-relief-vacancy-creep columns, the haze region surrounds the clear region

mczhanism [211 causing formairon of %,oids sui rounded forming a denser cylindrical shell of haze, which in 2-
by thicker metal areas (see Fig. 2). Analysis of self dimensions resembles a smoke ring (see Fig. 2(c) of 1]).

diffusion under such conditions is extremely complicated This suggests that the formation of Al-OH, along the Z-
and depends on vacancy source and sink geometry. axis, has influenced the source of the haze to diffuse

laterally (in directions other than parallel to Z).

The fact that metal voids form predominantly along
the narrow metal stripe edges, where stresses are Infrared spectroscopic differences between haze and

expected to be greatest [221, suggests that a stress- clear (unswept) regions were investigated. No differenc-
induced mechanism is involved in the nucleation of voids es were found in the near infrared region (5500 - 3800
in meta! films used for air-sweeping quartz. cm-1 ) which could be attributed to the presence of

molecular water [24,25] (see Fig. 10).

The creation of voids beneath the welded-ribbon
contact areas could result from the combination of a
simple load on the metal (applied compressive stress) .
and the intrinsic tensile stress of the film. It is well
known that when tensile and compressive stresses coexist Sample: 1917

in metal films, vacancy diffusion can occur from bound-
aries in tension to boundaries in compression [211
causing metal voids at elevated temperatures [231.

Integrated Infrared Absorption (300'K)

* As-Gro Olt Reglon (3597.3570 em')

8448 5 5M 48 44 4411 42ý 40' CR-1

- 6 SAlSPLE: 7^1l
6 Y-B.-C.-O ElwrodesAl, F'loq - 100 ýetmn

E :,000 v,, Fig. 10. Infrared (3000 K) absorption spectra of quartz.S•.|M . Ttmp. - -00' C
.4 The IR beam was along Y (4.2 cm thick, A = clear path,

B = haze path). No differences were found between

2 z •haze and clear (unswept) paths in the 5500 - 3800 L1n-1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ region.

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 Great differences were found in the OH-absorption

ANODE Distance Along Z-Axis (mm )(3700- 3100 cm"1) region, in agreement with Iwasaki [5].
Using deconvoluted difference spectroscopy to reveal

Fig. 9. The integrated absorption of a series of infrared individual bands, the principal difference OH-bands can

scans (similar to Fig. 1), using Y-Ba-Cu-O electrodes. be related to the presence of lithium [6]. Also, there is

Both as-grown OH and Al-OH bands are uniform a close relationship between the IR bands associated with

across the bar. haze regions found in our swept-cultured samples and
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the IR bands associated with light-scatt,kring "cluster electrode-quartz-watervapor (3-phase) regions to achieve
inclusions" found in natural quartz [261 (see Fig. 11). uniform H-indiffusion during sweeping (see Fig. 7). The
No differences were found in the far infrared region formation of color centers beneath those portions of the
(1000 - 450 cm-1) associated with the precipitation of Au/Cr electrode not striped, provides proof of the
silicates such as LiSiO 3 [27-291 or LiAISiO 4, as suggest- efficacy of this method of sweeping quartz.
ed by Cohen [41 (see Fig. 12).

The metal-stripe width (see Fig. 6) was designed to
Low temperature IR spectroscopy would aid in be less than twice the apparent Au/Cr-quartz interfacial

more accurate identification and correlation of the H-diffusion length found during the sweeping process.
individual bands. Also. localized infrared modes associ- An estimate of the interfacial H-diffusivity for Au/Cr
ated with the presence of cations might be detected at electrodeswas previously determined tobe approximately
wavenumbers lower than 450 cm1 , in the 200-400 cm1  7 X 10-9 cm2/s [ 1]. This was calculated using a sweeping
region [301. The source of the haze, its character and time of 36 hours with the temperature above 4000 C.
its ability to diffuse laterally remain puzzling. The radius of the interfacially diffused area was found to

be 0.03 cm [1]. The metal stripe width was made less
than twice this radius (since hydrogen can diffuse inward
interfacially from either stripe edge).

Sample: 1917

(B -A)

NBM A N- -. _/\
3760 3 W 351 349 33 'N LIH 3 M- i

Fig. 11 Deconvoluted absorption spectra of quartz. The
IR beam was along Y (4.2 cm thick, A = clear path, B lfts.f1 A
= haze path). The difference spectrum (B-A) is plotted too 6V 0S N a -
and the principal difference OH-bands are indicated.
They are centered on: 3525(Li), 3486, 3476(Li),
3455(Na), 3444(Li), 3435, 3423, and 3411 cm-l. The
correlation between (B-A) and a similarly generated Fig. 12 Infrared absorption spectra of quartz. No
natural sample (N) (1.7 cm thick, IR beam perpendicu- differences were found between clear (A) and haze (B)
lar to Z). paths in the 1000 - 450 cm-1 region (clear spectrum

displaced). The IR beam was along Z (5mm thick).

DISCUSSION (UNIFORM SWEEPING)
Hydrogen indiffusion in open-qvartz regions adjacent to
a Au/Cr boundary was previously reported and discussed

Au/Cr Films Containing Stripe Openings: [11 (see Fig. 10 of [1]). For this reason, it is possible
that hydrogen diffuses into the quartz through the open-

Since stress-induced surface migration of metal to quartz regions between the metal stripes. Since the H-
create sufficient voids for uniform sweeping is difficult introduction region of open-quartz surface was found to
to control, periodic openings (stripes) were etched 'n be approximately 0.06 cm wide [1], the open-stripe width
Au/Cr metallizations. The openings provided sufficient was made less than 0.06 cm to ensure uniform sweeping.
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Y-Ba-Cu-O Films: Not much is known about the amorphous phase of
Y-Ba-Cu-O, but it is suspected that films deposited at
room temperature %,ithout a reactive oxygen atmosphere

Under the deposition and annealing conditionsused will be subject to hydrolysis 134]. SIMS techniques ha~e
here, the Y-Ba-Cu-O films are amorphous and remain shown that hydrogen is present in the Y-Ba-Cu-O quartz
amorphous if the annealing temperature remains at or interface after sweeping. RBS has resealed that no Y,
below 5000 C [311. The 1.75 pm thick films were Ba, or Cu metal constituents have diffused into the
transparent and copper colored. The amorphous to quartz.
crystalline transition begins above 500( C and annealing
above 5500 C causes grain growth, voiding, and tearing
of the films [311. However, sweeping at temperatures at CONCLUSIONS
or below 5000 C ensures that the film will remain
amorp.ious. Voiding or tearing of the films was not
detected at sweeping temperatures at or below 5000 C Stress-induced voiding of ,.vaporated metal elec-
(see Fig. 13). trodes normally provides openings (electrode-quartz-

water vapor regions) that allow the indiffusion ot iiydro-
gen for sweeping. The voiding is influenced by metal
particle size and the application of compressive stresses.

Since the extensive stress-induced voiding necessary
for uniform sweeping is difficult to control, sufficient
open electrode regions can be created artificially to
ensure uniform H-sweeping.

Uniform H-sweeping can be achieved by using
conducting oxide electrodes that permit the diffusion of
hydrogen without the need for electrode porosity.
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FORTn-FOURTm ANNUAL SYWIUK ON FREQUENCY CWIT3DL

PLASMA ETCHTNG OF MONOCRYSTAL OUARTZ

L. Spassov, E. Yossifov, 0. Yan~ov

:nstitute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria

H.-U. Poll, S. Schrelter

Technical University, Karl-Marx-Stadt, DDR

Abstract Thin membranes can be produced by etching

We worked out the plasma etching method as methods. The rate of wet etching processes is de-

well as some special equipment aiming the etching termined by the crystal cut. Surface roughness is

of monocrystal quartz. For this purpose the influ- increased in the process of wet etching because mi-

ence of different plasma parameters on the etching nute defects of the surface provide for etch groo-

rate and the surface profile were studied. Quartz yes which are limited by etch stable crystal pla-

wafers were etched with a high rate (over 0.65 nes. These disadvantages can be avoided by using

pm/min) as a result of which thin quartz membranes plasma etching [4,5].

were formed. On such membranes aluminium electrodes The high energy of etch active particles

were deposited and resonance systems at 42.950 MHz produced in a low pressure glow discharge exceeds

were obtained. the energy of all chemical bonds between the sub-

strate molecules in such a degree that the etch ra-

te becomes independent of the crystal cut.

1. Introduction

The production of high frequency piezo- 2. Exýperiments

electric devicesis is limited by the level of tech- At the Technical University of Karl-Marx-

nology and equipment for the mechanical preparation Stadt, DDR, and the Institute of Solid State Phy-

of quartz wafers. By using modern mechanical me- sics of Bulgarian Academy of Sciences the plasma

thods a thickness of 80 kim can be attained, which etching method with a high rate is established and

corresponds to about 20 MHz fundamental resonant applied in the production of thin quartz membranes

frequency. Lately this method has been considered and the investigation of the influence of quartz

to be on the limits of its efficiency. wafers orientation on the etch rate.

Therefore a nev method for the preparation The quartz wafers were etched in a special

of thin wafers and memb:-anes is needed .r,22. These plasma etching device developed at TU - Karl-Mar:-

membranes serve as a basis for development of new Stadt. The plasma reactnr consists of a p1anar

typ f$ •nc->~ aor Ic'iý p ressU5Le "eaýurment, too LO eectrode and an asymmetric grounded electrode ir a

vacuLum vessej of a conventional high vacuum equip-

CN2818-3/90/0000-238 $1.00 C 1990 IEEE
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ment (fig. 1) where d is thic~ness and A - area of the surface.

The discharge was maintained at a high Errors in the measured etch rate car be

frequency (27 MHz). electrical power density about results only of the thlc~ness measurement because

5 W/cm
2 

and pressure from 10 to 100 Pa. Etch gas the weighing error is small. Within a small error

was CF.. The etch cconiguration provided 0or a high the rate is independent of the cr,,stal cut. The

self-bias voltage and in this way high energy of surface roughness of wafers causes a greater in-

the etch active ions. The achieved rate was from fluence on the rate. The difference between the et-

0.2 to I.- pm/min, depending on the plasma parame- ching rates of the two types of wafers (lappet and

ters. polished) is negligible - about 2.8%. Perhaps the

little bit higher etch rate connected with rough

3. Results wafers is due tc the larger effective surface.

3.1. Etching of quartz wafers with diffe-

rent cuts 3.2. Etching of quartz wafers with a dif-

The different crystal orientations of the ferent initial surface roughness and

wafers were of X, Y, Z and AT-cut. The wafers sur- under different r Jitions in the et-

face were obtained through lapping with different ching process

abrasives or polishing. Figure 3 shows the topography as well as

The etch rate was measured by means of a some typical profiles of etched wafers with etching

microbalance with a sensitivity of 10 mg. Precise depth - 30, 6,., and 100 pm. For comparison we also

estimation of the geometrical dimensions of wafers give the same characteristics of the lapped wafers.

with the help of microscopic techniques results in With the increase of the etching depth the dimen-

values ror the volume with errors smaller than 2%. sions of the etching forms change from 1-2 pm to

Etch rate is expressed by the relation: 10-15 pm and respectively Pa - from 0.18 to

Ad
- 0.28 pm.

where Ad is change of the thickness and At - the The next figure 4 demonstrates the topo-

etch time. graphy of the surface of a polished wafer. which

The change of thickness can not be measu- has been etched to a depth of 100 pm. The etching

red directly with high accuracy because of the figures in the peripheral zone (fig. 4a) and the

roughness of the wafers. Therefore, at first we central part of the wafer (fig. 4b) have forms, si-

estimate the geometrical dimensions, which allow us milar to the surface mechanical defects that appear

to calculate the average mass density. Figure 2 de- in the process of lapping and polishing of the wa-

monstrates an exactly linear change with mean slope fers (i.e. break-offs in the periphery and scrat-

AM
- *i and initial mass mi:. Than we calculate the ches). Most of the surface of the etched wafer is

At

etch rate: equally etched and smooth.
I am d

- - . y , Or figure 5 a comparison is shown between
SAt m.,
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profiles of the surface relief of a lapped (a) and 4. Conclusions

polished (b) wafers before (1) and after (2) et- Plasma etching method and corresponding

chirg at -ate 1.24 r;m/min and etch depth iC0 pm. equipment with a high rate etching are established

The roughness of the lapped wafer which we measured and applied for production of thin quartz membra-

before and after etching is respectively 0.12 pm nes. The influence of the orientation of the wafers

and 0.22 jpm. The roughness of the polished wafer is and of different plasma parameters on the etching

one and the same before and after etching - Ra = rate and the quality of the surface has been inves-

0.002 pm. tigated.

Figure 6 shcws the dependence of the et- In order to improve the electrical parame-

ching rate Ve on thu p-essure and the self-bias ters of the resonance systems the following must be

voltage V. done:

We etched wafers that have undergone dif- - the surfaces of the wafers should be

ferent mechanical operations with different abrasi- well polished oefore etching and should be plane-

yes. The way the wafers have been mechanically parallel;

treated does not influence the etching rate which - the parameters of the plasma process and

is constant with an allowance of 7%. the construction of the masks ought to be optimized

in view of manufacturing membranes whose surface

7.7. Preparation of a resonator system on characteristics and plane-parallelity are similar

thin quartz membranes to those of the initial wafers.

On quartz wafers AT-cut with a thickness

150 pm and diameter 8 mm which have been lapped 5. Acknowledoements

with abrasive - pm, as a result of etching membra- The authors are very grateful to A. Stra-

nes were constructed. The membranes were situated tieva and D. MikIhailov for preparing of the sub-

in the central part o; the wafers. On such membra- strats and to R. Zakharieva of Interquartz - Sofia

nes aluminium electrodes were deposited, whose dia- for the assistance in the creation of resonators.

meter was 2 mm and thickness - 800 A (fig. 7).

These resonance systems were fixed with conductive 6. References
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ABSTRACT The etch rate is a function of the
concentration and temperature of the

This paper describes a method and system etchant and the surface finish of the
for measuring the resonance frequency of blank. Fig.1 illustrates the effect of
piezoelectric resonators in conductive blank surface. It is copied from Ref.1
fluids. One of its applications is in and shows that the rate is constant for
the chemical etching of quartz crystal polished or pre-etched blanks but varies
blanks, where it can be used to monitor for lapped blanks during the initial
and control either the etch rate of the etch.
etchant or the etching of blanks to a
targeted thickness or frequency.

The system comprises a "Crystal Etch
Monitor" in conjunction with special
electrodes that are designed to take
account and advantage of the conductive ELECTRODE

nature of the etchant . It can etch a The Crystal Etch Monitor (CEM) measures
load of blanks or a "monitor" blank the blank frequency during etching by
different from the etch load but immersed me of fr e lecy rdesing cated in
in the same etchant . When the blank means of special electrodes located in
reaches a predetermined target, an etch- close vicinity to the blank. One of the
termination signal is triggered that can various suitable electrode configurations
be used to alert an operator or to exposes only one surface of the blank to
initiate action for automatic etch the etchant and allows only one

termination, individual blank to be measured at one
time . This blank will henceforth be
called BLANK in order to distinguish it
from other blanks that may be contained
in the same etch tank.

BACKGROUND Fig. 2 shows one type of BLANK-electrode

assembly immersed in etch fluid F in a

During etching, the blank's thickness is tank T. On one side of the BLANK B is a

reduced by rf-conductive electrode E in close
vicinity of or in direct contact with the

(1) Delta T = K (F2-FI) / Fl x F2, blank surface. It is insulated from the
etchant by an insulator I and connected

where Fl and F2 are the blank frequencies to terminal Ti via an insulated cable C1.

(in MHz) at the start and end of etching, On the other side of the blank, the

respectively, and the constant K has a (conductivel etchant acts as another

value of 1000 . In industry parlance, electrode that is connected to terminal

Delta T is frequently referred to as T2 via conductor C and insulated cable

"Delta F Square" or "F Square" (FI ). C2.

If the instantaneous blank frequency F Fig . 3 shows another type of BLANK-

can be measured, then etching to a target electrode assembly. In addition to the

Delta T can be controlled by monitoring F basic components of Fig. 2 it comprises a

(starting with its initial value Fl) and spring SP that presses the BLANK against

by terminating the process when F reaches a seal S.

the target value F2, which can be
obtained from equation (1).

CH2818-3/90/0000-246 $1.000 1990 IREE
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MONITOR BLANK by the fact that the factors inter-
relating the characteristic resonator

The BLANK may be frequencies become imaginary for low N
(Ref. 2).

a) a single blank to be etched to
target, Fortunately it is not necessary to

b) a representative of an etch load, measure the exact series resonance
c) a monitor blank that can be used for frequency if there is another

repeated etching and may have a characteristic BLANK frequency that can
frequency different from the etch be measured with good repeatability .
load. This is apparent from equation (1), which

depends on frequency DIFFERENCE, i . e.
In case a), the CEM can control the etch requires only relative accuracy of
process according to equation (1). frequency measurement.

In case b), the CEM can control the The characteristic frequency chosen for
process according to equation 11) if the the CEM is the frequency of the
value for K is doubled to account for the inflection point of the slope of the
fact that the BLANK is etched on one side BLANK's impedance vs . frequency curve
only, i. e. at half the rate of the etch between series resonance and anti-
load. resonance . This frequency is bounded

within relatively narrow limits and can
In case c), the monitor etch rate is be measured with good repeatability.
constant, since the monitor will normally
be pre-etched from use over repeated etch Another consideration is the accuracy of
cycles. If the etch load is also pre- Delta T measurements in terms of the
etched or polished, etching can be frequency resolution . The present CEM
controlled as in case b) . However, if has a 5-digit floating point frequency
the etch load has a lapped surface, display, i . e . its worst resolution is
etching can be reliably controlled ONLY 100 ppm . This means that the accuracy
if there is a defined and repeatable will be poor for small values of Delta T.
correlation between the thickness removal For instance, the maximum tolerance will
of the monitor and the thickness removal be 10% if the frequency difference is
of the etch load . This correlation is 1000 ppm. The corresponding Delta T can
discussed below under "Experimental be obtained from equation (1) (for K=2000
Results". and (F2-F1) = .001) as

(2) Delta T = 2/ F2 (in MHz)

Equation (2) shows that for a given Delta
T and limited frequency resolution, the

MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS measurement accuracy increases with
increasing BLANK frequency . From this

The objective is to determine etch point of view, a high monitor frequency

removal in terms of frequency is desirable . On the other hand, a low

measurements Since the frequency frequency (thick BLANK) would be

changes during etching, it must be desirable for maximum longevity of the

measured either continuously or fast and monitor.

frequently.

It remains to be determined which
frequency to measure . In normal blank
and resonator measurements, it is the
series resonance frequency that is of SYSTEM CONNECTION AND OPERATION
interest . However, etch measurement
conditions are different from normal Fig . 4 shows a diagram of the etch
conditions because of the immersed control system, including the CEM and the
BLANK's very low values for both Q and electrode/BLANK arrangement of Fig . 2 .
Factor-of-Merit M. As a result, not only Terminals T1 and T2 are connected to a
is it impossible to determine the exact measurement probe P that is connected via
series resonance via a single-point coaxial cable to the CEM, which provides
measurement, but even the traditional two output signals: Sl triggers when the
multipoint measurements fail because the BLANK frequency equals the target
admittance/impedance curves are no longer frequency; S2 can be set to trigger at a
circles in the complex plane . This is predetermined frequency below the target
due to the fact that the Co-reactance can frequency and can be used to initiate
no longer be considered constant over the anticipatory action (such as alerting the
spectrum of interest, and it is evidenced operator) before etch termination.
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As mentioned before, the CEM can be used The table lists the following data for
to monitor the etch rate of an etchant each group: Surface Finish (in micron);
or to control the etching of one or more Thickness Removal of monitor (in F2 );
blanks to a predetermined target. In the "Work Removal", defined as thickness
latter case, the basic operating steps removal of etch load (in F2 ); "Absulute
are: Repeatability", defined as the total

spread (in F2 ) readings for all finished
1. Enter target. crystals; "Maximum Error on Work",
2. At the start of etching, push defined as the maximum error (in KHz) for

"START". frequency readings for all finished
3. Upon reaching target, the CEM crystals.

switches to STOP and triggers an
etch-termination signal. In all cases the etch load thickness

removal is larger than the monitor
Since some users may be accustomed to removal. The difference becomes larger
etching and targeting in terms of Delta T for coarser surface finish, as is to be
and others in terms of frequency, the CEM expected according to Fig. I.
offers the choice between both modes, as
follows: In all cases, the "maximum frequency

error" is less than 600 ppm.
Delta T Targeting
The operator enters the target Delta T In the two plino-plano cases with
for the etch load . At the start of thickness removal of .444 F9 or more, the
etching, the CEM measures the BLANK's "Absolute Repeatability" is better than
start frequency Fl, computes F2 from 5%, while for the smaller thickness
equation (2), and terminates etching when removal of .219 F2 it increases to 8.6%.
the BLANK frequency reaches F2. The lower accuracy for lower Delta T is

to be expected from equation (2)
Frequency Targeting According to this equation, a 10 MHz
The operator enters start frequency and BLANK can have a resolution-dependent
target frequency of the etch load. From error of up to 10% for a Delta T of 0.2.
this, the CEM computes Delta T via
equation (I) . At the start of etching, All results were affected by an
the CEM measures the BLANK's start instability in monitor frequency readings
frequency Fl, computes F2 from equation of +/-2 KHz. For the 10 MHz monitor this
(2), and terminates etching when the corresponds to an instability of +/-200
BLANK frequency reaches F2. ppm or +/- .02 F2 . This instability has

been reduced to about +/-50 ppm in the
present CEM.

The same monitor was used for all
measurements . It was continuously

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS submerged in etchant for several
operating shifts without deterioration or

1. Monitor response change.
For now, 10 MHz blanks with 11 .5 mm
diameter were selected for monitors and
packaged similar to Fig 2, using
materials that withstand the harsh
etching environment. If this monitor is
etched to half its thickness, it can CONCLUSIONS
monitor a total etch load removal of
about 100 (F 2 ), provided it is free of Obviously, more work is needed to
etch channels. optimize the system and to gain

experience with it as a production tool.
2 Monitor Etch Rate Correlation However, several promising conclusions
Measurements were made to test and can be drawn from these two main results:
establish the relationship between
thickness removal if monitor and etch 1) The system permits reliable blank
load. These measurements - based on an frequency readings with a
early CEM prototype and a 10 MHz monitor repeatability better than 500 ppm.
- are summarized in Table 1 and explained
as follows: 2) For given thickness removal and blank

Four different groups of lapped crystals surface, there is a repeatable

were tested . Each group comprised 3 remalsof mntor bln anetc

subgroups of 5 crystals that were load.

preselected for narrow frequency spread.

Each subgroup was etched separately.
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From 1) we can derive these conclusions: CEN SPECIFICATIONS

la) The system can be used to etch to a Freq. Range I - 95 MHz
predetermined frequency. Delta T Range 0.001 - 1000

Display Freq. or Delta T
Ib) The system can be used to monitor the Computer Interface RS 232

etch rate of an etchant.
* While the CEM has measurement

Ic) The rate monitor system per Ib) can capabilities covering this range, it
likely be expanded to control the has so far only been applied to etching
etch rate of an etchant - for of fundamental monitor blanks from
instance by feedback adjustment of about 4 to 25 MHz and to measuring
one or more of the variables third overtones to about 45 MHz.
affecting the etch rate.

Id) A system per Ic) caa be used for
etching to a predetermined thickness
removal, since the etch time for
given etch conditions (etch rate, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
blank surface, Delta 1) is
predictable. The system described is the result of

le) A system per ic) could also be used teamwork of Transat engineers . The

to control the etch rate of etchants practical evaluation was helped greatly

that, while causing thickness removal through cooperation with J. Kent and

in quartz (or other piezoelectric E. Hughes of Innovative Frequency Control
ronuators, oare used for etching Products, who supplied the "Experimentalresonators), ar sdfrecigResults" described above.

materials other than quartz, such as

silicon.

From 2) we can conclude:

2a) Etch control using a BLANK that is a REFERENCES
representative of the etch load is
feasible and can be effected in terms 1. DESIGN AND Ix.LEMENTATION OF AN ETCH
of equation (1). SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION USE

D. Ang, Proc. FCS 1978
2b) Etch control using a monitor blank is

feasible and can be effected in terms 2. THE PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL UNIT -
of empirical correlations between the DEFINITIONS AND METHODS OF
thickness removals of monitor and MEASUREMENT
etch load. These correlations depend E. Hafner, Proc. IEEE, Feb. 1969
on blank surface and target Delta T
and can be stored in written or 3. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT OF
computer memory. PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATORS IN

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE FLUIDS
F. Sauerland, U.S. Patent Application

For small values of Delta T, its 7-478245 and Foreign Applications
measurement accuracy is limited by the
resolution of the frequency measurement. 4. CRYSTAL ETCH MONITOR
This can be alleviated in two ways: Transat Corp., Preliminary Data Sheet

a) by increasing the resolution;

b) by controlling etch time and etch
rate (as in id), while basing the
etch rate measurement on frequency
readings taken at steps sufficiently
larger than the frequency resolution.
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GROUP DESCRIPTION SURFACE MONITOR WORL ABSOLUTI MAI ERROR
I FINISH REMOVAL REMOVAL REPEAT ON voRt

Iu) (FI) (FI) (F1I) ([Hi)

I I.ZZ88 MHz Q .140 1.388 .16 .3
BICON VEX

2 11.8 MHz 5 1140 .9949 .05 6.9
PLANO- PLANO

3 31.0 MHz 3 .100 .444 .019 18.45
PLANO- PLANO

4 31.0 MHz 3 .050 .219 .019 18.6
PLANO-PLANO

TABLE I

Ti1

5 BIFLUORIDE IN WATER

TIME IN MINUTES

FIG. 1 8FG

S

CEM

Ti T2 SI

cI C2 S

TI T2
F Ci C2

C

F
FIG. 2T

FIG. 4
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A COMPARISON OF LASER-INDUCED TWINNING OF QUARTZ BASED ON
CHARACTERISTICS AND SUPPLIER

K.L. Blisnuk, J.G. Gualtieri and R.A. Murray

USALABCOM, ET & D Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ. 07703-5000

Abstract can occur when the quartz is subjected to localized
heating which induces internal stresses. If the stresses

AT-cut samples were irradiated at room tern- are high enough, the quartz will twin in that area.
perature using a focused CO2 laser. For both swept
and unswept material, it was found that irradiance
levels necessary for twin nucleation did not correlate
with a(3500 cm" 1) in the range 0.028 < a < 0.189. w

Surface twins, forming on AT-cut plates, re-

mained approximately the size of the irradiated area. . --
After repeated exposures, the twinned area formed (.
figures resembling the calculated ferrobielastic stress 0W

diagram for AT-cuts.0) Twinned areas were more
irregular in high etch channel regions. SC-cut twins
showed a tendency to extend, in a direction close _4
to the z-axis, towards the edge of the sample in only 0 S,.31
one direction. This result differs with the more sym- - o (
metric stress diagram calculated for the SC-cut. G,

Introduction Figure 1. Dauphint twin formation and untwinned
region (from Anderson, et. al. (Ref. 1)).

The quality of quartz material, including
susceptibility to twinning, is an important concern The presence of twinning can degrade the
in many applications. Dauphint twins can form from performance of quartz resonators.(4 ) It has been
the normal processing of a quartz crystal, e.g., cutting asserted by some that high Q quartz twins easier than
quartz bars can produce surface twins in the plane low Q material. The Hewlett Packard Company's
of the cut.(2) Dauphint twinning in quartz can be quartz resonator and transducer operation specifies
induced by internal stresses created by mechanical a QIR of no less than 2.2 million and no greater than
deformation or thermal expansion produced by the 2.6 million. Although a QIR greater than 2.6 million
absorption of laser radiation. would be desirable for their applications, experience

with their major supplier of quartz has taught them
Electrical, or Dauphin6, twinning in quartz that when QIR > 2.6 million, the incidence of twinning

results when silicon-oxygen atomic groups are shifted increases.(5 ) Frondel(6) also noted that quartz of
through distances of about 0.3 angstroms. Since the relatively pure quality twins more readily, however,
movement is the same order of magnitude as thermal no quantitative evidence was given. Bandyopadhyay
vibrations at room temperature, it does not break and Merkle(7) studied the influence of impurities and
Si-O bonds.(3) The structures of an interpenetrating defects on laser-induced damage in quartz. Their
twin and the untwinned area can be brought into results indicated that OH- concentrations (used to
coincidence if one is rotated through 180 degrees determine QIR) did not influence damage resistance
about the c-axis,0) as shown in Figure 1. Twinning using either single- or multiple-pulse irradiation.

US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED
US COPYRIGHT 251



The objective was to determine whether the used. The laser beam was focused down from its
01 R or ocher properties of cultured quartz influences 7 mm width to 1 mm to increase the power density.
twinning and if the tendency to twin can be correlated A beamsplitter was used to take a portion of the
with supplier. Twinning was induced in quartz by unfocused beam (17%) and direct it to a thermopile
the absorption of CO, laser radiation followingwork detector for power measurement. Samples were
done by Anderson et •."!) This method of twinning irradiated for one second, then the samples were
quartz is efficient and reproducible. The samples chemically etched in 2:1 i IF:1 120 solution to reveal
were irradiated at room temperature. the twins, if any had been produced. If no twins were

found, the process was repeated at a higher beam
power. The 01R, quartz cut and type (whether it

Fxperimental Method was swept or unswept and how it was classified
according to its growth), etch channel density (p)

Lumbered Y-bars were used for producing in the area of the twin, surface finish, irradiation levels
AT-cut plates. The absorption coefficient a(3500 used and quartz supplier were recorded. A summary
cm1), u.ing FIA Standard EIA-477-1. wits measured of the quartz material used is shown in Table I. SC-
to determine QO1 fvalues before further processing cut blanks were used to determine twin shape only,
was done. One-half of each bar was swept and AT- as the blanks were already processed by the supplier

ZnSe IBeamsplitter Beam Bender/Focuser

S C O 2 L'a s e r - 10 .6 u ms 1 ý •

TargetThermopile Detector

Holder

Figure 2. Laboratory setup for laser irradiation of quartz plates.

cut plates were cut from each bar and lapped without including a precise analysis of Q1R. The as
mechanically to a I um polish. The plates were received SC-blanks were too thin to allow an accurate
chemically polished in a saturated N211411A IF:1 120 0 IR determination and so, no further analysis was
solution for 1-2 hours at 70')C, removing about 13 performed.
pm from each surface. The z-axis was determined
optically and the thickness of each sample was
measured. A sketch of surface features was also made Experimental Results
to assist in identification of each piece. The a's
ranged from 0.028 to 0.189, which, using equation The twin nucleation data obtained were
(10) of Reference (8), corresponds to a 0 range of divided into separate supplier files of swept/unswept
2.55 million to 0.63 million. The sample's etch- groups. They were then compared to determine if
channel densities ranged from 0 to 200 /cn 2. relations between a and the power density (threshold

irradiance required to twin), etch channel density
A diagram of the laboratory setup is shown or twin size could be found. [itch channel densities,

in Figure 2. An Apollo flowing-gas CO 2 laser was twin sizes and irradiances were also compared.
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Figure 3 shows a graph of threshold irra- to the area under direct irradiation. After repeated
diance vs. a. For the range of a's studied, there irradiations, these twins nucleated distinct lobes

AT SWEPT AT UNSWEPT SC SWEPT SC UNSWEPT

SUPPLIER A 15 15
Q=0.7, 1.9" Q=0.6, 1.8

SUPPLIER B 5 10
Q=1.3 Q=1.3, 1.4

SUPPLIER C 10 29 18 17
Q=1.2, 2.4 Q=0.9, 1.2, 1.3, Q>2.0 Q>2.0

1.8, 2.6

TOTAL 30 54 18 17

* All 0 values given are times 106.

Table I. Sample categories. A summation of the types of samples irradiated. SC-cuts were
irradiated only to determine the shape of their twins.

is no relationship between a and the amount of corresponding to the preferred twinning directions
energy required to initiate twinning. Comparing a shown in Figure 11(a) (solid lines). The dashed lines
to twin size, as in Figure 4, again, shows no show the anti-twinning directions. The figure was
correlation. This supports the findings of calculated from ferrobielastic stress theory, and is
Bandyopadhyay and Merkle, who found that factors based on the AT-cut calculations of Anderson, et
related to QIR do not influence quartz laser damage al.(1) They found the angular dependence of
behavior. ferrobielastic switching stress to be:

Unswept quartz from all three suppliers [3sin 2 * - cos2 ,sin 2 k]cos24sin0cos0.
showed a common tendency for the twin size to
increase with increasing threshold irradiance (see Figures 11(b) and 11(c) compare the twins
Figure 5). The same comparison for swept material formed on AT-cuts having two distinct regions. One
(see Figure 6) indicates no relationship between the region contained a large amount of etch-channels
two parameters for any supplier. This change of the and the other area was etch-channel free. The shape
twinning behavior due to sweeping has not been of the twins in each region show different features.
reported before. Figures 7 and 8 compare twin size Figure 11(b) shows a twin formed in the area
vs. etch channel density for the Q ranges shown. containing no etch-channels. It has straighter
Figure 7 shows an increase in twin size as etch boundary lines than the twin formed in the region
channel density increases for supplier C only. Figure with etch-channels (Figure 1 (c)). The twinned area
8, which compares the same parameters with low-Q in Figure I1(c) has jagged boundaries except near
data, shows no such relationship for any supplier, the "border" between the two regions. There the
With the exception of data for supplier C in Fig. 7, twin has straight boundaries, similar to those of the
data in both Fig. 7 and 8 indicate no correlation twin in Figure 11(b).
between the two parameters. Comparison of etch
channel densities to the twinning irradiances, as shown The ferrobielastic stress diagram for the SC-
by Figures 9 and 10, did not show any correlation. cut is shown in Figure 12(a), where 4- = 220 and 0

= 33.90. Following Anderson, et al.1), the calculated
The size and shape of the twins formed on angular dependence of the ferrobielastic switching

AT- and SC-cuts were also studied. Figure 11(a) stress for the SC-cut was found to be:
shows the redicted ferrobielastic stress diagram for
AT-cuts,(' where 0 = 35.250. AT-cuts formed twins B3cos 24isin 24 + 3sin 2•sin 2 6cos2 *
on the surface of the sample, which remained confined - 8cos0sinrsin0sin0cos* - sin 2 sin
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- cos24sin2Ocos 2*] [sinosin* Supplier C samples with a QIR of about 1.8
+ cos4sin~cos*] cosOcos*. x 106 required an unusual amount of energy before

they would twin, producing noticeably large twi.is
When irradiated at room temperature (as which penetrated through the sample. Again, the

the AT-cut samples were), the SC-cut showed a other two suppliers did not show this behavior at
tendency to form one dominant lobe which extended comparable QIR-values. Low-QIR samples formed
to the edge of the sample (Figure 12(b)), and three small surface twins, confined to the region under
smaller lobes extending from the center of irradiation irradiation. This characteristic may make it possible
The diameter of this sample is about 14 mm. Figure to "label" some quartz with surface twins identifying
12(c) shows the twin nucleated on an SC-cut blank the material as to type, cut, supplier, etc. Quartz
irradiated at a temperature of 4000 C. This twin material from supplier C showed greater differences
shows complete formation in all lobes, as the stress from the other suppliers in irradiance levels and twin
needed to induce twinning decreases with increasing sizes formed. This may be due to irregularities in
temperature.() the limited number of samples tested, and not

indicative of supplier C material as a whole.
Conclusions

A secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
Correlations between a and twin size or a scan was performed on a twinned SC-cut sample.

and twin nucleation irradiance were not found for Compositional differences between twinned areas
the quartz samples used in this study. This is an and untwinned areas showed no differences. Further
important ne.gative result because it does not support work will be done on other samples and comparisons
ideas currently held in the crystal industry. Taken made between suppliers to see if any compositional
with the work of Bandyopadhyay and Merkle,(7 ) who trends develop.
found no correlation between OH levels and laser
damage in quartz, this may indicate that factors other Acknowledgements
than QIR are involved in the ease with which quartz
twins. Further examination of higher QIR quartz We wish to thank W. Washington and R.
material needs to be done, since the maximum QIR Brandmayr for their suggestions and help in the
of the samples in this study measured only 2.6 million, processing and chemical polishing of samples. Thanks

are also due R. Lareau and the microanalysis group
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Figure 3. Twin nucleation threshold Figure 4. Twin size vs. a.
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Figure 5. Twin threshold irradiance vs. Figure 6. Twin threshold irradiance vs.
twin size (unswept material). QIR varied twin size (swept material). QIR varied
from 0.63 to 1.9 x 106. from 0.7 to 1.31 x 106.
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Figure 9. Twin threshold irradiance vs. Figure 10. Twin threshold irradiance vs.
etch-channel density. QIR varied from etch-channel density. QIR varied from 1.8
0.63 to 1.31 x 106. to 2.6 x 106.

(a)

Figure 11. Twin formation for AT-cut
material. (a) Ferrobielastic stress diagram
showing preferred twinning directions for
the AT-cut. (b) Photograph of an AT-cut
plate irradiated in its lower half, which
contained etch-channels. Note irregularity
of twin except at top, where twin boundary
forms angular, straight lines. This area of
the plate is the boundary where etch-
channels end. (c) Another AT-cut plate
with etch-channel distribution as (b). The
etch-channel free region was irradiated
and the twinned area developed straighter
boundaries.

(C)
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Figure 12. Twin formation for SC-cut
material. (a) Ferrobielastic stress diagram
showing preferred twinning directions for
the SC-cut. (b) SC-cut blank, irradiated at
room temperature, shows one lobe of the
twin extending to the edge of sample. (c)
Different SC-cut blank, irradiated at 4000
C, showing a twin better resembling the
diagram in (a).

(c)
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FORTY-FOURTI ANNUAL SIMPOS 1 NGE FREQUnNCY CONTROL

A QUARTZ STANDARD AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

Marc MOUREY, Serge GALLIOU, Jean-Pascal VALENTIN, Raymond J. BESSON

Ecole Nationale Supirieure de M~canique et des Microtechniques
La Bouloie - Route de Gray - 25030 BESANCON CEDEX - FRANCE

ABSTRACT frequency difference range : Af/f = 2 10-6

residual frequency difference after
In this paper a system is presented that adjustment 4 10

automatically adjusts the frequency of a quartz
standard unit to the frequency of a reference It is eventually possible to art with
unit. In fact, for some applications, it is Trequency differences as large as 10 bie the
necessary to use sources of different nature -fn

exactly at the same frequency. As a

consequence sources affected by frequency drift This A.F.A.S. has been successfully used
must be periodically adjusted. The quartz to adjust quartz standard units to a cesium
standard automatic frequency adjustment system reference.

(A.F.A.S.) presented here has the following
features : INTRODUCTION

* Automatic starting of adjustment as Time measuring systems or navigational

soon as the signal to be frequency adjusted systems often use several time bases which must
appears. have sources at the same frequency.

* The adjustment value is held between Consequently, frequency drifts of such sources
two successive adjustment procedures with a must be periodically corrected.
minimum signal degradation.

* Small electronic device easy to add in This paper describes a circuit designed to

an ordinary quartz standard unit, adjust the frequency of a quartz standard unit

to the reference unit's.
The adjustment is made through a change

of the varicap voltage (easy on a quartz The main requirements of the automatic
standard unit). A phase-locked loop with frequency adjustment system (AFAS) are first

controlled self-oscilation is used, reviewed. In the following sections the built

system is described. Some theoretical
Th peened AF... ncues a investigations and a few measurements are

phasemeter comparing phases between the prested.

reference signal and the signal to be frequency

adjusted. The output of the phasemeter is I - REQUIREMENTS
shaped so as to trigger a specific numerical
block which works as a "without-zero Sources to be frequency adjusted are
integrator". The without-zero integrator also quartz oscillators which usually provide an
insures the storage of adjustment as soon as external tuning voltage for that purpose. The

frequencies are close enough. End of frequency automatic frequency adjustment system
adjustment procedure is determined by use of (A.F.A.S.) uses the monitoring voltage by the

self-oscillation counting. means of a well-known phase-locked loop
principle. Nevertheless the described solution isIn this paper, the previous procedures closely related to following specific

and the schematics used are described in
requirements:

details especially the phase-locked loop system

and the self-oscillation. - The oscillator controlling voltage must

be locked between two successive adjustments
Results obtained are as follows (at 5 MHz)
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within a range of 0 to 10 Volts.

According to the processing diagram (Fig.
- The oscillator frequency stability must 3), as soon as the reference signal is present

not be perturbed by the A.F.A.S. except during a coarse adjustment is first triggered. The end

adjustment process. This is particularly of this coarse adjustment starts up a fine

important because the A.F.A.S. is to be built adjustment around the retained value of the

in the quartz oscillator unit (and consequently former. When both measured frequencies are

the unit and the A.F.A.S. must have a single close enough (this will be discussed below) the

supply). fine adjustment is stopped. Its value is

retained and the supply voltage of unused

- When pluging in the reference unit, the components is switched off in order to inhibit

adjustment process must start automatically. spurious frequencies.

- The absolute frequency adjustment has This simplified sequence may be detailed

to be made with the best accuracy. from the functional diagram (Fig. 4). The

reference signal is shaped to trigger a
Only a few solutions fit these retriggerable monostable multivibrator whose

requirements. The main goal involves the use of output enables the system working after a

a control loop with a phase comparator general reset (see part I Fig. 4). From this

generating the error signal. This last one is time, two counters (Ctl and Ct2) count "up" or

the only component able to guarantee a finite "down" according to the state ot the

(or nul) phase difference yielding frequencies phase-comparator output. The outputs of each

as close as possible. counter are translated into a voltage. One of

these analog quantities is divided by a proper

A presence detector starts up the value before being added to the other (see

adjustment process. At the end of that process parts 4 and 5 Fig. 4). The resulting voltage

the tuning voltage is held on without drift by monitors the V.C.O., i.e. the unit to be

the means of a numerical value. Moreover, in frequency adjusted. In such a way, one of the

order not to disturb the oscillator output analog quantity to be added to the other is a

frequency when the reference is disconnected at ratio of that last one. So, both counters are

the end of the process, all other signals presetted at the same value (zero, for example)

vanish, without any drawback on the system accuracy.

2 - A.F.A.S. OPERATING During all the transient time both

counters outputs are equal. When the V.C.O.
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the global phase reaches the reference global

reference unit connected to the quartz oscillator phase, a sign change occurs on the

through the A.F.A.S. including a phase phase-comparator output, involving a "up/down"

comparator (mixer and low-pass filter) and the change of the counters. Then, oscillations

processing electronic described below, appear around the zero-phase difference

because numerical outputs may only change step
2.1/ The phase comparator by step (this is described in Fig. 5). The

number of transitions is recorded by the
Considering noise performances and counter Ct5 which stops the counter Ctl after

accuracy an analogical phase comparator is five transitions (experiments prove that it is a

choosen. This is better than numerical solutions proper value to be sure the phase is locked

for example. When associating it with a proper i-ound the reference one) while the counter Ct2

low-pass filter, its output voltage is almost a is always working. The coarse adjustment value

linear function of the total phase difference is then locked (DACI) whereas the fine

between [-7 , 0 ] or [O it ] (see Fig. 2). In adustment voltage becomes free over a range

both intervals the static gain is the same and equal to a ratio of the DAC2 full-scale. Five

only the sign changes. That means the looped other transitions are still courted by CtlO

system will find the interval where the before locking Ct 2 that it is to say the fine

stability condition are achieved, adjustment value. At the end of the processing

sequence many components such as the

2.2/ The processing electronic counter-clock generator, are inhibited.

2.3/ Resolution
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The system resolution is obviously related

to the counting capability versus the maximum pass filter exists in the closed-loop system) the

range of frequency adjustment. If the coarse describing function technique may De used. So,

adjustment counter Ctl is a n -bit counter and isn t c n c1 becomes:
the fine adjustment counter Ct2 a n -bit2 e
counter, the resolution may be expressed as F hFr ,- T(e1) = B(e ) elYIel)

( Af /f) x N 1 2 1max 4+

R a with B(e ) =-
c n n 1 e 1 h2

2 x 2 2and ,(eI) -Arctg h'
where N is the number of coarse-adjustment

steps within the fine-adjustment full-scale. We (T(e1) 0 for e <e /2 1
have choosen n1 = n = 12 and a frequency 1 h

adjustment range of = 2 Hz at f = 5 MHz. h hysteresis width of the trigger.max
In this case 14the maximum resolution will be R 8 phase-difference magnitude.-14". 2,5 10 when N = 1. In fact, thi1

calculation is only available for the counting - The trigger output controls the "up"
set. In our system with a feedback-loop we counting or the "down" counting of a constant
already said oscillations take place. So, the frequency F. During the steady state, this
system accuracy depends on the oscillation means counters integrate the self oscillation

magnitude which may be identified to global signal at a periode of T = 21/1/ with a gain of

phase difference, that is frequency difference. F. If AN is the integer number change of their

outputs, that is
System oscillations are analysed below.

AN = Int [ F f W(t) dt ] (F >> 1/T).
3 - ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM OSCILLATIONS

So the transfer function of such
Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the components is C(p) = K /p (K = F) where p

feedback control system. jw is the Laplace variable fassuming discrete

functions are close to linear functions because
- The mixer and the low-pass filter are of the large capability of the counters and the

gathered in the error detector. When high value of Fi).

considering a reference signal

- Digital to analog converters may be
E " sin(w t + a ) E sin E) described from AiU DK A N with K

R Ro R Ro R n D D
U Max/2 for a n-bit to 0-UMax full-scale

and the VCO output signal convertion.

ES E So sin wSt = ESo sin 0 S' - Experiments proved the V.C.O. transfer
function may be written

the error detector output has the form A eS V

S E(cos e/2 - sin 0/2) where E = - UJ p(1 + 1p)2
p R

e. The product of all these transfer
functions gives the open-loop transfer function

Near 8 = + r/2, this may be linearized,

thus AS = t K A. KpKCKDKV
P PF(jw) = T(e1) cDV

The error detector is followed by a (jW) (1 + Tjw )2

Schmitt trigger which exhibits non linearity
because of its hysteresis h. Between mixer and

trigger there is an amplifier (which also cuts - R(e ,w) + j I(e J,)

off high frequencies) and the trigger output is

connected to the "up/down" input ot the Then the self-oscillation conditions, that
counters. All these functions may be simplified is R(e1,W ) = 1 and I(el, w) =0, provide the

(see Fig. 7). phase-difference magnitude e (i.e. the system

accuracy) versus the oscillation frequency f =

Neglecting the higher harmonics (a low w/2i for different hysteresis width h.
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It turns out, that the A...A.S. which has
Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 sum up those

been described does not anymore work properly,

when both frequencie• are initially too far
away (in practise 10 ). In such a case it is

One component has not be mentioned until

convenient to use an error detector combiningnow. It is a monostable multivibrator (see Fig. phase and frequency differences (see Fig. 11)

4) which improves the result in delaying the but a ne adju en t is n mre pss ib .

fine adjustment locking of one quater of the

self-oscillation period. In such a way, the CONCLUSION

final frequency is a mean value of the peak to

peak magnitude of the self-oscillation. Our goal performances have been achieved

4 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS using the described A.F.A.S. The circuit may

now be turned into a specific integrated circuit

built-in the quartz Xtal oscillator unit.The A.F.A.S. has been tested using a

Cesium beam frequency standard as a reference

unit.

Table 1 shows the final deviation of both

compared frequencies when the unit to be

frequency adjusted is a precision quartz

crystal oscillator. It depends on the initial

frequency difference. The same conclusion may

be driven when the A.F.A.S. locks a

synthesizer output frequency to the reference,

as shown in Table 2.

Initial frequency Final 'requency

offset difference

-7 -12
2.10 7.5 x 10

-8 -12
6.10 5 x 10

-9 -12
2.10 4 x 10

-10 -12
5.10 4 x 10

Table I

Initial frequency Final frequency

offset difference

2.106 3.10-10

-1 -10

4.10 2.10

10 3.1010

Table 2
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Is there a

PROCESS source No

Ref eren - Presence

unit detector V.C.O.

Phase -Adjustment
- Storage

compar~atv jsmn

Fig. I Block diagram showing the V.C.O. to be frequency Yes

adjusted within the referenct Erequency.

Coarse adjustment

adjustment
ove . No

Yes

Storage of the coarse

sinO Fineadjustement

ver ?

Fig. 2 Typical response of an analogical phase comparator

(mixer + low-pass filter) Storage of the fine

adjustment value

End of the adjustment

Fig. 3 : The A.F.A.,. processing diagram.
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Fig. 6 The closed loop system.
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Fig. 7 When considering the fundamental component
of the trigger output, the trigger is a phasor.
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AfV/f at 5 M4Hz (x 10

1..

.86

.65

C 
-1

K = 0.2 Hz.V
.44 jxDK = 1/400 V

D
T = 0.1

.22

51 11 151 211 -6
a (x 10 rad)h

Fig. 10 Peak magnitude of the frequency change (5 M4Hz) versus the
hysteresis width.

Fig. 11 The A.F.A.S. phase comparator for oscillator having a frequency

5 

-5

at more than 10 from that of the reference.
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FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR A
COUPLED-TRIPLE RESONATOR CRYSTAL

G. E. Roberts, A. G. Staples, S. Toliver

Ericsson GE Mobile Communications, Inc.
Mountain View Road

Lynchburg, Virginia 24502

ABSTRACT - With the increased tendency to use flatness of receiver IF filter's group delay in the
mobile and cellular radio systems to transmit data, passband as well as attenuat ion are becoming more
requirements on the maximum value and flatness of stringent. As a result, it is becoming very
the group delay in the passband as well as important to be able to design the radio IF filters
attenuation characteristics in IF filters are to have the most efficient characteristics
becoming more stringent. Therefore, it is becoming possible. This means using bandpass
very important to be able to design the radio IF characteristics derived from odd order lowpass
filters from the most efficient characteristics prototype characteristics as well as even order
possible. This means using bandpass lowpass characteristics in order to realize a IF
characteristics derived from odd order lowpass crystal filter as the requirements dictate.
prototype characteristics as well as even order. Therefore, the use of a coupled-triple resonator
Therefore, the use of a coupled-triple resonator crystal in conjunction with coupled-dual crystals
crystal in conjunction with coupled-dual crystals appears to be one possible option.
appears to be one possible option.

However, the initial problem and perhaps the
In this paper, one way of fabricating a most critical in developing a coupled-triple

coupled-triple resonator crystal is presented. The resonator crystal is how to measure the basic
three resonators are electrically displayed via a electrical parameters of the crystal such as
lead frame and substrate to be able to monitor resonator frequencies and coupling during the
their frequencies throughout the fabrication fabrication. Since the work described in this
process as well as the coupling between resonators. paper was begun well before the development of the
A specific filter design is presented. 4-frequency measurement method [2,3], only th,

neutralizing inductance method of measurement [4,5]
and tuning frequency method presented by Rennick

Introduction [6] was seriously considered. The neutralizing
inductance method was discarded for the same reason

Since the crystal filters in most mobile radio cited by Rennick as it is undesirable to use in the
applications use coupled-dual resonator crystals, fabrication process because measurements must be
the resulting filters are limited to bandpass made in a vapor plating machine. Therefore, the
realizations derived from even order lowpass tuning frequency method was chosen with the
prototypes. These realizations are obtained by fabrication process and packaging developed around
cascading the coupled-dual crystals and coupling this measurement method.
adjacent crystals with ar equivalent capacitance to
ground. When considering a design relative to a Triple resonator theory
given set of passband and stopband specifications,
a 3-pole Chebyshev bandpass characteristic (from a Following Rennick, a basic coupled-triple
3rd order lowpass prototype producing a 6-order resonator crystal is shown in Fig. 1 with its
bandpass characteristic) is often called for equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 with the
instead of a "c-case" 4th order Chebyshev lowpass behavior of the capacitive-T circuit shown in Fig.
prototype or even a "b-case" 4th order Chebyshev 3 in the case of a single crystal equivalent
lowpass prototype [1] even when manufacturing and circuit. Since the Q of each resonator is large,
temperature tolerances of the crystal are factored it is assumed here that the resistance associated
into the design considerations. Since only with such resonators can be neglected. An
coupled-dual crystals are used in the actual filter important feature of a coupled-triple resonator is
realizations, the resulting filter is derived from that if the middle terminal pair is shorted as in
one of the 4th order Chebyshev lowpass prototypes Fig. 4A, then a nodal equivalent circuit is formed
producing a bandpass characteristic of 8th order which is in ladder network form as shown in Fig.4B.
which is two orders more than required. A similar This nodal equivalent circuit can be transformed to
situation often occurs when a 5-pole Chebyshev a mesh circuit by simply transforming the elements
bandpass filter could be used instead of a 6-pole through either tee of capacitors associated with
filter. the end resonators using

With the increased tendency to use mobile and Znew = 1,/( . 2 C2 Z), (1)
cellular radio systems to transmit and receive
data, requirements on the maximum value and the where C is the capacitance of the capacitive-T
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network and Z is the impedance being transformed are open-circuited. In the physical
through the capacitive-T network. Then the triple-resonator crystal, the resonators cannot be
1:Lj/L 3 transformer is eliminated by setting isolated since each one is coupled to the other two
L1iL 3=L and all three resonators are made the on the plate. If one resonator is to the measured
same size by setting L2 =L also. As in Rennick, the physically, the other two then influences the
transformation can be seen by considering Fig. 3 by measurement of that resonator. Similarly, a
evaluating Eq. (1) at w2 = w0 = 1/(LC) where L measure of coupling between any two adjacent meshes
and C are the parallel inductance and capacitance of Fig. 5B could be determined by opening the third
attached to node (A) in Fig. 3A. This mesh and finding the two short-circuit frequencies
transformation is discussed at length by Rennick. of the two adjacent meshes. Rennick defines the
The resulting negative capacitances in each mesh in difference between these frequencies as coupling.
Fig. 5A are combined with the positive capacitances When it is divided by bandwidth, he calls it
in the same mesh the three positive capacitance C1 , normalized coupling coefficient or apparent
C2 and C3 are equated to C for convenience. The coupling as in
resulting network is shown in Fig. 5B where

Kmn = (f2 - fl)/(BW)
Cnj = C, Mnj/LI" where K. is the same as that given in Eq. (4).
The basic tuning frequency measurement

techniques presented by Rennick amounts to proper Likewise, it is pointed out in [6] that the
handling of a normalized coefficient matrix turning frequency of any resonator occurs at a zero
obtained from the circuit analysis of the of the input impedance to the resonator in question
particular coupled-resonator equivalent circuit when the other two resonators are open-circuited
under the condition that the resonator frequencies and thereby mistuned by the C0 . This input
are in error. In the case of the coupled-triple impedance may be expressed as
resonator, this matrix is:

FK Z = H (short-circuit natural frequencies) (8)
1 (F-E1 ) K12  0 (open-circuit natural frequencies)

SK12 (F-E2) K23 (2) In our measurement of tuning frequency, there
will be three zeros of this input impedance, but

0 K2 3  (F-E 3 ) two of these will be far removed from the others
due to mistuning of the resonators not being
measured. The short-circuit natural frequencies of

where F = ( u2- W02)/(2n.- .BW), (3) the systems are simply the zeros of the determinant
of the matrix given in Expression (2) with all the

BW = bandwidth of the filter in Hz, Ei = 0.

f= center frequency of the filter, To determine the tuning frequency of the first
resonator (resonator A)

Kmn= (C f 0 )/(Cn BW), (4)
in the narrow band of frequencies E1 = 0 (lOa)
around fo, where fo/f : 1,

Em = (foCm)/BW C0 ) (lOb)

C = the positive capacitance in the
series branches in Fig. 4A. where m is not equal to 1,or

CM = the shunt coupling capacitance E2 = (f 0 C)/(BW CO) (10c)
between adjacent meshes in
Fig. 4B. and

The error function, Ei. associated with the E3 = (f 0 C)/(BW CO) (10d)
i-th loop or i-th resonator in a coupled-triple
resonator crystal is generated by changing the since here C2 = C3 .
impedance across port A, B, or C in Fig.2 from a
simple short-circuit condition. If the i-th The three zeros of interest are obtained by
resonator or port is open-circuited, the substituting these values of Ei into the matrix in
capacitance C0 i appears it and the error function Expression (2) and determining the zeros of the
becomes polynomial derived from the determinant of the

resulting matrix. This determinant is given by
Ei = (f 0 Ci)/(BW C0 1 ). (5)

SF K1 2  0

In the case considered here, Ci = C and C0 i = 2CO. :K12 [F_(f0/BW)(C/C0)] K23 (I

As pointed out in [6], each mesh in Fig. 5B is 0 K2 3  [F-(f 0 /BW)(C/C 0 )]

required to be resonant at fo when all other meshes
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The zero at the lowest frequency is tuning A2 = ElE2 + EIE 3 + E2 E3 - K1 2
2 

- K232,
frequency of the first resonator expressed in terms
of F. The resulting frequency which should be A3 = EIE 2 E3 + EIK2 3

2 + E3 KI 2
2 .

measured is then
The simplest case to consider is the

fm = fo + (Fm BW)/2. (12) coupled-triple resonator crystal with no mistuning
at the ends to absorb the Co that occurs across

To determine the apparent coupling between those resonators as well as across the middle
resonator one and resonator two, short resonator resonator. The resulting tuning frequencies are
two also and leave resonator three open, then the calculated as follows, where ATF is the A-resonator
determinant equation becomes tuning frequency, BTF is the B-resonator tuning

frequency, and CTF is the C-resonator tuning
ýF K12 0 frequency.

'K12 F K23 = 0 (13) ATF: El=0
I E2 =(C f 0 )/(C 0 BW) Terminals B B' open,

:0 K23 (F-(fo/BW)(C/Co)] E3 =(C fo)/(C0 BW) Terminals C C' open,

Then K1 2 will be the difference between the two BTF: El=(C f 0 )/(C 0 BW) Terminals A A' open,
lowest frequencies divided by BW or E2 =0,

E3 =(C fo)/(C0 BW) Terminals C C' open,
KI2 = (f 2 - f 1 )/BW" (14)

CTF: E 1 =(C f 0 )/(C 0 BW) Terminals A A' open,
The tuning frequencies and apparent coupling E2 =(C f 0 )/(C 0 BW) Terminals B B' open,

coefficients as calculated above are those that E3 =0.
should be measured on a good coupled-triple
resonator crystal where all of the frequencies and Note that the resonator at which the tuning
couplings are correct to begin with. If this is frequency is determined or measured is
not the case, an appropriate plating algorithm will short-circuited by virtue of the fact that a
produce the correct frequencies and apparent generator and resistor is placed across it to
couplings, measure the driving-point impedance. Of course, in

each situation above, the values of Em are
When designing a coupled-resonator crystal substituted into Eq. (17) and the three values of F

filter from a lowpass prototype having normalized are found to be Fi where i-1,2,3. To find the
element values Xl, X2 , and X3 for a 3-pole actual frequencies, they are substituted into
crystal filter, the values of Kmn for the above
calculations are given by fi = f 0 + (Fi BW)/2, (18)

Kmn2= 1/(XmXn), (15.) where i=1,2,3. Also note that the lowest value of

frequency is the tuning frequency in question. Of
where m 1,2, and n = 2,3. course, the value of bandwidth is known from the

design information if the values of tuning
We are now in a position to summarize the frequencies are to be calculated. If the

equations that are to be used for a coupled-triple coupled-triple resonator is measured, frequencies
resonator crystal. Starting from a 3rd order come out directly.
lowpass prototype, Eq. (15) gives

The apparent coupling between resonators is
Ki22 = 1/(XIX2 ) (16a) then determined by shorting two adjacent resonators

and opening the other and determining the two
K2 3

2 
= 1/(X 2 X3 ) (16b) short-circuit frequencies which are the two

frequencies having lowest value.
If all three ports of the coupled-triple resonator
are open-circuited as in Fig. 2, the system Apparent coupling between A and B is determined
determinant equation becomes by substituting

:(F-E1 ) K12 0: El = E2 = 0, (19a)

:K12 (F-E 2 ) K23: = 0 (17) and

:0 K23 (F-E 3 ): E3 = (C f 0 )/(C 0 BW), (19b)

and the resulting cubic equation in F becomes into Eq. (17), determining the three values of F,
taking the two lowest values F1 and F2 , taking

F3 + AIF 2 + A2 F + A3 = 0 their difference and K1 2 is calculated as

where A1 - -(E 1 +E2 +E3 ), K12 = (F 2 - Fl)/BW. (20)
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The actual frequencies are calculated by Eq. (18). Z and Y. The substrate is then attached to the
three leads of a crystal base by attaching pads W

The apparent coupling between B and C is and Z which are attached to the two outside pins
determined by substituting (forks) of the base while pad Y is attached to the

E1 = (C f 0 )I(C 0 BW), (21a) center fork of the base. Therefore, two outside
crystal resonators are displayed electrically

and between their respective outside base leads and
ground at the center pin of the base. The center

E2 = E3 = 0, (21b) resonator is displayed electrically by probing pad
X on the substrate and to the center pin of the

into Eq. (17) and following the same procedure base or pad Y.
followed in determining the apparent coupling
between A and B. When the resonators are on their desired

frequencies (depending on the finishing process),
Of course, to determine the short-circuit the crystal middle electrode pair - middle

natural frequencies of the coupled-triple resonator - may be short-circuited without
resonator, Eq. (17) is used with disturbing the crystal itself by connecting pads X

and Y on the back of the substrate usually with
E, = E2 = E 3 = 0, conducting cement. After the resulting

crystal-substrate-base assembly is sealed as in
and the frequencies are determined by use of Eq. Figs. 7 and 8, the coupled-triple resonator will
(18). function in accordance with the connections in Fig.

4A and the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4B.
Coupled-triple resonator crystal fabrication

There are several interesting processes that go
The basic cunsideration in deciding how to into the actual fabrication of the crystal-

fabricate a coupled-triple resonator crystal is how substrate assembly. The leads which attach the
to provide separate electrical access to each of crystal to the substrate were etched out of a sheet
the three resonators as required to measure the of beryllium copper in sets of three leads which
resonator tuning frequencies, the apparent coupling are an integral part of a connecting "palm" in a
between adjacent resonators, and the short-circuit lead frame shown in Fig. 6A. The formation of the
natural frequencies. Therefore, all three terminal bent lead wires is effected using conventional
pairs in Fig. 2 associated with the resonators must metal forming techniques.
be displayed such that short-circuits,
open-circuits or any other predetermined electrical The shape of the individual leads on the lead
circuit may be selectively connected across the frame in Fig. 6A are depicted in detail in Figs. 6B
resonator terminal pairs. and 6C including the first and second bends. In

addition, a weakened pre-defined breakpoint is
The coupled-triple resonator arrangement which provided along the shank of each individual lead.

will be discussed here was devised by Roberts and After the distal ends of the bent lead wires are
Staples [71 and is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It cemented to the appropriate conductor points on the
consists of three acoustically coupled resonators crystal wafer, the frame palm is broken away from
fabricated on a single wafer of quartz. This wafer the individual lead wires. A fixture was developed
is physically supported and spaced from a ceramic to hold the leads in place which are attached to
connection interface substrate by six leads which the crystal wafer in order to protect the wafer
are formed from a resilient electrical conductor while detaching the palm. This then leaves three
material (e.g., beryllium copper) in order to leads attached to each side of the wafer as in Fig.
connect the conductor pattern on the crystal wafer 7A but without the palms. The resulting six leads
to the conductor pattern on the ceramic substrate are precisely spaced to be inserted into the
as shown in Fig. 7. The conductor pattern on the appropriate "holes" of the ceramic substrate where
ceramic substrate is designed to provide separate they are cemented to the conductor pattern on the
electrical access to each of the three resonators. back side of the substrate. At this point, the

substrate serves as a carrier for the crystal wafer
Once the baseplated crystal wafer is attached and an interconnect device. In addition, the bent

to the six leads and bonded via conductive cement, leads appear to be extremely good shock absorbers
for example, the six leads are inserted into the for the crystal wafer.
holes in the substrate to the appropriate stop
provided by the bend in the formed leads as shown After the crystal-substrate assembly is
in Fig. 6B. The leads are then cemented to the attached to the crystal base as in Fig. 7. The
conductor pattern on the opposite side of the crystal-substrate base assembly was inserted into a
substrate. All three resonator terminal pairs then fixture via the base leads making contact with
can be displayed via pads on the substrate, three leads both mechanically and electrically.

The top of the substrate is kept stationary when
The terminals associated with the center pad X on the substrate is probed. This fixture

electrode pair are displayed via pads X and Y in allows the monitoring of the three tuning
Figs. 7 and 8. The 'wo outside crystal electrode frequencies during processing as well as the
pairs are displayed between pads W and Y, and pads apparent coupling between adjacent resonators and
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the short-circuit natural frequencies. Once the From Eq. (15).
tuning frequencies are set to their final values
and the apparent coupling between adjacent K122 - K232 1/I(X 1X2),
resonators is correct, the shorting connection is
made from pad X to Y thereby shorting the middle - 1/((1.0315598)(1.1473972)).
electrode pairs together. The cover is slid over = .8448737264.
the entire assembly and sealed to the base, then
the coupled-triple resonator is ready for final Therefore,
test.

K12 = K2 3 = .9191701295.
Specific design example

To determine the value of C to be used in the
The first application of a coupled-triple equations for tuning frequencies, the expression

resonator crystal which was investigated was a 21.4
MHz 3-pole filter having a minimum 3 dB passband of C = (CIC 2 )/(C 1 2 -C 1 )
13.5 kHz and a minimum stopband attenuation of 25
dB at 21.4 MHz +- 22 kHz. is used where C1 - .62683208E-14 f and C1 2 f

.13506531E-10 f producing C - .627 1 ?3125E-14 f. A
A third order Chebyshev normalized lowpass nominal value of CO was assumed to be 2.4 pf

prototype of 0.1 dB ripple as shown in Fig. 9 was initially.
chosen to start the design. If a Dishal
transformation is performed on this lowpass Next, the tuning frequencies were calculated.
prototype, it is found that by choosing a ripple From symmetry, ATF = CTF. Therefore, for ATF and
bandwidth of 10800 Hz and an inductance of BTF
.88280138E-2 H a termination resistance of
580.72727 Ohm results. If an extremely El = 0,
conservative value of Q = 30000 is chosen, then
resulting circuit shown in Fig. 10 should produce a E2 = E3 = (C/C 0 )(f 0 /BW),
theoretical stopband attenuation of 31.0 dB at 21.4
MHz +-22 kHz and a 3 dB bandwidth of 14700 Hz. = (.62712312SE-14/2.4E-12)(21.4E6/10800),

= 5.177636912.
Requiring the X and Z dimensions of the

resonator electrode to be The third order polynomial equation in F from (17)
becomes

LX = 1.26 LZ
F3 -10.3552738 F2 + 25.118176S4 F + 4.374449392=0.

and using thL expression
Then

A = 1.9/(6.4516508 L f 0
3 (1E-18)),

F - -. 16302800 , 6.1678390 , 4.3508729,
where A = area of each electrode in square inches,

and choosing the lowest value for
fo = center frequency of the filter in Hz,

in= f 0 + (Fi BW)/2,
L = the inductance of each resonator of

the filter in henries. = 21.4E6 + (-.16302800)(10800)/2.

Then the electrode dimensions are determined to be Therefore,

LZ = .051976130 inches, ATF = CTF = 21399120 Hz.
LX = .065489925 inches.

Following a similar procedure
Following the procedure outlined in [7],[8],

and [9] applied along the Z axis of the crystal, it BTF = 21398337 Hz.
is found that for electrode LX = .052 inches by LZ=
.065 inches and a spacing between electrodes oi Likewise, the apparent coupling between the
.015 inches and a synchronous peak separation resonators is obtained by the procedure outlined
frequency SPSF of 9927 Hz corresponding to C12= previously from Eqs. 12, 13 and 14 producing
C23=13.506531 pf are produced. The etch frequency
of the unelectroded wafer should be 21,563 kHz. f, = 21394653 Hz,

f2 = 21464467 Hz,
Since the filter in Fig. 10 is symmetrical

about the middle resonator, the basic triple- with the apparent coup. ing being calculated as
resonator crystal design is accomplished by simply f 2 - f, = 9814 Hz. The third frequency occurs at
performing the design of a coupled-dual. The 21428840 Hz and is ignored.
actual wafer used was a race track arrangement with
diameter of .320 inches and height of .240 inches. The short-circuit natural frequencies are then
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calculated from Eq. 17 with EI=E2=E 3 =0 and 560 ohms at an angle of -7 degrees in Fig. 12 to
become produce the response in Fig. 11.

f, = 21392985 Hz, The apparent coupling value between A and B and
f2 = 21.4E6 Hz, C and B are given by
f3 - 21407015 Hz.

ACAB = 21403750 - 21393000 = 10750 Hz
Results

ACCB = 21403250 - 21392750 = 10500 Hz
Data at several steps in the fabrication

process is given here on a typical samples using a The actual passband shape of both triple resonator
silver-nickel process with a solder-seal package. units are similar except for the slight shift in

the passband.
After Final
Baseplate (Hz) Frequency (Hz) Conclusions

ATF 21465839 21399574 Although the initial design called for an
BTF 21452724 21398533 apparent coupling between resonators of 9814 Hz,
CTF 21461137 21399265 the actual apparent coupling between resonators

came in the 10 to 11 kHz range which contributed to
Apparent coupling between A and B resonators at the .3 dB extra passband ripple as well as the
final frequency is given by extra bandwidth. The extra ripple could also be

explained by the fact that resonator inductances
ACAB = f 2 - fl, are probably not exactly what the design calls for.

The initial assumption of C0 =2.4 pf put the
= 21404075 - 21394021, resonator frequencies of the initial units very
= 10054 Hz. close to those required by the filter.

Apparent coupling between C and B resonators is Once the fabrication method was devised,
processing of units did not prove to be unusually

ACAB = f 2 - fl difficult to build and the substrate-wafer assembly
proved extremely convenient to work with. The

= 21404542 - 21393991 spurious content and spurious levels were better
= 10551 Hz. than expected although they were not a major

consideration in the original design. Since the
The short-circuit natural frequencies measured techniques used in the fabrication of these

while driving the A resonator are given by coupled-triple resonators which were over and above
those used on a coupled-dual unit can be either

f, = 21392423 carried out in batch form or can be automated, this
f2 = 21398789 type of coupled-triple resonator crystal
f3 = 21407818 arrangement could be a viable candidate for use in

situations where an efficient attenuation or group
The resulting filter data was delay characteristic is needed.

Ripple = .40 dB
Upper 3 dB frequency = 21409459 Hz References
Lower 3 dB frequency = 21392702 Hz

3 dB Bandwidth = 16757 Hz [1] Von R. Saal, Der Entwurf von Filtern mit Hilfe
des Kataloges normierter Tiefpasse, Telefunken

Attenuation at f 0 + 22 kHz = 25 dB G.M.B.H, Backnang/Wurtt, Western-Germany,1961.
Attenuation at f 0 - 22 kHz = 34.2 dB.

12] H. J. Peppiatt and G. E. Roberts, "Method of
First major spurious = -19.0 dB at 21490219 Hz. Measuring Parameters of a Crystal Filter," U.S.

Patent 4,093,914, June 6, 1978.
Also, the experimental value of C0 across both

the A- and C-resonators in the sealed assembly was [3] G. E. Roberts, "A four frequency process for
3.1 pf. No data was taken for the value of CO accurately measuring coupled dual resonator
across the B-resonator. crystals," Proc. 33rd Annu. Symp. on Freg.

Control, 1979, pp. 159-165.
A typical plot of the attenuation response is

given for a second unit and shown in Fig. 11. [4] G. E. Roberts, "Apparatus for measuring the
Although no process data is available, the resonant frequency and coupling coefficient of
short-circuit natural frequencies on the unit are a plurality of coupled piezoelectric
21391500 Hz, 21397750 Hz, 21407000 Hz. The filter resonators", U.S. Patent 3,963,982, June 15,
fixture terminations are transformed to 50 ohms. 1976.
With 50 ohms on the source (or load), a vector
impedance meter probing J1 or J2 to ground reads
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[51 Aristotelis Arvanitis,"Multi-resonator crystal C C A
filter having a reduced number of pins and
method of fabrication thereof," U.S. Patent C Z)
4.342.014, July 27, 1982. z,- -c Z Z,. /..vC

[bj R. E. Rennick, "An equivalent circuit apprach A
to the design and analysis of monolithic (A)
crystal filters," IEEE Trans. on Sonic and
Ultrasonics, Vol. SU-20, No. 4, Oct. 1973, pp. C C L

[71 G. E. Roberts, and A. G. Staples, "Monolithic 0 - C L G c Co R
crystal filter and method of manufacturing cC
same," U. S. Patent 4,484,158, Nov. 20, 1984.

A'
[8] G. E. Roberts, "The design of monolithic (B)

crystal filters," Engineering Notebook, General
Electric Mobile Radio Products Department, Vol.
11, May 2, 1978. Fig. 3. A) Narrow band approximation to an

(9] W. D. Beaver, "Theory and design principles of impedance inverter in the form of a
the monolithic crystal filter," Ph. D. capacntive-T network, B) narrow band
Dissertation, Lehigh University, Bethleham, transformation of a parallel network to
Pa., 1967. series network via a capacitive-T network.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of cross-section of coupled-triple
resonator crystal with all three
resonators open-circuited. C C Mh C C

A'CT CC
B• M 7MI. L•2L./ (B)

- •Fig. 4. A) Sketch of cross-section of a coupled

A C C M,2 c c triple resonator crystal with end
Ai LC ' M M -j1-pC - resonators open-circuited and the center

_ M23 L3 C3 resonator short-circuited, B) equivalent"CC_- I T ' - P I TT circuit of coupled-triple resonator
A" .. ' crystal corresponding to Fig. 4A.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of coupled-triple
resonator crystal with all three
resonators opened.
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Fig. 5. A) Equivalent circuit of coupled-triple
resonator in Fig. 4A after left-side
capacitive-T impedance inverter is moved
through the network, B) equivalent circuit -- Y
of coupled-triple resonator after C, C2,Z
and C3 are set equal to C, the negative
and positive series capacitors are
combined, and LI, L2 , and, L3 are set
equal to L.

W
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CA)

Fig. 7. A) Exploded view of crystal wafer-ceramic
substrate-leads-base-cover assembly, B)
side view of wafer-substrate-base assembly
with cover.

(C)

Fig. 6. A) Crystal wafer with baseplated conductor
pattern and attached lead frames, B) side
view of lead frame fingers and break
points, C) top view of lead frame fingers
with indicated break point.
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Rs = RL = 580.72727 Ohms

-Y. = .88280138E-2 H.

C1 = C3 = .62683208E-14 F.

C2 = .62712312E-14 F.

LCERAMIC 
C1 2 - C2 3 - .13506531E-1U F.

SUBSTRATEFig.0. 
Bandpass equivalent circuit of 3-pole
filter derived from 3rd-order lowpass
prototype in Fig.9.

.CRYSTAL WAFERI

S-I ____ .1 Id.. 1. ..s

Fig. 8 A) Exploded front view of triple resonator - -1
assembly, B) exploded rear view of triple
resonator assembly. KHz -

0 fdE = - 8.-- 1_____ ,__ |---d --- -,8 6 KH"
S2 ~~~~KHz_"D

X1=1.0315598 X3=1.0315598 1 -

R IX2 R >
Rs~~l RNLI _T 1.1473972 N

fsb I ,jKHz fsb, 21 5"KHz

Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit of 3rd-order lowpass KHz D',v

prototype.

Fig.1I. A) Passband attenuation response of 3-pole
filter using triple-resonator unit no.2.

B)stopband response of the same triple
resonator crystal.
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Fig.12. Schematic of circuit used for filter
fixture to test triple resonator crystal.
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USAGE OF A QUARTZ RESONATOR AS A PIEZOSORPTION SENSOR FOR MERCURY VAPOURS IN AIR

L. Spassov, D. YankoV, D. Mihailov, R. Zaharieva

Institute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Science, Sofia, Bulgaria

A.N. Mogilevski, A.D. Mayorov

Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Academy of Science of USSR, Moscow, USSR

Abstract cations on the piezosorption method 
4
or construc-

A quartz resonator with built-in micro tion of sensors and devices for gas analysis [11.

heater useo as a piezosorption sensor for mercury There is also information about construction of a

vapours in the air is reported. The specifical re- device for measuring the concentration of mercury

quirements to the resonator and to the heater are vapours in air [2,3,4].

noted. With the presented here construction of the The principle of action of these sensors

sensor a maximal sensitivity of 3.10-a g/mý can be is based on the dependence of the frequency of the

reached. The built-in micro heater allows the rege- piezoelectric quartz resonator on the change o; the

neration of the sensor under working conditions. weight of the electrodes caused by sorption if mer-

The sensor can be used in several devices for con- cury vapours. For AT - cut quartz resonator the re-

trol of the environmental pollutions and in other lationship between the change of the resonance fre-

cases in which precise determination of low concen- quency AF [HZI and the mass Am [g] of the substance

trations of mercury vapours in the air is neces- adsorbed on the surface of the electrodes is almost

sary. linear and is given by 15):

AF = - 2.7 • !0^ • C- • AM / S (1)

where F [MHz] is the resonance frequency of vibra-

1. Introduction tion of the piezoelement, and S Ccm'] - the surface

Recently as a result of the aggravation of of the piezoelement's electrodes.

the ecological situation working out of a method The main disadvantage of the piezosorption

for measuring the concentration of injurious to sensor is that it needs regeneration of the quartz

health components that are to be found in indust- resonator after a certain time period of action.

rial waste products becomes extremely important. For this aim it should be heated in oven approxima-

The problem for monitoring of mercury vapours in tely to 150°C and simultaneously the oven should be

air and measuring their concentration is one of the blown with fresh air or other gas. This process

aspects of this general task. This problem is a needs laboratory conditions for perfarming the re-

complex one and different ways for its solving have generation.

been seeked. Currently there are a number of publi- One possibility to solve this problem is

C12818-3/90/0000-277 $1.004D 1990 IEKE
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creating a quart- resonator with built-,n micro cury vapours sorption coating. The d.ameter of the

heater. This heater allows heating of the quartz electrodes is 5 mm which provides a sensitivity

resonator up to relative high temperatures to be about 0.4 Hz/ng calculated by (I). The built-in

done easily without its dismounting from the equip- micro heater is a thin ý.rip -. tuated around the

ment. electrodes (Fig. 1) and is made from the same mate-

rijl. The thickness of the electrodes and the hea-

2. Realization of the sensor ter is about 0.12 pm and they all are deposited in

2.1. Requirements to quart: resonator and one technological cycle. The resonator is mounted

to built-in heater at standard holder with additional output connec-

According to the usage of quartz resona- tors to the heater.

tors as a sensors for mercury vapours they should

cover several requirements. First of all the elec- 3. Results

trodes of the resonator should adsorbe selectively 7.1. Electrical parameters of the resona-

mercury vapours only and should be stable to other tor

reagents in the air. In order to registrate low The typical electrical parameters of a re-

concentrations of mercury vapours the resonator sonator with built-in micro heater are following:

should possess a high mass sensitivity. As it was

mentioned above the requirement for direct heating Resonance frequency - 14.422 MHz

of the resonator is important to ease the exploata- Static capacity - 8.5 pF

tion of the measuring apparatus. The built-in hea- Dynamic resistance - 14.2 Q

ter should be with low electric power consumption Dynamic capacity - 14.4 fF

and at the same time should be able to reach high Dynamic inductivity - 8.4 mH

temperatures. The heater also should be stable to Loaded 0 - 54.107'

action of mercuty vapours and other gases in the

air. Figure 2 demonstrates the spectral charac-

teristic of the same sample.

2.2. Construction of the sensor Because of the golden electrodes the reso-

The task for creating of piezosorption nator possesses very high time stability. It was

sensor is solved by AT - cut quartz resonator with found that the typical value of frequency time in-

resonanse frequency about 14 MHz. The dimencions of stability did not exeed 0.1 Hz per 10 seconds,

the resonator are: diameter of the wafer - 14 mm 0.2 Hz per 2 minutes and 0.5 Hz per 10 minutes.

and thickness - about 120 pm. In order to increase

the sensitivity the quartz wafer is polished. Thin 3.2. Parameters of the micro heater.

layers of gold are used as electrodes. The golden In order to determine the necessary elec-

layers are at the same time selective towards mer- trical conditions to reach the wanted temperature
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of 150*WC the following experiment was performed. this temperature is not more than 30 minutes.

First the resonator was placed in a thermostat with Figure 4 shows the relationships between

temperature 150°C and its frequency was measured. the frequency response of the measuring quartz re-

After that the temperature of the thermostat was sonator and the time period of action of the mercu-

lowed down and kept up to 25°C. An electrical vol- ry vapours, which were established at different

tage was applied on the heater and was gradually pressures of the saturated mercury vapours, i.e.

increased till the frequency became the same as at they are with different concentrations. These rela-

150*C. With the typical value of resistance of the tionships are linear and thus allow us to determine

heater about 30 - the measured value of the voltage small concentrations of mercury vapours by increa-

was about 6 V and the current was about 130 mA. In sing the time of action.

this way the calculated value of the electrical po- The concentration of mercury vapours can

wer consumpted by the heater was about 800 mW, be determined by investigation of measuring resona-

which was less than the maximal admissible value tor upon the flow rate of deluted mercury vapours

for the conductive golden strip of the heater. The throug the chamber. In a particular apparatus [42

usage of a golden heater allows itself regeneration the maximal frequency response rate of 50 Hz/min is

from adsorpted mercury vapours foo. ;-eac.%ed at a flow rate of 400 mls/mn.

Figure 5 demonstrates the relationships

3.3. Parameters of the sensor between the frequency response rate and mercury

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the concentration in the interval from 22.10- to

experimental apparatus for investigation of the re- 4.10-2 g/m%. The results give the possibility to

lationship between the quartz resonator frequency calculate the detection limit. As seen from Figu-

and the mercury vapours concentration. The measure- re 5 the frequency response rate of the measuring

ment apparatus allows to monitor the frequency of resonator at mercury concentration in air

the measuring resonator, as well as the difference 2-10-1 g/' is I Hz/min.

between the frequencies of the measuring and the Being measured for 2 minutes the change of

standard generators. The usage of a standard gene- frequency equals 2 Hz. For this time period the

rator made possible the conversion from higher to frequency instability of the resonator does not ex-

lower frequencies, so that the latter could be more ceed 0.2 Hz. In this case the minimal detectable

easily processed further. frequency change according to the 3 T - criterion

For regeneration of the sorption capacity is approximately 0.6 Hz, while the detection limit

of the resonator we chose a temperature of 150°C at corresponding to frequency response rate 0.6 per 2

which there are not any relaxation processes in minutes is 6-10-1 g/m7. Calculated in the same way

quartz [4]. As it was mentioned above the built-in the detection limit is 3.10-' g/m- when being mea-

micro heater ensure this temperature at cited elec- sured for 10 minutes.

trical conditions. The desorption time period at The threshold limit value (TLV) of mercury
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vapours in air is equal to 10-1 g/m! according to C51 Saubrey G.Z., Z. Physik, Vol. 155, 206

current standards E6), therefore the above mentio- (1959)

ned detection limits correspond to 0.6 and 0.5 ti- C61 State standard of the USSR - GOST 12.3.071

mes TLV. - 8K (in russian)

4. Conclusions

The results of the investigation work show

that the described piezielectric resonator can be

used as a sensor for detecting and measuring small

concentrations of mercury vapours in air up to the

threshold limit value. The built-in micro heater

allows the regeneration of the resonator to be done

easily without special laboratory conditions. It

gives the possibility the represented piezosorption

sensor for mercury vapours in air to pass in gene-

ral use in a g-eat n,,bo. - pr-ctical needs.
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with built-in heater

RESONATOR WITH BUILT-IN HEATER
MKR( 170):14.4.2MHz
A(*):MAOTD -19.8ods sdB/, -4.6.0068

--F------------ -

CF: 14.. 5MHz SPAN.500kHz
oUT B) :0. 0d Bmn ST:3.90soc EL:0.00cm
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
FOR FREQUENCY CONTROL

by
Bill Thomas

Statistical Engineer

Rockwell International Corporation
Collins Defense Communications
855 35th Street NE MS 166-201

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52498

Abstract improved it causes improved productivity and
reduces cost. Continuous improvement in the product

Frequency control like many other processes has an and processes is realized by reducing variation and
abundance of variables. These variables can be stud- moving towards the optimum target point of each pro-
ied using the tools of Statistical Process Control (SPC). cess variable. This philosophy must encompass the
This paper will discuss some possibilities of using entire company though all levels of management to
these tools to improve the accuracy, precision and reap the maximum possible benefits.
quality of frequency control. The tools presented are
process flow charts, pareto charts, cause and effect
charts, histograms, scatter diagrams/regression, con- Process Flow Charts
trol charts and designed experiments in the control of
frequency standard processes. Some of the major vari- This is the first step in SPC implementation. This
ables considered will be crystals, thermistors, selastic chart answers the question "what goes on in the pro-
and workmanship and how to study their relationship3 cess?." It visually describes the sequential process
to frequency stability. No experimental work has been steps and decision points in the process. (Figure 1) In
done to this point. Therefore the paper will discuss a this process flow chart the major steps of manufactur-
few approaches to studying frequency control using ing a frequency control device are displayed. An oven
the preventative method of SPC. The major emphasis controlled type frequency standard is used as the
will be on reducing the variation of the frequency sta- example.
bility by studying variation and being able to sort out
the signal (assignable causes) from the noise (random
causes). Some specific items included will be when and
how to look at the distributions of the data along with Pareto Chart
when and how to look at the data over time.

This chart answers the question "what are the major
problems in the process?." (Figure 2) It is a bar chart

Introduction that separates the trivial many problems from the vital
few. This helps people understand which problems

Increased worldwide competition in the electronics occur most frequently so they can work those first. [I]
industry has prompted many companies to consider
the use of SPC. One of the first areas in the electronic The rule of thumb used is that 20% of the problems
industry was the computer industry. SPC can be create 80% of the impact. Collection of defect types or
applied to product design, process design, manufactur- problem categories is the first step. Next arrange the
ing and/or the providing of services, contributors in bar chart form, from largest contribu-

tor down to the smallest contributor on the x axis. The
SPC is a management philosophy which embraces the y axis represents the number of occurrences. Figure 2
methodology of prevention of defects with the goal of is an example of major problems in the manufacture
improved quality and productivity. When quality is of frequency standards.

CH2818-3/90/0000-285 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Cause and Effect Chart It is a special bar chart with the variable data (continu-
ous data) on the x axis and the number or percentage

The next step is to construct a cause and effect of occurrences on the y axis. It does not take time
chart.[l]The problem (or defect) is the effect, the pos- order into account. [1]
sible causes are generated with a "Brainstorming" ses-
sion. (Figure 3) For the remainder of this paper, when Figure 4 represents the distribution of the frequency
effect is used it is implied that the effect is a major stability readings from a frequency standard over the
problem. This chart motivates the answer to the ques- temperature range from 25 degree C to 85 degree C.
tion "what are the causes of the major problem?" The shape of any group of data is very important. How

it compares to the specifications is also very helpful in
To construct a cause and effect chart you simply brain- improving any process. Figure 5 is another histogram
storm possible causes with the process experts in five of the crystal turning point temperature for a sample
major areas (methods, machinery, material, man, and of crystals to describe the shape, central tendency, and
the environment). This has been done for the effect of variation between crystals. Figure 4 is an effects/out-
the crystal in figure 3 since it was the largest problem puts. Figure 5 is a possible cause of variation for fre-
on the pareto chart (figure 2). quency stability distribution in figure 4.

From figure 4 the assumption that the distribution is
Histogram normal can be made. This means the data should be

consistent and repeatable. Another statistical tech-
The Histogram helps define a possible cause or effect nique can be used to predict the percentage of fre-
to determine graphically the central tendency, shape, quency standards outside the specifications of 10
and variation associated with variable (footnote 1) megahertz plus or minus 0.05 hz. (10 megahertz has
data. It answers the question "what does a look at the been subtracted from all the data for ease of interpre-
past or present data look like?." The data can be com- tation and explanation.) The mean of the data is
pared to a specification to see how the distribution -0.0288 Hz and the standard deviation (a measure of
looks in regards to the specification. It is a snapshot of variation) is 0.034 Hz. The percentage outside the
the data and can be very helpful in understanding, specification would be 27.78%. (Figure 4a) This pre-
correcting and improving a particular cause or effect. diction was made with a sample of 80 values and is

Method Measurement

Quartz
Growth

Cutting

Polishing Finishing Turning Point

Plating Tolerance
S...... --- Bonding Temperature •---Aging

Sealing-- Slope "

- -- P CRYSTALGlass CBondingnTempeTemperature

Temperature Crystal o PC Boards

/ -Vibration ----- V Leads Handing---.Operator
Soldering
Over Heat

Environment Material Man

Figure 3. Cause and Effect Chart
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Figure 5. Turning Point Temperature Histogram.

very reliable. It is now understood that the variation is This tool answers "what are the cause/effect relation-
too large and the mean is shifted towards the lower ships?." It is very helpful in understanding the major
specification limit. (Figure 4a) The target :or the mean causes of variation of a particular effect. A simple
on this chart is 10 megahertz or 0. The same predic- regression can be plotted on an x-y grid or scatter plot
tion could be made for the turning point data. Using whiie multiple regression will require more complex
these techniques it is much easier to make improve- statistical methods. This tool is very effective when
ments in comparison to counting how many are in or studying one or many causes and their relationship to
out of specification with no regard to the location of the effect. The results can be used to monitor an
the values. important cause on a control chart or discover the best

level of the cause which produces an optimum effect.
1) variable data - measurement type data i.e. (length, [I]
weight, s/n ratio, modulation, frequency etc.) as
apposed to attribute data (pass-fail, go-no go) Figure 6 represents a scatter plot or simple regression

between the frequency stability (output/dependent
variable/effect) and the distance of the thermistor
from the heater (input/independent variable/cause).

Scatter Plot/Regression Analysis This is not actual data, !ut an example of what this
relationship may look like.

This tool can be used to try to understand the relation-
ships between the causes and the effects. ( Figure 6)
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Figure 6. Thermistor Distance By Frequency Stability
Scatter/Plot/Simple Regression Illustrative Data.

Design of Experiments cover interactions. The designed experiment is a sys-
tematic and balanced matrix that ensures more

This tool is used often after a cause and effect chart to understanding of the relationships. It helps understand
study many different causes and their relationship to why something works, not just if it works, and moves
the effect. This tool also answers "what are the cause/ the experimenter towards the best solution instead of
effect relationships?." It differs from regression in that one that merely is acceptable. In addition designed
the different levels of the causes are prudently picked experiments are often more economical and almost
to learn the maximum amount of information about always generate more and better information.
the effect with the minimum amount of time, cost and
effort. An example of a design layout is presented in
Figure 7. [2,3] Control Charts

This is a full factorial experiment with 2 levels and 3 This chart can be used to learn about a process, or after
factors (thermiktor placement, turning point tempera- much of the learning is done to monitor a process for
ture, error in setting the turning point). This experi- control and continually improve it. As a learning tool
ment would be able to answer the question of which it can be used to learn the effects of many causes, one
factors or interaction of factors has the largest affect on at a time, on the charted effect in order to continually
frequency stability and possibly the optimum level of improve the process. As a monitor it is statistical
these factors to obtain the desired frequency stability proof of quality and can always be used to improve a
mean and variation. It is much more effective than the process. [4,5]
normal shotgun or one factor at a time approach
which frequently never solve the problems or answer Figure 8 is the range chart for the frequency stability
the questions. These two approaches can never dis- subgroups. It exhibits a state of statistical control. The
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Run Thermistor Turning Point Error In

Number Placement Temperature Setting Oven To

Turning Point

1 0.25 Inch 85 Deg 0 Deg
2 0.50OInch 85 Deg 0 Deg
3 0.25 Inch 90 Deg 0 Deg
4 0.50 Inch 90 Deg 0 Deg
5 0.25 Inch 85 Deg +2 Deg
6 0.50 Inch 85 Deg +2 Deg
7 0.25 Inch 90 Deg +2 Deg
8 0.50 Inch 90 Deg +2 Deg

Figure 7. Full Factorial Experimental Design 2 Levels and 3 Factors.
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Figurv 8. Frequency Stability 25 "C to 85 *C Range Chart for 10 MHz Frequency Std.
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variation is larger than desired but the variation problems. The SPC tools also give reliable feedback
within the subgroups is consistent. when changes are made and are a tremendous resource

for quality and process history. They can help change
Figure 9 represents the plotted averages of subgroups peoples thinking of quality from merely being con-
of size 4 of frequency stability data from the histogram formance to requirements towards thinking of quality
figure 4. This data is now in time order and more as the reduction of variation around a target value.
insight into the problem of too much variation and the The last thought you should consider is that anyone in
shift of the mean towards the low side of the specifica- market competition whose competitor uses these tech-
tion can be seen. When looking at the data a shift to a niques and does not use them also is at a distinct dis-
higher average is apparent from the 7th to 14th sub- advantage.
group. Possible causes are dewar flask loss, thermistor
lead length, thermistor heat sink compound, and crys- [ 1] T. P. Ryan, "Statistical Methods For Quality
tal turning point temperature. This is just some pos- Improvement." New York: Wiley, 1989
sibilities of causes that can be discovered when using
control charts. [21 G. E. P. Box, W. G. Hunter, J. S. Hunter.

Statistics For Experimenters. New York: Wiley,
1978, chap 1, 6 & 7.

Summary
[3] D. C. Montgomery, Design And Analysis Of

The techniques discussed in this paper are the major Experiments. New York: Wiley, 1984, chap 1, 7,
techniques used in SPC. There are many additional 9 & 11.
methods and variations of the above methods that can
be used. The statistical methods don't solve the [41 Western Electric, Statistical Quality Control
problems , but they give people who can solve the Handbook. North Carolina: Western Electric,
problems the signal when and where to look for the 1983, pp. 1-229.
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Figure 9. Frequency Stability 25 'C to 85 "C X-Bar Chart for 10 MHz Frequency Std.
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[5] E. L. Grant, R. S. Leavenworth, Statistical mental Design and other Statistical methods at Con-
Quality Control. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, trol Data Corp. and Rockwell International. Teaches
pp. 1-347. numerous courses for the American Society for Qual-

ity Control and Kirkwood Community College. B.S.
Degree from Western Illinois University, currently

Biography of Bill Thomas working on M.S. studies in statistics and engineering
at the University of Iowa and is a Certified Quality

Fourteen years of industrial experience with the last Engineer.
six in the training and implementation of SPC, Experi-
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FOITY-VOURTH MNNUAL SYMPOSIUN ON FREQUINCY CONTROL
A Synopsis of Quality Involvement/Improvement Programs

and the Ramifications on our Industry

Charles Jensik, Ronald Zellers and Russell Lackey
Piezo Crystal Company

Carlisle Pa,
17013

Dr. Virgil Bottom, in his paper at the U.S. Factory Output of Oillator Crystals
35th FCS, "A History of the Quartz Crystal Adjusted to 1979 Dollars
Industry in the USA", referred to the quartz 130

crystal industry; "Like the North American 1D

Indian, a ward of the government, dependent Co2

upon it for financial and technical support, and 11 _0

struggling to stay alive to be in position to meet
the challenge of the next military crisis." 100

Gentleman, our industry is dying. For
many it is dead or will soon be. Referring to Fig. 80 .

I which was supplied from the U.S. Department __

of Commerce, adjusted to reflect constant 1979
dollars, things don't look so good in our industry -6 60
compared to inflated yearly dollars. In fact these
adjusted numbers are most likely optimistic in 19

that there is some offshore manufacturing 1ear

included in these numbers. There is in my mind

only one solution. It can be stated in somewhat Figure 1

different terms but they all say the same
thing--Total Quality Mentality, Total Quality
Management, Quality Involvement, etc.

Identifying customers of our MOTOROLA: Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
industry's products that really have a Quality Award participation and six sigma Quality are
Mentality, not "just for fun quality", was really required to maintain standing as a supplier.
i Ser easy. I would ask the purchasing person
or contTacts contact about his company's Quality HARRIS : Supplier Partnership Program and
systems or policy. If the contact just said "yes we subsequent preferred or best in class status to
have ore" you could bet that it was just for fun. maintain standing as a supplier.
Even if the contact said that you must be
preferred or approved or inspected to such and MALCOLM BALDRIGE NATIONAL QUALITY
such a quality specification, it is still a good AWARD
chance that it's just for fun. But if the customer
says that they must work with you to assure The Malcolm Baldrige award was named
themselves of your quality, you can be assured after the former Secretary of Commerce in the
that they have a Quality mentality. Of the dozen Reagan Administration. Sigma is a statistical unit of
or so companies that I tested only two really at measurement that describes the distribution about
this time demanded working assurances or proof the mean of any process or procedure. A process or
of Total Quality Management. Those two procedure that can achieve plus or minus SIX
companies were Motorola Inc. and Harris SIGMA capability can be expected to have a defect
Corporation, specifically their Government rate of no more than a few parts per million, even
Systems Sector. A brief description of each allowing for some shift in the mean.
program is as follows: The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award was
CH2818-3/90/0000-294 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE 294



established as a result of Public Law 100-10P- 6. Consistently ships exact quantities as stated on
"The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Purchase Order.
Improvement Act of 1987" and signed by 7. Keeps Harris informed of production schedule,
President Reagan on August 20, 1987. The status.
purpose of the award is to promote quality 8. Offers technical expertise in application of
awareness, recognize quality achievements of commodity.
U.S. companies and publicize successful quality 9. Inspection system compliant to Mil-I-45208.
strategies. The Secretary of Commerce and the 10. Monitors and reacts to GIDEP alert information.
National Institute of Standards and Technology 11. Maintains FIFO inventory system.
(NIST) is responsible for developing and 12. Delivers valid SPC data with each delivery.
administering the awards, with cooperation and 13. Internal standard parts program.
financial support from the private sector.

The Baldrige award criteria are as follows: The objective of the program is to
1) Corporate quality leadership improve product quality, performance and decrease
2) Information and analysis costs. In the case of the crystal/oscillator product
3) Planning area, 27 candidate suppliers were surveyed, with the
4) Human resource utilization "final four" identified either as "preferred" or "best
5) Quality assurance of products and services in class". It is the intention of this program to then
6) Quality improvement results only use these suppliers. The initial reduction of
7) Customer satisfaction supplier base allows for enhancement of HGSS

communications with resulting committed suppliers.
The examination process is as follows: This leads to a reduction of inspection and data

Each written application is reviewed by three verification as a result of problem identification
examiners. These examiners are quality experts, and resolution. HGSS then gets involved in new
including retired quality professionals, selected designs based on process capability. Once this
from industry, professional and trade happens the supplier gets involved with strategic
organizations and universities. High scoring planning and award of annual basic ordering
applicants are selected as finalists, and must agreements.
undergo a site-verification visit by one or more
teams of examiners. A panel of judges reviews
all data and information, and recommends award KEY CONCLUSIONS OF BOTH PROGRAMS
recipients. The Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Consortium, formed by the American * Quality is a management leadership issue.
Society for Quality Control and the American * Start with the basics.
Productivity Center, administers the evaluation * Quality is a management leadership issue.
process. * Implement systems and technical changes in

concert with organization and cultural changes.
SUPPLIER PARTNERSHIP PROCESS * Quality is a management leadership issue.

• Focus on implementing a few basic concepts.
The Partnership Program is a * Quality is a management leadership issue.

strategic initiative which allows HGSS (Harris * Shoot the gurus.
Government Systems Sector) to focus its * Quality is a management leadership issue.
resources on the key suppliers. A stringent list of * Broaden the scope of quality improvement.
criteria is used to evaluate supplier performance, * Quality is a management leadership issue.
capability and commitment. It is as follows: * Concentrate on a value-driven approach.

• Quai-ty is a management leadership issue.
I. Quality rating for previous 4 quarters. * Get training out of the classroom.
2. Scheduling rating for previous 4 quarters. * Quality is a management leadership issue.
3. Internal program for continuou' * Get personal involvement in the improvement

improvement. process.
4. Composite credit rating (D&B).
5. Consistently ships required technical data

with hardware.
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The basic components that are of a typical specification would be based on the
necessity to participate in the Baldrige or the statistical capabilities of the processes that the
Harris program are: device was manufactured to. For brevity only three

characteristics are presented: resistance (Figure 3),
*Documentation of all processes. Z-angle (Figure 4) and process lead time (Figure 5).
*SPC utilized at every level at every work By specifying only within these distributions 3
station. sigma process yields are assured.
*DFM applied to every aspect of design. In conclusion, from our experience at Piezo Crystal
*MRPII utilized through-out the manufacturing Company, the following benefits are gained by

area. actively participating in a Quality program:
*CPM used on all development programs.

The results that are gotten are well worth No- Su g .: 51
W-15.0 S.M S implu: Ithe costs and emotional energy spent in making n;6,U.-S. N. bus.-: S1

the cultural change to a organization. As an hweri": 13.%

example, Figure 2 i.s a chart showing the rework, ct. -
reorder costs over a period of 2 years at Piezo

C tPrC o y n d o: a h vCrystal Company. In order to achieve this we CP IM=: 1.25

had to get to three sigma process yields. It has PC. C.Ind for.I'
taken us almost 6 years to get to this point in our odboeUf.: 6,8gb

development. We believe that six sigma is x Below LTh: 8.E
Je. Lu: e1.f

achievable but will take at least 6 more years. I•a .13. .,61 1.,.. Z: -21
The return on investment calculations when _ _.111

viewed in retrospect yield a TEN fold return. Figure 3
The hand writing is on the wall, we must change
our mentality; specifically our "just for fun"
Quality mentality.

Internal Units Reorder 1" "11 MI SKM 0 SC D r Is. PAW: MJ
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Figure 2 Figure 4

The universally accepted definition of 1. The manufacturer knows what the process
Quality is compliance to customers capabilities are and can monitor changes to
specifications. So it is apparent that one way to effect improvement in yields.
change the Quality mentality of manufacturers is 2. The customer gets a product that has Quality and
to change the specifications to reflect the yields is reproducible, not a "shop queen".
of the processes to insure 3 or 6 sigma yields. 3. The manufacturer makes a profit (the ultimate
The key is for the user or the manufacturer to goal of our society), is able to expense R&D and
develop specifications that will insure Quality. stay in business.
To build in Quality rather than inspect for
Quality at the end of the production process. A
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM On FRBQUKVC! CONTROL

Raman-Nath Diffraction by Means of Thickness-Shear Oscillating

AT-Cut Quartz Cristal Resonator

Sekiji YAMAGATA

Department of Physics, Asahikawa College, Hokkaido Univesity

of Education Asahikawa, Hokkaido 070, Japan

SUMMARY has been able to detect the diffraction light beams

The Raman-Nath effect has been observed as modulated light beam with resonant frequency

in quartz crystal resonator which is of the resonator.

oscillating with an overtone mode. A plaro-convex This mechanism can be applied to the

AT-cut quartz crystal resonator vibrating light beam spritter system and other optical

in 5th overtone thickness-shear mode, the wave guides, and a light-modulated quartz

resonant frequency is about 5 MHz, has been crystal oscillator.

used as a Raman-Nath diffraction grating in

this experiment. INTRODUCTION

When a laser beam is passing through the

quartz resonator parallel to the thickness- The princeples of acousticall devices for

shear-oscillation stress T , the stress the light modulation are based onthe scattering

creates an optical index variation inside of light by sound waves. Refraction and

the quartz crystal resonator. che variation diffraction effects can be observed when

functions as a diffraction grating, and the light beam passes through a transparent

laser beam has been diffracted by the Raman- material at right angle to a high- frequency

Nath effect. However, the diffraction angle sound field propagation in the same medium.

of output light beams are very small, The diffraction into a series of order of

because the distance between two successive light incident normally on an acoustic

planes of maximun index is large, the diffraction grating in a liquid medium is

diffraction phenemenon has been obseved only termed the Debye-Sears effect.1) The

by using a special device. A single mode equivalent effect in a solid medium had

optical fiber has been used as an optical been studied by Raman and Nath,energetically

2-6)
probe. It has been scanned in the output . When a quartz crystal resonator which

diffracted light beams for the measurement is vibrating in an overtone thickness-

of diffraction patterns. The optical probe shear-oscillating frequency is used for a

CH2818-3/90/0000-298 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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solid diffration grating, also Raman-Nath diffraction model with the acoustic wave

diffraction can be observed. Because th in the p.c.a.resonator. If a 5th overtone

acoustic standing wave in the resonator of the thickness shear oscillation of it,

creates a peiodic refractive index varia- the resonant frequency is about 5MHz. A He-

tion inside the quartz resonator?) Ne gaseous laser's wave length ) is 6.33x

A plano-convex AT-cut quartz crystal reso- 10-7m, L=ixl0-2m, A=3.7x10-4 m, and n 0 =1.3,

nator (p.c.a. resonator ) oscillating with then, Q-number becomes about 0.8, so the

the 5th overtone oscillation resonant Raman-Nath effect can be achieved.

frequency of the thickness-shear mode has

been used in this experiment. Its resonant

frequency is about 5MHz and the stress PERIODIC REFFACTIVE INDEX VALIATIONS

distributions inside the resonator have IN THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL

been studied in detail 8 -10)

The refractive index of the quartz

SOME CONDITIONS FOR RAMAN-NATH EFFECT crystal is specified by the indicatrix,

which is an ellipsoid whose coefficients
There are some conditions if a quartz

are the component of the relative dielectric

crystal resonator is used for the Raman- impermeability, B... The small change of

Nath diffraction grating. In generally, refractive index produced by elecric field

Sander experimentally confirmed the light and mechanical stress is a small change in

intensities predicted by the Raman-Nath
the shape, size and orientation of the

theary for both progressive and stationary indicatrix. This change is most conveni-

11)
wave KWe can introduce to a quantitative ently specified by giving the small changes

condition from the Sander's confimation. in the coefficients B.ij. When an electric

Q = 27 LX (1) field Ek and a stress Tmn are applied to
no A 2

the quartz crystal, small changesA B in

The Raman-Nath diffraction can be observed the B. are given by

when Q 41. In equ. (1), L is the pass

length of a light beam in the medium, Ais ABZiijk Ek + yijmn Tmn (2)

the wave length of light, A is the wave where Zij and Aijmn are the electro-optical

length of the acoustic wave in the medium and the piezo-opticl coefficients,

2it shows a distance between maximum respectively. Note Bij=nij , we can obtain

refractive indices perpendicular to the
Bi. ÷ABij.= ( nij. +Anij.)- (3)

light wave front), and n0 is the refractive

index of the medium. Fig. 1 shows the where nij is a component of n0 in the ij-
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direction. Thus, in general, Anij.<nij. Here, we can introduce the StreSs-optical

A nij shows the small change of nij. coefficients to the alternate thickness-

Equ. (3) is reduced to shear stress T'6

An In 3 A4 Bj (4) c 6(S. 0 •n 6mn/X (8)
nij=- -T -0

and we rearrange (4) by substituting (2) where k is the wave length of the light

into beam and Q is an incident light beam angle

An 1 n 3  . T )(5) from the z-axis of AT-cut coordinate. The
ij= - 2- ni(Z-JK Kc+ ijmn mn)

The periodic refractive index variations coefficients C 6 (R) parallel to the (x ,z

are 12,13) plane of AT-cut coordinate has been

1 n3 calculated1 4 -15). It is shown in Fig. 2.n± =nij - *-~-n0 (Z ijEk +**iJmnTm
0 ijk k In Fig. 2, the refractive index variation

nil =nrs - -- n ( ZrskEk +rsT ) becomes maximum change when the incident

(6) angle of the light beam is chosen at Q=30.

where n4 and n1, are refractive indices Fig. 3 shows the illustration of the

at right angle each other inside the p.c.a, relat;onship of between incident light beam

resonator. The stress Tmn can be genereted and the AT-ct quartz crystal plate.

by the electric field Ek in the quartz Refractive indices ni and n. are parallel

crystal. When the field is alternating and perpendicular components to the

and its frequency coincides with the thickness-shear stress T . These indices

mechanical resonant frequency of the quartz are most effectively changed by the stress

crystal resonator, the photo-elastic effect T6 when the incident angle of the light

becomes very large and the electro-optical beam is chosed at 300 from z'-axis on the

effect is negligible. Then, ander the (x' ,z) plane. The alternate ( vibrating

condition, Equ. (6) are rewritten as thickness-shear stress T makes the

13 Eperiodic refractive index layers inside the

n=ij - -n 0 tijmnf kmnEkC°S kt p.c.a.resonator when the resonator is
1 3

n rs 0 rsmn 1kmnEkCos kt oscillating in 5th overtone oscillation.

(7) This aspect has been shown in Fig. 1.

In those Equ, the alternate stress Tmnis

replaced by the alternate electrical field PLANO-CONVEX AT-CUT QUARTZ CRYSTAL(p.c.a.)

Ek =Ek CoWkt. When the p.c.a.resonator is RESONATOR USED FOR RAMAN-NATH GRRATING

oscillating in thichness-shear mode, the

shear stress T (T') is main stress. The p.c.a.resonator used for the Raman-
s32 0
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Nath modulator and its mounting aspect are RAMAN-NATH DIFFRACTION THEORIES

illustrated in Fig. 4 (a),(b). Part of WITH p.c.a.RESONATOR

the resonator's circumference is cut at

an angle of 30* against the z'-axis in Consider a plane wavefront of laser beam

order to pass the laser beam. The stress of wave length X and anglar frequency W

-optical coefficient C6 ( (R) is maximum incident normally on the p.c.a.resonator,

value when the laser beam is passing it has shown in Fig. 1. In this Fig., L is

through the p.c.a.resonator at the angle. a light pass length in the resonator.

The C 6 (2 ) coefficient has been calculated A thickness-shear acoustic wave exists at

and it is shown in Fig. 2. It was confirmed right angle to the incident light beam. The

that cutting does not effect the thickness stress 1T6  is generated inside it. Acording

-shear oscillation mode in the resonant to Equ.(7), the IT6 1 stress distribution

14)frequency of the p.c.a.resonator1. makes up the refractive index corrugation

Vibration modes and thickness-shear shown as Fig. 1. If the distance between

stress distributions of the p.c.a.resonetor two successive planesof maximum density of

have been calculated and measured, too, the refractive index is A , Equ.(7) are

when the p.c.a.resonator is oscillating in rewritten as

the fundamental, 3rd, and 5th overtone 1 3 E

oscillation frequency, respectively
7 ' 8 ' 9 ' n1 = ni - 0 2O ij6626E 2 cos(Vkt

14,16). Fig. 5 shows the relative calculated sin .•- y'1 3A
displacements of the p.c.a.resonator. n,, = nrs- -2n 0 JLrs 6 C 2 6 E2 cost]kt

And then, the thicKness-shear stiess T 6  sin -2A y'

distribution of the 5th overtone mode (9)

along the y'-direction is shown in Fig.6. where y' is the position of the AT-cut

Doted lines and solid lines in this Fig. coordinate shown in Fig. 3, and Wkis the

are calculated values and measured values, angler frequency of the alternate electric

respectively. The refractive index inside field applied to y' surface. Ander the

the p.c.a.resonator may be corrugated by condition k is equal to 2. We can conclude that

the IT6 1 stress distribution parallel to the p.c.a.resonator oscillating in thickness

the (x', W') surface of the p.c.aresonator, -shear overtone frequencies is ableto use

this phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 1. as a diffraction grating devices.

This effect can be applied to Raman-Nath The refractive grating will thus give

difraction grating. rise to diffraction order consisting of a

zero order and first order at angles q given
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by is equal to the resonait frequency of the

sin + (10) p.c.a.resonator used for the diftration

The real situation differs from the ideal grating.

in that other diffraction orders are Therefore, a single mode optical fiber

presented, given by 1 7 ' 1 8 ) has been used for the detection probe

S= Ž_i N=, 1, 2, 3, (11) of diffraction light beams. The construction

A of the experimental apparatus is shown in

when the diffraction angle 4 is very small. Fig.7 . The -robe fiber may have only

An approximate relationship for the small scope from the output diffracted

relative intensities in the various orders light beam becouse the single mode fiber's

has been taken. Specifically, the intensity numerical aperture (NA) is very small19)

In in the Nth order is given by The diffraction output light beams catched

n= Jn 2 [ qm(y')] (12) by the probe fiber are guided to a P.M.(

photomutiplier) and changed to the electric

where J is the Nth-order Bessel function signal which has same frequency of th,
n

and Ipm(y') is the peak light deviation. p.c.a.resonator's resonant frequency. A tunig

In this experiment, A = 3.7x10-4 m and amplifier selects only the electrical

S= 6.33x10-7 m, then the first order signal which has the flashing modulated

diffraction angle 'k1 becomes 1.71x10- 3  frequency from output signals. The amplitude

rad. (0.1 deg.). of those signal from the amplifier are

directly proportional to the intensity of

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS the diffracted light beams given by Equ.

1. Experimental Apparatus (12). The diffraction patterns are recorded

The diffraction angle 40 of the output on the X-Y plotter when the top of the

light beams will be very small becouse probe fiber is scanning along the y'-

k<<4• in this experiment. The first-order direction of AT-cut coordinate. The position

diffraction angle has been estimated as of the probe fiber is detected by a

1.71xlO- 3 rad.(0.1deg.) when the p.c.a. differential transformer shown in Fig.7.

resonator is oscillating in the 5th overtone

resonant frequency. Since the diffraction 2. Experimental Results of Diffraction

angle is very small and diffraction patterns Diffraction patterns of the otput light

is flashing, like a stroboscope, we can not beam has been measured when the distance

observe the diffration phenomenon by an of between thep c.resonator and the top of

ordinary lens system. The frashing frequency probe fiber, namely RP, was changed. Fig.8
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shows diffraction patters of the output oscillation Occurs. In Fig.9, J. andp are

light beams. The diffraction 1 tterns have the gain of the amplifier and the light

been taken when the distanc( RPswas ut 1, modulator, respectively. The product ofi/jA

5,10, 50, and 100 mm. and i/Slis equal to unity when self-oscillation

We can see that, from the measured di- occurs in this system. Since the value of

ffraction patterns in Fig.8, the diffraction IlAis know, the gainifImay be obtained.

patters are noisy and the degree of light The threshold gain l1l of the ac amplifier

modulations is small when the distan:e RP is shown in Fig.10 when the distance RPs

is shorter tha-. 10mm. For the reason, the are changed. Fig.ll shows the output voutage

condition of Franhofer oiffraction should of the light modulated oscillator when the

be not satisfied when the probe fiber is amplitude of the ac amplifier is holded at

plased closely to the diffraction grating 45 dB. From the experiment of self-

p.c.a.resonator 20). The Diffraction oscillation, the gain of the light

phenomenons have been measured crialy modulation was -36 dB in the 5th overtone

when the distance RPs was chosen larger frequency oscillation when RP=9 cm.

than 10mm. One of the important factors for the

stability of a quartz crystal oscillator is

APPLICATION TO THE LIGHT MODULATED the electro-mechanical energy coupling

QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR factor (e.m.e.c.factor) 1 4 ). The e.m.e.c.

This diffraction phenomenon is applicable factor can be made very small when the

to a new quartz crystal oscillator system, o.c.a.resonator is using as diffraction

namely the Light Modulated Quartz C-'stal grating. If the e.m.e.c.factor is made very

Oscillator 1 4 ' 2 1 ). One of the diffracted small by separating the excitation electrodes

output light beams recived by the probe from the surfaces of the quartz plate, the

fiber and the P.M. is transmitted to a oscillator system does not oscillate with

ac amplifier, +he output of the amplifier the factor depending on other electric

is lead to the electrodesof the p.c.a. circuit constants of the oscillator system

resonator by a feedback loap and the optical- because the quartz plate used in this system

electric quartz crystal oscillator system works as a thLee-port network even though

is self-resonant. This oscillator system it is gencr.ily used as a two-port network

is shown in Fig.9. in a standard quartz crystal osillator system.

Effectiveness of the light modulation Therefore, tha quartz crystal plate

can be estimated by measuring the threshold oscillates very near its purely mechanical

gain of the ac amplifier when the self- resrnant frequency. It may be concluded
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from this reason that an oscillator of the 2. Raman,C.V., and Nath,N.S.N.,Proc. Indian Acad.

present type will possibly have good Sci. 2A(1935), pp.406-412.

frequency stability with time 1 4 ' 2 1 ). 3. Raman,C.V., and Nath,N.S.N.,Proc. Indian Acad.

CONCLUS ION Sci. 2A(1935), pp.412-420.

4. Raman,C.V., and Nath,N.S.N.,Proc. Indian Acad.

In this experiment, the overtone Sci. 3A(1936), pp.75-84.

oscillating p.c.a.resonator can be used 5. Raman,C.V., and Nath,N.S.N., Proc. Indian Acad.

for the Raman-Nath diffraction grating. Sci. 3A(1936), pp.119-125.

When the distance between the top of probe 6. Raman,C.V., and Nath,N.S.N.,Proc. Indian Acod.

fiber and the p.c.a.resonator is lager than Sci. 3A(1936), pp.459-465.

10 mm, detected diffraction patterns become 7. Yamagata,S., Nara,S.,and Fukai,I., Microwave,

fine and clear. This phenomenon will be Optics and Acoustics, IEE England, 3(1979),

applicable to the high stability quartz 6, pp.265-271.

crystal oscillator system. A trial 8. Yamagata,S., Fukai,I., and Yasuda,I., Trans.

oscillatc: has been oscillated in this IECE,Japan 60-A(1977),12, pp.1122-i129.

experiment. 9. Yamagata,S., Yamamoto,K., Fukai,I., and v-suda,

By the way, since the thickness of the I.,Elctro. Letter, IEE England, 14, 14(Jul.1979)

quartz plate is thin, its resonant pp.450-451.

frequency becomes high and the acoustic 10. YamagataS., The 10th Sympo. Ultrason. Electro.,

wave length inside the resonator becomes Japan, Nov.1989, pp.63-64.

very short, so the diffraction angle will ii. Sander,H.F., Canad. J. Rev. A14(1963).pp.158-171

be larger. It will be applied to the beam 12. Mason,W.P., Crystal Physics of Interaction Pro-

splitter of the optical communication cess, Academic Press 1966, pp.157-200.

system and other optical wave guide. 13. Nye,J.F., Physical Properties of Crystals,

Oxford Press 1972, pp.235-258.
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FoRTY-FOURT• AMIUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUEo1CY CORM L

SIMULATION NETWORKS FOR PIEZOELECTRIC BIMORPH ACTUATORS

Jan G. Smits' and Arthur Ballatob,

a) Department of Electrical Engineering
Boston University
Boston, MA 02215

b) U.S. Army Laboratory Command
Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703-5302

ABSTRACT- The constituent equations for beams on each other, and are therefore not completely
piesoelectric bimorphs are written in terms of accurate. Also, if more than one kind of boundary

redefined extensive and intensive variables condition exists, these models are not easily adapted.
which makes it possible to write the bimorph In a previous paper [261 the constituent equations
matrix in numerical form. This numerical ma- of piesoelectric bimorphs have been presented. As

trix is diagonalised to give the eigenvalues of these devices are applied in industrial equipment as
bimorphs. The modal matrix is used to find the well as in consumer goods, it is useful to cast the equa-

corresponding eigenstates. A physical interpre- tions in network representation, so that they are avail-
tation of bimorph eigenstates is proposed. Two able to electrical engineers.
realizations of network representation are given
for the admittance matrix. The eigenvalue ma-
trix is inverted to give the impedance matrix. 2 The bimorph matrix and its inverse

The network representation of the impedance
matrix In the following text a bimorph is supposed to

I Introduction be connected to a rigid clamping support on its left
side, while its right side is free. The bimorph matrix

Piezoelectric bimorphs have already a long his- B relates the extensive variables M,F,p and V, re-

tory, they were invented by C. Baldwin Sawyer [1] in spectively a moment at the end, a force at the end, a

the late twenties. They were used in large quantities uniform load over the entire bimorph and the voltage

in grammophone recorders, [1], [2], as speaker element over the electrodes, to the intensive variables a, 6, •1,

in telephone handsets, [3], [4], as optical chopper [5] and Q, the slope and the deflection at the end, the dis-

or scanner [6], as pump element [7], [8], [1,] to deform placed volume and the charge on the electrode. The

mirrors to change the focal length [10], to tilt the an- bimorph has a length L, and a width w, the thick-
ness of the individual components is h. In [26] it has

gae of magnetic recorders, to reach an optimum reading been derived that the relation between extensive and
and ritig seed 11]intensive parameters can be written as

They have been used as motor elements [12], as

element to extract wind energy from rotating Savonius
rotors [13], as accelerometers [14], [15], [32]; as element 3,8 3, #sL' AL' 3d L

in the control of vibration of mechanical constructions 2wh' 4w- 4 /
S LS L3 3AL' 3d L'

element [20], [21]. The latest class of applications is A V 3 L 'r p
wh 4Ph T $2

in Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy, where a bimorph- L (- k,/4)

serves as an element to move the pointed probe over

the surface of the object under study [221, [23], [33].

The motion of the bimorph is small, but a clever It should be noted that B has been written here

design, and use of resonance may enhance the tip de- as the matrix for an antiparallel or inward series bi-
flection considerably, as is clear from the commercial morph. For a parallel bimorph some of the numeri-

application of bimorph driven cooling fans [24], [31]. cal coefficients change: the purely elastic terms remain

Network models of piesoelectric bimorphs have identical, the piezoelectric terms are doubled, and the

been proposed by Germano,[25], but these models do dielectric term is multiplied by four. So the bimorph

not take complete account of the effect of the two matrix for that case can be found by multiplying cor-
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responding coefficients by the following numbers: The determinant of Y is positive definite, because
the total amount of energy stored in the bimorph is

1 1i (2) U = I V .y (9)/1 1 1 (9)
2 2 or using (3) and the symmetry of B:

In the bimorph matrix equation we define the vec- U 1
tor which contains the external parameters M, F, p, V 2
as the generalized force vector Y and the vector which This amount ca..ut be negative, therefore the de-
contains the device responses as the generalised dis- terminant is always positive ( although it can be zero
placement vector V. in limiting cases) [27].

Equation (1) can now be written as : This implies that a > 3 or khj !< 1. The inverse of

Y is Z:
D=B Y (3) __-S t

The generalized force and deflection vectors can be -30
redefined as the generalized curreat and voltage vector Z 5 -30 60 0 (11)
I and V, where ( '62(4aS 0 0 6-)

where Y . Z = 1 and Ait = 1.
aL (MIL The occurence of seros in the (2,4), (3,4), (4,2)

6 / and F = I (4) and (4,3) positions deserves a comment. At first it
SV/L) pwL seems unlikely that these zeros can occur in the in-

SV/k verse matrix, as they relate the deflection to a force
in which k - 4. L,/2dstwh, and fi is an arbitrary and the displaced volume to a load on the bimorph.

io n b t ha arbity Let us consider the zero in the (4,2) position. In it-
dimensionless number that can be set to unity, that self this zero relates a voltage V to the deflection 6
is carried along to indicate that where it occurs, there that is its cause. Given that we have calculated the
is a piezoelectric term, and where it occurs squared, relation between the force and the charge in equation
there is a dielectric term. With the further definition (1), and that this relation is nonzero, it seems impos-

sible that the coefficient in the inverse relation would

be zero. Here we have to remark that in equation (1)( aL (MIL the elements in the right side vector are all indepen-
-6 ) -b. F b _ YT (5) dent. The elements in the left side vector are partially
wLI .Y - b. ( interrelated. The slope a is the derivative of the de-

Qk /\V/k1 flection 6 and the displaced volume V is the integral of
the deflection over the bimorph. We now realize that

in which the normalized admittance matrix Y is: for instance the equation that is associated with the
fourth row of Z is to be read as:

12 6 2i -12f ()-ifa2

=2 -2fi V/ = (-4 -3) a+06+OV/wL+ -a- 3 )oQk)/b (12)
-12i 6A -2• 4a•23

Equation (12) tells us that if a certain deflection
In this matrix we have defined 6 is applied and an associated volume displacement V,

but there is no slope a at the tip, that then the volt-

2 2 d2 age at the electrodes is zero. But we know that: in a
(a2) -1 with k 2  31 (7) case as this the top element undergoes the same elon-

31 81C33gation as the bottom element and consequently there

The determinant of Y is: is no voltage difference between the top and bottomelectrodes.

a- 3) Alternatively the zero in the (2,4) position teaches
det(Y) = 4(a -5 (detZ)' (8) us that there cannot exist a force on the device that

5
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generates a voltage, while at the same time the slope, matrix is the modal matrix MA, with which we can
deflection and displaced volume are sero. We had not transform the generalized current and voltage vectors
expected otherwise. Y and V7 so that their transforms are:

3 The Eigenvalues and Modal Matrix of
the Bimorph Matrix I' =MA.V and M'-M - (18)

The matrix Y can be diagonalised to Y, by a The reverse transformations are:
transformation matrix Ma. The transformation is as
follows: V= V' and i= "j.t (19)

Yd = Ml. Y. M4  (12) Using the defining equation (4) and (5) off, V and

where the superscript t denotes transposition and in Y, we can write the energy contained in the bimorph
which using (9) and (10) as:

/120 0 0 U(20)
0 1 0 0 (13) 2
0 0 (130 0 or with (5) and using the symmetry of Y:

and 1SU = lbVt. • Y- IV (21)

0 1 -1/2 (14a) We now use (19) to rewrite IV as M-1. -I':M 10= 0 1 
10. 0 0.U I.;,- (22)
2

while
When the eigenvectors XA are normalized, the modal

(1 1/2 1/6 -fl matrix becomes a unitary matrix, of which the inverse

M; 11 +0/2 0 (14b) is the reciprocal, so that (22) reduces to

0 0 0 1U= U bV"MYMY V' (23)

Alternatively the matrix Y can be diagonaliued to
a matrix which has eigenvalues along its main diago-
nal. The numerical values of the eigenvalues are the U b"IMay9MAtVI (24)
solutions of the equation: U = b ( Y )2

U= bf =Y~~ !b'V"YA'V (25)
(Y-AI)-=0 or det(Y-AI) =0. (15) 2 2

In this expression Y% is a diagonal matrix with the
These eigenvalues are difficult to compute in gen- eigenvalues at its diagonal and the matrix multiplica-

eral, because they are the solutions of a fourth order tion can be carried out quite easily to give:
equation, of which the coefficients depend on the pieso-
electric term a. In the extreme case that the material 1
is either not piesoelectric at all, or has a piezoelectric U = •b(A 1 W + A2 V2'2 -+3 sV3' + X4 V42) (26)
coupling factor kal = 1, the resulting matrices Y and
Z become somewhat simpler and it is possible to find From this expression the meaning of the eigenval-
the eigenvalues. ues and the corresponding eigenstates becomes appar-

Once the eigenvalues have been found, the corre- ent. If we normalize the energy in the bimorph to be
sponding eigenstates XA are easy to find, namely by equal to 1 joule, or U=1, then (26) is the expression of
substituting these eigenvalues one by one in the ma- an ellipsoid in a four dimensional space. The lengths of
trix Y - A41 and developing the determinants of the the semimajor axes are (except for the factor b/2) the
minors of the (arbitrarily chosen) first row [28]. The reciprocals of the coefficients of the Vi2. This implies
arrangement of the four eigenstates in a four by four that a small value of A corresponds with a large value of
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the semimajor axis in the direction X% associated with An observation of this matrix reveals that the first
that particular eigenvalue. So in this direction a large row and the fourth row only differ by a minus sign, so
generalized voltage has to be exerted in order to get the derminant and therefore at least one of the eigen-
1 joule into the bimorph. On the other hand, a large values must be zero. Call that A,. A further obser-
value of A implies a short semimajor axis and a small vation shows that the associated eigenstate must be
generalized voltage required to store I joule into the X, = (1, 0, 0, 1). The component values in this eigen-
bimorph. Apparently, in the four dimensional space state imply that when total coupling exists between
spanned up by the modified moments, forces, uniform mechanical and electrical domains, energy introduced
loads and voltages which make up the generalized volt- electrically into the bimorph, can be totally removed
age vector, there are "soft" and "hard" directions, in mechanically, and vice versa. If X, is applied to the
which it is respectively easy and difficult to introduce bimorph, the moment M introduces rotation at the
1 joule. tip of the bender and a charge at the electrodes, while

the voltage V completely cancels both the charge and
the rotation. This is an interesting situation: the bi-

3.1 Nonpiesoelectric Limit morph can be under tremendous mechanical and elec-

In particular when the material is nonpiezoelec- trical stress, but it is still completely straight, and

tric, or = 0, a = oo the matrix becomes simpler to when the moment and voltage of X, are removed in-

manipulate because the entire fourth row and column stantaneously and simultaneously, the beam will not
ofaZibecome zeroe whie z11ntir Wefut rewrite () an snap or vibrate, but just remain still.
of Z become zero, while z11 = 4. We rewrite (11) s The other eigenvalues are found to be:A2 = 27.5,

As = 1.0975, A4 = 0.01319

41 -3 5 0) The modal matrix N.% is constructed as:

Z(k 31 = 0) = 16 -30 0 (27) -1 8665 2.0262 2.69 x 10-4
5 -30 60 0 0 -4521 -6.5685 68.74 x 10-4

0 0 0 0 N = -1540 -3.5065 -135.57 x 10-4

As the product of the eigenvalues is equal to the 1 8657 -2.0279 14.47 x 10-4

determinant,( See e.g. [29] ) and the determinant of It can be observed from this modal matrix that

(27) is zero because one entire row or column is zero, t t eobeve fy o t ergin a trof the

we see immediately that at least one of the eigenvalues the most effective way to get energy into and out of the

A, must be zero. bimorph is to apply a moment and a voltage together.

The other eigenvalues are found to be as: A2 = The effects of forces and moments are less strong in

75.654, A3 = 1.032, A4 = 0.064. The eigenstates corre- conjunction with a voltage than that of the moment.

sponding to these eigenvalues are found as the columns The effectiveness of coupling through a moment, force

of the adjoint matrix. [28,p63] We then find the modal or voltage is the subject of a later paper.

matrix MA as follows:

0 -1 -1 1 4 Simulation Networks

MA = -0 5.82 1.54 .54 (28) For the purpose of creating simulation networks,
0 -11.48 0.87 0.187 it is advantageous to use a diagonal matrix Yt as in

(13) where the diagonal values are not the eigenvalues,
and the transformation matrix is not the modal matrix.
Here it is useful to reduce the number of elements in

3.2 Strong Piesoelectric Limit the3 transformation matrix as much as possible. This

The maximum value a piezoelectric coupling fac- is accomplished by using elementary operations [301, of
tor can have is unity. [27] In that case hsl = 1, or a triangular form. The zeros in this matrix do not show

a = 3. When we substitute this value in Z the (1,1), up in the networks as network elements, and hence

(1,4), (4,1) and (4,4) elements become infinite, and make the networks simpler.

therefore we use the Y matrix, which becomes: The voltage and current transformations leading
to Yd = M;IYMt are Y = MV-Ml' and V = MiV'.

12 6 2 -12) There are actually two realizations leading to the
S4 -6 (29) same transformation; these are sketched in Figure 1.

2 = ) -2 A few remarks are in order here. The "current"

-12 -6 12 variables of course should have a factor of (jw) stuck
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on to convert Q to Q --- I and displacements to veloc- Y. In like manner Z may also be realised in two forms.
ity. We then remark that the diagonal Yii values are These are treated below. The Z matrix is given in (11)
capacitors ( Y, I , Yd32, Ydu are mechanical, Y,44 elec- and (27). It is diagonalised to
trical capacitors). The value Mat4 = 4 indicates that
this is a piezoelectric transformer coil, or perhaps more 4-W-1 0 0 0
properly this coil should be - at least for the concep- O 0 0
tual purposes for the electrical engineer - broken into (ZV) = (31)two transformers as in Figure 2. 0 0 r3.- -5 0

The transformers represented here are multi- 0 0 0 e

winding, common core type obeying visual rules b-e
volts per turn are general equal for each coil on a given by the congruence transformation
core, and * ampere turns sum to nero for each core.

It may seem that the networks are a bit complex, = C'ZC (32)
but not overly so; if sensors and actuators are to be with
fully and rapidly incorporated into the world of elec-
tronics, they must be represented by networks. One -3.

cannot dispute that the equations of physics will give 1 T
the same answer as the circuits; as Electrical Engi- 0- _"
neers are more comfortable with the latter, however, 11(3
and the networks can moreover be directly embedded 0 1
into simulation programs, it is useful to have a network (

representation of the bimorph. Furthermore, when the and
number of variables is reduced, as will often occur in
practice, the effect is rapidly and easily deduced from
the networks simply by realizing what happens to a 1 U F3r:6_

transformer when a coil is shorted or opened. For ex- (-5 0 1.)
ample, consider network of Figure la, when the elec- - 0 1 2•S-5 4(3*-5) (34)

trical voltage with F and p set equal to zero; then 2&0 1 )
V2 = Vs = 0 and ports (2) and (3) are short- circuited. 0 0 0 1

The network of Figure 3 is seen immediately to The voltage and current transformations leading
simplify to the network of Figure 4 because the short to Z' = C'ZC are again of two types, each with its
circuit at port (3) appears directly across the winding distinct network. They are:
on the third core and produces short circuits on the
other coils of the core. This uncouples port (3) from V, = C-1';;• = C-'Z (35)
port (2) and, with the short circuit at port (2), pro-
duces a short circuit on one of the coils of the second giving a realisation like the of Figure la with series
core, which results in short circuits on its remaining connected coils on the diagonalised side.
coils, and leads to the simplified network of Figure 5. For the Z cases, the networks are a bit more com-
The same result would, of course, be obtained (with plicated because of the absence of off-diagonal seros on
a different topology) by starting with the network on the upper-side of C, as occured with the Yd matrix the
the right side. networks take the form of Figure 6

Each of the four ports of a four port network as As with the admittance forms, one has the simpli-
in Figure 3 can be fications that follow from imposition of short circuits

a an input-output port; and open circuits to the various ports.
b a hidden short circuit port; or
c a hidden open circuit port, giving 34 = 81 possible CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

networks for each realization; obviously some of The networks associated with the bimorph matrix
these are more useful than others! have been presented. The bimorph matrix has been di-
If 8B and/or d31 are lossy ( for example in the agonalised, and eigenvalues and eigenstates have been

case we are dealing with acoustic viscosity), then Ydj( found for the extremed of nonpiezoelectric and strong
are complex elements represented by a capacitor and piezoelectric coupling. A physical interpretation of the
a resistor. eigenvalues and eigenstates has been proposed. The bi-

The above has considered the two realizations of morph matrix has also been diagonalised by means of
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM (ON FQUENCY COTROL

NARROWBAND SAW FILTERS FOR IF APPLICATIONS

B. Horine

Sawtek, Inc. PO Box 609501, Orlando, FL 32860-9501

Frequency accuracy is critical in narrowband
filtering applications. For SAW devices, the most

ABSTRACT important sources of frequency error are the
manufacturing set accuracy and the temperature

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters offer O's comparable to stability. Aging is aibk, important but is nearly an
crystal filters from 50 MHz to well over 1 GHz. Resonator order of magnitude smaller. The total required
filters using in-line coupling are the most familiar SAW frequency tolerance is added to the information
approach to narrowband filtering. On the other hand, the
newer waveguide coupled resonator filter offers superior bandwidth in order to determine the passband
close-in rejection. For the same filter size, the RFW achieves width required of tho ',Iter. The tolerance
30 to 40 dB of close-in rejection while the RFI achieves 10 to requirement is also subtracted from the specified
20 dB. Since both approaches exhibit losses of only 3 to 6 rejection bandwidths, thereby narrowing the
dB, either may be easily cascaded to obtain greater rejection. actual filter rejection skirts. The tolerances

For narrowband applications where linear phase or phase required, therefore, for narrowband filters can

tracking is important, resonant type filters may not meet have a dramatic effect on the shape factor of the
performance requirements and a transversal design may be filter. Also, the rejection floor tends to degrade at
needed. In normal SAW transversal filter design, however, the wider bandwidths needed to cover the
distortion due to overcoupling becomes a significant design tolerances. For these reasons, it is important to
challenge below 0.3% fractional bandwidth. Reflective array maintain a high degree ef control over the
filters avoid this pitfall and result in a shorter device with little sources of error and minimize the frequency
distortion for the same bandwidth and shapetactor. tolerance required.

Because of the wide selection of narrowband SAW
techniques now available, the receiver design can flow The manufacturing set accuracy can range from
smoothly from system requirements to choice of architecture +/- 30 ppm to +/- 200 ppm. The narrower range
and filter specifications. This paper will start with several is used for low frequency applications where it is
different typical receiver requirements, point out the critical more effective to deal with a tight set accuracy
factors, and develop the SAW solution for each. rather than be driven to a lower shape factor and

higher order filter. The wide end of the range is
typically used for the narrowest band signals
(BW3 < 300 ppm) where the rejection bandwidth

INTRODUCTION is not critical. Most filters are designed assuming
a +/- 75 ppm tolerance for manufacturing set

Narrowband (less than 0.2%) IF filtering in the accuracy.
high VHF and UHF frequency band represents a
special challenge although it offers many
benefits. Only a few techniques produce high ST cut quartz is the most commonly used
quality responses in a reasonable packaging substrate for narrowband filters, although other
configuration. Three main types of SAW filters singly rotated cuts, particularly those with lower
have found common use in this area: the in-line coupling coefficients, are of interest [1,2]. The
coupled resonator filter (RFI), the waveguide complexities of beam steering, especially over a
coupled resonator filter (RFW), and the reflective large temperature range has slowed the use of
array filter (RAF). Several tradeoffs are involved these other cuts. ST quartz exhibits a parabolic
in designing and selecting a particular filter frequency versus temperature curve, and by
approach. This paper will review the general varying the cut angle and metal thickness slightly,
concerns of narrowband SAW filtering, the the turnover temperature can easily be set within
specific characteristics of each approach, and +/- 100C. Assuming a conservative second order
finally study the application of these filters in coefficient, this leads to the required tolerances
particular IF subsystems. listed in Table I.

C112818-3/90/0000-316 $1.00 0 $1.00 IEEE
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Range Frequency Drift frequency tolerances. On the otier end, 0.2%
bandwidth is achievablu. Wider bandwidths

0°C to 60 0C -55 ppm usually do not meet rejection requirements.

-20'C to 75 0C -113 ppm Insertion loss is sensitive to the center frequency
-54 0C to 85 0C -220 ppm and the number of poles. It ranges from 2 dB to 7

dB for most applicatiurns. Because this loss is
Table I usually easily handled in IF applications,

cascading filters is an effective technique to
increase the rejection. The filters are simply

In order to develop an appreciation for the coupled resonant cavitie- and they exhibit the
significance of these frequency tolerances in familiar Butterworth or Chebychev characteristics.
SAW devices, Figure 1 details ar example The rejection floor is highly dependent upon the
design. Note that the addition of the individual coupling mechanism between poles of the filter.
tolerances is done by adding the peak to peak These mechanisms are the basis for the following
value of each component. two resonator filter classifications.

In-Line Coupling

Example: In-line coupling, diagamed in Figure 2, is the

Set accuracy =75 ppm most established monolithic coupling technique
Seperataurestac y 13 ppm for SAW resonator filters [3]. In this design, the
Lifetime aging = + 21 ppmrn outside acoustic reflecto, arrays vap the energy
lfetuimed aging within the device ensuring a low loss and high 0

Total required tolerance = 303 ppm
response. A center reflector splits the device into

Information BW =400 ppm two separate resonant cavities (or poles) and

Rejection BW = 2000 ppm controls the degree of coupling. The interdigital
transducers convert the energy from electrical tc

Shape Factor = 5 :1 acoustical and vice-versa. This configuration
(w/o tolerances) results in a monolithic 2 pole building block.

Higher order filters are normally implemented by

Filter BW = 400 + 303 = 703 ppm cascading these 2 pole sections using the
Rej. BW = 2000-303 = 1697 ppm transducers and a matching inductor (often

referred to as transducer coupling) [3j.

Shape Factor =2.4 :1
(w/ tolerances)

Figure 1. Impact of Frequency Tolerances Distributed Reflector Arrays

As this example shows, the addition of the IIIIIk ITIl 11111111 ¶ IIIIIIIIIII
required tolerances has increased the number of Pole 1 Pole2

<ý Wave =:,
poles needed to synthesize the filter function. pn:ro, tIflow

Transducers convert
SAW Resonator Filters Loelectrical Jto acousticai energy

Multipole resonator filters are the workhorse of
narrowband filtering in SAW technology. Their Figure 2. Inline Coupled Resonator Filter

center frequencies range from 50 MHz to over
1250 MHz. At 50 MHz the package required is 2
inches long. At 1250 MHz the line size is about The reflectors in the arrays are distdbued
0.6 lIm. Physical size and lithography capabilities uniformly on half-wc 'elength centers and are
therefore set the soft limits on the frequency des'gned to trap the energy over a very narrow
range. bandwidth. Beyond their finite bandwidth, the

reflectors become essentially trnnsparent so that
Bandwidth is limited on the low side to the filter response is given simply by the
approximately 0.02% by the finite 0 of the transmission from one transducer to the rcher in a
individual resonant cavities and by the required simple delay line confi," ration. This results ir a
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broad (sin x / x)2 response, as shown in Figure 3, Wave propagatpw

with a resonance peak at the center where the
reflectors trap the energy launched by the
transducers. If one is interested in high selectivity, S$Dw wave ,"wesr

one would cascade the 2 pole sections to achieve S

better than the 18 - 20 dB near-in rejection
shown. On the other hand, where absolute
rejection more distant from the frequency of p 2

operation is most important as in some
synthesizer applications, these filters provide low Figure 4. Wveguide Coupled Resonator Filter

loss with outstanding rejection floors.
I OB/ REP -2 547 08

1o0 ,a/ REF -2.668 08 When the reflectors become transparent in this
* T T idesign, outside the narrow stopband, the
,-o• ,• - *evanescent tail is no longer supported resulting in

. _zero coupling, and the wave simply propagates to
-- _-- -- , ' the end of the crystal and is absorbed or

.. .. /------...... dispersed. Since there is no longer any path from
I V input to output, the near-in rejection is excellent.

_. .In practice, this level is limited by spurious
- - T i--~-"-- " waveguide modes and electromagnetic

___ feedthrough. The response of this type of filter is
plotted in Figure 5. This is a 4 pole filter

* -ij',1; . implemented monolithically using transducer
----- .. coupling without a coupling inductor ty taking

advantage of a zero susceptance effect of a long
transducer [6]. This direct cascading is typical of

.- /• __L.__ _ _ RFWs which are normally designed as 4 pole
C:- "CEN•EP -16.550 000 Mo-- SPAN 700 000 -buildin blocks r than pole in
CH2 CENTER 41 6.550 000 MHz SPAN 50.000 000 'Hz rather the 2 blocks

the RFI case.

Figure 3. Inline Coupled Frequency Response

10 00/ REP -4.53 09

In general, the RFI approach achieves 45 dB to r- -

55 dB of ultimate rejection with 10 dB to 18 dB of
near-in rejection per 2 pole section. The near-in
rejection degrades with increasing bandwidth - --

resulting in a maximum practical bandwidth of
0.20% for most applications.

Waveguide Coupling - ___-__

Waveguide coup;ing alleviates the near-in i ,i !
rejection limitation by coupling the energy - ..-
transversely to the normal traveling wave
direction [4,5]. The topology of the design is CENTER 411.743 750 MHZ SaP, 10.000 000 0,M=

illustrated in Figure 4. In this case, a waveguide
is formed by embedding a single cavity resonator Figure 5. Waveguide Coupled Frequency Response
in a slow wave structure. The fundamental mode
profile across the beamwidth of the device is
cosinusoidal within the guide with an exponential
evanescent tail immediately outside the guide. If RFWs exhibit 40 dB to 50 dB of rejection with a
an identical guide is placed alongside the first few narrowband spurs as high as 30 dB to 40 dB.
one, energy may be transferred from pole to pole Because of crosstalk concerns and material
via the evanescent tail. The amount of property constraints, the bandwidth is currently
intersection of each evanescent tail determines limited to just over 0.1%. Extending the
the coupling and therefore the bandwidth of the bandwidth range in order to cover broader
resulting filter. applications is the subject of current research.
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REFLECTIVE TRANSVERSAL FILTERS APPLICATIONS

In some applications, linear phase over the IF applications may require a steep shape factor
bandwidth and a reasonably steep shape factor for channel selectivity, high rejection, minimum
are required. In this case, resonator type filters flyback, or a flat passband. In some applications
may not meet the objectives and a transversal linear phase and low VSWR may be required.
design must be used. The problem with The choice of filter element will be dependent
narrowband transversal filters is illustrated by upon these specific requirements. A few
consulting Figure 6a. The transducers are very examples will clarify this.
long and are comprised of many electrodes, even
in harmonic designs. The passband distortion ANTI-JAM MODEM
largely attributable to overcoupling is worsened
by the reflections and energy scattering from the An anti-jam modem is intended to accept a
large number of electrodes. modulated signal from a radio and demodulate

and decode the information in the presence of
One way to avoid the overcoupling is by jammers. An example is a Qualcomm modem
separating the frequency selection and energy that accepts a frequency hopped signal centered
transduction process as indicated in Figure 6b [7]. at 70 MHz. The information bandwidth is hopped
In this configuration, denoted as a reflective array over a 40 MHz bandwidth. In this application,
filter (RAF), the launching and receiving good power linearity is important in order to
transducers have relatively few fingers reduce jamming effects. The noise figure is
eliminating the overcoupling in the transduction. dominated by the radio so the insertion loss of the
The reflective array performs the principle filter is not critical. Since the signal is MWary FSK
frequency selection. modulated, a flat frequency response is desired.

Figure 7 is a simplified block diagram of the IF
section. Up conversion is the obvious choice in
view of the large bandw;dth. Since IMD is a
concern, it is important to eliminate any
extraneous tones as early in the chain as
possible. A high resolution synthesizer is used as
the first LO and a narrowband filter is used in the

Figure i. Traditional SAW Transversal Filter Design first IF. By setting the first IF at 289.368 MHz, a
convenient 300 MHz fixed second LO can be
used to convert the signal to approximately 10.6
MHz where very inexpensive filters and other
components are available. At this point the signal
is demodulated.

Clearly, the high frequency of operation, narrow
bandwidth, and good IMD rejection suggest a
SAW filter. An RFW was designed with ±77 kHz
1 dB bandwidth. The specified 20 dB bandwidth
of ±215 kHz sets the noise bandwidth of the

Figure 6b. Reflective Array SAW Transversal Filter Design system while the 45 dB bandwidth of 1 MHz sets
the jamming bandwidth of the modem.

The transversal design, using reflector arrays for
frequency selection, exhibits linear phase
characteristics. Shape factors similar to
traditional SAW transversal filters are readily
achieved, although it is important to realize that
both the bandwidth and the shape factor are a
function of the length of the device, and a steep
and narrow filter can be unrealistically long.

Because of the second order tradeoffs associated
with designing a pair of low loss 900 reflector
arrays, the RAF is normally designed with an
insertion loss of 18 dB to 26 dB. Figure 7. AntlJam Modem IF Section (Qualcomm)
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Figure 8 is a response plot of the filter showing subsystem. On the other hand, the DCPR filter is
both the narrowband and wideband response. more concerned with eliminating unwanted
Note that the narrowband spurious responses on signals coming from the ground and especially
the low side are located just inside the jamming reducing the out-of-band noise. Both filters
bandwidth. The insertion loss and riople are 4.5 operate in the 400 MHz range with narrow
dB and 0.25 dB respectively. bandwidth, must survive a 1500 G mechanicalshock, and be small in size and weight. These

requirements suggest a SAW resonator filter.
11 08/ REF -4 474 B i -4 4499 me

10 0B/ REF -4 478 08 L -4 4_2F cS

Et" 
{~ 2 S 9 1 9 4 9 a •2 •

1692 MHi -0 1 o I T i" i
,,:,AW • 8 dew.

Co' 

A

CHI CENTER 289.395 000 MHZ SPAN 225000 co Z
CH2 CEýTEI 289. 395 000 MHz S-AN 5. coo Figure 9. GOES DCPI Transponder (Ford Aerospace)

Figure 8. RFW 4 Pole for A-J Modem IF . .. -/. 1- 1

SATELLITE TRANSPONDER ,0ý I401 9

Satellite transponders have special requirements
that are not always as critical in other applica-
tions. For example, ruggedness, reliability, small I 6

size, and low weight often rank at the top of the
requirements list. In addition, loss is important to
the exlent of avoiding being downlink limited.
Finally, the interference needing rejection is
dominated by the many other signals used in the
satellite.

The Data Collection Platform (DCP) of the GOES Figure 10. GOES DCPR Transponder (Ford Aerospace)
satellite built by Ford Aerospace Company for
NASA includes both interrogate and reply
transponders that communicate between a
control station and hundreds of remote stations DCPR
scattered throughout the footprint of the satellite.
In order to transmit the data efficiently, it is The DCPR channel is specified with a 400 kHz
frequency and time multiplexed. bandwidth at 1.4 dB. Once the appropriate

frequency tolerances have been added, the
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the simplified block passband width is too large to be implemented
diagrams of the interrogate (DCPI) and reply using RFW technology. Instead, a 12 pole RFI is
(DCPR) channel respectively. In both channels, used to achieve 60 dB of near-in rejection. These
two filters are cascaded in order to meet the are delivered as a pair of 6 pole devices so that
ultimate rejection requirements. The DCPI filter is amplifiers may be placed in between them. The
used primarily to reject other incoming signals noise bandwidth is specified at 500 kHz. The
that are used elsewhere in the communications VSWR over the 3 dB bandwidth is important so
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that the integration of the satellite can proceed 5 08/ REF -9 -98 CB

smoothly and at a low risk. This is specified at 1 _o/ REF -_ ___ e _

1.92:1 which will require some resistive padding
inside the device. Finally, because the signal is Co, - _

actually a composite, frequency multiplexed - -

signal, no sharp transitions can be tolerated since I

they can affect a single channel significantly. - i
This requirement leads to a passband slope/ ____, __

specification of 0.1 dB / kHz. The response of a 6 _

pole unit is plotted in Figure 11. The insertion
loss of nearly 17 dB resulted in a VSWR of 1.3 : 1- -,

maximum across the 3 dB bandwidth. This i_____
bandwidth is 495 kHz wide. Al

CHI CENTER 468 022 802 MHZ SPAN IC

CH2 CENTER 458 02.2 882 MHZ SPA N 5 -C

Figure 12. RFW 4 pole for DCPI Channel

10 d:/ REF -1:79 08
1 08/ REF -18. 79 8

C., "l DIRECTION FINDING

__- _Direction finding is required in electronic warfare
applications and navigation and landing system

- _ ~applications. The principle is to measure relative
phase from multiple sources (antennas). It is

-. •/ J ! obviously important to have linear phase, and in
some appijcations, phase tracking over

Cor temperature is required. Normally a calibration
signal is used to effectively zero any overallO I, phase offset at any given temperature.

"/ t- Since linear phase is a major issue, a RAF type
CH1 CENTER 401.900 oo0 MHz SEPAN 25.000 o00 "Z filter is normally used. The IF processing should
CH2 CENTER 40.900 000 M= SPAN 50 000 .... be done below 600 MHz (about 1/2 the frequency

limit of resonators) because of fabrication
Figure 11. RFI 6 pole for DCPR Channel limitations.

Although the specific program with its particular
system design cannot be given, a filter has been
designed and modeled that is representative of
typical designs for this application. Figures 13
and 14 illustrate the amplitude and phase
response of a 400 MHz filter with a 3 dB

DCPI bandwidth of 500 kHz. The 35 dB bandwidth is
1.0 MHz and the near in rejection is

The DCPI channel is specified at only 180 kHz approximately 38 dB with the ultimate rejection
bandwidth at 1.2 dB. This is narrow enough for limited by crosstalk at 50 dB to 55 dB. It exhibits
an RFW approach. In this case 8 poles are less than 1 dB of amplitude ripple at 19 dB of loss.
required to achieve the 60 dB near-in rejection The delay has been subtracted from the response
specification. The filters are delivered as in Figure 14 in order to display the phase linearity.
separate 4 pole devices so that amplifiers may be Very little non-linearity is displayed. (The phase
used in between. The specifications are similar to ripple in an actual device would probably be
those for the DCPR filter, scaled accordingly for around 6 degrees due to miscellaneous wave
the narrower bandwidth. The response of a reflections.) The design details and experimental
single 4 pole device is plotted in Figure 12. results will be the subject of a future paper [8].
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Surface acoustic waves for micrograting reflectors Using coupled mode theory, it was shown that a
have been characterized. Based on the perturbation periodically perturbed conventional AV/V is (the
theory, eight different types of structures on an relative velocity reduction due to a deposited
acoustic waveguide were analyzed. Results of sim- metallic strip over a piezoelectric substrate) acousti-
ulations of all eight types of corrugation structures cal waveguide in a microresonator structure, can
were evaluated in order to find the least leaky serve as a Fabry-Perot cavity. A general method,
waveguide, the most efficient reflector (with which was given in that work, could be applied to
minimum necessary perturbations), and the optimal any perturbed waveguide structure in the sense that
mode shape for improved performances. General it could analyze and obtain the number of trans-
design curves are presented in order to illustrate the verse modes, their cutoff lines, and their reflecting
behavior of the incident and reflected waves under response without having to solve the corresponding
a variety of structural conditions. Analytic expres- eigenvalue equations. An analytical expression for
sions for the calculations of the mode amplitude the incident and reflected fields in a periodically
and mode shape, and for general acoustic corruga- perturbed acoustic waveguide was presented. The
tions are derived and then the simulations results main disadvantage in all the above methods is that
are presented. neither the analytical nor the numerical methods

can provide normalized solutions for periodically
perturbed waveguides of arbitrary corrugation
shapes and aspect ratios. Rounded, diamond-

1. INTRODUCTION shape, or star-type corrugations are not suitable for
analytical treatment. Numerical methods, on the

The analysis of perturbed channel waveguides other hand, are applicable only to the specific case
plays a significant role in the design of integrated under investigation, thus losing generality. This
microresonators or Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) makes it necessary to search if the associated wave
couplers, since channeled waveguides form the equation (or in a periodic case, the Helmholtz
basic building block of many devices. The per- equation) can be normalized prior to a numerical
turbed waveguide mode dispersion is crucial to solution, giving results that would become general
device design in order to have prior knowledge of and applicable to any kind of corrugation shape on
waveguide behavior in a practical device. In the a certain waveguide. The demand for new kinds of
field of electrooptics a number of methods for ana- periodic corrugations in an acoustical waveguide
lyzing optical perturbed waveguides exist in the lit- configuration increases, since conventional pertur-
erature'. Marcatili2 has analyzed a step index opti- bations excite leaky modes that deteriorate the iso-
cal channel by ignoring the fields in the corner lating properties of a typical confining waveguide.
regions. For such an approximation, the results are
accurate only far from cut off since, in this case,
the fields at the corner can be ignored.

The integration of waveguides and distributed
reflectors in 'integrated acoustic' device applications
have recently been studied by our groupl3

CH2818-3/90/0000-323 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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In this paper several kinds of complex periodic A basic waveguide perturbation is of the form
corrugations will be discussed and numerically ana- shown in Fig.l. Obviously different types of cor-
lyzed in acoustical micromirror configurations. The rugations can fit the basic structure as long as their
final goal of this work is to gain better isolation dimensions remain smaller than the waveguide
and crosstalk reduction along with improvement of width.
reflection properties. This work is novel in the
sense that it enables one to evaluate different In order to find the perturbation response par-
waveguide structures, accepting structures of any ameters, we express the perturbed Rayleigh channel
kind, and its results are applicable to all kinds of phase velocity as3

waveguides with aspects ratios, not necessarily
equal to one. __

In Sec. 1I, the main principles of the numerical ir( x,() r) W r

approach of the normalized Helmholtz solution is
presented and discussed. In Sec. 11, various corru- where Fx) is the normalized window function

gation shapes are described. These shapes are given by

mainly distinguished in the sense that some of them
are externally mounted while the rest are internally 1 I, d < Ixj < d + Ad
mounted. Sec. IV describes evaluation and results F(x) =

of the simulations, pointing to the most preferable O, else,
acoustical structure.

and
1I. THE NUMERICAL APPROACH OF AN
ARBITRARY PERTURBATION STRUCTURE A [l/Vr(Z)] 4 [I/Vr(x)] (3)

The numerical approach, which was basically is the variation of the small perturbations. Here
developed by Matsuhara4, used the variational Vr(xl is the Rayleigh velocity variation due to the
method. Forsythe and Wasows on the other hand, small transversal perturbation. (Fig.l.)
used the finite difference method. In this paper a
combination of both variational and finite differ- The wave velocity gets its minimal value when
ence method were used. The finite difference F(x) = I in the perturbed region and seems to
approach for solving the normalized Helmholtz remain constant at this new value (AVr(x)) along
equation requires a large number of subintervals the perturbation width. The overall field in the
since the field is discontinuous at the subinterval perturbed waveguide can be approximated by a
boundaries. In the variational approach with bili- linear combination of back and forth propagating
near interpolation, the field is continuous at the modes, which are coupled to each other by the
subinterval boundaries, independent of the number applied z-perturbation. The approximated modal
of subintervals, enabling the use of a smaller inter- field expression in such a structure is3:
val for an accurate solution.

w(x) = W(x) [R(z) exp(-ifiz) + S(z) exp(if/z)] , (4)

I/Vr where /P is the wave number of the propagating

SI/v's wave.
I/Wif4Vd- The expressions for R(z) and S(z) (the reflected

-d dand incident waves) include the decay factor along
the z direction of the waveguide and the periodic

-I dH perturbations upon it. These expressions were alre-
a b ady derived in our previous work 3.

Fig. 1: Basic corrugation structure (a) and its cor-
responding index profile (b).
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W(x) is the local normalized modal field along Figure 2 shows an ABCD waveguide, sur-
the x axis and is approximately independent of z. rounded by a boundary EFGH in which the modal
Numerical representation of this modal field using field is assumed to vanish for modes far from
the variational method eases the solution of a par- cutoff. It should be mentioned that this assumption
tial differential equation since the variational is correct only for a skin guiding zone underneath a
approach typically converges more rapidly than AV/V waveguide. The solution method can be
other conventional solving methods. Matsuhara 4  illustrated by a square grid 14xl4 (Fig.2). The
and Taylor 6 have employed this approach to solve inner part of the grid is the guided zone whereas
the Helmholtz wave equation. the outer part is the boundary. The field in the

grid is specified by 14x14 vector components
Application of their method to the normalized (El, E2 ...E196). Inside ABCD the field is expressed

Helmholtz equation yields the normalized solution as a bilinear interpolation of the four grid point
directly. From physical considerations, the fields values5. Expansion of a typical cell in the grid is
outside an acoustical waveguide vanish at infinity, shown in Fig.2(b). The linear field distribution
This provides a boundary condition for the varia- inside this cell is given as7

tional problem. Since the fields decay exponen-
tially in the substrate underneath, it is possible to E(x',y') = [Eoo x'y,
assume some finite points in which the field van- h2 0 + E°(h - x')(h - y')
ishes. This assumption is necessary to facilitate the + Eh.y'(h - x') + Eoh(h - y')x']. (5)
numerical calculation.

E(x',y') is the field amplitude that satisfies the nor-
E F malized, two dimensional scalar Helmholtz wave

II-E' III E equation. Ehh, E00 , Eoh, and Eho are shown in
AJ 'i I Fig. 2.

$GWOEO •Linearity of this interpolation even on the cell
-I e Iq GUIDE_ Yedges, necessitates continuity throughout the whole
I-i I I I I I T-1region (except for the EFGH boundary nodes) inI I I II iI ! i I I"•,M t(.•) which the field vanishes. x" and y' are the normal-

:t Iized width and depth space variables, defined as

I1 1 O.t I (h0,)) REt*o) x' = x/w

M G (6)
y, = y/6.

(a) (bI '

where w is the waveguide width and 6 is the skin
depth of the guiding zone.

Fig. 2: Schematic presentation of the ABCD A numerical solution technique, similar to the
guided zone surrounded by the boundaries EFGH one given in Ref.7 involves solution of a (196x196)
where the field vanishes. (a) Each grid point rep- matrix and therefore has 196 eigenvalues. We are
resents a local field (b). An expanded grid cell B3 interested in finding only those eigenvalues that
(shaded in (a), B4 is shown in (b)). correspond to the mode propagation constants. The

parameters 8 and 4', that are defined later, are used
to convert the two-dimensional scalar Helmholtz
wave equation into a normalized standard partial
differential equation of the form7 :

82E 182E
ax,-----

2"y+ + 4'[f(x'y') - ,#]E = 0 . (7)
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The parameters P and 4 of a d width waveguide
are defined as: Mode l"'A

2(V~f) (8)

1 1E

()2 
1H 2

120' Fast Mode j~k1 b Second Mwod

= d (9)d(.),,

where I/Vf. is the effective mode index. I/V"
and I/V, are the indices in the fast and slow
regions, respectively, and A0 is the center wave-C:TidMe
length of operation (under the waveguide the wave
propagates in a slower velocity AV than outside the
waveguide V). The resultant eigenvalues A are ,
given as A = 0"26, thus for a given 4), the normalized
propagation constant f can be found.

Since 05p<1, only the eigenvalues that lie d Fourth Mode

between zero and 4)2 correspond to the modes of e F.,, Mode

the waveguides. A numerical computational tech-
nique that enables one to find the largest eigenva- Fig. 3: Basic mode description of first five funda-
lues of a matrix between 0 and 02 was used. In our mental modes in the guiding zone underneath a
simulations 4 was taken as a parameter and yielded AV/V waveguide. The z axis represents the mode
the mode propagation constant eigenvalue f as a amplitude along the waveguide. The waveguide
function of the various corrugation structures. parameter 0 was 5 and yielded P for each simula-

tion.
Using a 3D computational technique the relevant
modes were then illustrated. The x,y axes are the
real topographical directions and the z axis
describes the mode amplitude. Figs.3(a)-(d). This I1. CORRUGATION STRUCTURES
3D illustration describes the eigenfunction of the
corresponding P of each of the perturbation struc- Eight types of corrugation structures were dev-
tures. As P increases, its shape becomes more-con- ised, investigated, and simulated (Fig.4). A first
fined with steeper walls. Smaller values of f yield category consisted of three types of waveguides:
a smeared mode across the waveguide section with cross type, pallet structure and arrow type with
lower magnitude. externally mounted corrugations. The second cate-

gory consisted of five internally corrugated wave-
guides: H type, V groove, normal well, diamond
well and tunnel type.
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CROSS -TYPE V-GROOVE The parameter 0 in most cases has a typical
acoustic value of 5 and yields 8i as a result. The
modal field distribution is presented in a 3D figure
where the x,y axes indicate the geometrical location
and the x axis illustrates the mode amplitude distri-
bution in that specific location. This procedure is
repeated for up to 200 perturbations. The transi-

Ption from one perturbation to another is obtained
AL RNORL WELL using the overlapping matrix multiplication

between a perturbed and an unperturbed wave-
guide section.

In such a multiplication of the modal fields
matrices, part of the field energy is lost in a radia-
tive leakage mechanism. There could be three

RROW-TYPE DIAMOND WELL major possible reasons for this energy loss in such a
transition: (1) energy transfer to a reflected mode;
(2) leakage to the substrate by bulk modes; and (3)
surface scattering beyond the acoustic waveguide
section. In the following simulation the perturbed
waveguide was examined as a complete unit of ref-
lecting mirror without distinguishing between the

H -TPE TNNELTYPEthree mechanism of energy loss.

The matrix multiplication for one transition
from the main guide to the perturbed region and
then back to the main guide requires a complicated
procedure since many matrices are involved in it.
The cross-section shape of the palygonal structures
creates slices of series planes that require many
multiplications, one by the other, in order to achi-

Fig. 4: Eight types of internal and external corru- eve a proper guide geometry description. The
gation structures. accuracy of this matrix multiplication technique is
A. Simulation procedure a function of the number of slices that are taken in

this computation. The percentage of energy loss in
The main interest in perturbed waveguides is such a mode transition from one cross section to

their transmission properties as a function of vari- another is then calculated for the whole transition,
ous physical factors. Among these factors are the which is equal to one perturbation. The total
number of perturbations, the perturbation geome- energy loss after a certain number of perturbation
try, and the ability to guide and control the ref- is calculated as I/aN where a is the characteristic
lected waves with maximum confinement to pre- loss of one perturbation and N is the number of
vent interferences with adjacent acoustical ele- perturbations. This function decays asymptotically
ments. In each of the studied structures, the nor- to zero with the increase of N. The total number
malized modal fields contours and their I/V pro- of perturbations that causes maximum energy ref-
files as a function of x and y are presented. This lection in a waveguide section is the required par-
was done for the first five fundamental modes. ameter in a micromirror fabrication. This parame-
The importance of these modal field distributions is ter, however, is not precise, since it is influenced
in the design of micromirrors for microresonators, by the three additional energy loss mechanisms,
acoustic directional couples, splitters, and filters. causing supplementary losses in the wave propaga-
Figure 3 shows an example of normalized modal tion. The physical interpretation of these overlap-
shapes of the five fundamental modes. These ping matrices resembles that of the optical case in
modal illustrations emphasize the exact propagating which a stack of slides are positioned in series rep-
energy locations of each mode and its profile. resenting a periodic perturbation structure.
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A number of 100 perturbations upon the wave- Mode amplitude (a-N) versus the number of
guide was taken as a maximum in the incident perturbations for constant K
wave simulations, since all the modes lost most of
their energy at that point. In the reflected wave Fig. 5 shows a-N(p), in the first set, for an
simulations, however, the maximum number of effective fundamental mode (K=I -: 5) in the in-
perturbations was taken as 230 for a total reflec- vestigated devices. A basic fact that is revelead by
tion, but with a different initial condition of the this simulation is the nonlinear decay curve of the
input signal. propagating wave in relation to the number of per-

turbations. Device No.4, (the diamond well) has a
The simulations were repeated twice, once for stronger decay and a corresponding reflectivity

the transmission waves and once for the reflected than the normal well, the V groove and the star
waves. In each simulation 16 dependencies were type.
examined and analyzed in the following four sets:

The explicit expression for R(z) and S(z) (the
(1) a-N (mode amplitude) versus the number of reflected and incident waves) including the decay

perturbations (p) in the investigated devices for factor (a) along z direction of the waveguide and

modes one to five. the periodic perturbations, are 3 the set of coupled
mode equations:

(2) a-N versus the number of perturbations for -_- R(z) = aR(z) + iKr el(M)s S(z) (10)
K=I :- 5 in devices I :- 4. "z (

(3) a-N versus the mode number (K) for -- S(z) -aS(z) - iKr e(-i(26)z) R(z) (1i)
10,20,50, and 100 perturbations for the investigated
devices.

where 6 is defined as the grating perturbaticn mis-

(4) a-N versus the mode number (K) for match, or3

10,20,50, and 100 perturbations in devices I :- 4.

B. Incident waves simulations 6A A - r= f- r (12)

Incident Index Profile Blow Up Including All Modes
060

"-• Device I
I'\
,, --- Device 2

0050 -,- Device 3
Device 4

0)

"0 . \

S040-
E0

0 300 I l .4

0 20 40 60 80 I00
Per0urbotons

Fig. J: A blowup of the incident wave modal
decay in four sample devices: diamond well (device
No.4), normal well (device No.3), V groove (device

No.2), and star type (device No. 1).
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Kr is the coupling coefficient 3 and a is the longitu- IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
dinal decay factor due to dissipative losses of the
waveguide material. Ar is the grating period of a z The goal of the investigation of microreflectors
dependent periodical perturbation. was to achieve equivalent performances as in

Final expressions for R(z) and S(z) are also conventional grid reflectors, in order to obtain low
given in Ref.3 as well as their graphical representa- loss integrated SAW devices. Based on coupled
tion. For frequencies around the center frequency mode theory, a microresonator prototype was dev-
fo, the mode power function of the transmitted eloped and analyzed in a previous publication with-
signals decreases exponentially along the corrugated out micromirror optimization. This device had
waveguide section whereas the ieflected signal rises high insertion loss, due to its leaky perturbed
in the same manner in the opposite direction due to waveguide and inefficient electromechanical trans-
coupling between the forward and backward pro- duction into and out of the substrate crystal.
pagating modes. The two external perturbed dev-
ices decay faster than the internally perturbed dev- In order to a void the high insertion loss of the
ices, but almost in the same way. conventional micromirrors, investigation of optimal

corrugation structures was performed to prevent or
Figure 6 in the second set, is an example of a-N reduce, at least, the leakage from the waveguide

dependence on the number of perturbations (p) for reflectors. Three possible mechanisms are responsi-
one of the examined devices (diamond well) with ble for this leakage in a perturbed waveguide: (I)
the five fundamental modes as parameters. it is wave diffraction, (2) decay into the substrate, and
obvious that the first mode is the strongest and (3) energy transfer between modes.
fifth one is the weakest. Around 50 perturbations,
a-N decreases to less than 10% of its magnitude. In order to minimize the wave diffraction eight
The behavior of the diamond well was found to be different types of corrugation structures were stud-
typical for the other examined devices. ied. The star type and pallet structure devices were

suggested. Their smooth contour lines decrease
In the third set of simulations an attempt to somewhat the modal energy loss in the waveguide.

compare the four examined devices performance as
a function of their mode numbers in 10,20,50 and The ingrowing perturbations devices; the V
100 perturbations was made. groove and the H type structures improved the out-

growing perturbations performances of the star
In the reflected wave simulations the same four type and pallet structure since the diffraction took

basic comparisons were done: (I) a-N(p) with the place inside the system. The internal perturbations
device type as a parameter for modes one to five; devices: the normal well and the diamond well had
(2) a-N(p) with the mode number as a parameter a preliminary advantage of reduced internal dif-
for devices one to four; (2) a-N(K) with the device fraction. This fact was proven by the simulations
number as a parameter for 10,20,50, and 100 per- since in reflection simulations less perturbations
turbations; and (4) a-N(K) with the perturbation were required for better transmission. As a result
number as a parameter for devices I -: 4. the internal perturbed waveguide, particularly the

Figure 7 shows the reflected wave profile for all diamond well is the optimal corrugation structure.

the examined devices. The star type device which
is externally perturbed has the best reflections pro- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
perties while the normal and diamond wells are less
efficient. However, these internal perturbed dev- The authors wish to express their appreciation to
ices still remain advantageous since most of the the R. Dahan for his assistance in this work.
propagating wave remains confined underneath

them.
Investigation of the reflectance of a well type

device is illustrated as an example in Figure 8.
Here K is a parameter and K=I is the strongest.
The index, n line in a typical index value, repre-
senting this device.
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Magnitude Of Incident Wove In a Ciamond wetl 'K' Is a Paramreter
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Fig. E: Five fundamental modes in a diamond well

device. The index, n line represents an effective

index value, typical to a specific device.

Reflected Wave Profile vs Perturbations Number For Ali ModesI0./ //
08 Device 1

Device 2
Device 3.....

0.6 Device 4 - /" .
04,

0 02 -- -/-
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Perturbations

Fig.'?: Reflected wave profile for four sample

devices. Each device was represented by its effec-
tive index. Devices 1-4 are the star type, V
groove, the normal well and the diamond well,
respectively.
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Reflection Magnitude In A Well Type Periurootion.'K' Is A Pirometer
l0
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Fig. 8: Reflections in an internally perturbed
device (well type) with the mode number K as a
parameter.
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FbAR FILTERS AT GHz FREQUENCIES
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ABSTRACT over the amorphous Si0 2 which acts as the
The film Dulk Acoustic Resonator, or growth bed for the piezoelectrically active

FBAR, is a new technology which has been used ZnO layer which is deposited by r.f. magnetron
in the design and fabrication of microwave sputtering. The top electrode is the fourth
filters. These filters exhibit a combination lptering th op eletrod ite fourthof lw lss, smal sie, requncy and layer and consists of an evaporated aluminum
of low loss, small size, frequency and film of thickness between .2 and .5 microns.
bandwidth not attainable by any other type of Since the resonant frequencies and piezo-

device. Using a piezoelectric film of zinc electric coupling of the FBAR depend on the
oxide as a high Q crystal resonator along with material properties and thicknesses of all the
passive components it is possible to form an layers it is essential to have a circuit model
integrable, high performance bandpass filter. which accurately describes this relatively
The range of center frequencies achievable isrougly to5 0H usng urret rsontor complex configuration. Since the metal layers
roughly 1 to 5 CHz using current resonator are quite thick relative to the piezoelectric
designs. The technique features potentially layer at frequencies above 1iHz they cannot be
low cost (since the filters are fabricated by neglected in the analysis and thus closed form
batch processing), and, perhaps most eglecein th an an thu clo formintriguing, the capability of being combined expressions (which can be written only for one
witriguing, to e capabilety f ons beingcomor two layer structures) cannot be used.
with more complex functions (such as a The one dimensional Mason model in which
complete radar receiver) as part of a larger an arbitrary number of acoustic layers (piezo-
mask set. Other advantages are moderate power electric and non piezoelectric) can be cas-
handling capability, good temperature caded to form a complex structure has been
stability, and high dynamic range. shown to give excellent correlation with

experimental results if the resonators operate
in a trapped mode

2
. This model yields the

INTRODUCTION input impedance as a function of frequency; it
The performance requirements of front end is relatively straightforward to extract a

filters above IGHz are increasingly difficult Butterworth-VanDyke equivalent circuit by
to meet with traditional approaches of lumped inspecting the impedance characteristic near
element, dielectric or surface acoustic wave the series and parallel resonances of the
filters. In particular size and weight must structure

3
. Figure 1 shows the complex imped-

be increased if low insertion loss is desired ance using the Mason model of a typical reso-

and vice versa. Bulk acoustic wave filters nator near 1 GHz and the experimentally
offer unique advantages because they are much measured responses. Removing the electrical
smaller than dielectric or lumped element resistance (approximately 2 ohms) which con-
devices and possess much lower insertion loss tributes to the motional resistance at series
than surface wave devices. Furthermore, since resonance the agreement is seen to be quite
they arp fabricated directly on semiconductor good. One important factor which is not
wafers they can be integrated with active predicted by the one dimensional model is the
circuitry to form a component in a complete presence of in-band spurious responses as seen
receiver on a chip. in the experimental curves. While it is not

possible to entirely eliminate the spurs their
FILM BULK ACOUSTIC RESONATOR DESCRIPTION size can be reduced by careful attention to

The most important components in a multi- cleanliness during the resonator fabrication.

pole FBAR filter are the acoustic resonators. Their effect on the the pass band can be
They consist of a four layer composite further reduced by coupling techniques as
structure in which sputtered Si02 is used as a explained In the next section.
support layer both to provide mechanical
rigidity and for temperature compensation'. A
thin layer (usually less than .25 microns) of
crystallographically ordered gold is deposited

CB.2818-3/90/0000-332 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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J' J1L

__ 2__ -• ---- 0

BULK ACOUSTIC RESONATOR
NARROW BAND LADDER

BW3( f0(Cx/Co)
5

Fig. 2. Two-pole narrow band ladder filter
schematic

Non-symmetrical passbands can be made
=2.5 2 wider than this but they go hand-in-hand with

severe group delay distortion.
f1: 0. 90000 Since the capacity ratio limits band-

width, one simple approach to wider bandwidth
f 2: 1. 10000 symmetrical filters is resonating the CO with

an inductor at fo thus effectively cancelingi rs 13 3.89 n 2.1 9 58C.2 ? it out over a limited bandwidth. By computer
-" "---..:1modeling and practical demonstration this is

"x - known to be an effective technique. However,
/ K. o--.'-/ it has the disadvantage of introducing a

spurious passband extending from D.C. to
1. :J2 4- C . -,,\ fo/J7. This must be suppressed by cascading

S .- with a high pass or band-pass "guard" filter.
Alternatively, other sources of selectivity
may already reject that band from the system.

Full-lattice and half-lattice balanced
networks would offer symmetrical passbands;

, • -, but they are not practical for the very high
- frequency bands of FBAR. The chosen filter

circuit for this resonator is the ladder
"9// configuration of figure 3 with deposited

\ /x,,\ /, - - / spiral inductors. The network topology meets
these desirable goals:

1. Cascaded resonator ladder configura-
tion

2. All resonators identical
START 900.000 00C, MM. STOP 1 200.000 000 MH= 3. No r iable e ments

3. No variable elements

Fig. 1. Complex impedance of computer model 4. Temperature stable

and measured FBAR data 5. Completely monolithic

FILTER DESIGN The simple two-pole filter can be de-
The ideal configuration for a filter signed by presuming that the filter consistsusing FBAR resonators is the resonator-and- of two series resonant circuits in series,

capacitor-only ladder of figure 2. It is a coupled together by a capacitor connected to
configuration which can make a symmetrical ground between them. Thus, we make the ap-
passband if the fractional bandwidth is less proximation that the Co-L combination is
than about: negligible in the vicinity of the center

frequency. This is a valid assumption over
I the band of frequencies f0 (lJ0/L 5 )l/ 2 centered

- (C./Co) at fo.

i.e.: 5 Desired low pass prototype characteris-
Af i C tics (Butterworth or Chebychev) can be se-S- - lected from Zverev4 and converted to the band-

t5 C0 pass form described above using the Humpherys 5
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tance inverters can solve two problems: exact
S.............. design of multi-pole Butterworth and Chebychev

C% .filters can be performed; and some relief from

cc be achieved. It is our intention to use

simple two-pole filters as building blocks to

achieve well known tabulated filter character-
istics of even order. A four pole network can
be designed having the resonant frequency
located near the center of the filter instead
of at the lower band-edge as in figure 2.
This requires a coupling inductor connected to
ground between the building-block pairs. It

BULK ACOUSTIC RESONATOR
WIDE BAND LADDER .,

RESONATING CO WITH Lo
Fig. 3. Two-pole wide band ladder filter ___

schematic

procedure. The latter is an extremely flexi- Fig. 5. Six-pole wide band ladder filter
ble technique leading to many variations of layout with all inductive coupling
circuit configurations through the use of
constant reactance inverters; the importance thus moves all spurious (which are always

of this will be made evident. Figure 4 shows located above the resonator series resonance)

the ideal computed gain response of a one-half a bandwidth upwards assuring a spuri-

Butterworth two pole filter, and the resulting ous free passband and moving those in the

response when finite Q is included in the stopband down to lower level on the skirt.

inductors, capacitors and resonators. The The circuit is achieved by using two negative

most significant contributor to insertion loss constant reactance inverters and one positive

is the Q. of the resonators (.8 db); finite Q inverter. All four resonators are identical

in the coupling capacitor adds about 0.15 db in frequency and motional inductance. A six-

and the loss in the coil Lo adds about .1 db. pole network as shown in figure 5 would re-

Thus improvement in the resonator Q offers the quire two different building blocks: two with

best return; but there is a point of dimin- resonator pairs located slightly below center

ishing returns because doubling Q. merely frequency (Pair I) and one pair almost exactly

drops the insertion loss to .65 db. at center frequency (Pair II). Figure 6 shows

If two identical units are cascaded the computed response for both the lossless
without any regard to the exactitude of the case and for the case where the elements have

design the resulting filter would not neces- realizable Q. The design features only two

sarily result in a recognized four-pole re- different resonator pairs; the frequency of

sponse. However, performing a low-pass to each is located near the middle of the pass-

band-pass transformation with constant reac- band; the coupling is accomplished with alter-

1090 MHz 1100 MHz 1110 MHz /

Q L :-3 3

QC :060

QX lo1co

- .' 335G MHz o400 MH5 1452 Mz

Fig. 6. Computed response of six-pole alter-
Fig. 4. Ideal and realizable filter response nate coupling filter for lossless (infinite Q)
of two-pole wide band ladder filter case and for realizable filter finite Q
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nating reactance signs; and two extra Fabrication of the acoustic resonators
inductors are needed on the ends to make the requires that the substrate crystal be entire-
configuration an exact cascade of FBAR two- ly removed under the resonating area. This is
resonator chips. accomplished for both silicon antd gallium

arsenide by reactive ion etching the substrate

FABRICATION the same way that via holes are formed in

A two-pole FBAR filter operating in the analog MMIC's. Using RIE allows the etching
1GHz range and using a ladder configuration to be performed in a batch process (with up to
has been fabricated and tested. The design 25 wafers at a time) without requiring protec-
incorporates techniques which emphasize mono- tion of the front side of the wafer as in wet
lithic low cost fabrication which is compati- chemical etching. For gallium arsenide a
ble with MMIC circuitry. The device layout chlorine based chemistry is used while for
for the two pole filter is shown in figure 7. silicon sulfur hexafluoride gives excellent
The FBARs are the most critical components and results. Etch rates of up to 8 mils per hour
their fabrication is the most difficult step. for silicon and 6 mils per hour for gallium
The ordered gold deposition is performed at arsenide have been achieved.
critical temperature, rate and vacuum require-
ments. The zinc oxide will generally be DEVICE PERFORMANCE
strongly active if the gold is well ordered. Figure 8 shows the measured gain response
The sputter deposition must be performed so of a two pole monolithic FBAR filter designed
that the ZnO film has the lowest possible on these principles. It is remarkable for its
mechanical stress consistent with piezoelec- low insertion loss and deep stop bands. For
tric activity. Low stress films are essenuial this value of insertion loss the filter per-
both for mechanical integrity and electrical formance is primarily limited by the quality
performance. Compressive films bow upward and of the FBAR's. There are, however, spurious
have been observed to shatter even with the responses occurring in the passband and on the
slightest applied pressure. Stress also upper stopband skirt. These spurs cause the
seriously degrades the resonator Q and in- small ripple in the pass band. The effect of
creases insertion loss. the spurs can be minimized wever, by im-

proving the processing. T! out of band

g ~' M ojA0 G 8 REW 0 d8 I A.182 d8

,M 
e-ýE

/ .

Fig. 7. Device layout for fabricated two-pole -

The compensating inductors and coupling
capacitor are fabricated using standard micro- . . --

electronic techniques. The capacitor dielec- START 950.000 000 MHý STOP 350.000 000 MH-

tric consists of 2500A of silicon nitride Fig. 8. Typical performance curve of low loss
deposited using a plasma enhanced chemical two pole filter.
vapor deposition process. The inductor is a
standard spiral configuration whose value and rejection also depends on the quality of the
geometry are determined using computer aided FBARs as well as their dimensions and is
design techniques 6 . A thick gold metalization typically greater than 50 dB for a two pole
of at least 4 microns is used to increase the device. Figure 9a show a typical filter with
Q. This metalization is performed using relatively large spurious ripple; in figure 9b
electron-beam evaporation and the delineation the coupling capacitor has been replaced with
of the inductors is done by either etching or a coupling inductor whose value (approximately
lift-off. The inductor lines are broken and 8 nH) is determined by Humpherys'design proce-
air bridges are fabricated over the cent-r dure. Note that in this case the spurs have
conductor. Air bridges are also fabricated at been shifted to the high end of the response
the coupling capacitor connections. These and do not appear in the pass band. Figure 10
bridges are quite sturdy and hold up well in shows the response of a cascade connection of
subsequent processing. two two- pole filters and offers phenomenal
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100 dB stopbands and less than 4 dB insertion SZ 1 os 'A 10 do/ ReF 0 do -3. 623@ oe

loss. It is desirable to achieve the sharper I .i' . 003

selectivity of multiple resonator filters; and

the Humpherys technique is a viable approach ;

to achieving it. ______'__

For the prototype filter the chip size ___-_ -

was chosen for convenience of handling to be ______________

300 mils per side. Using this oversized

design there are 69 devices on a 3 inch wafer.

The size of the individual chips can be re- r

duced by more than 50% without changing the

basic design. Thus it should be possible to

pack at least 150 devices into a 3 inch or - - ---

nearly 300 devices into a 4 inch wafer.

Increasing the FBAR dimensions reduces the +

inductor size allowing even more devices on a

wafer. 
7 -_ .

$ lo2 AC. 5 d8. REF dB 1, -I. 5532 do -__2 _ L__L _ "I -_M A
51 STAR7 I COO.CCCOO c Hz ::CP 1 500.000 000 MMz

- ." - Fig. 10. Four pole response obtained by cas-

MAF ER-- I cading two two-pole filters

1. 07C 0 0 04 0H z
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FOITY-FOURI[ ANNUAL SYIPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY COUTEL

NEW DESIGNS FOR RESONATORS AND FILTERS USING LITHIUM TANTALATE

J. Ditaint, J. Schwartzel, H.Carru, R. Leftvre, C. Joly

CNET dept PAB/BAG/MCT/CMM 196, Av. Henri Ravera Bagneux France

And
B. Capelle, Y. Zheng, A. Zarka

L.M.C. Universit6 P. & M. Curie Place Jussieu Paris France

ABSIBACT: Lithium tantalate is a material which has Also, using the sophisticated technique of X ray strosbos-

very large electromechanical coupling coefficients together copic topography, a new insight on the properties of the vibration

with compensated orientations for the shear modes. In this paper modes in this material was obtained which explains the low Q
we report the results of investigations made in view to improve factor observed with the fundamental mode and several features

the characteristics of fundamental and overtone mode resona- of the different new designs for overtone resonators.

tors. Using the stroboscopic topography technique, we have

shown that, the rather poor Q factors of the fundamental

thickness shear resonators are due to non-stationnary plate II - THICKNESS SHEAR MODES IN
modes coupled to the fast shear. The use of bar shapped LITHIUM TANTALATE
thickness shear resonators permits to obtain higher Q factors.
To obtain overtone resonators with a zero first order tem- Several loci of zero first order temperature coefficients exist

perature coefficient, we have considered doubly rotated cuts, for the two basic families of shear modes in lithium tantalate
the compensation of the T.C. of the overtones of the X cut by (2Z. They are represented as a function of the plate orientation,

a layer of silica, and, the use of the lateral field excitation. This for the fast and the slow shear modes, in Figure I and 2. In these
latter type of resonator is very well adapted to lithium tantalate figures the plate orientation is located by the two polar angles
and permits to obtain, using the plano-convexe geometry, very a and 0 defining the orientation of the normal to the plate.
large Q factors for overtones with very elevated ranks.

For the fast shear modes (B mode) (Figure 1) the most
important zero F.T.C. locus is that situated around the X cut.
These orientations provide a very high coupling coefficient. In

I - INTRODUCTION this case the thermal compensation for the resonance frequency
is obtained due to a large negative value of the first order T.C.

Lithium tantalate is a material which has for the thickness of the coupling coefficient I6). This compensation disappears

modes a very large electromechanical coupling factor (k for the overtones (Figure 1). The second locus of zero F.T.C. is

reaching 45 % fcr the fast shear mode) together with compen- situated around the Y rotated cuts, it exists for the fundamental

sated cuts (1) (2). These properties are very attractive to obtain mode and the overtones, but, requires the use of doubly rotated
filters with large bandwidth and oscillators with important shifts. plates. For the slow shear mode (C mode) two loci of zero first
Moreover, despite a rather poor crystalline quality (non stoe- order temperature exist, one is around the Z cut, the second is

chiometry, dislocations etc...) this material presents of one the close to the Y- 10" cut (Figure 2). For a conventional excitation
smallest acoustic dissipation known (3). by a field in the direction of the normal to the plate, doubly

rotated cuts are required to have a non zero coupling coefficient.However, excepted for some doubly rotated cuts (4) (5), only

the fundamental fast thickness shear mode of cuts near the X Using, the same representation, level curves for the elec-

one is thermally compensated, and, with a conventional design tromechanical coupling coefficient are displayed for the fast

this mode has a rather modest Q factor. During the course of a shear (B mode) and the slow shear (C mode) in Figures 3 and 4

study presently made in view to research an optimal solution for (2).

the I.F. Filters of the new pan-european numerical radiotele- III - DEVICES USING THE FUNDAMENTAL
phone system several conventional and new designs were MODE
investigated to enhance the Q factors of devices using the
fundamental mode and to obtain compensated overtones with a The most interesting cuts are those near the X one. For these

sufficient capacitances ratio to have the required bandwith ( 150 cuts the coupling coefficient is about 45 % and the frequency

to 250 kHz at center frequencies in the range 45-75 MHz). constants, without mass loading, are near 2000kHz.mm.

C12818-3/90/0000-337 $1.00 0 1990 IREE
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TABLE 1: PROPERTIES OF THE X CUT

MOD u VELOC C(MKSA) k T.CIFr TCIFa TC2Fr.I TC2Fa Fr,*2h

E try ICtC , I °c 2 ] bCc2]

B ul=0.0 4212 m/s 1.323 10" 45,1 % +4,0 1076 -44.10-6 114.10" -53 10' 1916

u2=0.5749 (kHz-mm)

ul=-0.8181

C u1=0.0 3368 m/s 0,845 10" 3,5 % -63.10" -63.10-6 -30.10-9 -30 109 1683
u,=0.8181 (kHz.mm)

u3=0.5749

On fEgja 5 are represented the most important properties JII. - Conventional X cut resonators
of the B mode of X rotated cuts (around the y axis). A typical
frequency spectrum of an X cut resonator is given on Ejgg 6. The Q factors of X cut resonators using the fundamental
It can be noticed that the C mode is also excited but has a rather mode are very low, in most cases in the range of a very few
low coupling coefficient. The properties of the B and C modes thousands. This is one of the main concern with this type of
of fundamental X cut resonators are given in table 1. resonator ( particularly for applications to filters with bandwith

-,10i lower than 1%); one other concern being the possibility to have
I b unwanted responses near the resonance or the antiresonance not

'0 ". due to anharmonic modes (as for other materials, the anharmonic
0 3 k- 0 48 modes can be suppressed by the choice of proper dimensions

0" for the electrodes , a proper mass loading and the fulfilment of
1 ,-40 certain conditions of symmetry).

-20 ,An examination of the vibration mode of such resonators
32 was made by stroboscopic X ray. topography using synchrotron

-30 radiation j7l 1.). This method allows to determine the compo-
24 nents of the displacement uk (x,, x2, x3, t) provided they have an

-40 rows,*-, el time dependence where a) is the angular recurrence
16 frequency of the synchrotron radiation. These experiments were

made with X cut fundamental resonators having a resonance
I 8 frequency equal or close to 12667120 Hz or 15846400Hz, using

the white radiation of D.C.I at the L.U.R.E (ORSAY-FRANCE).

-36 -24 .- 2 0 12 24 36 0 The time resolution obtained is Ins and the spatial resolution
Figure 5: Fast Shear mode of X rotated cuts in the order of some ten microns depending mostly, in this case,

on the absorbtion and the perfection of the material. Some of"61 10.5) 1E3(34¶ I I l the topographs obtained are displayed in ]igu= 7 and 8.

,I •79.7) ~ On figure 7a is displayed mostly the main component of the
85•.8) , tnickness shear displacement (component u, in the direction of

C7  ,the u vector given in table 1 for the B unidimensional mode).
C •'This topograph was obtained using the stroboscopic technique

C, ; it can be observed that the conventional trapped shear mode

observable at the center of the plate is coupled to a plate mode
extending up to the edge of the plate. On Figure 7b is represented
a conventional topograph obtained in the same electrical and
diffraction conditions (with integration over the time of W (x,,
x2, x1, t). The coupled plate mode can no longer be observed in
these conditions. This means that tbl 91a mg& is n=t a

I F iMHZ) standiag wave but a . =n-. It was directly verified in
21 41 61 81 101 similar cases, by a video imaging technique using the strobo-

Figure 6: Frequency spectrum of an X cut plate. scopic effect provided by a slow shift of the relative phase
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Figure 7: Stroboscopic topographs.

between the X ray pulses and the excitation current, that the plate [Where the u, are the projections of the observed mode on the
waves were travelling from the electroded region towards the three (orthogonal) ei en vectors representing the displacement
mounting clips of the resonator. On figures 7c and 7d are dis- (polarization) of the three one dimensional thickness modes of
played respectively a stroboscopic and a time integrated topo- an X plate (the axis x1,x2,x, corresponding respectively to the
graph representing a linear combination of the two shear displacements of the B, A, and C modes].
components. Again it appears that the plate coupled mode is a From these observations it can be inferred that the coupled
progressive one. In this case ( corresponding to the same res- plate mode(s) have in this case 3 non negligible components.
onator as in figures 7a and 7b), it appears that the second pro- Other observations made on about 10 resonators with different
gressive component has a very large amplitude, designs, have indicated that the u. and u3 components are, in all

On f 8g=.d are represented 3 stroboscopic topographs that the observed cases, progressive waves. Also it is possible to
display the following components of the vibration mode observe that the lateral anisotropy of the stationary part of ul
-On flg=l 8a is displayed a linear combination of the u2 and u3 (which corresponds to the usually considered vibration mode of
components of the mode (mostly u3). a trapped energy resonator using the B mode) is non negligible.
- On fL jib is displayed a linear combination of the u; andu (mon tly u). idpThe trapped part of the mode extends more on the direction x'
- (mOstly u). wof its polarization than on x. As indicated by the theories (9)
ponents of waf (10) ( 1), this component displays an elliptical shape,
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8c4

Figure 8: Stroboscopic topographs.

One important thing to notice in th j= i amount uf 111.2 - Miniature bar shaped thickness shear resonators

elic energy relative to the progressive (but with a largestanding wave ratio) components. From the plate theories In the present state of the theory, it seems very difficult to
estandlished by Professors Mindlin, Tiersten and Lte, o is find a mean to avoid any coupling to plate modes for the X cut
establieved tht teProgessorsfive components cand bemet rs- resonators of conventional design; principally because the verybelieved that these progressive com ponents can becom e res- la g co p i g oef i nt e ds o h ve a ar e m l tu e f
onant (standing waves) at some frequencies but probably in a large coupling coefficient leads to have a large amplitude of

system including more that the plate (plate + mounting clips ?+
holder ? + ..... ?). We believe also that, when they are resonant. Ifone of the lateral dimensions of the plate is greatly reduced,
they are the cause of the activity dips and of the parasitic the spacing of many of the plate modes can be enlarged so that
responses observed in many cases near the resonance of the B the probability of coupling can be reduced. An experimental

mode. To get further insight on this question, an absorbing investigation of such bar resonators was made. Ourexperirr~nts
compound was put on the periphery of an X -ut resonator to have confirmed (12) that it is possible by a choice of the hrI 'I
absorb at least in part the plate waves. On figures 21 9b are dimensions of the bars to achieve greater Q factors tha. ., th
represented the electrical responses of the resonator without conventional X cut resonators. A gain of a factor about four was
absorbant and with absorbant. On fig.= 29c, the difference achieved. The shape of such resonators is indicated in fLi= 10.
between these two responses is displayed. The obtained curve, We have chosen to put the length along the x, axis previously
which is a representation of the absorbed energy as a function defined to have rectangular electrodes with a lateral anisotropy
of frequency (to be corrected proportionally to S2, of fig 9A) similar to that observed experimentally. This choice was also
has iA discrete structure. In this Figure each peak of energy dictated by the observation in plates of coupled modes looking
absorption corresponds much probably to a resonant coupled like flexure modes with their nodal lines in the xi direction.
plate mode.
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ý-H2 MEM Iog MPG 7 S dB, REF 0 6B 1 -3 8841 aB Y- V\

9 7176 HZ

A X-8" TaliO3
without absorbantI

START 8 006 000 MHz STOP 12 0 0 000 MHz

H2 1 9og MPG ' S dB/ REF 6 dB 1 -3 6266 d9

I48 40 MHZ Figure 10: Bar shaped resonator.

MARKE I I _ During this investigation it was observed that mode coupling
9 7484 14: can occur near the resonance of the main mode for improper

_ -- width (Figures I la and II b), that, above a certain value, the
- -" - - - -length is not an important parameter, and also that the anhar-

monic spectrum of the resonator remains mainly dependant of
- - -the electrode dimensions (Figure 1 Ic). The maximum observed

Q factors were in the range of 6000. The experimental obser-
vations have suggested that much better values of the Q factor

- could be obtained using some modification of the geometry. A

B X-8 TaLiO3 theoretical analysis of the vibration modes of such devices is
absorbant at the currently being made using the latest developments of the

p ed-es theories of piezoelectric plates. On the whole, this type of res-
plate edges - -onators have the interest to give enhanced Q factors and also to

START 8 000 000 MHz STOP 12 000 000 MHz use much less material by resonator function tha conventional
resonators.

CH2 S 2 1 -M log MPG 7 S dB/ REF 8 d8 1 -27 8S6 dB
9 -4 ( ~ C,. *at_ log 04AG 10 d&.' PW 04 do5 348_ *M_ _ _-_ - -[1649 7 'M

'4ARKER II
1 4 .14725 MH;

----- ........- .- I - I

Xu TalH03 Blar uhaeg rnonator
# l|.gth. -47r lmath.s.-.-

START 8 080 006 MHz STOP 12 98 ee Msz CENTER 6.149 7M 42 UAN 2.000 000 M1z

Figure 9: Effect of an acoustic absorbant. Figure I la
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Figure 13: Thermal behaviour of doubly

IV - DEVICE USING OVERTONE MODES rotated cuts (dcomputed).

The overtone modes of cuts with a high coupling coefficient fav ou sle a fer a nd a metho d toeiminte
display a much higher Q factor than the fundamental mode. They crfatvable of filhere bus k applicea unesnat method e imae
have an "effective coupling coefficient" that can reach 15 %. Crano hs oe sapid nfgz 1 n r

We have previously shown that for conventionally designed represented experimental and computed thermal behaviours for

resonators, a thermal compensation can be obtained using several cuts belonging or near this locus.

doubly rotated cuts (4). Other designs can be found to obtain vr.2 - Overtone resonators using a T.C. compensating
overtone resonators with a zero F.T.C., several will be discussed layer
in the following.

This type of compensation is mostly used for surface wave
devices (13) for which it is difficult to find materials having

IV.I - Doubly rotated cuts with zero T.C. for the overtone simultaneously a zero T.C. and a large coupling coefficient. In

The properties of cuts near the second locus of zero T.C. of the case of high frequency bulk wave resonators this method is

the B mode were examined. It was noticed that quite large also interesting since the thickness of the compensating layer is

coupling coefficients can be obtained. But since the three compatible with the existing techniques of film deposition. The

thickness modes are excited in these cuts they are not very most appropriate material for a compensating layer is the
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Figure 14:O ni resonator excited. Figure 15:Integrated filter. Figure 161-ilier e eiited.

amorphous silica (and also probably the amorphous aluminium An example of electrical respon,,e of reonator,, integratcd
phosphate). The largely positive T.C. of silica (70 to 80. 10'C )i on one plate is gien in 1 the response of a 2 Pol)S
for the shear waves) is sufficient to compensate the moderately Jaumann filter using similar integrated resonators is gien ofn
negativeT.C. of thethirdorof the fihh overtoneofcutsof lithium Liuan 1ib. The 3 dB handwith of thi, filter is 150kilh.
tantalate with high coupling coefficients. Again in this case the 2 9 1 . on q .- - d

most appropriate cuts are those around the X cut which have a 5o0 3.4 ,l,,
first order T.C. around -40 10 6C I for the third overtone. -'

ruoperties of the third overtone of the X cut. A F -

The Q factor of the third overtone mode of X cut resonators - 6 -

is much higher than that of the fundamental mode (in the range
I0W to 510W) and the response presents much less coupling to
plate modes. It was found using stroboscopic X ray topography-///

that the lateral anisotropy of this moxe is much greater than for
the fundamental mode (Figurc 141. The very small !;ýteral Two poles lntepated Jeumann Filt ,
dimensions of the electrodes required to trap no anharmonics ( Third Oes toeg X cut TmLiO3 F i

make possible to integrate several resonators on the same plate i
(igre 5. In this case to avoid any coupling betwen the res-
onators by the plate mf(ie (Figure 6jj it is necessary to use some

form of acoustic isolation between the resonators.

C 1I a. 4ow 
do Figure 17 (b): Re,,ponse of an integrated filter

MARKER : I i.3 - Mode!isaion of composite compensated resona-
ý T: 5 , a ý _. tonirs

Asit wasobserved (Figure 14and l6)that, when nocoupling
to plate modes are present, the vibration mo(de of osertone

Is U 03 X WovMMoM "/"resonators is extremely confined, the analysis A~as conducted
2 " --Matw it... P. r~t. -assuming a one dimensional propagation in the different layers

(compensating material, electrodes, lithium tantalate) consti-
c- tuting the composite resonator (Figure 18). This assumption is

sufficient for the purposes of finding a compensated design and
also to have approximate values of the equivalent scheme.

The model can take into account all the layers constituting
- 0the resonator and the effect of gas loading (by viscosity for the
so 21 000M"..SPAN 1.000 000 4Hl

shear m(odes) on the external surfaces. It uses exacts solutions
-igure 17 (a) : Response of 2 integrated resonators of one dimensional piezoelectricity for the piezoelectric
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Cow thg .y•oV1 IIU" i. U. ly. 10.
elecbvmllea A dB Wea syminca cnalleeam~m Navastan

Ninhes 20.t 1 Ilow- 1.
18 X ULIO3 "I0.

/Le•w Q faet.,
Co"Wesating layer (S102 or APO4)

26

I &34

Figure 18: Compensation by a Silica layer. 42

materials and of elasticity for the electrode layers and the F (MHz)
50.............. .compensating material. The acoustic and dielectric losses in any 3 44 445

material are taken into account using imaginary parts for the
constants (C or E) of the material. The model uses a chain matrix Figure 20: Example of a computed response

formalism flue 191 based upon the electromechanical chain
matrix (4x4) proposed by Sittig (14). The obtained result is the

,nuuin an. I. Mrs

4-4chain matrix 14
(Siffig) A dB Il l/

LAYER n-1 LAYER n LAYERn"1 dM .• 3 L tW 4. a S-
LAYER' Cin.nIM m Q- = is alt trc,70an

Fiur 19 12 D.a Moelzaio ofcmosts

i In., n2• • Zt

fun N.30

eliectrleas

38-
Figure 19: 1 D. Modelization of composites.

F (M 7z
electrical impedance of the resonator, from the impedance 46 ............ ............... ....
computed as a function of frequency, the zero phase resonance 72.4 72.6 72 8 710

frequencies are searched for by the program. Since the tem- Figure 21 Other example of a computed response
perature coefficients of all the quantities are considered, it is
possible to compute the temperature coefficients of the
resonance frequencies (This is done calculating the resonance
frequencies for 5 to 10 temperatures and then by extraction of IVA4. Overtone resonators using the lateral excitation
the temperature coefficients by a polynomial least square fitt-
ing). The corresponding computer program was used to analyse A. Ballato (15) (16) (17) has demonstrated the interest of
the most interesting structures for our application. It was found using the lateral excitation to obtain severall interesting prop-
that it is possible to consider either the symmetrical or the non erties with the thickness mode resonators (excitation of modes
symmetrical structures. The non symmetrical structures have which are non-piezoelectric using the conventional design,
the property to have a strong resonance (if the non symmetry is selection of only one thickness mode in a cut etc...). Due to the
sufficient) on the second overtone (and more generally on even high values of the dielectric constant and of the coupling
overtones). In this case, it is appeared that the T.C. of the lithium coefficients (the lateral coupling coefficients are also very high),
tantalate layer is compensated by a small layer of silica. The the =s Qf lateal fi& xitatin is more interesting in lithium
symmetrical structures operating on the third overtone have the tatal=at l in Lu otbri known comcnsated mateIra. The
interest to permit the obtention of very large bandwith (large principle of lateral field excitation is recalled in figure22.
resonance-antiresonance spacing) two examples of calculated Different types of resonators were made using different design
response for composite resonator are given on fU= 2D and to obtain an energy trapping. Very interesting results have been
21. obtain using piano-convex resonators. In table II are given the
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LAEAL FIELD EXCITATION In table 1I we observe that overtones with very high ranks

I"10amG have exceptionally large O-f products and have also very
favourable characteristics for use in oscillator circuits. Their

D of o E - - impedance level, even for the 261" overtone are much more
Sfavourable than the 5b overtone of an AT quartz piano-convex

resonator. These measurements are a confirmation of the
observations made in the GHz frequency range which have
indicated extremely low acoustic propagation losses for this
material and an intrinsic Q.f product higher than 30 10"2 (3).

Several response curves obtained for the overtones of one"\'Uas tA L Kamm) Y-32"56 resonator are shown on figure 23. It was also observed

that these resonators were able to withstand extremely high
excitation levels before that the electrical response shows a slight

TRAMC mY THE Ca3ui OADMI ) form of non linear behaviour. AU tbe prrties make tbhe
y ati ac.ive to obtain, by direct generation in the range from

Figure 22: Lateral Field excitation. FUNDA MEN TA L/ WoOS "- o.7 0 .

measured characteristics of a resonator using the B mode of the
Y-32"56" cut. This cut is very close to the second locus of zero
T.C. for the B mode. As can be observed in figure 3 this mode "0_8S --

is not excited with an electric field normal to the plate. -

TABLE II C8TN1 1.321 G" ef4 SAN , 040 000 . t

-3256' PLANO-CONVEX RESONATOR (L.E.)
2h=1,5mm R = 150 mm COO at& 106 NAG 7. 0/ d a -2.0o69 do

w • I• /•6. 36 46, NM:z

1 1

N Frequency Q factor Q at 5 R L Car -r-

(Hz) MHz (Ohm) (Henry) -

1 1.321.625 9130 144.

3 3.614.263 (untrapped -C-6 6A0 0
?) CWT o.m 990 60* NMXSPA .o10 000oo

5 6.375.086 149.000 190.000 38.35 0.142 Ci. Bel 206 0MA .7.6 do/ 0 d6 £-1,441 do

-ii tOV'ETONE Q-47"i . .4.! ,1 MHz

7 8.936.515 191.000 342.000 27.01 0.092

9 11.447.612 107.000 245.000 87.32 0.129

11 14.012.703 471.000 1.310.000 16.5 0.088 _
13 16.562.111 576.000 1.908.000 18.4 0.101 

\15 19.089.865 262.000 1.003.000 38.35 0.084R 1a,, 9t.ol 702 "Ma 9PA .*to 000oo

17 21.639.792 489.000 2.120.000 30.3 0.108 R g 0 MAG 7.0 do/ P 0 d6 L -1.6642 dl

19 24.190.249 343.000 1.663.000 52.40 .118 titbOV.TO•NE Q-36.-00 164162 1 1 MHz

21 26.719.321 347.000 1.856.000 73.98 0.133 C.ar - - -

23 29.266.075 457.000 2.675.000 51.70 .128 - -

AT QUARTZ 5TH OVERTONE (T.E.) -

5 5.000.00012.400.00012.400.0001 70- 5.6 ____ * PN .1 0 I

Figure 23 (a): Responses of a plano-convex resonator [LEI.
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CHIP* Bel leso 7.6j Od 41 L-2 0635 0

17th OVERTONE Q449.000 2t.439 as ""MZ 041 Phoee to *f per0 L 136.31 a.

CENTER 61.640 000 ""a2 SPAN .005 000 M4z L -ý

CIIS 111 log MA41 
7

.616/fJIfP 8 do 1 -4,9718 dD CN1 gasle 106 A@ 7.0 on/ PX 0 all 1.-3.6341 03

- 26. 19 341 MHzeq e o,9"r

Car 21th OVERTONE Q,"? iw o 23tb OVERTONE Q..457.000

CIENTER - .719 370 M*1z GPAN .002 600 M~ CENTER 36. a" 076 162 SPAN .008 500 641

Figure 23 (b): Responses of a piano-convex resonator [LE].

a few M11z to over 150 MI-z, oscillators with outstanding phase having the characteristics required by the new numerical pan
noise properties (18). The response curves for different excita- European radiotelephone system (G.S.M.). Beside several
tion levels of the overtone of a Y-32*56' resonator are displayed conclusions relative to this specific question, these investiga-
in figure 24. Other preliminary experiments with L.E. plane tions have revealed many new features of the considered
resonators, using the z cut, have indicated the possibility to have devices.
a sufficient "effective coupling coefficient" to obtain the Aogtetems motn onsaerequired bandwidth for the I.F. filter. Aogtetems motn onsae

.~log MAG 7.5 8B/ REF 0 all - The Q factor limitation by couplings to dissipating plate
I modes of the devices using a conventional design and the fun-

20 1- The possibility to obtain high frequency overtone
.0 1.7resonators and integrated filters with a zeroT.C. using composite

- 17i structures.
-10 .01 The major interest of lateral field excitation in devices

using this material and the outstanding characteristics obtained
I . I Iwith overtones of very high ranks.

- - This study has confirmned that due to its energy trapping

FY-356*ULM21tbGeroueextremely miniaturized integrated devices and also that several
j Roervce oiriionwared o 2. dBnewinteresting solutions to realize the I.F. Filters for the G.S.M.

I-ge t radiotelephone system can be implemented using this material.

CENTER 21.639 604 M~lz SPAN .002 500 NMl?

Figure 24: Influence of the excitation level. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY COUTROL

LINEAR PHASE FILTERING

B. D'ALBARET - L. BIDART - G. SILLIOC

9 K PIEZOELECTROUIQUE

30 Bid Galli~ni, F 92392 VILLENEUVE LA GARENNE CEDEX
SUNNARY

Digital Communication processing is pla- with 5 types of transfer function
cing the importance of the linearity informa-
tion in a prominent position. I utrot

2. Tchebycheff with 0.1 dB of ripple
Today reliability as well as the rapidi- 3 Bessel

ty of transmissions widely depend on the phase 4. Linear phase with equiripple 0.50

linearity or on the constant group delay in
Filtering systems. 5. Semi linear

Concerning classical filters, it appears
that linear phase is incompatible with selecti-
vity. Most of the time, it is necessary to Fig. 2 shows the 5 types of BW and G.Delay
find the best compromise between these require-
ments. "10 -, do O.<.P. LE

Whatever might be the system, the purity
of the output signal and selectivity remain _I
two very important parameters. It is important Fig.
to keep them in all environmental conditions
and especially during vibrations. _

INTRODUCTION ,/I / \\

This presentation draws up the inventory
of the different types of linear phase Xtal \7 d_ , To
filters and the ways in which they can improve, 66e 4 _/-- .1 . d.oB4

3 4 a- I 00000a - 160 do

control, correct the phase linearity so that they L .. Ism.•ow .. ' - W.5o9

obtain a group delay adapted to needs of up to /

date electronic. -

Theoritical possibilities and practical ""1A M d O . K . P . L E . • o . ~
limitations afforded by different polynomial or C-...... 140

elliptical filters will be discussed as well as _.
the correction which can be made by equalizers.

Finally phase noise measurements of ' Fig. 2 too

different types of filters under vibrations 2 ,0
will be presented.

s/ 00e 0 m.a K". To 7 .617 1

CONPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF FILTERS L F8 ro- tam M kz .N do 40

With classical approximations, it appears 31 -V a6r . 4 a,

that linear phase is incompatible with selecti- .-
vity. In order to compare the different approxi- A s v- Si 0

mations, we have chosen a 6 poles Xtal filter 4 e - - ieft.ew ". " t -F

-~ ~ ~ r j.iO- tam-4 W),0 "0

CH2818-3/90/0000-349 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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The following Table 1. compares the

different attenuations and group delay variations

Table 1.

FUNCTION TYPE K 60/3 di/Y 60 4 dli/T 100 1

Butterworth 3.2 20 66 RF L.F.VFL /01V

2.35 25 150 0.1, d. 
.,2,g

seal linear 2,6 2 15 j,*

K is the shape factor, i.e. the ratio: ' ..
6OdBBW/3dRBW. /V ge \

dZ/2 is the relative variation of the group -: -" -'"

delay for 60 % or 100 % of the 3 dB bandwidth. I
If we observe the 4 first lines, we can see

that the shape factor is bad when the group delay ' , _. _I
variation is good, so it was necessary to find a • CW)JTONT I;OU DEL-Y FILTER
solution between both. "rp S ea Hz

COMPROMISE ON . +!- "4t .
________~5d~l ( ~te- !i6 k~lzr

I' order to preserve a constant group -Group dWlay variations
delay in part of the bandwidth, while preserving 4 +/-5 Y Over */- 14kHz

relatively high selectivity, special transfer Q9NTER 89 Cgs 
3 75.OOOHz SPAN 40 OOO.OOO0z

function have been developed : these filters AMPTO 0.0de.

called semi-linear filters present a constant FIG 3
group delay in part of the 3 dB bandwidth, this

is called the usefull bandwidth. It is like a

Bessel filter for this part of band, but with

an out of band attenuation like a Butterworth

filter.
As we can see on the table, the "semi- 4

linear" filter is sharper that the other 2
linear filters. Its group delay is completely

constant on the usefull bandwidth (60 % of the

total bandwidth ).
Fig. 3 shows the real curves of a 6 po-

les 90 MHz Bessel filter using 6 quartz resona-

tors. The group delay is constant over all the IG
3 dB BW + 14 KHz, we observe a variation of 3,s

for an absolute group delay of 32 ('s, i.e. 10 •.

Fig. 4 presents the practical realiza -

tion.

Fig. 5 shows a " semi-linear " 6 poles

filter at 21.380 MHz ( 6 dB BW • + 13 KHz )using

3 monolithic resonators. The group delay is
constant over 60 % of the bandwidth : dr/r
over + 8.5 KHz, i.e. a variation • 5 •.

Fig. 5 and 6 show a shape factor 60/6 dB of 2.3.
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Therefore, filters which were realizable

in quartz with a Butterworth or Tchebycheff func-
REF LEVEL /DIV MARKER 21 380 O00. 00Hz tion are no longer feasable with linear phase
-4.1Od8 1.OOOdB MAG(S21) -4.079OdB
64.750OSEC 5. 0000,.SEC MARKER 21 380 OOO.OOOHz function if the relative bandwidth is greater

DELAY(S21) 64. 9351ASEC than 0.15 %.

In this case, the Lithium Tantalate can

be used. It allows us to go up to 5 % of relati-
ve bandwidth ( 2.5 % for linear filters )

____ EQUALIZERS

Sometimes, the attenuation conditions

are so hard that it is impossible to use a tra-
ditional function.

A typical application is the Single side
L Band filter where 2 schemes are employed

- a scheme in ladder with resonators in

series and in parallel ( see Fig.7
START 21 385 OOO. OOOHz STOP 21 395 000.OOOHz
AMPTO 13. OdB9

FIG 5
REF LEVEL /DIV
-2.5270B 10.000dW

FIG 7

- a scheme in bridge with several resona-tors per arm ( see Fig. 8).

02

CENTER 21 380 000.0OOHz SPAN 180 O00.0OOHz 
R2jA M T .d mF I G 6 
"

FEASIBILITY FIG 0
For a Xtal filter, the maximum realiza- --

ble relative bandwidth is approximately for 0 n l
quartz : 0.3 %. But this value is only available U

for non linear filters.
For a linear filter, it is necessary

to take into account twice the real bandwidth
( in fact the resonators frequencies are twice

as far apart as usual ).
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All these filters present several

poles of infinite attenuation and are very sharp,

i.e. a shape factor K 60/3 dB less than 1.5.

Of course, for such filters, the group delay is

basically disforded.
For certain application, it is in fact

necessary to obtain a relatively constant group

delay.

In this case, we use a second filter

called equalizer which follows the first. It F IG 10
presents a very flat attenuation in the bandwidth

in order to preserve the attenuation curve of the If the correction of the group delay is
first filter. not enough sufficient, of course 2 cells in

Furthermore, it has a group delay oppo- series can be used.

site to the First in order to obtain by the Ex 1 Picture 11 shows a 10 MHz filter
sum the flattest possible variation of group S.S.B. made with a ladder scheme using 13 quartz
delay. eoaos

The typical curves of attenuation and resonators.

group delay of a network "pass all", i.e. a net-

work which changes the phase but not the atte-

nuation, with the use of Xtal resonators is

given Fig. g.

-: I dB O.k.P. I r.prop. 0 T.

2C 62-20

3 •FIG 11

"- - -The specification was 3 dB BW • + 6 KHz

-- " Group delay variation in the BW + 5 KHz

less than 200 las.

r -70_ We can observe on the curve I of Fig. 12

- 1-3-- ¶-14-5-1-13-2-i1 ,16 1 11 1 and 13 the theoritical simulation. The variation

FIG 9 of the group delay makes 280 s, therefore it is
necessary to correct a minimum of 1 00.#s with

an equalizer.
To obtain such network, it is One cell has been calculated and the

necessary to make the synthesis of a non theoritical curve can be seen on curve 2 of

minimum phase function, so called, if it has Fig. 13. Curve 3 shows the results of the two

zeros in the right half part of the complex filters in series after simulation on computer.

plan.

A synthesis program gives us all the

values of the elements for a bridge network

( the Jaumann scheme) with 2 Xtals in parallel
in one arm ( see Fig. 10 ).
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-a -~3 -3 0 3Curve 1 of Fig. 17 and 18 shows the theo-
-' Tp-Tp8 4 , riical simulatijr. of the filter which makes

A-1 ,ýsof variation at extremities of the band-

~ II '~~* An equalizer has been calculated with a

Fig. 12 anid 13 correction of 5 *,s ( curve 2 of Fig. 18 ).
I seeCu~rve 3 shows the result of the two

filters in series, the group delay variation is

_4 4Q@ less than 1.5 Lk

FS- t8918.588 4Hz Ae - 73.-a? d .t.s-doQK..L

& re ag . SW Mit Flo Z.11S d3

~ ~ r,.q do ,.4ý tes1 5 "a F KM-

NETWORK 10.9165MHZ 12KHZ ECH13QI
IrREF B:REF 0 MKR 10 916 5S10.000 Hz 30Fig. 17
-661.Sm 1.775m T/R -882.806m dB
E dB 1C sec I t 17S.36SP sec

Ut. j

L - - - - j FeO 10730. kW~. 90- .9813d2

I76 1 FS - 10789. KHr AO - 3.7e03

.......... . ..... ...... Fla--- .F - i eW O. *f F 640-1.733 do

_:I R-pB .1P.L --.
!Vi-~ - -- - - - - - ~ 10,7MF 130 KOW -j,7' 01

DIV DIV CENTER 10 916 500.000 Hz/
I1*000 200.0"j SPAN IS 000.000 Hz

R8W: 30 Hz ST:1.70 min RANGE:R- 10,T- 0d~m .Fig. 10
NOP--401

Fig. 14 and 15 show the practical results

without and with equalizer that the specificationN

achieves. .-

Ex. 2 :Fig. 16 presents the scheme of a 308g142 25

10 MHz filter calculated with a Cauer synthesis 6 - - Fe - 1076.01 No K. FO - 1.9016 ,
- Fe. 1 - 0780.08 OW4 Km r - S.AW ~

Jaumann type using 6 LiTaO3 resonators. Ir eO 0.FB-73d

j re 4- j 07M. O3 "aH AW - 17.07 dow

1- 030 -1 1 Is 0 S

ii £INTRODUCTION TO "PHASE NOISE SENSITIVITY" IN

CRYSTALS FILTERS UNDER VIBRATIONS

FIG 16 Apart from problems regarding the

In fact the 3 dO bandwidth of + 50 KHz mechanical filter structure, the main factor

was too wide for quartz, which disturbs the filter output signal is the

The specification for the group delay it g sensitivity" of the resonator itself.

was :In fact, resonators are more or less

Maximum variation over + 45 KHz :2,ýs sensitive to mechanical vibrations, and this

sensitivity is characterized by a Fm Modulation

of the filter output signal.
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Currently, we know that this phenome- where :

non is mainly in relation with the following S = 4F/Fo " g sensitivity" for the reso-

parameters : nator

- raw material type (SiO2 , LiTaO 3..) g = mechanical acceleration level

- cut ( AT, BT, SC...) Fo= oscillator frequency output

- adhesion of metallisation to the fm= vibrational frequency

crystal wafer This formula is used for a modulation index (m)
- number and geometrical position of T f ioo n

the mounting points • 0,01.
nthe aunding o points. For a modulation index (m) : 0,01 it is necessa-- l e n g t h a n d r i g i d i t y o f t h e s e p o i n t s .ry t u s 1 B s e f n c i s 1 .

The following part of this paper aims to descri- ry to use " Bessel functions r.To calculate " g sensitivity " in random mode
be method, tests and results currently achieved the following formula is used -

in QKP.

NEASURENENTS OF "ACCELERONETRIC SENSITIVITY"

ON RESONATORS and S - F'
a) SYSTEM DESIGN ( See Fig. 19 ) -- 210

The acceleration is defined as g 2/Hz, but it has

to be redefined as g RMS by Hz.

c) RESULTS
Table 2 summarizes some experimental

i G.figures realized by QKP

I NALL 2 . I L
Resonator Accelerometric Sensitiv j eF hy

5 MHz 10 MHz 20 MHz ý(O MHz 100 MHz

out P 1 3.10÷9 3.[ - 10-9 -8 1. 10-8

6 S• • ATCU P 3 - - 5.10 5.10-10 3.10-to

Pig. 19 F 5 1.10-9 1.10 - 5.10-I0 3.10-10

10. - 10 . - 10 -10
P3 - 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10

b) THEORY BTCUT P - 3.10-1 110 10

Associated to an oscillator, the

resonator is submitted to a given frequency and 7 1 1 .10
1

- - -10

acceleration in sinusoldal mode. scCo1

The "g sensitivity" of the resonator , P - - - -

when submitted to vibrational input, generates

sidebands on the output spectrum of the oscil- 21x cu P -. o-9.110-8 5 .10-8

lator.

Knowing the level of these sidebands

we can calculate the modulation index (m) and This table shows that performance degrada-
the phase variation (Fc). By definition the
the phasens vviatyioB defin i n te dation occurs as resonators get thinner in quartz

"g sensitivity" is defined by : as well as in LiTaO3'

J,2 o0 cc AF 9
and ,cI

S& )

F0 0 C
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FILTER PHASE NOISE NEASURENENTS UNDER c) DETAIL OF PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT

NECHANICAL VIBRATIONS SYSTEM

a) By definition, we suppose that Description
mechanical design ( can, printed-board, fixa- The output signal of the filter is loc-

tions... ) as well as test fixtures (mechanical ked on the signal of a QKP reference oscillator.

interface, cables, . ) have been optimized in The signal error V(F) at the mixer output is

such a manner that mechanical Q is the nearest proportional to the phase variations (4 Fc)

possible to 1. For "Fourrier frequency" outside of the
All measurements listed below have "lockingbandwidth" V(F) is amplified by G and

been defined for a random acceleration level of measured with a BF analyser,

0.02 g2/Hz from 20 Hz to 2000 Hz ( see Fig 20) where : = Go + G1

and given for the worst vibration axis.
and Go= 40 dB

AEMOSWATIt Le "LMEWLI Too 6?E *55M me 11W

liEU ox mtgIVP F3 KIM0A CI33AI ,, Gl= tunable from I to 40 dB
I9(NIITE PILOVE POSIITIr9C4 S -

FF. 6.670 O3.9 N If B is the analysis Bandwidth and Vcc is the
= =•rr -.• - --+ peak to peak level of the "mixing voltage"

. between the two signals, the system calibration
- is defined as follows:

q, V V

Fig. 22 gives the skeleton diagram of this

- -measurement system.

b) SYSTEM DESIGN ( see Fig. 21)

FtP

S Low Pass filter

P.. r i u lFc - |0 KH t

F2? ' Fig. 22

Accelerometer.

OscilatorFig. 21
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RESULTS 3. .100 NIZ QUARTZ FILTER (BU3 -10 1Hz)

1. 5 NHZ QUARTZ IFILTER(8W3 = 3 KHZ Number of poles :4

Nube f oes 6Raw material Quartz

Raw material Quartz Mode Third overtone SC cut

Mode AT cut Fundamental Technology Standard TO 5

Technology Standard Xtal HC 18 U a/F by g 1.10-10 (see table 2)

'CF/F by g l.l0-9(see table 2 For results see Fig. 25

For results see Fig. 23.

Under vibrations

Fl,. 2S i

InertFig. 23

2. 20 NHZ QUARTZ FILTER (OW6 26 KHz Table 3 gives a summary of the results.

Number of poles 8
Raw material Quartz 100 HZ 1000 Hz 2000 Hz
Mode AT cut Fundamental
Technology Monolithic HC 45 U
,& F/F by g 3.10-9 (see table 2 1 10 dB/Hz 126 d8/Hz 132 dR/Hz

For results see Fig. 24.

2 85 dB/Hz 105 dR/Hz III dB/HZ

3 100 dR/Hz 120 dB/Hz 126 dB/Hz
DB//HZ_______________ ___ __

80 TABLE 3 -SUMMARY OF RESULTS

01 Fig. 24. FM 1
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have exposed the
possibilities which exist to obtain filters
with a good phase linearity and a good phase
noise sensitivity under vibrations.

If the phase linearity is given by
the right choice of the theoritical transfer

function :

- linear phase

- semi-linear phase

- equalizer,

the phase noise sensitivity under vibrations

depends on the right technological choice

- filter structure

- resonator "g sensitivity"

A filter with a good phase linearity
and/or a good phase noise sensitivity under
vibrations, leads to an increase in volume
and price and also to a bandwidth restriction.
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PORTY-FOURTI ANNUAL SYIPOIt ON FREQUENCY CWITUOL

TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THICKNESS-SHEAR AND FLEXURAL

VIBRATIONS IN RECTANGULAR AT-CUT QUARTZ PLATES

USING A ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Hitoshi SEKIMOTO and Yasuaki WATANABE

Tokyo Metropolitan University. Tokyo, 158 Japan

Mitsuo NAKAZAWA

Shinsyu University, Nagano. 380 Japan

Summar elongated along the X axis. The three plate equations which
include two thickness-shear waves and one flexural wave are

In this paper, the two-dimensional coupled vibrations of solved using a one-dimensional finite element method (FEM. Our

thickness-shear and flexure in miniature rectangular AT-cut approach here follows that of Tiersten's variational formalism
quartz resonators are theoretically studied. The analysis is [7]; two-dimensional eigenmodes in a semi-infinite plate are
based on Mindlin's plate equations. To calculate the mode chart, determined, and then a frequency equation is derived from a

a one-dimensional finite element technique is employed. It is variational expression equivalent to the remaining boundary
shown that the theoretical curves match the experimental data conditions. A one-dimensional FEM is effectively employed in
well. these two processes. The ratios of Z'-width to plate thickness to

fulfill the resonant condition are calculated as a function of
1. Introduction frequency. It is shown that the calculations are in good

ag~eement with the experimental results, and most of spurious
Strip AT-cut quartz resonators have been recently developed resonances depending on Z'-width belong to the two-dimensional

and widely used in frequency applications because of their small flexural family.
size [1]. However. the spurious characteristics of such miniature
rectangular resonators have not been fully understood. The I. Plate Equations of Flexural Motion
reason for this seems to be that there have been no analytical
and numerical approaches to circumvent the difficulties in Consider a iectangular AT-cut quartz plate of length 21,
solving the two-dimensional boundary-value problem of thickness 2b and width 2w as shown in FigI, where the x,. x9

rectangular AT-cut plates. This paper presents a method to and x. coordinates are chosen as the X. Y' and Z' axes,
analyze the two-dimensional coupled vibrations of thickness- respectively. Mindlin's two-dimensional stress equations of
shear and flexure. This method is based on Mindlin's two- flexural motion, which take into account the c. and c..
dimensional plate equations [2] and effectively utilizes a one- thickness-shear deformations and the flexural deformation, are

dimensional finite element technique. (Eq.f2) in [4])

It is well known that Mindlin's plate equations have formed a Q%.,+Q 3. 3.2b p w 2 uu=0 (1al
basis for analyzing the thickness-shear and flexural vibrations M1. 1 'M5. 3 -Q1 ÷(2/3)b 3 p ui 2 1=0 f(b)
in a rectangular AT-cut quartz plate. The equations have been M. 1+M.*3 -Qs+(2/3)b 3 p 2 9.O (I0c

successfully applied to the investigation of the strong spurious
resonances with phase reversals along the X axis [3]. However. where u) is the radian frequency. p is the plate mass density,
two-dimensional vibrations, in particular unwanted flexural u2 is the component of the displacement and * I are the
vibrations, depending on both X-length and Z'-width have not components of the rotation in the x, direction of a plate element.

been fully solved. In the famous work of Mindlin and Spencer [4] Since we are concerned with only the flexural motion, the
they have omitted the contribution of the second thickness- shearing stress resultants Q, normal to the plane of the plate and
shear wave with the predominant strain component Sz2 3 This S., the bending and twisting couples M, may be written as
however plays an important role in studying the spurious
characteristics of miniature resonators. In fact, Milsom et al. [5] Q1=2bk1

2ce6 (u2 .1 ÷ " •1
have already showed that the second thickness-shear wave Q3=2bk. 2c 4 4 'tu 2 .'+ It 3)

M,=i213)b-( ý V, 9.,•.+ T 33 9/J'3.3) (2)
affects the main resonance characteristics in the strip resonators M 1 (2/3)b( 1 . 1+ 7 33 * 3.32

elongated along the Z' axis. Lee et al. [6] have included the M,=(2/3)b 5
( 1 3sV' ia+ * as.3)

influence of Saý in the analysis of trapped energy resonators,

but the use of two-dimensional finite element technique limits
the practical application of their method to the analysis of the

thickness-shear family. To the authors' knowledge, the spurious T .
characteristics in the miniature rectangular resonators still c,,qC4Pcq4/c44

remains to be solved theoretically. T 55=Cl5q-Capcq2/C6.(3

In this paper. an efficient method is proposed for analyzing kr2= It 2/12,

the thickness-shear and flexural vibrations in strip resonators ka 2 = it -?(C*2÷C44- N,.(c2ac44) 2+4c
2
4],/24c 4 4 '.

CH2818-3/90/0000-358 $1.00 0 1990 IEEU
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X 2 (Y) Ht:e the boundary conditions of (4) have been applied It is
X I v) noted that (9) is a variational expression for the guided modes.
x1 X and therefore can be solved by applyin.r a one-dimensional FEM

21r/ _According to the FEM [8.. we discretize the transversal

X3 x3(Z') structure of the plate into line-elements consisting of four

2b nodes. Then. using a third-deotree interpolatiun polynomial
Sj)x,) which is with a value o" I at tne jth node and zero at
others. the transversal fields are approximated as

Ne-i

Fig. l A retangular AT-cut quartz plate. [U • t. tc = S)xI)[UBJ, t *i ti at.. 0-x, •1 (101

3-0

and cil are the elastic stiffnesses of the AT-cut quartz plate. where N, is the number of nodes, and U2 J. 4tixj and W3, denote

Accordingly. the proper boundary conditions of a rectangular the nodal values at the jth node. Since U. and tic are odd in
plate with all four edges free are x1, U2 o and tqr 30 at x,ý0 are set to zero. When (10) is substituted

into (9). the result can be stated as the following matrix
Q,1M,7M. 0 (on x,- t 1 (4) equations

Qa-MaMn-0 on x.- I: w (5)
I '2 A,,-C,41UlJ C12 I T1 ,j) 'B, 31 Ir - 0

III. Guided Modes C12 IUaj2 -1 ;5 '4A 2 2 _CZ2)l 4' ul÷ d 'B 2 3o ti ajT I 0

,I 'B, 3 TU2 1 . I U I t'2 1 4 Il '
2

A3 3 +C33 )l tc 3170
The so utiots of (1} -5) can be expressed in terms of a sum of (QI)

eigenmodes guided by the plate edges parallel to the xa axis [71.
In this paper. both the transverse fields along the x, direction where 43 b. I represents a column vector and the matrices
and the longitudinal propagation wavenumbers in the xa Co are functions of 1d '. Defining a total column vector ly) by

direction for the guided modes are determined by using a
one-dimensional FEM. To utilize the FEM. we will derive a IVIT[Ir T3 T "1 W T3 (12)
variational expression for the guided modes.

(11) is reduced to a standard eigenvalue equation
When the impressed electric field is uniform over the plate, the

vibrations excited will have u2 odd in x, and even in x, * , F' ly= i ".1y1 (13)
even in x, and x3 , and Vt , odd in x, and x,. Hence the
appropriate form of a guided mode is given as whete F is the N x N matrix INý3'N 2)

u.- b U 2(x,)cosiY x, [ Aý,-C, . -A-lC,2 , -A,,V'B 3 1
q" i(Xi)caX s il X, (6) F A.`C 1 2 . -A..'C 22 . -AT22 'Bw. (14)
Wr -x,)sin j3 x.[ A. 3 'B 3 T. -A.3 3 'B7'. -A 3 3 iC3 I

where 4J is the wavenumber. The field components U2 and ticwhere odd functions tie x .and is the eveldco nent fUntn. Te From (13) we can compute the dispersion relation between aa r e o d d f u n c t io n s o f x , . a n d W . is t h e e v e n f u n c t io n . T h e g v n f e u n y u n h a e u b r j n e a p e osubsituion,,f 6) ntol) ad(2 yildsgiven frequency to and the wavenumbers 4. An example if
substitution f (6) into, (1) atd (2) yields dispersion curves is shown in Fig.2 for a plate with 1(b=8.039. ot

bki,
2 c6 D,,,,,, 4l 'k.

2 c3.. D, p ;n 
2b2 U2=0 (7a) wlch the half x,-length was discretized into 15 line-elements

bN r EE,' r , 3 E.).3/3 4 ; " rE 5 .3 )Ný 15,N-136) . The ordinate is the frequency L2 normalized to

kc.D 0  p 'b' tic 1/3-0 (7 b) the co6 thickness-shear frequency u)o ,(= 3k,
2 c.6 , P b

2) of an

h r .. E.,, 3 - 3 r 13 E, T 33 E3 )/3 - infinite plate and the abscissa is the dimensionless wavenumber

k2c,'D + p 'o b' ti a
3 :0  (7c) 0 =2 4 b,' ir. We nite that there are many complex branches

shown as the thick lines, as well as the real or imaginary

where ' '4 b and branches shown as the thin lines. The occurrence of these

D4 - 1 "[ý qr Jo- D)6 4U2, W , Emb W complex branches is a consequence of including the c,.

- - tI ~ Ev - ti ~b tic 311 (8) thickness-shear deformation in the analysis 15].[9[. At '0 -0, *l, .
is uncoupled toi u2 and k ,. and the guided modes may be

Multiplying (7a).(7b) and (70) by U2, Wi and W, respectively, separated into three groups of an uncoupled c 4 . thickness-shear
auliplintegrating andough the bylf U. and addrespectivey, wmode, a predominantly flexural mode and a predominantly -a6and integrating through the half x•-length and adding. we

obtain thickness-shear mode which are designated as TS'-i, F-j and

TS-k in Fig.2. respectively. The number in these mode labels

refers to the number of antinodes across the length 21 of the
f I k.c. 4 'D 4

2'ki c..D ( T ,,E,2t*2 r ,3 EIE 3  plate. In case of 0 •: 0. *' is coupled to U2 and * . This

332 aaE- 5 65Es2
)/3 dxj coupling produces the complex branches, and also greatly

2 '2changes the real and imaginary branches obtained by neglecting
p sb UW2

÷ ( ti2b2 ti g2
)/3 Jdx (9)" [91 which Mindlin and Spencer have used in [4].
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.The arbitrarily adjustable field components are expanded in
terms of the same third-degree interpolation polynomials S,

T 1-2 -2which were used in (10). as follows

' [U2,, ti ]: E S,(x,)[U.,,I_•,, 4 ,, 0 __ýx, :ý 1 18)

where N. is the number of nodesU_. T j and tr j denote the
nodal values at the jth node, and U2o and 4' o at x,=O are set to

zero. Substituing (15) and (18) into (17) yields the following

approximation for the boundary conditions:

6 Np-i N Np-i N

i--i n-i ,-o n-i
Np-I N

F- 3 4r[3 hkh. a.IO (191

where Ný3*NP-2 and

Fig.2 Calculated dispersion curves for thickness-shear and

flexural waves propagating in the x. dir -ction in a semi-infinite ft.- 4 f SbQ3 •")dx 1 )sin , "')wl "

AT-cut quartz plate(l/b=8.039).
gj,= f SjM.`dx,)sin g3 (")w/ 13 ((i (20)

0

h,,,=( f SýMý'-)dx,)cos J? ("'w

IV. Freýuencyquation o

"Tlie guided modes satisfy the boundary conditions (4) at x,= ± I The N nodal values of U21 1 and I s are arbitrary. Hence

automatically. Therefore the remaining boundary conditions (5) at we obtain a set of N homogeneous algebraic equations which
x.- t w are written by approximating with a linear combination governs the amplitudes a.. For these equations to have
of N guided modes as follows. nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the coefficients must

vanish, that is
Qa a.(Q(i(xi)sin l `•iw/ t3 i"i'.0

"fl-i det [ f.,. g.,. h-1  ] 0 (21)

m•:• ')Wa,M.("'(x,)sin j? ("w l()= 15)as / for n-1....N, N k-l.... N,-I and j0....N,-1.

Ný Equation (21; represents a functional relation between the
M = E aýM 3  lXdcot 3 (fliio resonant frequency w and the width-to-thickncss ratio w/b,

and is the frequency equation for the present problem.
w!,ere a. and 1 i"' are the amplitude and wavenumber of the nth
guided mode. ard V. Numerical Results

Qi z2bk3
2 c. (N i 0 i 3") For two fixed length-to-thickness ratios li/b of 8.039 and 15.7,

M0 Y2/3lb)2 
r(- i3 (ý),2 lr (') - '")'b 41r 3 n*) (16) the width-to-thickness ratios w/b to satisfy (21) were calculated

M3ý"-(2/3)bV( r 2 3 b Wi i.i+ T s fi (Ni' t 3(1)) as a function of frequency and compared with the experimental

results. We here omitted the piezoelectric effect and employed
Here U2 ((. IT u"'and TF 3(N) represent the nth eigen functions Bechmann's elastic constants [10] which yields a frequency
determined from (10) and (12). constant of 1.6546 (MHz' mm) for the AT-cut. The results are

illustrated in Figs.3 and 5 where the solid curves show the
S.ince we take into account only N terms of the guided modes. calculated results. In the computation of the curves, the 10- or

(15) caniot be fulfilled for all x,. Consequently we attempt to better accuracy for w/b could be attained by taking 15 (N4136)

dtilize both Tiersten's variational technique [71 and and 20 IN=I81) line-elements for 1/b=8.039 and 15.7, respectively.
,ne-dimensional FEM employed above. Now we introduce
arbitrarily adjustable field components U2 . T, and I. at the Fig.3(a) shows the results for lfb=8.039. The experimental data
edge x,,-w. Then (15) may be transformed, according to the represented by small dots were obtained by one of the authors,
variational procedure. into Nakazawa. for a plate with the thickness 2b and length 21 of

1.737 mm and 13.964 mm. respectively, making the fundamental

f (Qb3 h1•.ýM tr.-MWm)dx,=0, x3 =w (17) main thickness-shear frequency about 0.95 MHz. The plate width
0 2w was carefully reduced from 15.3 mm (w/b=8.81) to 3.2 mm

(% b=1.84) in steps of about 0.1 mm. The plate was completely

civered with a pair of metallic electrodes, and the frequency and
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x3-`ý

1.W 4(x()
u2 (x3)

1./1

(a) 
3f 7u2(XI) x3/b

MAIN MODE (TS-i), 0.95069(mi*zv

0.8

3 4 5 6 7 e 9 1t 11 12 13 14 15 u2(xi)
2, (x,) 8x3

u2/b

~1~'.87 ./

1.2/

SPURIOUS MODE, 0.96Ze4'Zti-x)

W'b-5.595, t/b-e.039

0-.9

Figg4 Calculated vibrational patterns for (a) a main thickness-

shear mode and (bi a flexural Spurious mode.

3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 In Fig.3(b)t there are four horizontal lines designated as the
22 (-) 8th and 10th modes of flexure (F) and the ist and 3rd modes of

Fige3 Comparison of calculated and measured resonant thickness-shear ITS). These are nearly straight crested in the Z'

frequencies of thickness-shear and flexure in rectangular direction as depicted in Fig.41a). The other steep curves belong

AT-cut quartz plates (thickness 2boa .737mm, X-length to the flexural family strongly depending on the 7' diioension.

21ie3.964mm), as a function of Z'-width 2w. In (a) all the Fig.4nb) shows a calculated example of its predominan.

measured data, of which each strength hays been originally component u, / The phase reversals in both the X and Z

classified into six ranks, are plotted with square dots ID) of the directions are visible. The theory predicts quite well the

same size, and in (b) only the resonances corresponding to the intersections of these two-dimensional flexural modes and the

higher four ranks are plotted with marks 1*. X a i o main thickness-shear mode TS-t.

The results for i/b=15.7 and w/b=2 r-5 are shown in the form of

frequency constant tKHz d mm) vs. w/b. in Fig.i. The dots in the

strength of each resonance were recorded. Although the ralative figure were plotted from the data obtained by Yamashita et

amplitudes of resonances have been originally classified into six al.IFig.6 in [1ll). Here we adjusted the data in order that the

ranks. all the data in Fig.31a) are plotted with dots of the same measured frequencies of main resonances nearly agree in the
size. F.r clarity, a comparison of the calculated results with calculated values, because the measured values were about

only the resonances corresponding to the higher four ranks is 13KHzmm high compared with the data plotted in Figs.9-ll in

also shown in Fig.3(b). Here the experimental data in good [Ill]. The good agreement is observed again between the

agreement with ti'e present theory are emphasized by putting the calculated results and the experimental data marked by the large

large dots in them, and the data in disagreement are denoted by dots.

the crosses. The discrepancies between theory and experiment

are moest probably due to the face-shear and extensional modes

not included in the analysis.
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PRECISE DETERMINATION OF VHF QUARTZ CRYSTAL

RESONATOR EQUIVALENT PARAMETERS
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Summary

A novel method has been developed for accurate determination In this paper, an effective technique is proposed for the
of VHF quartz crystal resonator equivalent parameters and purpose of the more precisely determination of the equivalent
resonant frequencies. This method employs an electrical parameters in VHF quartz resonator units. In the 2nd chapter,
equivalent circuit which includes the spurious responses close to it is shown that how to determine the equivalent circuit which
the main mode and the resistance originated from the evaporated contains both R_ and nearby responses, and the procedure of the
electrodes. The equivalent parameters and the resonant determination of the equivalent parameters. In the 3rd chapter,
frequencies are determined by a non-linear least squares method the experimentai results are shown by measurements with the
from the impedance characteristics of the resonators under test. automatic network analyzer concerning the crystal unit in the

It shows that an excellent agreement is obtained between the range of frequency from 97MHz to 200MHz. The estimation of
impedance characteristics calculated by the equivalent this method is shown in the 4th chapter.
parameters and experimental data. Moreover, the good
accordance is obtained between the calculated non-reactive I1. Determination method of equivalent parameters
frequency(fr) and the experimental value. Although the strong
spurious responses exist in the vicinity of main resonance, the 11.1. Equivalent circuit of VHF crystal units
exact determination of equivalent parameters can be carried by Figure 1 shows a typical impedance-frequency characteristics of
this method. the VHF crystal init. In this figure it is understood that

spurious responses exist in the vicinity of the main resonance
1. Introduction frequency. In this paper, therefore, both R. and nearby

resonances are added to the traditional four elements equivalent
Recently the standard measurement of a piezoelectric resonator, circuit. This circuit is shown in Figure 2.

which includes a quartz crystal unit, a saw resonator and a
ceramic resonator, has been examined by an automatic network
analyzer in I.E.C. , TC49 WG6 [1]. Therefore, Japanese National Z(ohm)
Committee has investigated the same measurement method
according with the national round robin and so on. In this 500
paper, a new method, which is suited for an automatic network
analyzer system, has been developed for precise determination
of VHF quartz resonator equivalent parameters.

Generally speaking, the equivalent circuits of the quartz
crystal unit is constructed by four elements, that is, the motional
arm contained by LI. Cl, Rl, and the parallel capacitance Co.
This circuit has been almost adopted in measuring the electrical
characteristics of crystal unit. However, in the range of VHF, 100
the four elements equivalent circuit is not useful for obtaining
the exact impedance-frequency characteristics. It is reason that
there are an energy loss by the evaporated electrodes and the
support[2]. The five elements equivalent circuit, therefore, is Frequency(Hz)
considered instead of the mentioned above circuit, the fifth ___6_

element corresponds to the energy loss and is denoted by R_ 200150000 200170000 200190000
The electrical behavior is more exactly described by this five
elements circuit than the traditional circuit. On the other hand.
the higher harmonic overtone is generally used in VHF crystal Fig.l Typical impedance - frequency characteristics of
resonator units, and the spurious responses exist nearby the a VHF quartz unit.
main resonance frequency. It is, therefore, necessary to
consider the influence of these nearby responses as well as the
R_ for determination of the exact equivalent parameters of the
main resonance.

CHl2818-3/90/0000-363 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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However, the analytical solutior of formula (2) may not be
obtained, for the reason why each function, which is decided by
subject, does not contain the formula of the linear function Z,,

L L LTherefore, the estimation function S is expressed as follows
adopting in case of the 1st term considered by the Taylor series

Co C 2  C expansion of Zo,
R R R z,•Xý+ oz°,.+ TZo, ý

M Z dZ.1  aZ.
Rl R2 ;R.l s x,-A. dR- . o .

---. . R. -Z (3)
Ro

where sign A1 shows a correction quantity to the initial
condition value of each decided subject.

Fig.2 Equivalent circuit of a VHF quartz crystal The solution which gives minimum condition for (3) is shown by

resonator unit. next equation.

aS = S aS - S 95S dSa9zxo dzlR. d aif.s dz0fp1  (4)R, BRn

11.2. Determination of equivalent parameters

In case of obtaining the equivalent parameters by using the From (4), correct values according to initial values are
circuit shown in Figure 2. the determination method based on a obtained. On the other hand, equation (3) is the first order
circular diagram may not be adopted. Therefore a non-linear approximation, therefore, the calculation is repeated in practice
least squares method is used by expanding to the circuit until each value brings to convergence. In this calculation, the
containing Ro and nearby responses. According to the method, initial values are determined by treating that each spurious
at first step the approximate values of equivalent parameters are resonance is independent respectively.
necessary as the initial values, and their values are obtained
from the impedance behavior of a crystal unit under test. Next, Ill. Measurement results
the obtained values are utilized as the initial values for
progressive procedure. Determination of equivalent parameters i11.1. Measurement apparatus and Crystal units under test

is carried out by iterative least squares method. This method The automatic network analyzer (Anritsu MS620J & SWR Bridge)
brings so least deviation that results agree with values between was selected for actual measurement of resonator impedance.
the measuring and the calculating of impedance characteristics. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of measurement setup. The
In this method the equivalent parameters, which are determined initial calibration of the system is carried out by one-port
as experimental subjects, are as follows: method using 50 Q termination, open and short[3]. The Rb

atomic oscillator is applied as an external frequency standard.
(1) Reactance XQ(1 / 2 r f. 1C_) in parallel arm. and the temperature in oven is kept at 25 ± 0.01 *C in order that
(2) Energy loss R_. the equivalent parameters of crystal unit under test may not
(3) Series resonance frequencies If.,, = 1 / 2 ;r FT ). change during measurement.
(4) Parallel resonance frequencies (fp.=l / 2 r I L-•Cý/!RC),
(5) Series resistances (R.).

where n is the number of motional arms containing main OilAtor

resonance frequency, therefore the number of the equivalent

parameters, becomes to the sum of 2-3n.

At the beginning, Z., correspond to the absolute impedance GP IB
value at measuring frequencies of a crystal unit under test, and romputer Network

Z., is the calculated absolute values of the impedance at the omputerAnalyzer

same frequencies mentioned above.
After this, the estimation function S is defined as follows,

Oven
S= ý (Zo'-Z_') (1)

t-1 . Directional

where k is the total number of measuring points. And also, the
minimum values condition of the estimation function is given the
following formula by the definition of least squares method,

as cs a a c As =0 (2) Fig.3 Block diagram of the measuring system.
a8Ro .• af TR,, . .. 6R.4
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The rating resonance frequencies of crystal units are (a)200MHz, deviation after series of 10 times measurements are repeated. It
(b)I60MHz, (c)125MHz, (d)97MHz respectively and four samples is understood from Table 2 that the standard deviation of
are all AT-cut. In these resonators. four or five spurious resonance frequencies is 9.8x10- and each equivalent parameter
responses are adopted according to the near order from the main is within 0.63%. and also that the experimental repeatability is
response, to evaluate the influence of them together with the excellent.
main resonance in this experiment.

IV. Evaluation of equivalent parameters
111.2. Experimental results of equivalent parameters
Table I (a) to (d) show the decided results of the sampled IV.I. Impedance characteristics

crystal units. Table 2 shows the mean value and the standard The evaluation method in this paper is the mean square

deviation between experimental values and impeJance behavior

Table I. Analysis Results for quartz units under test. calculated from equivalent parameters obtained by this method.

(25C, 0. SmA) The considering frequency range is restricted in the
neighborhood of the main resonance( from fI. to f,, ) under this

(a) 200MHz (7th overtone . Q=5.8xl04 ) condition, the decision method by the traditional four elements
equivalent circuit is compared to the same method by the five

Motional f.(Hz) R.( Q. ) L.(mH) UX( Q ) Ro( 0 ) elements equivalent circuit. In Table 3. the results are shown.
Arm In the same table, the least deviation is shown by the method

1 200151840 42.5 2.29 presented in this paper whichever sample resonators' results are
2 200165941 593 29.3 177 7.53 selected. That is to say, it is understood that the main
3 200181635 1.09k 62.4 resonance impedance characteristics can be the most exactly
4 200188506 222 11.7 explained by the equivalent parameters according to this

method. Figure 4 shows the deviation between the measured

(b) 160MHz (9th overtone . Q=7.2x10 4 ) value and the calculated results of impedance characteristics at
main resonance of the sample crystal unit (a). From both Table 3

Motional f.(Hz) R.( Q2 ) L.(mH) XU( Q. ) Rj( Q and Figure 4. it is cleared that the exact impedance
Arm characteristics is at the main resonance is obtained by the

1 160781944 50.3 3.86 equivalent circuit including R. and nearby resonances.
2 160789786 1.98k 151 193 301
3 160794632 2.18k 163 IV.2. Phase characteristics
4 160799897 349 26.9 The evaluation of phase characteristics is carried by the

comparison of the non-reactive (zero phase) frequency calculated
(c) 125MHz (7th overtone , Q=9.5x10 4 j by the equivalent parameters and the measured one, The

Motional f.(Hz) R.( Q ) L.(mH) Xo( Q ) Rj( g ) experimental results of both four elements and five elements

Arm equivalent circuits are also shown in Table 4. It is understood
1 125112527 26.4 3.95 from the same table that the deviation between the experimental

2 125119200 1.08k 153 and calculating results by this method is within 3.6x10-, and

3 125121492 1.92k 266 253 6.50 the best accordance is obtained in each resonator unit. Finally

4 125128334 826 118 the main resonance phase behavior is well explained by the

5 125134 -, 196 28.1 equivalent circuit used in this paper.

(d) 97MHz (5th overtone , Q=5.9x10 4 ) Table 3. Mean square deviations between experimental
-l . -Qimpedance and calculated one.

Arm

1 97105772 30.0 3.52 (a)200MHz (b)160MHz (c)125MHz (d)97MHz
2 97120680 250 29.3 4 elements 6.75 5.88 18.11 11.86275- 6.60
3 97133316 780 79.2 5 elements 2.20 0.99 4.13 2.29
4 97141014 145 16.8 Nearby response 2.38 0.97 2.62 3.22

This method 0.20 0.55 0.37 0.43

Table 2. Standard deviation of equivalent parameters. V. Conclusions
200MHz quartz unit, N=10, 25.0C, 0. 5mA)

The equivalent parameters of VHF crystal units, which is

fsl(Hz) Rsl( (2) Ls(mH) Xo( Q2 ) Ro( (2 ) contained by R. and the spurious responses in the vicinity of

r Average x 200151840 42.5 2.29 177 7.53 main resonance, is precisely decided by this method mentioned in
S.D. J 2.0 0.06 0.0014 0.61 0.04 this paper. Moreover, this method is compared to the traditional

" / x 9.8x10-9 0.14% 0.062% 0.34% 0.63% measuring method. In fact, the results of measuring VHF crystal
unit explained that the main resonance impedance characteristics
more exactly explained than the well-known equivalent circuit
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Table 4. Comparison of measured non-reactive frequencies
6- Z./Z (Z) "and Calculated ones.

r (a) 200MHz (b) 160MHz (c) 125MHz (d) 97MHz

Measured 200152259 160782251 125112589 97105856
Frequency Value

* 4 200152413 160782302 125112620 97105894
S: P1 Parameters 1,7.7xi0'-) (-3.2xi0-7

) (-2.4xi0-7
) (,3.9xi0 7

)
5 200152389 160782321 125112662 97105899

1) 4 parameters Parameters (*6.5xluV7
) (-4.4xl0'-) (,5.8xI0-7) (-4.4xl0-')

"6 Nearby 200152299 160782268 125112600 97105859
Responses (02. 0x10-

7
) (I. Ix10-7) (÷8.8xi0 ) (,3. Uxl0a)

This 200152252 160782254 125112588 97105854

6 - Z/-Z W Method (-3.6xl0-') (-1.7x.0 e) (-I.5xl0¶) (-2.3x10-')

f " fs+ ," Fre*quency of the traditional four parameters And also from thle

0 experimental results of the non-reactive frequency, the

Spi equivalent circuit in this paper is very good for the phase

characteristics.

In conclusion it is understood that this method - very good
. 5 parameers for deciding the equivalent parameters of VHF crystal unit.

Moreover, this method is going Lobe investigated in Japanese
National Round Robin for the Network Analyzer transmis•! .,

6 AZ/Z CW) method.
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ABSTRACT
This paper concerns a thermally compensated reso-A new thermally compensated quartz resonator for nator for wrist-watch applications which can bewrist-watch applications is described. It oscil- clamped and which oscillates at a low frequency

lates at a low frequency (524 kHz) in order tn in order to minimize the oscillator power consump-
minimize oscillator power comsumption. It could be tion. This compensation is achieved by themass-produced by using photolithography and coupling of an extensional-type mass-loaded mode
chemical etching. The structure has been analysed with a flexure-type mode of the structure, asand optimized with a contour mode computer program shown in Fig. 1. These two modes belong to the
based on variational techniques. same family of dilatation contour modes('''6.

The thermal compensation is achieved by the mecha-
nical coupling of two low frequencies contour
modes of the resonator, namely a flexure-type mode
and an extensional-type mode. The structure is
such that the elastic part of the mechanical cou-
pling can be balanced with an inertial one for any
crystallographic orientation of the substrate. The
coupling factor vanishes, but not its thermal
derivatives. Thus it can be shown that its
influence is limited to the second and higher
orders of the temperature coefficients of the
frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

In piezoelectric resonators, electromechanical
coupling makes it possible to excite elastic Figure la Flexure-type mode
modes. Most of them are characterized by shear
(thickness or face), flexural or extentional
motion. Due to the finite dimensions and reflexion
on the bounderies of the resonator, these dif-
ferent modes can be elastically-coupled. One mode
is usually desired and all the others are un- ------
wanted.

In some cases two modes are deliberately elastic-
coupled in order to achieve a particular property,
most often the frequency-temperature dependence of
the resonator. The flexural mode of the tuning 7-
fork can be coupled with a torsional mode of the
arms( 5 ). In the GT or ZT resonators".,2,3, 4 ) two
extensional contour modes of a rectangular plate
are coupled together through an elastic cross-
constant (Poisson's ratio 012). The resulting
frquency is very near constant over a wide
temperature range. Figure lb Extensional-type mode

CH2818-3/90/0000-367 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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The structure is such that the elastic part of the Y .o y, = frequency-temperature
mechanical coupling can be balanced with an iner- coefficient without coupling
tial one for any crystallographic orientation of K = K - K, = coupling factor
the substrate. The global coupling vanishes, but KE = elastic coupling factor
not its thermal derivatives. Thus its influence is K1  = inertial coupling factor
limited to the temperature derivatives of the t,, or coupling with
frequencies. inertial forces

It is suggested that this resonator be designated K' K'' K''' = thermal derivatives of
FXT, to stress out the fact that it uses a coupling factor K
FleXural-eXTentional coupling.

The frequency can be related to the outline The elastic coupling KE depends mainly on the cut
dimensions by the resonator extent defined as angles of the resonator. The inertial coupling K,

E = F L 2 VL basically depends on the shape and the boundary
conditions. Thus the thermal derivatives of K,

where F = frequency depend on the thermal expansion and are much

L h maximum dimension smaller than those of KE, which depend on the
L = manitudienal waveveelastic constants. On the other hand, one notices

VL = longitudinal wave velocity that K becomes negative if K, > KE.
(- 5500 m/s)

K will be chosen as small as possible in order
Thus a low frequency resonator is characterized by to minimize the sensitivity of the first thermal
a low extent. coefficient a to the dimensions (in the ZT-cut

In a GT or ZT rectangular plate E =1; K = = 0).

On the other hand, for quartz resonators the
second thermal coefficient 0 of an uncoupled (or

ELASTIC COUPLING free) mode is generally negative when the first
coefficient a vanishesý9) (excepted for some

The f-T curve of a resonator (frequency tempera- thickness modes, such as the thickness shear of

ture dependence) can be expressed as the AT-cut or SC-cuts). That means that the fre-
quency of the compensated mode must be greater

F(T) = F. (1 + o(T-T0 ) + O(T-To)2 + y(T-To)' > than that of the compensating mode in order to
minimize the second thermal coefficient 0.

where T = temperature
To = reference temperature
F0  = frequency at T.
a . first-order temperature coefficient RESONATOR STRUCTURE
0 = second-order temperature coefficient
Y = third-order temperature coefficient FLEXURAL-EXTENSIONAL COUPLING

Elastic cross-constant (Poisson's ratio or mutual The structure of the FXT resonator has been ana-
constants a,,) or inertial forces allow weak lysed and optimized with a contour mode computer
energy exchanges between two coupled modes(p$4)•. program based on variational techniques. Holland

The frequency of one mode as well as its thermal and Eernisse( 7 ) have shown that Rayleigh-Ritz
coefficients depend on the proximity of the other. techniques can be used to approximate the normal

modes of the mechanically free, rectangular
isotropic plates. In order to apply this method to

In a first approximation the coupling effect on anisotropic plates of any shape, special techni-
one mode can be expressed through a coupling ques have been developed. The kinetic and elastic
factor as matrices as well as their thermal derivatives up

to the third order are reduced to a tridiagonal
F = F. [1 + K2 /4.Afl form. This procedure precludes iterative methods
S= o + KK'/2. A to compute eigenmodes and their temperature coef-
0 = 0. + [KK'' + K' 2  ]/ 2 "Af ficients. Furthermore the convergence of the pro-
y = yo + [KK'" + K'K"]/ 2 -6f cess depends on the choice of trial functions. In

most cases, it has been found that simple power
where F = frequency of the compensated mode series are more advantageous than circular expan-

with coupling sions for describing displacements. Meanwhile a

F. = frequency of the compensated mode set of circular, hyperbolic and power series
without coupling expansions are often suitable to describe dif-

Fc = frequency of the compensating mode ferent kinds of modes (flexure, shear, torsion,
without coupling dilatation type modes).

Af ( F. - Fc ) /F6
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The FXT resonator is composed of two rectangular F kit mic1

plates connected by three parallel arms. The
central arm includes a clamping area (Fig. 5) 6o ID
where stresses and movements are evanescent, so 0
that it can be glued with epoxy onto a tiny
pedestal. The two plates are used as mass loading ID
in order to decrease the frequency of the desired 600
contour mode. The thermal compensation is achieved -

by the mechanical coupling of the first two
contour modes of the structure (Fig. 1), namely a
flexure-type mode and an extensional-type 4W

mass-loaded mode.

The extensional mode is chosen as the thermally 20
compensated mode, specially for its high quality -0

factor and a simple electrode configuration. Figure 2b Arms length dependance with K>O KY"<O

The mechanical coupling factor K can be adjusted
by the distance between the two external arms, the
width ratio of the external arms to the central
arm and by the width ratio of the mass-loaded
plates to the central arm. K becomes negative if
the first two parameters decrease or if the last CUT CHOICE
one increases.

As far as almost any quartz crystal cut could be

These three parameters can also, at the same time, used, we realied the first FXT resonators with
minimize three cp lieang factor aK over awide rge, ZT-cut substrates. This cut allows a piezoelectricminimize the coupling factor K over a wide range coupling with a perpendicular field (Fig. 3). The
of the arms length (Fig. 2a), and the sensitivity Poisson's ratio a,2 is almost zero. On the other
due to the under-cutting (X faces) during the hand the lateral faces are tilted through the che-
chemical etching. mical etching. Thus the contour modes are strongly

The coupling factor K is little sensitive to the coupled mechanically with unwanted out of plane

ratio of arms length to total length, as well as modes.

the frequency of the extensional mode, if this
ratio is about 1/3 (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). This
last parameter is useo to adjust the frequency of
the compensating mode (flexure-type Fig. la) in
order to minimize the thermal dependence of the
extentional mode (Fig. lb).

F k•z - I0/'C

6600
- - ---- ------ - -- " . ..

Fe, '

6007
Ffi -20

Figure 3 Electrode configuration
460 -- with perpendicular field

Afterwards we chose a simple cut, namely the
120o 1250 m00 m +20 X-cut. This cut is well adapted to chemical

Figure 2a : Arms length dependance with K-0 KK'.0 etching and the lateral faces are not tilted.
Nevertheless the two rectangular plate must be
shifted by 10 lim in the X+ direction in order to
compensate the effect of the Poisson's ratio 0,2

The cut of a FXT resonator is chosen such that the on the movement of the clamping zone. The piezo-
first temperature coefficient m is close enough to electric coupling is obtained with an in-plane

zero without cojpling in order to minimize its field (Fig 4).

sensitivity to the dimensions.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the SEN micrographs of the
flexural-type mode (compensating mode) and of the
extensional mode (compensating mode) in a +2*X-cut
FXT resonator. For this cut and on the two ex-
ternal arms the electric potential distribution is
governed mainly by the piezoelectric coefficient

d12 . This is pointed out by two white lines in the
pattern of the extensional-type mode and the three

white lines in the flexural-type pattern. The dif-

ferent brightnesses of the +Y and -Y regions are
due to a symetry about the X axe of the piezo-
electic matrix.

Figure 4 Electrode configuration
w i t h i n - p l a n e f i e l d -

F F_ Figure 6 : SEM pattern of the flexure-type mode

Figure 5 Outline of the +2*X-cut

SEM OBSERVATIONS

Scanning electron microscopy has been used to

observe the vibration patterns of the FXT struc-
ture. These patterns characterize the electric

potential distribution onto the resonator surface
due to the piezoelectric effect. They are depen-
dent on the substrate cut, which governs the

anisotropy and the distribution of the piezo-
electric coefficients.

Figure 7 SEM pattern of the dilatation-type
mode
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X.

This paper explores and investigates the '0
trapped-energy piezoelectric resonators with " ,
elliptical ring electrodes conforming to the qd
anisotropy in the piezoelectric plate. in this -
piezoelectric resonator, the electrode size can be .
arbitrarily large without causing inharmonic f
overtone resonances, and therefore the resonator E e,• j•crod
has a low series resistance. Some resonators with '" EI , , El•rode

elliptical ring electrodes have been fabricated
using ceramic and AT-cut quartz plates. It has x ,
been shown that these resonators have series . I . I I I
resistances lower than those of the conventional H/2 K1/2
resonators. 0.

(a) (b)
1. Introduction

Figure 1. Electrode configuration and coordinate
It is known that, if a trapped-energy transformation.

thickness mode piezoelectric resonator is designed
with the product of the electrode dimension and
the square root of the plateback set below a 2. Analyses
certain value, then a single resonance
characteristic with no inharmonic overtone 2. The wave equation and its solutions
response is obtained[1],[2].

Hence when the magnitude of frequency-
lowering due to piezoelectric effect is large, We consider a trapped-energy thickness mode
or when overtone modes are to be used, it is resonator with elliptical ring electrodes, such as
necessary to obtain a single resonance that shown in Fig. I (a). The resonances of trapped-
characteristic. This requires either making the energy modes occur very close to the cut-off
electrodes thin, or to reduce the lateral frequencies of thickness-mode waves propagating
electrode dimensions. However, if the electrodes along the plate. The elestic property concerning
are made too thin, the resulting electrical wave propagation is generally different in the x1
resistance lowers the Q of the resonatcr; thus the and x3 directions in the plane of the plate. '3y
lateral dimensions of the electrodes are iimited using a potential-wave approximation the wave
to fairly small values. As a consequence, the equation for thickness vibrations near this cut-
shunt capacitance of the resonator cannoL be made off frequency may be written as follows[3]:
large, and so the impedance level and series
resistance are both high. In applications for tu Du I-- + + -- "(•-wj)u:0 (1)
oscillators, often a low impedance resonator with +(a,x1 )• +(ax3 )w u 0
a large electrode area is needed.

In this paper, we propose a resonator with
electrodes in either circular or elliptical ring where u is the displacement, v is the velocity of
shapes, as an trapped-energy resonator of which the plane wave propagating in Fhe thickness
electrode area can be increased arbitrarily while direction, and & c is the angular cut-off frequency
maintaining a single resonance characteristic. In which is equal to w a at the electroded region and
order to confirm the feasibility of the proposed to (a elesewhere. In eq. (1), the constants a1 and
device, we have performed related analyses and a vary depending on the materials of the
experiments, and here report the results of these piezoelectric plate, the cut of the crystal, and
studies, the mode of propagation. If the wave propagation
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is isotropic in the plane of the plate, then functions.
a 1=a3. As sin(x2 wo!/vj _.sin(xAwd '/v)

As is clear fran eq. (1), when the electrode continuity of u and a u/a r at the boundary

dimensions Pl ,p 2 'ql and q 2 satisfy the following between the electroded and unelectroded regions
relation: gives the following equation.

"a lp=a3ql A,

"a1P 2=a3q 2  IM B= 0 (i,j=l-4)

C,
then the extent of energy trapping in the x1
direction may be considered to be the same as in
the x direction. Such an electrode shape enables
us noý only to analyze vibration easily but also
to obtain analysis by transforming into polar M, 3 =M 2 4 =M 33  M4 4 = 0
coordinrates[3]. There is also the added advantage M,- J n(kra)
that with such an electrode shape, a resonance
characteristic free from spurious non-axisymmetric M1 2 = Y n(kra)
mode response is obtained.

For the resonator with the electrode shape M,. 4  - K,(kr'a)
given by eq.(2), we transform the (xl,x ) M21 = (krb) (7)
coordinate plane in Fig.1(a) into the plane
(a 1x1,a 3x 3 ) shown in Fig.1(b), and in turn M 22 =-Y n(krb)
transform this into the polar coordinate plane
(r, 0). At these polar coordinates, the electrode M2 3 = - I n(kr'b)
shape is reduced to a circular ring, whose outer M 3 1kr{J n-(ka)- J n,(kra))
and inner radii, a and b, are given by

M 3? k, (Y n-,(k~a)- Y .,(kra))
a=a 1p,=a 3ql M 3.kr,'Kn- (k4'a)+Kn,+(kr'a))

b=a 1 P2 =a3q2  () M4, =kr{ J -I (k rb) J (k, kb))

M.2 kr. Y n-I(krb) Y (kb))

As the result of these coordinate transformations, M 43 - -k,' I ,(kr'b)+ I ni(k,'b))
the wave equation (1) can be rewritten:

'Lu • u I Ca u The frequency equation for determining the
- + - + -+ +kr0/u=O (4) resonance frequencies is obtained by setting the
9 r& r ( r r 2 

C 02e determinant jM.. equal to zero. The vibration
modes are fournAby determining the ratios among
A ,B ,C and Dn from eq.(7), and substituting into

where kro is given by e.(q )n.

k 2.2 The resonance frequency
ko= k,= -- (J-,a'2 (b<r~a)

I (5) As explained below, vibration modes with a
1 Jcircumferential order equal to unity will not be

k vo-jkr'- j- (((,'_•?)t/- (r<b. rOa) excited piezoelectrically. Hence we here concider
V only the modes of vibration with axial symmetry in

the polar coordinates (r, 0), that is, the modes

The solutions to eq. (3) are expressed as with n=0. The resonance frequency spectrum
obtained by nunerical calculations is shown in
Fig.2. In this figure, N is the order of the

u,=(A.J.(k~r)+ B.Yý(kr))cos n 8"sin(xjo/v)- e j'] overtone, W r is the angular resonance frequency,A(x~ tae and A is the plateback given by
(b<r<a)

a Cn1n n,,(kW'r)cos nO "sin(x wo'/v )'e Jt

(0<-r b) (6) A = (0 0,-0 )/ W o' (8)
u.= D.Kk,K.k'r)cos n 8-sin(x w 0'/l vj) e j.t

(a--5r) This spectrum was calculated by varying a/H for
N=1, b/H=7.5 and A =1%, but there is almost no
change in the curve for other values of b/H and A.

where n is an integer expressing the In the figure, "0th", "1st" and "2nd" indicate the
circumferential order; J , Y are Bessel principal, 1st inharmonic, and 2nd inharmonic
functions; In' Kn are the mocified Bessel modes, respectively.
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2~2 n~ dn a (9)
1st C -Zf dO uf dr

1S
a b r

0th
0.5 where k is the electromechanical coupling

coefficient, and S is the electrode area. Figure
5 shows the capacitance ratios for the 0th and Ist
rmodes as functions of N((a-b)/H).fA. The

1 9

N _a -b

11 2 0th
Figure 2. Resonance frequency spectrum (n=0).

Figure 3 shows the critical electrode ring
widths at which first and second inharmonic modes Electrd
begin to appear. We see that the advent of
inharmonic modes is almost independent of the
inner radius, and is determined by the ring width r

(a-b). Hence by choosing a ring width within the
range where inharmonic modes do not appear, the
inner radius of the electrode can be increased, 0 5 20
resulting in a resonator with a single resonance
characteristic and a low series resistance.

-1

• __ 2nd
2Z-

-a I Figure 4. Vibrational modes.

Z 1000

0
0 1 2 3 100o st

N.H

Figure 3. Critical ring width at which 1st and 2nd 10 0
inharmonic modes begin to appear. ICij

2.3 Vibration modes and capacitance ratios zI-"
-- 1 0 - th

Figure 4 shows the displacements of the 0th, Q.jO
1st and 2nd modes, for A =0.1, a/H=13.2, b/H=7.5,
N=1 and (N.((a-b)/H). J=1.8).

We next determine another important resonator 0.1
parameter, the capacitance ratio. Fran the 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2-5
condition that the electrical energy stored in the
motional series inductance L of the resonator is b
equal to the kinetic energy, we determine the N. - .-- A/
inductance. This enables us to calculate the H
capacitance ratio, or the ratio of the shunt
capacitance Cd to the motional series capacitance Figure 5. Normalized capacitance ratio as a
C in the equivalent circuit, as follows: function of N-((a-b)/H).f-
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capacitance ratio for the 0th mode is sufficiently In the case of thickness-extensional in a
small if N.((a-b/H)I<A •0.5. In contrast to this, piezoelectric ceramic plate poled in the thickness
that for the Ist inharmonic mode is roughly two direction, the elliptical ring shape of the
orders of magnitude greater than for the 0th mode. electrodes reduce to a circular ring, because the
This is due to the fact that the 1st mode is plate is isotropic (a -a ) in the plane of the
almost anti-synmetric with respect to the center plate. A fundamental 9hi~kness-extensional mode
of the width of the ring. resonator with circular ring electrodes was

For all non-axisymnmetric vibrations having fabricated. The impedance characteristic is shown
nA0, the integration in the denominator on the in Fig.6(a). For comparison, the characteristic of
right-hand side of eq. (9) becomes zero, and the a resonator with circular electrodes of the same
capacitance ratio becomes infinite. This means area is shown in Fig.6(b). Design parameters for
that such vibrations are not piezoelectrically both resonators are given in Table 1.
excited. This is because the electrode shape is An inharmonic mode appeared in the resonator
that of an elliptical ring corresponding to the with conventional circular electrodes, while no
anisotropy within the plane of the plate. If the inharmonic mode appeared in the resonator with
electrode shape deviates from this elliptical ring electrodes.
shape, then non-axisymmetric vibrations will also
be excited, as spurious modes.

Table 1. Design parameters for ceramic resonators.

3. Experiment Inner OuteAre
Inner Outer

3.1 Thickness-extensional mode ceramic resonators Radius Radius Area
(mM) (mM) (mm2)

Resonator with

Ring Electrodes 1.20 1.50 2.54

Resonator with

Circular Electrodes 0 0.90 2.54

lo dB, Plate Thickness 0.2mm

Electrode Thickness Ag 3000 A ( Each Side)

C

{0"a-
C," 200 kllz
E 3.2 T: ckness-shear mode AT-cut quartz resonators

Third thickness-shear overtone resonators were

11 5,41:37 Mllz fabricated using AT-cut quartz plates. For the
third overtones in AT-cut quartz plates, a 1 =0.629

Frequency and a 3 =0.649. Hence, the elliptical ring
electrodes were designed so that the ratio of

(a) Resonator with ring electrodes, major to minor axes might be equal to 1.031. For
comparison, a resonator with circular electrodes
was also fabricated. Both resonator electrodes
were designed as large as possible, provided no
inharr inic mode would appear. The design

A parameters are given in Table 2.

10 dB1
A

Table 2. Design parameters for AT-cut
quartz resonators.

M

E 1163199 0I. Inner Radius Outer Radius

(mM) (mM)
200 kllz 3

11 09043 Mllz Direction Direction Direction Direction

Frequency Resonator with
Elliptical Ring Electrodes 0.794 0171 1.185 1.150

(b) Resonator with circular electrodes. Rsari
Resonator with

Figure 6. Impedance characteristics of fundamental Circular Electrodes 0 0 0.495 0.495

thickness-extensional mode ceramic
resonators. Plate Thickness 0.094mm Plateback 19%
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Figure 7 shows the admittance characteristics were used in experiments, operating in the 52 MHz
of both resonators. The resonator with elliptical band and in the 87 MHz band and in the 150 MHz
ring electrodes had a fairly lower series band. The electrode sizes weru designed as large as
resistance. This is attributed mainly to the possible, with the constraint that mounting losses
larger electrode area of the resonator with and the influence of the plate edge on the
elliptical ring electrodes, characteristics be negligible. Table 3 shows the

design parameters employed.

> R = 74.4i0
*6 -~
i- Cd/C= 1682 .? '

Q = 61797 m

C Holder = HC-43/U

o Q =92800

__Cd/C = 1666
51.9 52.0 . ..

Frequency(MHz) 52.7 53.2Frequency(MHz)
(a) Resonator with elliptical ring electrodes.

(a) 52MHz band resonator.

> R = 3750 0th

Cd/C= 1788 .-
-a Q 39367 1,

C c0

:e Holder = UM-1

_0 EL< L = 2.O5mH
QQ = 53800

...__ Cd/C = 1828

51.0 Frequency(MHz) 51.9 87.376 Frequency(MHz) 88.376

(b) Resonator with circular electrodes. (b) 87M~z band resonator.

Figure 7. Admittance characteristics of 3rd-
overtone AT-cut quartz resonators. 0th

In order to obtain resonators with even
smaller series resistences, we tried designing and 2nd
fabricating third-overtone AT-cut quartz
resonators, allowing the occurrence of inharmonic C
overtones to sane extent. Three types of resonator

Table 3. Design parameters for resonators c Holder = UM-I
with low series resistances. R = 15.3Q

E L = 0.68mH
Inner Radius Outer Radius -48

(mm) (mm) Plate Q = 42800
Dimension Cd/C = 1460

XI Xl I X

Direction Direction Direction Direction (mm) (%)

52MHz Band 0,460 0.450 1.750 1.690 $.50 X0.054 1.0 154.215 Frequency(MHz) 154.225
Resonator

17MHz Band (c) 150MHz band resonator.0.3oo 0.291 1200 1.163 5.0•x)0.054 1.0
Resonator

150MHz Band 0.200 0.194 0.800 0.775 5.00X0.030 0.4 Figure 8. Admittance characteristics of 3rd-
Resonator overtone AT-cut quartz resonators.
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Figure 6 showb Ltle ditUt-Ednce cfimcteristics References
near the third overtone resonance frequency. The
series resistances are fairl' low for the main [11W. Shockley, D. R. Curran and D. J. Konevals:
resonance, ranging from 14 to 21 ohm. Spurious 1st "Energy trapping and related studies of
and 2nd inharmonic modes appeared in the multiple electrode crystals", Proc. 17th Ann.
characteristics of those resonators. The 150 MHz Freq. Control Symp. , p.88(1963).
band resonator had fairly high resistances for the [2]M. Oncoe, H. Jumonji:"Analysis of Piezoelectric
inharmonic modes, about 10 times as large as that Resonators Vibrating in Trapped Energy modes",
of th, main resonance. J. Inst. Electron. Commun. Dng. Japan, vol. 48,

The temperature dependence of frequency for no. 9, p. 1 5 7 4-1581, Sept. 1965.
the three types of quartz resonator described [31K. Nakamura and H. Shimizu:"Analyses of two-
above was measured. It was confirmed that the dnmensional energy trapping in piezoelectric
temperature characteristic of frequency for the plates with rectangular electrodes", Proc. IEEE
resonator with elliptical ring electrodes is a Ultrasonics Symposium, p.606(1976).
third-order curve with a point of inflection near
room temperature, as in Fig.9. The third-order
coeffic±ent is of roughly the same magnitude as
for ordinary AT-cut quartz plate resonators with
circular electrodes.

S20 .

u

CL

-20 20

-30-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Temp. ('C)

0 52MHz Band Resonator 0 87MHz Band Resonator
0 15eMHz Band Resonator

Figure 9. Frequency-temperature characteristics of
3rd-overtone AT-cut quartz resonators.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed the use of elliptical ring
electrodes as one means of obtaining resonators
with a low series resistance and a single
resonance characteristic, and have analyzed the
characteristics of such resonators.

The efficacy of the proposed elliptical ring
electrodes has been verified experimentally for
thickness extensional mode ceramic resonators,
and for third-order thickness-shear mode AT-cut
quartz resonators.

In the case of a third overtone resonator
using a 5mm0 AT-cut quartz plate, whose electrode
size has been set so as to allow the appearance of
small inharmonic modes, the series resistance has
been very low (15 ohm) for the main resonance and
fairly high ( > 150 ohm) for inharmonic modes.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM O0 FREQUENCY CONTROL

VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS OF NEW SHAPE LENGTH EXTENSIONAL MODE QUARTZ
CRYSTAL RESONATOR TAKING ACCOUNT OF LATERAL MOTION

Hirofumi KAWASHIMA and Mitsuhiro NAKAZATO

Seiko Flectionic Components Ltd.
tiiraicho Tochigi shi :328. Japan

Abstract This paper proposes a new shape length ex-
tensional mode quartz crystal resonator with resonant

This paper describes a new shape length ex- frequency of 500kHz to 1.536MHz and especially suitable
tensional mode quartz crystal resonator with the reso- for a surface mounting type. In addition, the resonant
nant frequency of 500kHz to 1.536MHz, formed by an frequency, the frequecy temperature behavior and the
etching method. An object of this paper is, theoretica- electrical characteristics of the new shape resonator*
Ily and experimentally, to clarify frequency charac- taking into account lateral motion, are analyzed and
teristics. frequency temperature behavior and electri- examined, In analysis procedure. first, an equation of
cal characteristics of the new shape length extensional motion of the new shape length extensional mode quartz
mode quartz crystal resonator. In analysis procedure, a crystal resonator consisting of a vibrational portion
vibration analysis including a vibrational portion and and supporting portions is derived from an energy
supporting portions of the new shape resonator is per- method. From the obtained equation of motion, the fre-
formed by an energy method, taking account of lateral quency equation is easily calculated. Next, the fre-
motion, and its frequency equation is derived. From quency characteristics, the frequency temperature be-
the obtained frequency equation, frequency character- havior and the electrical characteristics of the pres-
istics and frequency temperature behavior versus a ent resonator are analyzed and compared with the meas-
width-length ratio are, first, analyzed and then elec- ured values, so that it is shown that both results
trical characteristics are done, so that it is shown agree well. Let us describe concreatly below.
that the calculated results agrees well with the meas-
ured data. Finally, it is essentially understood that § 2 Analysis Procedure
the present resonator is miniaturized, strong against
shock and has small series resistance R, in the fre- 2.1 Equation of motion
quency range of 500kHz to 1.536MHz, because it is in-
corporated with the vibrational portion and the sup- Figure 1 shows a new shape length extensional
porting portions by the etching method. mode quartz crystal resonator and its coordinate sys-

tem. The present resonator consists of a vibrational
§ 1 Introduction portion and supporting portions connected at the center

of the vibrational portion, furthermore, it is rotated
According to miniaturization and lightweight with a rotation angle 0 around x axis.

of various products such as portable products, commu- Figure 2 shows a modified shape of the new
nication equipment and consumer products, especially, shape quartz crystal resonator illustrated in Fig. l.
in development of IC cards and pagers, the miniatur- As shown in Fig. l, this resonator performs a vibra-
ization of quartz crystal resonators which are used tion of extensional and compressional modes in the y
in the products is keenly required. However, the min- axis direction by an electric field of the x axis
iaturization by the conventional shape quartz crystal direction, so called, length extensional mode vibra-
resonator [7] brings about large energy losses
caused by vibration and weakness against shock, as
things are. a quartz crystal resonator fully satisfy-
ing this requisite is not introduced. In addition, in
manufacturing processes, automatic operation by intro-
duction of a robot is being positively planned. Under
these circumstances, a miniaturized quartz crystal res-
onator which is strong against shock and simultaneously Jy
crystal units suitable for surface mounting are, there-
fore, firmly required. In order to achieve these re-
quirements, a new design method of a quartz crystal
resonator including a supporting method is needed, be-
cause, by miniaturization of a resonator consisting of
a vibrational portion and supporting portions, it can
be, sufficiently, forecast that the supporting por- X

tions greatly influence the electrical characteris-
tics, and also, a dimension omitted until now greatly
influences the resonant frequency and the frequency Fig. 1 New shape length extensional mode quartz
temperature behavior, crystal resonator and its coordinate system.

CH2818-319010000-378 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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X yY_ with

T3 =T5=T,=O (6)

ZZZZ _ZZ ZIn addition, when thickness z0 of the resonator is much"7 7smaller than length Yo (zo<yo), stress T4 is given as

""Y T4 =O (7)
_ Y1 4 Quite similarly, when width xo is sufficiently small

X1 compared with length y,, stress T, becomes even smaller
> than stress T2, and besides elastic compliance constant

s,, is much larger than another elastic compliance
constants s2. S3,, si. as a result, the following

Fig.2 Modified shape of the new shape retation is obtained:
quartz crystal resonator.

siT,91 . sz 1T 1ýs3,T 1=s 41T1=O (8)

tion. According to this vibration, it also expands and Therefore, strains S, (i=l1-4) which are given as a
contracts in the x and z axes diiecLion. Therefore, it function of stresses T. T2 and elastic compliance
is conceivable that the resonator, as shown in Fig.2, constants si., S2. Sz2, 53, S1 2. are expressed by
has the supporting portions vibrating in a flexural
mode with each mass m at both ends of the x axis direc- S1 -s11 Ta+s12 Tz
tion of the vibrational portion and also with the
boundary conditions of "both hinged ends" [1][2]. S2-=s2zTz
That is. the supporting portions each have mass m and
resistance to a vibration of the vibrational portion S=S3- T, (9)
(work done by external force ). Let us take width x.,
!ength yo and thickness zo in a dimension of the vibra- S4 =s 42T2
tionil portion for this modified shape, which corre-
spond to crystal axes x, y and z of quartz, respec-
tively. Furthermore, ta!'e width xi, length Y, and Now, when displacements u, v. w are taken in accordance
thickness zo in a dimension of the supporting portions with the x. y and z axes direction, first, derive
and the center of the vibrational portion to be the stress Tz from the second term of equation (9), next,
original point o. Now, when taking kineti¢ energy Ki. calculate each displacement u, v, w by substituting
92 of the vibrational portion and one supporting por- this T2  into the first, third and fourth terms of
tion, potential energy U, of the vibrational portion, equation (9). moreover, taking into consideration a
and work W2 done by external force of one supporting summation of displacements by length extensional mode
portion, the total kinetic energy R and the total po- and shear force to be V. the displacements u. T. w are
tential energy a are as follows: given as

S+K 2 140/2 +K: I-xo/2 (1) u--(1+c )

1=U, (2) av (y

Therefore, the Lagrangian L is obtained: V=v-a y (10)

L (3) W=- ay

In addition. since resistance caused by the supporting Where cx is a correction factor showing displacement
portions can be considered as external force operated quantity increased in the x axis direction. here, which
on the vibrational portion, the total work v done by is determined by an analysis of the finite element
the external force is expressed as follows: method. Namely, it is conceivable that this makes a

Poisson's ratio large outwardly. However, it goes
w= 2 .Xo/ 2 +W2 -xo/ 2  (4)without saying that cx becomes zero, when T=0 and

there is nothing of supporting portion. In addition. the
Therefore, when taking time t, from the variational signs of a.- a,, and c, represent Poisson's ratio-
theorem, the following relation is given: es. respectively, and each sign is given as C.=-S]2/

6f' tf " dt=0 (5) S22,- o.=-s,2/22 and C.=-s32/s2z.

6f:oLdt+f:o Next, by employing the displacements in equation (10)
the total kinetic energy R is calculated as follows:Accordingly, an equation of motion is derived from o/ v

equation (5). Next, let us describe its derivatives Ik L )1 +k'( B 2 d

procedure in detail. Since the resonator in Fig. 1 vi- 2Af -,o/: 9t OtVy

brates in a length extensional mode by an electric
field of the x axis direction and actually the electric +m()+cX)2a. (
field is only applied in the x axis direction, from the 4 a Bt Y= ±Y2/2-O (11)
piezoelectric nature. stresses T3, T5. TG are satisfied
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While taking approximately T,=0 (yo 0 xo) into account, (tlcx) ux,,/2yo) . the equation of motion is given as
the total potential energy'a is given as follows:

/1= L , Af ,,( /1)'dy 7.'C,,.c),) (12) ( -k Ov 187 2 2 pv ±/±
2 - O/2 Oyat OY16 OY(8

Where each sign shows the sectional area A (=xozo). Where F± - F!
the density o and width y2  of a connecting portion,
k and 722 are, respectively, expressed by In addition, the boundary conditions are obtained quite

similarly from equation (5):
k2 = ((1+CX) 2a.,Xo14(a,.+O. 2 )Zo'} /12 m(+Cx) 0 2 Li O'v

722=(C2z-C232/C 3=) /S22 = 4 0t 2'yz Y '±Y2/2!0

Next, when taking a displacement of the supporting =T7Y oA"- (19)
portion vibrating in a flexural mode to be u' . the a__.Y=±Yol2
work W2 done by external force of the supporting
portion is given by the following relationship: v=0 ; y=-0

1 '/2 a'u. The equation of motion in equation (18) can be solved
-E I f 2 a.)Idy (13) under the boundary conditions of equation(19). For this

resonator, it is so designed that the resistance F ±
lihere E is young's modulus, and I is the moment of which is brought about by the supporting portions.
inertia. Furthermore, since the operating portion in hardly suppresses the vibration of the length exten-
the flexural mode can be considered with the bounda- sional mode. namely, becomes very small.
ry conditions of " both hinged ends " a: both ends, the
following relationship is obtained: 2.2 Frequency equation

U =0 Next, let us solve the equation of motion for

; Y=±Ya/2. x=-xo/2 equation (18). When amplitude v., a constant ý which
V2 u' is determined by the boundary conditions and angular
ay2 -- 0 (14) frequency c are taken, the displacement v from the

second term in equation (19) can be written as follows.
including a time expression:

Therefore. from equation (4). the displacement u' is
calculated as follows: v=vC sin¥y Coscot (20)

U=±uOCos -r ycosw'tIx=±xo/2 (15) In addition, since the vibrational portion and the sup-
Yi porting portions are connected at x=±xo/2 and jyIjy 2/2

Where uo is the amplitude, and w' is the angular fre- L0. o,=w' from eqations (15) and (20). Therefore.
quency. Accordingly, the external force FI±xo/2 is k'± in equation (18) is given as the following form.
calculated from the below equation using the displace- namely.
ment u':

, rat' F 'u' 8U-±=±+Focoscut (21)Fl+-x./2=- f_, E_ I ( 4- - ) dy
,I/2 ay) Where Fo has the following relation:
2 (--EI Iuo PCS)s (6

=-T-2u0 EiA )soso't (16) Fo=-4 E 1( 3
Yi Yi

The force given in equation (16) is the force at x= The resistance of equation (21) shows elongation of the
±xo/2 and 1•y2/2ý0, and it operates on the vibra- vibrational portion produced by force P ±. When its
tional portion in the y axis direction as resistance. quantity is taken as vlcos&ot, including a time expres-
Furthermore. since the force operating at ±xo/2 is the sion. v, is given as Fo/p Pa 2 . Hence. when the total
same. this force can be considered as the force per displacement v including the supporting portions is
unit volume F± operating on the vibrational portion. newly taken, the displacement v is given as
Accordingly, the following relationship is obtained:

- F1x/(1)v=( v1 +v0 sin~y )coscot (22)
•--± . 2F[+-xo/2 (7

Vi Substituting equation (22) into equation (18) and after
the arrangement, the resonant frequency f taken the

Where V, =xoyozo. lateral motion into account is derived:

Substituting equations (11). (12) and (13) into equa- = _n7r,1 (23)
tion (5). since Jv is arbitrary under the condition f2
that the vibrational portion and the supporting por- 2yo p 1 +k2 (nir/y)
tions are connected at x=±xo/2 and y!O, taking Where the sign n (4ý=nz/yo) is determined by the
nip account that variation 5u' of the displacement boundary conditions and it is given as a root of

u' is approximately expressed by &u'= v v 1'.' = equation (24) obtained from equation (19).
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cos 2  Mn sin •y: (24) 320 9= 0°00"
y.= 2.50mm

Whei e X 3 m--300 z.: 160,urmU•ht -* (1+Cx) 1 ci,'-x( )2 E:
4 M co- ye '. 280 0 0

N :Mass of vibrational portion N",
W, w' :Angular frequencies when taking into S. 260account and omitting lateial motion

o>, 240-0
Inaddition of the supporting portions gives u 2=04
while addition of the supporting portions gives rise - CALCULATED
to resonant frequency somewhat higher than that of its 220 0 MEASURED
inaddition. because a has a positive value by adding
the supporting portions. For example, however, p has 200 . . I ,
a very small value of 2.8x 10'- under the condition of 0 2 4 6 8 10
resonant frequency f=l.0MHz (y2-O. 1mm), so that fre-
quency deviation is approximately several ten ppm and WIDTH-LENGTH RATIO Rxy(X10 2 )
so very small as to neglect it. Therefore. the constant
n can be regarded as a positive value of 1. 3. 5 ...... Fig.3 Relationship between frequency constant
approximately, even if the supporting portions are (f yo) and width-length ratioRxy.
added.

§ 3 Results and Discussion

First of all. a relationship of frequency - CALCULATED
Lonstant (f yo) versus a ratio Rxy(=xo/yo) of width
xo and length yo is shown from equation (23). Next, 3 - MEASURED

calculating the first and second order temperature
coefficients a, 8 versus Rxy and Rzy (thickness zo . 2
to length yo ratio). from this, a relationship of a E
turn over temperature point T.p versus Rxy and 2zy is 1L 1
shown in comparison with the measured data. Further- 0-
more, a relationship of a turn over temperature point 0D 0
T.p versus a cut angle 0 is shown and simultaneously, 8= 000"
an example of frequency temperature characteristics is y.=2.50mm
illustrated. Next, a relationship of motional induc- -1 10 .mm
tance L, versus width xo and length yo is exhibited. Zo: 160,Urn
In addition. a capacitance ratio r which is defined as -2 ,
the ratio of shunt capacitance Co and motional capaci- 0 2 4 6 8 10
tance C1. is shown in a relation of a cut angle 9. 2
Finally. a relationship of series resistance R, and a WIDTH-LENGTH RATIO Rxy(XlO-)
quality factor Q versus resonant frequency f is shown.
Besides. elastic compliance constants [4] transformed Fig.4 Relationship between first order temperature
fiom elastic stiffness constants of reference [3] are coefficient a and width-length ratio Rxy.
employed in an analysis of frequency temperature char-
acteristics for this paper. Where the first and second
order temperature coefficients t 1 j/sj1 =7.39x10-`/°C, in Fig. 3, is so extremely small as to neglect it.
tII/s 1 =78.8×x10-'/C 2 (- =3/aT. T: Temperature ) of In addition, with respect to an absolute value of the
s,5 are employed in this calculation, because the frequency constant (f -yo). for example. when Rxy=3.2
temperature coefficients of ci1  have basically a x10- 2 (xo=80gm), the frequency constant (f' yo) has
physical error and taking this fact into account. a value of 272kHz •cm in the calculation, while it has

a value of 278kHz cm in the experiments. Both results
3.1 Frequency constant comparatively agree well, even if there occurs an error

about 2.2 per cent between them. In particular, the
Figure 3 shows a relationship between fre- error between in the experiments and in the calcula-

quency constant (f yo) and Rxy (=-xo/yo), which is tion shows a tendency to increase a little bit in the
given as the ratio of width xo and length yo. of a area of small Rxy, it is conceivable for the reason
length extensional mode quartz crystal resonator with that etching-remainder remained in the length direction
the cut angle 0=0°00', length yo=2.50mm (f=1. 1MHz) by chemical etching greatly affects it.
of the vibrational portion and thickness zo=160um.
That is, versus a change of width xo of the vibrational 3.2 Frequency temperature coefficients and turn over
portion. As is apparent from equation (23). according temperature point
to increase of the dimensional ratio Rxy, the frequency
constant (f' yo) becomes somewhat small and this Figure 4 shows a relationship between the
tendency in this calculation agree well with the meas- first order temperature coefficient a and the dimen-
uied values. However, this quantity of change, as shown sional ratio Rxy of the present quartz crystal reso-
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-2.0 -" CALCULATED 60 - CALCULATED

-- 2.5 - MEASURED 50 0 MEASURED

C.6 U Cx=1.413
o -30_ 40\

-3.5 -30

Cx0
C~ - 4.0 -20 r.. .

-45 y.e 2.50mm 10 y.= 2.50mm

Z.= 160,um Zo: 160Aorm
-5 0 , I , I 0 [ , , I- II I I0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10

WIDTH-LENGTH RATIO Rxy(XlO- 2) WIDTH-LENGTH RATIO Rxy(XlO-)

Fig.5 Relationship between second order temperature Fig.6 Relationship between turn over tempeiature
coefficient 3 and width-length ratio Rxy. point T.p and width-length ratio Rxy.

nator with the cut angle 0=000'. length yo=2.5Orm6
(f I. 1MHz) of the vibrational portion, thickness zo= 60 - CALCULATED
160tgn and cx =1.413. In this case. also. versus a
change of width xo. As the dimensional ratio Rxy is 50- MEASURED
increased, a also becomes large. For this result, it 5M U
is suggested that the turn over temperature point T.p Uo 40-
shifts by a change of width x,. The solid line repre-
sents the calculated values, while the sign 0 repre- EL
sents the experimental data, both results are in good 3 30agreement. I-•

Figure 5 shows a relationship between the 20
second order temperature coefficient 13 and the dimen- e=OO00'
sional ratio Rxy of a resonator with the same cut angle 10
and dimensions as the resonator of fig.4. As is obvious 10 y.=2.50

from Fig.5. 3 versus Rxy almost shows the constant Xo=BO tM
value in both the calculated values and the measured 0 1 1 . I

ones, which value gives approximately -3.5xI0-/'C2. 0 2 4 6 8 10
Both results agree very well.

Figure 6 shows a relationship between the THICKNESS-LENGTH RATIO RzyO(10- 2
turn over temperature point T.p and the dimensional
ratio Rxy of a resonator with the same cut angle and Fig.7 Relationship between turn over temperature
dimensions as the resonator of Fig. 4. Namely, T.p is point T.p and thickness-length ratio Rzy.
calculated Hom a in i'ig.4 dnd , in Fig.a computed
under the condition of cx=1.413. As mentioned above,
according to increase of Rxy, a also increases, then, Rzy, which is expressed by the ratio of thickness zo
since is almost shows the constant value. T.p becomes and length yo, of a resonator with the cut angle 0=
high according to increase of Rxy. That is, according 0000'. length yo=2.50mm ( f=I. lMHz ) of the vibra-
to the change of Rxy=2.4xlO-2 (xo=6Oum) to 8.0× tional portion, width xo=80mm and cx=1.413. As the
10'- 'xo=200 um). T.p raises 9.9°C in the calculation dimensional ratio Rzy is increased. T.p exhibits a
and 10.8C in the experiments. 'lhe calculated values tendenry to lower. Fnr ePy!n, as the dimensional
shown by the solid line and the experimental ones by ratio Rzy has an increasing value such as 5.0x10-2

the signs (D, as shown in Fig.6, are in-good agreement, (zo=125um), 6.4x10-2 (zo=160um) and 7.4X10-2 (zo
while the broken line is calculated in the case of cx= =185•,m) in the experiments, the T.p has conversely a
0, in other word, under the conditions of T,=0 and no decreasing value such as 24.3. 23.2 and 23.1°C. This
existing supporting portions. In this case. the varia- tendency agrees well with the calculated values. Fur-
tional quantity of T. p versus a change of Rxy is ex- thermore, the variational quantity of T. p versus the
tremely small, a big difference between the calculated dimensional ratio Rzy is smaller than that of T.p
results and the measured values of the present reso- versus the dimensional rati' Rxy. Thus, it is substan-
nator takes place. Judging from this result, it is tially understood that a turn over temperature point
easily understood that the displacement of the width T.p varies, although there exists its large and small
direction caused by stress T, and the supporting por- quantity of variation by changing a dimensional ratio
tions added. is not so small as to neglect it. of the length extensional mode quartz crystal reso-

Figure 7 shows a relationship between the nator. This is due to the fact that deformation depend-
turn over temperature point T.p and a dimensional ratio ent upon Poisson's ratioes and so on of the width xo
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Fig. 8 Relationship of turn o)er temperature Fig.9 Fi equt-icy tcnw.eratu!e c.'ta ct'i t

point T.p to cut angle 9.

- CALCULATED
and thickness zo directions is generated by following O)MEASURED
the vitiation in the length yo direction.

Figure 8 shows a relationship between the x.=60,Lrn x.=200
turn over temperature point and a cut angle 6 of a 0x=0
resonator with length yo=2.62mm (f=l.O56MHz), width E 0
x0= 80_im and thickness zo=160um. As the cut angle 0 a
is increased. T.p rises and reaches to the maximum a
value at the cut angleO of about 6.3VC. and as the cut
angle 0 is further increased. T.p lowers. The signs
C are the measured values, which exhibits the values
at the cut angle 0 of -2' to 42*. It is essentially 000
understood from Fig.8 that the calculated results are
in very good agreement with the measured data, and also 120
that the cut angle 0 for the present resonator is to -10 z.= 160,um ,mfrn
be in close vicinity to zero degree so as to establish
T.p in the vicinity of ambient temperature. 1 2 3 ,10 20 30 40
3.3 Frequency temperature characteristics TEMPERATURE (OC

Figure 9 shows the frequency temperature
characteristics of a resonator with the cut angle 6= Fig. 10 Frequency temperature characteristics
0'00'0. length yo=2.62mm(f=l.O56MWz). width xo=80 when taking width x,, Rs a parameter.
uim (Rxy=3.05xlO- 2 ) and thickness zo=16Oum (Rzy=
6. 11x10-2 ). T.p shows 21.8°C in the calculation, while
it shows ?9.8°C in the measured values, these results the calculation and 10.8VC in the measured values for
sufficiently agree well. In addition, the second order the change of width xo =60um to 200 um. These calcu-
temperature coefficient ,3 has a value of -3.50x10-'/ lated and measured results are also in close agreement.
VC2 in the calculation, while it has a value of -3.52 x Thus. it is easily understood that the turn over
10"'/C2 in the measured values, both results are in temperature point T.p of the length extensional mode
very good agreement. Hence. as shown in Fig.9, even quartz crystal resonator extremely miniaturized. re-
th6ogh leing apart frow the turn over temperature poi,,, iarkahly shifts by not only the cut angle 0, but also
gradually, the measured values agree well with the cal- width x0. Accordingly, T.p can be established to an
culated ones. arbitrary temperature by combining the cut angle 9 and

Figure 10 shows another frequency temper- particularly, the dimensional ratio Rxy (xpiy,).
ature characteristics of a resonator with the cut angle
0=0°00'. length yo=2.50mm(f=l. IMHz) and thickness 3.4 Motional inductance L,
zo=16Oum. taking width xo as a parameter. It has
been shown in Fig.6 that the change of width xo causes Motional inductance L, can be calculated by
the shift of the turn over temperature point T.p. In taking kinetic energy to be equal to electromagnetic
case of the present resonator, width xO=60,um gives energy in the equivalent circuit [5] . Therefore.
T.p=21.1tC in the calculation and T.p=20.8°C in the taking into account that the displacements u. w very
measured data, while width xo=200gm increased gives dependent upon a Poisson's ratio is so small as to be
T.p=31. OC in the calculation and T.p=31.6°C in the able to disregard it. compared with the displacement
measured values. From these results, T.p rises 9.9°C in v, the following relationship is given as
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Fig. II Motional inductance L, to width x, when Fig. 13 Capacitance ratio r to cut angie 0.

taking thickness zo as a parameter.
Needless to say. it goes without saing that G-C I whun
the electrodes are disposed on the entire of surfaces

30 - CALCULATED perpendicular to x axis.
SMEASURED Figure II shows a relationship between mo

25- tional inductance L, and width xo of a rcSO[Idtor %ith
length yo=2.50m,. the cut angie 0 000', y, 50-m

20- and y./iy,=0.84, taking thickness zo as a parameter. As
is apparent from equation (26). L! is proportional to
xo and Fig. 11 also shows the same results. The solid

- 15. line and the broken line exhibit the calculated results
._J .at thickness z,,=185um and z.=1925um. respecticely.

100 0 0OOOO• both results agrees well with the measured data. More-
o8 over, as thickness zo is increased. L, is decreasedX-= 80 um because L, is inversely proportional to the thickness5 Z. =185.m Zo.

Figure 12 shows a relationship between mo-
o tional inductance L, and iength yo of a resonator with

1-6 1-8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2. B width xo=80,im. thickness zo=l185.um the cut angle 6
=0°00', yb=50um and y.,yo=0.84. Since L, is pro-

LENGTH y.(Pm) portional to length y,. L, shows a marked variation of
about 10 to 14 (H). according as length yo changes from

Fig. 12 Motional inductance L, to length yo. 1.8mm (f=l. 5MHz) to 2.5mm (f=l. IMHz). It is readily
apprehended from Fig. 12 that the calculated and meas-
ured results are in good accordance.,or( c(' )2 d

= (25) 3.5 Capacitance ratio r

e,12 f{ , Ov/Oy) dS )'
3 t .In designing a resonator. it is of great im-

Where density o of quartz. volume V, of the vibra- portance what value the resonator has in practice.

tional portion. piezoelectric constant e12 [6] and A capacitance ratio r is defined as a ratio of shunt

excitation electrode area Se. Now, let us take the capacitance Co and notionai capacitance C, of the reso-

center of the vibrational portion to be an original nator, namely, r=Ci,"C. Therefore, taking electrode

point o, and when the electrodes for excitation are length z. of the thickness direction and dielectric
disposed on the entire surfaces of the vibrational constant E. the capacitance ratio r is given as

portion parallel to the z axis. not including the n 2 Ire 7'= (Y. - yb )z. (28)
surfaLes perpendicular to the y axis and. also. its r- 32Gh e(28 yoz,
position which are disposed in the y axis direction,

have a value of yb/2 and y./2. as a result of calcula- where h= I +k2 (n~r/yo) 2

tion. L, is given as From equation (28). it is readily understood that the

1 0 XO (6)capacitance ratio r is dependent upon the excitation
Li = (26) electrode area. the cut angle (. and the order of

8 e~ zo Govertone, but independent upon width xo. due to ký0

Where G is a constant determined by excitation elec- substantially. In addition. r for fundamental vibration
trode area and expressed as is determined by only the cut angle 0, in case of

disposing the excitation electrodes on the entire of
G= (sin( ry./2yo)-sin(vryb/2yo)) 2 (Z) yz surfaces of the vibrational portion.
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Figure 13 shows a relationship between the
capacitance ratio r and the cut angle 0 of a resonator 0.7 MEASURED
with width x,,-80 um, length yV=-2.62mm and thick-
ness z=-160um (f=l. 056MHz), which shows the calcu 0.6- -0-R1
lated salues at tire cut angle 0 of -3' to +30 and the f0
measured ones in several points. As is illustrated in -x-Q
Fig. 1:3, the capacitance ratio has a very small value X 0.5
such as :rbout 120 in the calculation and about 140 in x-- __, X
the experiments, hence, the present resonator is a 0 0.4
resonator %hich is extremely excellent in an elec- -1 X.
tiomechanical transformation ratio. But, an erior 0 -
of about 14 per cent between the measured and calcu- 03- ---------- ----f---
lated values takes place. this seems to be due to the
[ac t that stray capacitance of the supporting portions 0.2
for the present resonator is ignored in the calcula-
tion of r. In addition, since the piezoelectric con- 0.1
stant e,2 hardly vaties between the cut angles of 0-5 1.0 1.5 2.0
3' arid -30 and can be almost regarded as a con-

stant \alue. the capacitance ratio r also shows the f (MHz)
constant value between them. Fig. 14 Relationship of series jesistance R, and

3.6 Series resistance R, and quality factor Q quality factor 0 to resoraint frequency f.

Figurc It shows a relationship of scries Table I Electrical parameters.
resistance R, and a quality factor Q versus resonant '
frequency f of resonators with the cut angle 0 =0°00'. f(MHz) L_(H)__ R,_(Q) Q( ,I01)
iuhich are very suitably designed in the dimensions. I .
that is. such as xo 0=lO6um, y0 =4.6mm, and zo=200gm 0.5 42.2 247 54 252
at 0. 6MHz. x, 0lOO-im. y 2. 5mm, and z, = 160u m at -

I.I MHz. x,,-80,um. yo=2.3mm. and zo=185um at 1.2MHz 0.6 31.5 269 44 I 286
and x, 80gm. yo=!. 8mm, and zo=185um at 1.5MHz. - .-
For example. when f-0. 6MHz. R, has a value of 269Q 1.1 19.3 313 43 402
and. even though the resonant frequency f is markedly ..-
varied like f=l. 1. 1.2 and L 5MHz, R, has also a very 1.2 12.8 262 37 :358
small value such as 313. 262 and 280Q. respectively.
Therefore. these results come to a conclusion that the 1.5 10.2 280 35 405
present resonator's shape and the determination of its -

dimension are all right. for. it is substantially im-possible to obtain the very small values of R, like nators are disposed in lines and formed in a piece of
possbleto btai th vey smll alus ofRt ike wafer by a chemical etching process. This process is,this. in particular, when the shape of the supporting tefe. superior inr proct ion.

portions and the dimension for a resonator are not thereforei superior in mass production.
basically designpd very well. In still more detail. Figure 16 shows so called. a quartz ciystal
there exist a few factors to determine R, of the reso- unit of a surface mounting type, housing the said
nator and, of the factors, it goes without saying that resonator in a ceramic case with the thickness of Imm.
the supporting portion is the greatest factor, because As illustrated in Fig. 16, the present resonator is.
it becomes a big cause to bring about energy losses by also, strong against shock, because it is incorporated
vibration. As described until now, since the present with the vibrational portion and the supporting por
length extensional mode quartz crystal resonator has tions by an etching method. Thus. we have succeeded
a large value of L, and a small one of Ri. it is in developing the ultra-miniatured quartz units.
readily forecast that it is a resonator with a high Figure 17 shows another quartz crystal unit
quality factor. As is obvious from Fig. 14, the ex- housing the siid resonator in a tubular case.
tremely high quality factor such as 44x101, 43X 10'.
37x 0' and 35x104 can be, respectively, obtained at § 4 Conclusions
the resonant frequencies of f=0.6, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5
MIz. A series of these electrical equivalent circuit For the purpose of application to portable
parameters are sufficiently satisfactory to a reso- products, consumer products and communication equip-
nator T ment, this paper has proposed the new shape length

Table I shows the typical values of elec- extensional mode quartz crystal resonator consisting
trical parameters for the new shape length extensional of the vibrational portion and the supporting portions.
mode quartz crystal resonator, when the resonator with formed by an etching method and has, theoretically and
the resonant frequency of 0.5MHz to 1.5MHz is very experimentally examined frequency temperature behavior
suitably designed. where the capacitance ratio r is a and electrical characteristics of its resonator. In
value including stray capacitance of an unit which analysis procedure, first, a vibration analysis includ-
houses the present resonator, and stray capacitance ing the vibrational portion and the supporting por-
of the supporting portions for this resonator. tions, and taking lateral motion into account has been

Figure 15 shows the new shape length exten- performed by an energy method, so that the frequency
sional mode quartz crystal resonators developed by us. equation has been derived.
A great number of miniaturized quartz crystal reso- Next. the frequency temperature character-
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istics have been clarified from this equation, the
analysis results have been compared and studied with
the experimental data. As a result. it has been shown
that the cut angles which give a zero temperature
coefficient, exist and the excellent frequency temper-
ature characteristics are actually obtained, yen if
the supporting portions are added to the vibirtional
portion like the present resonator. In addition, it has
been also shown that the tdrn over temperature point
T.p varies by a width-length ratio and a thickness-
length ratio, in particular, remarkably by the width-
length ratio. Furthermore, as the result of examining
the electrical characteristics, the resonators with a
small value of R, and a high quality factor have been
obtained in the frequency range of 0.5 to 1.5MHz, in
other words, it has been readily understood that the
shape of the supporting portions and the dimension
for this resonator are basically designed very well.

Thus, the present resonator is superior in

Fig. 15 New shape length extensional mode quartz various points, and then, very suitable for a surface

crystal resonators formed by etching method. mounting type being eagerly required at present. be-
cause it is extremely miniaturized and thinly formed by
an etching method. Simultaneously. since the resonant
frequency and the frequency temperaturc characteristics
of the present resonator are exactly analyzed by three
dimensions taking width and thickness into considera-
tion, the turn over temperature point for various fie-
quencies can be. theoretically, established to an
arbitrary temperature. so that the developing term is
substantially shortened. Finally, for the coming sub-
ject, the possibility to higher frequency will be clar-
ified theoretically and experimentally.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNPOSIUN ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

Simulation of Noise Processes in Thickness-Shear Resonators Caused
by Multilayer Adsorption and Desorption of Surface Molecules.

Yook-Kong Yong

Dept. of Civil/Environmental Engineering, Rutgers
University, P.O. Box 909, Piscataway, NJ 08855-0909

ABSTRACT. sorption of contaminant molecules on the surfaces of a 10
MHz thickness-shear resonator.

Effects of multilayer contamination on mean resonant
frequency and frequency fluctuations in thickness-shear 11. Adsorption of Gases and
resonators are studied. A model based on mass-loading Vaporso r eson ao r surface
of contaminant molecules with adsorption and desorption Vapors on a Resonator Surface.
rates is developed. Equations relating change in mean fre-
quency and frequency fluctuations to adsorption and des- For multilayer adsorption of gases and vapors on

orption rates are derived. Since the adsorption and desorp- the surfaces of a thickness-shear resonator, we employ a

tion rates are functions of pressure and temperature, change BET model which was proposed by Brunauer, Emmett,

in mean frequency and spectral density of frequency fluctu- and Teller[31. The reader is also referred to a text by

ations are studied with respect to pressure and temperature. Adamson[4]. The assumptions are: (1) The number of

Calculations are performed for a 10 MHz thickness-shear molecules adsorbing on a given surface is equal the number

resonator. Frequency-temperature and frequency-pressure of molecules desorbing during a steady state equilibrium,

curves are plotted for the 10 MHz resonator. The curves (2) the heat of adsorption for the first layer, El, has

do not follow a cubic polynomial function and have a some special value, whereas ior all succeeding layers, it is

magnitude in the range of 10 ppm. The mean square of equal to the heat of condensation of the liquid adsorbate,

frequency fluctuations under multilayer contamination is E,, and (3) the adsorption and desorption can occur only

significantly greater than that under monolayer contami- from or on exposed surfaces. Figure 1 from reference

nation. The spectral density of frequency fluctuations at [4] shows portions of surfaces Si covered by i (i = 0,

1 Hz is quite constant in a wide range of temperatures 1, 2,....) layers of contaminant molecules. The adsorbed

(-50 to 1000C) when the values of heat of adsorption for molecules are assumed to have no lateral interactions with

the second and subsequent layers is close to that for the their neighbors.

first layer. The magnitude of spectral density of frequency
fluctuations is about -120 dBc (Hz2/Hz). a) Adsorption and Desorption Rates

of Contaminant Molecules.
The rate of arrival of molecules at a surface can

I. Introduction. be evaluated readily from simple kinetic theory of gases
involving the pressure and kinetic energy of the molecules.

The effect on resonant frequency due to a very thin If a site spacing of 0.5 nm is assumed, the rate of arrival
mass layer, such as one or more layers of molecules, ad- of molecules at a site is
sorbed on a thickness-shear quartz resonator is measur-
able, and is employed in quartz microbalances for surface r = 87.8x10 6 P/VrMT molecules/site/s, (1)
adsorption studies[l]. Since the adsorbed molecules are
known to have finite lifetimes on the surface, the num- where P is pressure in torrs, M is molecular weight of
ber of adsorbed molecules at a given instant will fluctu- molecules, and T is temperature in kelvins. Not all the
ate. Hence, short-term frequency instabilities will result arriving molecules which impinge on the surface stick to
if the resonator is sufficiently sensitive to the fluctuations. it. The rate of contamination of molecules at a site is
This was shown to be theoretically possible for monolayer
contamination in ultra-high-frequency thickness-shear res- Ai = sir molecules/site/s, (2)
onators[2]. We examine in this paper the effects of tem-
perature and pressure on changes in mean resonant fre- where si is the sticking coefficient which is the probability
quency and frequency fluctuations due to multilayer ad- of adsorption of a molecule impinging at the surface Si.
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An adsorbed molecule will reside on a site for a mean III. Changes in Mean
time of stay, and subsequently desorb from the surface. Resonant Frequency.
The rate of desorption per site from surface S, is

From Eq.(7), we observe that the steady-state proba-
pi = Ae-,/¢--• molcules/site/s, (3) bilities p,, being functions of the adsorption and desorption

where A is assumed to have a value of lx 1013, E, is the rates, are functions of temperature and pressure for a given
heat of adsorption in kcal/mole, and R is the gas constant. absorbate-contaminant system. The sensitivity of the res-
For surfaces Si where i is greater than one, the rate of onator to mass loading is confined mainly to the electrode
desorption per site is patch. A monolayer of contaminant molecules covering

the electrode patch will change the resonant frequency by
P2 AeE-/'/- molecules/site/s, (4) the amount

where E. is the heat of condensation in kcal/mole. ma
A1 = -f0-- (8)III

b) Dynamic Equilibrium Between the where m' and m are the mass per unit area of contami-
Resonator Surface and the Contaminant Gas. nant molecules and mass per unit area of resonator plate,

The derivation of the steady-state probabilities of a respectively. The resonator frequency is fo. The negative
site being uncontaminated, or contaminated with one or sign signifies that the resonant frequency decreases with
more molecules, follows essentially that given by the BET mass loading. Eq.(8) is valid only when the mass per unit
model. We presently assume that the adsorbed mass layer area of contaminant molecules is much smaller than the
will consists of no more than three layers of molecules. mass per unit area of resonator plate. The resonator is
Hence, the sticking coefficient s3 is given a value of assumed to vibrate in a pure thickness-shcar mode. The
zero. Derivations for models with more than three layers actual change in frequency will depend on the number of
are similar to what is given here. When the system of molecular layers and fraction of surface covered, namely,
contaminant gas and resonator surface settles down to a
steady state dynamic equilibrium, the states of a site, which f
is either uncontaminated (state 0), or contaminated with fo (9)
i molecules in a layerwise manner, can be described by 2A/ ((P1 - Pl.) + 2

(P2 - P2.) + 3 (P3 - P3.))

steady-state probabilities p, (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). The rate at
which a site enters state i is equal to the rate at which it where pi, (i = 1,2, 3) are the steady-state probabilities at
leaves, that is, the reference temperature and pressure, and the factor two

on the right hand side accounts for contamination on the
poAo = Pi/i top and bottom surface.

pAI = P2P2 (5)

P2\2 = P3112. a) Changes in Mean Resonant Frequency for
The steady-state probabilities must sum to one, since the a 10 MHz Thickness-Shear Resonator.
site must at any given time be in one of the states, Simple calculations are performed for a 10 MHz

PO + P1 + P2 + P3 = 1. (6) thickness-shear resonator to examine the characteristics
and magnitude of changes in mean frequency as a func-

The steady-state probabilities pi can be expressed in terms tion of temperature and pressure. The resonator thickness
of the adsorption and desorption rates using Eqs.(5) and is 0.165 mm and the area of circular electrode patch is 10
(6): 1 mm 2 . A 0.5 nm thick monolayer of molecules covering

P0 - the top electrode and having a density equivalent to quartz
D will yield
A0

, LiD A1  30 Hz,A0oA1  (10)P2 -Ip 2 D (7) or = 3 ppm.

AoAIA2
P3 - The molecular weight of contaminant molecules is taken

Ao AoA1  AoA1 A2  as equal to 28. For our calculations of the adsorption rates,
where D = 1 + - +- + 2 we take values of sticking coefficients si (i = 0, 1, 2) equal

III P1P2 PIP2 to 0.1.
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Figure 2 shows the effects of surface contamina-
tion with temperature on the mean resonator frequency Birth rate in So sites = A0

in parts per million. Three frequency-temperature curves Birth rate in S, sites = A,
are given corresponding to heats of adsorption 15, 18, and Birth rate in S2 sites = A2
21 kcal/mole. The heats of condensation are taken to be (11)
75 percent of their respective heats of adsorption. The Death rate in S1 sites =

pressure is kept constant at 0.001 torr. We observe that Death rate in S2 sites = P2
the surface contamination as a function of temperature can Death rate in S3 sites = 02

Lause the mean frequency to change as much as 10 ppm. The birth and death process is a continuous-time
The f-T curves do not follow a cubic polynomial func- Markov chain which is more generally an exponential
tion. The characteristics and magnitudes of curves will be model. Hence, the state transition rate for a Si site is
affected by initial pressures, heats of adsorption and con-
densation, and sticking coefficients. The mean frequency simply the sum of birth and death rates associated withthe state of the site, that is,
increases with increasing temperature.

Figure 3 shows the effects of surface contamination So site: A0

with pressure on the mean resonator frequency in parts S1 site: A, +,Pt (12)
per million. The three frequency-pressure curves have the S 2 site: A2 + P2
same corresponding heats of adsorption and condensation S3 site: jU3
as in Fig.2. The temperature is kept constant at 25 0C.
We observe that the mean frequency is also sensitive to
pressure changes, and --- of a higher order function than b) Frequency Effect of a site fk(t).
a cubic polynomial. The mean frequency decreases with
increasing pressure. Since each contamination site, say site k, exerts a

finite effect on the resonant frequency, the frequency effect
can be described by a continuous function f(t) which is a
continuous-time Markov chain. The function has specific
values depending on the state of site:

IV. Theoretical Developments fk (t) = a0 = 0 for So site,

for Frequency Fluctuations. Ik (t) = a, = 1 for S1 site,
N,

A (t)= a 2 =1AforSsite, (13)
Although there is a steady-state equilibrium in the N,.

adsorption and desorption of contaminant molecules, there 3A f

are instantaneous fluctuations in the number of adsorbed fk (t) = a3 = A for 53 site.
molecules. Each contaminant site on the electrode patch of where N, is the number of sites on one electrode patch.
a thickness-shear resonator exerts a small but finite mass The magnitude of thickness-shear vibrations is maximum
loading effect on the resonant frequency. Hence, the fluc- at the center of electrode patch with the vibrations de-
tuations will be manifested in short term frequency insta- caying to zero near the edges of elctrode. A graph of
bilities. We investigate the magnitude and spectral char- the ma tude of thickness-sheavrons w cxhioi

acteristics of short term frequency fluctuations as caused the magnitude of thickness-shear vibrations will exhibit

by spatial and temporal fluctuations in the number of ad- a Gaussian profile. This implies that the mass loading ef-
sorbed contaminant moleculesa fect of the contaminant molecules is exerted predominantly

near the center third of electrode. Hence the effective N,
value is smaller than the number of sites in one electrode
patch. Subsequent analysis will show that a smaller N,
value leads to larger magnitudes of root-mean-square fre-

a) Birth and Death Processes. quency fluctuations.

The stochastic analysis of fluctuations in the ad- c) Conditional Probability Function
sorption and desorption of contaminant molecules fol-
lows the usual developments for birth and death pro- Pt) of fk(t).
cesses[5]. The table below gives the birth(adsorption) and The probability of fk(t) at a subsequent time t having
death(desorption) rates which follow from Eqs.(2) to (4): a value of aj, given an initial value of ai at t equal to zero,
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is defined by a conditional probability function d) Autocorrelation Function of

Pi, (t) = P {Jk (0 = a2 I fk (0) = a,} Frequency Fluctuations about Mean

ij = 0,1,2.(14) Resonant Frequency.
The autocorrelation function of the continuous-timeFor a continuous-time Markov chain, Eq.(14) must satisfy Markov chain fk) in Eq.(13) is defined as the expected

Kolmogorov's backwaru equations which are a system of vaueof che o f fk(t) a nd as tha is,
firstorde diferenial quatons:value of the produc t of f(t), and f(0), that is,

first order differential equations:

dP (t) AP (t), (15) Rf, (t) = E [1k (t) fk (0)] (22)

which by definition can be written as

where P (t) =Rf (t)
PO0 (t) POI (t) P0 2 (t) P03 (t) 3 )13 33

PIo(t) P11 (t) P12 (t) P13 (t) (16) ZE aia.P{fk(t) = aj,fk(0) = ai}, (23)
P20 (t) P21 (t) P22 (t) P23 (t) i=Oj=O
P30o(t) P31 (t) P32 (t) Pa33(0)

and A = where the term P{fk (t) = aj,fk (0) = a,} is the joint

- O 0 probability distribution function of fkt), and fk(O). The

P -(A + PI) x0 (17) joint probability distribution function can be calculated

0 P2 (A2 + -P) A2 1  by employing the conditional probabilities in Eq.(19), and

0 (0+ P2) A2  steady-state probabilities in Eq.(7). Hence,

The initial conditions for Eq.(15) is an identity matrix P {fk (t) = aj, fk (0) = ai} = Pii (t)pi. (24)
since at zero time there are no transitions,

1 0 0 01 Using Eqs.(24) and (21), Eq.(23) can be written as

P(0) = 0 1 0 0 (18) 3

P0=0 0 1 0 Rfk(t)ZE ,l&e--t (25)
0 0 01 m=o

The Kolmogorov's backward equations can be we3 3 (26)
solved[6] to yield Zr, E 1 v.

i=0 j=O
P (t) = VEV-' (19) = =2Since wo is the zero eigenvalue, co is a constant

where dc noise which is the square of mean value of f&(t). In

e-wot 0 0 0 our study of short term instabilities in frequency, we are

0 -wi 0 0 interested in frequency fluctuations about a mean resonant
E (t) = e e

t  0 (20) frequency. Hence, we define a continuous-time Markov0 0 e-w•t 0

0 0 0 e-W3t chain of frequency fluctuations

is a diagonal matrix of exponential time functions with Afk (t) = fk (t) - at (27)
constants u), (m=O, 1, 2, 3) which are the absolute values
of eigenvalues of A in Eq.(17). Since A is singular, a The autocorrelation function of frequency fluctuations
zero eigenvalue exists, and we can define wo to be the about a mean frequency for site k is
zero eigenvalue. All the nonzero eigenvalues are negative. Raf, (t) = E [{Afk (t)) {Afk (0))]
The column vectors vm of V and eigenvalues --w.m form
the eigenpairs v-,,,,) of A. Eq.(19) and (20) show = E [fk (t) fk (0)] - at
that the matrix of conditional probabilities are exponential 3 (28)

functions of elapsed time t, namely, E 2 e-W=

3 m=1

Pij (t) = vimv-e-'t (21) Note that since ao is equal to zero, Eq.(26) can also be
m=O written as

where vim and v- are elements of matrices V and V-1, 3 3

respectively. o, = 0,a2 aF im pi' (29)
i=1 jl
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We observe that the sum of o,, over m = 1,2, 3 is the Hence the root-mean-square of frequency fluctuations is
mean square of frequency fluctuations due to site k. proportional to the frequency change of resonator to a

There are 2N, sites in the resonator, which accounts monolayer of contaminant molecules, and inversely pro-

for contamination sites on the top and bottom electrodes. portional to the square root of the niumber of contaminant
Hence, the resonator frequency fluctuation about a mean sites in electrode patch.
frequency at any time t is

2Nr e) One-Sided Spectral Density of

AF (t) = E Afk (0), (30) Frequency Fluctuations about Mean
k=1 Resonant Frequency.

whose autocorrelation function is Wiener-Khintchine relation is employed to obtain the

RAF (t) E [AF (t) AF (0)], one-sided spectral density of frequency fluctuations from

2N, 2N] the autocorrelation function of Eq.(34); which yields

E E" ] -'Afk (t)) EAft (0) 3 &2

2N, 2N, 1=1 (31) SA2(f) - Z w 2 +4r 2 f2'(

= 1: E [{Afk (t)} {Af, (0)}] 
m=1

k=1 1=1 wheref is the Fourier frequency. Eq.(37) reveals all the

Since the effects of contaminant sites are mutually inde- essential characteristics of frequency fluctuations induced

pendent, the expected values of cross product terms are by multilayer surface contamination. The spectral den-

zero, and Eq.(31) becomes sity function is a superposition of three Lorentzian spectra
with a distribution of comer frequencies w,,. The function

2N, is similar to that given by McWhortcr[7]. Over a certain
RAF (t) =E E [{Afk (t)} {Afk (0)}] range of Fourier frequencies, 1/f noise can be generated if

k=1 (32) w,, is uniformly distributed with at least one comer fre-
2N, quency per decade of Fourier frequency[8], and the asso-

= L RAI,. (t) ciated &2 having a significant magnitude. The manitude
k=1 of spectral density is proportional to the square of A, and

The generic site k is indistinguishable from other sites inversely proportional to N,.
on the electrode surfaces, therefore, the autocorrelation
function in Eq.(32) is V. Noise Calculations for a 10

RAF (t) = 2N,7 RA&1 (t). (33) MHz Thickness-Shear Resonator.

Using the last equation of Eq.(28), we can write Eq.(33) Noise calculations for the 10 MHz thickness-shear
as 3 resonator previously defined in section 111(a) is performed.

RAF (t)= - -t, In addition, an average site spacing of 0.5 nm is assumed
,( = E (34) for the contaminant sites on electrode patches. Hence, the
m= 1

where , 2 number of sites in one electrode patch isWhr11lI: •./1 rO"

We observe that the autocorrelation function in NA = 4x10 13 sites. (38)

Eq.(34) is made up of three Lorentzian aut-correlation
functions. The reciprocals of w. are the correlation times Calculations for both monolayer and multilayer contami
of the autocorrelation function. The term nations are performed. The model for monolayer contam-

ination was previously reported in reference [2], and is
actually a specialized case of the present model.

S= 6-i (35) Figure 4 shows the spectral density curves of fre-
m= 1 quenny fluctuations plotted as a function of Fourier fre-

is the root-mean-square of resonator frequency fluctua- quency. Four curv,'s are shown. The solid curve represents
tions, and from Eqs.(13) and (29), monolayer contamination, while the three other curves are

for multilayer contamination using values of heat of con-
S3 3 3 densation E, which are 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 of E,, the heat of

-= A: E 2ijvimvj, pi. (36) absorption with a value of 21 kcal/mole. We observe that
N=, m=1 i=1 j=i
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the magnitude of spectral density for E, greater than 0.75 2. The mean resonant frequency is also affected in the
E, is about 50 dBc greater than the curve with monolayer same order of magnitude by the ambient pressure
contamination. For the particular pressure (0.001 torr), which influences the characteristics of the surface
temperature (25'C), and Fourier frequency range of less contamination layers.
than 100 Hz, the spectral density curves with E, less than 3. Magnitude of spectral density of frequency fluctua-
0.5 E, resemble the monolayer curve. tions for multilayer adsorption and desorption is larger

The spectral density of frequency fluctuations at I than for monolayer adsorption and desorption. This

Hz offset is useful for comparing data of noise magnitudes is especially true when the value of E, is close to E,.

resulting from different initial pressures, temperatures, and Calculations for the 10 MHz resonator show that the

heats of absorption and condensation. This is obtain from magnitude of mean square frequency fluctuations is

Eq.(37) by setting f equal to one, in the measurable range of about -120 dBc (Hz 2/Hz).
4. Spectral density of frequency fluctuations at 1 Hz for

3 4&2, multilayer adsorption and desorption, when the valueSatj (1) M (39) of E, is close to El, is remarkably constant with
-= + M changes in temperature. This is not so for monolayer

Figure 5 shows the spectral density of frequency fluc- adsorption and desorption.

tuations at 1 Hz plotted as a function of pressure. We
observe that for wide ranges of pressures (10-5 to 10 torr) Acknowledgement
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYhPOSTIUN ONFREQUENCY CONTROL

DYNAMICS OF PIEZOELECTRIC LAMINAE UNDER A BIAS

M. Cengiz Dokmeci

istanbul Teknik Oniversitesi, P.K. 9, Taksim, 80191 istanbul

Abstract under a state of mechanical bias.

This paper is addressed to the macromechanical Extension of classical models (for instance,
analysis of dynamics of a piezoelectric laminae Lagrange's or Karm~n's model of plates and Love-
under a mechanical bias within the effective stiff- Kirchhoff's model of shells) to piezoelectric
ness coricept uf laminated composites. The piezo- laminae leads always to an effective modulus model,
electric laminae consists of arbitrary numbers of and hence it disregards the electromechanical
perfectly bonded layers, each with a distinct but interactions between adjacent layers. On the basis
uniform thickness, curvature and electromechanical of classical models, the mAcroscopic relations of
properties, and it is coated with very thin electroelasticity were derived for multilayer piezo-
electrodes on both its faces. First,the fundamental electric plates and shells; their steady-state
equations of piezoelectric strained medium are vibrations were reported in some special cases8-1 0

expressed by the Euler-Lagrange equations of a
unified variational principle. Secondly, a set of as well. Parton and Senik8 derived the macroscopic
two-dimensional, approximate equations of the equations of multilayer piezoceramic shells with
piezoelectric laminae is consistently established, thickness polarization of the layers. Likewise,
Thirdly, a direct method of solution is indicated 10-12
for the macromechanical analysis and certain Karnaukhov and Kirichok constructed the
sr-cial c~ps Are considered. The governing equa- governing equations of laminated piezoelectric
tions are derived in invariant Lagrangian form and plates and shells by taking into account the
accommodate all the types of motions of the biased geometrical nonlinearity and, in particular, the
piezoelectric laminae. All the significant effects effect of viscosity and temperature. Evseichik,
both mechanical and electrical, are taken into Rudnitý,kii and Shul'ga13 derived the electroelastic
account, equations for the vibrations of a shell that is

inhomogeneous in thickness and has piezoelectric
layers. Moreover, the thermomechanical behavior of

1. Introduction multilayered piezoceramic shells with thickness
polarization was treated under harmonic excitation

Laminae or multilayer type of structural
elements was appreciated only relatively recently by Motovilovets and Gololobov 14 . Mention should
due to their significant improvements in piezo- also be made of a theory of vibrations of coated,
electric properties for ultrasonic technology. The thermopiezoelectric laminae in which the effects of
features and applications of piezoelectric layered elastic stiffness of, and the interactions between,
and/or composite elements and the basic ideas layers of the laminae and its electrodes were all
underlying their sum and product properties are included . On the other hand,Holland and EerNisse 1 5

available 1 -4 To predict dynamic response of this described the design and analysis of laminae typestyplbe .oTo ptut raeeedicts, dyna responsicaofhist of piezoelectric bars, disks and plates by means of
type of structural elements, there basically exist Green's function technique. Auld and his co-
two types of macromechanical models: the effective 16,17
modulus model and the effective stiffeness model, workers developed a Floquet theory of wave

The former model5,6 replaces a laminae by a propagation in periodic composites that was shown
representative homogeneous medium with the aid of to agree well with experiment. Bugdayci and
averaged material constants of laminae constituents. Bogy 18 ' 19 derived a theory for high frequency
This model, although it is relatively simple, omits motions of piezoelectric layers, including some
the mutual coupling of layers, and it is generally applications, as did Lee and Moon20 for low
suitable for a rather broad class of static appuications s diezoelec and plow
response of laminae. The effective stiffeness frequency motions of piezoelectric laminated plates.
model combines both the physical and geometrical Moreover, a general transfer matrix description of
properties of laminae constituents and incorporates arbitrarily layered piezoelectric structures was
all their essential electromechanical features, and obtained21 .
it accounts for dynamic response of laminae. Within

the frame of this model 7 , this paper describes a Biasing stress or strain and/or electric field
macromechanical analysis of piezoelectric laminae is a new design feature and demand in piezoelectric

CH2818-3/90/0000-394 $1.00 1990 IEEE
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devices for ultrasonic application in control engi- dimensional equations of piezoelectricity by use of
neering. The presence of a biasing state induced the unified variational principle together with the
by external perturbations like thermal, mechanical series representation of field variables in Section
and electrical fields and even magnetic fields can 6. Alternatively, a direct method of solution is
significantly affect 1e dynamic response of struc- indicated in investigating the incremental motions
tural elements (e.g., rods2, plates2 3 ' 2 4  of piezoelectric strained laminae in Section 7.

l25 26 Special motions, geometry and material are treated
shells2'2) and the characteristics of BAW and and the fully linearized governing equations,

SAW (e.g., 27-31 and references therein). In a including the uniqueness of their solutions, are

biased solid medium, the linear theory of electro- pointed out in Section 8. The last section is

elasticity is in need of modification so as to devoted to the concluding remarks.

govern its motions. This fact was widely recog-
nized, and taken up by many investigators in elec- N o t a t i o n - In the paper, standard tensor

n32  notation is freely used in a Euclidean 3-space E.
troelasticity. Tiersten derived a properly in- Accordingly, Einstein's summation convention is
variant set of the nonlinear fundamental equations, implied over all repeated Latin (1,2,3) and Greek
including thermal effects by means of a systematic indices (1,2) that stand for space and surface
use of the axioms of continuum physics. From these tensors, respectively, unless they are put within

general equations, he and Baumhauer33 established parantheses. In the space E, a fixed, right-handed
the differential electroelastic equations for small system of geodesic normal convected coordinates

dynamic fields superposed on a static biasing state is identified by the x i-sytem. All the field
of solid medium, and also, for intrinsically non- quantities are used in Lagrangian formulation, and
linear fields. Moreover, the fundamental equations a quantity in the initial state is designated by a
of a biased piezoelectric medium were expressed as zero index and a prescribed quantity by an asterisk.
the Euler-lagrange equations of some variational A superposed dot stands for time differentiation, a

principles 34,35 comma for partial differentiation with regard to the
indicated space coordinate, and a semicolon and a

The aim of the present paper is (i) to present colon for covariant differentiation with respect to

a variational formulation of tie fundamental equa- the indicated coordinate, using the space and

tions of piezoelectric medium under a mechanical surface metrics, respectively. The index (m) which

bias, and using this together with a linear repre- takes the values 1,2,...,N refers to the m-th

sentation for the field variables, (ii) to derive constituent from the lower face of piezoelectric
the two-dimensional, approximate governing equa- laminae, and, for instance, m=1 (or a prime ') to
tions for all the types of incremental motions of the lower face electrode, m=2,3_.. N-i to the
piezoelectric laminae under a bias, and then (iii) layers and m=N (or a double prime ") to the upper

to describe a direct method of solution for the face electrode of laminae. Moreover, B(t) repre-
incremental motions, to indicate some special cases sents a regular, finite and bounded region B of the

and also to consider the fully linearized equations space E at time t, 9(=BU6B)the closure of B, with
of piezoelectric laminae. its boundary surface 6B, RXT the domain of defini-

tion for the functions of the space coordinates and
Specifically, a definition of the notation to time, T=[t 0 ,t,) the time interval, and Z=[z-h,z+h]

be used herein is given in the rest of this section the thickness interval of a constituent.
and the content of the paper is as follows. In the
first part of the paper, a unified variational 2. Principle of Virtual Work
principle is formulated by extending the principle
of virtual work through Friedrichs's transformation for the Piezoelectric Medium under a Bias
in Section 2. In the second part of the paper,
presented in Sections 3-6, by use of Mindlin's To derive, in a systematic and consistent
method of reduction, the set of two-dimensional, manner, lower order field equations and to directly
approximate equations is consistently derived for provide their approximate solutions, variational
the incremental motions of piezoelectric laminae principles were primarily developed by Mindlin,
under a static, finite, mechanical bias. The Tiersten and EerNisse for a piezoelectric medium, by
geometry of piezoelectric laminae region is Mindlin, Nowacki and the author for a thermopiezo-
described in Section 3. In Section 4, a linear electric medium, and by the author for a piezoelec-
representation in the thickness coordinate of piezo tric medium with small piezoelectric coupling and/or
electric laminae is introduced for the fields of an internal surface of discontinuity and that under
incremental mechanical displacements and electric a mechanical bias. Hamilton's principle, the prin-
potential which are chosen as a starting point of ciple of virtual work and an experienced guess work
derivation. Also, in accordance with the linear were used in deducing the variational principles of
representation, various resultant quantities piezoelectricity; a review of the subject was given
averaged over the thickness of laminae are defined. in Refs. 2, 35. In order to render this paper to be
The distributions of incremental strain and quasi- self-contained, a unified variational principle is
static electric field are given and the macroscopic reformulated by extending the principle of virtual
constitutive equations of piezoelectric laminae are work through the dislocation potentials and Lagrange
obtained in Section 5. The two-dimensional, undetermined multipliers.
approximate governing equations and the associated
boundary and initial conditions for the motions of In the space E, referring to the x -system of
piezoelectric laminae are deduced from the three- general convected coordinates, a regular, finite and
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bounded region of piezoelectric elastic medium, Bo, and the associated natural boundary conditions by

with its boundary surface 6B , under a state of

mechanical static stresses is considered at its Ln iJ + 0 u ;k on 6BXT (2.6)

initial unperturbed or reference state at time
t~t0 . This initial state which is taken to be L, - n D 0 on NBXT (2.7)

self-equilibrating acquires its spatial (perturbed
or final) state B+6B by a small motion superposed as its Euler-Lagrange equations. In deriving (2.3)
onto the finite, static deformation of piezoelec- the familiar relations between the stress tensors
tric region Bo+6Bo at the time interval T=[to0 tl). and the stress vectors, the stress equations of

Now employing Lagrangian approach, the principle equilibrium and the associated boundary conditions,
of virtual work is stated for the piezoelectric namely,
strained region at ius spatial state as an Li [t k(6 1+ u; 0 in iXT
assertation in the form 0 k u0 ;k ;i

(2.8)
- fB T'J6SJ - D 6E)dV + L, L t•. ni i k (6 j + u k 0 on 3BXT

.)B( 1/ar U fP6 dV 0* 0* n 0t 0 (a ;uk~ro~

+ •B(T.6 + o~a.)dS = 0 (2.1) are considered, the usual arguments are implied on

ii the increments of field variables36 and the axiom
Here, T (=t J+t'J), t'] and t are the total, in- of conservation of mass is employed. Also, the0 0 l

0 0)0 constraint conditions of the form
itial and incremental stress tensors; S ij=(s ij +S i cjt
si0 and si, the total, initial and incremental 6u= 60 = 0 in B(to) & B(tI) (2.9)

strain tensors; pthe mass density of undeformed

piezoelectric medium; Ui(=uO+ ui, u- and u- the are imposed.
i i 1 i I

total, initial and incremental displacement vectors, To describe fully the motions of piezoelectric

a i(=u. the Lagrangian acceleration vector; T strained medium, the two-field variational princi-
ple (2.3) should be supplemented by the gradient

(=t +t), to and t the total, initial and incre- equations (2.2), the constitutive equations in the
0 i form

mental stress vectors; Di the electric displacement = / ( + a-), D (2

vector, Ei the quasi-static electric field vector, ai j a• T .10)

o(=n D )the surface charge, 0 the electric poten- where l(sijsEi. l] E ) stands for an electric

tial and ni the unit outward vector normal to a 1 0
enthalpy function which contains the initial

surface element. Substituting the gradient equa- 37
tions of the form stresses as parameters , in addition to (2.6), the

boundary conditions as

ii i u ;i k;j in SXT (2.2) ui - ul - 0 on 6BuXT, 0 - . 0 on ýB XT (2.11)

Ei 12 (U + U E = - 0
ij i;j j;i i ,i the initial conditions of the form

into (2.1), applying the Green-Gauss transformation . (xt
of integrals for the regular region B+6B, carrying u (x,to) - t(x)= 0, u t - w(xj) = 0

out the indicated variations, and then integrating in B(to) (2.12)
over T, one finally obtains a two-field variational 1(xi*to) - ox) = 0
principle for the piezoelectric biased medium as O

8L{u.,ol = fTdtfB(L'6ui + L6o)dV and the constraint conditions (2.9). These con-
straint conditions prevent a free choice of trial

(2.3) functions, and hence, variational principles with

+ fTdtfd B(L 6u+ L.6( )dS : 0 as few constiaints as possible become desirable in
computation. Thus, all the constraint conditions
but the initial conditions are relaxed through

with the divergence equations of incremental motion 34
by Friedrichs's transformation and the initial con-

ditions following Tiersten's38 approach. The
L= (tij + tikUjk) - paJ = 0 in BXT (2.4) result is a unified variational principle by

0 ;k ;
;i 6LW ai+61a + 61 1= 0 (2.13a)

L D 0i = 0 in BXT (2.5) aL(A a= aJ 1 46i 21
with the admissible state
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Azt I , i D10 (23b Evidently, the unified eight-field var-iati -nal
A lu , t t , , E 0 , (2.3b) principle (2.13) yields, as its Euler-ILagrange

equations, all the fundamental differential equd-
and the denotations by tions of motion of piezoelectric strained media but

the symmetry of stress tensor; and conversely, if
(6 1 11 J12 U13 .dtf(L16ui, the fundamental differential equations are satis-
(a2d1) T f fied, the unified variational principle is defi-

L'j6Si~ 13 J~6LW)dV nitely verified.

(2.14) The unified variational principle (2.13) re-

(J21 11622 6J 23  .dt~ (L60, r6E. covers those 26 ,34 deduced from Hamilton's principle
2 22 23)= fTtfBand the principle of virtual work, and it includes

.aD' )dV several earlier variational principles as special
cases; the generation of the initial conditions is

-11 12 1 fJ I the novelty of this unified principle.
(o1 ll 61 12) f dt (faB L,6u idS, foBd*,6- dS)

t U3. Geometry of Laminae

(61 21' 6 22 ~ dt L60dS f ,oS In the space E, consider a piezoelectric
202 T (da fB( laminae composed of two perfectly conducting lower

and and face electrodes and (N-2) piezoelectric layers
between them. Each constituent may possess dis-

[111612]2 fBEL6 x~ ) 16 i'J )d tnt u uniform thickness 2h M, curvature and

electromechanical properties. The regular regicn
3 of laminae, V+S, with its boundary surface S is

61 j~ 6 (j ,to)dV(2. 15) referred to the x I- system of geodesic normal con-
vected coordinates, the midsurface A of first layer

Here, 3
i j . tij n anx = 0 being taken as the reference surface, such

L- 1/2 ( + L)that the corresponding metric tensors of the un-
as.i as. . deformed laminae are given by

d. 13 s. . - 1/2 (u. .~ + u. . ) (2.16) ga = P X Pa a , gQL ai (P_ 1 ) a (3.1)

. ( E. + 0 D) I' (DI i + gf9, 0 , 933 r1

I ,i aE . with the shifters of the form

and
P 6CL - x 3bc wc (L,f 0 (3.2)

-U I , dj J ,, nD (2.17) B - 8 3 0' 138

and where a,, and b,, denote the first and second fun-
damental forms of the reference surface A, and

P[1 ~i, 0)-4(
3

]ca 8 =b 0b) its third fundamental form. By use of

the shifters, the components of a vector field,
P_ lIx~ v'(x31] (2.18)

0 ' (X~,X ,) and ('Ri) which are respectively ref-
j 3 erred to the base vectors of laminae space and

x = 0D(uj,t 0 ) - fl*(x) those of reference surface are associated with one
another as

and also those in (2.4)-(2.7) are defined. The
variational principle should be modified for the x0 = x BR X0, (P- l)Q1XB I 6V;x
linearized constitutive relations which implies the a 8 C - L

dislocation potentials by iix 8 
3  3 3 (3.3)

- CCijk s - ck ik ( . 9Be i s, the equations of the form

0 '+(ikjk + x (2.19 x = 1  2h - h1, f(x1,x2  0 (3.4)

in lieu of those defined in (2.16). In (2.19),deietelwraduprfcs SIfndSf ad

Cilk, Cij and C~ are the elastic and piezoelec-i f
tric strain constants and the dielectric permitti- the edge boundary surface S e of laminae. The re-
vity of piezoelectric medium, with their usual ference surface A intersects the edge boundary sur-

symmetry properties 35 face along a dordan curve C. The bonding surface
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between the m-th and (m+l)-th constituent is denoted of (A t) in the closure of laminae region witn no
by Am'm+1, and the outward unit vector normal to Se singularities of 5ny kind, and not t: vary widelý

by v and that to Sf by ni. In addition to tne across the thickness met layers. Acccron imv, theI f 1* ~fields of incremental feý_-ýanical displace7_ents and
system of coordinates, a system of local coordi- electric potential which are chosen as a startinn

nates xm is introduced which is situated on the point Or derivation are expressed by

midsurface A of the m-th constituent. Thus, one -m m 3 m
reads m u, + x w ml,2,....N k4.1)

S0 3 3Xm = x , xm = x z m=l,2. N (3.5) and
Cm m 3 m

where zm is the distance between the surfaces A P m ; m=2,3. N-i (4.2

and A. Also, the equations as where (v , wi I, (P)m are unknown a priori, inde-

pendent and functions of x' and t, only. In (4.1),3 0 x3m m wm' M
m = , - Zm = 0 (3.6) v , v3 and and w3 represent, in this oroer, the

extensional, flexural and thickness motions of the
clearly define the surface Am and those by m-th constituent. Also, the use of (4.1) was shown

to account for the coupled motions of laminae, as
xm3 _ hm 0 X3m+1 + hm+ 0 indicated already by Drumheller and Kalnins 39 and

mM1+m1(3.7) 73 (z 3 the author Moreover, in (4.2), m=1 and m=N are
m m m+1 hm+i) 0 excluded, since the electrodes are perfectly conduc-

ting. When an alternative potential difference is
with applied to the electrodes, one reads

m
zm (2 -6 1r - 6mr )hr (3.8) 01 V , ,, N = V _ 4, 0 coswt (4.3)

r=1o

where o is a constant and , the circuiar frequency.

the bonding surface Amm+I* In the piezoelectric laminae, the constituents

In the region of piezoelectric laminae, are adhered one another and no relative deformation
are permitted at their interfaces. Thus,the conti-

2h/Rn < 1 (3.9) nuity of mechanical displacements and electric po-
tential on, and that of tractions and surface charce
across, the bonding interfaces Am~+ are maintain-

where R is the least principal radius of c'jrva- ao, m+ 1

mi ed. First, using (4.1), the continuity of incremen-
ture of the midsurface A, and the elements of volume tal mechanical displacements is written as
dV, of surface dS on S, of area dA on A and of line
ds along C are given by m m m+ I m+1

vi + (zm + nm)W i = vI + (Zm+I - hm+l)wI
1 23 3 3dV rjgdx dx dx = dSdx = jdAdx no sum over m; m=1,2.. N ;on Am,m+IXT (4.4)

n dS = wv dsdx
3

SCThis represents 3(N-1) constraints and reduces the
with number of the independent functions of displace-

12 1 3 3 2 ments, 6N, in (4.1) to 3(N+1). The independent
S= (g/a) 1 -2cx + (x ) b functions are chosen as

(3.11) 1  m
a a ,,, b = Ib'I, c 1/2 bo', g= jg,'I v , w r=l,2,....N (4.5)

where b and c denote the Gaussian and mean curvature and the rest of the displacement functions is

of A, respectively; a more elaborate account of the expressed by

results recorded can be found (e.g. ,35 m 1 m r• • m + I rr iv I = v I + I Z rm Wi ; m=2,3,.....N (4.6)

4. Mechanical Displacements, Electric Potential and r1

Resultants for the Piezoelectric Strained Laminae with

In mathematical terms, the regular, finite and Zrm = (2 - 61r - 6mr)h(r) - 6mrZ(m) (4.7)

bounded region of piezoelectric laminae is defined in terms of them.
by the fundamental assumption (3.9) which allows one
to treat the laminae region as a two-dimensional Next, the continuity of electric potential is
medium. In addition to (3.9), all the field vAria- similar1 7y eAPIessed by
bles together with their derivatives are assumed to m m m+1 (4.8)
exist, tu be single-valued and continuous functions w + (zm + hm )4 P + (Zm+i - hm+I (4.8)
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no sum over m; m=2,3 .... N-, where
on Am, m+XT (4.8) n =z(x3dx 3l+1 - (h\O+1]/(nl)

and ¢, 2 2 nA)XT

V + (z 2 - h 24 n20,1 ..... (4.18)
-1 N 1(4.9)

)- + N-1 on those of traction by, N-I+ (zN-1 + hN-1 on AN3,NXT3
( ,p ) = (PPO' ), (q p ) P. 8 3 t3

In view of the constraints (4.8), the (N-3) inde- B p
pendent functions of electric potential are chosen at (x z+h, z-h) (4.19)
as

a m ; m=2,3 .... N-2 (4.10) and
(r s• {iit3 8[v• -

The dependent functions of electric potential are 0' 0 0 :8 b v3 + x (w :8 -•33~ 3

expressed by + Po w1 at (x =zth, z-h) (4.20)

2 2- (r3, s3) = It 3[v + bB v + x 3(w + b w 8
(P(z 2  a' )4 0 33 ,a 3 , LC &333

+ P r + Pt 0 w3 1 at (x =z+h, z-h)
z + , Zrm• m=2,3,....N-2

N-1 r=2 N-2 those of loads by
P - (Z N- /hN- 1)V' + (1 + z N-1/h N-1)Y hrq OtM 8Q W, 3 )Px3

N- 1 N-2 rN2 (N, *) =zx* B (4.d1
= -) "/ N ) = hrra((ZN 1/hN - +)(0" h ,r_ (4 11 (N .3, M 3) = fZT .3( 1 , x 3 ) dx 3

N-1 r3,N1=(l/hN_,)(.,- }=2hr~r) (4.11) (Nt, M•)i = fZt(1, x )iidx3 (4.21)

and
in terms of the independent functions (4.10). (L a 3  3(S., P) (PPOL.)and (S , P•):,]

Evidently, the linear representation (4.1) and 8
(4.2) and the gradient equations (2.2) imply a dis- at (x3z+h, z-h) (4.22)
tribution of mechanical strain for each constituent
as andRi qi pi i i _ s

R 3)r[ s. (xLt)] (4.12) 1 =q -p r 1 - o (4.23)

r =0 ml (z+h)q- (z-h)pl; ml = (z+h)rl - (z-h)so
0 0 0

and that of electric field for each layer as Besides, the two-dimensional resultants of electri-

R cal displacements in the form
E. • 'x ) r' x• t ] i(i.31i)

r=O ( 3 [rEi(X("t) (4.13) (Fl, G1) = fZ(I, x3)D idx3 (4.24)

of which the explicit expressions are obtained in those of surface charge by

the next section. (d, f) = (PD3 ) at (x3=z+h, z-h) (4.25a)

Now, in accordance with the linear representa- and
tion above, various field quantities are averaged
over the thickness interval of each constituent for C = (z + h)d, F = (z - h)e (4.25b)
the subsequent development. Thus, the two-dimen-
sional incremental resultants of stress are defined and those of edge-surface charge by
by [N38 M 8  

K3] 3 2] 1 3 (F, G) = fZ(1, x3) adx3 (4.26)

NOL ,MOB ,KcB =fZF 1 , , (X W, ]tPdx (4.14)
333 3 33 3 are introduced. In (4.14)-(4.27), the resultants of

(QL, Ro); N33z fZ[(1, X3 3 t 3]udx stress, initial stress and electric displacements
are measured per unit length of the coordinate

and those of initial stress by curves on A, those of acceleration, surface load and

01 33 33 3surface charge per unit area of A, and those of
[N.3.... .R , N33] = z[to .  t 3 3 ]udx 3 (4.15) edge-load and edge-surface charge per unit length of

C. Moreover, in terms of the foregoing definitions,
those of acceleration by the continuity of tractions and that of surface

iicharge by

A' = P +vi~IJ (4.16) i i i im+n1 Mm +A 0 B P V1 + 2 ( )q + ri0)mo -qr (p + s0) 0 ; dm fm+l 0
with

on Am~m+iXT (4.27)un = In - 2 cIn+1 + bln+2  (4.17)
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are givn; the resultants can he similariy referred (in ()

to the A of each constituent in place of A, 3 5. =3  m 0 ; m=1,2,....N (5.3b)

5. Distributions of Strain and Electric Field. In deriving (5.3), the covariant derivatives of the
displacement vector are expressed with respect to

Macroscopic Constitutive Equations surface metrics by means of Ahe identities a,

The components of incremental strain of order u = - u u 3 (5.4)
(r) are obtained by use of the appropriate term of ; o:B ca 3 . 3;3 =3,3

the unified principle (2.13), namely, Here, an overbar indicates the displacement compo-
nents, as defined in (3.3).

13 N
6J = fTdtfA N {fz[si. - 1/2 (ui;j In a similar manner, the distribution of elec-

13 I (5.1) tric field is found by use of the part of (2.13) in

uj; )]6tiJl(r)PdAdx 3 = the formN-

6J2 d 1z[Di(Ei + )](r )PdAd x3=
3*1 - 23 = .fTdtfA- I ( fz~D(E +

By inserting (4.1) into this equation, and then r2=3 r 2J'
performing the integrals over the entire thickness (5.5)
of piezoelectric laminae, recalling the resultants This yields the distribution of electric field in
of stress (4.14), one finally obtains the distribu- a variational form by
tion of incremental strain in a variational form as N-i

N 6j 2 3 = -TfdtA 1 [(0 i i1 13o d B - e. )6N• r=2

J
13 =fTdA [s -e)6c 2-tfA fA [( [BE (re)F13 " rTt =I + (iEn -E )6Gi](r)dA = 0 (5.6)

+( s C - ,B + ( 2s 6 - Y1)6K• and
+ (oS3 - e 3)6Q9' + ( 13 )6 o E)i = e , CE (5.7)

+ 0(S 3 3 - e 3 3 )6N 3 3](r)dA - 0 (5.2) Here, the denotations by
e (2) (z2- h €(2)

This equation leads, as its Euler-Lagrange equa- a =C2 2' ,a

tions, to e(m) = z (r ) m=3,4 ,.... N-2

o Ssi j = e i j ' I S i, = i j ' 2 si, = - Yi j ( 5 . 3 a ) ( N -1) r = 1 N (' m)

where e(N-) = - (1 + zN- /hN-1Y hr¢£•)r=2
el = 1/2 (v :a + v - 2b v3), e~m) = 4 (m) -2

c~l 8c 833 - m=2,3,..,N-(.m ~~N-2 .)
e(m) e' + 1/2 m +W 2b Cw(r) eNN-1) 2/h I h (8(r))

43r=1 Br=2 r

e 1C 11/2 (v +bov +w)', m=2,3,..., N 6 (m) -_ (m) m=2,3,....N-2

m)m ( Ni1) N N r
e(m) e+ 1/2 [w(m) + z (W + b0w r 1/h Y h ,r
0 a r=1 rm + C O( N-i r=2 r a,

e•) m) m=1,2,. ., e! =e' =! = C = 0 ; m=2,3,. ,N

c'5 = /2 ( ',, - b ovo: cL +re
/ C - b8 vo:c + 2c-,v 3 + wa:8 are introduced.

+ w8 :t - 2c%,w 3 )1 Now, the distributions (5.3) and (5.7) are sub-

stituted into the constitutive part of (2.13), and
- b=v - bov + 2c v then the integrations are carried out with respect

a 0:8 8 O: (in 3) 1 to the thickness coordinate and the resultants of
+(w + wa:8  - 2c Bw3 ) stress and electric displacements are used wherever

feasible, with the results in variational form by

+ Zrm( - br w - bNw + 2c w3 ) (r) 612 N - N+ftf [(NeB N•B)ae B+(MeBMB6
r=1 O: &8 a 0:0 12 TdA =c e c

1/2 w o(i) 0 ; m=1,2,...N
a3 3,'; 33 ;"

-+ (Ka K )6-y + (Q' - Q')6e + (R' -Rc)6Cm))
'Y(N = 1/2 C - bow: - b3W: + 2c. w3 ) (i) c a c 0 c

(5.3b) + (N - N3 3 )6e 1(r)dA = 0 (5.9)
c 33
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and N for all the constituents of piezoelectric laminae.
62 d [(F 1 - )6e By substituting (4.1) into this variational integral,

22 =fTtfA F - Fc)e using various relations between space and surface(5.10) tensors and their derivatives, performing integra-
+ (Gl - Gl)6 3i(r)dA = 0 tions with respect to the thickness coordinate and

recalling the resultants of stress, acceleration and

The Euler-Lagrange equations of (5.9) and (5.10) load in Section 4, one finally arrives at the vari-

are the macroscopic constitutive relations in the ational equation of incremental motion as

form N N 1 1i6J1 dtf Y[(V U + 1 + P - pA')6vi

N 06 Nc0 = 0, M B _ MCLB = 0, KB _ KC = 0 1 = fTdA rA 0 0o 1c Cmi (5.11) i)iwi](r)dA .2

0,0,R R' 0, N33  N N33  0 (5.11) + (Wi + To + m + m 0 PB )6w. rdA = (
c c c 0

and where

Fi i = 0, Gi i = 0 on AXT (5.12) V =V : b V V3 •3 V B- c - c =V :1 - boQ V V :0, + O

Here, W, WBa , +3 3 33 (6.3)

•8 M c, Kca (C 0 C1  CC )aBkl(s )T :t :a

(N c C Kc I ) and
(Cl ,lC ) ka8 (E)T U C = U8  ~ba a3  U3- a3 +tOb U

I0 2 k 0 0: oo :o Uo bBo

(Q~ ~)= (0,C) ~klC~l)T (C ~kaCET T = ~c: 8 - bT 3
- Qo(va: : b v

33 i, GC)T k33,5 )T + (R 1 C EaBl
N = Co0 (S kl) - (Ek)u= on AXT (5.13a) I ea o:8 - N o n ft o

3 T•3 b aa R .33,
and To T :a + bcB T - (Ro:a + No )W

(FI, GI) = (C IC )iJk(s k)T + ( o k(
c CI ýU U U ýk-Qv , b WO) (6.4)

In the above equations, 0 °v'

(sk ) (ek ' k[ l) (Ek (ek' • 'O In these equations, the denotations of the form

(5.14) va8  N -8a , = M - aa

are defined. Also, the elastic stiffenesses by Va3 = L a•W3 a

Ci'...k = (Cn Cni C i (5.15a) V.k Q , = R (6.5a)
In n ' - and

with B3 B

ij... k ij..k (5.15b) U N (V - bv3) + 0 w :-bw +Q w

C3" + bv + Ma(w + bb "w
are introduced. o -o + N03 (VB bo o 0w 3,8 + ba a

6. Governing Equations of Incremental Motion T 0 o ( . - 8 a 8

In this section, within the order of approxima- a3  MaB(v +B +

tion of the linear representation (4.1) and (4.2), o o 3,B + K0 (w3B,B aw
the macroscopic stress equations of incremental mo-
tion, the macroscopic charge equations of electro- are introduced in terms of (4.14)-(4.27). As a last
statics and the associated natural boundary and ini- step, using (4.6) and considering the continuity

tial conditions are systematically derived. In the conditions of tractions (4.27), the macroscopic

derivation, Mindlin's method of reduction is fol- stress equation of incremental motion is expressed

lowed (see, e.g.,40), and the results are expressed in variational form by

in both variational and differential forms. Also, i N )(r)+ bill - Ci16v!
the governing equations of piezoelectric biased 11 = fT r=i I
laminae are fully stated. 1N (66a)

To begin with, the first term of (2.13) is + [_ hh +

written in the form r=2
N-i (M) N

11 N ik 1((1) () z (r ) + 2h biw,
= f{dtfA ( fz[(tij + tu ;k ) m=2 r=m mr m11 = Tdt~a L ~ o uk; (6.1)

.]6uJ]( + [Hi,, - (2h - h' - 2h")ri'' + 2h"bi"]6w"IdA = 0
-PaJ .r)lpdAd4x3 = 0
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with
S= + Ui -PAi i W i +Ti i i P _ h IN G X3 _ F 3
S om G m -1 ' m M m N-i N-i

=q ro c p +so (6.6b) (6.10b)

in terms of the variations of independent displace- wiere the continuity of surface charge (4.27) ismentfuntios (.1) Frm (66),themacoscpic considered. The Euler-Lagrange equations of (6.10)ment functions (4.1). From (6.6), the macroscopic are readily written as
stress equations follow in differential form as

N N 3 N-i

S(Vi + U )(r) + b - c : = (pAl)(r) X m : Xm + xmrr:C.
r1 r1r=m

SN ) i(r) "X - (z h + a 3
(W1 + T')- + h' I (V + U + h'(c' + b) N-2 :t -N-2 - N2 )FN- 2 :a + 'NJ20 =2N(6.11)0 r=2 10 N (r) + (I + zNI/hN_)hNFN'_I :a nAT(.1

= (pBi)' + h' I (PAi) h 0 on AXT

N r=2 on AXT which represent (N-3) equations. Thus, the macros-

(Wi + T i)(m) + X Zm(VI + U1)(r) + 2hmbi,, copic charge equations of electrostatics are ex-
r=m pressed by (6.10) in variational form and by (6.11)

(8i)(m) N + ( Z (Ai)(r) in differential form.

r=m Paralleling the derivation of the macroscopic
divergence equations (6.1)-(6.11), the mechanical

(Wi + T')" - (2h - h' - 2h")(Vi + Ul), + 2h"b" and electrical, natural boundary conditions of
o 0 piezoelectric biased laminae are obtained by use of

(p - (2h - h' - 2h")Ai)' (6.7) the variational principle (2.13). The tractions of

This equation or (6.6) represents 3(N+1) equations biased laninae are prescribed on a part St(=CtXT) of

for the piezoelectric biased laminae. In deriving Se and Sif and the surface charges on only Se. To
(6.6) and (6.7), details of lengthy computations begin with, consider the pertinent term of (2.13)
are omitted; they are, however, given in a recent for the mechanical boundary conditions, namely,

35
report 635" N N

In a similar manner, to derive the macroscopic 11 = fTdAc I- vJ(t~J

charge equations of electrostatics, from (2.13), r (k )1u(r) ,dsd3
the variational volume integral of the form + to u ;k u d{i• n3 (t 3 j ~u ]6~'d

U21 N- _ dtA N- i (r) +f3 = 0 (6.8) + * t 3k u J )] 'PdA = 0
21 - Z ;i6(] PdAdx (6.8) ;k (6.12)

is evaluated for all the layers of piezoelectric After evaluation as before, this equation leads to

laminae. In doing so, (4.11) is inserted into this the natural boundary conditions of tractions in

equation and the integrations are carried out with

respect to the thickness coordinate, and then the 11 N - uoj)](r)6v
variational integral (6.8) is expressed by 61 1 = fTdtfc( I [NJ - v (VOj + 0

N tr:10J
21 N6J 21i fTdtfa I (FO'.: + d - f)6c " 11J + h- (NJ a

r=~d~A + d "'6.9) + {[M• - v (Woj + To')] + h [N• - V (Vj
r ( 6.)0 r=2 a

+ (GO - F + D - F)64](r)dA = 0 + ](r) N-1 N-i
:• Dy+ {[MC, -+ (WI + TaJ)](m)

with 60'=60"=0. This equation is now written with m=1
respect to the variations of independent functions N j)](r)
of electric potential (4.10) as + X zm[N, - v (Vm] + UoJ)] ( m) + {[M•

r=m m
21 N-3 N-1 (m)61 2•i fTdtfA(= [Xm :• 4 + = FO: 364, - v (WN'J + T 1J)I' -(2h - h' - h")[1N

m 2 hNmF(N-2) 9 (V'3 + U'J)V'l6w'!ds
+Ix N-2 : ( ZN-2 - h N-2)F 0 J (6.13)

4L+ 1dtfS f(PJ'- cJ')6v' + h'(Pi' - cJ')6w!]dA 0

+N(I + Z N- /hN_ )h N-2FN- f

3 (N-2) which yields readily the boundary conditions of
+ XN_2 16 }dA = 0 (6.10a) tractions as follows

with the denotations by N * - + -0

xmr = [2 - 6mr + ( - 1 + ZN -1A/hN_ 1)6N -1,r]hm - 6mrZm r=1 0 (6.14a)
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Nx Nr) N~-2 N-i
[M4 v"(Wj + T'j + h1  [NJ, - ,,(VO'J + ij H* N-2 N2 N-2 AN1 )G* N-2(

- 0 1=2 0 --)FN 2  
N-I (6.20)

= 0 [Mi - v (W~j + TaJ)](m) wtN-2F* + (I + ZNi/hNI)hN-2F
0 with

N m=2,3 ... ,N-i (F*, G)m= f (1, x3 )a.,(m)dx 3 (6.21)+ C Zm[NJ - V j + U j r) 0 0
r=m [U 0 are introduced.

+0on CXT (6.14a) Lastly, an evaluation of the volume integrals

- (2h Ih' - 2h)N C tv T + U (1 4a 0 i of (2.13)yields the natural initial conditions of
0 mechanical displacements and electric potential by

and

PJ - (pJ + sJ)' = 0 on S fXT (6.14b) v1Cx 'to) - c1'x) 0, 'ijx 'to) - B*'(xi) = 0

wWmCt 41 1x)=0 ix t) Cl(in differential form as well. Besides, the natural 1- m(,) 0 m, (xto) - =0
boundary conditions of mechanical displacements by m=1,2,....N (6.22)

1 v' = 0m oCm(Xto) - nm(x)a = 0; m=2,3,. ,N-i
v.i - V'*" = 0 W - i 0 on SufXT (6.15) on A(to) (6.23)
V1 0 0~ W~1 0o SXar re d where n# are given functiors.

are recorded.I I

Up to now, the set of two-dimensional, approx-
In like manner, substituting (4.9) into the imate equations of piezoelectric biased laminae is

variational surface integral of the form systematically and consistently derived by means of

N-i the unified variational principle (2.13) together

61 21 TdtCfc 2fz(v D' - a,)(6p with the linear representation (4.1) and (4.2). The
r =2 electroelastic equations are given both in variati-

3  (r)dd 3  (onal and differential forms at the perturbed state.
+ x364,)](r)dsdx 0 (6.16) Similarly the governing equations can be derived at

and evaluating it, one reads the unperturbed state for the static behavior of
laminae at the unperturbed state. This is recorded

21 N-i 
in35

61 21 =TdtiC Y [(v.F - F,)6p
r= 2 7. A Direct Method of Solution

+ (V a 0- G*)a64, (r) ds = 0 (6.17) In this section a general algorithm is pointed

in terms of the resultants (4.24)-(4.26). By use out which is based upon Kantorovic.'s method for

of (4.11), the natural boundary conditions of sur- the fields of mechanical displacements and electric

face charge are expressed in variational form by potential, as an alternative of the macromechanical
analysis of piezoelectric biased laminae. The algo-

N-3 M-1 rithm starts from the integral principle of (2.3)
6121 =fdt (•C[[H~m) - Vx• + x m F)]6m in lieu of its Euler-Lagrange differential equations21 m:2 = m m= mr r and it rests entirely upon a selection of the fields

N-~2 m= + CN for each constituent under the ad hoc assumptions
+ 1H* [xeN_-2 + (ZN_2 N-2 N -2)FN2 for the piezoelectric region ine-tTton 4. The

(N-i' method can be readily and succesfully employed by
+(1 + ZN_ /hN )hN- 2FN-1 ]}64;N_ )ds =0 means of high-speed digital computers for the macro-

mechanical analysis.
and those in differential form by

N-i To begin with, the fields of incremental me-
Him) - v (x0 + I XmrFO) = 0 ; m=2,3,.,,-3 chanical displacements and electric potential are

M r=m " expressed by

H N-2_v-h )F MjR3M
a•XN-2 + (ZN-2 - hN-2N2 uxJ ,t) =[fpqr(,t) fr(x3 )]m

+ p+q+r=O
+ NI + ZN_ /HN-I)hN 2 FN-1 0 R (7.1a)

along CXT /6.19) Dm(xit) = p [gpr(xp t) gr(x3 ) ]p+q+r=O

Here, N-1 with

m m N- i wit
H* G*-(h/h x mr ; m=2,3,..N-3 [fpqr, g m = [ pq(t)upq(x) aCqr(t)oq(x )]m

r=m - * X Xr pqr ,q

(6.20) (7.1b)
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNAL SYMPOSIUM ON FRUINCY CONTROL

PIEZOELECTRIC BEAMS AND ANGULAR RATE SENSORS

Jan Sbderkvist
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Box 534, S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden

Abstract A number of computerized methods of calculating

interesting properties exist. The most well known of
A tuning fork angular rate sensor made out of a these is the finite element method (FEA or FEM). This

single piece of quartz has been studied. The piezo- method is general and can handle almost any differen-
electric effect is used both to excite a reference tial equation describing the physical situation,
vibration in the plane of the tuning fork and to detect including piezoelectricity [6]. It is important that
a vibration normal to this plane. The amplitude of the the analytic methods are based on simplicity and under-
second vibration is directly proportional to the standing in order for the user to gain a better sense
applied angular velocity. The structure is made rigid of what parameters the interesting properties depend
in order for it to survive :n a harsh environment. This on. There is thus a large demand for simple phenomeno-
implies that the only vibrationally active areas are logical methods in addition to the more general.
the tines of the tuning fork. The performance of the detailed and complicated methods.
sensor is predicted with the help of a phenomenological
piezoelectric beam theory. This theory shows that it This article will address the problem of flexural
suffices to study the two-dimensional dielectric field vibrations of piezoelectric beams. These vibrations are
in the cross-sections of the beams in order to obtain normally described using the electric equivalent
the values of the piezoelectric equivalent components. circuit in Fig. I. Methods on how to predict the values
Estimates of these values can be obtained without the of the components in this circuit have been presented
use of special computer programs. The predictions are previously [7,8]. These methods are not entirely based
shown to be in agreement with measurements. on a phenomenological description of the piezoelectric

effect. They do not, for instance, clearly indicate the
role of the different electric fields. It is thus
difficult, using these methods, to visually understand

I. Introduction the performance of different electrode configurations,
as well as to predict the performance if only simple

The market for inexpensive, small sensors is analytic tools are available.
expanding steadily. It is becoming more and more
important to be able to reduce price (and size) since
sensors and actuators are becoming one of the more I

expensive parts of computerized systems. One of the few Co

techniques that can be used in producing inexpensive,

small structures is micromachining (including batch 0 [
fabrication). The fabrication techniques, including C, LI
anisotropic etching and bonding, have recently been (-
developed extensively for both quartz and silicon. True
three-dimensional structures can now be designed in
both materials [1,2,3]. However, it is still difficult

to etch in some directions. A number of quartz and
silicon sensors have recently been designed [4,5] and E- R -3 _•__--- L
commercialized successfully using this technique. 3 3

Now, the design of micromechanical sensors is no Fig. 1. An electric equivalent circuit of a vibrating
longer restricted by fabrication difficulties. The structure. Each of the R&C.L.-branches represents the

2complexity of the structures can be expected to behavior close to a resonance frequency (I=LC- w
increase. This implies that more experiments are needed RQ,=Lw,). The dielectric capacitance is denoted C0.
in order to optimize performance. It will thus become
more and more important to be able to predict the The obtained knowledge has been used to study
behavior of the sensors without having to perform angular rate sensors made of quartz. These sensors are
expensive and time-consuming experiments. This points based on the principle of conservation of linear
out the importance of accurate analytical tools. These momentum [9,10]. This specific sensor application uses
tools can also be helpful in explaining anomalies in all three of the properties of well-defined resonance
experiments as well as to stimulate new experimental frequencies, of electrically activated mechanical
ideas and identify important design parameters of the vibrations and of the conversion of a mechanical
structure. deflection into an electric signal. It is thus a well-

chosen example of how flexural vibrations can be used
CB2818-3/9010000-406 $1.00 a 1990 lEn
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in different sensor and actuator applications. Piezo-
electric angular rate sensors will therefore be Z

discussed in more detail in this article. Predictions
for this sensor will be compared with experiments. Utz

Ila. Piezoelectrically excited flexural vibrations . .................
electric field considerations

The piezoelectric effect is due to the atomic iQ7
dipole structure of the material. The value of the n0utX
polarizing effect of each dipole is proportional to the X

local stress, T. The charges of neighboring dipoles Fig. 2. Geometry of a simplified beam. The coordinate
will partly neutralize each other. This will result in system does not need to coincide with the crystallo-
a global distribution of bound piezoelectric volume and graphic system.
surface charges, Pol and P,•r This distribution is
given by (cf. [Ill) in which v denotes the direction of vibration (e.g. = x

or z) and S,.o the strain at the origin of the

rP 0, = -divP coordinate system (the mass center). The last equality
in Eq. (3) indicates that the strain can be described

pSf = Ponoft, (I) with one of the well-known piezoelectric equations (sE

= d-T is the compliance tensor at constant electric field)
(e.g. [12]).

where P is the piezoelectric polarization, d the piezo-
electric coupling coefficient and no~t the normal out The beam approximation can also motivate the
of the material. The last equation is based on the neglect of electric field components in the direction
well-known piezoelectric equation D=CT.E+d.T in which D of the beam. This is not a necessary restriction but it
is the electric displacement vector and CT the simplifies the calculation of the electric fields by
permittivity tensor at constant stress (e.g. [121). reducing the electric part of the problem into a two-

dimensional one. Experiments indicate that the electric
The stress-induced bound charges in Eq. (1) will field in the surrounding of the piezoelectric material

create a piezoelectric field, EP, in addition to the does not noticeably influence the piezoelectric
ddielectric field, E , created by the potential of the properties. It can thus also be neglected if desired.

electrodes

One can define the following integrals once the

E = Ed(no deformation) + EP(electrodes grounded) . (2) electric fields are known:

These fields will in reality be coupled to each other JI (y) = d_ '.[[vEd(xyz)dxdz (4a)
since the dielectric field piezoelectrically introduces d.v sE JJ
stress and/or strain in the material. Poisson's

equation is used to find the piezoelectric field due to
the bound charges, while the well-known Laplace's f" (y) = • . v.U•(x,y,zldxdz (4b)
equation is used to find the dielectric field. p. I

and
The two fields will give rise to I, a current of d

free charges to and from the electrodes (fIdt=fDdA). ,(Y) = f+,,U, (x,y,z)+-dY-dr, (4c)

The dielectric field and current will give the value of

the C.-capacitance in Fig. 1, and the piezoelectric
field and current the values of the components in the where U equals EPRv, and I, the second moment of
R.C.L.-branches of the well-known electric equivalent area with respect to an axis normal to v and y. The
circuit [7]. third integral is to be taken over the part of the

surface of the cross-section that is covered by
Beams are defined as being long compared to the positive electrodes. The k denotes the direction normal

dimensions of the cross-section. This implies that to the line element, dr.. It will be shown that these
stress in all other directions than in the direction of integrals contain all information of interest regarding
the beam can be neglected [13]. This transforms the the electric fields in the beam. Some interesting
mechanical part of the problem into a one-dimensional properties of the integrals are as follows:
one. The strain, S, in the direction of the beam in * The first integral determines the vibration
Fig. 2 can then be described by a radius of curvature, amplitude due to an applied electric field (see
R_(y). (=--"(y)- for small deflection), according to Eq. (7)). This integral can be estimated

v accurately without using a computer.
'The second integral causes the effective value of

v +E Sy ( y, for mechanical properties, to zdepend on the

Sy(x,y,z) = S- + +s-,) shape of the electrodes (cx[l-fJ,] , see Eqs. (6)
to (8)). This alteration should be comnpared with
that of the effective value of CT (o'l-d /cs) which
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is independent of the electrode configuration
used. The seco d integral can normally be = sin[wt+( o (Iw) ]
neglected (1f0 .,,nId /cs). 2)fy*w 2L.D (2a)
"The third integral determines the piezoelectric l-w +

current due to a known vibration. This integral is
useful in understanding the efficiency of an
electrode configuration. In most cases it is
proportional to the first integral ( 8.,=-AVf, .. - ()
see Eq. (lOb)).j d m y,u=o)(bD J = _y(j (8b)

It is only the first or the third of these f'{(y). - (y)dm
integrals that needs to be considered if field
components in the direction of the beam are negligible and Ap in dm=Ap'dy is the weight function of the
(true for a beam). One can thus choose whether to treat integration. The n"' eigenmode and the quality factor
the problem purely dielectrically or purely piezo- are denoted C, and Q,. The factor D, describes how much
electrically, the static deflection contains of each eigennode. It

depends on fd.,, on the location of the electrodes and
on the geometry on the beam. The dependence of the

lib. Piezoelectrically excited flexural vibrations vibrational energy (orD,) on the location of the
mechanical considerations electrodes for the beam in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3.

The mechanical deflection due to an applied The last part of Eq. (8a) describes the increased

electric field is determined by a force, F, and a response at frequencies close to the resonance

bending moment, M. Neutrality in each cross-section of frequencies. It is normally desirable to keep the
energy losses small (Q,;I). It can then be assumed that

the beam is determined by the nth term in the sum in Eq.(8) dominates completely
close to the nth resonance frequency.

F'(y) = M.(y) = M 1 (y) = 0

= (5) 1oo q/C=0%
90

ffTydxdz = fJ'z-Tydxdz = fj'x.Tydxdz = 0 80

_70

This gives the following value for the static radius of q 60 10%
curvature in the absence of external forces, q(y) (Ty 50
is given by Eq. (3)), • 340

30

S " ) -i -s fa .(yl (6) 10
Rc,(yw=0) = -j'p,,(y) I,(y) " 0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
nI [%I

Dynamic effects can be taken into account by deriving

the piezoelectric version of the differential equation Fig. 3. The dependence of the vibrational energy (omDn)
for beams [141 on the location of the electrodes. The electrodes are

assumed to cover the distance yE(q,r)V(Ol} in Fig. 2.
22 The beam has a constant cross-section area, is

82 1 . I. [CJ, +.'2 = supported at one end and vibrates at the fundamental

at2 at Ap By 2 IE Y resonance frequency.

a2 IIc. Piezoelectrically excited flexural vibrations
= - (q(y) - a., 1 7) equivalent circuit

The piezoelectric current, given by

in which 5 is a general damping term, p the density and
A the area of the cross-section. It is worth noting in Ip =dj d - df f. (y)
Eq. (7) that it is only the dielectric part of the Dtdrkdy =k t Rcý(y,w) dy ( 19)

electric field that acts as a driving force. The piezo-
electric part affects the effective value of SE,
which, in turn affects, for instance, the values of the will, via R_, have the same frequency dependence as

resonance frequencies, w,. the piezoelectrically induced mechanical vibration.
Thus both can be described by the same second order

The solution to Eq. (7) is best obtained via an system. The scale factor between the electric and the

extended eigenmode decomposition of the static mechanical properties is obtained by equating the power

deflection in Eq. (6). For a harmonic voltage with dissipation in the two systems (UIP=SMP(y)d0, where

frequency w (q(y)=O, w=/wo,), this gives 9=<' (y)). This gives the following important relation
(AV(cj,t) is the voltage applied to the electrodes)
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analytically (,(y), JI., and fj) or calculated via

fc -(X)y -fdI.,+AV.. jdy = 0, (10a) Eq. (Il).

The integral f,., which is better suited for
which is transformed into numerical calculations than the integral f.., is based

on the dielectric field in the cross-sections of the

beam (Laplace's equation). Accurate e-timates of te

value of f,., can be obtained by first dividing the

cross-section into a small number of area elements,
when field components in the direction of the beam are AA.. The appropriate component of the electric field

neglected. The fact that wnl.rgldm=-fR"Sddy has been intensity, E•,, at the center of the elements, is then

used in deriving Eq. (101. Equation (lOb) can also be estimated by roughly sketching the equipotential and
the field lines between the electrodes (see Fig. 4 forproven using vector analysis. Note that the piezo- a dacdsec) h siae ausaete

electric current is proportional to the velocity of the inserted ino t he ete m of then

beam, and that the force acting on the beam is definition of Jte.e

proportional to the applied voltage.

An electric second order system can be represented 1", v.E,..-AA. (12)

by an RCL. circuit. This explains the correctness and s E

popularity of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1.
Comparing the currents through the R,C,L,-branches in in which v, :.otes the distance between the center of

Fig. 1 with the mechanical amplitude of the n " term of the mt" eleincit and the center of bending. A fairly

the sum in Eq. (8) [151 gives the following measurable rough guess as to the shape of the dielectric field

quantity: gives surprisingly accurate estimates without the need

of advanced calculation tools.

-= 1 (J y) g ] / / 1 1 1 1 \ \ \ (NIla

where mo=--,Apdy. The electrodes are allowed to cover .... ,' .. ..I I

any part of the beam. Equation (lOa) can be used to ....... . .... -
simplify the expression for C, according to .. ............

C,= (Y [ (ylldy =

W!mo

"-... "-. \, \ \ 'I \ 1 7 7 a / / ,•.". -,

N•."- \ a " a '\ , 7. 1 1 1 1 / /. ,. -..

AV2 .m 0  d, J
_ <._• (y,w0=O)- ,(y)d . lib)I S 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 4. Electric field intensity in the cross-section

The electrodes have been assumed to cover the area for the drive electrode configuration in Fig. 8. The

yE{q,r{O,lD. Equation (libO is further simplified if size of the arrows is proportional to the field

it is assumed that the shape of the electrodes and the intensity. The direction of the arrows indicates the

geometry do not change in the interval ye{q,r) and if direction of the electric field.

field components in the direction of the beam are
negligible: The integral §,, is better suited for under-

standing how different electrode configurations work.

2 Its value can be estimated by first plotting the

r_2 distribution of bound charges (Eq. (1)1 in the cross-
C- Id '(r)-,'tq)J = section. Smoothly curved electric field lines are then

aV (om0  " drawn between these charges under the condition that

the electrodes are short-circuited. The lines should he

2 approximately normal to the surfaces. Let k. denote the

.,V 22 fraction of lines that enters one electrode (free

2 [-- ()-(q c) charges are induced) and exits another that dielectri-
W•mo cally has opposite polarity. The value of .., is then

given by

Equation (11) contains a number of unknown quantities.

These can either be measured (C, and ý,(y)), determined ÷.. = -kepRc, , (13)
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where p. denotes the amount of bound positive piezo- I
electric charge in the cross-section. The effect of, .9 h/b
for instance, dimensional as well as electrode configu- _p

ration changes and strange cross-section geometries can
easily be studied by observing changes in k. and p, .7 Sa)

from a rough sketch of the charge distribution. This .6
method is well suited for rapid determination of the s - .5
most efficient electrode configurations. Ad,. 4 -0.5

.3 (b
Different aspect ratios of the cross-section can

easily be studied using the integral f.,. An example .2 - b/h

on how this is done using the estimate in Eq. (13) is .1

shown in Fig. S. The estimates of f., obtained in this 0
way can be compared with the values obtained from 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Eq. (4) (see Fig. 6). The deviation is found to be b/h
small. (a)

I

b .9 h/b

.8

++b .7
-- -.L ..6

+ + S 6+ Ad+ .5
_Ad,h .- - .4 (8c) (8d)

+ + +.3

+ + + _.2

+ + b>h .1 ~b
b<h 0

0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Fig. 5. The value of f... for the electrode configur- b/h

ation in Fig. 8a can be estimated in a simple way using Wb)

Eq. (13) by dividing the cross-section into four areas Fig. 6. The dependence of f, on the aspect ratio of
according to the figure. The bound charges attract!- the cross-section for the electrode configurations in
repel free charges on the electrodes. The charge on Figs. 8a-8d (s=1/2). Curves (8a) and (8b) are related
each electrode can be said to depend only on the amount to a vibration in the x-direction and curves (8c) and
of charge within the adjacent area. This results in k.= (8d) 

t
o one in the z-direction. The curve '(approx.)'

b/2h and =1-h/2b respectively. The amount of bound is obtained from the estimate made in Fig. 5. The
positive charge equals p•Rc.= dxybh/syy. separation between neighboring electrodes has been

assumed to be infinitely small. It has also been
The slope, 4C'(y), at the electrode boundaries can assumed that dY is much larger than d,.

be determined from a rough sketch of the eigenmodes or
by using numerical methods (e.g. perturbation theories
or ordinary mechanical FEA). Ilia. Tuning fork angular rate sensors

general overview
The expressions for C, can be used in order to

determine the values of fd., and Y., from measurements Piezoelectric beams and membranes/plates are
of C_. The values of these integrals can be used to common in sensor and actuator applications. These
determine actual vibrational amplitudes (Eq. (8)) and applications use either the properties of well-defined
piezoelectric currents (Eq. (9)). The normalized shape resonance frequencies, of electrically activated
of the eigenmodes can also be obtained from Eq. (II) mechanical vibrations or of the conversion of a
and measurements of the motional capacitance by varying mechanical deflection into an electric signal. A sensor
the location of the electrodes. This is done most that uses all three of these principles, a piezo-
easily if the electrodes are not in physical contact electric angular rate sensor, has been studied. An
with the beam. The value of the integral .fd., can be overview of rate sensors will be given in this section
assumed to be constant during these measurements if the in order for the reader to fully appreciate the
electrodes are located close to the surface of the beam advantages of the studied sensor concept.
(the field in the surroundings is not negligible in
this case). The amplitude of the vibration can also be An angular rate sensor can be based on a number of
determined once the value of 'd,,, is known. different principles. Most well-known are those based

on a rotating mass. The conservation of angular
momentum implies that it is very difficult to alter the
direction of rotation. This memory function will be
observed as a change in direction of rotation of the
rotor with respect to the mounting if the mounting,
e.g. an aircraft, is turning (cf. a compass). The

rotating movement can be replaced by a vibrating one.
The memory function will then be based on conservation
of the linear momentum. The most well-known example of
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this second type of rate sensor is Foucault's pendulum. sense-elec dnrve-elec D
The vibrating structure has the advantage of not using I os,
bearings and ether parts that can wear out. Other
examples of rate sensors are laser and fiber-optical A

gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect [161. ZI 0S,
D,

Most effort has so far been concentrated on A

conventional rotating gyroscopes and on laser v v v
gyroscopes. It is thus natural that these sensors show

the best performance. Unfortunately. they are also the F --A]
most expensive. Vibrating rate sensors will in the I
future show competitive performance. It was shown as v V V_
early as 25 years ago that it is possible to obtain a
resolution below l/!h 1171 by using a vibrating steel Fig. 7. Simplified geometry used for a tuning fork

tuning fork (electromagnetic drive and capacitive pick- angular rate sensor. A suggested elertrode configu-

off). Th- -ost of vibrating rate sensors can be ration is also shown. The drive electrodes excite a

expected to be substantially lower than for other types vibration in the x-direction and the sense electrodes

of rate sensors if solid-state technology and ASIC detect a vibration proportional to Q1 in the z-

circuits are used. Other advantages with vibrating direction.

solid-state rate sensors are that they have an
'infinite' lifetime, a rapid response, a wide range of Eq. (Sa) is then obtained. However. thermal stability

measurements, are simple and can withstand a harsh considerations imply that it is not desirable to have

environment, the two resonance frequencies coincide.

A vibrating angular rate sensor is preferably It is important that the location of the
shaped like a tuning fork. The necessary vibration will electrodes and the geometry of the tines are chosen
then be localized to the tines at the same time as carefully in order to obtain a large output (see Fig. 8
external vibrations are unable to reach the tines. The for some useful electrode configurations). A compromise
symmetry of the fork structure reduces the acceleration between the location of the drive and the sense
sensitivity, since linear acceleration deflects both electrodes is necessary since they must both be located
tines in the same direction, while the Coriolis force on the tines if a rigid mounting is used. One suggested
deflects them in the opposite direction. Signal location is shown in Fig. 7. The drive and the sense
processing can then be used to suppress the linear electrodes can also be interchanged. It is also
acceleration dependence. The sensor will withstand a possible to use one tine to drive and the other to
harsh environment if the stem and the mounting are sense the resulting vibrations.
designed to be rigid. The only vibrationally active
areas will then be the tines. This is in contrast to V V, V V+

older types of tuning fork rate sensors that used a
fragile mounting. This type of mounting enabled a brb sb rb
transfer of tine vibration energy into a torsional V hb

movement of the lower part of the stem, but it also I Bb

implied difficulties in finding a proper mounting area. 2r~s=l
The strength and the acceleration insensitivity is
further increased if a fairly large resonance frequency V_ V+ V V+

is used. z

The principle of a vibrating tuning fork rate
sensor is as follows. The linear momentum that is to be V_ V X

conserved is created by exciting the tines piezo- - -

electrically in an oscillation in the plane of the fork V V
(D,-D 2  in Fig. 7). This is the vibration used by V I +

musical tuning forks as well as by most watch crystals. C• 8d

The reference vibration is restricted to the plane that V÷I V_
D• r2 defines due to conservation of momentum. However, +

this plane is altered if the tuning fork is rotated v v-
around an axis parallel with the tines. The tines +

compensate this by initiating a vibration (S,-S 2 ) out Fig. 8. Four common electrode configurations used for
of the plane of the tuning fork. The amplitude of this quartz. Configurations 8a and 8b are used to excite a
second vibration, which is said to be induced by the vibration in the x-direction and the remaining two in
Coriolis force, is directly proportional to the speed the z-direction. The equivalent component efficiencies
of rotation, f0. This second vibration can be detected of the four configurations are related according to 1.0
piezoelectrically. : 0.13 : 0.10 : 0.25.

A large output is obtained if a large drive It is important to reduce the zero rate output of
amplitude is used. This is obtained by utilizing one of the sensor. It is easy, if one is not careful, to
the drive resonance frequencies. It is a!so important obtain a zero rate signal that is more than a factor
that this drive frequency is almost equal to one of the 1000 times larger than the desired resolution. A number
resonance frequencies of the sense vibration. An of different causes for the unwanted signal exist [181.
amplitude amplification according to the last factor in The major ones are capacitive coupling between the
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drive and sense electrodes and mechanical coupling The sense amplitude is most easily converted into
between the drive and sense vibrations [19]. The effect a detectable current via
of the first can be reduced by a careful optimization
of the electronics, and the second by a careful control 1/2

of the etching and by balancing the tines. I . = Wo- C,,s. fi<s1dm / (17)

The piezoelectric tuning fork is preferably made
out of quartz. Conventional wafer technology, etching The output from the sensor should not only respond
and evaporation can then be used. to a static rotation. It should also respond well to a

harmonic rotation (~cosNLoW t) if w, is below the

Illb. Tuning fork angular rate sensors bandwidth, BW, of the system. The harmonic rotation
predictions/experiments together with the harmonic drive vibration

(rm,,,ecosLjDt) implies that the frequency dependence

The theory of predicting piezoelectric performance of the Coriolis force is altered slightly:

presented above can be used in order to predict the
performance of various sensors and actuators. The
predictions are best performed by using the electric dFc(y)= A(y)'sinbw. 0 )t + B(y)'sin(wD"•.otlt , (18)
equivalent circuit in Fig. I. The components in this
circuit easily represent measurable quantities. The where A(y) and B(y) are time independent constants. The
theory has been used in order to study the tuning forkangla rtesen~. dscibe i te astsetin.sense vibration is given by the superposition of the

responses of the two parts of the Coriolis force. These

The electric input to the sensor element is the responses are obtained by replacing wo in the

voltage of the drive signal. This voltage is def'nition of w in Eq. (161 by WD+Wr.t and WD)-Yot

transformed into a mechanical amplitude. The amplitude respectively. The dependence of <,.. on Thet can be

of this vibration is given by Eqs. (8) and (11). A

faster way of converting the voltage into an amplitude this factor depends strongly on the principle used in

is obtained by equating the piezoelectric and the the sense electronics. It is advisable to make the

mechanical energies. Assume that the frequency used sense electronics sensible to only one phase of the

equals the drive resonance frequency wo, with eigenmode sense signal, the phase at w,,t=O. This can be achieved
ýo(Y). This gives the drive amplitude by first multiply the sense signal with a signal with

known phase and frequency wo, and then low-pass filter

the resulting signal. This gives the station&azy

CQY= o(Yl'AQD' C'D / (14) solution

ýo=dm 2d2 2 2

(l1+v ) + u (I-v (19a)
A constant amplitude is ensured if the drive current is Cs'*"m Crot -(+v 22) + 2u2(-v 2) + u4
monitored (ldC/dt). The amplitude chosen should not be
larger than the strength of the material permits.

where
The amplitude in Eq. (14) is converted into a

sense amplitude via the Coriolis force: f 2rot

u -= Cj 3 d B ( 19 b )

dFc(y) = -2ApQD' 8 r1.(y)dy . (15) 2
(Wo_¢is)

The amplitude of the resulting sense vibration,

•,.,,.(y), depends strongly on the geometry of the it has been assumed that Wrot'KWD0 ). The 3dB-bandwidth
tines. A square beam supported at one end with sense of the sense resonance peak is approximately equal to
resonance frequency ws (w0/ws=wl, Cs(y)=;o(y)) has ws/Qs-Aw3dB. The value of Cr.t has been plotted in Fig.

9 for appropriate values of v.

20+rw 1 . (16) The bandwidth, which is defined as the value of

' ov YQSJ (1)JJ w-ot at which Cot deviates with more than 3dB from the

value I, can be found from Eq. (19):

It can be seen that the sense vibration is directly +
proportional to the applied rotation. The sense r2BW 12= -v-) Ia_ 1
vibration is not allowed to be large compared to the 2.Aw-dBJ 12 )J +
drive vibration since that could introduce non-
linearity (the sense vibration 'steals' energy from the
drive vibration). it is realistic to maximize the sense + (_22c±2 2.±111/
amplitude to 1/10 of the drive amplitude as well as to 4 l ) + 4v.(cc , (20)
assume a dynamic range of 1000. This implies that the
sense electrodes should be able to detect the amplitude
I A if the drive amplitude is in the order of I pim. where .equals 10°0.15 MB). The sign (+ or should
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2C

0) 2 4 0) rL 10

F-ig. 9. The dependence of the amplitude in the sense
direction on the frequency of the applied rotation. Fig. 11. One of the geometries tested. The opaque areas
I'arious values of the frequency difference has been consist of evaporated gold on top of a thin layer of
assumed, chrome. The drive electrodes are lo, ated near the stem

and the serse electrodes near the tip of the tines. The

4 large number of wire bonding pads on the stem are
useful in testing different electrode configurations.

as an ideal mechanical beam. Some of the results are
shown in Table 1. The efficiency factors in the table

indicate the reduced efficiency of the equivalent
2 components due to the electrodes not covering the

entire length of the tines (location efficiency, see
Fig. 3) and the entire cross-section (ele. trode
efficiency, the electrodes are smaller than thost- shown
in Fig. 81. The obtained deviations between measure-

) ments and predictions are equal to or smaller than

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 those derived using other theories [eg SI. The
advantage of the presented mathematical tool is that it

2(1) )- (O) s is phenomenological and simpler.
Ano) ,,n

Fig. 10 The 3dB-bandwidth as a function of the Some of the tuning forks have been connected to a
frequency difference. The bandwidth approaches simple electronic circuit (15 active ccmponents)
0.'4 w. w-w . at large values of v and :wz'tos, at values according to Fig. 12a. The electronics consists of four
just below v13.35. parts (see Fig. 12b) [201:

" A drive loop that activates the reference
be chosen so as to minimize BW. The bandwidth, given by vibration with a well-defined amplitude (AGC=-
Eq. (20) is plotted in Fig. 10. The limiting cases are automatic gain control),
found to be BW=0.54. iw-ws! if vs>l (a large separation 0 a preamplifier that picks up and band-pass filters
between the resonance peaks) and BW=0.32.Aw3 ja5 if výO the small signal from the sense electrodes,
(wide resonance peaks). The abrupt change in bandwidth 0 a demodulator that blocks signals 90W out of phase
at v=3.'35 is due to C_ having values 3dB greater than with the useful signal and
I above this value of v. It can be seen that having
WD=iO, gives a low value of the bandwidth. This choice I
cf resonance frequency separation normally also implies Case: 1 2 3 j 4
problem with temperature stability. Best performance is I -

obtained if the separation between the two resonance b/h 1.0 I 0.83 1.0 0.83
frequencies is chosen so large that temperature drift I

of the resonance frequency separation does not affect I [mm] 2.4 3.5 2. 4 3.5
the responces in Eqs. (16) and (191 noticeably.

electrode config. Fig. 8a Fig. 8c
A number of tuning forks have been tested (e.g.

that in Fig. 11) in order to verify the sensor concept location eff. 1%) 50 9 6 28
and the described method of prediction. Various
locations of the electrodes and different electrode elec trode eff. (so] 60 75 85 45
configurations have been tested. The electric
equivalent components of the crystals were measured and predicted C, [fF1 1. 1 0.29 0.18! 0.0-74
compared with predictions. Tue measured values of the
impedance were between 0 and 7% higher than those measured C, [fF1 1. 1 0.27 0.017 0.07
predicted. This implies a maximum error in the values - _ ___
of S'd, and cf.. of 3.5%. This is comparable to theof ,.,andf. of3.5. Tis s cmpaabl tothe Table 1. A comparison between predicted and measuredinaccuracy of the impedance measurements. The small TbeI oprsnbtenpeitdadmaue

values of the equivalent component C, of tuning forksdifference might also be due to treating the geometry with constant cross-section area.
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The large zero rate output together with the

External drive electronics unsophisticated electronics implied that the output
signal was temperature sensitive (l°/s/*C).

D -----------
R Experiments have been performed on reducing the

I iCoo mechanical coupling by depositing material on selected
vE areas of the tines. It has been snown that successful

results can be obtained if gold is used.

1 oQ"D X-i taHysteresis and ordinary non-linearity are two
- - Lquantities that are normally negligible for a solid-

s CIS Is state sensor based on crystalline material. It has not
E been possible to distinguish any hysteresis and non-
N C linearity of the sensor element from that of the
S os -- electronics in the experiments. This indicates that
E these are not limiting parameters and are. thus less

SExternal ýcurrent ýmete~r] interesting properties to study at this point.

(a)
IV. Discussion

AMPAGCIn this article it has been des,'ribed how
predictions of the performance of piezoelectric beams
can be made in a simple way. It was also shown how the
vibration amplitude could be measured by varying the
location of the electrodes. The method of prediction
can be extended to plates/membranes as well as to more

complicated geometries. However, the simplicity of the
method will not come to its right in plates/membrane
applications since the electric fields in such

X-TAL AMP, BP DEI-oD AMP, applications are much simpler than those used in beams.

It has also been discussed how a tuning fork

OUT angular rate sensor can be designed. It should be noted
(b) that beams are not the only geometry that can be used

in vibrating rate sensors. Vibrating plates/membranes.
Fig. 12. The p.ezoelectric angular rate sensor as an cylinders and other structures can also be used as long
electric component. Figure 12a shows the electric

equivalent circuit representation of the sensor and as it is possible to activate one large vibration and

Fig. 12b the electronics it is connected to. to detect another vibration (e.g. shear) perpendicular
to the first vibration.

• a postamplifier that low-pass filters andamplifies the final signal. Piezoelectricity is advantageous in this sensor
application since the sensor element can be

Note that the frequency of the angular rate signal from manufactured out of one single piece of material in a
the sensor (see Eq. (18) implies that low frequency simple way. Other ways of activating and detecting a
acceleration dependent signals can be cancelled via vibration exist also. Electrostatic and optothermal
filtering. The purpose of the electronics is to show effects as well as piezoresistivity and changes in
that it is possible to construct a rate sensor based on capacitance due to a deflection can be used.
the described concept and to identify difficulties. The
design criterion of this generation of electronics has
not been that of optimizing performance. V. Acknowledgement
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYlPOSIUON ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

Mode shape analysis techniques using synchrotron X-ray topography

B. Capeile, J. taint*, A. Zarka, Y. Zheng and J. Schwartzel*

Lab. de Mirdralogie-Cristallographie, Universitts P. & M. CURIE (Paris VI) et Paris VII, CNRS UA09.
4 place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

*Centre National d'Etudes des T&lcommunications, PAB/BAG/MCT, 92220 Bagneux, France

Abstract : X-ray topography using synchrotron radiation was the exact Bragg condition for a given set of reflecting planes
used to investigate vibrational states in quartz resonators. After characterized by a normal diffraction vector g. Inside the crystal

a brief review of different methods and possibilities obtained waves are diffracted in all the Borrmann fan. Outside the crystal
with synchrotron radiation, some observations on vibration the transmitted beam is stopped by a second slit and the

modes, especially on coupled piezo-electric components in reflected beam falls on a photographic plate. In the Borrmann
quartz AT and BT resonators, are reported. The experiments fan the wavefields belonging to both branches of the dispersion
performed revealed time-progressive components and several surface interfere and give rise for a crystal of constant thickness
complex coupled components in AT and BT cuts. a set of fringes parallel to the edges of the image, called

Pendell6sung fringes. A traverse topograph is obtained when
the crystal and the photographic plate are scanned together. It
corresponds to the integration of a series of section topographs

Introduction along the scanning direction. In the case of a perfect crystal no
contrast exists on a traverse topograph since Pendellosung

Laboratory X-ray topography [11 is an usual technique fringes on section topographs are integrated. In presence of

to characterise vibration modes in quartz [2]. The synchrotron crystal defects different contrasts appear and the fringes on

radiation from a storage ring provides new facilities to this section topographs are perturbed. The analysis of these

technique : the high flux of synchrotron X-ray sources and the contrasts permit to determine defect characteristics.

large range of X-ray wavelengths permit to get Laue patterns of

the resonators, thus to analyse the spatial structure of vibration
modes; the pulsed synchrotron radiation allows the use of
stroboscopic technique and the study of the time structure of
vibration modes. Quartz resonators have been analyzed using
synchrotron radiation at the D.C.I. storage ring (Orsay, France)
and specific results have been obtained concerning coupled
piezo-electric components.

I. Principles of the experimental techniques

The principle of the Lang topography is illustrated in
fi g u r e 1 . T h e d r a w in g is m a d e in o n e in c id e n c e p la n e . T h e L,-,,- - -- - -- -,,-- -- - -

incident beam coming from a point focus of an X-ray tube is
collimated by a first slit to reduce the beam divergence to about Fig.]. Principle of the Lang X-ray topography.

one minute of arc. The crystal is placed on a goniometer head at

CHL2818-3/90/00-416 $1.00 01990 IEEE
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Using synchrotron radiation it is possible to get Laue Diffracted beams

patterns with the white X-ray beam. A transmission Laue X-ray beam

setting is shown in figure 2 where the crystal is simultaneously

imaged with different diffraction vectors g and all the

diffraction spots are recorded on a photographic plate. Each

diffraction spot corresponds to a topograph made with the m

corresponding diffraction vector g. As like the laboratory Crystal Film catcher

topography two types of topographs are possible. A traverse

topograph is obtained using a large incident X-ray beam Fig.2. Principle of the transmission Laue setting.

(typically 15x7mm 2) and a large incident X-ray beam with a

low divergence is made possible in this case because the X-ray

source is at a large distance of the sample (typically 23m).

When the incident beam is limited by a fine slit (about 151am), a •1S

section topograph is obtained. Val 40

The contrasts observed are related to both the diffraction 9412 To

vector g and the displacement vector u in the crystal. In -

particular for an acoustic wave the contrasts due to the vibration 0 ....

vanish when these two vectors are perpendicular (g.u=0) and OeO 1 •, ©ldeng ,• sO2
the vibration is the best visualized when the two vectors are

parallel. For each type of resonators one has to set the crystal in

such a way that the suitable diffraction patterns g can be

recorded. For quartz AT and BT resonators the three vectors g Fig.3. Transmission Laue patterns of a quartz ATplano-convex

which separate at best the three displacements (U1,U2,U3) are resonator where Lae resonator was rotated about 8 degrees

listed below (Tab.l). The two components uI and u3 can be

around the both xl and x3 axis to get the spots g=2 10 and

simultaneously visualized in rotating the crystal about g

respectively the x3 and xI axis of the resonator on transmission g=0 12.

Laue setting and the component u2 on reflection Laue setting.

In figure 3 is shown an example of the transmission Laue

patterns obtained with a quartz AT piano-convex resonator Film j
operating at the 7th thickness-shear overtone and the X-ray radiation synchronized signal

components of u I and u3 can be seen respectively on the spots

g=2i0 and g=0i 2 . Quartz
resonator

diffraction vectors g phase

components u AT cut BT cut /

ui 210 2i0

211 l012 
X-ray pulses

u3 012 011

Tab. 1. Diffraction vectors g separating the three displacements F frequnc y si S nalSk / shaping multiplier amplifier

for quartz AT and BT resonators.

Synchrotr on

To obtain classic (time-integrated) topographs vibrations r a di at i o n

in resonators are simply driven by a frequency generator and Fig.4.Principle of the stroboscopic X-ray topography.

different resonances can be analyzed. In the case of
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stroboscopic (time-resolved) topography only one resonant resonators provide indications on the defects influences on

vibration whose frequency is n-times of that of pulsed X-ray acoustic vibrations. Concerning dislocations and etch channels

beam (about 3MHz) can be analyzed. The driving electrical it was observed that elliptical fringes are mostly disturbed in the

signal on resonators is directly piloted by a signal taken by a vicinity of defects suggesting a perturbation of acoustic spatial

capacitive probe in the storage ring, so that the exact coherences in these zones and the shape of the resonator

synchronization between X-ray beam and vibrations is assured vibrating zone is affected by defect bunches 161. Similar results

(Fig.4) [3]. were obtained in presence of growth bands and a series of

stroboscopic X-ray traverse topographs of a growth band in

function of vibration amplitudes is shown in figures 5a-e. It can

11. Characterization of vibrations and crystal defects be clearly seen that elliptical fringes are also perturbed by the

presence of the growth band.

X-ray dynamic contrasts were evidenced by

stroboscopic X-ray topography in connection to vibration Observations by X-ray topography revealed several

amplitudes in resonators. On section topographs extra interesting aspects of resonators which need still further

Pendell6sung fringes appear with increasing vibration investigations in order to get a better understanding. Two

amplitudes and on traverse ones elliptical fringes, resulted from samples presenting different electrical phase noises were

the integration of the previous extra Pendell6sung fringes over analyzed and a correlation between dislocations densities and

the whole resonator surface, constitute equal-level curves of electrical phase noises might be drawn from these observations.

vibration amplitudes. It was established that the fringe number The sample of lower phase noise shown in figure 6a has a low

is related to vibration amplitudes within a 0.3A precision in density of dislocations and its vibration shape seems to be

usual cases [4,5]. regular. In contrary for the sample of higher phase noise shown

in figure 6b, the dislocation density is higher and the vibration

In presence of crystal defects the modification of these shape is disturbed by dislocations. This point has to be detailed

typical X-ray contrasts characterizing vibrational states in by further observations. Resonators under diametrical

" g11
7, 2mm

a b d

Fig.Sa-e. Stroboscopic X-ray traverse topographs of a quartz AT resonator containing a growth band. a) without

vibration; b)-e) with increasing vibration amplitudes.
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[i'f o csi ryt J Lriiisf t~ito i/uartn resonators

lt" trial 1li14cI.St noise. hlitplh Xlii~t''ihi hc'lt ectrit al phaae

Ctlipriissietr sAcrc: alsoi analyzedl ti a prchnitnarvN, stuIlv. Iieire

7a show, a stress-frece sample where elliptical fringes can be

ween and thle shape of tile central vibratingoz one is sliehils.

at tect-ICd by d si. cait in . When a diamectrical e mipre ssi in alo ng

the \1 axis ,%as applied to thle resonator Uinder tile same

lc~c.trical excitation, the vibration contrast disappeared

aIpparentl ltitue to the frc tie ncv shift induced by the stress andc

thle dislocation imiages becatne blurred Fig.7b). To get again

the vibration contrast it was necessary to increase the level of

the electrical excitation (ten timies for thle present case) onl the Fij. 7. ('lassw X-rat. toptgraph.i of a thbratitte quart: A I

resonator (Fig.7c). Further Studies Onl the stress effect in re~stwator under a diaimetrical comprevt\it n alotng the x/ cite I)

conntiectiton \A ith thle Motde shapes and resonator impedances Stress-free; h) wuner a diametrical ciirnprcvai in wit h the tamint

%,il h e ca rri ed out, I elect rica I e.x citatitoPn as vi n a). ( c)Ii tunder a t iitaItnctrjcitEi , miprt.% i, t In

with ten time hig!her ele'i trica! c'rcitati, n thani in ti)

Ill. (:haraclerizafion of vibration mode shapes

A miostly interestinrg aspect revtealed by strobo~scopic X-

rav topography is the existence of tinie progýressive acoustic More classically for untrapped modeS, Coupled 1.1

ctormponrent beside the classical acouIStic standinrg waves. and/or ui standing components have akxavs been observed Ill

Observations mnade inr high qJuality svn ~themiC (1lat AT plano-plane resonators or in plarto-convex resonators operating

reoriators suggest that these timie progressive components are at low oivertone nmodes. ui, andlor (13 cotmpornents extend uip to

C~Ctdto be Untrapped and related tothe energy dissipation in the rsntredges and they have a \ery cotpe pta otl

the resoriators. since the intrinsic dissipation is, very low titi the F-igures 7a-b showv a case of a quartz AT resonratoir operating at

material. The progre ssivye ctomp oneCnits appear to couple all tilie an a ni ia rtnon ic of tilie fit rd amerita I thi ckntes s shear timo de

three diplc let ltut"u.3) 1.( nriip= 120)-
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wit'h g=2 10; b1) u, andfur u,- components imaged wait g={() 3.
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11!. f I-h, 12'. Coupled u4 1 and u.? modes observed In cau -av topographs' in a quart: AJ"-cut plano-convecx
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b) coupl'd i? mode's imfage'd with g=() 13.
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An interesting case of mode coupling was observed in

highly excited resonators. It concerned a coupling between two

g=3 uI modes which have a relative time phase:

u I (total) = u (1 ) e"'t + UI( 2) ei(tA+0)

where ul(1) represents the main mode, ul•2) a secondary one

and 0 the relative time phase between two modes. Using the

stroboscopic technique and by varying the relative time phase

a between X-ray beam and vibrations in such a way that a mode

uisappears from the ob ervduon, the modes were separated.

While the main ulti) mode excited was the 5th overtone

thickness-shear one, the secondary uj( 2 ) mode observed might

be assigned to the closest antisymmetric anharmonic. This

•observation, available only by the stroboscopic technique, shall

be instructive concerning non-linear effects in highly excited

3 •resonators. For the present case a correlation was observed

between the detection of the secondary mode and the electrical

b hysteresis phenomenon related to the anisochronism effect.

Plano-plane BT cut resonators were designed with

QW0 i It rectangular electrodes and analyzed by synchrotron X-ray

topography. In figure 14a the ul component is seen. It can be

noticed the presence of horizontal fringes which are due to the

ul component of the coupled flexure. This component stays

relatively confined. The u2 component of the coupled flexure is

seen in figure 14c with almost regular horizontal fringes,

whereas the u3 component appears also with the presence of

Cvertical and horizontal fringes (Fig.14b). Corresponding time

Fig. 13. Three mode shapes observed in a quartz AT resonator. integrated topographs show that the ul component including the

a) ul mode imaged with g=301; b) u3 mode imaged with coupled flexure contribution is standing (Fig.15a), but for the

g=013; c) a mixture of u2 and u3 modes imaged by g=Ol u3 component the part which disappears is progressive

(Fig.15b). The vertical fringes observed in figure 15b are rather

difficult to interpret, but they correspond to standing part of the

For trapped modes, strong mode coupling may occur u3 component. This example showed that, for piano-plane BT

with standing waves. It was observed that the two ul and u3 rectangular resonators, the thickness-shear ul modes are

thickness-shear modes are coupled particularly in the range of coupled to the flexure modes as it can be expected. More

7th (and 9th) overtones. Figures 9a-12b are examples of surprising is the u3 component including not only standing and

observed coupled modes in quartz AT piano-convex progressive parts but also two sets of fringes suggesting

resonators. This coupling may be due to the overlapping of u1 several coupled modes in the crystal.

and u3 mode frequency spectra in this range [7,8]. An other

interesting case is shown in figures 13a-c where three different

mode shapes were observed. The ul shape is represented in

figure 13a, while the u3 shape is approximately visualized in

figure 13b and the third topograph (Fig. 13c) presents a mixture

of u2 and u3 components. The three distinct mode shapes

observed might suggest a mode coupling three basic

eigenmodes. This point has to be verified more precisely.
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Conclusion

In this paper examples were given to illustrate the use of

synchrotron X-ray topography to analyse different aspects of

resonators, namely the coupled mode shapes. For quartz AT

and BT resonators under thickness-shear (ul) excitation several

coupled components can be induced and they may be trapped or

untrapped and standing or progressive. These observations

provide interesting data to further theoretical calculations of the

acoustic displacement field in resonators.
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Ast~ract The earlier methods using interferometry
were only really applicable to modes with

A number of methods of plotting the a predominantly normal component, such as
vibrational distribution of quartz flexural modes, and at low frequencies.
resonators have been developed. Probably Latterly, since the advent of the laser,
the first attempt at any vibrating a number of methods have been developed
structure was by Chladni in 1787 using which are capable of probing the in-plane
fine powder. Many of the methods used vibrations of thickness-shear resonators.
light as a probe, perhaps the most well Other fundamental particles, such as
known being Lang topography using X-rays. neutrons and electrons, have also been
Others using interferometry are only used in probing quartz vibrations. For
really applicable to modes with a instance, very interesting results have
predominantly normal component, such as been produced from SEN investigations.
flexural modes. A review of the different
methods of plotting the vibrational 1.2 Non-ontical Methods
distribution of resonators will be given.
This will include a new method that is 1.2.1 Powder Methods
applicable to thickness-shear modes at
high frequencies. The earliest method tor visualising a

resonating structure is attributed to
The method uses light as a probe in a Chladni [1] in 1787. Here it was assumed
similar way as a toothpick is commonly that the powder settled along the nodes.
used in the quartz industry. There the However, Savart (2] in 1820 showed that
toothpick is gently tracked across the there were more nodes indicated than
surface of the resonator whilst the existed. Wood (3] analysed the problem
electrical response of the crystal is taking into account both horizontal and
monitored. A mixture of damping and vertical displacements and showed that
loading by the toothpick alters the where both displacements occurred, the
crystal in both the frequency and pattern became more complex. Furthermore,
amplitude domains. Using light, however, the method requires large displacements to
the effect is to locally perturb the move the powder and is hence unsuitable
standing wave of the resonating area. This for thickness-shear resonators.
perturbation manifests itself as a
transitory change in the frequency of the
resonance. This change is proportional to
the magnitude of the standing wave. Thus 1.2.2 Electrical Probe Methods
by rastering the pulsed light beam across
the area of the resonator and monitoring Two probe methods have been described. One
the change in its resonant frequency, the method, due to van Dyke (4], maps the
vibrational distribution can be mapped. strain across the crystal, whereas the

other, due to Koga (5], maps charge
polarisation. The equipment used by both

1.REVIEW OF OTHER METHODS is similar, in that a small electrical
probe protrudes through an earth plane,

1.1 Introduction both probe and plane being close to the
surface of the crystal (figure 1). In the

A number of methods of plotting the method of van Dyke, the opposite face of
vibrational distribution of quartz the crystal also has an earth plane and
resonators have been developed. There are the probe forms one arm of an admittance
a few non-optical methods using either bridge. In the Koga and Fukuyo method the
powders or electrical probes, but most use face opposite the probe is connected to a
light. Many of the methods use the wave frequency source which drives the
properties of photons in that interference resonator, and the probe is connected to a
patterns are produced. The most well known vacuum tube voltmeter. Recently, Dworsky
method is Lang topography using X-rays. (6] has applied the van Dyke method to

CH2818-3/90/0000-424 $1.00 c 1990 IEEE
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investigate contoured blanks. The main the in-plane vibrations of thickness-
disadvantage of these methods is that they shear. With a few well-defined points like
are not readily applicable to normal topological features to focus on, it is
electroded devices, possible to measure both the magnitude

and direction of the vibrations.

'LAW 'OA ft:C M 1.2.4 Neutron Diffraction Toograohv
K" 1`14oufftc ftPtf PkLOW (ANOUT 0 05011

PIoEuCct RC T"1 pRoBOEnO For completeness, the use of the wavePIEZO9I•C TItC 10 3ý DIAM -,C.,TATIO, , characteristics of slow neutrons to

*g investigate the vibrations in resonators
I ,,u" is included (10,11]. The principle is much

- - CT•ER the same as using X-rays in that the

/ / /diffraction intensity is increased as a
result of crystal vibrations and is many

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Electrical times greater than that from X-rays.

Probe Method [Ref 5) However, the amplitude of vibrations
required is very high, the experimental
conditions are complex and the exposure
time is very long.

1.3 O~tical Methods

1.2.3 SEM Methods 1.3.1 Glow-Discharge Method

In an SEM (scanning electron microscope) a This method is of historical interest only
focussed electron beam is rastered across and is described in Ref. (12]. Giebe and
the surface being investigated. Scheibe were the first to show that
Ordinarily, the specimen is coated with a luminous effects can be exhibited around a
thin conductive film and the secondary vibrating piezoelectric crystal. As in the
electron emission corresponds to the case of the SEM method, surface charges
topological features of the specimen are produced under the antinodes of
surface. When used to probe resonators, standing waves. If the device is in an
however, it is the charge distribution on argon atmosphere of about 10 torr and one
the surface due to the vibration that is of the driving electrodes is about 0.5 mm
imaged. Thus only unelectroded parts of away, then glows appear between the
the resonator can be plotted. The crystal and this electrode when it is
acceleration potential must be kept driven at resonance.
between 1 and 2 kV in order to prevent
charge build-up on the surface of the 1.3.2 Sauerbrev's Method
quartz.

This is an elegant method [13) whereby a
Gerdes and Wagner (7] optimised the focussed light beam is reflected normally
conditions for imaging. In order to image from the surface of a vibrating resonator
both inside and outside the resonator they whose electrodes are given a reflective
used annular electrodes, and wavy patterns pattern (figure 2). As a result of the
appeared in both areas. Initially, it was lateral vibration of thickness-shear
thought that the patterns inside the
annulus were due to thickness-shear
vibrations. However, these patterns did
not correlate with X-ray topographs.
Subsequent work by Bahadur et al. [8,9] tonv
demonstrated that these patterns were
probably due to flexural waves spreadingout from the plated area and setting up • i

standing waves. The use of annular Fle
electrodes had significantly reduced the
energy trapping of the thickness-shear PM lc

waves. The SEM method is therefore best amp ,•. tube Oar J
used for investigating energy trapping and is. u u
mode conversion with any resultant plate vibrating
modes. quartzpote

phttogr -cross mov

Thickness-shear vibrations can, however, platt rrwcroscopic table

be imaged by SEM by using very high
magnifications, of about 2000. The
electron images of a vibrating crystal Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Sauerbrey's
show an apparent smearinq effect due to Method [Ref 13]
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resonators, the focussed beam passes over such as that resulting from the vibration
the edge of the pattern and hence the of the surface. Hertl et al [14] detected
reflected beam is amplitude-modulated. By the movement of the speckle by means of a
plotting this modulation against position, photo-diode. By rastering the laser across
a map of the vibration can be obtained the resonator surface (figure 4) a plot of
with a resolution of 1A. Figure 3 shows the in-plane vibrational distribution can
some typical results. be formed to a resolution of 1 nm.

20 A' plot e30 2 3 1 P1 - 1.3.4 Michelson Interferometrv
30 0• -

40 C= _Z
lb E - Osterberg [15] used a modified MichelsonSI--- I5 Hz interferometer to observe normal

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 6 vibrations of crystal resonators (X-cut).
Here, one of the mirrors is replaced by

r0 00 09the quartz crystal. The effect of themax• ,• ,• vibration of the crystal was to smear the

o " " tointerference patterns. Disadvantages of
the method are its inability to measure

00 0 0 040 ~in-plane vibrations and the need for an
excellent optical finish on the crystal

10 ,"d 7 10 3 30 7 so 740 surface.

Figure 3. Plots from Sauerbrey's Method
[Ref 131

1.3.5 Multiple Beam Interferometry

1.3.3 Laser Speckle Method In multiple beam interferometry, the
interference fringes are formed by many

In principle this uses the same idea as passes of the light through the
Sauerbrey's method except that it uses the interferometer. Advantages of this method
long coherence length of modern lasers. If are that the sharpness (finesse) of the
a laser beam such as that from a HeNe fringes can be enhanced by using
laser is reflected from a surface which appropriate end-mirror reflection, and the
has a surface roughness greater than the path length is increased by the multiple
wavelength, the resultant wavefront passes. Tolansky [16] made the crystal
consists of a speckle pattern. This is itself the interferometer and, as in the
caused by the differing path lengths from case of the Michelson interferometer, the
the rough surface interfering with one resultant fringes are smeared due to the
another. This speckle pattern is very vibrations. Also, the method is only
sensitive to changes of the path length capable of measuring normal vibration.

1.3.6 Michelson/Mach-Zehnder Interferometrv

This method as originally developed by a
S!Frequency J team from Yokohama National University,

LaLInthesie, used a HeNe laser as the light source
I- [17,18]. Recently [19] they have extended

L iit by the use of an optical fibre. In the
Leeu Michelson configuration, it can measure
Soectru the normal vibration of a resonator as in
analyzer •' the Osterberg method and in the Mach-

SPhoto dode Zehnder configuration it can measure in-
plane vibrations. The modified method

FSLepper I-differs from the earlier method in that a
St0e Plow frequency plus DC optical path length

vbrat~ng object modulation is placed on the reference arm

Mhcro- ,of the interferomet~r. This adds a phase
Pcmper0 modulation to that signal when it isPiotter computer 'remixed with the light reflected from the

crystal, which is itself phase-modulated
Term na at the crystal resonator frequency. By

ratioing the amplitudes of these two
components of the signal received by the

Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of Laser photodetector, the amplitudes of the two
Speckle Method [Ref 14] beams cancel out, leaving the magnitude of

the crystal vibration with respect to the
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known low frequency modulation. Figure 5
shows the arrangement for measuring the
in-plane displacements of a crystal CRSTA / BEAM

resonator. For this to work, it is sTOp

necessary for the resonator to have a '1
diffuse surface to scatter the light into BRG S
the detector. The fibre optic version is A RA, BFAM I
claimed to be able to measure i4'
displacements in all three directions to
0.3A with a spot size of 10 pm up to 150 COLLIMATED•RAY BEAM i I "

M//,tMHz. /,L

OIRC TION

OF T RA E RSE
LOW FREQUENCY
PHASE MDUTLAOR Ucoswt

HPZT-DRIVEN MIRROR)HE-N •ERI• H t • )• • RES•ONATOR

rE MOD ' o•UNDER STUDO Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of X-ray

15 IW 45'- (WITH DIFFUSE Topographic Method [Ref 22]
X 6328 • CONDENSER LENS SURFACE)

LENSES 45
A The crystal and film are locked together

4 - 21 .at the Bragg angle and translated to
>1 pRobtain a photographic record of the

MIRROR AM SPLITTER MIRROR diffracted intensity over a large area of

"P-I-"N_ FILTERS the plate. For a perfect crystal, the
PHOTO A"PLIFIER
DIODE AF r-8ýPF J,. CMPONENT lattice planes are perfectly parallel and

light satisfying the Bragg condition, and
?_ g J COMPONENI being diffracted from one plane, is

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Mach- diffracted back by the next plane.
Zehnder Interferometer Method [Ref 17] However, strained regions around defects

diffract a much higher percentage of the
incident X-ray beam than the perfect
portion of the crystal.

1.3.7 HolograDhic Method The intensity of the diffracted X-ray is
also very sensitive to acoustic

Tsuzuki et al. [20] managed to create displacements so that vibrations can also
holograms of flexural and extensional-mode be observed. Fox and Carr [21) were the
resonators onto a photographic plate. The first to observe the change in intensity
reference beam from the laser is made of X-rays diffracted from vibrating quartz
incident on the photographic plate by plates. Spencer [22,23] took up the
specular reflection from a mirror. The technique and produced some of the most
surface of the crystal resonator is made well known pictures (figure 7).
diffuse so that the laser beam incident on
it reaches the photographic plate by The topographs produced by the above
scattering. The two beams interfere to method are time-integrated. Recently,
make the hologram which is a space- Zarka et al [24,25,26] have enhanced the
modulated optical grating. The hologram is sensitivity of the method by using
reconstructed by placing the hologram synchrotron radiation from a storage ring.
where the plate was and illuminating it by Time-resolved pictures of vibrating
the reference light in the absence of the resonators have been obtained by
resonator. Apart from the difficulty of synchronising the X-ray pulses with the
interpreting the resultant pattern, the vibrations of the resonators.
method also needs amplitude displacements
of several wavelengths in order to work. One other X-ray method, the Source Image

Distortion (SID) method of Wagner and
1.3.8 X-Ray Topoaraphv Young [27], is also worth mentioning. In

this method the line X-ray source is in
This method has been used more than any front of Soller slits. These consist of
other. It was originated by Lang for the 150 mm long sheets, 0.315 mm apart, and
study of silicon and germanium. The method help to remove non-parallel components
is illustrated in figure 6. An X-ray beam from the X-ray beam. Thus each slit forms
is first collimated by two sets of slits, a separate virtual source of parallel X-
one near the X-ray tube and the other rays which are diffracted from the
about a metre away. The collimated ribbon crystal. The resultant diffracted image of
of X-rays is diffracted from the planes of the whole perfect crystal will consist of
the crystal and allowed to pass through a parallel lines, which become distorted and
beam stop onto an X-ray sensitive film. intensified as a result of strain in the
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Figure 7. X-ray Topographs of an AT-cut
resonator [ref 22]

amplitude domains. Great skill is needed
lattice. Thickness-shear vibrations show to use this method since the likelihood of
up as bright areas. The method has the breaking the crystal is high. In the laser
advantage that scanning techniques are not probe method the laser beam replaces the
required and the exposure time is less toothpick and the effect is only to
than for traditional topography. modulate the crystal frequency. It is

proposed that the mechanism for this
1.4 Conclusion modulation is the force-frequency effect

whereby the light-induced heat pulse
Some of the above methods are described in creates a localised compression in the
a review article by Bahadur and Parshad quartz due to thermal expansion.
[28]. In terms of the present discussion,
only a few can measure the in-plane 2.2 Equipment
vibration of a thickness-shear resonator.
There is no ideal method yet devised, they The laser used for the current work was a
all impose constraints on the type of Questek 2040 excimer laser. In operation,
device. In the case of the electrical excited dimers are formed between a noble
probe method, for instance, the device has gas and a halogen such as argon fluoride
to be unelectroded. Sauerbrey's method which emits at 193 nm. The output energy
requires a grid drawn over the surface of of the laser can be varied between 20 and
the resonator. The recent laser methods 200 mJ per 15 ns pulse with a repetition
using either speckle or interferometry rate up to 100 Hz. The output beam is
require a rough surface. Finally the X- about 10 by 20 mm2 so that the fluence is
topographic methods are constrained in the between 10 and 100 mJ/cm2 . The large beam
thickness of the quartz and hence the size enables a very simple means of beam
frequency of operation. placement to be used, as shown in figure

8. A computer-controlled X-Y table moves a
2. LASER PROBE METHOD brass foil containing a number of

apertures, thus enabling different areas
2.1 Introduction to be irradiated but with the same

fluence. In front of the foil is a beam
The laser probe method [29] is applicable expander which has a twofold purpose: it
to thickness-shear modes at high reduces the fluence available from the
frequencies and can be likened to the laser and evens out the intensity
classical toothpick method. There the distribution across the beam. After the
toothpick is gently tracked across the foil a simple lens system is positioned at
surface of the resonator whilst the twice the focal length from both the foil
electrical response of the crystal is and the crystal. This forms an inverted
monitored. A mixture of dampening and image (magnitude -1) of the foil and
loading by the toothpick alters the reduces the diffraction effects from the
crystal in both the frequency and apertures.
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The layout of the crystal measurement filter into the DC FM input of the signal
equipment is shown in figure 9. The signal generator. However, since a synthesised
generator used was a Rohde and Schwarz SMG source was used and the ambient was well
since it has extensive modulation controlled, this proved unnecessary. The
capabilities. The vector voltmeter was the rastering and voltage measurement were
HP 8405A and was used to find the under the control of a computer using the
resonance. Unique to what was in essence a IEEE interface. It proved necessary to
modified IEC 444 crystal measurement take an average of several measurements
circuit was the quadrature hybrid from at each point since the pulse to pulse
Anzac (JH 131). This power splits with a variation of the laser energy was at least
ninety degree phase shift within a few 20%. The data were then used to generate
degrees over the range 20 MHz to 200 MHz. contours which were drawn on the screen of'
This considerably simplified the circuit the computer.
since line stretchers were not required
when the frequency was changed. The
crystal was measured in a 100 ohm circuit 2.4 Results
made from SMA coaxial attenuators. This is
not ideal from the point of view of This method has been used to plot the
sensitivity, since it substantially vibrational distribution of both overtones
increases the loaded Q of typical and inharmonics. Figure 10 gives a
resonators. However, it made for a much sequence of plots of a 50 MHz fundamental
simpler jig. Two identical amplifiers from and its overtones up to the 11th at 550
Minicircuits (ZFL500LN) were used to bring MHz, illustrating that the method is very
the signal levels up to about 7 dBm to sensitive. The circle in the background
maximise the sensitivity of the HP 10514 corresponds to the position of the 1 mm
double-balanced mixer used for phase electrodes and the dots are the
detection. The output of the mixer was measurement positions. In this case, a 0.3
low-pass filtered to remove the sum mm laser spot was used with no overlap of
component and then measured using a the spots. Despite the large spot used,
Stanford Research SR510 lock-in amplifier, the main characteristics of this resonator
This was also fed from the same signal
source that was used to trigger the laser
(the AF output of the SMG). The lock-in '7'
amplifier is in essence a narrow band
detector so that the wanted signal can be
measured buried in noise. The phase output """ '

from the vector voltmeter can be used \\2)
instead of the mixer, in which case both
the quadrature hybrid and the amplifiers
are unnecessary. However, the rise time of
the phase modulation will be slugged.
Furthermore, that output is noisier due to I,50MH, 3,d I,,M.,
supply interference as well as the 20 kHz
IF remnants. Nonetheless, that output has / ,*

been successfully used for plotting.

2.3 Method-

For plotting the vibrational distribution
of a quartz resonator, the laser beam was
rastered across the electrode of the MK, 1 350 MH,

crystal whilst it was sitting on
resonance. The laser spot sizes used were
0.15 mm and 0.3 mm, depending on the size
of the resonator electrode and the degree
of detail required. The laser fluence used
was about 3 mJ/cm2  since this gave '
adequate response without damage to the
electrode. Repetition rates used were
typically 40 Hz since this was a
compromise between avoiding both 1/f noise
and supply interference whilst maintaining Mn41045, M,,o50MH,

reasonable gas lifetimes for the laser.
Figure 10. Plots of 50 MHz Fundamental andTo avoid any drift in the crystal Overtones

frequency whilst plotting, the output from
the mixer can be fed via a very-low-pass
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can be seen. There is a wedge in the
quartz towards the top-left-hand corner, 1V 20js
the effect of which gets more pronounced
with higher overtones. - _

Figure 11 gives a sequence of a 64.3 MHz
fundamental with some of its inharmonics.
In this case, the laser spot diameter was
0.15 mm so that greater detail is -

revealed. Resolution is limited by the
spot size and lateral thermal diffusion,
both of which will smooth out detail. This
will affect the plots of the inharmonics
most where the nodal lines are suppressed.
However, the general shape is still
evident. The crystal used was of the -0-

standard key-hole design with the tabs I
positioned on both sides of the electrode 0:

(the circle). It can be seen how the -

vibrational distribution extends down the
tabs for the higher inharmonics. -

Figure 12. Rising Edge of Laser Induced
Frequency Modulation

S••:::-•Zq:• --•--• •",f5006 MV I ms

64,338 MN. 64.525 MHN

64ii 567 NH7T ".1

04

Figure 11. Plots of 64 MHz Fundamental and L---
Inharmonics

2.5 Mechanism
Figure 13. Falling Edge of Laser Induced

In order to elucidate the mechanism Frequency Modulation
responsible for the observed phase shifts
used for the plotting process, the time
constants and the magnitudes of the phase
shifts have been investigated. It is
assumed that a fraction of the laser
energy from each 15 ns pulse is absorbed
by the electrode and converted into heat This shows that the rise time of the phase
which then diffuses into the quartz. It is shift is exponential and is about three
also assumed that for beam sizes large orders of magnitude faster than the fall
compared with the thickness of the quartz, time. Figure 14 plots this rise time
lateral diffusion may be ignored (measured assuming an exponential form)
initially. for a number of crystals between 50 MHz

and 114 MHz, and shows that it is
2.5.1 Time Domain proportional to 1/f 2 . This relationship

The output of the mixer from a 50 MHz suggests that the phase pulse may be the
fundamental crystal irradiated by a single result of a laser-induced heat pulse

laser pulse is given in figures 12 and 13. through the thickness of the quartz.
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Figure 14. Plot of Rise Time with 1/f 2 Figure 15. Plot of Heat Transfer into

Substrate

For a quartz crystal resonator vibrating
in thickness-shear, its frequency is given
by

f= C/1 2
A mathematical model of a short heat where C is the appropriate frequency
pulse on one side of a thin substrate is constant for the cut of quartz. Thus the
given by Danielson and Sidles [30]. This dimensionless time becomes
includes the optical absorption depth of
the substrate. In the present case, the = ,rDtf 2/C2  3
absorption in the quartz surrounding the
electrode is small. For the metallic or t = (rC 2 /i 2 D).l/f 2  4
electrode, however, the absorption depth
is typically less than 100 A. This is much Thus the actual time is proportional to
less than the thickness of electroding of this dimensionless time and 1/f2. For AT
a crystal so that the heat from the light quartz, D = 4.3 mm /s in the thickness
will be generated in the electrode and no direction and C = 1660 kHz.mm. Taking t to
light will penetrate into the quartz. This be the rise time of the phase pulse for a
simplifies the heat equation for a short crystal at frequency f, we get r = 1.3.
laser pulse on one side (x = 0) of a From figure 15 this corresponds to the
substrate of thickness 1 to time for the back face of the crystal to

have reached half its final temperature,
thus confirming that heat transport is the

T(x,t)/,r = 1+2 z cos(nxx/l).exp(-n 2 ) 1 mechanism.
n=l

2.5.2 AmDlitude Domain
where T.= Q/pcl is the uniform temperature
after a long time, Q is the absorbed It is concluded that the time response of
fluence, p is the density of the substrate the phase pulse is governed by the thermal
and c is its specific heat. ?=W2 Dt/1 2 is a diffusion time of the laser-induced heat
dimensionless time with D the thermal pulse. It is now proposed that the
d.' fusivity. This is presented graphically mechanism responsible for the frequency
in figure 15. modulation is the force frequency effect,

with the force supplied by the thermal
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expansion of the quartz. This is given by mechanics [34] but first applied by Lord
[31,32] Rayleigh in 1873 [35].

df/f= Kt 5 Consider that the resonator is composed of

where K is a constant called the stress n unit volumes k = 1.. .n. Rayleigh's
coefficient for a given crystallographic Principle states that the frequency of
orientation and t is the lateral stress resonance of a freely vibrating system is

o t found by equating the time-averaged
across the whole resonator. For AT and
BT-cuts, K is -2.75*10-3 and 2.65*10- potential energy V of the system with the
m2/N, respectively. Thus these two cuts time-averaged kinetic energy T:
are expected to show opposite phase <V> = <T> 8
shifts. This change of sign has been
demonstrated. The potential energy for the k~h unit

volume is given by:
We can test this hypothesis further by
comparing the measured frequency shift for Vk = ý/2 Ck..Su2 9

a crystal with theory. The maximum
frequency deviation occurs once the heat where Ck is the appropriate elastic
pulse has equilibrated through the modulus and Sk the strain.
thickness of the crystal but before But Sk = Uk sin wt for a unit volume;
lateral diffusion becomes significant. At SO V = Zk Vk = 1/2 Ek Uk3.Cx.sin Wt 10

this point the temperature increase of the and 11 =/4 E Uk
2 .Ck 11

quartz is T. The resulting thermallyinduced lateral stress will be SmlryT= / (U)12

where uk = Uk.sin wt 13
tQ aCTý 6 and T = </2 W 

2 Zk (Uk) 2 .cos 2 
Wt 14

and <T>= 1/ pw2 Zk (Uk) 2  15

where Q is the lateral expansion Equating the two energies and rearranging:
coefficient and C is the lateral elastic
constant. This gives 2 2 16

df/f = KaCQ/pcl 7 P Ex (Uk)

For a 64 MHz crystal with aluminium As described above,the effect of the laser
electror es a i6rzrysital wih aminiud beam is to alter the elastic constant ofelectrodes irradiated by 3.4 mJ, and the quartz within the area of the beam.

assuming an absorption at 193 nm to be Suppose therefore that one element (j) has

about 0.3, this should give a frequency Cuphane to C a + ec

shift of 6.6 ppm. To measure this, it is Ci changed to Cj + aC

necessary to calculate the mixer
conversion factor and the Q of the = =Z Ck.(Uk1

2 + @Ci(UI) 17

crystal. This can conveniently be achieved P nk (UkF.

by applying a known frequency modulation and LL= L)CUL- 18
and measuring the output from the mixer. W 2 'pZk(Uk)

This gave a measured frequency shift of
10.4 ppm, which,in view of the assumptions
made, is remarkably close to the
theoretical value. = w f C'±-x U1ik U.,± dy 19

2.5.3 Vibrational Distribution W 2w-p f (Ut)' dv

It is important to remember that equation
(7) holds only for a uniform stress, that where C'ijxx is the increment of the
is where the laser beam covers the whole effective elastic coefficient under

resonator area. To use this mechanism to stress.

plot the vibrational distribution, it is
necessary to show that the phase and hence It is clear that for a change in elastic

frequency deviation resulting from a laser constant at a particular location, the

pulse at a particular point are frequency change is proportional to the

proportional to the thickness-shear square of the vibrational distribution at

amplitude at that point. A similar problem that location. In other words the
is that of proving that the mass frequency shift is proportional to the

sensitivity of such a resonator is intensity of the standing wave at the

proportional to the amplitude of point of laser irradiation.
vibration. This is a proof that is often A similar line of reasoning, but invoking
evaded in books on microbalances [33]. A kinetic energy, can be used to explain the
solution to both problems lies in the mass sensitivity of a thickness-shear
variational method used in quantum resonator.
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This anisotropy revealed itself when
2.5.4 Effect of Anisotropy plotting AT-cut resonators. It was

observed that in some areas of the
The force-frequency effect for quartz is resonator, always near the edge and often
caused by elastic nonlinearities (third- in two places nearly opposite one another,
order elastic constants). The direction of the phase pulse changed sign. This
the force is important because of the happened when the maximum of the slope of
anisotropy of quartz. The coefficient the amplitude was about ±901 to the X-
described above is the stress coefficient. axis. Since the laser spot in the present
The force-frequency coefficient, however, investigation had a size only about an
is defined by: eighth of the resonator diameter, there

could be an appreciable difference in
K,(*) = af 2hD 1 20 amplitude across the spot on the slope of

f. F N the amplitude distribution. The change in
the elastic coefficient shown in equation

where af/f is the fractional change in (18) is proportional to the force-
resonant frequency due to the application frequency coefficient in the direction of
of a pair of in-plane forces F at the edge the force. The effect of the laser spot

at an azimuthal angle of * to the rotated is to cause the quartz under that spot to
X-axis. N is the frequency constant and 2h expand and, because it is constrained by
and D are the thickness and diameter of the surrounding quartz, it goes into
the plate resonator, respectively. For the compression. From equation (7), this

BT-cut, this coefficient varies slightly compressive force is proportional to the
with angle; however, for many of the other product of the in-plane expansion
cuts [36] including the AT-cut (figure coefficient with the elastic coefficient.
16), the coefficient goes through zero and For AT-cut crystals this is about 1

hence changes sign in some directions. N/m2 /°C irrespective of azimuth angle *.
It follows, therefore, that the resulting
frequency change is proportional to the
intensity of the vibration times the
angular value of the force frequency
effect K'(*), integrated around the
perimeter of the laser spot:

0.25 =(AT-cul df/f a f U2 (xo,yo,r,*).K'(*)d* 21

This is illustrated geometrically in
0.20 figure 17 which shows a side and plan view

0of a resonator with the vibrational

S0.15 distribution and a laser spot. An expanded
view of the spot shows polar diagrams of
both the force-frequency coefficient K'(*)

b0.10 and the vibrational intensity. Finally,
*the resultant contour map across the area

S0.05 of the resonator is illustrated, showing
the distortion of the map towards the edge

.2 0 of the vibrating area with a reversing of
"sign in the direction of the Z' axis as
observed. This reversing of sign was

0-0.05 noticed by Oura et al. [37) without any
explanation.

.- 0.10 This anisotropy can be diminished but not
eliminated by reducing the beam diameter.
Apart from signal-to-noise considerations,

-0.15 the lateral diffusion through the
0 electrode will extend the area of quartz
S-0.20- perturbed. The thermal diffusivity of

0. aluminium is 81 mm2 /s and the ratio of the
LL thermal diffusion lengths in the electrode

-0.25 and the quartz is given by

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 180 180 1/lQ = JD^1/DQ = 4.35 22

Azimuthal angle (degrees)

Figure 16. Force Frequency Effect for AT
Quartz
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,bmtknal As mentioned above, no method is ideal for
sideviewof plotting the vibrational distribution of a
resonatorand crystal. The limitation of the present

I laserspot method is that it relies on the azimuth-
averaged value of the force-frequency
coefficient being non-zero. This is

. clearly not the case with SC-cutr resonators. However, this disadvantage can

I I I be turned into an advantage by making use
of the method to investigate the force-

\ s frequency effect with both crystal
plan viewof orientation and vibrational distribution
resonator and [383. Another use envisaged for this

/ method is the investigation of activity
/ laserspot dips when plate modes couple into the

polar dia. / /thickness-shear resonance. Wilson [39]
of imm fr.quouW showed that X-ray topography imaged the

resultant changes to the mode shape. The
current method should be as sensitive.

// The basic principle of the method is

applicable to any device whose operating
parameter has a temperature coefficient.
For example, the distribution of current
density in a circuit or IC could be

/ .plotted by monitoring the modulation in
polar diagzo Inltensty the current through it at the modulation
around e o frequency. The sensitivity of the method

expandedview contourimap over is obtained by the use of a lock-in
oflaserpot area ofrator amplifier or wave analyser to measure this

modulation in noise.

Figure 17. Effect of Anisotropy on Contour 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Map The author wishes to thank Dr. A.F.B. Wood

of STC Quartz Crystal Division and R.A.
Therefore, if the laser spot diameter is Heinecke of STC Technology Ltd for
similar to the quartz thickness the valuable discussions. This work has been
lateral diffusion will dominate. The carried out with the support of the
result of the anisotropy in the force- Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence
frequency effects for some cuts is a (Royal Signals and Radar Establishment),
differing sensitivity along the two axes. and sponsored by Admiralty Research
For instance a circular vibrational Establishment (Portsdown) and also by STC
distribution will appear elliptical. In Quartz Crystal Division.
principle this can be taken into account
when forming the contours if the
orientation is known. Alternatively, this
property can be used to measure the
orientation of the device.

2.6 Conclusions

The method described here is capable of
plotting the vibrational distribution of
fundamental thickness-shear resonators,
their overtones and their inharmonics. It
uses a pulsed mode laser to probe the
surface of the resonator in a raster
pattern, thus building up a contour map of
the distribution. The parameter measured
is the magnitude of the induced phase
modulation as the crystal is momentarily
knocked off frequency. It is proposed that
this perturbation is caused by thermally-
induced compressive stress through the
thickness of the quartz under the laser
beam. Because of the elastic
nonlinearities in quartz this gives rise
to a frequency shift.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

ADJUSTMENT OF RESONATOR G-SENSITIVITY
BY CIRCUIT MEANS

R.C. SMYTHE & W.H. HORTON

Piezo Technology Inc.
Orlando, Florida

Abstract incremental effect is small. Similarly, where the
deformation is relatively small the effect will be relatively

Novel, multi-electroded resonators are described small. An extremely important aspect of the summation
which allow flexible control of acceleration sensitivity is that a high degree of cancellation takes place; that is,
using simple external circuit techniques. By varying the the sum of the positive increments is very nearly equal to
relative excitations of the electrodes, the mode shape, and the sum of the negative increments [2,3,4].
hence the acceleration sensitivity of the resonator, can be Consequently, quite small changes in either the mode
altered. These "Gamma tuning" adjustments are external shape or the deformation result in large changes in r.
to the resonator; hence, they do not require the
introduction of new resonator manufacturing processes or In a conventional thickness-mode quartz crystal
the modification of existing ones. unit, the resonator plate is supported at two or more

points on its periphery by metal ribbons or clips, which
Experimental efforts to date have shown that in turn are fastened to a header or base. Under

individual components of the G-sensitivity vector can be acceleration, the body forces on the blank are balanced
nulled, and the magnitude of the vector can be by reaction forces of the support structure. Thus the
minimized. G-sensitivities as low as 1.5 x 10-l°/G and support structure determines the acceleration-induced
reductions by a factor of 5 have been obtained. A deformation of the blank. The mode shape of the
qualitative theory is presented. resonator is determined by an energy-trapping

mechanism. For a plano-plano resonator, the primary
controls are the lateral dimensions of the electrodes,

Introduction including the tabs, the electrode mass loading, and the
piezoelectric loading. However, the mode shape, and

Currently, there is an urgent need for crystal hence the acceleration sensitivity, will also unavoidably
oscillators and crystal resonators having low acceleration be affected by point-to-point variations in the thickness
sensitivity [1]. For accelerations which are not too of the blank (i.e., non-parallelism) or even of the
large, the frequency change is the scalar (dot) product of electrode, as well as by material defects such as
two spatial vector quantities, the acceleration sensitivity inclusions and etch channels. For contoured resonators,
of the resonator, I', and the acceleration [1]. The mode shape is primarily controlled by contour, but will
acceleration sensitivity depends upon two factors -- the also be affected to some degree by the electrodes and by
deformation produced by the acceleration and the mode material defects.
shape. While the mathematical analysis is extremely
complex, the basic idea is simple [2]. At each point in Although, in the interest of simplicity, we speak of the
the resonator, acceleration-induced deformation alters the mode amplitude as if it were a single quantity, it should
effective elastic stiffness of the resonator, thereby be recognized that the mode of vibration employed may
incrementally affecting the resonance frequency of each have more than one component, each of which may
mode of vibration by an amount that depends upon the contribute to the total acceleration sensitivir. )"milarly,
mode amplitude and sign and upon the amplitude and the acceleration-induced deformation will, - general,
sign of the deformation at that point.I The total effect on have more than one component.
the resonance frequency of a particular mode is just the
algebraic sum of the incremental effects taken over the 2 It follows that the acceleration sensitivities of different
entire volume of the resonator.2 For regions of the modes of the same resonator are, in general, different
resonator where the amplitude of vibration is small, the from one another.

CB2818-3/90/0000-437 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Because of fabrication limitations, variations
from resonator to resonator in support geometry, in X3
electrode dimensions, and in blank contour are |
unavoidable. Because the resonator acceleration
sensitivity is the difference of two nearly equal quantities,
small changes in the resonator, representing normal
manufacturing tolerances, can cause large changes in
resonator acceleration sensitivity. This is borne out by
experience [ 1 ].

Consequently, it is desirable to have a means of -X1
adjusting, or trimming, the acceleration sensitivity in
order to minimize its magnitude or the magnitude of one
or more of its vector components. In principle, this may
be accomplished by altering either the mode shape or the
acceleration-induced deformation. The latter might be
accomplished, say, by modifying the mounting structure.
One method by which the mode shape may be altered is Figure 1. Divided-Electrode Resonator
to add or remove mass from selected regions of the blank
[5,6,71.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe
resonators for which the mode shape at resonance may
be modified by circuit techniques in order to minimize or
otherwise control the acceleration sensitivity. An
advantage of this approach over those which depend
upon the addition or removal of mass or upon the
alteration or adjustment of the mounting clips, or upon
other alterations to the resonator structure is that the
circuit adjustments to be described are external to the
resonator and rmay be Larricd out after its manufacture is
complete. Techniques for trimming acceleration
sensitivity by modifying the resonator, on the other hand, j
must be carried out as part of the resonator
manufacturing process, while the resonator is in a
partially completed state. Thus they may be cumbersome
and costly. In addition, the techniques to be described
are reversible, further facilitating the adjustment process. b)

The devices to be described are novel, multi- M A
electroded resonators. With these, simple circuit
adjustment techniques, which we call "Gamma tuning,"
are used for the reduction and control of gamma.

Principle

The principle behind the multi-electrode
approach can be understood from figures 1 and 2. Figure
1 shows a thickness-mode resonator, such as an AT-cut
resonator. Axes x, and x3 are a pair of coordinate axes Figure 2. Schematic illustation of the effect of excitation
lying in the plane of the plate. They may correspond to on mode shape for a symmetric resonator structure, such
rotated crystallographic axes or may be otherwise as Fig. 1: a)Equal excitation of El & E2; b) El excited;
selected, as desired. For the device shown, one electrode c) E2 excited.
has been divided in a direction normal to x, so that the
device can now be considered as two resonators, R1 and
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R2, with associated electrodes El and E2 and a common and E2 can be varied, thereby changing the position of
counter-electrode. We note that R1 and R2 are, in the mode in the x, direction. In figure 3b, susceptances
general, acoustically coupled. For purposes of exposition, Bi and B2 have been added. These mught be used, for
consider the device to be perfectly symmetrical. When E l example, to extend the range of control obtainable with
and E2 are connected together and driven electrically, Xl and X2. Other circuit techniques can also be applied,
figure 2a, only the modes symmetric about the x, axis are for example, El and E2 mught be driven by separate
excited. The amplitude along the x, axis of one such amplifiers, or other active networks, having variable gain
mode is sketched in figure 2a. When only E1 is and phase shift. In any case, the circuit composed of the
electrically excited, figure 2b, the mode shifts to the left, resonator and its additional circuitry has a resonance with
toward R1; however, R2 is also excited to some degree which is associated an acceleration sensitivity, which we
since it is acoustically coupled to Ri. At the same time, car. now control by suitable circuit adjustments. This is
the mode shape changes and is no longer symmetrical, the Gamma tuning concept. (Throughout, we speak of
and the resonance frequency changes. Similarly, when acceleration sensitivity at a resonance frequency. Clearly,
only E2 is electrically excited, figure 2c, the mode shifts the concepts and techniques discussed apply equally in
to the right, toward R2. It follows that by controlling the the case of operation with a load capacitance.)
relative excitation of El and E2 in magnitude and phase,
the position of the mode along x1 can be controlled. The principle may be extended to two
Since the acceleration sensitivity, r, depends strongly dimensions, figure 4. In figure 4a. four electrodes E1 ... ,
upon the mode shape and location, varying the relative E4 have been formed on one face of the blank. By
excitation of El and E2 will cause the acceleration controlling the relative excitation of the four, the position
sensitivity to vary. of the mode with respect to both x1 and x, can be varied.

This can be done using the circuit techniques of figure 3.
The effect of exciting E l differently from E2 can as illustrated, for example in figure 5. Still other

also be explained from another viewpoint. In figure 2a, electrode configurations are possible, such as figure 4b,
the excitation is symmetric. Since the device is also in which three electrodes have been formed on one face.
symmetric, only symmetric modes are excited. In figures
2b and 2c, the excitation is no longer symmetric, but can
be considered as the sum of a symmetric excitation and
an antisymmetric excitation. Hence, both symmetric and j
antisymmetric modes are excited, although unequally, so
that for these connections the device will have resonances
which are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric.

Figure 3 shows, in general form, some simple Xi
circuit techniques by which the relative excitation of El
and E2 may be controlled. Xl and X2 are reactances;

Figure 3. Some simple circuit arrangements for varying
the relative excitation of El & E2.

they may be simply capacitors or inductors, or they may Figure 4. Two electrode configurations which allow two-
be more complex L-C networks. Using X1 and X2, the dimensional control of the mode shape.
relative amplitudes and phases of the currents into El
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low impedance condition, while reverse biasing provides
a variable capacitance which can be deterrmned from the
bias voltage. The reference state was taken with all
diodes forward biased, so that El and E2 are at the same

X1 X2 X4 r-f potential, as are E3 and E4.

El EZ E3

Figure S. One circuit arrangement for use with the --- Ax1
electrode configuration of Fig. 4.

E4

Yet another configuration is shown in figure 6a,
in which the electrodes of both faces of the blank are
divided. This configuration provides a simple means of X3
independently controlling the x, and x3 position of the TOP VIE£V BOTTO4 VIEV
mode. In figure 6b reactances Xl and X2 control the x1

position, while reactances X3 and X4 control the x3
position.

X1
While the foregoing discussion assumed a

symmetrical device, the techniques described do not

require that the device be symmetrical. To the contrary,

it is a purpose of these techniques to correct for the
unavoidable deviations from symmetry found in actual X X4

devices. For example, the locations of the mounting
ribbons are often not accurately reproduced from unit to b)
unit. While improved manufacturing methods may
reduce such variations, it is nevertheless desirable to have Figure 6. Dividing top and bottom electrodes to control
a means for trimming or adjusting the acceleration excitation and mode shape in two dimensions: a)
sensitivity. Current research is expected to yield electrodes; b) series reactances provide one means for
resonator designs having lower theoretical values of adjusting relative excitation.
acceleration sensitivity than conventional configurations.
Since these will also be subject to manufacturing
variations, it seems likely that an adjustment method will The crystal test fixture was mounted on a
still be useful. standard vibration exciter ("shaker"). A single coaxial

cable connects the fixture to a standard PTI test
Experimental Results oscillator. In this oscillator the crystal is in one arm of a

four-port hybrid network which is located near the
Preliminary measurements on crystal units shaker. A balancing capacitor is in the opposing arm.

similar to figure 1 confirmed the validity of the technique. This arrangement provides a simple means of separating
Units were then fabricated having an electrode the crystal fixture from the Dscillator circuitry by any
configuration similL.- to figure 6a. Crystal units to be desired distance. A separate, shielded, multiconductor
tested are mounted in a test fixture having adjustable cable carries the varactor bias voltages, which are
reactances corresponding to X1 - X4, figure 6b. Initially, provided by a remote control box. Acceleration
these were multi-turn air trimmer capacitors; later, sensitivity is determined by measuring the vibration-
varactor diodes were used. The varactor diodes allow induced FM sidebands [1]. A block diagram of the
convenient, remote adjustment of the capacitance in measurement system is shown in figure 7. The sidebands
series with each electrode. Forward biasing provides a can be measured directly, using an RF spectrum analyzer,
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such as the H-P 3585A. Better sensitivity was obtained,
however, using a phase noise bridge, and most
measurements were made in this manner. Comparison of
the two methods showed good agreement. Most
measurements were made with 5 G's peak acceleration at
90 Hz.

BOx CRYSTAL
L CONTRL DENOINTABL

VIBRATION TEST FREQUENCY
TEST OSCILLATOR COWBIER

FIXTURE cp
r -I t +_

VIBAPHANOSE LOECTRAEQ Figure 8. Vibration test fixture. The fixture shown is for
XCITER IA a TO-8 size crystal unit.

IS- IzER For each resonator, capacitive reactances Xl,....

X4 were adjusted iteratively to minimize i r' i, obtaining

reduction factors of 2.3 to 5.3. The mean value of i Pr
was reduced from 7.99 to 2.46 x 10-10. The change in

ACID frequency was between 0.41 and 1.30 kt-iz. Loaded Q in
the test oscillator was typically 50 x 103, and improved

Figure 7. Block diagram of measurement system. somewhat with Gamma tuning.

For some units, i ri could not be reduced
significantly. For example, No. 1-4, with I Pr = 5.43 x

The mechanical configuration of the fixture, 10'0, and No. 4-e vith Iri = 2.58 x '. U, could not
figure 8, consists of an aluminum cube mounted on a be signithcantly improved with the simple capacitive
base plate which can be bolted to the shake table. A tuning circuits used in these experiments.
coaxial line passes through the base and terminates in pin
sockets on the top face and one side face of the cube. A For most units, x-, y-, and z-components of r
crystal carrier, with a socket and retaining bracket for the could be nulled, although not simultaneously.
crystal unit, can be bolted to either face, and can be
rotated in 90* steps about the normal to the face,
allowing the crystal unit to be vibrated in three Discussion
orthogonal directions. For two of the three directions,
the carrier can be inverted, allowing measurements to Some of the ways in which these techniques can
determine errors due to cable effects, if any. The carrier be employed include:
also contains the variable reactance circuitry.

1. Minimization of one component of the g-
Table 1 presents selected results obtained on 30 sensitivity vector.

MHz, 3rd overtone, AT-cut resonators. The electrode
arrangement is similar to figure 6a, except that a square 2. Minimization of the magnitude of the g-
array, rather then a circular, array was used. The sensitivity vector.
electrode array measures 0.140 inch (3.56 mm) on a side,
with a gap of 0.020 inch (0.51 mm). Except for the 3. Adjustment of the orientation and/or
electrodes, construction of the crystal units was magnitude of the g-sensitivity vector to facilitate
conventional. Blanks having a diameter of 0.310 inch the use of active or passive compensation.
(7.9 umm) were mounted at four points with 50 x 4 mil
nickel ribbons in coldweld TO-8 enclosures. Mounts were 4. Separate adjustment of the G-sensitivity
aligned with the crystallographic x- and z'-axes of the vector of two modes, as might be desirable in an
blanks. MCXO application, for example.
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Table 1. Acceleration Sensitivity Before & After Gamma Tuning

Unit Frequency Acceleration Sensitivity x 1010 (/G)
Number (kHz)

In-Plane Normal Total

x- z- Total y- ]pj
axis axis In-Plane axis

1-3 Init 30,309.41 0.74 13.79 13.81 0.74 13.83
Final 30,311.71 0.26 1.17 1.20 2.32 2.61

2-4 Init 30,296.39 0.75 9.44 9.47 0.48 9.48
Final 30,297.03 0.17 0.95 0.97 3.27 3.41

3-1 Init 30,011.79 1.70 4.97 5.25 2.10 5.66
Final 30,012.20 2.24 0.22 2.26 0.95 2.45

4-3 Irit 30,277.02 1.16 5.89 6.00 0.62 6.04
Final 30,277.81 0.80 0.51 0.95 2.19 2.39

4-8 Init 30,273.72 0.87 4.79 4.87 0.91 4.95
Final 30,274.55 0.96 0.33 1.01 1.05 1.46

The methods which have been described alter potential g-sensitivity of a given configuration to be
the resonance frequency, as well as the acceleration realized.
sensitivity, of the crystal unit and its accompanying
Gamma tuning circuitry. If the frequency change cannot
be tolerated, there are possible remedies. First, the Acknowledgment
frequency specification may be taken as a constraint
during acceleration tuning. Second, Gamma tuning may The authors wish to thank Prof. H. F. Tiersten
be carried out prior to final frequency adjustment of the for many helpful discussions with one of us (RCS)
resonator. After Gamma tuning, final frequency concerning the underlying principles of resonator
adjustment is performed using a method, such as acceleration sensitivity, including the importance of the
dielectric overplating, designed to minimize mode shape mode shape.
changes.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIWU ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

ELECTRONIC DESENSITIZATION OF RESONATORS TO ACCELERATIONS

A. Ballato, J. Kosinski, T. Lukaszek, M. Mizan, & R. McGowan

US Army Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory (LABCOM)
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000

ABSTRACT given crystal substance, cut, mode of

motion, crystal geometry, and support

A variety of approaches to compensate structure, the distribution of motion is
for acceleration effects in crystal known, then the resonance frequency, as
resonators have been used over the years, well as the sensitivity of the resonance
however these schemes have met with mixed frequency to external accelerations, can
success. A good example is the intensive be computed.
work on the mounting supports of BAW
resonators which has occasionally produced At present, the problem of
a unit with a very small acceleration acceleration sensitivity remains a major
sensitivity (F) , but with very poor concern in the application of quartz
reproducibility. Tests performed at ETDL crystal resonators. As long ago as the
as part of an in-house research program 1940's, "shock and vibration" was one of
have now confirmed the value of a new the biggest problems awaiting solution
method to reduce F electronically. The (1,2]. Through the years, a variety of
underlying principle of the new method approaches have been used: mechanical
centers on altering F by electronically isolation; electrical compensations;
altering the modal distribution of motion. determination of mounting support
This method is a substantially more direct locations; different crystal cuts;
and cost effective means of adjustment different types of vibration; different
than the others used to date. This paper geometrical shapes and aspect ratios; and
describes the compensation technique, and the use of two or more crystal resonators
gives experimental results for resonator connected electrically, but having
units. reversed axial directions with respect to

the acceleration vector. These schemes
have met with mixed success.

INTRODUCTION Over the years, intensive work on the
mounting supports of BAW resonators

Resonances in structures are occasionally produced a unit (with
frequency regions where the structures extremely low yield and reproducibility)
exhibit large amplitude vibrations, with a very small acceleration
These vibrations may be mechanical, sensitivity. The acceleration sensitivity
electromagnetic, or various other types. vector, r, was found on some units to be
Resonances are functions of frequency, the in the 10-1/g and 10-11 /g range, where
material supporting the vibration, the the norm is 2 * 10 9 /g. The poor
substrate orientation, the mode of reproducibility was attributed to such
vibration, and the device geometry or things as a lack of symmetry of the
configuration. Resonances also depend on mounting supports, and the impossibility
the supporting structure and on external of attaining such symmetry in the
influences such as temperature and forces. manufacturing process. The problem lies,
The sensitivity of the resonance frequency in part, with the complicated mode
to external disturbances is determined by spectrum due to the anisotropic nature of
the same general parameters that determine the crystal, and to the boundary
the resonance frequency. conditions (3-8]. Figure 1 shows an

example of some of the couplings that
For quartz crystal resonators, it is occur in quartz plates (4]. In Fig. 2 are

possible to calculate accurately the seen topographs identifying the modal
actual three dimensional distribution of distributions of motion with various
motion for both bulk (BAW) and surface resonances in a quartz plate [5).
(SAW) acoustic wave devices. When, for a

US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED
BY US COPYRIGHT



ANALYTIC WOR

Calculations by P.C.Y. Lee of
Princeton University (e.g., 9, 10] and

- H. F. Tiersten of Rensselaer Polytechnic
•. -Institute [e.g., 11-13], and theirr •h • students, have demonstrated the importance

.- of the mounting supports and resonator
configuration on the acceleration

S..*...~ -• sensitivity. In the calculations the
.. . ..- induced stress/strain pattern interacts

with the mode shape to produce the
acceleration sensitivity. The calculations
utilize a linearization of the equations

. . " " for small fields superposed on a bias.
Figure 3 shows common electronic devices
that have nonlinear characteristics;
establishment of an operating point is
accomplished by means of a biasing
network. About this operating point, small
excursions produce linear responses; the
linear slope, of course, is a function of
the nonlinear device parameters. In like
manner, the quasistatic bias of the

Figure 1. Some of the modes of motion crystal lattice due to the acceleration
in an anisotropic plate [4]; elastic field establishes the operating point for
stiffnesses coupling the motions are also the resonator. Small amplitude waves, due
shown. to the resonances, propagate with

velocities that depend on the biasing
state.

I "k

isl ).' ),

Figure 2. Mode spectrograph of a thickness shear resonator,
showing resonance strength (crystal current, proportional to
motional amplitude) versus driving frequency [5]. For a number of
resonances, X-ray topographs are displayed; these show that each
resonance has its own unique distribution of motion.
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The frequency perturbation due to the 1980 is contained in [14]; newer work is
acceleration can be written as detailed in [15-17]; and [18], [19]

describe modal effects.6f/f = J (mode shape)*(stress pattern) d
The mode shape changes as a function

where the integration is over the entire of frequency, therefore, altering the
crystal resonator volume. See, e.g., [11]. operating point of the resonator on the

immittance circle can change F. The latter
ACCELERATION COMPENSATION method is a substantially more direct and

cost effective means of adjustment than
Since the acceleration sensitivity the others used to date. Figure 4 shows

arises out of the interaction of the the variation of immittance over a single
stress/strain pattern and spatial resonance. As the resonance region is
distribution of motion, r can be altered traversed, not only do the electrical
either by adjusting the stress/strain characteristics vary, but also the spatial
pattern, via the supports and/or the other distribution of motion within the plate.
factors mentioned, e.g., crystal, cut,
geometry, etc., or by altering the mode
shape of the vibrator. A bibliography to

SMALL FIELDS SUPERPOSED ON A BIAS

Ip

DYNAMIC Vct 
to

TRANSFER

*- OPERATING POINT CHARACTERISTIC

VO

V V ibos

VACUUM DIODE TRIODE TRANSISTOR MOSFET

e SMALL DEVIATIONS ABOUT THE

T OPERATING POINT ARE
LINEAR.

STRS INCREMENTAL
STRESS OPERATING * THE SLOPE OF THE TRANSFER

HARD REGION FUNCTION CHANGES WITH
BIAS LEVEL.

(SLOPE C) I HOOKE
FTI S

STRAIN STATIC
BIAS

SPRING QUARTZ RESONATOR EFFECTS
(ELASTIC STIFFNESS) o FORCE - FREQUENCY Kf

* ACCELERATION - FREO rf
* AMPLITUDE - FRED
* FREQUENCY - TEMP TI

Figure 3. Examples of small fields superposed on a bias. The
vacuum diode, triode, transistor, and MOSFET are familiar
electronic examples of nonlinear devices. A linear operating
point is established by a suitable bias network. The effective
elastic constant of quartz is linear for small stress/strain
variables, and nonlinear otherwise. The elastic and electronic
cases are analogous when the elastic operating point is produced
by a quasistatic acceleration field.
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Figure 2 shows some of the mode Once the resonator is manufactured
patterns associated with the resonances of and mounted, the last stage is typically
a quartz plate. The resonances are the devoted to frequency trimming or
eigenfrequences and the mode patterns are adjustment by depositing a small spot of
the corresponding eigenfunctions. The electrode material (in the case of a BAW
eigenfunctions form a complete set. At a resonator) on top of the regular
resonance, the pattern of motion will be electrode. The nominal frequency of the
the eigenfunction appropriate to that untrimmed unit is deliberately made too
eigenfrequency. This is normally what is high, and the small trimming spot lowers
utilized in practice. The slightest the frequency to that desired. The unit
departure from an eigenfrequency produces is then sealed, marked, and shipped. In
a distribution of motion that is an the process of final frequency adjustment,
admixture of all the eigenfunctions [20]. however, the acceleration sensitivity has
The extent of mixing, and therefore the likewise been changed, and very often in a
resulting pattern, depends on the capricious way, since the final trimming
frequency shift with respect to all the is usually not applied with care, or with
other eigenfrequencies, and is calculable, much symmetry. The variation of the

sensitivity coefficient during resonator
The above remarks require some fabrication has escaped notice to date

modification for nonlinear effects, but because it has been tacitly assumed either
the idea is substantially as outlined: that the acceleration sensitivity is a
mode mixing occurs when one detunes from constant, or that its value is not of
resonance. The change in mode pattern can interest until manufacture is complete.
be utilized to provide acceleration
compensation.

By performing acceleration tests to
Heretofore many of the attempts at determine F after mounting, but before

reducing r have concentrated on changing trimming, one has available a very simple
the supports, or the overall geometry, or method of changing the motional
the aspect ratio. The alternative of distribution of the resonator in order to
electronically changing the mode shape is change F . The method is simply to
not at all obvious, primarily because operate the resonant structure somewhat
changing the mode shape changes the off-resonance, where the amplitude of
resonant frequency, and this is usually vibration is still large, and therefore
avoided at all costs. still well-suited to frequency

stabilization, but where the spatial
distribution of motion differs from that
at resonance.

If the distribution of motion pattern
is plotted as a function of driving
frequency f, then as the structure
approaches resonance, the motional pattern
will change, not only in size (amplitude),
but also in spatial distribution. Since
the motional pattern changes, the
acceleration sensitivity also changes as a
function of the location of the resonator
operating point on the resonance impedance
circle. Another manifestation of this is
that the acceleration sensitivity is a
function of both overtone and mode of
vibration. This has been observed
experimentally, but the importance of the
observation appears not to have

I, been appreciated.

It is possible to obtain information
about how to adjust the acceleration
sensitivity by measuring r as a function

Figure 4. Plot of real and imaginary of location on the impedance circle.
parts of the crystal admittance versus Indeed, if a particular part of the
frequency. As the region of resonance is impedance circle yields a low value of r,
traversed, the shape of the mode changes. one may fix the resonator/oscillator to
This change is subtle for small frequency operate at this point, even though it is
shifts near a resonance peak, but the not strictly at the resonance point. The
change in mode shape can nevertheless have basic oscillator is then operating at a
a dramatic effect on the acceleration point on the impedance circle where it
sensitivity coefficient (F). does not have the desired frequency
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output, but does have the proper mode -7

shape to give low values of acceleration 13 #

sensitivity. The desired frequency can
then be derived by frequency synthesis *4q
techniques, i.e., by bit-stuffing the I
output data stream. The acceleration
desensitization is electronic, as is the
synthesis of the proper output frequency. -g
The resonator units are manufactured
conventionally with high yield, not
individually trimmed or sorted for low-
acceleration sensitivity. Sorting would i|
result in very low yields.

S~12
E R _ _ _ __TS

Tests performed at ETDL as part of an
in-house research program have confirmed
the ability to reduce the acceleration
sensitivity electronically, for both BAW CARRIER FRE•UENCY 08W
and SAW resonators. For devices where the
mode shape would not be expected to change 13
very much with frequency adjustment, e.g.,

SAW delay lines, changes in the
sensitivity coefficient will be minimal.
Some representative examples of SAW • 10
devices tested are shown on Figs. 5 to 9. 3,
A portion of the change in the gamma
coefficient seen in Figs. 5 to 8 is due to -4
a structure resonance, but the mode shape
change is large. Figure 9 shows a twenty-
fold improvement in gamma with electronic -1
tuning. Even greater effects have been
seen in BAW resonators at present. It is
possible to design resonators of each type
so that the mode shape is more sensitive -121
to frequency offsets to maximize the *3
effect.j jj j
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF A FABRICATION IMPERFECTION ON THE NORMAL ACCELERATION
SENSITIVITY OF CONTOURED QUARTZ RESONATORS WITH RECTANGULAR SUPPORTS

Y.S. Zhou and H.F. Tiersten

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY 12180-3590

Abstract The biasing deformation fields are calculated

by means of a variational approximation procedure,
It is shown that the normal acceleration which employs the variational principle for aniso-

sensitivity of contoured quartz rtsonators with tropic static flexure as in earlier work 4
,
1

. The
rectangular supports vanishes when the centers of important quadratically varying strains are then
the mode shape and support rectangle coincide, determined recursively as in earlier work

1
,

2
. The

This result is essentially a consequence of sym- calculated biasing deformation fields are employed
metry and applies to many other shapes. Since it in an existing perturbation equation 5 

along with
is extremely difficult to realize this situation the equivalent trapped energy mode shapes

6 
for

in practice, an analysis of the influence of an the contoured resonator to calculate the normal
offset of the centers on the normal acceleration acceleration sensitivities. Results are presented
sensitivity is performed. The biasing deformation for a range of offsets for some orientations and
is determined by means of a variational approxima- aspect ratios of the rectangular support configura-
tion procedure using the variational principle tion for both the AT and SC cuts.
with all natural conditions for anisotropic static
flexure. The very important accompanying strains 2. Perturbation Equations
varying quadratically across the thickness are
determined recursively, as in earlier work. The For purely elastic nonlinearities the equa-
resulting flexural biasing states are employed in tion for the perturbation in eigenfrequency
the existing perturbation equation along with the 5
equivalent trapped energy mode shapes of the con- obtained from the perturbation analysis mentioned
toured resonators to calculate the normal accelera- in the Introduction may be written in the form

tion sensitivities. It is shown that for small
offsets the acceleration sensitivity increases A =H /2a, , (2.1)
linearly with offset and orientations for which
this effect is minimized are found, where w. and w are the unperturbed and perturbed

1. Introduction eigenfrequencies, respectively, and

In recent work
1

,
2 

on the normal acceleration H = KL g•,L
sensitivity of contoured quartz resonators sup- -• yL(

ported along rectangular edges it was shown that d
the sensitivity is always negligibly small and
vanishes for certain cases when the centers of the where V is the undeformed volume of the piezo-

mode shape end support rectangle coincide. In this electric plate. In (2.2) g1 denotes the normal-
work it is shown that, as a consequence of sym- -
metry, the normal acceleration sensitivity always ized mechanical displacement vector, and K~y
vanishes when the centers coincide. Since this

situation is extremely difficult to realize in denotes the portion of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress

practice, an analysis of the influence of an off- tensor resulting from the biasing state in the

set of the centers on the normal acceleration presence of the gt , and is given by
sensitivity is performed. It is further shown ¥

that for small offsets of centers, which is the K = a (2.3)
practical case, the normal acceleration sensi- LY LymcM ,M'

tivity increases linearly with offset. This where

results in the definition of a resonator vector
parameter, the minimization of the magnitude of cLyMcr = T LM8+ LyMaNEKN

which yields the best orientations for fabrica- + c w +c w (2.4)
tion imperfection. The linear increase with off- 2LyKM w,K 2 LK4,wy,K'
set underscores the importance of care in fabri- and
cation

3 
to achieve consistently low acceleration

sensitivities.
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T 1 1 1 (2.5) hLM KN" N, EN E -2 (WKN+WN, K) Kd FAB T 2 K AB dX2' FjB h[Kz2B (h)+K2B(-h)],

The quantities EKN and wK denote the static (3.2)

biasing stress, strain and displacement field, and in this instance
respectively. The coefficients 5LMKN and c (1) (0)

)4N 3LYMni(N F B =0, F2 K2(h-K22-)2ha2-2h 2
denote the second and third order elastic constants, B = ,
respectively. (3.3)

The normalized eigensolution g. and ? is since K2 K vanishes on the major surfaces and where
defined by a2 is the acceleration in the X 2-direction. From

-- P f- 2_ Eqs.(4.25) of Ref.l0 the constitutive equations
gia N2  r J puýup dV, (2.6) for the stress-resultants take the form

Y N ' N ' .i yy
Ps V (1). 2 3 (1)

where up and • are the mechanical displacement and h Yv E CD (3.4)

electric potential, respectively, which satisfy the where Voigt's anisotropic plate elastic constants
equations of linear piezoelectricity are given by

S+eYRScRS c RWcWVcVS, , W,Vff =2,4,6. (3.5)

"-1
.L e MYu ° (2.7) in the compressed notation, and where we have intro-

duced the scheme shown. The plate strains EM in• ""• • , (28) CD

KLyL = pUyY, LL - 0, (2.8) (3.4) are given by

subject to the appropriate boundary conditions, EMi) + DC(1 (3.6)
and p is the mass density. Equations (2.7) are CD 2 \ C,D ((.

the linear piezoelectric constitutive relations
and (2.8) are the stress equations of motion and and from the relaxation of the stress resultants
charge equation of electrostatics, respectively. K 2L the vanishing of the plate shear strains E
The upper cycle notation for many dynamic variables a2L ' w(0)
and the capital Latin and lower case Greek index
notation is being employed for consistency with (1) -1 (1) (1) (0)
Ref.5, as is the remainder of the notation in this E = cwvCvsEs wA w2,A
section. E M1 _ ( 0 )( 3 7

The substitution of (2.3) in (2.2) yields CD =°W2,CD, (3.7)

which, respectively, are given in Eqs.(4.24),

- LyMg dV. (2.9) (3.34) and (3.37) of Ref.l0.
V I

It has been shown that the biasing shearing
Since gP denotes the normalized mode shape in the stresses that are determined recursively in the

01 gclassical theory of the flexure of thin plates may
contoured resonator and from (2.4) Z LyM depends be written in the form

on the biasing state, H can be evaluated when the = (3/4 h3 )(h 2 X) K2(1)

resonator mode shape and biasing state are known. 2B 2 ABA' (3.8)
3. Equations for Anisotropic Static Flexure where the caret indicates that a quantity has been

determined recursively and, hence, contains an

With the aid of Mindlin's plate equations order of smallness. The associated three-
it has been shown that the equation of anisotropic dimensional strain fields are obtained simply by
static flexure with X2 normal to the major surfaces inverting the linear constitutive equations

can be written in the form10

K(1) + FM + F(O) =0(.)K, 
LUEM 39

KAB,AB B + = 0 (3.1) with the result

where we have introduced the convention that A, B, kL cKL2BK2B = oEk +X 2 2ýE, (3.10)

C, D take the values 1 and 3 and skip 2 and
since all stresses that vary symmetrically with X2

vanish except K2BY and oEKL and 2FKL are clear from
(3.8) and (3.10). Since from Eqs.(3.31) of Ref.6
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we have 0) E 0, when the plate deflection w(0) with respect to each other by an arbitrary small
L distance d in an arbitrary direction G. Hence, d

three-dimensional has arbitrary components dI and d In this sec-

strain field from the relation
tion we are concerned with the static solutions

= (1+X () 2 - (3.11) for the biasing states referred to the unprimed
EKL okL +2 KL +X2 AKL coordinate system only.

Although we now have the ;late strains from The substitution of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7)3
(3.11), we cannot yet determine the Z from in (3.1) yields the equilibrium equation for

(2.4) because, as noted in Ref.6, we need the flexure of the thin plate in the form
displacement gradients wL,K or equivalently the 2 3 (0)
rotations 1 h % ABCD2,CDAB

-'K _ý 'L)- (The boundary conditions are given by

As in Ref.6, we realize that the associated plate W
0
) =0, K() =0 at X =a -b <X <b

rotations that accompany the plate strains that 2 ' 11 1 0 3
arise from the relaxation of the plate stressw(0) =0, K (I)=0 at X tb, -a < X<a. (4.2)
resultants K (I) and the recursive inversion in 2  3 t 3  1

•2L
Since as already indicated the problem

(3.10) satisfy the appropriate three-dimensional defined in (4.1) and (4.2) cannot be solved
rotation gradient-strain gradient relations, i.e., exactly, a variational approximation procedure is

4
=L,M = EMLK - EMK,L, (3.13) employed . To this end we first transform the

inhomogeneities from the differential equation (4.1)

where into certain of the other boundary conditions by
2 n (n) writing

'In = L X 2KL (3.14) w(0) +A0) 2 _ 2 )X2_5 2 (43
n0O 2 w2  AX 1 a ( 1 -a) 43

and the (L) are the plate rotations of nth order, which when substituted into (4.1) yields

+(0) +, (0) + 3(O)
As in the end of Sec.ll of Ref.6 [after Eq.(3.32)] + +v w • 1 2vN 2,13
from the flexural solution wichout recursive strains ",l'.1 5 2,1113 13 55

we obtain +y (0) + (0) 0, (4.4)(0+4-4 3 5w2,133v3 w, 3 0,434

(0) = arbitrary constant = 0, 2,1333 33 2,3333

13 (since A is selected as
2

1~3 = 0, "2A =w 2 , A -(3.15) A = - pa 2 i8h 2vII (4.5)

Including recursive strains for n1=1 and 2 and The further substitution of (4.3) with (3.4) and
equating like powers of X2 in the same way we (3.7) into (4.2) yields the edge conditions, which

obtain for brevity we do not bcther to write hereII"
ý,(1) = ^ (2 1 (1) E( )""3 oE 2 3 , 1 - oE 2 1 ,3 '3 =2 (E 2 3 ,1 21,3 ' As a solution of (4.4) we write

( ) .(2) - 1 (1)
(2A E2A= o 22,A' I 2A =2 2A - 2 22, A'(3.16) 2 2=(3.16 - (0) Do(Xl- a)X3 XI• )l+So(Xl a)[3X•

The substitution of (3.15) and (3.16) in (3.14) 132,y15
yields .ýL, which with (3.11) and + _ X 1 (2a15X 1 _ (X1+a) OX3

11 11
wKL = EKL + K' (3.17) N i(TXI + vnX3)

*, D 3 (4.6)
gives us the desired three-dimensional displacement YI n1-I n e

gradients when the plate deflection w2  has been
found, where v = n1/2pb and p is chosen to be an irra-

tional number (here 2') in order that neither
cos v b or sin v b vanish. Let 71 = h and sub-

n n n n
A plan view of the plate is shown in Figure 1 stitute from (4.6) into (4.4) to obtain

along with the coordinate sy.tems. The origin of
the unprimed coordinate system is located at the Yll4 +4y153 +2(,13 + 2y55)h 2 ) +4Yh35 +33= 0,
center of the supports and the origin of the
primed coordinate system is located at the center (4.7)

of the mode shape, which we permit to be displaced
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which is independent of n. Equation (4.7) yields the counterclockwise direction, as shown in

four independent roots h (p= 1,2,3,4) independent Figure 2 of Ref.4, which defines + and - and the
of n. Hence, the sum in p pcint C.. The bars over quantities in (4.11)of .Hnce th su in(4.6) can be written in

the form denote that they are prescribed. The variation

N i(,nX1 +vnX3) NSS may readily be evaluated from (4 12) andD ne n = iP X eSSX3

n=N n N 4 iD(P) i-(0) -(0) C2 - C

= ( e X 1 e in , (4.8) w 2  w2  = 0, m=0 on C (4.13)
nI

n=-N p=l Substituting from (4.3) with (4.10), (4.13) and

D(p) the homogeneous edge conditions mentioned above
where the D along with D and D are amplitude which have been satisfied exactly by each term inn 0 0

coefficients still to be determined. By satis- the solution sum, into (4.11) and employing (4.12),
^(0) 0 atX1 + and we obtain

fying the edge conditions w0 0 at Xa +a and

-(1) 2 a aY2_2 ýO
K 1)=0 at X= ±a for each n, we obtain (o) +'13 pa h(0X
1j 1\S[( - (X3 a 2))w2, 3 +-a ¥IIa~ w2

D (p) = g (P) D () (4.9) X3=b

n n n + - a2)X _ 2 M 5a (I) () +2i3, 1  dXl

where the g are obtained from the resulting 1 1 33,3 3,+ ) 
1

11 3
linear algebra . This reduces the number of b
unknown coefficients from 4 to i for each n. It 0 )( ak(1) +20aim3),

should be noted that the terms in (4.6) with the - 2 -',i 13, ___ 3
coefficients D0 and D already sat fy these same -b 1

conditions. The substitution of (4.8) and (4.9) + aw2 i + 5(l) i-

in (4.6) enables us to write XI-a

= Do(Xl- a)(x- _+15 XI + X)i~l 62 o 1 (X3 w l- ) 2  1,1 13, , X =0, (414

2 01 (X =- X101 a)[3 X3 + Yl3 XI2 - X3=b X=-b

"l----15 (X +a)k3X 2 L-5 X where the notation [ ]3=_b means the quantity

1 3 ll I evaluated at b minus the quantity evaluated at -b

N D(1)eiVnX3  N g(p) eifP)X and the 8K(1) are obtained from (3.4) and (3.7)3

200) instead of 2() since A is fixed and the

variation of prescribed quantities vanishes.
as the approximate solution function. Substituting from (4.3) with (4.10) into (4.14)

and performing the integrations , we obtain
Since the solution (4.10) with (4.3) satis-

fies the differential -quation (4.1) exactly and N N N
one edge condition is of constraint type, but in • a D 6D + b 6D 0, m,n=O,
natural form, and the other is of natural type, • mn m n I n n

all that remains of the variational principle given n=-Nm=_N n=-N

in Eq.(44) of Ref.4, in which all conditions appear 0, +1, ±2, +N

as natural conditions, is

- w(0) where 0 and 0 refer to the amplitudes D0 , D0 and

(N A)6 2 ds superscripts have been suppressed. The expres-

SNions for a and b are too lengthy to presentcN sin o mn n

(NSS+NB8K(1) )(wO) -'w0) ds here . Since the variations 5D are arbitrary,
C we obtain n

+ (,w,()C2 - (0)C ,~ N411
S(4SS- • W2 0) w 20-2 -0, 2 1 a mnD =-bny mn=0, 0, ±1, ±2, ... ±N, (4.16)

where m=-N

K (1) P(.2
MNS : 'DODC dc' (4.12) which constitute 2N+2 inhomogeneous linear alge-

braic equations in the 2N +2 unknowns Dm, theand N B and aPC denote unit vectors, respectively,
B C inversion of which gives the approximate solution.

outwardly directed normal and tangential to C in
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Convergence is determined by increasing the number work because as shown in earlier workI the important

N and comparing the solution for N with that for biasing shearing deformation is an order of magni-
N- 1. tude smaller than the biasing flexural deformation.

However, since the u 2 and u 3 displacement components
5. The Equivalent Trapped Energy Mode Shape accompanying the larger uI component are known

A schematic diagram of the contoured crystal only for the flat plate, we fit the Gaussian mc'e

resonator along with the associated coordi:tate shape given in (5.1) and (5.2) for the contoured

system is shown in Figure 2. It has been shown resonator to a trapped energy mode in a flat plate
that the eigensolution for the domLnant displace- in accordance with Sec.V of Ref.1, wherein the
ment of the harmonic modes in a contoured quartz wavenumbers , ,SR n TM

12 waenmer and v are obtained from
resonator can be written in the form quantities contained in the Gaussian mode shape.

nrX iun t As shown in Sec.V of Ref.l, when this has been done

Uln 2 sin •- U e e , n= 1,3,5, . (5.1) it is found from Eqs.(65) of Ref.12 that to the
order of interest the uSR displacement field for

Where (i2 a 2-

S n(X 1/2)- 3 (X1 /2) the SR region may be written
u = e (5.2)

noo (c16•SR -c5i)

in which uSSR A(I)SRI + (C iR c 5 6 "iv)

2 n 2
T

2
ý(I) 2 n22(I) 1"2 (

e (5.3) nTTX 2  -SR(xI-al) ivX 3
8Rh 3M n 8Rh3p, sin -, e e

o n

and M' and P' are involved lengthy expressions that SR ,(r 2 SR-r 4 iV) (1)SR n,7n n u2 A n--V2h + Cos - X2
are defined in Sec.Il of Ref.12 along with I and 2 nef2h + 2h 2

3 ' which are orthogonal directions in the plane of + (2)SR hnTT X - ISR -xa1) ieX3

the plate for which the scalar differential equa- + + cos 2 X 2)e e
tion for the nth anharmonic family of modes does
net contain mixed derivatives and R denotes the SR= (r§ S-ri
radius of the spherical contour. From Eq.(97) of u 5= ( 5 3 A(1)SRcos - X
Ref.12 in this work we have

= (5.4) +iE(3)SR nT- a-^eR(xI-) ivX 3

A RAB(XBB)(cos +3 h X2 )e e , (5.7)

where, from Eq. (98)1 of Ref.12 where

nS=R 1 R3 1 i, i= R3 3 iv- R31 3 •, (5.8)
cs8 - sn 2R

n n and from Eqs.(72) of Ref.12, wL know C (2)SR and

RAB = (3)SR (i)SR n+tofdsBcos (55) E+ in terms of A+ and as in Ref.l we do not
n write the relations of the corresponding displace-

is defined in ment fields for the other regions. We note that
and 2 A def ne hn Eq.(9c 2 of Ref.12 The

eigenfrequencies corresponding to the eigensolution + here corresponds to in Sec.V of Ref.6
for the harmonic modes are given by 6. Acceleration Sensitivity for Zero Offset

2 2ý(i) 2h 1/2 In this section it is shown analytically that
2noo - I +- ) the normal acceleration sensitivity vanishes when4h2 n- R the centers of the mode shape and support rectangle

0 coinc'le. To this end recourse is had to the plan

/Mn7 +cview shown in Figure 3, in which the unprimed
( 6) coordinate system from Figure I is reproduced along

with the dotted coordinate system obtained by means

where •() is defined in Eq.(78) of Ref.12. of a cotation of 7 about X2. The transformation

from the solid to the dotted coordinate system is
In addition to the thickness eigendisplacemenL given by

U In givw n in (5.1 ) th ere are th ickn ess e igend is- 1 0 0

placemen i un and u3n, which are an order of - 0 0
ragnitude smaller than u but are required in this SKL = 1 0

In 05 (6.1)
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The argument presented holds for the case of and from (4.3) and (4.10), we may write
rectangular supports and, in fact, for any sym-
metric shape which has symmetric boundary (0 in 3 4 X
conditions. w0 = w2 + I D e n (7.2)

n p=l
When the solid coordinate system is employed

the differential equation is given by (4.1) and where w is a polynomial in X and X The
the boundary conditions are given by (4.2). When 2 1

the dotted coordinate system is employed, the substitution of (7.1) in (7.2) enables us to write
differential equation is given by i0) X 1 4 D k IpP) 1

_ 2 W ) w (dA XA1) + e (p) e % X1
2 3 (0) 2ha (6.2) w2  w2 d A nen7 1
h YABcDw2,CDAB+0h2-2' n i (7.3)

and the differentiation is with respect to the where i 3 (P) iP)d
dotted coordinate system. The boundary conditions Dn=e Dn g =e g . (7.4)

are still given by (4.2), but now the + and - loca-

tions refer to the opposite edges and that has no Since the perturbation integral in (2.9) vanishes
influence because the boundary conditions are for dA = 0, the substitution of (7.3) with (7.4)

13
symmetric . Since A,B,C,D take the values 1 and 3 into (2.9) and expansion to first order in dA
only and the transformation is given by (6.1), yields, with the aid of (2.1)
have =Cd +Cd =Cd

YABCD = YABCD' (6.3) a 1 1 3 3 A A' (7.5)

which shows that Eq.(6. 2) is exactly the same as where the CA are complicated expressions which are

Eq.(4.1). Thus we have shown that the differential not terribly revealing and have been calculated.
equations and boundary conditions are exactly the
same in either cocrdinate system shown in Figure 3. Clearly, the C defined above denote the
Since the solutions will be exactly the same in A

each coordinate system and the physical result, components of a resonator vector parameter which
O), is of some interest. The orientations and aspect

i.e., w, must be independent of the coordinate ratios for which the magnitude of C A is smallest

system employed, we have shown that w2  can contain are those for which the normal acceleration sensi-
terms only of the forms E(XI)E(X3) and 0(X)0(X ) tivity is least influenced by the type of error

1 3 1 3 in fabrication considered here. Calculations of
where E means even and 0 means odd, and cannot the magnitude of CA for a few cases are presented
contain terms of the forms E(X I)0(X 3) or 0(XI)E(X3). and discussed in tne next section.

This means that the amplitude D in the 8. Calculated Results
solution function in (4.6) and (4.10) serves

to cancel the influence of the E(XI)0(X 3 ) and From Section 5 we now know P and from

O(X1 )E(X 3 ) terms that arise from the complex Sections 3 and 4 we know LYM0 for normal accelera-

exponential notation employed in the sums in (4.6) tion, i.e., flexure with simple rectangular sup-
and (4.10). The application of the transformation ports. Hence, we can now evaluate H in Eq.(2.9)
in (5.5) to the allowed solution functions shows

-for non-zero d Such calculations have been per-
that terms only of the forms E(X1 )E(X 3 ) and A'

formed using the known values of the stcond
(XI)0(X 3 ) arise. Furthermore, an examination of order 1 4 and third order 1 5 elastic constants of

the perturbation integral (2.9) for the equivalent quartz. Since at the time of the work presented
trapped energy mode shape reveas that bi^sing. in Ref.l it was not known that the normal accelera-
terms only of the forms E(XI1 )0(X 3 ) and 0(X 1 )E(X 3 ) tion sensitivity always vanishes when the centers

survive. Hence we have shown that the normal of the supporL rectangle and mode shape coincide,
acceleration sensitivity of the contoured resonator results are presented in this section for the case
vanishes when the centers of the mode shape and of rigid supports correctly analyzed in Ref.l as
support rectangle coincide, well as for the case of simple rectangular supports

analyzed in this work.
7. Small Offset of Centers

The calculated normal acceleration sensitivi-
[n this section we obtain a very useful ties for a rigidly supported AT-cut plate with an

result for the limiting case of small offset of aspect ratio of a/b = 2 and a given support
centers. From Figure 1 it is clear that we may orientation are plotted in Figure 4 as a function
write the transformation of offset in different directions. It can be seen

from the figures that all curves go through zero at
XA = dA + X A (7.1) dA = 0, as they should. For reference the a

distance to the point of inflection of the
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Gaussian in the Xl-direction is shown in the 3. R.J. Besson and U.R. Peier, "Further Advances

figure. Since the direction of the relative dis- on B.V.A. Quartz Resonator," Proceedings of

placement d is unknown, only the most rapidly the 34th Annual Symposium on Frequency Control,
varying curve is significant. It can be seen that U.S. Army Electronics Research and Develop-

as 1dl gets small, the curves all become straight ment Co(0and, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey,
lines in accordance with Section 7. The figure 175 (1980).

shows that the sensitivity increases very rapidly 4. H.F. Tiersten and D.V. Shick, "On the Normal
with small offset of centers, which clearly demon-
strates the importance of care in fabrication3 . Acceleration Sensitivity of ST-Cut Quartz

Figures 5- 7 show similar curves for a rigidly sup- Surface Wave Resonators Supported Along the

ported SC-cut plate, a simply supported AT-cut Edges," J. Appl. Phys., 4334 (1988).

plate and a simply supported SC-cut plate, 5. H.F. Tiersten, "Perturbation Theory for Linear
respectively. The calculated values of the com- Electroelastic Equations for Small Fields
ponents CI and C3, which were defined in Section 7 Superposed on a Bias," J. Acoust. Soc. Am.,

and are indicative of the influence of a relative 64, 832 (1978).
displacement d of the centers on the normal accel-
eration sensitivity, are plotted in Figure 8 as a 6. D.S. Stevens, H.F. Tiersten and B.K. Sinha,
function of support orientation for a rigidly sup- "Temperature Dependence of the Resonant
ported SC-cut square plate for N= 1, 3 and 5. The Frequency of Electroded Contoured AT-Cut
corresponding values of the resonator parameter C, Quartz Crystal Resonators," J. Appl. Phys.,
which is the magnitude of C, are plotted in 54, 1709 (1983).
Figure 9. The figure shows that the values of C
are about the same for N=3 and N=5 and are about 7. R.D. Mindlin, "An Introduction to the Mathe-
twice as large for N= ], but do not vary that much matical Theory of the Vibration of Elastic
for a given N. The calculated values of CI and C3 Plates," U.S. Army Signal Corps Eng. Lab.,

e10 as a function of C Fort Monmouth, New Jersey (1955). Signalare plotted in Figure 0asafntoofsupport Corps Contract DA-36-03956-56772.

orientation for a simply supported SC-cut plate

with an aspect ratio a/b = 0.5 for N= 1, 3 and 5. 8. R.D. Mindlin, "High Frequency Vibrations of
The corresponding values of the resonator parameter Crystal Plates," Quart. Appl. Math., 19, 51
C are plotted in Figure 11, which also shows that " -

C is larger for N= I than for N= 3 and N =5. How- (1961).
ever, this time C shows a strong minimum at a 9. H.F. Tiersten, Linear Piezoelectric Platevalue of • around 40 . This means that for an 9 .. TeseLna izeeti lt

valu ofý aoun 40. Ths manstha fo anVibrations (Plenum, New York, 1969), Chap.13.
aspect ratio of a/b = 0.5 that orientation of the
support configuration is significantly insunsitive 10. H.F. Tiersten and B.K. Sinha, "Temperature
to the type of fabrication imperfection considered Dependence of the Resonant Frequency of Elec-
in this work, i.e., a relative displacement of the troded Doubly-Rotated Quartz Thickness-Mode
centers of the support configuration and the mode Resonators," J. Appl. Phys.,.50, 8038 (1979).
shape.

11. For more detail see Y.S. Zhou and H.F.
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FORTY-FOURTH AMIiAL SfKPOSIUa ON FRRUQIJIY CONTROL

AN ANALYSIS OF THE IN-PLANE ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY OF CONTOURED QUARTZ
RESONATORS WITH RECTANGULAR SUPPORTS

H.F. Tiersten and Y.S. Zhou

Department of Mechanica•l-ngineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590

Abstract When the active plate is supported on one
side only, an analysis of the in-plane accelera-

It is shown that the resultant in-plane tion sensitivity is performed. The biasing state
acceleration sensitivity of contoured quartz is determined by decomposing the problem into an
resonators symmetrically supported along rectang- extensional and flexural part. First the exten-
ular edges always vanishes. This result is sional biasing state is determined by means of our
esentially a consequence of symmetry and applies variational approximation procedure which has been
to any shape for which the support system is sym- used in earlier work2, 3

. The resulting solution
metric with respect to the center of the mode for the extensional biasing state defines the
shape. When the active plate is supported on one associated flexural problem. The flexural biasing
side only, a state of flexure is induced in the state is obtained by means of our variational
resonator which degrades the in-plane sensitivity, approximation procedure using the variational
This emphasizes the importance of a symmetric principle for anisotropic static flexure, in
support system to achieve low acceleration which all conditions appear as natural conditions4.
sengitivities. The extensional and induced The calculated biasing deformation fields are
in-plane flexural biasing deformations are deter- employed in an existing perturbation equation 5

mined by means of the variational approximation along with the mode shape for the contoured
procedure using the variational principles in resonator 6 

to calculate the in-plane acceleration
which all conditions appear as natural conditions, sensitivity. Results are presented for a few
The resulting biasing states are employed in the cases when the active plate is supported on one
existing perturbation equation along with the mode side only.
shapes of the contoured resonators to calculate
the non-vanishing acceleration sensitivities 2. Preliminary Considerations
when the resonator is supported on one side only.

For purely elastic nonlinearities the equa-

tion for the perturbation in eigenfrequency may
In earlier work1 

on the in-plane accelera- be written in the form given in Eq.(2.1) of the
tion sensitivity of contoured resonators rigidly previous paper (Ref.7), which we reproduce here
supported along rectangular edges an error was for completeness
made in the calculations. The error resulted in
a severe overestimate of the in-plane acceleration A = H /2w , W = w -A (2.1)
sensitivity. The error was found while performing
the calculations presented in this paper. In this where w and w are the unperturbed and perturbed
work it is shown that when the centers of thesupport rectangle and the mode shape coincide and eigenfrequencies, respectively, It has further

supprt ectngl an th mod shpe oinideand been shown that H~ may be written in the formthe active resonator region is supported symmetric- P
ally on both sides, the in-plane acceleration given in Eq.(2.10) of Ref.7, which we also repro-
sensitivity vanishes for any orientation and duce here for completeness
aspect ratio of the plate. This is shown analyt-
ically and is a consequence of the symmetry of
the biasing state and the mode shape. The demon- H 9 - J (2.2)
stration holds for any support configuration P V LgM dV,2
which exhibits the required symmetry with respect
to the center of the mode shape. If the active where cLYM• is defined in Eq.(2.4) of Ref.7 and

region is supported on one side only, in-plane all other quantities are defined in Sec.2 of Ref.7.
flexure is induced in the plate and this results
in an in-plane acceleration sensitivity of a few Since gL denotes the normalized mode shape in the
parts in 1010 per g. This degradation is, of contoured resonator and from Eq.(2.4) of Ref.7
course, eliminated simply by supporting the plate M depends on the biasing state, H can be
symmetrically on both sides. LYMof

CE2818-3/90/OOOo-461 $1.000 1990 IKEE
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evaluated when the mode shape in the resonator in the cross-section in Fig.l. As a consequence
and biasing state are known, of this the plan view shown in Fig.2 refers to

the extensional portion of the problem only and we

Since the plate is thin, for in-plane accel- must add a flexural portion to the problem result-
eration the equations of anisotropic plane stress ing from the actual location of the resisting
apply. For anisotropic plane stress the stresses forces in the frit below the plate rather than at
K2L vanish and only KAB exist, where we have the center-plane of the plate. This is done on

introduced the convention that A, B, C, D take the cross-sections in Fig.2, in which the actual

the values 1 and 3 and skip 2. The equations for state on the left is decomposed into the exten-

anisotropic plane stress may be written in the sional state on the top right and the flexural

form state on the bottom right. As noted in the Intro-
duction, clearly the extensional problem is

KAB,A - paB = O, (2.3) treated first and thus defines the associated
flexural problem. As a consequence of the geometry

where a B denotes the acceleration in the plane of of the supporting frit, we now take the displace-

the plate and the anisotropic constitutive equa- ment wS in the tangential direction of the sup-

tions for plane stress may be written in the form porting frit to vanish.

1 On account of the stubbiness of the cross-

ABCDCD, ECD 2 C,D +wD,C section of a frit, we model its resistance to the
normal displacement w of the center-plane of the

and YABCD are Voigt's anisotropic plate elastic pltnsasml aibesersrp hc
ABCD plate as a simple variable shear strip, which

constants, which are defined in Eq.(3.5) of yields
Ref.7. From the relaxation of the stresses K 2 L, K =kwn, (3.1)
we have (n)(n) n-i

EW =-CWVSEs , (2.5) where 3

which enables us to obtain all the strains EKL k = 2•tf/3h2,

when a solution is known as well as the rotation in which 4 is the appropriate shear modulus
013 from the relation depending on the direction in which the frit runs,

I (and we have ignored the deformation in the frit

" "3 =- (w 3 , Wl,3 (2.6) to this approximation because hf << h. Further-

more, in accordance with the discussion in the
However, the rotations Q2A cannot be obtained from previous paragraph concerning the tangential

a solution because of the relaxation of the K 2 L. displacement along the frit, we have
Nevertheless, the flexural type plate rotations ws = 0, (3.3)

£2A are taken to vanish in the case of uncoupled at the frit.

anisotropic plane stress, which is the kinematic
uncoupling assumption for anisotropic plane As already noted, in view of the location of

stress. Accordingly, we have the resisting forces in the frit below the center-
plane of the plate, we have the left cross-section

22A = 0, (2.7) shown in Fig.2, which results in the extensional
"problem shown at the top right that has already

and now with (2.4)- (2.7) and been discussed and the associated flexural problem
is shown at the bottom right. In the flexural

problem we make the conservative assumption that
K,L = EKL + £2K , (2.8) the bottom support plate carries none of the

applied moment since we do not consider the manner

we have the three-dimensional displacement gradients in which the bottom plate is supported, which
for the extensional portion of the biasing deforma- determines the flexibility. Clearly the couple
tion field, which is required for the evaluation associated with the flexural problem is given by
of %LM of Ref.7.

LYMoM 
= F(h + hf) . (3.4)

3. Decomposition into Extensional and Flexural 4. Extensional Biasing Deformation
Biases

A plan view and cross-scction of thc platc The extensional problem has been defined in

when supported on one side only are shown in Fig.l Sec.3 with the aid of Fig.2. Clearly the equa-

along with the coordinate system. Since the plate tions of anisotropic plane stress, ime., Eqs.(2.3)

is thin, the equations of anisotropic plane stress and (2.4),apply. From Eqs.(3.1) and (3.3) we have

introduced in Sec.2 apply in the extensional portion the boundary conditions

of the problem, for which we take the resisting
forces due to the frics to lie in the center-plane w3 =0, K11 ±kw1 =0 at XI= ±a, Ix 3 [ b,
of the plate rather than below the plate as shown
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Wl=O, K 33 ± k 3 w 3=0 at X 3=b, X 31 .m and W which yields nontrivial solutions

(4.1) when the determinant of the coefficients vanishes.

The vanishing of the determinant yields four roots
We now transform the inhomogeneities from the -(p)
differential equations, which consist of (2.3) with Tý (p=1,2,3,4) for each v with four sets of
(2.4), into the boundary conditions (4.1) by writing amplitude ratios Olm 3(P) By scaling this is

amplitude •Im : 3m *" ysain hsi

independent of m. Hence, as a solution of the
wA = wA +WA (4.2) boundary value problem we may write

where 4 i'(p)
S 2 2) * 2 _ 2 (m) (p) "m 3 mlwI=A I(X3 - b), w3 .A 3 (X3 - b pa 3 b/k 3. (4.3) wA=wA +1 z Dp e e (4.8)

The substitution of (4.2) with (4.3) into (2.3) m p=l

with (2.4) yields where the D(m) are amplitude coefficients still to
P

vYll l,11 +2151,31 +Y +v be determined. By satisfying the three transformed
+ ( +Y +3 Y551, + 5 3 0 homogeneous edge conditions , = 0 at X3=b and

+ 1 3  5 5 3 ,3 1  1 l3,1 K3 3 ± = 0 at X3= ± b for each m, we obtain

Y15Wl, 1i + (Y1 3 +V5 5 )WA1 31 +Y35Wal, 3 3  D(m) (Mi) (in)

+ 'Y3 3 C,3, 3 3 + 2y 3 5 w3 , 3 1 +y 5 5 w3, 1 1 =O, (4.4) p g D (4.9)

where the g(m) are obtained by satisfying the
since A1 and A are selected as P 8

3 three edge conditions The polynomials QA are
S(Y33aI -Y 3 5 a 3 ) taken in the form9  A

1 3 3 W2= D o(X -b)Do (X3 b)C CX I+C 2(X3 +b)]
a a3 3 y5 5  3 .3353 o5.2

_ • ('y3 5 a - Y5 5a 3 ) w +D3+
A3= 2 2 (4.5) 3 y3 3 + k 3b X oD[C°(C3 +

(33.Y55 - Y35)Y5 Y

The further substitution of (4.2) with (4.3) and )\Y55 XI-•Y55

(2.4) into (4.1) yields tI:e transformed edge condi-

tions, which for brevity we do not bother to write which satisfy the same three homogeneous edge
8 conditions as well as (4.4). The Cr in (4.10)

here
depend on the material coefficients and the

As a solution of (4.4) we write geometry and are too lengthy to present here 8 , and
D0 and D0 are amplitude coefficients still to be0 0

iv X
AiemX3 in1 determined. The substitution of (4.9) into (4.8)

WA = A + I 5A. e e , (4.6) enables us to write
m 4 i(P)3 iv X•

where the wA are polynomials in X and X which wA=IA+V ( (m) e )( m D) Ml
1 3'YA ~ \ ~

wA gpý +e U A ~~ m

satisfy (4.4) and certain boundary conditions and m p-1 (4.11)
are discussed a little later on for convenience,
and vm = mn/2aa and a is chosen to be an irrat- The solution functions in (4.11) satisfy them differential equations (4.4) and the above

ional number (here 2-T) in order that neither m en tione three t f d h eou e
cos a r sn v vaish Th subtittio ofmentioned three transformed homogeneous edge

m m conditions, but they do not satisfy the remaining

(4.6) into (4.4) yields boundary conditions. We satisfy these latter

2 2 2 conditions by means of a variational approximation
[YllVm + 2 1 5VTI + y 5 5  B1 slm+ EY3 5 + procedure. Since the solution functions satisfy

the differential equations exactly and one edge

V+y115 52]V+ 2 0, condition is of constraint type and the other is
3m 15m 3m of natural type, all that remains of the varia-

2 2 Y 3 y 5 77vy 5 ~ tional principle in which all conditions are15 Vm unconstrained1 0 is

+y v2 2 = 0, (4.7) d d
~331 + '35 Tý "m + 5 M 3. = 0 J' W (s 6K()( s) d(k (n)w(n)

for each m. Equations (4.7) constitute a system SC N
of two linear homogeneous algebraic equations in *K (n)(n)) 6w(n) dS =0 (4.12)
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Substituting from (4.2) into (4.12) and utilizing From the discussion in Sec.3 it is clear that the
the fact that certain edge conditions have been boundary conditions are given by
satisfied exactly, we obtain (0) o-(1) _

a ) .w 0, K =( ii at XI =± a,

"J f 18K131 
dXI +

1(1

-a X3 w (0) = 0, (1) at X3=± b, (5.2)
b X=a b 2 3 3  3 (

+ I (0,+w )6il( dX 3- j (k 1~ -i-j K 11 where 22
-b Xl=a -b mI = 2h2Kl1' m3 ' 2h K331 (5.3)

+k w +K d dX- j (kl01- K and K and K are obtained from the extensional
11 +K 1 Xl=a -b biasing state at X I . a and X3 = b, respectively

+ k! wK* dX =0, (4.13) As in Sec.4 of Ref.7, the problem defined by
wherel 1Xl=-a (5.1) and (5.2) cannot be solved exactly. Conse-

where quently, a variational approximation procedure is
2(A +yA)X (4.14) employed, as in Ref.7. To this end we first

1 213A 3  15 X3 transform the inhomogeneities at X = ± a into the
edge conditions at X 3= ± b by writing

and the notation =[-l~a means the quantity (0). *(0) +0(0) () _mX _
w2 - a w 2  w

evaluated~at a minus the quantity evaluated at -a 4h ylla
and the 1KAB are obtained from (2.4) with WA which when substituted into (5.1) yields Eq.(4.4)

instead of wA since the A.B are fixed and the of Ref.7. Since as in Sec.4 of Ref.7 there are

variation of prescribed quantities vanishes, four roots of the homogeneous differential equa-
Substituting from (4.2), (4.3), (4.10) and (4.11) tions, by satisfying 0(2) = 0 at +a and
into (4.13) and performing the integrations, we 2 0l

K~l = O at , = ±a, the solution function can beobtain 111
written in the form

a mnD(m)D 81) (n) = 0, 4 iý(P)x iv X
m n n 0(0) = (u g e n 1) D(n)e n 3  (5.5)

m,n=0, 0, ±1, ±2,... ±N, (4.15) n p=1

where 0 and 0 refer to the amplitudes Do and Do, where v is chosen and the gpn) are found in the

respectively. The expressions for a and b same way as in Sec.4 of Ref.7. For general aniso-mn n tropy this problem must be solved variationally
are too lengthy to present and provide no addi-trythspolmutbeovdvaiinlye (n) using the variational condition in (4.11) of
tional understanding. Since the variations 6D Ref.7, which results in the linear algebra
are arbitrary, we obtain(ianD~) _ Z aD(n) =-bn m n=±l *2, N

a =D - bn, m,n=0, 0, ±1, ±2, ... N, amn .... (5.6)

n (4.16)
where a and b are too lengthy to present and

which constitute 2N+2 inhomogeneous linear alge- mnn n

b(m) provide no additional understanding.
brai equations in the 2N +2 unknown D the Equations (5.6) constitute 2N equations in the 2N
inversion of which gives the approximate solution. (n)

We consistently obtain good convergence for N<14. unknowns D , the inversion of which gives the
approximate solution. We consistently obtain good

5. Flexural Biasing Deformation convergence for N < 14.

When the plate is supported on one side only, It should be clear that this in-plane flexural
as shown in Figs.l and 2 and discussed in Sec.3, biasing state can be completely eliminated simply
flexure is induced in the resonator. From by supporting the plate symmetrically on both
Eqs.(3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7)3 of the previous sides.

paper (Ref.7), we obtain the flexural differential 6. The Mode Shape in the Contoured Resonator
equation for the problem here in the form

2 3 (0) A schematic diagram of the contoured crystal
h3h w(0) = 0 . (5.1) resonator along with the associated coordinate3n '•ABCD 2,CDAB "system is shown in Fig.3. It has been shown that
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the eigensolution for the dominant displacement of When the solid coordinate system is employed
the harmonic modes in a contoured quartz resonator from (2.3) and (2.4) the differential equations

can be written in the form are given by

nX2 iW noot YABCDwCDA - a, 0, (7.2)

un sin-•u e ,n1,3,5,..,
In 2 noo (6.1) and the boundary conditions are given by (4.1)

(6.1) When the dotted coordinate system is employed,
where X2 X 2 the differential equations are given by

1 3-n 2' -on -2O (7.3)
unoo = e e , (6.2) 'ABCDC,DA aB (7.3

and the differentiation is with respect to the
in which dotted coordinate system. The boundary conditions

2 n 22T I 2r2 n
2TT

2 
(
1
) are still given by (4.1), but now the + and -

3 (6.3) locations refer to the opposite edges and that has
8Rh o n 8Rho P no influence because the boundary conditions areon on 1

symmetric . Since A, B, C, D take the values I
and M' and P' are involved lengthy expressions and 3 only and the transformation is given by

n n
that are defined in Sec.II of Ref.6 along with (7.1), we have

X; and X3, which are orthogonal directions in the (7.4)
plane of the plate for which the scalar differ- YABCD = YABCD
ential equation for the nth anharmonic family of

oIf we define w=-w and note thata 3  - aB, it

denotes the radius of the spherical contour. The is clear that (7.3) can be written in the form
eigenfrequencies corresponding to the eigensolu-
tion for the harmonic modes are given by YABcDwC,DA - paB = 0, (7.5)

S 22(I) 2 +I 2hoi/2 which is the same as Eq.(7.2). Thus we have shown
noo n that the differential equations and boundary

04hp conditions are exactly the same in either coordi-

N P nate system shown in Fig.3. Hence the wA and wA
1) + n(6.4) can contain terms only of the forms E(XI) E(X 3 )

c C 1)I -3
and O(X1 ) O(X 3 ) or E(XI) E(X.) and O(X1 ) 0(X3 ),

where c is defined in Eq.(78) of Ref.6. respectively, because the physical result must be

In the in-plane case being considered in this independent of the coordinate system 12. Further-
work only the dominant displacement field in (6.1) more, an examination of the perturbation integral
is needed. Consequently, the equivalent trapped (2.2) shows that the in-plane acceleration sensi-
energy mode employed in Ref.7 is not required tivity vanishes for all terms of the form EE and 00
here. because of the symmetry of the mode shape. Hence,

we have shown that the in-plane acceleration

7. Acceleration Sensitivity for Symmetric sensitivity of the contoured resonator vanishes

Support Structure when the support configuration is symmetric.

In this section it is shown analytically that 8. Calculated Results
the in-plane acceleration sensitivity vanishes when
the support configuration is symmetric with respect From Sec.6 we now know gL and from Secs.2,4
to the center of the mode shape. To this end and 5 and Secs.2 and 3 of Ref.7 we know L for

recourse is had to the plan view shown in Fig.4, aLYM f

in which the solid coordinate system from Fig.l is in-plane acceleration when the plate is supported
reproduced along with the dotted coordinate system on one side only. Hence, we can now evaluate H
obtained by means of a rotation of n about X2 . in Eq.(2.2). When the plate is supported sywmmet-

The transformation from the solid to the dotted rically on both sides, the analysis in Sec.7 shows

coordinate system is given by that H always vanishes. Consequently, calcula-

ti- .s have been performed using the known values

-1 0 0 ~ of the second order 13and third order 14elastic
SKL = 0 1 0 constants of quartz when the plate is supported on

one side only. The calculated components of the
0 0 -l . (7.1) acceleration sensitivity for in-plane flexure of an

The argument presented holds -for the case of SC-cut square plate are plotted in Fig.4 as a func-

rectangular supports and,in fact, for any symmetric tion of support orientation. The corresponding
re witangula symmetric bondnar y conditetn. magnitude of the resultant in-plane acceleration

sensitivity is plotted in Fig.6. The figure shows
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that the in-plane sensitivity remains in the vicinity 9. The inclusion of the polynomials in the

of a few Parts in 10 per g. However, as indi- solution function increases the rate of

cated earlier, the in-plane acceleration sensitivity convergence by a factor of 2.

can readily be made to vanish simply by supporting 10. H.F. Tiersten, Linear Piezoelectric Plate
the plate symmetrically on both sides. This Vibrations (Plenum, New York, 1969), Chap.6,
dramatic increase in the in-plane acceleration Sec.4, Eq.(6.44).

sensitivity with an asymmetric support system

underscores the importance of a symmetric support 11. The demonstration presented in this section

system along with care in fabrication to achieve holds for an arbitrary symmetric shape to
consistently low acceleration sensitivities15 the resonator provided only that the boundary

"cn conditions are symmetric with respect to the

Acknowledgements center of the mode shape.
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IOTY-1OUTH ANNUAL SYMNSltm ON FRRQNY C0VTEOL

Acceleration Sensitivity of Crystal Resonators

Affected by the Mass and Location of Electrodes

by

P.C.Y. Lee and X. Guo

Department of Civil Engineering & Operations 11,- lich

Princeton University
Princeton, N.J. 08544

Sumumary usual applications ill resollators, the luaiss ratio is about

0.5% or less. Hence. this effect on the increase of the

acceleration seilsitivitv is very small.
Predominant thickness-shear frequencies and modes

of a crystal plate with electrodes of arbitrary shape and Electrode massý al-o has the mechanical effects ill 1)

mass distribution are obtained by a finite element method reducing the values of the thickness-shear resonances and

based on Mindlin's first-order equations with platings. (2) changing the mnode shapes and trappimmg the vibratiomal

These frequencies and modes are, in turn, employed in energy iu the plat'd area when the plate is excited betweenm

a purturbation method for computing the acceleration the cut -off frequencyv 4f an indfinite plate with electrodes and

sensitivity of crystal resonators with electrodes, that of an infinite plat without electrodes.ý Il tlihe pensenit
paper, the frequencies amid imode shapes at the predomminaut

Computations are made for a square AT-cut quartz thickness-shear resonances are calculated for crystal plates

plate which is supported by a four-point mnount and coated with electrodes of arbitrary shape and mass dist ribmit ion
with identified square and uniform electrodes on the upper by a finite element methodI basend on Mlindlin's first-order
and lower faces of the plate. To study the effect of uneven plate equations. TIh thickiiess-shear frequencies and mnode
distribution of electrode mass, acceleration sensitivities are shapes are enil)loved, in turn. in a pert uirbat ioll method to
calculated when a small mass is added at various locations counpute the acceeni sensitivity of resonators coated

nmear the edges of the square electrodes. It is found with electrodes.
that tile percent increase of the acceleration sensitivity
of the resonator with a small added mass to that of the For systematic study of umumevemi electrohmleiass dis-

resonator without added mass ranges from 3.8% to 541.7%, tribution on the acceleration sensitivity, we first considler a

depeniding on the location of the small mass placed at the square AT-cut plate which is coated with identical upper

edges of the electrodes, aind lower electrodes of square shape and umiform mass
ratio and is supported with a four-poiit inount. Theni a

1. Introduction small additional electrode-mass is added to a small area at
the edges of the uniform and square electrodes. From the
computed results it is found that the percent increase of the

Acceleration sensitivity of crystal resonators de- acceleration sensitivity of the resonator with a small added

pends on a number of resonator parameters. In our previous maeas to that of the resonator iithout added mass ranges

papers, effects of support numbers, orientation of the from 3.8% to 541% depending on the location of the small

support configurations, support structures, plate thickness, mass at the of

and plate orientations on the acceleration sensitivity of mass placed at the edges of the electrodes.

unelectroded quartz resonators were studied.- 3  Based on the result of present investigation we
When the resonators which are coated with elec- conclude that the uneven distribution of electrode mass

may be one of the dominating causes of the wide variations
trodes are subjected to accelerations, the additional stresses of acceleration sensitivity in measured values 6 '7 .
developed in the crystal plate due to the body force exerted
on the electrodes were accommodated in a set of six

plate equations for crystal plates with electrodes. These 2. Equations of Incremental Vibrations

equations were employed for calculating the initial stresses of Plated Crystal Plates under Initial Stresses

and then the acceleration sensitivity.4 It is found that the Conside- a crystal plate with thickness 21) and mass
percent increase of the acceleration sensitivity due to the density p. It is plated with identical tipper and lower
additional stresses is proportional, essentially, to the ratio platings of thickness 21' and density p'.
of the mass of the electrodes to the mass of tile plate. For

Cn2818-3/90/0000-468 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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(ov'rtiig*iiii, -ution~,f 4iticrieniititwl vjibrationi ,t 4 We noite that Ili case of no tinitial streses, 1 reduce

unpljjlatii crystal plait, undelir illitiol "ttA,.'st ii'i- givili Ilii to tile MuldItilICi Silx fitýt -oIt~ir ckpiations, for platcs 'with

tor the plaitedl cryvstil 1 iliiti' a., follows. Tefn> 1~R o.h .-- R i,,atdt

Stri-as E~miutioils of Motiitio andli N* ill 1 ale iil~tiillcd-il iti Hliaitarc -iiiillltl tol that
given Iin Rief. .5. ailtohe tii' e oit titical to thi&)a Ill the two-
dimenson'u a ml eqlnat ioi H Iis l-iveil hy thle trilgoui it it ri cailt'

'xpai~ioll~l

,k~+,i) b~ j l.O Closed foriti oiluijtiolsof tlikies ziear flt exural

vibrataions of iiii jtitiliite AT-cut quartz plate with strip

Pk I.j q (i k t k+' + 1)1 ee 11'le A +i "Ii t'' Icet~~ were djinvi hv ti a yi\njdlini and Le. hckzies-
2 (1 hei and ftl t'xitriil vibirationls of rectangular AT-cut plaites

3 I i- 2RJiij wit h uitiform and p atchied elect rodes wile, studied by Lee

when' 've ax nd B re'F ila byv th fin it e eletiiext ilii thaiod for nunmeric al
m~~il1It

Ili t lie present ipalper, Mix idhi' fi ahrat -irder equaltiuls

R -2b'p' /bp ( 2) for plates wvit h electtill ea whlich are oblit ai ned frini (1)

is, the rat io of xiilaa of ele'ctrodes' to the itass of the plate by letting inlitial displaiemexnets equal to Zero) are solved

ler unlit areal ilii 10 rically fo r c rv ,ta pla tes withI t rich iiii sv niltiet ry an d
with Ii eket ri aes iof arbti lt a r shape and u iiI ianas diat 111)11t lolut

'x tendIing thle fui Iit elvi'ljelit cod1 e deve'loped previoaly Fx'
6, + 'J + iý2kU~ Lee and( Tang.~ The thijimesle-shlear reaunces and( tmoide's

2(3) so illtliIjlýjel sall 1), 1IIjpjANvdil iti perturb-ation mnethjod to
k. + 2~k 2  iojtjpltti thet aiccceleatioij ewi-stivity of ci-vatal lieoli~ltiirs

i tt'lwith Iilect nodes.
ii11i- the a zen 1-a111 fiirat iorlet- init ial dFeforimatioti gradlients,

("). " ), ~ ti"O, Ir ), ~ xil-iorder incre- 3.Aeil'atiijn Si'ti:tivitv of wiaixair wth Electrmods
metaHlt lit dialceinji i'it a, at reas tci'lsi ra, fi'-tract iona, and
F mdv force'is, ri'al'i't i vi l, axnd U, are t ialt, lih-irder i nitial V iii i'iljjlri u j itti l ti-iiI i'ii'i'i it

di'pbcvnens.of mtagnjitudle ig ill thie x, idiriectioni )i = 1,2,3). the( initial
iFaii in iniia deorato "IIit ('(11v to ah.bth

Stri'sa-Straili Relations forcea'lre calciulatedi bjv a fitliti' iletijeilt injitljoi based oi illI th
six cou pled 'qu at ionis for cinysta p laite'a withi elect rodies.' By
ilsciltillg theise injitiail fie'lds inito theii fnequi'ticy i'ipationi if

t 11'= 2I'..C 2( 0 YO jl( fI tu' ndijamenitatul tljii'kxeaa vibrations iif theii crystal pilate
I'' p0q + 3~ K, q C( (4) In j(F11111p i I lig th Iif' a 'ltilt i'i friequenieje's ajx idF tti a i's (If

1 3 11 pq q friequeincy chliiges title to the( acei'leratlion~s lin-( caliculatedi
by ;I pctubtibt ~ilj t ethloi a inil aicci 'i at ii sei (tsi t j it V F arec

when' ('01111)11 t ip'iF acco'(rd in g to theii defll t ioti

A11 ,1  t/V'2 for p =135awl = 1) for p =2. 4, 6,

A =Cp Cp q , '' E. Er~ = (Ef + r'2±F t  (per It (7)

l11l(1 Cq f at-i thei injcremetat'jll stralins and( Eý.l) kindl Er(' 1v1i'hei'
itu-c tilti, injitial atr;1ils. 17 )f - f,,)/)f0  (8)

Stral -dis1Ilac i'ttelt BRel at iions
We no~te' thaj it fý is tilie t hiick ness -slieir reoia5ictji i

(0 ,'1 l~+ '2ik)+
3, ( 0 ), 2ik ) frequency of the i Ii ertlulile plate w~ithiouit being sutbjected

1 k ~j k(Ikjt aceceliration mi111( f, is the~ t hicik iess- shear r esonitancie fre-
1~~~~ +i, 2,11 ± 1 i)± () (6) qttenevr whleni thei p~lateis IsubijectedF tol a steady acce'lerationj

i~j -)0Ik) Ilk.i + 3kt Ilk,) 1
1 + 3ki tit) k(if majlgnitudie lg Ill thi i, dir-ection.

+ It() l((A) til) i1
k, 1

k~j + 6'2~, 11 k Fioi conitpiltaitil voniw choose a sqiuire AT-ettt qulartz
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plate, of lItugtlt 21 -~ 14.0011t111 and thickiless 21) = 0).2811111. Vaitlnes of I"F. I"and( AFý/F.' where AF = F -r., o~f
It i., coatttd %%-itl lillitca 1( syjttl'r clecttotles of lentgthi alhov' tli'.lissetl (its,.,m ite l'tt iii Table 1.
2at-5.t61111tt oil rtill tiptpii' antd ht'Xt' fact's aitld is slippatrtcdF III1C ) 'tl olplta ~ lrýllt,%ec lc i
l~v f( Il.IIit t-ta11 ruhol Ius a t t he i Int i-el vt aas o f thpla tettt edges tttiet,.-i uiptttiialOitsW(tttii
With1 tIIle 1 ;f. ( u r1 c1  tuxis. Tiw ril), ia if iia~( Ihtu ifeei it,(lttil ietol tiuss tta ),01

I lfIhe 1 1( titinat 14CIg 1ahis.1 fit) Widet vat ialI illst of littasutrid
muttI ( E - 21.579 x l0ilvmas/imittov. u-0.32 I with hlength valtii', of t'celcifit iol s'Ii'itivjtje.' for crvstal resonkators andi
11 -1.1431iiin ant i ect;uinglilar cro,,s-etiozt (0.Ol7474ilool plalcingt (lcctrilh Ilila', sylilutinticttiv 'wihesc til
1 .5241imni). A t-iiiitc cii'tciit minesl with 4(0( clemterits to ortipaiii f(tiai o'sitits to theI
represent thel squawe plate is shouwnt inl Fig. Ii which R eii fi'~iiiarttc uatilvt t oe
denotes thle- ass ratio inL thle square elect roded~ region mald( botnald valuet F", whitcl is tile aceleleatioli S(IsilstivitNy of the(

I? itiicai-> th itassrato i a imnll titcli~l riafonjie phatt' with perfectly cenlterecd and( liuniforiit electrodt's.

bY fotil plate e~'lemients.
A ck I I li gemintent-

The- thiikiuess-Aliar frequentcy S?, thn' mioue shapes h.wokasip rtIbyheUSAm RercIi alongl till, x, anid .1 axes. ;11iol lhe accele'rat loll senlsitiv- lhfive workac \VtI. DAiLtte 1' t1eUS.Am leirh
itv V' are cilcid;itcd for t~p' .-V-clit ph;Iti withoult u'li'troles 0ffce Cotrc No JA 18K-0125-
and th1ey are,"vl inl Fi''. 1 where

7H f Ctii 'I I /'2

4) -11 1 =. 1 . P.C.Y. Lii: AmN) M.S.H. TAN(;. Pro-. 41.s t A vn.
21)\ u Fru(q. Cont. Symp.. pp. 2771-2S1. 1987.

?I 111111r o plte lelivits.(9) 2. P.C.Y. Li:J- A~NJ M.S.H. TAN(;. Pro0c. 42nd Ann.
ct eleneilt Iclength. Fruit. Cont . Symnp., pp. 14-1iS. I9SS.

3. P.C.Y. Livi: AN) MIS.H. TAN(;. Proc. 48'rd Aria.

Comiipnit;itioliial lcuslt s for the AT-cot plate with F~tq, Cant. Sgm p.. pp. .113-416. 19S9.
nii1iforn iti (nri elect ruol's ( H=0.00)5) are-( shonwi inl Fig. 3. 4. P.. LEFi AND I) . Gt-o. Pr'-c. 4.Yrd Antn. Frcq.
By i-i mpariing Fig. 3 with Fig-. 2. we see thlit thle value of Q ~ ~ .sp p 1- S 99
is decreased, I/( is illtri' trapped l'l iii( thclectruided region.

milal F is slightly decri' is'( whten itlt' plate is coatedl with 5. R .D. MIIN I)!IN ANi) P.C~.Y'. LEE., 171t. J. Solid1.'
eb 'c t ri ties. Strtuctturcsq vol. 2. pp. 125- 139. 1966.

Ill on len to inivest igitte the( effect of the( unlevenf G. R. L. Fiit-i~t, .A~. K\(SINSK~I AND J.1. V.\IG, Proc.
dlist rib(tit o(1 f 'lee trod ile tuu s oit thel acceleration seiisi- 3 7th A mu. Freqj. Con t. Symp. . pp. 2G5-271.
tivity. atdditionatl mittussecs atin added to the( simall regions 1983.
R, =.01) demtnot('( by thte muncra'i~ls 1 to 3 in Fig. 4. 1. K.K. TULAxi)IAxRt IERE(Ijrit. ) Proc. Int'l Conf. on

C'omiputotatioa (lI esii ts ci iri -spoi )dit ng to t lie sia itul tnsses Frtcq. Conatrol and Syntth es .q.q U. Sureniy, pp. 67-
platced att I.octtiolis I to 3 tarc givilt ini Figs. 5 to 9.7319.
li -s, acti vt ly. It may bvIe se 'it friotm t last figures that till3,19S7
1nit1)itiltteed siiiall 111a.55 tlest rovs tl( N'lie ynititry oif the iiiorle S. P.C.Y. LEE,; Y.S. WANG, AND) X. NIARKENSCOFF.
sltapv la's 1itl leice in1cretises tile vitlrte"s of the accelerationi .1. Acons4t. Soc. Ant.., vol. 57. nto. 1. pp. 93-105,
scimtsitvitY which ritiges front F = 1.022 x 10-10/y at 1971.
I tcat ioits 3 to F = 6.315 x 10 " /9 itt location 1. dependling
ottl ilie elttst ic svi1 ntietry of the( crvstal. For AT-cut 9. P.C.Y. LE.E AND) M.S.H . TAXN(;. IEEE Transactions
lila .te it t(l effct oit tilil. accetl'terttiatio setisi t ivity fromtil ~Oil Ul trtasoni cs. Ferroelect lies, atnd Freqr tvicr

Conitrol. votl. UFFC-34. no. 6. pp. 659-666.
tin1 

aaIn niei tminss is synmimetriical with respect to the x3 1987.

101. P.C.Y. LEE,; S. SYNGEIJAKIS. AN!) J.P. Hot', .1.
Cotpititrtations ttre also made for tiel case ruf two Ap.pl. Phys. 61 (4). pp. 1249-1262. 1987.

identica'tl inn sses beainmg platced at loteatitons I and 5 amid
resuilts are slitiwit inl Fig. 1(0. It is se'en that when tw~o 11. P.C.Y. LtiC. ZEE~ AXN[ C.A. DnBi BIA, .J. Arou.4t

smatliosses aure p)lacedt svttttietrically with respect to tile Soc. A nt. 72 (6), pp. 18-55-1862. 1982.
cv(itttr oif t lie pltte tilt, mtode shape becomes sytmmretric 12. P.C. Y. LEEF A NI) MI.S.H. 'TA~NG, Proc. 40th Ann.
algaitin and hiettce t( l -;ielt(- of F reduces back almost. to Frcq. Cont. Stjnt p.. 11lt. 152-160. 1986.
F0 0.981 x 10")/!/ which is the acceleratijolt sensitivity
ouf AT- cut plilte withI nf unifor sqmi-icn electtol-Ies ( withlout
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Table I: Acceleration sensitivities of a square AT-cut
quartz plate with various distributions of electrode mass

Mass Ratio Locations of added Acceleration Sensitivity (per g) Percent Inc.

R Mass (R' = 0.01) F_ [, F3 r AF/rF (7C/)

0.0 - 0.0 1.06 x 10-11 1.14 x 10-l ° 1.14 x 10-10 16.3

0.005 - 0.0 -5.51 x 10-12 9.82 x 10" 0.98 x 10-1° 0.0

0.005 Location 1 0.0 3.19 x 10`0 5.45 x 10-10 6.31 x 10-1° 541.7

0.005 Location 2 6.5 x 1012 1.96 x 10`0 4.04 x 10-'0 4.49 x 10-'0 356.4

0.005 Location 3 2.9 x 10-11 -5.68 x 10"12 9.77 x 10-1 1.02 x 1010 3.8

0.005 Location 4 1.4 x 10-13 -2.07 x 10-10 -2.09 x 10-10 2.95 x I0-`° 199.2

0.005 Location 5 0.0 -3.30 x 10 -10 -3.45 x 10-10 4.78 x 10-10 385.5

0.005 Locations 1 & 5 0.0 -5.44 x 10"1 1.01 x 10-10 1.01 x 10-10 2.6

l2 a
LL 2 1-o _ _. 

0 .

00

Fia. 1 Finite element mesh of a square AT-cut quartz xA . 0

with square electrodes. AT - cut plate with 4-pt. mount
21 = 14.0mm, 21 = 0.28mm, 1/b = 50, a/b = 20, l./b = 2-5, n = 20 x 20

R = 0.0,R' = 0.0, Q = 1.00082, r = 1.1448 x 101/g

Fig. 2 11" vs. x 0/g, Q. and F for AT-cut plate
without electrodes.
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I1 Iz~ 1 1 1I

-0. - . 0- 0. - - -0. -0. 0- 06-

XaI X/_

-0 1 . 01. I 1 '

Fig. 3 vs. x. 1/L Q,. and F for AT-cut plate FIT', 3 0 s Q, F for AT-cut plate

plate with square eClCtro~lCS. w ith added tnass at Loca' n I

1F1{4-I bI-t II I

114-- 7T EU

ou Itt

Fig. 4 Locations of added masses to the AT-cut plate
-1 -0.6 -02 0'.2 0.6 1

with square electrodes. X.A
AT - cut plate with 4-pt. mount

2! = 4.0,mr.2b = .
2
Smm,!/b = 50a/b = 20, fe/b =2,.,,z 20 20

R 0 005,R' = .oi, i = o.9978o, r 4.4917 x 10-1/9

Fig. i~Vs, X0 /(, Q. r for AT-cuit plate
with added mass at Location (2).
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------- u_ _x3_ ul (X3)

-0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 -1 -0.6 -0.2 0.2 061
XO/ 

X0
AT - cut plate with 4-pt. mount AT -cut plate with 4-pt. mount

2- 14 0r'm, 2b = 0.28mm, 1/6 50, a/b = 20, le/b 2.5, ls 20 x 20 21 = 4.Onm, 2b 0 028m-, 11b = 50, a/b = 20, Ic/b 2 25's 20 "1z 0.005. R' =0.01, Q 0,99769,1r = 1.0215 x 10- /g R = 0.005,R' 0.01, 11 = 0,99769. r = 4.77 
1 0- Q

Fi..7 vs .x I' Q for AT-cot plate Fig. 01 vs, -.. x,,/(, Q. F for AT-cut p)latt
vvith atdeud mass at Location (3). with added inass at Location )).-

-3 -1

[l lt Hi-T..H 0)

I 'I l ( )

-0.6 -. 0.2 0.6 4 1 -. 02 0.2 0.6

AT - cut plate with 4-pt. mortA u ltewt -t ,unt21 =14.Ornm, 2b 0 28mm,11b = 50, a/b = 20, le/b 2 25's IT 20 x 20 AT -4O- 2 ut plt with 4-pt mountb=2, eb2 .ti 02

0i , i v .0 1 , 1 1 f 0 . Q 8, 1 F 2 .94r A T a 1 0 ' 
0 
/ g R = 0 ,0 0 5 , R ' 0 .0 1 , $1 = 0 .9 9 7 5 0 , 1 r x1. 0 0 8 5 x

F i i ~ v C . F f r A - o p l a t e. 1 0o u lO vI . / C Q , I ' f o r A T -c u t p l a t e
with added imass at Locattion ('4). wi'th addcd ia- -it Lo-ations (1) andi (5).
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF A
10 MHz VCO WITH A DUAL BVA RESONATOR-

MALCOLM CALHOUN, PAUL KUHNLE, AND RICHARD SYDNOR

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91109

ABSTRACT Dynamic acceleration testing was performed with the
the results of tests performed on two VCOs in the phase noise test configuration with the

This paper reports 10 results of tet reso- exception that the test oscillator was subjected to con-
experimental 10 MHz VCOs utilizing dual BVA reso- trolled vibration to measure acceleration sensitivity [21.
nators specifiIy designed for low acceleration sensi tests also were made with
tivity. The goal of this experiment is to achieve very low the test device in tsce same configuration. The test
phase noise under quiescent as well as vibration the te s devce insthe am cnfiguratio Thete
conditions. Test results indicate that the experimental oscillator was placed inside an ac Helmholtz coil where
VCOs have acceleration sensitivities which are an order the magnetic field magnitudeand frequencywerevaried.
of magnitude lower than those of VCOs presently in use. Short term stability as well as oscillator aging tests were

INTRODUCTION performed with the VCOs under controlled tempera-
ture, relative humidity, and pressure in the FSTL's

The Frequency Standards Test Laboratory at the Jet environmental test chamber. Finally, temperature,
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is responsible for the test humidity, and pressure were cycled one at a time with
and implementation of frequency generation equipment the other two parameters fixed to observe the effects on
in NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN). Certain the VCO frequency.
assemblies and components of the Frequency and
Timing Subsystem (FTS) are located in the cones of
tracking antennas where they are subjected to uncon- The first of the two VCOs (FTS 001) was resonant 70
trolled environmental conditions - vibration, tern- Hz below the specified 10 MHz frequency. This offset
perature extremes, stray magnetic fields, RF radiation, in oscillator frequency necessitated the use of a scheme
etc. The very stringent requirements placed on FTS wherein the output of the VCO is multiplied up in
equipment challenge the performance of state-of- frequency so that a valid phase noise test could be made
the-art frequency sources as well as the associated dis- against a known reference source. Figure 1 shows the
tribution system. test setup for phase noise, acceleration sensitivity, and
A pair of dual BVA type resonators has been designed magnetic field susceptibility tests.
and fabricated for JPL by Dr. Raymond Besson of ,Es-
Laboratoire de Chronom~trie Electronique Pidzodlec-
tricit6, Besanqon Cedex, France. These quartz reso-
nators have been oriented specifically for minimizing
acceleration sensitivity. The two dual resonators have
been incorporated into two 10 MHz VCOs built by S M. EMNCE X 0 9

Frequency and Time Systems (FTS), Inc. of Beverly,
Massachusetts, under contract to JPL. This paper
reports the Frequency Standards Test Laboratory's
results of testing the VCOs under environmental con- X
ditions simulating those at the DSN antennas.

PERFORMANCE TESTS

Following delivery in late 1989, the two 10MHz VCOs I it. N 3W
underwent extensive testing at JPL's Frequency Stan-
dards Test Laboratory (FSTL). Phase noise measure-
ments were made utilizing FSTL's standard test Figure 1. Phase Noise Measurement Test Setup, FTS 001
procedure [1].

The test frequency for this configuration is approxi-
*This work represents one phase of research carried out mately 8100 MHz. Due to the extremely low accelera-
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of tion sensitivity, y, of the resonator, the small argument
Technology, under a contract with the National Aero- Bessel function is valid for acceleration sensitivity
nautics and Space Administration. calculations. Phase noise measurements, shown in

CH2818-3/90/0000-474 $1.00 v 1990 IEEE
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Figure 2, indicate a single-sided phase noise of approx-
imately -114 dBc at 1 Hz from the carrier and a phase 10
noise floor of approximately -155 dBc (phase noise I ,
referred to 10 MHz). The second VCO (FTS 002), 1010 .
although precisely on frequency proved to have higher - i I
phase noise than MTS 001 (see Figure 3). 10- .-

.40 10 .--------- SI / I I
-50- tZ. 10-13 I I I I I-------------------------------------------------•---

lR, , I '4 I I I
' -60 -I ,'I I I
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FREQUENCY OFFSET FROM CARRIERfiz) Figure 4. Allan Deviation Results, FTS 001
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Allan deviation results for the two test VCOs are shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. The short term Figure 5. Allan Deviation Results, FTS 002

stability for FTS 001 is 5 x 10 -1 at 1 second and at ten Dynamic acceleration test results are shown in Figures
seconds. The aging rate for each oscillator is approxi- 6 through 9. The VCOswerevibrated at several different
mately I x 10 - 10/ Day. The short term stability for MTS fixed frequencies as well as being subjected to random
002 is 1 .5 x 10 12 at one second. FTS 002 later was vibration tests. The phase noise floor virtually remained
found to have frequency jumps of 1 x 10 -10 at six to ten unchanged for both VCOs under acceleration test con-
hour intervals, ditions. The acceleration sensitivity, F, was determined

after measuring the acceleration sensitivity, y, for each
resonator axis. The calculations for y are based on
Filler's results [3].
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Acceleration sensitivities for FTS 001: Acceleration sensitivities for a high quality VCO:
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Figure 6. Acceleratton Sersititjy Test. FTS 002
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-80 Figure 1l is the result of exposing the VCO to a 1 gauss

-0 _ ,.5 , (rms) magnetic field. Apparently additional magnetic
f 70.7 -C shielding must be added to reduce the magnetic field

-100 RNDOd VIS .,Iro susceptibility."Aý" 20 mC

I-,to 1 GAUSS rinD AT 55 Hz
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-90
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-140
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Figure 8. Dynaminc Acceleration Test, FTS 002 -150
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-80
-90 -Figure It. Magnetic Susceptibility Test, FTS 002S-90

CONCLUSIONSs -100 -10.8 d&

-It The primary goal of the experiment was realized in that
-, Ithe acceleration sensitivity of the two experimental

S-120 VCOs is an order of magnitude lower than that of VCOs
sUAL 0 presently available. It is believed that with more strin-

gent specifications on the VCO packaging and periph-
-140 F eral control circuitry that the other VCO problems can
-,50 ,be overcome. Careful screening of the resonators is a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 to necessity.
FREQUENCY OFFSET FROM CARRIER tHz)

Figure 9. Acceleration Sensitivity Comparison of Dual BVAVCO IFTS 002) with High Quality VCO [1] Hewlett-Packard Application Note 207, "Under-
C Fstanding and Measuring Phase Noise in the Fre-

Temperature dependence of the VCO frequency is quency Domain", Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA
shown in Figure 10. Results indicate A t = 3.6 x 10 -0o/ October 1976.
0C. The test chamber was cycled between + 15 0C and [21 Instruction Manual Model 129 Shaker, Acoustic
+ 35 0C with the relative humidity constant at 20% and Power Systems,Inc. Carlsbad, CA.
the pressure constant at 1 atmosphere. Tests were run [31 Filler, R.L., "The Effect of Vibration on Quartz
with the humidity and pressure cycled individually. Crystal Resonator and Oscillator Production",
Pressure and humidity test results are not shown in this DELET TR-80-10, May, 1980.
paper.

4

,-4

-40 40 *0 120 Ito5

time, secs X 4

Figure 10. Te7nperature Dependence of Frequency Shift, FTS 007
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A New Factor Affecting the Accc leration Sensitivity of the
Resonance Frequency of Quartz Crystal Resonators

W. P. Hanson, Piezo Crystal Company
T. R. Meeker, Consultant

L. C. Heishman, Piezo Crystal Company

Introduction matching experimental values of
motional .,sistance of all of the

Progress in reducing the acceleration overtone modes of interest.
sensitivity of resonators to a consistent value
below 10-10 per g has been very slow. A 3. Some calculations of resonance
possible reason for the slow progress is that an frequency (reactance = 0) of the single
important factor controlling the sensitivity of thickness mode piezoelectric resonator
resonators has been overlooked, with series electrical inductance and

shunt electrical capacitance.
When the crystal is under acceleration the

electrical leads bend and stretch causing 4. Some calculations of the movement of
changes in the series inductance and shunt crystal blanks inside a package and the
capacitance. The distributed characteristics of resonance frequency shifts associated
the other electrical parasitics may also cause with the resultant changes in the series
changes in resonance frequency. electrical inductance and electrical

shunt capacitance.
This suggests a coupling of elastic and

electrical properties in the crystal mounting
structure and associated electrical paths. A Now for the discussions of the above subjects.
theory is presented which shows the
acceleration sensitivity degradation due to this 1. The electrical impedance of the lossless
new fac*or can have magnitudes oi 10-10 per single mode thickness mode
g. Experimental data is also presented which piezoelectric resonator.
tends to support the theory.

The electrical impedance of the lossless single
Theory thickness mode piezoelectric resonator may be

written as:
In this section the following subjects are
discussed:

1. The exact electrical impedance of a ZC_ (1 .O)
lossless single thickness mode j*O)*CO k x
piezoelectric resonator with a series
electrical inductance and a shunt
electrical capacitance. All overtones
are included in the derived impedance
equation. where x~(.. - (1-2

2. The computer algorithm for calculating
the exact electrical impedance of a
lossy single thickness mode fa is the parallel resonance frequency, CO is
piezoelectric resonator with a series the clamped capacitance, k is the piezoelectric
electrical inductance and a shunt coupling coefficient, and c is the angular
electrical capacitance. The effects of frequency" 2.
loss are included in the calculation
empirically. The loss can be made Two reviews of the published work on the
frequency dependent to allow derivation of Equation (1) give references to
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most of the earlier work 1,2
The second effect is to make the series

Equation (1) expresses the electrical impedance resonance frequency depend on the -alue of
of the resonator for all frequencies so that all the shunt electrical capacitance. In the absence
overtone series resonance frequencies can be of the series inductance the series resonance
obtained. frequency of the resonator does not depend on

the value of the shunt capacitance (CO) of the
It is assumed that Equation (1) represents the resonator or on the added shunt capacitance
electrical impedance of a multimode resonator (Cs).
well enough for the purposes of this paper.
Although the effect of the other modes on the When the packaged resonator is accelerated,
mode of interest can be included in the the mass of the crystal blank causes the
calculations 2 , these other mode effects are electrical leads to stretch and bend (and twist).
beyond the scope of the present paper. These motions of the electrical leads produce

changes in the series inductance and in the
The addition of a shunt electrical capacitance shunt capacitance, leading to changes in the
(Cs) and a series electrical inductance (Ls) to resonance frequency of the resonator.
the resonator gives an electrical impedance that

can be expressed as 3 A thesis of this paper is that these changes in
the electrical characteristics of the mountingleads must be controlled by proper design in

k2 tan(x) (3) order to fabricate devices with consistent
Z c **(S .2 acceleration sensitivities below about IxlO-1"

ci( X per g. Some order of magnitude estimates of

these effects will be discussed in Part 3 and
Part 4 of this section of this paper.

2. The computer algorithm for adding
wherex-(2-).(-- (4) loss to the calculation of the electrical

2 fa] impedance of the resonator.

Loss needs to be added to Equation (3) to
fa is the parallel resonance frequency, CO is improve the accuracy of calculated results.
the clamped capacitance and c is the angular Electrical loss can be included in the
frequency. Ke is an effective coupling calculations rather easily by adding a resistance
coefficient defined in equation (5). in series with Ls and a second resistor in shunt

with CO and Cs. Elastic or motional loss is
Equation (3) shows that the series inductance more difficult to model because there are three
has two primary effects. The first effect is to main sources, i.e., boundary condition losses,
lower the series resonance frequency as if the mounting losses, and material losses. For the
piezoelectric coupling coefficient (k) had purposes of this paper the elastic loss is added
increased. In fact an effective piezoelectric empircally to make the calculated and
coupling coefficient (ke) can be defined for measured motional resistances agree. The
series resonance frequency calculations as: empirical electrical loss can depend on

frequency so that calculated and measured
motional resistances agree for all of the

A2_ k2 (5overtones of interest.
(5)e -1 2.L* ,(CO+Cs)

The value of the parallel resonance frequency
(fp - crystal reactance = 0) is also needed for
the calculation. fp can be estimated from a
direct measurement, or from measurements of
series resonance frequency (fs), motional
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inductance (LI), or motional capacitance (Cl) 3. Calculation of the dependence of
from: resonance frequency of a third

overtone SC cut quartz resonator on

1-0 (6) series inductance and shunt
P p *CJ & *CO capacitance.

The results of some of the calculations are
given in Table 1.

1 (7) Table 1

)S CO + Cs (nominal) = 2.91 pF

Fs = 10.0045 MHz
C3 - 2.3182x10-4 pF

where: w,-2*i,*f, w.-2*,*f, (8) R3 = 211 ohms

Ls (nH) Cs(pF) Fs3-1 E7 Hz

For the calculations reported in this paper the I) lE-4 IE-16 4405.12500
electrical losses are assumed to be small. 2) 20 IE-16 4404.94922

The Algorithm 3) 40 IE-16 4404.77344
4) IE-4 1.OIE-2 4405.12500

a. Z = Zc; impedance of resonator from 5) 20 L.OIE-2 4404.95313

Equation (1) 6) 40 1.01E-2 4404.77734

b. Y = lI/Z; admittance of resonator

c. Ye = Y - j-wCO; elastic or motional In Part 4 of this section these rults will be
admittance of resonator ubed with the estimates of acceleration induced

crystal mount elastic motions and associate2d
d. Zx = (1/Ye) + Rm; motional changes in electrical inductance and

impedance + motional resistance capacitance to estimate that part of the
acceleration sensitivity due to the motions of

e. Yx = (l/Zx) + jiCOC0 + j-(OCs; the mounting leads.
shunt elements added

4. Lead Stretching and Bending
f. Zz = (l/Yx) + j-Q.Ls + Rs; total

impedance of the resonator In this part the stretching and bending of the
electrical leads of the packaged crystal

g. Zz = Rz + j.Xz; definition of resistive resonator are estimated. Twisting will not be
and reactive parts of Zz considered ia this paper.

Series resonance frequencies of fundamental The changes in series inductance and in shunt
and overtones are the frequencies at which Xz capacitance associated with the motion of the
= 0. These zeroes are found by a conventional leads are also estimated in this part.
root search.

Table 2 lists the relevant material constants
This algorithm was used to obtain the and structural parameters for the calculation of
dependence of series resonance frequency (of the motion of the parts of a particular
a particular overtone for a particular resonator) mounting structure.
on the values of series inductance and shunt
capacitance. These results are discussed in
Part 3 of this section of this paper.
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Table 2
where BL is the length of the lead, Rd is the

Acceleration = 10g radius of the lead, MU is the relative
permeability of the material of the lead, and In

Weight of quartz is the natural logarithm to the base e.

blank at 10 g = 5.678E-3 lbs
Table 3 presents some values of lead

Young's modulus inductance (LO) calculated from Equation (11).
for Ni lead = 30E6 lbs/in2

Tabie 3
Radius of lead = .009 inches

Relative
Length of lead Permeability
from package base = .5 inches Material (reference) LO (xl0-9 H)

Number of leads =2 Copper 1 (5) 17.2

Nickel 50 (6) 65.1
Iron 8000 (6) 7839.4

Lead stretching

The fractional length change due to lead
stretching 4 is: From Table 3 at a frequency of 10 MHz

Al Fc (9) .17578 Hz )er 20 nH- (12)

1 E*A 176 x 10-11 per 20 nH

where Fc is the force or weight of the quartz
blank, E is Young's modulus, and A is the
cross-sectional area of the lead. ALs " AL -3.74e- g
For two leads and lOg the result is: LIpe (13)

AI =3.74E-7 (10)
A FFs (copper) -566. 1E-18 (14)

The inductance of the unstretched wire5 '6 is Fs
defined in equation (11).

Lo - 5.08*Bl*[ I.2*Bl I A AFS(iron)"258010xlO-t (15)
Rd Fs

_MU -+Rd ] E-9 These results show that for the mounting

4 B1 structure considered the resonance frequency
shift due to wire stretching during acceleration
is at most (for a high permeability wire)
2.6x10-i 3 per g. At the 10-11 per g level wire
stretching for this stiff mount plays no
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significant role.

Lead Bending h- *)
When the acceleration direction is in the plane
of the quartz blank, the motion of the
unsupported end of the lead is toward the wall
c ? the package. For the common case in which the wire is divided into 50 segments. Each
the package is metal and grounded to one of segment has a distance to the ground as given
the crystal leads, this motion changes the shunt in equation (16). The 50 segment capacitances
capacity across the crystal. A small series are added to give the capacitance of the bent
inductance change associated with the bending lead. The capacitance of the unbent lead is
will be ignored in this paper. In the presence subtractec to give the capacitance change
of the series inductance of the lead this shunt associated with the bending. Table 4 gives the
capacitance produces a resonance frequency results of a calculation for a particular
change due to the acceleration. structure.

Table 4
Since the lead is mostly clamped at the package
base and free at the quartz blank, the Distance of lead to ground plane= .025 inch

displacement of the lead toward the wall of the
package is not the same at every point on the Diameter of lead = .010 inch

lead.
Length of lead = .5 inch

The equation for the displacement of the bent Cap. change/g for I lead = 3,6xl1Ot 5 fds/g

lead for the case in which a force (due to the
acceleration of the quartz blank) is applied to Cap. change/g for 2 leads = 1.8Exl1O5 fds/g

the free end of the lead with no bending or
twisting 7 is:

h(z)- Fc*z2*(3*Bi-z) (16) From Table I at a series lead inductance of 20
6,EI nH:

AFs-3.91xlO-'° per 1O-14 fd (19)Where z is the distance from the base, Fc is the Fs

force (weight), BI is the length of the lead, E
is Young's modulus, and I is the moment of of shunt capactance change
inertia of a cross-section of the lead

4W- (17) (18i_5
4 AFs _3.91x10- 10 , .8x1015

4 Fs ( IXI-14

The capacitance per unit length of a straight .TxlO-lO
wire with round cross-section to a ground
planeg is given by: (20)
where Ep is the permittivity (= 8.85e-12
fds/meter for vacuum), h is the distance of the
wire center to the ground plane, and a is the
radius of the wire.

To estimate the capacitance of the bent wire,
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This result of .7x10-1° per g for the rather stiff V
selacted mounting configuration supports the 7/
thesis of this paper that the electrical effects F
associated with the deformation of the x
mounting structure must be considered in the V
design of quartz resonators with expected up

acceleration sensitivities much less than -lx l0-1° Fe g.
0 per g. down

Experimental Methods
C

The effects we are looking for on Figure 1 Cable effects on the
acceleration sensitivity are small. Good measurement of r
experimental techniques are needed to
achieve the measurement resolution required.
Two effects were of primary concern in this
experiment; cable effects and crystal
orientation. Both of these effects can acceleration sensitivity. What causes the cable
degrade the acceleration sensitivity effect? Could it be the change in shunt
measurements by an order of magnitude. capacitance or series inductance as the cable
When these effects have been eliminated a vibrates.
high degree of repeatability can be achieved.

Resonator Orientation

Cable Effects The orientation of the resonator in the
mounting structure is known from theory to

Watts, et. al.9 and Driscollt ° show the affect the acceleration sensitivity. The number
effect of cables on the measurement of of mounts is also known to afft,:t the
acceleration sensitivity. Cable effects must be acceleration sensitivity. Shick and Lee describe
minimized by measuring the crystal in all six these effects in recently published
axes. Each axis must be measured with the works11 '12 .
cable up and the cable down. The magnitude
of r. is then given by: For the experiments reported on in this

paper a two point crystal mount was selected
because of its simple symmetry and ease of

VI' I+1'd (21) implementation. The optimum orientation of
"u (the blank in a two point mount had to be

2 measured. A fixture was designed to find this
orientation as simply as possible.

Figure 1 shows how the cable effect adds The fixture had to have several important
vectorially to the r and rdown measurements features. The fixture must mount the crystal
along the x-axis. fhe cable must be kept in blank semirigidly and be capable of
the same position if the acceleration effects of reorienting the crystal easily. The fixture must
the cable are to be corrected. Changing the also be easily flipped in all three axis to
position of the cable may change the direction measure cable effects.
and magnitude of the cable acceleration
sensitivity contribution. All three axes must A semirigid mount was needed to minimize
be corrected in this same manner. the coupled elastic and electrical effects in the

fixture. This allows a measurement of the
effects of selected wires added in series with

The cable effect was the spark that started the crystal. The fixture was designed in such
the thinking into the effect of vibration on the a way that the crystal could be easily
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reoriented with respect to the mounts. The Figure 4 is a block diagram of the fixture
crystal was plated so that it could be measured as it is setup for measurement with a series
at any angle from zero degrees to greater than wire added.
90 degrees. This allowed the crystal to be
optimally oriented for minimum acceleration Vibration Fixture
sensitivity.

Brass W'asher Blank Screw

The fixture is also capable of incorporating
a conventional mounting structure. This
allows for correlation to standard resonators.
Figure 2 is a diagram of the crystal as it was
plated around the periphery.

ElIetroded Blank

Figure 4 Fixture Setup for Series Wire

Experimental Results

The first experiment was to find the
optimum orientation for the mounting. The
plated resonator was mounted at two points.

Figure 2 Crystal and plating pattern for At each mount the resonator was clamped
easy acceleration sensitivity measurements between two .040 inch wide .035 inch thick

steel plates. The resonator had a .050 wide
bevel where the crystal was clamped. The
resonator was carefully placed in the fixture

The fixture was designed to easily and measured at many orientations.
incorporate a series wire or ribbon. Figure 3 Repeatability was checked frequently and
is a diagram of the fixture in the rigid found to be 2-3xl0-1 /g in each axis for the
configuration. semirigid configuration. Figure 5 shows the

measured acceleration
Vibration Fixture sensitivity as a function of orientation.

Brass Washer Blank Scr-ew Gamma VS Mounting Angle
t~o point mounted

22.3

20I 1 172.5

i 6..2e---- --

Electl-oded Blank 0 o 0 20 30 40 SO 60 70 so to

Figure 3 Fixture for Semi-rigid Crystal Setup p in degrees from X

Figure 5 Measured acceleration sensitivity as
a function of plate orientation.
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After the orientation for minimum
acceleration sensitivity was found the resonator
remained at that orientation during
acceleration sensitivity measurements with a 1
lead in series with one crystal lead. 1

A Wire in Series______

After good repeatability was found in the
minimum r orientation an 18 mil wire was -

placed in series with one lead. The gamma was ,.
then measured in each axis. The total gamma
at 1Og's and 50 Hz was measured as 3.8xl0 9-/g.
This measurement is larger than what was
expected from a series inductance change in Figure 7
the wire. Dielectric effects from the
surrounding Delrin may have caused greater
changes. Some measurement problems may Figure 8 is a summary of all acceleration
have occurred that were not noticed. Further sensitivity measurements taken with the
investigations will have to be made on this fixture. Reasonable repeatability can be seen
configuration. at the minimum acceleration sensitivity

orientation. The measurements in Figure 8 are
A Ribbon in Series temporal covering about 35 hours on the

vibration machine. At the end of the test the
A ribbon was placed in series with one lead fixture was becoming worn. Some degradation

and the acceleration sensitivity measured in all in the measurements is probably due to fixture
three axes at a range of frequencies. Mounting wear.
resonances were found easily. Figure 6 is a
graph of the acceleration sensitivity in all three
axes. Figure 7 is a graph of the total gamma Summary
for the ribbon. In this configuration the 10 as
fixture was wired in the semirigid
configuration with both wires at the top of the
fixture. Only the ribbons were added into the
fixture. The ribbons were cemented to the
crystal at the points were the minimum
acceleration sensitivity was found. The
resulting acceleration sensitivity was very poor.

Two Point Mount with Ni Ribbons - . \

Figure S

Figure 6
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Conclusions

I. In a simple fixture a quartz SC blank
can be nmade to have 10-11/g
acceleration sensitivity reproducible.

2. Adding a loose series wire appears to
have produced a large increase in
acceleration sensitivity.

a. fixture problems included
contact and solder joint
problems, as well as cable
motion problems.

3. Adding a loose series ribbon produced
even larger increases in acceleration
sensitivity at certain shake frequencies.

4. The slopes of the series resonant
frequency vs series inductance curve
are:

a. 1.37e-9/nH for a 10 MHz 3rd SC

b. 1.37e-7/nH for a 100 MHz 3rd SC
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNPOSIUM ON FIEQIJCY CONTROL

MEASUREMENTS OF ACCELERATION-INDUCED PHASE NOISE
IN SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES

J. Kosinski, A. Ballato, and T. Lukaszek

U.S. Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
LABCOM, Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000

ABSTRACT field) for single SAW devices to 3x10-1 0

per g for dual SAW device structures
Stable local oscillators based on employing compensation techniques.

surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators
have been proposed for future use in Army In this study, measurements of the
electronic systems designed for airborne acceleration sensitivities of a group of
and vehicular applications. The vibration SAW resonators developed for a low-noise
spectra of these systems in conjunction radar application are presented. The SAW
with the vibration sensitivity of the SAW resonator designs were systematically
resonators leads to a degradation in varied in order to obtain the best
oscillator phase noise which may then possible phase noise in a quiescent
exceed the total allowable system phase environment. In this report the
noise. This report details a study of the relationships between the design changes
vibration induced phase noise in a group and the vibration induced phase noise will
of SAW oscillators developed for a low- be discussed.
noise radar application.

Z EXPkIMETAL SAMPLS

The SAW devices used in this study
INTRODUCTION have been extensively detailed

elsewhere (1]. The experimental matrix
Stable local oscillators based on included three device types (one-port

surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators resonator, two-port resonator, delay
have been proposed for future use in Army line), two metallization types (pure Al,
electronic systems designed for airborne
and vehicular applications. The
advantages of the SAW oscillator in such
systems are reductions in size, weight, TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX
and power consumption due to the high --------------------.

frequencies (1 GHz or better) obtainable Device Transducers Busbars
without the use of frequency multiplier Type Thickness Material Thickness
chains. The small size and simplicity of
SAW resonators leads to low-cost UHF Delay Line 400A Pure Al unknown
oscillators with spectral purity superior
to that obtainable using any other UHF One-Port 600A Pure Al 2,000A
frequency control device.

Two-Port 600k Pure Al 2,000A
As with bulk acoustic wave (BAW)

quartz resonators, SAW resonators are Two-Port 600A Cu-doped 2,000A
sensitive to external accelerations. The Al =0.5%
resonant frequency fo of the SAW device
experiences a perturbation 6f given by Two-Port 600A Pure Al 6,000A-

10,000A
6f = f r-A, (1) Two-Port 400A Pure Al 2,000A

where F-A is the scalar product of the SAW
device acceleration sensitivity r (a Two-Port 800A Pure Al 2,000A
vector property of the SAW device) and the
external acceleration field A. Reported Two-Port 600A Cr flash 2,000A
values for Irl for SAW devices range from (z60A) +
10-8 per g (ig = earth's gravitational pure Al

US COVERNErNT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED
BY US COPYRIGET
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Cu-doped Al), three transducer thicknesses no (F.A)
(400A, 600A, BooA), and three busbar P = (3)
thicknesses (2000A, 6000A, 10,000A). fa
Details of the experimental matrix are
shown in Table 1. A total of twenty-two In equations (2) and (3), A is the
devices were tested, consisting of twelve peak acceleration, no is the unperturbed
each delay lines, one each one-port output frequency, fln is the acceleration
resonator, and nine each two-port frequency, and r is the acceleration
resonators. sensitivity. If the modulation index is

less than 0.1, equation (2) simplifies to

PaWER £a ( 20 log 1 (4)
SUPPLY 2 fa

We can therefore measure F by applying a
sinusoidally varying acceleration field

TEST Tvia a shaketable and measuring the power
OSCILLATOR ATTENUATOR in the acceleration-induced sidebands

using a spectrum analyzer. Inasmuch as F
SAW DEVICE is a vector quantity, we perform the

measurement along three orthogonal axes.
VIBRATION ACCELEROMETER SPECTRUM

MONITOR AALYZER The limitations of the measurement
SHAKE TABLE system as implemented may be found by

first solving equation (4) for r and then
examining the sensitivity of the
calculated r value to each of the meas red

MULTIMETER POWER quantities fc, ýa, JAI, and La )).
AMPLIFIER Errors in measuring the sideband levels

contributeCOOLING UNITI

6r
- = 10(c/20) - 1 , (5)
rFUNCTION F

GENERATOR errors in measuring the acceleration
frequency contribute

6F
PRINTER INSTRUMENT PLOTTER - - - f (6)

CONTROLLER r f

TAPE DRIVE and errors in measuring either the peak
acceleration or carrier frequency
contribute

Figure 1. Test system block diagram.
6r -e
- = -- P(7)
r O+c

TEST SYSTEM
In equations (5) through (7), e refers to

A block diagram of the test system the error in the measurand of interest,
employed is shown in Figure 1. In the and 0 in equation (7) refers to the
presence of a sinusoidally varying measurand itself. For the measurement
acceleration field, the output signal system as implemented here, the dominant
(carrier) of the SAW based oscillator will source of error is the sideband power
undergo frequency modulation at the ratio measurement which limits the
sinusoidal frequency of the acceleration measurement of Irl to +19/-16% accuracy.
field. The effect is analogous to tone
modullion and the ratio of the power in E RESULTS
the n111 acceleration-induced sideband to
the power in the carrier is given simply Sample data obtained using the
as measurement system are shown in Figure 2.

The maximum and minimum values obtained at
La (n) = 20 log (Jn(#)/Jo(P)] , (2) each acceleration frequency tested are

shown as a function of the test frequency.
where P is the modulation index determined The labels "Normal" and "In-plane" refer
from to measurements normal to the plane of the
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SAW resonator and in the plane of the SAW TABLE 2. DELAY LINE MEASUREMENTS (x10- 9 /g)
resonator respectively. In this device we-................
observe a mechanical mounting related S/N Normal In-plane Total
resonance near IkHz which degrades net
device sensitivity by up to a factor of Q1359A 22 6.0 25
five in the resonance region. We also Q1359#2 22 8.0 25
observe that the mounting technique used
produces greater repeatability normal to Q1357A 14 <10 16
the plane of the SAW as compared to in the Q1357B 14 <20 25
plane of the SAW. The results of all the Q1357C 18 <20 28
delay line measurements are summarized in
Table 2 and the results of the resonator Q1398A 21 <9.0 21
measurements are summarized in Table 3. Q1398B 12 <20 30

Q1402D 22 <20 30

7 Q1816A 10 <20 20
i1 Normal Q1816B 4.5 <14 14

Q1816C 9.0 <1.0 14

i Q1817F 5.0 <50 50

I-9
1.g TABLE 3. RESONATOR MEASUREMENTS (xl0 9 /g)

Type S/N Normal In-plane Total
l) (Comment)

1 2 3 4 One-Port Q1758-7 12 2.5 12
i1 I to3 IS (baseline)

VIBRATION FREQUENCY (Hz)
Two-Port Q1773-6 25 1.2 25
(Cu-Al)

-7
13 I-l•l~ Two-Port Q1773-9 21 2.0 21

(Cu-Al)
L-8 8

* Two-Port Q1823D 14 5.5 15
+4 + (10,000A busbars)

-> + Two-Port Q1824A <2.0 5.0 5.0
S(8O0A transducers)

i __ Two-Port Q1825A <4.0 4.0 4.0
I . .. . . . . (10,000A busbars)

10 10 13 13
VIBRATION FREQUENCY (Hz) Two-Port Q1825D <6.0 6.0 8.0

(10,000A busbars)

-7 Two-Port Q1826B 9.0 2.0 9.0
13 Vaoto,- Sum (10,000A busbars)

'4 Two-Port Q1826D 9.0 2.5 9.5

10. .. 4.* * (10,000A busbars)

Two-Port Q1829A 9.5 2.2 9.5
lis (400A transducers)

it1s INFWUENCE OF FRICAIN PARAMETERS

1 2 3 4 The results obtained on the two-port
13 10 1resonators may be used to study the

VIBRATION FREQUENCY (Hz) influence of certain fabrication

parameters on SAW device acceleration
sensitivity, although caution is advised
in drawing conclusions from a small sample

Figure 2. Sample experimental data. lot.
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Figures 3 through 5 show the plane sensitivity. The in-plane
variations in irl as a function of busbar sensitivity is typically less than the
thickness for units with 600k thick normal sensitivity for the units tested
transducers, including two units with Cu- here. The trend implied by the data is
doped Al transducers. We observe that as for equal in-plane and normal components
the busbar thickness is increased, the in- at a busbar thickness slightly in excess
plane acceleration sensitivity is of lo,000A.
increased while the normal acceleration
sensitivity is decreased, with the rate of Figures 6 through 8 show the
improvement in normal sensitivity slightly variations in Irl as a function of
larger than the rate of degradation of in- transducer thickness for units with 2000A

thick Dusbars, including two units with
Cu-doped Al transducers. Without further

10-7 Irl NORMAL TO SAW experimental samples, it is difficult to
determine whether any trends are present
or whether the large differences in irl
between units with Al transducers and

Irl those with Cu-doped Al transducers are due
to the metallization differences.

(g- 1 )
DISCUSSION

The devices tested here were
10-8 ** developed for a low-noise radar

application. The quiescent phase noise
* among the two-port devices of the various

metallization types varied by 3dB, whereas
* the acceleration induced phase noise

varied by 16dB. Unpublished data (2]
indicating similar effects of similar
magnitude for bulk wave plate resonators
have recently been confirmed and
theoretical models for the effect proposed

10- I I I I (3-5]. Based on the theoretical and
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 experimental work to date, it is suggested

Busbar Thickness (x i000 A) that careful control of transducer and
busbar metallization may be used to

Figure 3. Two-port resonator acceleration optimize for acceleration induced phase
sensitivity normal to the plane of the SAW noise without seriously compromising
device versus busbar thickness. quiescent phase noise.

l0-7 Irl IN-PLANE OF SAW 10-7 irl VECTOR SUM

irl Irl
(g-l) (g-1 )

10-8 10-8

10-9 I I I I I I 10-9 I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Busbar Thickness (x 1000 A) Busbar Thickness (x 1000 A)

Figure 4. Two-port resonator acceleration Figure 5. Two-port resonator acceleration
sensitivity in the plane of the SAW device sensitivity net vector sum versus busbar
versus busbar thickness. thickness.
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S10-7 Irl IN-PLANE OF SAW
(1] T. Parker and J. Loan, "SAW
Oscillators for Air Defense Systems," USA
LABCOM Technical Report SLCET-TR-84-0401-
F, U.S. Army Electronics Technology & II
Devices Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.J.,
184 pp., Dec. 1986. (g-1)

[2] J. Kosinski, USA ERADCOM Laboratory
Notebook DELET-21, US Army Electronics
Technology & Devices Laboratory, Fort 10-8

Monmouth, N.J., 150pp., Jan. 1982-Aug.
1984.

(3] P. C. Y. Lee and X. Guo, "Effect of
Electrodes on the Acceleration Sensitivity
of Crystal Resonators," Proc. 43rd Annual ,
Frequency Control Symposium, pp. 416-418,
May-June 1989.

(4] E.P. EerNisse, L.D. Clayton, and M.H. 10-9 I I I I I I I
Watts, "Variational Method for Modeling 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Static and Dynamic Stresses in a Resonator Transducer Thickness (x 100 A)
Disc With Mounts," Proc. 43rd Annual
Frequency Control Symposium, pp. 377-387, Figure 7. Two-port resonator acceleration
May-June 1989. sensitivity in the plane of the SAW device

versus transducer thickness.
[5] E.P. EerNisse, R.W. Ward, and O.L.
Wood, "Acceleration-Induced Frequency
Shifts in Quartz Resonators," Proc. 43rd
Annual Frequency Control Symposium, pp.
388-395, May-June 1989.

10-7 Irl NORMAL TO SAW i0-7 Irl VECTOR sM

Irl Irl
(g-1) (g-1 )

10-8 1 10-8

10-9 I I I I I I I I 10-9 I I I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Transducer Thickness (x 100 A) Transducer Thickness (x 100 A)

Figure 6. Two-port resonator acceleration Figure 8. Two-port resonator acceleration
sensitivity normal to the plane of the SAW sensitivity net vector sum versus
device versus transducer thickness, transducer thickness.
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FORTY-FOURTH A.NMAL SYPOSIUMOON 0F1QUENCY CONTROL

PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON vIBRATING CRYSTAL FILTERS

R.L. Clark

Penn State University, York, PA 17403

ABSTRACT function of the filter must also become a
function of external acceleration forces.
In the case of a vibrating filter, the
transfer function becomes a function ofIt is well known that the resonant time. Since the equivalent circuit forfrequencies of bulk and surface acoustic the resonator is varying with time, awave resonators can be slightly perturbed rigorous solution of the output spectrumby external acceleration forces. The for this case would then involve theresulting phase modulation which occurs solution of a differential equation withwhen the resonator is used in a filter is varying coefficients. This often is not areviewed in terms of an effective practical approach. Because the resonatoracceleration sensitivity vector for the shift is a small percentage of the actualfilter. The degradation in spectral frequency, a numerical solution is alsopurity is expressed as a function of this not trivial.sensitivity. The phase shift through the By estimating the phase shift due tofilter is then quantified in terms of the acceleration, expressions for theacceleration sensitivity and the filter ensuing reduction in frequency stabilitygroup delay. By considering typical values for the case of a sinusoidal input signalof acceleration sensitivity for bulk-wave have been developed (4]. Theseresonators, estimates of the phase noise expressions are briefly reviewed below.induced by the filter can be made.

Measurement results are presented for
phase noise degradation in sine and random II. FREQUENCY STABILITY DEGRADATION
vibration. Measured results on a 5 MHzsignal passed through a crystal filter For the case of a sinusoidal inputshow an increase in i of greater than 20 signal to a crystal filter, a small changedB in random vibration over static values, in the center frequency of the filter willThe degradation in '-llan variance is also result in a phase shift, A0, of
discussed.

A= 2v AF = 2rrg&F (A)
I. INTRODUCTION

where AF is the change in the centerThe resonant frequency of mechanical frequency of the filter and T is theresonators can be slightly perturbed by filter group delay. With an estimate ofexternal acceleration forces (1]. If the phase shift, the traditional measures ofresonator is used as a circuit element, frequency stability can be analyzed. Inthen the electrical performance becomes a the frequency domain, the expression forfunction of acceleration forces. This sinusoidal vibration becomes
effect is well known and has been
thoroughly investigated for the case wherethe resonator is used to stabilize the ZdB(f) = 20log[WrgForeff.Ap~f)] (2)
frequency of an oscillator (2],[3]. Ifthe resonator is used as a frequency where reff denotes the effectiveselective filter, then the transfer G-sensitivity of the filter. Note

CH2818-3/9010000-493 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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that the 20 dB per decade rolloff which described below was an HP 3048A phase
occurs in crystal oscillators does not noise test system. Path lengths were
occur in crystal filters. Since the adjusted to achieve quadrature at the
acceleration sensitivity vector of the mixer inputs.
filter may differ from that of the
individual resonators, an effectiye
acceleration sensitivity is defined to
distinguish the two quantities.

For the case of random vibration, the
induced noise may be estimated from

Zd~f =2Olog[irg F eFfu-f- '
SdB() = eff 2Sg(f)') (3)

where Sg is the spectral density of -. .

vibration in G2 /Hz and u is a unity vector
in the direction of acceleration.

The reduction in frequency stability [TThCTO0

in the time domain is given by 5CURCE

2r q.!g f.LAP sin2 (lfv) (4) L - F LJLi

A subtle point which must be noted in
these expressions is that Tg is the group
delay at the input frequency of the
signal, not at the induced noise offset
frequency. Thus, in the case of random Figure 1. Typical test configuration for
vibration with white frequency two filters.

distribution, one would expect that the
induced noise spectrum would not vary
significantly with offset frequency,
(ie. "flat" vibration input causes "flat"
induced noise spectrum). In practice,
this is a good approximation for single
crystal filters but some variation is seen
for multiple resonators. This is not
suprising, considering that each resonator
acts, in a sense, as a filter for signals
induced by other resonators. In addition, POII(R PESC

vibration resonances may cause significant-SPLTTER TECTOR0
variations in the noise response.

III. PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS

Phase noise measurements on a
vibrating filter can be performed in the
same manner as any two port Figure 2. Typical test configuration for
measurement. (5] Of course, one must take one filter.
care to ensure that fixtures, cabling and
other elements do not contribute excessive The configuration of Figure 2
phase modulation. Two methods are provides a suppression of the source
commonly used to measure the phase noise phase noise of [5]
of two port devices. Figure 1 shows a
setup which can be used when two filters
are available, and Figure 2 can be used Att(dB) = -2o1ogI2sinfrg)fl (5)
for one device. The mixer and baseband
analysis setup used in the measurements Figure 3 shows that the attenuation of the
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reference oscillator noise is quite
effective for small offset frequencies.
Note that since sine 6 0 for small angles,
the source noise attenuation decrea as by
20 dB per decade for offset frequencies
much less than l/2wTg. Since the noise of
an oscillator decreases by 30 dB per - .
decade at small offsets, the noise
spectrum shows a 1/f characteristic, or -

a 10 dB per decade slope. j
50 -I ~

40 -:A

20 -

IFigure 4. Static and vibrating cables
only.

10 - ::: : Pl

Figure 5. shows measured sideband level
0 vs. vibration amplitude for a 5 MHz

crystal filter with a group delay of 147
-10 I S at the center frequency. The

calculated value of effective acceleration
sensitivity for this filter is 2.73.10-9.
This is not an unreasonable value

Figure 3. Source attenuation vs. product considering that the resonators are AT cut
of group delay-offset frequency. and not optimized for G-sensitivity.

The use of two filters provides an
additional advantage in that the effective
group delay for source noise suppression
is the difference in group delay between w60 ...
the two signal paths. This advantage
reduces the source noise out tc
considerably higher offset frequencies. -70 .

IV. MEASURED RESULTS -80 - -

To verify the measurement apparatus
and cabling, measurements were taken -90
under static and vibration conditions with
the filter removed. Figure 4. shows the
measured results for both cases. Since -100-
the environment where the measurements
were performed was quite noisy, no I
attempts were made to suppress the floor -110 .
noise. The actual floor noise of the 100 101 102
filters was considerably lower than the
noise floor of the system used for
vibration testing. It can be seen that
the contribution of the cables was Figure 5. Measured sideband levels vs.
negligible however. acceleration amplitude for a 5 MHz filter.
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Figure 6 is a plot of phase noise during
random vibration in two different axis of
a 5 MHz filter. The vector properties of

REF LEVEL ,DIV -. Lr ,,Cr

acceleration sensitivity are obvious. --2 ýtUIiB 2 . .
605.00..SEC 50 0000SEC OFFSET 0 000Hz

DELAý (S21) 605 49YSC

'-i .. • -~-4-- ,

_I: ....... ...... ..... ......... - ...... ............. .... .... .. • .... ......... .. .... ......... i • , ! i , I J, I
- 2 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ... .... ... . . .. . : . ..... .... .. . ... . . . -- F1 -- I . . ' -- . . \ "- 3 .. . ....... . ..... .... ... . . .. . ... .. . .. . . . . ...... . ..... -

.. F i- - I -• o .. ...... . . ..... . ........... . . .. . ...... ...... ... .. ...... . ., I ! i , .[.
-g.. .. . . . .. ...... -

-go:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"CENTER 10 250 000.000HZ SPAN 2 000 00OHz
AMPTO -10. JBM DELA) APER 10.O.O iz

-140

-ISO

Is I I [H, 3Ge Figure 7. Filter frequency response and

group delay.

Figure 6. Phase ioise in two orthogonal
directions for a crystal filter.

A test was performed on a 10.25 MHz
monolithic filter with the source
frequency set to the edge of the filter ... . - .
p a s s b a n d . I n t h i s p a r t i c u l a r c a s e , t h e -1 : ........... .. ................... ....... ..................................................

-380 -
input signal was 10.25045 MHz. The filter -48 ............... ......... ......... . ....-. .................. .... ........
response and phase no ise characterist ics - I ................................................ ......................................................

are shown in Figures 7 . Figure 8 shows -7[ ............................................... ................. ..................................
the phase noise w ith a random v ibration -22 ...... ....................................... .......................................................

input of .125 G2 /Hz over 400 to 1200 Hz. ..

No suppression of noise outside of the -"n.. ...........................................
-128 w.. ....... -44...... .. ..I.... ..I................

passband could be observed for this -i
filter. This result should not be -".......*....... ...--'-ný ) ...... .......
generalized, however, since in .............
multi.crystal filters, resonators closer to -F'0 ..... ... ....... ..
the output may provide some suppression " ,I

of noise induced by other resonators. For

this case, the effective acceleration
sesitivity vector will vary somewhat with
offset frequency.

Figure 8. Noise performance during randon
vibration for the filter of Figure 7.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

SPECTRAL PURITY OF DIRECT DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS

VENCESLAV F_ KROUPA

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
Praha, 182 51 Czechoslovakia

Abstract- Their major advantages are
short switching times, very small

We start with a short intro- frequency steps, use of digital
duction to the problems of fre- IC on a large scale, compatibili-
quency synthesis and proceed by ty with the microprocessor
investigating mathematical models techniques, etc.
suitable for DDFS which provide However, there are also
quasi-periodic omission of clock disadvantages, namely, a rather
pulses. In that case the spurious limited range of maximum output
phase-time modulation does not frequencies and often a bad spe-
exceed one Ti .Its simpli- ctral purity. The last problem
fication for easier computation has been discussed by many au-
of major spectral lines for pulse thors [7-14] from different
rate and square wave outputs is points of view in the past. Here
suggested. Finally, truncation of we want to provide some new in-
LSB's in sine wave output is sights.
considered.

II. Basic mathematical approach
I. Introduction. to frequency synthesis.

In the last 25 years An analysis of working mo-
frequency synthesizers replaced des reveals that all systems em-
single frequency oscillators ploy a common software algorithm
practically in all fields of ap- i.e. a step by step approxima-
plications: in communications, in tion of normalized output fre-
measurement instruments, in ra- quencies.
dars, in home radio sets, etc. In any case we have to
[1-6]. In addition they are en- start by normalizing the output
countered throughout the whole frequency or frequencies with
range of electromagnetic waves respect to the input standard
from audio and RF to microwaves frequency, i.e. to find out the
and optical. frequencies (Fig.1). set

In the present paper wqe are
concerned with Direct Digital x- <fx/fi> (1)
Fr~eaenry._Synthesizers (DDFS) the
output frequency of which extends In practice, x is generally a
from very low frequencies up to rational fraction either "ex de-
tens of MHz and lately even ex- cisione" or because its accuracy
ceeding one hundred MHz. is limited by practical reasons.

CH2818-3/90/0000-498 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Fig.1 Present situation of frequency synthesis techniques

in electromagnetic wave ranges from audio frequencies
till the visible wavelengths.

In the first step we have to IW&. Mathematical models suitable
choose the actual approximation for DDFSs.

process which is modified by
different limitations caused by A/ One single outth ut fresuencyz
the number of output frequencies.
the required frequency range, the If we need one single out-
used hardware, the desired spec- put frequency only it is a better
tral purity, the acceptable cost choice to use a special software
etc. since in these instances we can

Let us briefly recall the synthesize the output frequency
basic mathematical models suita- with no or extremely small error
ble for the frequency synthesis and in addition we get the smal-
software. lest possible content of spurious

A/ Series expansions: side bands. The difficulty is
Cantor series, that we are not able to use DDFS
synthesizer series [1], chips from the shelf.
systematic fractions, The leading idea is to re-
modified Engel series [15]s; move pulses in a nuasimeriodic

B! continued fraction expansions; manner from a clock pulse train.
C/ product expansions; There are two approximation soft-
D/ Modulo-N arithmetics, wares which make possible the
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process: continued fraction and The block diagram of the necessa-
modified Engel series expansion ry hardware is shown in Fig. 2.
[151.

A/ One single output freauency.

If we need one single out-
put frequency only it is a better
choice to use a special software- - - ----.------ t
since in these instances we can
synthesize the output frequency
with no or extremely small error PwLu
and in addition we get the smal- WnaMa -I
lest possible content of spurious :n L. 3
side bands. The difficulty is
that we are not able to use DDFS
chips from the shelf. -

The leading idea is to re-
move pulses in a ruasieriodic
manner from a clock pulse train.
There are two approximation soft- k.
wares which make possible the
process: continued fraction and
modified Engel series expansion Fig.2 Block diagram of a pulse
[15]. rate DDFS based on con-

tinued fraction expansion.
1/ Continued fraction expansion.

By assuming that the norma- 2/ Modified Engel series expan-
lized output frequency is given sion.
by

J x = jo = X/Y (2) This step by step approxima-
tion has been successfully used

where both X and Y are relative- as a mathematical model for DDFS.
ly prime integers we proceed the The algorithm applied on the nor-
step by step approximation as malized frequency is as follows:
follows

Jo = bo + 1/El bo = intlo 0 = = co 1/ri (6a)

1(3) co int( + 1) (6b)
J1 = bI + l/J2 ; b = i 0  inyl

(4) ri = i/(co - to) (7)
etc.

1 and for k . 2

jo bo + 1 -k+ = k/(Yk -qk) (8)

b, + (5)
1 where

b2 +
qk = int( rk) k =1,2,.. (9)
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and the final expansion is given may simplify the hard-ware con-
by siderably and at the same time

1 1 provide very small tuning steps.
= co - -- (1 - -- (I - ... )... ) Low frequency synthesizers from

ql q2 "DC" to some 30 to 130 MHz are
based directly on Modulo-N a-
rithmetics. However, in instances

(-i)n+l with limited or higher frequency
= cO - (10) ranges we take recourse to

qlq2 .-- qn systems with fractional frequency
n=1 dividers.

The application of this expansion 1/ Modulo-N arithmetics.
is illustrated in Fig. 3 where a
block diagram for generation of
the half of color carrier in the
European PAL TV system is shown. aA

5-. . . . ...

A

)/A

Fig.4 Block diagram of a DDFS ba-
sed on modulo-N arithmetics.

The principle can be deduced
from Fig.4. At each cycle or
pulse of the clock signal a
number , k , which represents a

phase increment, is added to that
stored in the accumulator-
register. Every time the register

Fig.3 Block diagram of a DDFS overflows an output pulse is
based on Modified Engel generated and a new period of
series expansion ( the nu- accumulation is started, however,
merical example shows ge- with a modulo - N remainder
neration of the European PAL (smaller than k) in the memory.
color subcarrier). As a consequence the output pulse

rate has the mean frequency

B! Very larae number of output k
frequencies- fx = --- fi (11)

N
Frequency synthesizers with

one output frequency are required which can easily be changed by
only in rare instances. Whereas reprograming the "word" k in the
devices with variable output steering memory block - see Fig.4
frequencies are encountered much Further, in practical devices N
more often and DDFS's based on IC is generally equal to a large
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power of 2 [ 12, 14 etc.], i.e.

N = 2 R (12) .3,-

By starting with zero in the,'f'j " "1-
accumulator we arrive after ml
clock pulses at its first over-
flow. As a consequence we have

m 1k - N < k (13a) b

For the second overflow we get F L Z

m*2k - 2N < k (13b)

etc. (cf. Fig. 5a) till -, 1

mnk - nN = 0 (n=k) (13c)

Generalization reveals Fig.5 Waveforms of DDFS for
jx = 3/16

mk - rN < k (r<k) (14) a) accumulator contents;
b) pulse rate output (dashed

from which additional pulses are
for

N x = 3/8 );
m - r--- = (15) c) suare wave output;

k d) sine wave output.
where

the requirement for quasiperiodic
1 > f >. 0 (16) omission of pulses in the steer-

ing pulse train.
since m is an integer both (15)
and are (17) met when 2/ Fractional frequency dividers.

N Fractional frequency di-
int(m - r---) = 0 (17a) viders make it possible to ge-

k nerate very small tuning
frequency steps in a limited fre-

or quency range. The principle is
shown in Fig. 6. The basic

N circuit is a phase locked loop
m = int(r---) (17b) (PLL) with a pulse inhibitor and

k a frequency divider in the feed-
back path.

After multiplying (15) by the Actually we subtract from
clock period we find that the the output frequency fx its frac-
spurious phase-time modulation tion generated in a DDFS from the
does not exceed one clock period reference frequency fr, i.e. we
Ti .As a consequence modulo-N a- apply the "modified Engel series"
rithmetics also provides mathema- algorithm and get
ticlal model for DDFS's meeting
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frequency dividers the quasi-
periodic pulse rate output of
DDFS is sufficient. However, this
is not sufficient in instances
where the output of DDFS is the
end product. In these cases we
have to enhance the fundamental
output frequency by generating
either a square wave or sine wave
output.

Fig.6 Phase lock loop with a A/ Pulse train output.
fractional frequency di-
vider. The quasiperiodic omission

of pulses introduces a phase-time
modulation the amplitude of which

k does not exceed one clock period

(fx - fr---)/N = fr (18) Ti. This condition can be written
2R as

since
s(tr) = mTi - rTx < Ti (21)

fx/fr = Neff (19)
After introducing results found

the effective division ratio is for modulo-N arithmetics we get

k N N
Neff = N + (20) s(tr) = Ti[r--- - int(r---)] (22)

2 R k k

The pulse inhibitor is easily By plotting the above equation
realized with the assistance of for the simple case of Jx = 7/8
dual moduls divider the division we find that function s(tr) can
ratio of which is changed for one be idealized to a sawtooth wave
clock period from N and N+1 in as illustrated in Fig. 7.
the rate of the output pulse rate
frequency supplied by the DDFS.

IV. Spurious side-bands in DDFS..

In all frequency syn- wrLoL..FLJ1L.FLF J1_
thesizers with quasiperiodic o- - ..----- ,

mission of pulses we encounter V'(0--

spurious phase-time modulation. t

In this section we shall in-
vestigate three different output Fig.7 Idealized phase-time modu-
waves met in practice and shown lation s(tr) for the nor-
in Fig. 5 for a simple case of malized frequencyJx 7/8.
the normalized output frequency

In a more general case where

x = 3/16 both X and Y in (2) are larger
integers we get the behaviour of

In systems with fractional the modulation function as shown
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in Fig. 8. Note that the plot re- possible. This requirement can be
veals superposition of several met by different means, the
sawtooth waves. We shall discuss simplest of which is to put a
the problem in depth in the next flip-flop or binary divider at
section. the end of the synthesizing

chain. In this instance both
leading and trailing edges of the
output wave are synchronized by
the, say, leading edges of the
original pulse train. As a con-
sequence its frequency must be

S"r) twice the desired frequency fx
i.e.

2X

fxp = ---- fi (23)
Y

where X and Y are integers

having no common divisor.
In this case the phase time

modulation is again

Fig.8 Plot of the phase-time mo- fi
dulation s(tr) for the 3rd s(tr) = k ---- Ti - rTi < Ti (24)
approximation of the PAL fx
color subcarrier i.e. for

Jx = 256/227. and can be rewritten after
application of (2) to

Reverting to Fig.5a and eqs.
(15) and (17) we easily arrive at Y Y
the conclusion that information s(tk) = Ti[k---- -- int(k----)]
about s(tr) is stored in the ac- 2X 2X
cumulator and can be used for (25)
compensation of spurious modula-
tion in frequency synthesizers The actual spectrum can be
using fractional frequency di- easily calculated with the as-
viders with the assistance of an sistance of the Fourier analysis
analog phase interpolator (API - of the rectangular output wave
system). See e.g.[5 pp. 136-140]. with zero crossings in accordance

Recently B. Miller and B. with (25), cf. Fig. 5c. For the
Conley suggested a network push- cosine coefficient of the n-th
ing the spectral lines close to harmonic of the k-th rectangle we
the carrier out of the pass-band have
of the phase locked loop [16].

B/ Sauare wave output. Tiint[(k+l)Y/2X]

In order to enhance the 2 ( 2
fundamental harmonic in the out- ank = ---- A cos(n ---- t)dt
put signal, the rectangular out- YTi YTi
put wave should have the space-
mark ratio as close to 1:1 as Tiint(kY/2X) (26)
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and for the n-th harmonic of all fundamental s(tk) is a simple
X rectangles sawtooth wave with the amplitude

Ti. The second order approxima-
an tion reveals another sawtooth

2X-1. wave with the amplitude Ti./B1 and
A 2frn kY the new modulation period A2 Ti

-- (-l)k+isin[ -- int(--)] which is also imposed on the
'rn Y 2X first sawtooth wave. The same

k=0,1,2.._ happens with every other approxi-
(27) mation, see Fig. 8.

The above discussion of (29)
and similarly for the sine coef- leads to the following con-
ficient clusions:

1) There are alway,-, present com-
bn = ponents caused by the sawtooth

waves with large amplitudes: Ti,
2X-1 Ti/B 1 , etc. (see Fig. 8 and 9).

A 21? n kY 2) To get the knowledge about the
--- (-l)kcos[ -- int(--)] approximate distribution of major

An ZI Y 2X spectral lines it is sufficient
k=0,1,2... to choose an appropriate approxi-

(28) mation Ar/Br of Y/2X with Br
small enough to keep the computa-

Evidently, for evaluating the tion time in reasonable limits.
output spectrum, in instances See spurious signal levels in
where both X and Y are large, the DDFS in Fig. 9 for color sub-
use of a computer is inevitable, carrier from Fig. 3.
It is true that the respective 3) Due to the above mentioned
software is very simple; however, intermodulation between individu-
the computation time can be con- al sawtooth waves there are peaks
siderable, and at the same time, of spurious signal around the
one may lose orientation in the major ones ( see Fig. 9 ).
wealth of data. The remedy 4) The power level of the spuri-
provides approximation of Y/2X ous components closest to the
with a ratio of smaller integers carrier supplies the last saw-
by applying the shortened version tooth wave with the amplitude
of continued fraction expansion Ti/Bnl.
[17] (see also Appendix). By its 5) In instance where Y is even
introduction together with eq. all even spurious harmonics are
(23) into (25) we get missing.

From (29) we get for the
s(tk) spurious signal levels "near the

a1  a 1 a 2  carrier"
Ti[k(Ao +-+ ... )

B1  BIB2  1-st order approximation

Y X
- int(k----)] (29) 20log ----- (nI = 1,2,..) (30)

2X n1 Y

At the first order ap- with the modulation frequency
proximation of Y/2X by A1 /B 1 the
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2-nd order approximation

X
201og----- (n 2 = 1,2,..) (32)

n 2 YB 1
with

• ' .. .. fmA2=(33)

" " . . etc. till the smallest spurious

C[f] [.5 signals with amplitudes

X 1
20log------------- (nn_ 1.2..)

Y nn-iBn-1
a) (34)

and

fm,n-i = fi!A (35)

- '". (Note: the above approximate re-
S ....... lation for the level of spurious

signals are valid only for small
S .... • values of n1 , n 2 , etc. They

"supply the better results the
smaller is the ratio X/Y or
X/YBk. Since in these instances
we take into account the first
harmonic of the respective
sawtooth wave and ap-proximate
the Bessel function J 1 (z) by

b) z/2).
These, sometimes large

spurious signals present the
Fig.9 Spurious spectral lines of major inconvenience of DDFS

DDFS for the PAL color sub- systems. However, there are
carrier as found by the several means for alleviation of
first (o) (AI/Bl=8/9) and the problem.
second (o) (A 2 /B 2 =47/53) In single frequency syn-
order approximations and thesizers the application of an
theoretical (X) and ex- PLL output filter provides the
perimental (o) results of a best solution (cf. Fig.3). How-
truncated Modified Engel ever,in these instances we need
series expansion. to know the level of spurious

a) In the frequency range signalsvery close to the carrier.
from 0 to fx; For the above mentioned example
b)In the frequency range of the PAL color carrier with
from S to 3f

tx = 2 216 809.375/5*105

fml = fi/Al (31) we get for the last but one (i.e.
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the 8th) approximation for X

sin(2f m---) (37)

fm8 = 40 Hz the sp. level -99dB Y

and for the 9th approximation are amplitudes of individual
rectangles.

fm9 = 6.25 Hz the sp.lev. -108dB After performing the in-
tegration and applying some tri-

The preceding example is gonometric rearrangements we ar-
intended to call attention of de- rive at
signers to check spurious signals
close to the carrier withe as- Y-1
sistance of relations (34), (35) n
etc. and not to be content only anm = --- 'sin(---
with experimental results fund by fn Y
analyzer. m=l,2,..

C.E. Wheatley and D.E.
Phillips [10] proposed to add in- 2m+1 X
to the accumulator, at each clock cos(frn---- )sin(2lrm---) (38)
pulse a random number, smaller Y Y
than k, and in this way to smear
out large coherent spurious
signals. and finally for the n-th harmonic

of all Y rectangles at
B/ine wave output-

Y-1
An efficient suppression of 2 n

spurious side-bands provides the an = ---- sin(ff---)?

sine wave output. ltn Y
Since the number stored in m=0,1,..

the accumulator of the modulo-N
device contains information about
the instantaneous phase it can be 2m+l X
changed into a sine wave with the cos(lr n ------ )sin(2frm---) (39)
assistance of ROM look-up table Y Y
and a digital to analogue con-
verter (cf. Fig. 4). By having
recourse to the Fourier analysis and similarly for the sine
of each rectangle in the output coefficients
staircase carve (cf. Fig. 5d) we
get Y-1

2 X
anmz bn = ----- sin(Ir---)

(m+l)Ti Rn Y
2 /Xt re=O, 1, ..
-- in( 20m--- )cos(2Vn .... )dt

YTi Y YT i
2m+l X

mTi sin( f n ------ )sin(2 7rm---) (40)
(36) Y Y

where Investigation of both equations
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(39) and (40) reveals that 2B
ideally all spurious signals ---- 1 (45)
disappear. Unfortunately the real Y
life is not such easy. The one
difficulty is that ROM look-up and relation (43) can be
tables refer only to several most simplified to
significant bits and disregard a
lot of least significant bits. 2•mX 2B 2TrmX
The other source of errors is the sin -----. - 2 - mCOS i -----
digital to analog converter which Y Y Y
has a limited bit size and pre- (46)
cision.

Let us first investigate the As an example we show for
former problem wher from R bits the normalized frequency
in eq. (12) we disregard B LSB's.
As a consequence we check the Jx = 7/32
output sine wave in effectively

the outputwave forms for in-
Y/ 2 B (41) creasing B in Fig. i0.

points only with the resolution
of individual amplitudes reduced
to

YX/2B jT
sin(2 .----- ) (42)

SI ý:J' L:

Since we are referring onlX to
integers of the factor mX/21 in
the numerator the argument of
the m dependent sine factors in 4J
relations (39) and (40) changes
to

sin[2 .---- int( --- = (43a) T 9'
Y 2 B

2 B mX fig.l0 Output waveforms of DDFS
sin[2r ---- (---- -- m)] (43b) for different B of dis-

Y 2 B carded LSB: a) B=O; b) B=1

c) B=2; d) B=3.

However, since For B=R-l we get the same results
as for the rectangular wave

Im < 1 (44) output. See also Tab.l for com-
puter simulated results.

we can assume
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expansion, provides information
about major spectral lines.

x. 7 32 B- E By considering sine wave
N.- C",):-. N: 7 DB,- output we have paid attention to
N- 6 C D5,--224.51 N- 6 C D '-223.E4
N- 5 4(D,--230.33 N . 4,Ds,--226.59 the problem of omission of some
N . 4 C 4(D3)--240.01 N . 4 C "DI-251.1
N-. 3 C4D3--23e.86 N- 3 C4DB--24:.12 least significant bits.
N 2 ( (D,--222.03 N. 2 C(DID -- 226.34

C- I C 4 eDI,--213.22 N- 4 C (D B)3 -17.26

7. 7 , 32 S- I X. .32 1. By expanding the continued
N. 7 C ,DB•- 0 N. 7 Ci(D-. fraction (5) into an equivalent
N. 6 C4, DD -- 225.t-, N. 6 ( i(DI-218.03
N-5 C P(D-23-.86 N-. 5 4(u.-- .45 series we hav.-e found that after
N- 4 C 4,D9 -244.43 N. 4 C 4083)--255.72 tw
N- 3 C 4D,•I-245.34 N- 3 C(4(OU-13.6? each bk 1 two neighbouring
NI 2 B ,--22.53 N- a (41 )•--17.•26 terms might be contracted into

one term. This new series results
from the shortened version of the

Tab.l Spurious signals in a DDFS continued fraction where the ori-
with the sine wave output ginal Euklid algorithm (3), (4),
for different B of dis- etc. h~s been changed as follows:
carded LSB ( 7/32).

V. Conclusions so = bo + 1 > 2

After a short review of fre-
quency synthesis systems in the 1
whole range of electromagnetic 1 = bl +--- > 2
waves from audio to optical fre- f2
quencies we have discussed the
respective mathematical models, bk int Jk
particularly, those suitable for
UDFS': continued fraction ex- a 1

pansion, Modified Engel series 0 bo- +
expansion, and Modulo-N arithme- a-)
tics. Their adventage is the qua- bI +---------
sineriodic omission of pulses a3
from the input pulse train- b.-, +

We have shown that in these
instances the peaks of the phase-
time modulation function do not
exceed one clock period Ti.

With the assistance of the
Fourier series algorithm we can The respective series expansion
find all spurious signals in the is
output wave. However, the pro- n
cedure might be lengthy.and the lala2...ar
use of computer is inevitable. = Ao0 • : (-l)r--

For rectangular output waves BrIBr
approximation of the ratio Y/2X r=1
with smaller integers, arrived at
by application of the shortened where
version of continued fraction

al, a2 , ... are either +1 or -1.
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ABSTRACT 2.0 DESCRIPTION OF AN
NCO-BASED SYNTHESIZER

A Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) based on a Number
Controlled Oscillator (NCO) has advantages in many ap- 2.1 Description Of A DDS
plications due to its wide frequency range, quick frequency
changes, and fine resolution. However, because of the A DDS based on an NCO takes a fixed frequency
digitalnature oftheNCO, conventional wisdom has deemed reference clock and generates an analog waveform of vari-
the DDS spectrally unclean. In addition, because of the able frequency, based on digital frequency commands.
digital nature of the NCO, it has been difficult to determine
what the ultimate performance levels might be. This paper An NCO-based frequency synthesizer, as shown in
presents an exact analysis ofanNCO-based synthesizer. We Figure 1, consists of the following pieces:
believe this is the first exac analysis, and will be extremely
important to those who design DDS', NCOs, and DACs. NM Really just a big accumulator, which we describe as

holding the "phase" of the output signal. As the NCO
This paper describes the architecture of a DDS,presentsan accumulator changes, the values represent a linear phase
exact spectral analysis anddiscusses some actualperform- ramp. The NCO accumulator has P bits, and is incremented
ance observations, by S every time the NCO is clocked.

Mapping POM: This Programmable Read Only Memory
1.0 INTRODUCTION maps the most significant bits (MSB) of the NCO into a

sinusoid. In other words, the linear phase from the NCO is

This paper examines the ultimate performance of converted to a series of values representing a sinusoidal
waveform. In our case a cosine is used. It has A address bits,an NCO-based frequency synthesizer by going through a anA =Pawy.lldtliefrmheapngRO

number of steps: and A <= P,always. All data lines from the mapping PROM
go to the DAC.

"* A description of an NCO-based synthesizer is providedfor those unfamiliar with the architecture of these units; D~AC: The Digital to Analog Converter is used to generate
the analog output voltage that is the output of the synthe-
sizer. It has D bits.

"* A continuous Fourier Transform is developed for an

arbitrary stepped waveform like the DDS output; 2.2 Further Description Of The NCO

"* A method for generating the mapping PROM used by a As previously mentioned, the NCO is simply a
DDS is described, so that the outputwaveform distortion large accumulator (typically 32 bits, or more). The value of
is minimized; the accumulator at any given time corresponds to a phase. It

"* Computer-based calculations are presented so that the isuseful topicture theaccumulatorvalueasan angle, which,
like the second hand of some watches, steps from second to

reader may gain insight to the workings of a DDS; second with each "tick" of the fixed frequency reference
"clock. Unlike the second hand of a watch, however, the size

* A final discussion is presented to summarize what the ofecstpanbvridychgnghehsetpsi.

authors have learned and observed from their efforts. of each step can be varied by changing the phase step sies e.
For the second hand of a watch the phase step size is I scc,

with a corresponding output frequency of 1/60th of a Hz. If
we could change the step size to 2, then the output frequency
would be 1/30 of a H7. Changing the step size to 10 would

CH2818-3/90/OO-5 11 $1 .000 1990 IEEE 511result in an output frequency of 1/6 Hz.
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First, let's verify a repeating pattern occurs, and
Using this analogy, we can readily deduce the put an upper bound on how long this takes. To start, assume

simple ratios that relate the phase step size (S), size of the an initial NCO accumulator value of zero. Then take advan-
accumulator (P), reference clock frequency (F), and output tage of the fact that addition of a value to itself is equivalent
frequency (F). to shifting the value "left" by one bit, and filling the least

significant bit (LSB) with a zero.

Step Size S _ F. Output Frequency (1) To load the step size into the accumulator would

Accumulator Size 2P F Clock Frequency takeone tick.The nexttick wouldadd this value to itself. The
value in the accumulator is the step size value shifted one bit
to the left with a 0 filling in the LSB. To add this value to

From this wecan seethat frequency resolution isof itself would take two more ticks fora total of four ticks. If
the NCO synthesizer is simply: we repeat the process, of adding the current accumulator

value to itself, we keep doubling the number of ticks

n Clock Frequency F. required for each iteration, and shifting left, and filling in
Resolution AC la e (2) withzeros. AfterPiterationsof thisprocedure,we will have

filled the accumulator with zeros, which is where we started.
Counting up the number of ticks used to do this gives us an

3.0 FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A upper limit to the grand repetition period. So, the number of
REPEATING PULSE TRAIN ticks in the worst-case grand repetition period is 21.

3.1 Grand Repetition Period In the worst case grand repetition period, we may
have crossed zero one or more times during these 2P ticks. As

Though it may not be immediately obvious, the we find out later, this has a direct effect on computational
output of the synthesizer is a stepped waveform that at some complexity, so let's pursue this issue a little further and find
point in time repeats. This occurs when the NCO contains the grand repetition period exactly.
exactly the same phase value as it started with. During the
time it takes for this to occur, many sinusoidal cycles may To find the grand repetition period, continue to
occur, each slightly different from the preceding cycle. The think about what happens in the accumulator for different
minimum time for the NCO accumulator value to repeat is step sizes. Consider the case of P=4, for each possible step
known as the Grand Repetition Period. size.

Table 1

Tick P P-I ... 4 3 2 1 0

Start, 0 phase 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0
Add 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Add 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 '

Add 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Add 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 2

Add 3 5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Add 3 6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
Add 3 7 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
Add 3 8 0 1 0 11 1 1 0 31 0 3 03

Note 1: After 21 ticks, the first LSB is 0.
Note 2: After 22 ticks, the first and second LSBs are 0.
Note 3: After 23 ticks, the first, second and third LSBs are 0.
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Table 2

Step Size (P=4)
Ticks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 0
3 3 6 9 12 15 2 5
4 4 8 12 0 4 8 12
5 5 10 15 9 14 3
6 6 12 2 14 4 10
7 7 14 5 3 10 1
8 8 0 8 8 0 8
9 9 11 13 15

10 10 14 2 6
11 11 1 7 13
12 12 4 12 4
13 13 7 1 11
14 14 10 6 2
15 15 13 11 9
16 0 0 0 0

Ticks to 16 8 16 4 16 8 16 2
Repeat - -

If the step size is a multiple of two, then the 3.2 Fourier Transform Of A Pulse
waveform repeats multiple times in 2P ticks. In fact for each
factor of two in the step size the wave form repeats. Now that we know the interval on which the NCO

is periodic, we can perform a classical Fourier Transform.
Thus, if we eliminate all the factors of two from the

step size, we can determine the grand repetition period To do this, let's consider each step of the output
exactly. One simpleway to find thenumber of factors of two waveform as a separate pulse. Adding all these pulses up
in the step size is to find the Greatest Common Divisor with proper phase and amplitude will create the original
between the number needed to roll the accumulator over, stepped waveform. Furthermore, let's just consider one of
and the step size. Then the grand repetition period can be those pulses at this time:
directly calculated.

As noted in Figure 2, the amplitude of the pulse is
a function of its position (n). Notice that this will make the

Min. Number Volts
of Ticks 2 (
in Grand GCD (2p,S) V. (n)

Repetition Period

g =- min. number of "ticks" in Grand Repetiton Period I

GCD = greatest common divisor _ R _ _

2 3 n n+1

Figure 2.
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analysis general-that is, it will work forany setofrepeating nares all terms of the summation, except when i= b. When
pulses. Later, we'll substitute in the sinusoidal terms of the i = b, the complex exponential cancels to 1, ej (,-,,
mapping PROM for the output voltage V.(n).

IAT,
Now for the Fourier Transform itself. f V.(t) e"' dt = C, y T, (7)

0

Assume the pulse can be made of complex sinu-
soids: Rearranging terms we get:

V(t) = C, e+-' where o), = 27T Ci AT te ' dt (8)

C1=~4fJV0 (t)ea) dt (8
1

F. For the pulse this becomes:

C, are complex coefficients Vo(n +1)T,

-i V0 n fT ej'"' dt (9)

.UT T,

Multiplying both sides by e-j'b' and integrating over a
period of V.(t): After integration, factoring out the exponential in the result,

and a little algebra, we get:

AT, V= _ -(n) 7n+l)Tr

f Vo(t) e-jb' dt = (5) Ci sinc--e e 2,, (10)
0 AT. -

f C, eiOi ab) dt

Fourier Transform Of A Pulse Train

Knowing the Fourier Transform of a single pulse
Since this is an integration of a bounded well- with a period of p allows us to use the simple concept of

behaved function, over a finite interval, we can fearlessly superposition to find out what the entire spectrum would
look like. For a series of i pulses, phased to create the

stepped output waveform:

A,-1 Vo(n) . i _, (n+--r1T,

JUT. Ci = I sinc -- e 2 •zj(1
J Vo(t) ej-wb' dt = (6) n-0 A I'

o ei fe(wi'-))t dt
0-- 0j fRearranging terms, and factoring out part of the

exponential, we get:

The integral over a full period of two sinusoidal
functions eJlwit and e-it' is always zero unless i = b.
That's the definition of orthogonal functions. This elimi- ,Ia

Ci e sinc 7r VoV(n)W,,' (12)
14 lA.=0

.2x*-j-
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Notice when stated in this form that the summation 4.0 GENERATING THE MAPPING PROM
is just the Discrete Fourier Transform of the synthesizer
output over the grand repetition period, and since gi is 4.1 Need For Symmetry
composed of factors of two only, the Radix Two Fast Fourier
Transform can be used. This makes computation of the To generate the cleanest possible output signal, the
coefficientsquickandeasy. AfterperformingaFastFourier digitized waveform should be quantized as symmetrically
Transform, the coefficients are scaled by the term in front of as possible. This includes symmetry about the time (phase)
the summation to get the Continuous Time Fourier Trans- and amplitude axes. Figure 3 shows a sinusoid, and it's
form. An exact spectrum! corresponding quantization.

3.4 Verification Notice, by selecting the quantization levels in the
middle of each time period (pulse), the amplitude error for

3.4.1 By Summation: A computer program was cre- half the pulse is in one direction, and the error in the second
ated to generate the output spectrum of the NCO based on half of the pulse is in the opposite direction.
equation 12. The program generated two primary lines, the
upper and lower sidebands, which are centered on half the Also notice that by drawing a line through the 90,
clock frequency, as expected. In order to verify the spectrum and 270 degree marks, the quantized waveform is symmet-
generated by the Fourier Transform of the NCO output was ric about these points as well. This again minimizes distor-
correct, a program that did a Fourier Summation was used. tion, and preserves the symmetry one expects of a sinusoid.
This allowed the spectrum to be converted back into a time
domain waveform, and thereby verifying that the proper co- 4.2 Quantized Sinusoid -
efficients had been calculated. Mathematical Description

One of the important features observed is that If we quantize acosine wave form, then we want to
harmonics above the NCO clock frequency are required for put one cycle of the cosine into the Mapping PROM. The
accurate reproduction of the time waveform. In order to get phase resolution of this PROM is determined by the number
a reasonably clean waveform harmonics up to 64 times the of address bits it has:
NCO clock rate were required.

3.4.2 Known Spectrum: A second test was made by PROM Phase Resolution One Cycle --21r (13)
checking what happens to the equation for C, when half the # of Points 2 A

output frequency was requested. In this case the formula
must and does simplify to that of a square wave.

In order to maintain symmetry, we need to sample
In addition, proper behavior is observed when a the cosine wave at the mid-point between two pulses. This

very low or very high frequency is requested. The lower is obtained simply by averaging the two times.
sideband amplitude approaches unity (0 dB) at low fre- Midpoint phase of point 1 + phase of point 2
quency, and the upper sideband goes to 0 (--, dB) as it between = (14)
approaches the clock frequency. Near half the clock fre- two pulses 2
quency, each sideband is 3 dB down, as it should be. m + (m + 1)

3.4.3 By Measurement: DAC clock leakage in our 2
experimental DDS prevented us from measuring the indi- m - address applied to PROM at time n
vidual spurious frequencies. However, the DAC clock Finally, examining the amplitude of the sinusoid,
leakage is too small to significantly affect the amplitudes of we notice one bit can be considered a sign bit, and the
the upper and lower sidebands. These were checked and remaindering bits are the magnitude of the amplitude. Also
were in excellent agreement with the predictions of the notice, the 0 value out of the DAC is never used.
model (hundredths of a dB), over a wide range of frequen-
cies. In addition, the measured spurious level of-65 dBc was Amplitude of PROM
consistent with theoretical predictions of -67.8 dBc cleanli-
ness.
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Putting this all together we have the mathematical
description of the contents of the Mapping PROM. 6.0 ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS

n+(n + 1) 27r) (16) 6.1 DAC Clock LeakageVo(n) =2(D1)-)cos n+(n16
122) IOne of the reasons an actual spectrum is not com-

A word of caution: the value actually used in the pared against a predicted spectrum is DAC clock leakage

PROM is a rounded integer value of Vo(n). To avoid induc- causes a severe distortion of the actual spectrum at the DAC
a output. When observed through filtering and limiting cir-

ing any extra distortions, these values should be rounded cuts Whe observed tering dli r
symmetrically. This can be achieved by rounding the abso-
lute value of V,(n), and then attaching the proper sign. We used a 25 MHz NCO with a high-speed 8-bit

5.0 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS DAC in our experimental DDS. This DAC had clock
leakage 45 dB below the output signal at the clock fre-
quency. This clock leakage signal mixed with the switched

5.1 Spectral Cleanliness current sources in the DAC, so that mixing signals appeared

at multiple points across the output spectrum. This is consis-Using simulation software based on the equations tent with the concept of the DAC acting as a switching

in this paper, we modeled various DDS configurations. tent where the DAC acting as a switching
Figures 4 and 5 graphically present the results of theseswitch control
Figuses. 4and the clock leakage (main spectral line) acting as the input.analyses.

All analyses presented here were performed with The original analysis program was modified to

the output frequency set to 1/3 of the reference clock verify this behavior. It correctly indicated where the DAC
frequency. This iswheretheworstspuriousccursbasedon spurious would occur, but was not good at estimating
empiriaevue his hene.e spectral magnitude. To accurately model the magnitude of
empirical evidence. DAC spurious, the internal layout, parasitics, and process

parameters would have to be included. Nevertheless, we
Functigurofthe 4umbshows thathe bits i enle s i. R at, t believe the basic mechanism of clock leakage mixing side-

function of the number ofphase bits in the NCO. Rather, the bands is correctly modeled because of the match between
phase bits in the NCO simply represent the resolution with prdcefeqnisanobredrquce.

which frequencies may be selected. There is a section of predicted frequencies and observed frequencies.

Figure 4 where the cleanliness actually goes up as the
number of phase bits goes down. However, this range is
extremely impractical to use, since it is characterized by the
condition P=A=D. As a result of this condition, there is
limited frequency resolution for real world values, and
output slew rates tend to be too great to implement cleanly.

The big surprise is Figure 5. It shows that the clean-
liness is a 6 dB/bit function of the number of mapping
PROM address bits A, and an 8.5 dB/bit function of the
number of DAC bits D.

Figure 5 clearly indicates there is a range of values
where having extra DAC bits results in NO performance
gain. This means that designers who push to incorporate
large mapping PROMs into NCOs may besurprised that
performance doesn't improve, if they haven't selected the
right Address-Data bitcombinations (A=8,D=-6), (A=9,D=7),
(A=10,D=7), (A= I 1,D=8),(A=12,D=9), (A= 13,D=10), etc.
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7.0 CONCLUSION lation of the DAC output by the clock is a significant

problem. This is especially so with available high-speed
A DDS based on an NCO can be spectrally clean, DDS' having clock rates of hundreds of megahertz, where

which is contrary to conventional wisdom. Furthermore, its performance is still somewhat limited.
spectrum can be calculated exactly using a conventional
radix-2 DFT, and applying a frequency dependent correc- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
tion factor. Examining the results of these calculations, one
discovers there are very specific configurations of the DDS The authors would like to thank Kathy Stanley for
architecture that will achieve maximum spectral purity with her diligent efforts in typesetting this paper and her discern-
the least circuitry. ing editorial comments. A great deal of the paper's organi-

zation is due to the efforts of Rod Kronschnabel. He prodded
Currently, much work remains to be done in the actual us to distill our unnecessarily complex ideas down to the
implementationofanNCO-basedDDS.Specifically,modu- simple, straightforward form presented here.
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FORTY-FPOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR ACHIEVING STATE-OF-THE-ART OSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE

G. K. MONTRESS and T. E. PARKER

Raytheon Research Division
131 Spring Street

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT

Recently, state-of-the-art phase noise performance has offset frequencies greater than 100 kHz, while flicker FM noise

been demonstrated for both surface acoustic wave ISAW) and levels of -83 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz carrier offset have been Achieved.

dielectric resonator (DR) stabilized oscillators [11-141. The same Analogous designs using a 1 GHz dielectric resonator tDR) have

basic feedback-loop oscillator [51 design philosophy was applied demonstrated similar phase noise performance, except now at

in each case in order to achieve these results. This paper approximately twice the operating frequency of the SAW

describes the design, fabrication, component selection, and resonator oscillators. Engineering prototype 400 MHz SAW

performance of extremely low noise SAW resonator and delay delay line stabilized oscillators with electronic frequency tuning

line oscillators, as well as an extremely low noise L-band DR ranges of ±150 kHz (±375 ppm) have demonstrated white PM

oscillator. It will be shown that a basic 50-Q modular component, phase noise floors of -170 dBc/Hz, along with flicker FM noise

feedback-loop oscillator architecture incorporating a two-port levels of -70 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz carrier offset. Finally, other

frequency stabilizing device is easy to set-up, and perhaps much aspects of an oscillator's overall performance, such as vibration

more importantly, is easy to trouble shoot when something does sensitivity, long-term stability, etc., are not discussed in detail

go wrong. since they have been adequately covered elsewhere 111J-41. Quite

often trade-offs must be made between the various performance

criteria that might otherwise be desired. These trade-offs are

I. INTRODUCTION mentioned, when appropriate, in the context of the design

examples presented.

The residual phase noise properties of an oscillator's

electronic components, for example RF amplifiers and electronic

phase shifters, are extremely important if reproducibly low II. FEEDBACK-LOOP OSCILLATOR BASICS

oscillator phase noise levels are to be achieved. For SAW

oscillators, it goes without saying that the residual flicker noise Figure 1 shows a simple block diagram for a general

of the SAW resonator or SAW delay line must also be minimized purpose SAW device stabilized feedback-loop oscillator design of

if truly state-of-the-art phase noise performance is to be the type first analyzed by Leeson [61. It should be noted that the

achieved. For DR stabilized oscillators, we have not as yet seen SAW device can, in principle, be replaced with any two-port

any evidence indicating that the DR is a significant source of La • La

residual flicker noise. A considerable portion of the following_.. W • . .....

discussions describes state-of-the-art residual noise

measurement techniques which may be used to accurately and -

reproducibly screen component residual noise properties. Z. ,-

To illustrate our design procedure, several specific La

examples are presented. First, prototype SAW resonator

voltage controlled oscillators operating at 500 MHz have Fig. 1 Circuit Diagram for a General Purpose Feedback-Loop

demonstrated white PM noise floors of -184 dBc/Hz for carrier Oscillator.

CR2818-319010000-522 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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frequency stabilizing element, for example, a dielectric The simplest SkW iscillator may contain only an

resonator, without in any way whatsoever altering the discussion amplifier, a SAW device, an output coupler, and means for

to follow. Although individual oscillators will always differ in setting the loop's ex,-ess gain level and transmission pl. e shift,

specifics of their particular implementation, they all will share e.g.. an attenuator and a short length oi coaxial cable. The

the following common features: 1) one or more loop amplifiers saturation of the loop amplifier provides the necf sarv gain

(G. a2 uo sufficient gain to overcome total feedback-loop compression. 'lore capable oscillators may contain a buffer

losses: 2) some means for gain limiting icompressioni within the amplifier, an electronic phase shifter, amplitude li~k iter. or any

feedback loop to insure stable oscil!ation (in many instances this of the other components sho.,n in Fig. 1.

gain-limiting action will actually occur in the second stage 1G2)

or high level feedbi .-k-loop amplifier: 3) provisions for both gain

and phase adjustment within the feedback loop in order to As indicated in Fig. I there is some discretion as to where

establish the proper loop conditions for oscillation to occur, the loop gain adjust attenuator is placed. For a feedback-loop

namely approximately 3 dB 12 to 4 dBi) of excess small-signal os illator with a singie loop aniplifier it .esn't really matter at

gain Inominally 3 dB of gain compression when equilibrium is all where the attenuator is positioned insofar as its basic

reached) and 2nN radians of net transmission phase shift contribution to the oscillator's white phase noise floor goes.

through the loop. where N is an integer; 4) feedback-loop signal although it may end up affecting the oscillator's overall

sampling, which may be either capacitive, resistive, etc.: and 5) a perfor-nanee in seconiLry ways. e.g.. if tie attenuator were

buffer amplifie (0G3) to isolate the feedback loop from external positioned between the output of the hiigh level loop amplifier

load variations. I'he need for an electronic phase shifter in the and the coupling circuitry. However, for a feedback-loop

feedback loop to provide frequency modulation and a low-pass oscillator with two loop amplifiers there is a distinct

filter at the output to suppress undesired harmonic signals may performance advantage to he realized if the attenuator is

or may not be necessary depending upon a specific oscillator's positioned between the output of the first stage loop amplifier

performance requirements. (G1) and the input of ,he second -. ag- loop amplifier G,)1. If the

attenuator is not positioned inter-amplifier stage the oscillator's

The basic feedback-loop oscillator circuit of Fig. 1 is phase noise floor will degrade dB for dB according to the value

particularly well suited for two-port SAW devices and is of attenmator used. This will not happen if the attenuator i

generally the most commonly used configuration for SAW introduced inter-amplifier stage. as just noted. In this case the

oscillators, both resonator and delay line based. It is also attenuator's contribution to the oscillator's phase noise floor is

particulary convenient to choose components that have been effectively reducets I"shielded") by the gain of the first loop

designed to work well in a 50-Q environment. By using amplifier stage. The net effect is to reduce the noise floor

amplifiers, power splitters or directional couplers, and other degradation factor to only about a tenth of a dB per dB

electronic components that nominally have been designed with according to the value of the attenuator used. The approximate

50-Q input and output impedances, the proper conditions for amount of noise flooi degradation may be estimated using the

oscillation can be quickly established using a vector network following equation

analyzer. By breaking the oscillator loop open at any convenient

location the open-loop gain and transrr;ssion phase of the AidB( = 10xlogl 0o(FlG1 + F2 L - I)/(FIG 1 + F2 - ")] (1)
combined oscillator components can then be readily established.

The equilibrium oscillator loop power can be determined by where F1 1=l 0 (NFl )/10CI and F2 (= 10{HNF 2 "/10}) are the

increasing the network analyzer's test signal level until gain noise fuctors for the first and second stage loop amplifiers,

compression gives 0 dB of open-loop gain. By observing the gain respectively. G1 is the gain of the first stage loop amplifier

and phase conditions at frequencies other than the desired (expressed numerically), and L is the loss of the inter-stage

oscillation frequency, the potential for spurious oscillations can attenuator (expressed numerically). Let's examine a specifit,

also be evaluated. Finally, if a CW RF test signal is applied to example, as follows: F1 = F2 = 3.16 o.e.. NF 1 - NF 2 = 5 dB),

the input port o. the opened-loop at the power level L = 3.16 (i.e., a 5 dB attenuator), and G1 = 25.12 (i.e.. the

corresponding to 0 dB of open-loop gain, then the oscillator's small-signal gain of the first stage loop amplifier is 14 dB). If

ouput power level may be verified. Clearly. other measurements the attenuator in positioned inter-stage then the oscillator's

may be performed to establish the oscillator's approximate %viiite phase noise floor degradation will only be about 0.35 dB.

electronic tuning sensitivity (in the case of a VCO). power supply whereas if the attenuator is placed anywhere else -,;thin the

pushing sensitivity, load pulling sensitivity. etc. feedback loop the oscillator's white phase noise floor wil! be
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degraded by the full 5 dB value of the attenuator. This the "prime" symbol is intended to denote a residual rather than

represents a significant noise floor improvement with, .t oscillator single sideband noise spectrum.

incurring any performance penalty whatsoever. Clearly, it would

be foolhardy to place the attenuator anywhere except inter-stage A similar, although somewhat simpler approximate

when two amplifiers are required in the feedback loop! expression may be used to estimate a SAW delay line oscillator's

phase noise spectrum for carrier offset frequencies greater than
1 Hz. namely

Perhaps the greatest advantage which accrues from using

the feedback-loop oscillator architecture is the ability to readily S23fmI = liaD + mE){12nT )2f3 1m

isolate problem components, including the ability to pre-screen m g 4

critical loop components such as the amplifier, SAW device, and + 2(2GFkT/Po)i,(2 gf2 f 2

electronic phase shifter for their residual phase noise levels 0 g m

before the oscillator is even assembled. This ability is

particulary useful since these rather basic measurements may be +

used directly to predict the oscillator's full phase noise spectrum. where G, F. k, T, P. F. f ,and are as previously defined,

As has been shown previously, for most SAW resonator 0 o m
t is now the SAW delay line's group delay in seconds, and •

oscillators, the following approximate expression may be used to gis the flicker noise constant for the SAW delay line. The
estimate the oscillator's expected phase noise performance for

amplifier's flicker constant in this case is again evaluated using
Equation 3(b). while the SAW delay line's flicker constant is

S Ifm- [aF F4 /f 321 + [aE/{i2ng)2f3 H (2) calculated in a similar manner, i.e., using

*m Itom 9gm

+[(2QLFo)/f2l = 2fX[10{d '(f m )/10;1 15)

+2(2l-g)2 f 21 where d'(fm) now represents the result of a single sideband

S(2GFkT/P 2' residual flicker noise measurement on the SAW delay line0

device. On occasion, instead of the symbols aE and aD, the
+ =Efm + )2GFkT)/Po symbols aE and aD have been used to denote the amplifier's and

delay line's flicker constants, respectively. This was done in

where G is the compressed power gain of the loop amplifier, F is
order to indicate that they are calculated in a different manner

the noise factor of the loop amplifieris), k is Boltzmann's
from their respective component's measured residual flickerconstant. T is the temperato~re in 0K, P0 is the carrier power nie hncmae otefikrcntn o A

0 noise, when compared to the flicker constant for a SAW
level (in watts) at the output of the loop amplifier, F is the

0resonator device as defined in Equation 42). As a direct

carrier frequency in Hz, fm is the carrier offset frequency in Hz, and the units of radians 2

't is the SAW resonator's group delay in seconds. (~o cosqec hav ,whil 2z. a"g QL = Fotg) the units of radians /Hz . Finally, the magnitude of is
is the loaded Q of the SAW resonator in the feedback loop, and

markedly different from the magnitudes of either aE or ob. A
oR and 'E are the flicker noise constants for the SAW resonator typical value for mR might be 2x10"4 0 , while typical values for

and loop amplifier, respectively. The flicker noise constants may 15

be evaluated from residual noise measurements using the aE and oD might range anywhere from 2x101 to 2x10 1 3 .
depending upon the particular amplifier or delay line under

following expressions consideration.

aR= [l/(2QLFo) 2 l12fmxl1{ (ef )/10o] 3(a) Since state-of-the-art phase noise performance is the

central theme of this paper. Section III which follows briefly

and describes the typical SAW resonator and delay line designs

which we routinely use.

.E = 2fxm[10 d'f m )110}1 3(b)

where QL' F0, and fm are as previously defined and d'(f )is III. SAW DEVICE DESIGN

taken to represent a measurement of either the resonator's or

amplifier's single sideband residual flicker PM noise. Note that All of our recent SAW oscillator work is based upon the
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"all quartz package" (AQP) which has been described ,.eviously 21 1as A S21 - 2

REF 0 6 40REF 0.0[81-1101. AQP SAW resonator or delay line devices are packaged R 5. dA F 0. a
in a similar manner. Typically, our SAW resonator devices are - 6.44a dB 1 -I2.4 3

designed as shown in Fig. 2. The active acoustic aperture ranges C - -- - I __ -

from 150 to 300 X, where X denotes an acoustic wavelength at MARKER 1
A99. 3937 5 1z

the device's nominal resonant frequency. An important feature _

common to all of our SAW resonator designs is the rather large . -

free surface region between the two transducers, typically 200 X.

This results in an effective cavity length 111] of approximately

365 X. As a consequency of this large cavity length the

resonator will support three distinct cavity modes. This is - - --

illustrated in Fig. 3 for a 500 MHz two-port SAW resonator

device design with an active acoustic aperture of 300 X. The 1-F
three cavity mode resonances are clearly evident, but note that

the transmission phase shifts of the two outer resonances are

offset by 1800 with respect to the transmission phase shift of

the central resonance peak. For most filter applications the CENTER a.499881250 GHz
SPAN 0.002500000 3-ez

existence of these satellite resonances would be totally Fig. 3 Insertion Gain and Transmission Phase Responses for

unacceptable, but in an oscillator application the phase reversals
a 500 MHz SAW Resonator Device.

exhibited by the satellite peaks totally eliminate them from

consideration if the feedback-loop's transmission phase shift has

been properly set-up for oscillator operation on the central 12GROUPSAOFFNGERS

resonance peak. The large cavity length reduces the fraction of

the effective cavity length covered by metal to only about 7

percent, and in most instances eliminates the need to apodize 5 X I

the transducers 1121, even for the relatively wide apertures (150 7

to 300 X) used in our designs. Another advantage of a large

cavity size (both length and width) is that it increases the -35o4

power-handling capability of the resonator [131. SAW resonator i

devices incorporating this basic design have typically exhibited 4 -4--

to 19 dB of insertion loss, depending upon the operating EACH GROUE

frequency, number of fingers in each transducer, and the actual

acoustic aperture used. -50

Fig. 4 Typical SAW Delay Line Design.

must also provide a frequency filtering function to limit the

amplitude response of the delay line to a relatively narrow

... ,frequency range. Generally, the value of group delay selected
will represent a compromise since most SAW delay line

oscillators are intended to operate as frequency agile (voltage
MO ROVE 00 GOOES tunable) sources. The long "thinned" transducer on the left in

49-61 R.I.g. 49-6-1 F1.rs Fig. 4 serves this purpose of frequency filtering, while the

Fig. 2 Typical SAW Resonator Design. center-to-center distance between the two transducers

determines the group delay, x . To ensure that only oneg
The key features of the transducers for a SAW delay line frequency can satisfy the oscillation conditions at any given

desigwAd for an oscillator application are shown in Fig. 4. For time, the combined length of the two transducers should be no

good frequency stability the delay line should have as large a less than approximately 90 percent of the center-to-center

delay time (group delay) as possible. However, the delay line distance between the two transducers. It has been found
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generally desirable to limit the total number of fingers in each that d represents the algebraic sum of all the potential

transducer to about 120. thus the long transducer is usually flicker phase noise contributions in the feedback loop due to the

thinned into a ladder type structure (141, as illustrated in Fig. 4. loop amplifier(s), SAW device, electronic phase shifter. etc.

This results in a device with only about 5 to 6 percent of the Therefore, if a given level for the oscillator's flicker FM noise

active acoustic area covered with aluminum in the transducers. level 1l/f 3 ) is desired. Equation 46) may be used to set an upper

Additional fingers can be used to achieve lower insertion loss, limit on the acceptable residual flicker PM noise for each

but this increases the undesirable influence of the metalization component in the loop which is found to significantly contribute

on turn-over temperature, triple transit reflections, and to the oscillator loop's residual flicker phase noise level. We

frequency accuracy. If desired, electrically inactive fingers Iso have found in our own work that for SAW resonator and delay

called "dummy" electrodes) may be used in order to reduce line oscillators such as those described in Section V that it is

ripple in the insertion loss and transmission phase responses. often quite difficult, if not impossible, to actually uniquely

This might be done, for example, in order to achieve a smoother identify the particular component which is dominating the

frequency versus tuning voltage transfer characteristic, as well oscillator's flicker FM noise level. In reality, one or more

as to achieve a smoother frequency versus temperature components (typically the limiting loop amplifier and the SAW

characteristic for the oscillator design. devicel may both be contributing on a more or less equal basis.

Aduitional factors influencing SAW resonator and delay The basic residual phase noise measurement set-up is

line designs for oscillator applications are discussed in Ref. [51. shown in Fig. 5. The choice of a test source depends upon a

number of factors. Generally, a frequency synthesizer based test

source configuration is most useful when evaluating the residual

IV. COMPONENT RESIDUAL NOISE MEASUREMENTS flicker phase noise level of a SAW resonator or delay line device.

since it may readily be adjusted in frequency in order to test a

Residual phase noise measurements have been used for wide variety of relatively narrow bandwidth devices. We have

some time to characterize devices in the transmission 1151-1181, previously shown [201 that a state-of-the-art, extremely low noise

as well as reflection [191 modes. The realization of extremely low (both PM and AM) SAW resonator oscillator is quite useful

phase noise VHF. UHF and microwave oscillators is critically when evaluating the residual phase noise properties of

dependent upon the use of components, e.g., amplifiers, SAW components which may exhibit appreciable AM-to-PM

devices, electronic phase shifters, etc., which possess verifiably conversion sensitivities. e.g., amplifiers, electronic phase

low residual phase noise levels. The utility of residual phase shifters. etc. Figure 6 shows the measured residual flicker phase
noise level for a 600 MHz SAW resonator device with an active

noise measurements is due to the fact that there is a one-to-one

relationship between an oscillator's closed-loop (oscillator) flicker acoustic aperture of 300 X and an effective cavity length of

FM noise (W/O) and open-loop iresidual) flicker PM noise (1/f) approximately 365 g, with "r - 2.5 psec. The solid line ml/fmmel slopel shown in Fig. 6 represents the limiting residual phase
levels 141. namely

noise system sensitivity floor for measurements on SAW

ifof m) + 10xlogl0{ 12n))22 (6) resonator devices in this frequency range (typical insertion koss
of o ) + 9 )6) less than 7 to 9 dB). A Hewlett-Packard 8662A frequency

+ 10xlogl 0 {1/fm}
2

where ) is the oscillator's single sideband flicker FM

noise spectrum expressed in dBc/Hz, dR(fm) is the residual L H L - ;. -
flicker PM noise spectrum for the oscillator when measured

looking through the feedback loop (same test configuration as . . U706?' ]

described previously for oscillator set-up) expressed in dBc/Hz,. ... 0 _
f is the carrier offset frequency in Hz, and 'g is the SAW

device's group delay, in seconds, when the oscillator loop is - ''"'

closed. For a SAW resonator its group delay may also be found

using the relationship Tg = QL/rF'o'), where F is the Fig. 5 Residual Phase Noise Measurement Set-up at 500

oscillator's carrier frequency in Hz. It is important to realize MHz.
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SzeP__ _ _ 9 .__ 0 delay line devices they are limited to carrier offset frequencies

- __ _less than approximately 1 kHz. since de-correlation of the test

source's phase noise will occur due to the rather substantial

unmatched delay introduced in one test leg by the device under

-140 test.

It is interesting to note that while the SAW resonator

device whose residual flicker FM noise was shown in Fig. 6
- received a burn-in using a high power incident RF signal level

1211, the delay line device illustrated in Fig. 7 was not burned-in.

1 0 'In general, we have found that the high power RF burn-in

technique may be used to lower the flicker phase noise levels if

Fig. 6 Measured Residual Flicker Phase Noise Level for a both SAW resonator as well as SAW delay line devices.

Typical 500 MHz AQP SAW Resonator Device After a However, many of our devices, both resonators and delay lines.

High Power RF Burn-in. are sufficiently close to the limiting system sensitivity noise

floor even prior to burn-in that we are really unable to tell

synthesizer was used as the test source for the measurement. directly whether the burn-in has actually accomplished its

Figure 7 illustrates a typical residual flicker phase noise level objective or not. let alone to what extent the burn-in may have

measured on a 675 MHz SAW delay line device (C - 0.45 psec), improved the device's flicker PM noise level. In these

The solid line (1/fm slopel shown in Fig. 7 represents the limiting circumstances, the only way to really tell whether the high

residual flicker phase noise system sensitivity floor for power RF burn-in has effected a decrease in a device's flicker

measurements on SAW delay line devices in this frequency noise level is to evaluate the device's performance in a "test

range (typical insertion loss less than 20 to 22 dB). Once again a bed" oscillator circuit of demonstrated low residual fl -r noise.

Hewlett-Packard 8662A Frequency Synthesizer was used as the Clearly. this approach will ultimately be limited by t,.e residual

test source for the measurements. It should be noted that the flicker noise level of the "test bed" oscillator circuit itself!

measured flicker noise level for both cases just illustrated are

each within 3 dB of the limiting system sensitivity noise floor. If a suitably low noise test sou.ce is used. then the basic

and therefore the actual residual flicker phase noise levels for residual phase noise test set-:1, shown in Fig. 5 is capable of

the SAW devices are substantially tat least 3 dB) lower than the evaluating the residual phase noise properties of electronic

measurements would otherwise suggest. Generally. residual components, e.g.. amplifiers and electronic phase shifters, for

flicker noise measurements on SAW resonators are limited to carrier offset from 1 Hz to 40 MHz with unprecedented

carrier offset frequencies less than about 100 Hz, while for SAW sensitivity and reproducibility 1201. Figure 8 illustrates the

measurement technique for three similar amplifier designs from

, .• three different vendors. The specific amplifiers are: 1) Cougar

B ~ le
I_ _ CoW AC-S09I .2 2 W-J PA3-1

-4,: 
-15 3 . .

-178.
-190 .. .... ... 211

I J (f ) Ed S .c 1- z. v f [H . 3 IK

is 113o IS, to. Ie• ca. I
I E, {' Edle- HZ I fs C.. 48MP

Fig. 7 Measured Residual Flicker Phase Noise Level for a...
Typical 675 MHz AQP SAW Delay Line Device Fig, 8 Residual Phase Noise Measured for Three Similar
Without a High Power RF Burn-in. Amplifiers Using SAWRO Test Source.
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AC-509, 2) Watkins-Johnson PA3-1, and 31 Avantek UTO-509. Tale I

For all three amplifiers the test conditions were identical, Sufimfar of Typt RF Amplifier Charect•ssics t T = 25-C

namely an incident RF test power level of +12.0 dBm at the 50-, V I ,1 k.

amplifier's input. These three amplifiers are all remarkably -- M

similar in their nominal electrical performance parameters, N..- 1 ,,04 e, 01 M, .zm,", 4.2 ,.I .- 0.IV I- --,".d.,•,'

which are summarized in Table 1. along with the results of our

own electrical measurements on the devices which were tested. t. ( W , )I .,5V 1

The UTO-509's residual phase noise performance shown in Fig. C.,WAM

8 is typical of that observed on more than one hundred devices. Yw. ,33.0 5.0 O .224 O K&

while the specific PA3-1 and AC-509 data shown in Fig. 8 was , . .

essentially identical for samples of three and four devices.

respectively. It is interesting to note that both the PA3-1 and

the AC-509 have consistently higher levels of residual flicker Recently. we have found that testing two amplifiers at a
noise, when compared to the UTO-509. Also, all four AC-509s time lone in each test leg shown in Fig. 5) improves the situation

which were tested exhibited an anomalous residual phase noise dramatically for DUTs with large AM-to-PM conversion factors.

"bump" near 6 kHz carrier offset frequency. Finally, the higher This is because the resulting PM in each test leg due to the test

residual white phase noise floor measured for the PA3-I is source's AM noise will be correlated and therefore largely cancel,

consistent with the fact that its noise figure was found to be in a manner similar to the measurement configuration's

approximately 2 dB higher than that of the UTO-509. However. suppression of the test source's PM noise. One disadvantage of
the comparativeiy high white phase noise floor for the AC-509 this approach is that three DUTs would have to be tested 01 vs.

cannot be explained in a similar manner. Separate residual #2. #1 vs. #3. and #2 vs. #3) in order to uniquely extract

phase noise measurements were performed on each amplifier information about each individual amplifier's residual phase

using a frequency synthesizer (Hewlett-Packard 8662A) based noise properties.

test source, primarily for its quantitatively higher AM noise

level, thereby confirming that the AC-509 does indeed have a It is perhaps interesting to note that neither an amplifier's

considutuoly higher AM-to-PM conversion (actor than either of residual flicker noise level, nor the possible presence of "bumps"
the other amplifiers. These results are shown in Fig. 9. It is in its residual phase noise spectrum, are predictable based upon

evident that even with the extremely low noise SAW resonator any other electrical characteristic that we are aware of. including
oscillator based test source configuration. it simply isn't possible a small-signal noise figure measurement. Furthermore, as has

to accurately measure this particular amplifier's (the AC-509) been shown, even very similar amplifier designs from different

residual white phase noise floor properties, at least when only a vendors can differ markedly in their residual phase noise

single device is tested at one time. characteristics, even though their other nominal electrical

parameters are nearly identical. It has been our experience that

every single amplifier must be "screened" before use in an

oscillator design where truly state-of-the-art phase noise
12 1- C- AC-f9 - performance is desired. Otherwise, you will constantly be

-140 3 A W04011 - -• attempting to diagnose which component (or components if
--- 5-, Murphy's Law is found to prevail!) is the culprit when a

.. .._ - particular oscillator's phase noise spectrum simply doesn't meet

-16- - -- its intended specification.

The basic residual phase noise measurement technique

. _ may also be applied to other linear electronic components as
Ie .... I , I well, e.g., an electronic phase shifter. Since an electronic phase

, (fi) (dBfl.3 • .H 40" shifter is quite often used in the feedback loop of a voltage

controlled oscillator, its residual phase noise performance is very
Fig. 9 Residual Pha.. Noise Measured for Three Similar important. Figure 10 shows the circuit schematic for a low

Amplifiers Using Synthesizer Test Source. noise, electronic phase shifter with an extremely linear
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transmission phase shift versus tuning voltage characteristic, resonator, a SAW delay line, and an RF amplifier, respectively,

This basic phase shifter design has been used with considerable are due to the varying loss or gain exhibited by these devices.

success in a number of low noise, 500 MHz SAWROs [11-13]. While an amplifier such as the UTO-509 may be tested as shown

Figure 11 shows a typical residual phase noise measurement on explicitly in Fig. 5, one (for a SAW resonator) or more ifor a

an electronic phase shifter. The test was performed with an RF SAW delay line) RF amplifiers must be used when testing

power level of +23.5 dBm incident on the device. This is almost devices with significant insertion losses (greater than 2 or 3 dB)

10 dB higher than the actual RF power level which the phase in order to achieve the best limiting system sensitivity noise

shifter sees in the oscillator circuits it has been used in. Once floor for the measurement. Thus the amplifiers which must be

again, the measured residual phase noise level is within 3 dB of used to test the residual flicker noise levels of SAW resonators

the limiting system sensitivity noise floor for the measurement, and delay lines are part of the "basic" residual phase noise

as denoted by the solid line il/fm slope) in Fig. 11. Since this set-up, and their own flicker noise levels are therefore part of the

result is so close to the measurement system's flicker phase limiting system sensitivity flicker noise level.

noise floor, we can only infer that the electronic phase shifter's 1

Hz intercept for its residual flicker phase noise is approximately

-150 dBc/Hz. or possibly even lower. While there are some obvious limitations upon ones ability

to accurately test devices for their residual flicker noise levels

v PSN-89-1237A when these levels are less than about -145 dBc/Hz. the residual

noise measurement technique just described is still extremely

useful as a means of "weeding out" components which are

clearly too noisy for the intended application. Finally, as even

lower residual noise phase detectors Imixers). RF amplifiers and

video (baseband) low noise amplifiers ILNAs) are developed our
ability to characterize component residual noise properties will

I Rcorrespondingly improve. We are slowly approaching the point

IN - -- -" OUT where a significant improvement in our limiting residual phase

)CJ(V)noise system floors will be necessary in order to successfully
cL1 pursue a further order of magnitude reduction (to -60 to -65

dBc/Hz at 1 Hz carrier offset for a 500 MHz SAW resonator

based oscillator and to -50 dBc/Hz to -55 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz carrier

offset for a 400 MHz SAW delay line IT g = 1.55 usec) based

oscillatorl in a SAW oscillator's flicker FM nc'se level.

-110

-128 V. OSCILLATOR DESIGN EXAMPLES

-130

-148 A. Introduction

-160 nk IWhile many factors enter into the design of an oscillator in

response to a desired set of performance parameters. we have
-l. ' .....~2 __-_- -- " generally found that the specified phase noise spectrum is given

- 7 .1 considerable weight when evaluating whether a particular design
to too 1K IeI( 00K I M ISM is truly capable of addressing a specific oscillator requirement.

I f. (f) EdBc/Hz3 vs f8HzJ 49".1.1 Other performance parameters, e.g., vibration sensitivity.
Fig. I I Residual Phase Noise Measured on a Typical Electronic hermonforanc purametes. g., vibrationlsensharmonic and spurious output signal levels, load pulling

Phase Shifter.
sensitivity, dc power supply pushing sensitivity, etc.. may take a

back seat in comparison to phase noise although an increased

It is perhaps worth commenting here that the limiting emphasis is now evident for low phase noise oscillators with

measurement system sensitivity noise floors shown in Figs. 6, 7, minimal vibration sensitivities f- 1x10 10 /g per axis) for airborne

and 8, for residual phase noise measurements on a SAW and missile operating environments. Reference 171 presents
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detailed discussions of the various factors which may enter into More recently. we have realized noticeable I> 3 dB)

the design of an oscillator in response to a particular set of improvements in both the close-to-carrier flicker FM phase noise

requirements. In the examples which follow, the oscillators' level, as well as the white PM noise level far-from-the-carrier, for

phase noise spectra were considered of paramount importance, laboratory prototype 500 MHz SAW resonator oscillators. This

and every attempt was made to achieve the best overall phase has been achieved by incorporating a new dual aperture SAW

noise performance in each case, resonator design, as shown schematically in Fig. 14, as well as

by using an even higher power. yet still suitably low residual

flicker noise TO-8 RF amplifier, namely the UTO-1023
B. Lott Phase Noise SAW Resonator VCOs (Avantek). The result of these enhancements is shown in Fig. 15

for a laboratory prototype oscillator. The small "dip' 14 or 5 dB)
We have previously described our efforts to develop in measured phase noise near 750 kHz carrier offset is

extremely low phase noise SAW resonator VCOs 111-13). based attributable to noise degeneration in the loop due to the two

upon the feedback-loop oscillator architecture illustrated in Fig. satellite SAW device tesonances, since the net transmission

12. Typically, for more than twenty engineering prototype phase shift through the loop is almost exactly 180* at this

oscillators, their phase noise performance was as illustrated in carrier offset frequency! This is the only observable consequence
Fig. 13. A white phase noise floor of approximately -177 dBc/Hz of our basic multi-cavity mode SAW resonator design described
for carrier offset frequencies greater than 100 kHz. and a flicker earlier. It should be noted that even for two SAW resonators
FM noise level of -75 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz carrier offset were fabricated at the same time in reasonably close proximity on a
routinely achieved. While this is noL quite as low as described inRef.Ii] soe coproise wee neessry n orer hatthe single quartz substrate, they will quite often not have identical

resonant frequencies. This is illustrated by the frequency
oscillators could be manufactured in production with acceptable

yields. The various electronic components used in the oscillator respons chat erisi shownen Fig. of t isiredesin wre dscrbedin Rf. 3].apparent that the overall frequency response of the composite
design were described in Ref. 13).

S~Pf!N el 4e5v-.-------------------'e

- -- I---I(II
Fig. 12 Circuit Diagram for a SAW Resonator Based UHF

Voltage Controlled Oscillator. Fig. 14 Dual Aperture SAW Resonator Design.

CRRRICR FREO-5.00E+Oe9H, -4 [hp9

-622 -Se ___-?__ _ __-58 _-

-g79

-9- -- -- 
-as -- _"

- 90

-120

-1322 -138

-152 _1_1_

-160 -IS__-1722 - • -I___ ___

- . .. .. -1. - ' 9I Ito lee liraS I.n IBM
100 4 12 I ow 21 1021 I L (f) [dBe.H.o vs f(HX] 481M

10 £(f) [dBcýHzl -4 fCHz 4091

Fig. 13 Typical Phase Noise Spectrum Measured for One 500 Fig. 15 Phase Noise Spectrum for a Laboratory Prototype 500

MHz SAW Resonator VCO. MHz SAW Resonator VCO.
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rirF t,, 5l St 1 0 devices which we have described previously [1H31. except that!•EEF -5.5 1O REF 0. 0

S 1.0 de/ .30.0 Pa./ PW ,3 the unloaded Qs for the dual aperture devices were substantially
V -5.73~27 .8,,65.25
;V--51f 3 iti- ý1 JA44 n /'• better than those measured on single wide aperture resonators-

c 7 1 This is attributable to the significant reduction in finger

01. E MH! resistance (and thereby ohmic losses) for the dual aperture

device design.

While the phase noise spectrum shown in Fig. 14

represents the current state-of-the-art for a 500 MHz SAW

resonator oscillator. by no means does it represent a limit to

___ _ _what may ultimately be achieved with further improvements in

both SAW resonator design and fabrication techniques, as well

,2 as anticipated improvements in RF amplifier residual phase

noise levels.

CENTER 0.40157550• [,tz
LPAN 0.000000000.J 141tZ

(a) C. Loup Noise SAW Delay Line VCOs

I21 Ioq MAr, L21
FEF -4.0 do REF 0.0 o While SAW delay line oscillators have generally been
1 1.0 dB/ A 45.0 P/
V -4. 7;r4 do8 1 77.32 ° considered too noisy for most low noise applications, we have

I , recently found that AQP SAW delay line devices can possess
C T ER 1 T i flicker phase noise levels which are substantially better than

- 01. 3 - izt __z previously expected. This was indicated in Fig. 7 for a 675 M Hz

H AQP SAW delay line device. In general, some of this
improvement undoubtedly results from the fact that a high

"power RF burn-in has also been found to be effective in reducing

/ \ -the flicker phase noise of SAW delay line devices. However, as

_ _noted the delay line devices whose residual flicker noise levels

were shown in Fig. 7 did not receive a high power burned-in.

Careful AQP design for SAW delay line devices helps to

--. - minimize reflected signals, while the recessed transducer

S-_2 metallization (and "dummy" electrodes if necessary) will help to

eliminate spurious triple transit reflections. It has been shown

CENTER 0. 401569850) Blz that these spurious signal may contribute to a device's measured
SPAN 0. 000100,100 bHz flicker phase noise level [221. It goes without saying that the

(b) transducer metallization process (Cu-doped aluminum in all of

Fig. 1,3 Insertion Gain and Transmission Phase FPuts fur a our SAW resonator and delay line devices, deposited using

Dual Channel SAW Resonator Device. (a) Before standard E-beam evaporation techniques) should obviously be

Laser-Trimming. (b) After Laser-Trimming. well controlled and reproducible, since we have seen isolated

dual channel device is substantially degraded due to this instances where a device's flicker noise has been significantly

splitting of the individual device resonant frequencies. As degraded due to improper film deposition conditions.

described previously, laser-trimming of the individual resonant

frequencies was used in order to eliminate this problem 1101. Figure 17 shows the basic circuit schematic for an

The resulting improvement in the device's frequency response is engineering prototype 400 MHz SAW delay line oscillator. The

shown in Fig. 16(b), after laser-trimming. Each resonator device SAW device's group delay was approximately 1.55 tisec. All

had an active acoustic aperture of 150 X, thus the dual resonator three RF amplifiers were Avantek UTO-509s. This particular

device was essentially equivalent to the single 300 X resonator oscillator has a usable tuning range of ±150 kHz (sufficient to
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maintain phase lock to a stable reference signal over More recently, a laboratory prototype 675 MHz SAW

temperature as well as all other environmentally induced VCO was evaluated based upon devices similar to those whose

frequency changes), yet it still has a white phase noise floor of residual flicker noise was shown in Fig. 7. The same basic

approximately -170 dBc/Hz and a flicker FM noise level of -70 circuit design as shown in Fig. 17 was once again used, but now

dBc/Hz at 10 Hz carrier offset, as illustrated by the measured the three amplifiers were each UTO-1005s. This particular

phase noise spectrum shown in Fig. 18. The broad "dip" in the amplifier is essentially "identical" to the UTO-509, except that

oscillator's phase noise floor which is evident near 350 kHz reactive broadbanding has been used to achieve comparable

t'arrier offset is due to noise degeneration in the feedback loop at electrical performance to 1 GHz, rather than to the 500 MHz

frequencies ±11(2- ) (- +325 kHz) where the net transmission upper limit of the UTO-509. The measured phase noise

phase through the feedback loop is 1800 and the SAW delay line spectrum for one such oscillator is shown in Fig. 19. Since the

device's insertion loss is not too large. In general, the smaller group delay of this device is only 0.45 uisec, an oscillator properly

group delay and higher insertion loss of a SAW delay line in configured with this delay line device would be capable of

comparison to a SAW resonator will preclude delay line based electronic frequency tuning over a ±550 kHz range, with

oscillators from achieving phase noise levels comparable to those negligible degradation in its phase noise spectrum. In spite of

demonstrated by SAW resonator oscillators, but in many this extremely wide tuning range potential, the oscillator still

applications. e.g,, very wideband VCOs, the considerably larger possesses a white phase noise floor of approximately -167

tuning range of a SAW delay line oscillator is quite important. dBc/Hz, and a flicker FM noise level of -60 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz

The phase noise performance shown in Fig. 18 serves to carrier offset. The broad "dip" in the oscillator's phase noise

illustrate that good phase noise performance may still be floor near 1 MHz carrier offset is once again attributable to noise

achieved even for a relatively wideband SAW delay line degeneration in the feedback loop for frequencies ±11(2T ) 1- 1.1

oscillator. MHz) removed from the carrier, where the net loop transmission

phase shift is 1800. The approximately 10 dB degradation in

__j " flicker FM noise level for this delay line oscillator, in comparison

/ j fl •to the result for the 400 MHz SAW delay line oscillator's flicker

T -f FM noise level shown in Fig. 16, is due almost entirely to the

Srdifference in group delay between the two devices (i.e..

10xlog10 {1.55/0.452 -= 10.7 dB) t51. The difference in white

, . phase noise floor levels between the two delay line oscillators is

-' .primarily due to the somewhat :.iferior noise figure of the

---- ir•-- ---i UTO-1005 in this frequency range in comparison to the

UTO-509, as well as to the fact that the output power at 3 dB of

Fig. 17 Circuit Diagram for a SAW Delay Line Based UHF gain compression for the UTO-1005 is also somewhat reduced

VCO. compared to that for the UTO-509.

CARRIER FREO-6.;758E.e89H, I.P)

-14 -139

-166

IS IRA IX IRK l09K II l IA 0 l leA IK IA" IARA< A• IRA

I • (fIr Ed.cH. vs f(Hz] 4911M Z( ) (dB-c/H z 1, ¢(.zl

Fig. 18 Measured Phase Noise Spectrum for One Engineering Fig. 19 Measured Phase Noise Spectrum for One Laboratory

Prototype 400 MHz SAW Delay Line VCO. Prototype 675 MHz SAW Delay Line VCO.
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In either case. it is evident that careful SAW device -, I .. £ f.-9.,"6E60 ..

design, as well as close attention to processing parameters, -20

along with close monitoring of electronic component residual - --

phase noise levels can result in SAW delay line VCOs with -_ _ _ __ _

extremely wide tuning ranges, while simultaneously maintaining _____ .

very low phase noise levels. - lee
-115 -- __,_

-136
-140

-15a-I SC ___

D. An L-band Dielectric Resonator Oscillator . __

While an L-band dielectric resonator oscillator may be IC) t.-.,3 f 4 W

quite large land heavy to boot), if properly designed it is capable Fig. 21 Measured Phase Noise Spectrum for One L-band 1982
of phase noise performance which cannot be equaled using any MHz) Dielectric Resonator Oscillator,

other currently practical oscillator technology. However, it has

also been noted that the vibration sensitivity likely to be
E. Summary

achievable with dielectric resonator oscillators will be inferior to

that readily achievable with SAW devices Jlx 109/g per axis) 14).
If phase noise is the primary motivating performance I side rtfigta h ai edaklorequirsementithen as delecricarresonivatoisg wrorty ooscillator design, which was first analyzed by Leeson. may berequirement. then a dielectric resonator is worthy of

consideration. Figure 20 shows the very basic feedback-loop successfully applied under such a wide variety of circumstances,

oscillator design which we have implemented with a including the potential use of many different classes of

conventional two-port, transmission mode dielectric resonator frequency stabilizing element with equally satisfactory results.

cavity design. The resulting phase noise spectrum for the 982 In fact, it is perhaps appropriate to conciude with the

MHz dielectric resonator oscillator is shown in Fig. 21. Note observation that when properly designed and implemented, the

that it is superior (by anywhere from 3 to 6 dB) to the SAW feedback-loop oscillator configuration is well suited to the

resonator result shown in Fig. 15. after that result has been realization of truly state-of-the-art oscillator performance. Based

referenced to L-band 1- 6 dB phase noise degradation). It is upon our own experience, this statement applies not only to the

worth noting, in view of our earlier comment about the relatively exceptionally low phase noise levels which have been achieved,

high vibration sensitivities reported for DR oscillators, that the but also to any of the other measures of an oscillator's

noticeable perturbations to the DRO's phase noise spectrum in performance which might be applied, as we have previously

the 10 Hz to 40 Hz offset range are likely due to mechanical demonstrated 11]-131.

vibrations coupling into the dielectric resonator oscillator

assembly, in spite of reasonable efforts to eliminate the problem

by vibration isolating the oscillator with foam, as well as other V. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
materials. The basic design approach and component evaluation

techniques previously described were applied here to the We have shown, using several diverse design examples.

dielectric resonator oscillator as well.thttebscfebc-opsilarcnigainiswldielctri reonatr ocilltoras wll.that the basic feedback-loop oscillator configuration is well
Brass 

gCavity PWakins-Johnson suited to high performance oscillator design in the VHF. UHF
AlAl 9--1 and microwave frequency ranges, based upon the incorporation

mplA e •of a two-port frequency stabilizing element. State-of-the-art
ANZAC performance was realized for SAW resonator and delay line

tr based oscillators, as well as for a very simple L-band dielectric

resonator oscillator design.

50 ohm Microtrip on Durold output The design and evaluation techniques just discussed have
58 (e-2.2)

Dielectric Resonator proven to be invaluable in selecting the proper types of
Trans-Tech 8515 components for obtaining truly low noise oscillator performance.

Fig. 20 Circuit Diagram for a Basic Dielectric Resonator As shown in Fig. 8 not all amplifiers are created equal. at least

Stabilized Feedback-loop Oscillator. with regard to their residual phase noise levels. Residual phase
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noise measurements are also very valuable in screening out (41 M. J. Loboda, T. E. Parker, and G. K. Montress,

obviously defective components that would otherwise contribute "Frequency Stability of L-Band, Two-Port Dielectric

unacceptably high levels of residual phase noise. The proper Resonator Oscillators". IEEE Transactions on

evaluation of amplifier characteristics has allowed us to predict Microwave Theory and Techniques. Vol. MTT-35. No. 12,

an oscillator's white phase noise floor to within about ±1 to pp. 1334-1339, December 1987.

t2 dB. However, the ability to predict flicker FM noise levels on

individual oscillators (based upor. component residual noise 151 T. E. Parker and G. K. Montress, "Precision Surface

measurements) has been somewhat limited due to the fact that Acoustic Wave (SAWt Oscillators'. IEEE Transactions

in many cases the residual flicker PM noise levels of the on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control,

components are at or below measurable levels. Experience with Vol. UFFC-35, No. 3, pp. 342-364, May 1988.

more than thirty fully characterized PC board oscillators (SAW

resonator. SAW delay line and dielectric resonator based) has 161 D. B. Leeson, 'A Simple Model of Feedback Oscillator

given us considerable confidence in the feedback-loop oscillator Noise Spectrum," Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 54, No.

based design procedures which we've described. 2, pp. 329-330, February 1966.

However, there are always exceptions, indicating that 171 T. E. Parker, "Characteristics and Sources of Phase Noise

there is still more to be learned. A small fraction of some in Stable Oscillators," in Proceedings of the 41st Annual

recently fabricated L-band hybrid circuit SAW resonator Symposium on Frequency Control, 1987, pp. 99-110.

oscillators (using Avantek MSA-0770 RF amplifiers) have shown

unusually high flicker FM noise levels, even after the 181 T. E. Parker, J. Callerame, and G. K. Montress, "A New

components had all been carefully screened for residual noise All Quartz Package for SAW Devices," in Proceedings of

prior to the oscillators' assembly. In one case, we even the 39th Annual Symposium on Frequency Control, 1985,

measured the open-loop residual flicker PM noise of an oscillator pp. 519-525.

and found it to be consistent with its high level of closed-loop

flicker FM noise. Yet, repeated measurements of the individual (91 J. A. Greer and T. E. Parker, "Improved Vibration

component's residual flicker PM noise levels failed to reveal the Sensitivity of the All Quartz Package Surface Wave

culprit. In spite of our best efforts, we have not been able to Resonator," in Proceedings of the 42nd Annual

determine why that particular oscillator had such a high flicker Symposium on Frequency Control, 1988, pp. 239-251.

noise level. Clearly, there are factors present that are not as yet

fully understood. 1101 J. A. Greer, G. K. Montress. and T. E. Parker,

"Applications of Laser-Trimming for All Quartz Package,

Surface Acoustic Wave Devices." in Proceedings of the
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UNIVERSAL, COMPUTER FACIITATED, STEADY STATE OSCILLATOR ANALYSIS THEORY
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ABSTRCT 1. The theory is based upon the combination of 2
mutually compatible osci1 lator models

The theory of oscillator analysis in the The negative resistance model (2) as the
immittance domain is presented. This theory primary model.
enables the cumputer simulation of the steady The noise source, amplifier, filter, model t3I
state oscillator. The simulation makes practical in which, positive feedback produces
the calculation of the oscillator total steady the necessary extremely high effective
state performance, including noise. Some amplifier gain, as the secondary model.
oscillator applications of PC program, BPT,
created for the simulation, are listed.

2. THE NOISELESS OSCILLATOR
( See Ref 2

1. INTRODUCTION

SFundamental relationships
1.1 During the past 12 years, the writer has been
developing theory for oscillator analysis in the At steady state, in any and every mesh of a
ismittance domain. hyvothetically noiseless oscillator,

"IMMITTANCE DOMAIN" means that the basic Zt Z = 0 (I)
relationships are expressed in terms of
immittance, Z = R + jX or Y = G + jB. From which,

£ R =0 (la)
Effective and facile application of the theory to
real problems also necessitated the creation of a I 0 o (lb)
PC computer circuit analysis program. The results
of this effort are Defining,

RN : TRnegative, RT= iRpositive (2)
A remarkably simple oscillator theory which

fully describes the oscillator Then,
operation and which is readily RT = -RN (3)
translatable into the real world.

A very user friendly multipurpose and powerful
circuit analysis program, BPT. The dual statement of Eq 1 is,

The theory and program are universal in that they At steady state, across any and every 2 nodes of a
apply to all oscillators, past, present, and hyvothetically noiseless oscillator,
future.

Yt = ZY = 0 (4)
The theory and program are symbiotic, in that

It is noteworthy that Eqs 1 and 4 are completely
To apply the program to oscillators, the theory analagous to Kirchoff's first and secomd net.:ork

must be used. laws. It may, therefore, be in order to name Eqs 1
The program is very helpful and almost and 4 as the oscillator first and second laws.

indispensable in applying the theory to
real oscillator problems including that It is interesting to speculate that similar sets of
of improving the theory. laws may exist in other fields and that efforts

should be made to discover and apply them.
It should be noted that, as BPT does not
incorporate any basic information peculiar to " Non-linearity considerations
oscillators, it follows that the theory may be
used, in conjuction with other circuit analysis If the linear and non-linear elements are grouped
programs, to analyze oscillators, but with much together, then, from Eqs 1
greater, and perhaps prohibitive, difficulty.

£Rlin + 1RnWin 0 (5)

CH2818-3/90/0000-536 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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from which, R.1 Frequency relationships
tRnlin - • Rhol (Sa)

The total frequency, F, is described by

Similarly, = Xin (5b) F = to + f (8)

where to is the carrier frequencuy

where the non-linear values are the effective f is the offset or Fourier frequency
values.

.2__• Contribution of ".he resonator frequency noise

Eqs 5 are very important 3ince they state that it to the oscilfator noise.

is only necessary to study the linear R and X

elememts to compute the totals of the non-linear R Let the resonator frequency noise be described as

and X elements. This fact drastically reduces the

labor imvolved in the analysis and, very often, it [Sf (f)]o)
eliminates the need for considering the detailed

behavior of non-linear elements. then the resonator frequency noise contribution to
the oscillator frequency noise at all oscillator

locations is identical to that in Eq 9.
2.3 Noiseless oscillator iodel

The resonator frequency noise contribution to the
Cl-• LLATOR oscillator phase noise at all oscillator locations

R[SON(ATORZ [St 111oS / t2 (10)

I iThe total phase noise at any us-illator location is

given by the sun of that of Eq WO and the sum of
the contributions of the ilator noise sources to
the phase noise at that location.

3.4 Contributions of the liator noise sources to

the oscillator noise at location, m.
Fig. 1 Noiseless Oscillator Model

Let the noise of noise sorce, n, be given by
Fig 1 is the simplefied diagram of the oscillator power spectrum,
resonator mesh. (The mesh containing the

resonator is usually chosen for analysis as it has sn ( f) (11)

the most information.)
then the contribution of this source to the

As shown in Fig 1, that part of the oscillator oscillator noise power spectrum at location m, is

containing the resonator circuitry is called the

osci, symbol os. The remainder is called the PSon (f) (12)

llator, symbol LL. and

From Eq 1, Zos - ZLL (6) PSmn (f) = PSn (f) * CF.n (t) (12a)

Also, where CFm. (f) is defined as the contribution

=F - 4XL I (& X 5 /! ) (7) function of noise source, n, to t'e oscillator
noise at location m. Note that CFmn may have

Eq 7 enables the easy determination of oscillator dimensions.
frequency shifts caused by llator changes.

The total oscillator noise, PSt, at location m,
obviously is

3. THE REAL OSCILLATOR n

PSt (f)= P.,n (t) (13)

3.1 Introduction j

The real oscillator always includes one or more i. Real oscillator, special case,
llator noise sources, in addition to the resonator N configuration
frequency noise. The calculation of the

contribution of the resonator noise to the Fig 2 is the complete diagram for the N

oscillator noise is very simple (See Section 3.3) configuration (N meaning noise) of a special case

Howver, the calulation of the contributions of the real oscillator. The fact that makes this

Ulator noises is extremely difficult and oscillator a special case is that the noise

constitutes a major topic of this paper. source, Vn, represents the total equivalent noise

contributions of all the noise sources in the
llator.
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3.6 Real oscillator operation
a. The oscillator is constructed and power is

applied.
b. The operator sets the output level by

adjusting the limiting circuitry,
COf IV.and thus setting dR.
N[WK c. The oscillator determines fo, Vn, RT, and

all other operating conditions.
d. The oscillator determines the phase noise as

a function of f.

3.7 The real oscillator, special case,
INLATOR Z configuration

RESONATOR oSCI

FITE

Fig 2. Real Oscillator, Special Case,
N configurationLLI:All real oscillators always contain a non-physical A••_•

f ýJ I

very small value resistance, dR. The value of dl? .--------------------------
is determined by the oscillator limiting, or ALC, I

system which sets the level of the oscillator
output. RRESONATOR I- 0S
Fig 2 includes the input, output, and commmon FILTE

networks and the multiple potential output points, I f
available im every real oscillator. The noise in-- --..r'--V ..

the output depends upon the output point location. ~
Fig 2 also shows RVand XVwhich do not exist in Fig. 3 Real Oscilator, Special Case,
the real oscillator. Their function is described Z Configuration

in Sect 3.7.
Fig 3 is the complete diagram for the Z
configuration (Z meaning impedance) of the special

The oscillator, at steady state, at f0, (the case real oscillator.

carrier frequency) satisfies Eqs 14 to 16, similar
to and derived from Eqs 1 to 3, The purpose of this comfiguration is to enable the

precise setup of the necessary and sufficient
Zt = = dR (14) oscillatory condition of Eq 14. Once this is done,

we are certain that this configuration when
from which, converted to the N configuration represents a true

hR = dre aX o0 (15) oscillator at the desired frequency.

RT = - RN + dF (16) As will be noted, the Z configuration differs from
the N configuration in the following:

Also, it has been proven that a. The value, s, of the noise is 0.

b. The circuit has been broken and a I1A
IR.. 2  

= •Vs.. ) 2 (17) current source inserted. The value of the
Idtal dVn(O)iv voltage, V, across ts thissource is the value of

the impedance Zt of EQ 14. When Zt has been
This equation is used in calculating the precisely adjusted to d 1 at the desired frequency,
oscillator operating Q. o, then this Z configuration is ready for

conversion to a N configuration. The adjustment
Let (RN! dR) 2  

= (Ar) 2  (18) procedure is called " zeroing "
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RV and XV are very small value trimmable resistor 3.1 Oscillator noise in all real oscillators, due
and reactor, respectively, provided to facilitate to Va ( See Fig 2
zeroing. Their values are identical in the Z and N
configurations. 3.10.1 The resonator current, Ix, phase noise, due

The zeroing procedure has been automatized in the to Vfl is given by

computer simulated laboratory and thus simplefies ( = (f) * RT (20)
the computer oscillator simulation. IZt(f)l

3.8 Computer simulated oscillator operation andZt (f) is obtained with the Z configuration

In the program oscillator, Z config. (See Fig 3) .Vn (f) = PSvn (f) / (V (0))2 (21)
a. The oscillator is constructed by entering the

circuit into the computer.
b. The operator sets fo, and Vn = 0.
c. The program sets the effective gain of the

active circuitry, so that ;iq 14 is 3.10.2 Noise at other locations
almost satisfied.

d. The program adjusts RV and XV so that The phase noise in V& is almost the same as
the mesh impedance, Zt = Vz in Fig.3, in I., except at the higher values of f.
satisfies Eq 14 to a very high degree
of precision. The Z configuration is Now that the phase noise in Ix is known, the
then converted into the N configuration, determination of the phase noise, at all other

locations, is straightfoward but, depending upon
In the program oscillator, N config. (see Fig 2) the circuit complexity, can be very difficult and

e. The operator sets Vn to Vn real. tedious, and is best done with the program.
f. The operator sets dR to the value where the

desired oscillator output is obtained However those, desiring to perform the
as measured by the ac current in any calculations, should keep in mind the following
component or ac voltage between any 2 rules when combining noises at any location:
points.

g. The program determines the voltages and a. Noise voltages and currents, due to the mame
currents at all other points, noise source, should be combined as

h. The program determines the phase noise at phasors.
and between all points.

i. The program determines Zt(f), (see Fig 3) b. Noise powers, due to different uncorrelated
when dR is at the value of Step f, noise sources, should be combined as
and Vn is set to 0. scalars.

3.9 Computation of the contribution functions, CFmn
in the real oscillator 3.11 The general relationship between PS (f) and

the phase noise, ,C (f) at the same
This is best done by using the program. The location, is
procedure is the following

9C (f) = PS (f) / Carrier Power (22)
a. Start with the oscillator configured as in

Sect 3.8, Step d. Include all the noise = PS (M) / PS (0) for all values of f
sources, which are assumed to be (23)
uncorrelated. when PS (0) does not approach infinity.

b. Create the equivalent N configuration.
c. To compute CF.,, set the magnitudes of all Eq 22 is also useful for the case where Vn(f) has

noise sources to 0, excepting the source a flicker or other noise component which
at location n. theoretically approaches infinity as f approaches

d. Make the source, n, a unit white noise 0 and thus theoretically also makes PS (f) approach
source. infinity as f approaches 0. In this case, the

e. Determine the noise response at location m, oscillator noise power spectrum, at f when IXt(f)|
>> dR, is independent of dR, which is set by the

PS., (M) oscillator limiting system at the desired carrier.
Therefore, at these values of f,

f. Then from Eq 12a, - (f) = PS (f) / PC (241

CF.o (M) PSi. (M) (19)
where PC is the arbitrary desired carrier
reference power.

g. Repeat steps c to f for all noise sources.
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3.12 The phase noise contribution function The following 5 examples illustrate the very
/FCFn (f) useful information obtained from noiseless liator

studies.
PCFen Mf), the phase noise contribution function,
is defined as 4.7.1 The effect of component changes upon

frequency.
CFM (M) (25)

4.7.2 Overtone and mode selector gain margins and
CFmn (0) the effect of the resonator overtone and mode

selector curcuitry upon the oscillator stability..
and is dimensionless.

4.7.3 Starting gain margin (loop gain, ALo)
PCF.n Mf) is usefully interpreted as the phase
noise contribution, at location a, of a white 4.7.4 Effect of power dissipating components upon
noise source, n, for the same circuit the loop gain and the operating Q.
configuration. It may be considered as a figure of
merit for the oscillator phase performance of the 4.7.5 Effect of component tolerance and
circuitry for equal noise sources. environment upon the above 4 items

For example, Eq 20 may now be rewritten as 4.8 Determination of bypass and coupling capacitor

Xi.x (f) o Vn (f) * (Ar) 2 * PCFrV Mf adequacy.

where (26) 4.9 The performance of subcircuits such as tuning
PCFi• vn Mf) = I dR •t (27) networks.

4.10 The determination of circuit isolation
properties.

4. PROGRAM APPLICATIONS IN OSCILLATORS
4.11 Calculation of operating Q, from Eq 17.

Some applications to oscillators are cited below to 4.12 Studies of impedance properties of resonators
demonstrate the utility and power of program BPT and other devices requiring high resolution.
when used in conjunction with the theory. It
shoukd be remembered that BPT's high resolution and 4.13 Investigation of the effect of component and
accuracy and virtual ground node facility are of subcircuit noise upon oscillator noise.
prime importance as they enable the precise zeroing
of the Z configuration required to simulate the 4.14 Determination of the cicrcuit configuration
oscillator. for optimum noise performance.

4.1 Automatic zeroing of the Z oscillator 4.15 Calculating and plotting oscillator phase
configuration (coarse, active device gain setting noise for white noise and white plus flicker noise
and fine, impedance trimming) for the derivation sources. It is not necessary t3 assume symmetrical
of the Zt(f) relationship, noise sidebands.

4.2 Automatic calculation of the oscillator 4.16 Calculating and plotting the resonator phase
operating frequency. noise for white noise sources from the Zt(f)

relationship.
Both 4.1 and 4.2 functions are high speed and high
resolution executions of their respective 4.17 In setting up an oscillator, the oscillator Z
functions, configuration is first created and then zeroed. (

See Item 4.1 ). A facility is provided to
4.3 Calculation of the DC operating point of automatically convert the zeroed Z configuration
oscillators. into an N configuration and vice versa.

"4,4 Includes a procedure for determining the AC 5. THE PROGRAM AS A RESEARCH TOOL
operating point of a self-limiting oscillator.

4.5 Includes a procedure for setting the AC and DC The following suggested applications illustrate
operating points in ALC type oscillators. the power and usefulness of the program in

research activities:
4.6 The program is a linear one but is designed to
be capable of being interfaced with non linear 5.1 The formulation, checking, and comfirmation of
operating conditions. Items 4.3 to 4.5 are new theory. and new oscillator designs.
examples.

5.2 Determination of component aging from
4.7 Investigation of the Zt(f) or Zt(?) function experimentally derived llator aging.
of an oscillator or circuit such as a llator.
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5.3 Determination of component temperature
characteristics from experimentally derived Ilator
temperature performance.

5.4 Determination of liator noise by
experimentally deriving the oscillator phase noise
and then program calculating the Vn(f) function
required to produce that oscillator noise.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Extremely simple and powerful oscillator theory
has been presented. This theory has been used in
the crestion of a cumputer program for the
universal analysis of oscillator steady state
performance.

The importance of Zt(f), RT, and dR and the
tremendous power of analysis in the immittance
domain complemented by computer aided analysis
have been demonstrated. An important additional
advantage is that this anlysis method provides
considerably greater understanding of the
operation of the real oscillator.
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INTRODUCTION
ABSTRACT

A perfect frequency multiplier increases the phase
noise of the output signal by a factor of N2 over the phase

We have developed a X-band frequency source that has noise of the input source. As the phase noise increases, the
very high spectral purity and is suitable for frequency power in the carrier is distributed over a wider and wider
synthesis and many kinds of high-resolution spectroscopy. frequency interval about the carrier. At high enough
A commercial dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) is multiplication factor, which depends on the phase noise
frequency locked to a high-Q cavity used as a frequency characteristics of the source, the carrier signal can no
discriminator. Many systems have been developed in the longer be separated from the noise [1, 21. This condition
past for locking a source to a reference cavity. The is called "carrier collapse" and is one of the two primary
distinguishing features of our approach are (1) the system limitations to high order frequency multiplication. The
is relatively simple and inexpensive, (2) our approach does other limitation is the degree of nonlinearity in the
not use any modulation techniques, and (3) the phase noise multiplier [2, 31. The quadratic growth of the phase noise
in the 1 to 100 kHz region is comparable to the best that and eventual carrier collapse impose very severe
has been reported-S,0(10 kHz) approximately -135 dBc- for requirements on the phase noise of sources that are used
a free-running, room temperature, X-band source. The lack for high order frequency multiplication.
of modulation on the source means that it can be used for
very high order frequency synthesis (in principle up to 250 We have kept these considerations in mind in the
THz without loss of the carrier). Both the transmitted and development of a low phase noise source at X-band.
reflected signal from the cavity are used to obtain a very Traditional methods for locking a noisy oscillator to a
steep discriminator curve. Phase compensation of the stable passive reference frequency usually impose some
amplified discriminator signal is used to extend the unity form of modulation on the source signal 14-71. The
gain point well beyond the half bandwidth of the modulated carrier signal then interacts with the frequency
discriminator cavity. This allows the servo system to reduce reference to yield an ac error signal that is compared with
the phase noise of 1 kHz from the carrier by about 60 dB the imposed modulation (usually in a lock-in detector) to
relative to the free-running performance. Phase noise derive a dc error signal to correct the frequency of the
inside of 1 kHz can be controllec >'y a signal multiplied up noisy oscillator. In such an approach it is often difficult to
from a low frequency crystal oscillator for even lower phase remove the modulation signals from the carrier. The
noise near the carrier. We describe the design of the presence of the modulation sidebands on the carrier could
discriminator cavity, the phase compensated frequency- then limit the range of multiplication factors that can be
locked loop, and the phase and amplitude noise realized before carrier collapse occurs. In contrast to the
performance. We also discuss vibration sensitivity, traditional approach, our source uses a DRO that is
techniques for automatically locking to the low frequency frequency-locked to a high-Q cavity without the use of any
reference, and the reduction of 60 Hz sidebands. modulation of the carrier signal. This avoids the necessity

of removing modulation sidebands from the carrier. The
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to long-term frequency stability of systems using a dc
copyright, frequency lock is susceptible to a number of systematic

effects. We avoid most of these problems by locking the
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entire system to a signal derived from a low frequency to adjust the coupling coefficient. To obtain an unloaded
quartz crystal controlled oscillator. This controls the phase Q-factor above 50 000 we found it necessary to use mica
noise close to the carrier without significantly degrading the windows over the irises to suppress some of the spurious
wideband phase noise. The entire assembly is enclosed in modes. The temperature coefficient of the discriminator
a magnetic shield to reduce power line generated system is approximately 20 kHz/K. The transmitted signal
modulation sidebands. The combination of these through the resonator is phase shifted by an amount
techniques leads to a source that in principle can be
multiplied to approximately 250 THz before carrier collapse
occurs 11, 2]. dý - 2 Q V (1)

V0

Frequency Discriminator

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the signal path which depends on the difference between the frequency of
around the frequency discriminator. The X-band cavity has the input oscillator, v0 , and the resonance frequency of the
a unloaded Q-factor of approximately 55 000 and operates cavity, vR. For small frequencies differences the reflected
on the TE 023 mode. The inside dimensions are signal is phase shifted by a factor of 2 more than the
approximately 7.48 cm diameter and 7.93 cm long. The transmitted signal. The two phase shifted error signals are
cavity is made from Invar plated with copper and then gold. combined in the double-balanced mixer used as a phase
The copper is polished to yield a near optical finish before detector. The phase shifter is used to maximize the slope
it is plated with gold. The purpose of the gold is to reduce of the error signal versus the frequency difference and to
changes in surface properties with time. Each end cap has adjust the symmetry of the error curve.
a 1/4 choke section and is threaded with 2.36 threads
/mm. The cavity frequency can be adjusted about 20 MHz Figure 2 shows a typical error signal versus frequency
without significant change in Q-factor. The signal is difference between the input oscillator and the resonance
coupled in or out of the cavity using a small iris and a stub frequency of the cavity. The width of the linear central

portion of the error curve is limited by the bandwidth of

E"X T ERNA'L L00<4

STO O M"K..Z

OUTPUJT OUTP>UT TO OUTPUT E)(E•. X-0

÷13 ¢Jrn
100 to1MN *0CNROa1U

Figure 1 Block diagram of the cavity discriminator and the key elements of the servo system. The dotted portion contains
the fast servo electronics to lock the DRO to the cavity discriminator. The phase noise near the carrier can be reduced
by phase locking the 10.6 GHz source to a harmonic of a 100 MHz oscillator.
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the cavity to approximately ± 40 kHz. The phase delay in 2 2.8 x 10-4 1-1
the error signal is zero at line center, reaches approximately SoQ) - 2 P (i) - +2.8x - f2 40kHz.
90* at 100 kHz and eventually reaches approximately 120(
at very high frequency differences. (5)

The slope of the output voltage for such a frequency
discriminator can be estimated from SERVO SYSTEM

6 V0 - V The dotted box in Fig. 1 shows the functional block
- 6V (2) diagram of the servo system that is used to provide very

V0  fast control of the frequency of the 10.6 GHz oscillator. If

a simple proportional control loop is used, the bandwidth
is limited to approximately 100 kHz by the phase shift of
the error signal. This phase shift reaches more than 900
for error signals occurring at rates beyond approximately

V,,i, - Kd d0 , (3) 100 kHz. The up!oer servo path labeled "fast" drives
resistor Rs through capacitor Cf. This provides a phase
advance of about 900 for correction rates slower than about
7 MHz which is used compensate for the phase retardation

where the extra factor of 3 in equation 2 comes from using by the frequency discriminator circuit. At correction rates

both the transmitted and reflected signal from the cavity, of approximately 1 MHz the proportional part of the gain

QL is the loaded 0-factor, and Kd is the phase to voltage (lower amplifiers) dominate the loop gain. At correction

conversion factor for the mixer at 0 output voltage. For a rates of approximately 160 kHz, the first integrator begins

loaded Q-factor of 20 000, and a mixer sensitivity to increase the loop gain by 6 dB/octave, and at frequency

Kd = 0.5 V/rad, the expected mixer output is 6 x 10-6  below approximately 40 kHz the gain is increased by

V/Hz frequency difference. The measured value is 5 x 10" another 6 dB/octave by the second integrator. The relative
6 V/Hz. gains of the stages are adjusted to minimize the noise

detected at the noise monitor port in the upper servo path.

The noise floor of the discriminator (in terms of If the gain is set too high, there are regions in the closed

spectral density of fractional frequency fluctuations, Sy(f)) loop noise spectrum that are significantly increased over the

can now be estimated by dividing the expected noise hi the open-loop noise.
double-balanced mixer by v2 and the square of the
discriminator slope in voltsI/Hz2. For our mixer The phase noise of the X-band source in the regionbelow about 1 kHz can be controlled by a quartz crystal

controlled oscillator. A small portion of the 10.6 GHz

V n() mixer - 10- 14 /f + 10-17 IV2/Hz], signal from the output amplifier is beat against the 21st
harmonic of 500 MHz derived from a low noise 100 MHz
crystal controlled oscillator. The beat frequency at 100

which yields MHz is amplified and phase compared in another double
balanced mixer. The dc error signal is then injected into
the first integrator of the fast servo amplifier controlling

V. the frequency of the 10.6 GHz oscillator. This is equivalent

2 - 2.SxI0-24ff + 2.8x10-. to moving up and down on the frequency discriminator
v0(3.6 x 10-) curve shown in Fig. 2. The dc error signal is limited to

approximately *0.1 V or ±20 kHz so that it does not
(4) greatly perturb the response of the fast loop. The long

The equivalent phase noise is then given by term frequency of the discriminator is controlled by
controlling the temperature of the cavity. Even lower
phase noise at Fourier frequencies below about 300 Hz can
be obtained by locking the 100 MHz oscillator to the

multiplied signal derived from a low noise 5 MHz oscillator.
Improvements of 30 dB in phase noise for Fourier
frequencies below about 30 Hz appear possible [8].
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Figure 2 Typical error signal from the double-balanced
mixer in the cavity discriminator of Fig. 1. 1D 4 CoeLW i

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the open and 10betOo

closed loop phase noise of the signal transmitted through
the cavity. A post-amplifier with a gain of about 14 dB has .i6oI -- ------ -- ~--
been used to boost the output power to + 18 dBm. We
have measured the noise on 4 different systems which use -___-____

this approach. The improvements in phase noise are 1 10 120 0  o 0 0

generally from 50 to 70 dB for Fourier frequencies of 1 f("b)
kd-z and depend on the open-loop noise in the source.
The noise floor in the region from 1 Hz to 1 kHz is Figure 3 Comparison between the open and closed ioop
generally about 6 to 10 dB above that calculated in phase noise performance of a 10.6 GHz DRO locked to a
equation 5 above. We have, however, measured one system cavity discriminator. The System is not locked to a crystal
that is within about 2 dB of the calculated noise floor in oscillator. Also indicated is the best performance that has
this region. We suspect that the midxer performance and been measured and the performance expected from
possibly amplitude noise in the oscillator play a role in equation 5.
determidning the noise floor. In the region from about 10
kHz to 100 kHz, the noise floor is determined by the loop minimize these effects. Also given is the phase noise at
gain and the open-loop phase noise of the oscillator. With high Fourier frequencies determined by using the two-
enough looy gain the noise floor should be approximately - oscillator method 19,101. The amplitude noise of the output
165 dB(rad /Hz) at a Fourier frequency offset of 100 kHz. signal is also indicated. For Fourier frequencies above
Loop gain in this region can be increased only by approximately 10 kHz, the amplitude noise is similar to the
improving the match between the phase shifted signal and phase noise. For lower Fourier frequencies the amplitude
the phase compensation provided by the differentiation noise is much less than the phase noise. The lowest three
stage. lines in the amplitude noise column give the amplitude of

the first three power line modulation sidebands. The
Table 1 gives the phase noise of one source determined amplitude noise measurement system consisted of a diode

using a frequency discrimiinator system similar to that detector, battery powered low-noise amplifier and spectrum
shown in Fig. 1. The raw data from this measurement is analyzer. The amplitude measurement System can be
shown in Figs. 4-6. Several low-frequency spurs, not calibrated using the scheme described in 1101. (The
harmonically related to the power lines, are noticeable in recommended notation for specifying amplitude noise has
Fig. 6. These were determined to be due to mechanical recently been changed and is described in NIST Technical
resonances in the cable connecting the source to the cavity Note 1337 [111.) The simplicity of the setup made it
discriminator used to measure the phase noise. All the possible to reduce the spurs associated with the power line
lines in the source are glued to the support structure to below that possible in the phase noise measurement system.
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Because of the difficulty in eliminating 60 Hz pickup, we -70 dV/HZ

believe that the actual phase noise at 60 Hz and harmonics
is much closer to the AM values than that measured by the
cavity discriminator method. The sidebands associated with
the power line are extremely low because the entire system
is enclosed in a magnetically shielded box of thickness 0.32
cm. 10 cM/DIV

CALCULATION OF THE COLLAPSE FREQUENCY

The limit to which a source can be multiplied before
the power density in the carrier drops below that in the
noise pedestal (carrier collapse) can be determined from 0 100
Eqs. 9-22 of [1]. The collapse frequency is roughly given by f(ft)
N x 10.6 GHz where Figure 4 Raw data from the output of the cavity

discriminator used to measure the phase noise of a 10.6
GHz source for Fourier frequencies from 6 to 100 Hz. The

OP - N 2 f S,(fOdf - 10, (6) calibration is S,(f) = 10 log (Vn 2 /Hz) - 20 log f - 86 dB
P in dB(rad /Hz).

' p is the mean squared phase modulation due to the wide- NDISE VWLTAGE VERSUS MW.R FaiECY f
band noise pedestal. This is calculated from the closed -70 dBV/Hz
loop phase noise of 10.6 GHz source given in Fig. 3 and
Table 1 assuming a bandpass filter with a width of t 300
MHz. This is easily achieved using passive passband filters.
The collapse frequency is calculated to be approximately
250 THz. At 250 Thz the carrier signal would be about 2.8
kHz %%ide. At lower frequencies, for example, 30 THz, the 10 dB/DIV

lincwidth could be reduced to approximately 10 Hz if the
phase noise inside of 300 Hz was controlled by a low noise
5 MHz quartz controlled oscillator. To reach a collapse
frequency of 250 THz all the discrete modulation sidebands
outside the carrier linewidth of ± 1400 Hz must be more
than 90 dB below the carrier. The data of Figs. 2-6 and -150 dBV/-tz
Table 1 show that we have accomplished this. At lower 0 fft)k
carrier frequencies the primary question is to what extent
the vibrational sidebands observed in the few Hz range are Figure 5 Raw data for the output of cavity discriminator
due to the measurement system and not the X-band source used to measure the phase noise of a 10.6 GHz source for
since they might preclude achieving a linewidth of a few Fourier frequencies from 100 Hz to 1 kHz. The calibration
hertz. is S+(9 = 10 log (Vn2 /Hz) - 20 log f - 86 dB in

dB(rad /Hz).

CONCLUSION harmonic of a low-noise quartz crystal controlled oscillator.
Modulation sideband due to the power line and harmonics

We have described an X-band source that is specifically are suppressed far below the random noise by enclosing the
designed for high order frequency multiplication and entire source in a magnetic shield. The phase noise of the
precision spectroscopy. The wideband phase noise is completed source is the lowest that has been reported for
controlled by frequency- locking a DRO source to a high-Q a free-running, room temperature, X-band source. In
cavity with a dc loop. This avoids the need for modulation principle the 10.6 GHz signal could be multiplied to
on the source signal that might interfere with high order approximately 250 THz before carrier collapse would occur.
multiplication. The phase noise close to the carrier can be At 250 THz the free-running linewidth would be
controlled by phase-locking the 10.6 GHz signal to a approximately 2.8 kHz. At a frequency of 30 THz we
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would expect a linewidth of order 10 Hz if the phase noise [5] F. W. Walls, "Errors in determining the center of
near the carrier was controlled by a harmonic of a low- a resonance line using Sinusoidal Frequency
noise 5 MHz oscillator. (Phase Modulation)," IEEE Trans. on Ultrasonics,

Nira VTX VUs FtME FRECY f Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, UFFC-34,

-70 )V/Hz 592-597 (1987).

[61 S. R. Stein and J. R. Turneure, "The
Development of the Suyperconducting Cavity
Stabilized Oscillator," Proc. of the 27th Annual
Frequency Control Symposium, 414-418 (1973).

10 /(DIV 17] JJ. Jimenez and A. Septier, "S- and X-Band

Superconducting Cavity Stabilized Oscillators,"
Proc. of the 27th Annual Frequency Control

Symposium, 406-413 (1973).

[81 M.B. Bloch, J.C. Ho, C.S. Stone, A. Syed, and
-150 1v/ 00Z F.L. Walls, "Stability of High Quality Quartz

Crystal Oscillators: An Update," Proc. of the 43rd
f (z) Annual Symposium on Frequency Control, 80-84

Figure 6 Raw data for the output of cavity discriminator (1989).
used to measure the phase noise of a 10.6 GHz source for
Fourier frequencies from 2 to 50 kHz. The calibration is [91 F.L. Walls, AJ.D. Clements, C.M. Felton, MA.
S,(f) = 10 log (Vn 2/Hz) - 20 log f - 86 dB in Lombardi, and M.D. Vanek, "Extending the
dt(rad2 /Hz). Range and Accuracy of Phase Noise

Measurements," Proc. of the 42nd Ann. SFC, 432-
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Table I

Fourier Frequency S#(f) of 10.6001 S#(f) of 10.6001 vs Sa(f) of 10.6001 Best Estimates
f Ref S+(f) for 10.6001

Fi- I d rel to I Fig 2 d rel to I dB V/Hz dB rl to I
rad?/Hz rad"/Hz rad"/Hz

I GHz -170 -170

100 MHz -170 -170

10 MHz -165 -165

I MHz -149 -149

500 kHz -147 -147

200 kHz -145 -145

100 kHz -143 -138 -143

50 kHz -136 -143 -136 -140

20 kHz -134 -138 -135 -136

10 kHz -132 -131 -135 -132

5 kHz -130 -134 -130

2 kHz -122 -134 -122

1 kHz -114 -133 -114

500 Hz -107 -107 -132 -107

200 Hz -94 -130 -94

100 Hz -84 -84 -128 -84

50 Hz -78 -78

20 Hz -62 -121 -62

12 Hz -56 -119 -56

6 Hz -47 47

dB below carrier Power Line dB below carrier
Harmonics

60 Hz -52 -136

120 Hz -78 -141

240 Hz -72 -138
The accuracy of column 2 is ± 3 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and t 5 dB elsewhere. Column 3 was measured by
the two oscillator method. The accuracy of the measurements is ± 3 dB.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYNPOSIU! ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

LOW PHASE NOISE DIELECTRIC RESONATOR OSCILLATOR

Rommel Jones and Vaughn Estrick
Hughes Aircraft Company

1901 W. Malvem Ave
Fullerton, CA 92503

Abrdc ~ such parameters as, the desired frequency of operation,
the quality factor, and the thermal coefficient of

An extremely low phase noise 9.0 GHz Dielectric expansion. The resulting puck dimensions are a function
Resonator Oscillator (DRO) has been developed for use of the cavity in which it will be placed and materials
as a clean fundamental microwave source. In order to such as the substrate, epoxy, and spacer with which it
achieve minimum phase noise, a bipolar junction must interface. Through this design process, the
transistor (BJT) was selected as the active device for the excitation of spurious modes were minimized and the Q
oscillator. Given the limited number of unconditionally of the device was maximized. Pucks are presently
stable, high frequency BJTs, the conventional feedback available which operate from 900 MHz to 30 GHz. The
oscillator was undesirable. Instead, a negative resistance first is about the size of a half dollar while the latter is
topology was selected. The dielectric resonator material approximately 85 mils in diameter.
was (ZrSn)TiO4 which has a dielectric constant of 38
and an unloaded Q of 7000 at 7 GHz. A unique bipolar Qlity Fac
voltage tuning design provided +/-500 kHz of linear
voltage tuning. The phase noise of this circuit measured An important parameter of the dielectric resonator which
-114 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz from the carrier with a wideband influences the oscillator's phase noise is the unloaded
floor for offsets greater than 1 MHz of -150 dBc/Hz [1]. quality factor (Qo). This parameter is a ratio of the

stored energy within the puck to the amount of energy
which is dissipated by the resonator and serves as a

Dielectric Resonator Backaround figure of merit for the device. Unloaded Q's of 20,000
are now possible to 10 GHz. The quantity which is of

The dielectric puck acts as a microwave resonator due to ultimate importance for an oscillator is, however; the
the boundary established at the interface between the air loaded quality factor (QL) since it will determine the

and the high dielectric device. This boundary confines oscillator's phase noise response. As shown by Leeson's
approximately 80-90% of the energy within the device, equation (2), a higher QL implies a lower value for the
The fact that as much as 20% of the energy radiates from FM noise component. This parameter is a ratio of the
the dielectric puck makes it very easy to couple RF energy stored within the puck per cycle to that delivered
power to this device providing the resonance of the to the load per cycle.
oscillator circuit. The resonant frequency of the puck is
primarily determined by its dimensions. Therefore, the The QL of the circuit can be degraded by the materials
frequency fluctuates very little producing a more stable used to fabricate the oscillator. Depending upon the
frequency source with a corresponding improvement in mechanical design of the enclosing cavity or on the
phase noise. As with any resonant cavity, an infinite selection of substrate material, the resultant value of the
number of modes can exist within the puck and care loaded Q can be reduced regardless of the resonator's
must be taken that the appropriate one is selected unloaded Q. It is thus very important for the designer to
without exciting other modes. The most commonly appreciate the impact each circuit component has on the
used mode for the dielectric resonator is the TE0 18 This phase noise of the circuit. The effect of the ceramic
is considered the fundamental mode for these devices substrate on QL can be minimized by assuring that the
since it exhibits the lowest resonant frequency. The thickness of the substrate is less than one-quarter of the
primary method of establishing the mode of operation is puck height and that the dielectric constant of the low
by proper setting of the diameter (D) to thickness (t) loss substrate is less than half that of the resonator.
ratio of the resonator. A computer aided design (CAD) Possible materials include alumina, beryllia, quartz, or
program, Resomics, produced by Murata Erie, was used fosterite with the first being the most commonly
to aid in the design. This particular CAD program varies utilized.

C12818-3/90/0000-549 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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The degradation which the enclosing cavity has upon the This TC is obtained by varying the chemical
loaded quality factor can be reduced by providing composition of the resonator material with a resultant
sufficient distance between the puck and the enclosure increase in dielectric constant for positive values and a
walls. Typically, all walls should be at least one decrease for negative TC's. The composite oscillator TC
resonator diameter away from the puck and the lid should is also effected by the substrate, enclosure, and spacer
be at least twice the puck thickness above it. There have materials. Ideally, all of these other effects would
been however, compromises to these cavity "rules" to produce a frequency variation which is as close to zero as
minimize the circuit size while still providing good practicable. Since it is usually not possible to achieve
performance [3]. The more conservative approach is this, the next alternative is to select materials with either
recommended so that the cavity does not control the complementary characteristics or ones that have minimal
DRO performance. An additional consideration on the effects. For example, the spacer beneath the resonator
cavity design is to use a good RF seal so that the loaded must be selected so that it does not become a significant
Q is not degraded by leakage. contributor to the overall TC. Both fosterite and quartz

materials have been used in our circuit with good results.
Another factor which can significantly affect the loaded
Q of the final circuit is the amount of coupling of the The temperature characteristics of the adhesive material
dielectric resonator to the active circuit. A detailed that bonds the puck to the spacer and the spacer to the
procedure to measure the loaded and unloaded quality substrate must also be evaluated to assure that it will not
factors of the resonator as a function of coupling to a compromise circuit performance. It should also have a
microstrip transmission line has been presented by low dielectric constant so that it does not become an
Khanna [4]. -his test procedure allows the designer to electrical extension of the dielectric resonator. Acrylics
select the optimum height of low dielectric constant have a low dielectric but are brittle and do not perform
material used as the spacer between the resonator and the well over temperature. Low dielectric epoxies function
substrate surface. This value is critical in maximizing quite well as bonding materials and were successfully
the QL of the overall circuit since it extends the height used in this design. Care must be taken, however; in
of the puck above the ground layer to a value greater using a minimal amount of epoxy since the material
than that of the substrate thickness. If the distance fror.A does interact and affect the electromagnetic boundary
the ground plane is not sufficient, the field lines are conditions.
constrained by electromagnetic boundary conditions to
terminate in a manner which provides less than optimum A secondary and equally important contributor to the
performance. Insufficient distance from the ground plane oscillator TC is variations of transistor parameters as a
can also cause moding (generation of spurious signals). function of temperature. Virtually all parameters of the
A low dielectric constant material such as glass, fused active device vary as a function of temperature. Since
quartz, or fosterite can be used for the spacer so that it many of the variations are unpredictable, the designer's
does not become an electrical extension of the dielectric only recourse is to build the complete unit with the
resonator. dielectric resonator and measure overall circuit TC. A

second dielectric resonator can then be selected having a
The dielectric resonator material that was selected for our temperature coefficient which is the negative of that of
design was (ZrSn)TiO4 which has a dielectric constant of the combined circuit. When used to replace the initial
38 and an unloaded Q of 7000 at 7 GHz. From Khanna's puck, a composite TC as near to zero as practicable will
test procedure, it was determined that a 30 mil fosterite be measured. Care must be taken with this substitution
spacer resulted in a coupling coefficient to a microstrip since the dielectric constant of the puck will change and
test line of 44 which provided a loaded Q of 70. In alter the resonant frequency of the circuit slightly.
contrast, a 60 mil spacer gives a loaded Q of nearly 1500
with a coupling factor of 1.5. The optimum position of Oscillator Design
the resonator to the microstrip line to which it couples
was located at about 1/4 of an electrical wavelength away The next critical facet in the development is the active
and at a height of 60 mils above. The calculation of the device and the topology used to establish oscillations.
parallel equivalent or tank circuit of the DR is then Gallium arsenide field effect transistors (GaAs FETs) are
determined from the relationship between the coupling often used for an efficient oscillator at higher microwave
and Qo of the device, frequencies (above 4 GHz). These devices are capable of

operation at 10 GHz and beyond producing an output
Temnerature Stability power in excess of +10 dBm. In the past, the silicon

bipolar junction transistor (BJT) was only capable of
providing sufficient power at frequencies below about 4The resonator puck is typically selected with an initial GHz but recent developments in processing methods

thermal coefficient (TC) of approximately 0 ppm/OC. have allowed device capability into X-band. BJT's have
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Table 1
Summary of DRO Performance Characteristics

(Reference 5)

Device HBT FET Bipolar
Rockwell NE72084 NE68135

Oscillation frequency (MHz) 3990.4 4006.8 3968.0
Output power (dBm) 10.2 16.0 14.9
Power of second harmonic frequency (dBm) -6.0 -1.0 -8.0
Efficiency (%) 29.4 44.2 12.9
Frequency stability (ppm/C) -30 to +700C 2.802 1.361 5.29
Tuning range of I dBm power var (mech) (%) 2.8 2.1 3.0
FM noise (dBc/Hz) at I kHz off-carrier frequency -73.0 -61.0 -78.0

at 10 kHz off-carrier frequency -95.0 -95.0 -108.0

significant advantages over their GaAs FET counterparts negative resistance configuration. The first uses an
since they have approximately 10 dB better flicker and active device which is unconditionally stable, or will not
shot noise characteristics. The disadvantage of BJT's at oscillate when either the input or output is presented
X-band is their lower output power. Another possible with any value of passive load. The GaAs FET
active device useful for DRO applications is the normally meets this criterion for X-band applications.
heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT). The HBT This oscillator circuit can be implemented easily with a
appears to have the high frequency gain of FETs with dielectric resonator completing the feedback path. The
the low noise characteristics of BJTs. puck can be coupled to the microstrip lines of both the

gate and drain of a FET thus allowing the output power
Capabilities of an oscillator developed from an NPN of the device to be coupled into its input where it is
grounded emitter HBT with 1.2 to 1.5 micron emitter amplified to generate or sustain oscillations.
width were demonstrated in 1986 and are shown in Table
1 [5]. The performance of a GaAs FET and BJT The selected transistor can not always be guaranteed of
oscillator are also compared in the table. It is apparent unconditional stability as is frequently the case with
from this data that the lowest source of flicker noise is BJT's operating at X-band. Therefore, the alternative
still the BJT and should be selected in designs seeking architecture of a negative resistance oscillator can be
minimum noise levels until lower noise HBT's become utilized. This form of oscillator was demonstrated by
available. Lakshminarayana [6] to be a very effective means of

realizing a low phase noise oscillator with a BJT. The
OUTPUT design work of this author was extended to determine
MATCH further areas of phase noise improvement. The potential

instability of an active device provides a convenient
PUCK 0 D method of esiablishing and sustaining oscillations. For

this configuration, the region of instability is first
carefully characterized and defined on the Smith Chart.

Zo A load value from within this region is then extracted
from the Smith Chart and used to yield an input
reflection coefficient (S'1 1) which is greater than one. A
value of S' 1 1 greater than one implies that oscillations
will be initiated. Several methods that can be used to
make the device unstable are series and shunt feedback of
lumped elements or microstrip open and shert circuit

Figure 1. A series feedback approach to the negative stubs at the device ports. With the attainment of
resistance oscillator topology in which matching at the transistor reflection gain, the puck can then be
source is used to create the desired instability[8]. positioned to resonate the input port. This second

condition is satisfied by the equation[7]:
The available low phase noise oscillator topologies
using microwave active devices are either a feedback or (S' I)(rr )=1.0
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where Fr is the refection coefficient, seen by the input changed by more than about 8% or mode problems will
port, caused by the dielectric resonator. The important result. Once the puck is polished, the DRO can be
relationship here is that Fr is the inverse of S'11. The mechanically tuned to provide coarse adjustment of its

most critical ?spect of this relationship is that the phase fundamental by 1-5%. This amount will depend upon

quantities of the two parameters cancel. This phase the frequency of operation and the amount of stability
that can be sacrificed. A reduction of both the unloadedrelationship is controlled by the position of the puck Qadtetmeauesaiiyo h eoao a

relative to the microstrip transistor, typically 1/2 the Q and the temperature stability of the resonator can

wavelength of the operating frequency. At resonance, result from this tuning circuit. For this design, tuning

the puck will appear as a resistive load, determined by was achieved by varying the distance of the ground plane

the amount of coupling, which creates the reflection directly above the resonator with a tuning screw.
coefficient. Figure I illustrates an approach to the Moving the plane toward the resonator will vary the
coeffticent.eFigure 1scillustorconfigurates n app c tboundary conditions resulting in an increase of the
negative resistance oscillator configuration [81. fundamental. The tuning screw was used as the variable

Several BJT's offered by California Eastern Labs were ground plane and contained a metal shaft set upon

reviewed for this application including the NE64587 and extremely fine threads.

the NE243287. Both devices were found to bepotentially unstable and therefore candidates for the Voltage tuning is normally achieved through the use of
potentially restable andppherefoah. Micrridate thig varactor diodes which are coupled to the dielectricnegative resistance approach. Microstrip matching resonator via a microstrip line. The capacitance of the
calculatedforks w h woud induthe osilltimiz eed uvaractor then becomes a parallel extension of the DRcalculated for both ports and then optimized using equivalent circuit. The capacitance of the diode varies as
Touchstone, a trademark of EEsof Inc. The oper stub afnto fba otg n sue ovr hmacigrequired to attain a maximum value fo• •z a function of bias voltage and is used to vary the
matching reql edti o attain a maximum value Bae fundamental of the resonator by a very small percentage,input reflection coefficient (S 1 1) was calculated. Based typically 0.1%. A change in the diode capacitance thus
on an optimization of this matching schemL, the induces a change in the resonator capacitance and its
NE64587 was found to be capable of achieving more effect is a function of the coupling coefficient
gain and power than the other device and was selected for established. Increased tuning can be achieved by tight
this application. It was found that an open stub match coupling at the expense of the loaded Q and stability of
at the emitter with the tank circuit of the dielectric the circuit.
resonator coupled to the base as illustrated in Figure 2
would sustain oscillations. A picture of the completed An alternate voltage tuning topology is outlined in a
unit is shown in Figure 3. paper by Znojkiewicz [9] for use with bipolar devices.

Linear tuning is achieved by varying the equivalent
EMITTER parameters of the transistor as shown in Figure 4. The
MATCH emitter current is used to control the emitter junction

PUCK resistance while the collector-base voltage is used to
control the collector junction capacitance. The

Z fundamental can then be lowered by raising the emitter
0 current and increased by raising the collector to base

voltage. Since this architecture offers a unique,
simplified alternative to the varactor tuning scheme, it
was selected for our design.

s11
Figure 2. This negatve resistance circuit topology was
used with the NE64587 to yield an extremely low phase
noise oscillator. The matching at the emitter created the
instability while the resonator at the base stabilized the
design.

One method of achieving the desired frequency of the
DRO is through lapping of the puck. Very fine, wet
sandpaper was used to polish the resonator and reduce its
thickness. This increases the frequency of the circuit but
care must be taken that the puck's dimensions are not Figure 3. 9.0GHz DRO with extremely low phase noise.
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the two oscillators were measured on the Hewlett
R Packard 3047A Phase Noise Measurement System and is

shown in Figure 6. In comparison to this data is that
FREQUENCY from a low noise GaAs FET oscillator designed by

CONTROL R 4 Bianchini, et al[10]. As you can see, there is
COTOL R CB approximately a 20 dB advantage in close-in phase noise

with the BJT topology. Bianchini et al, continued with
a frequency discriminator method of noise degeneration

R E which improved their close-in noise by about 20 dB but
CONSTANT 2 R the initial circuit is a closer baseline to our topology and

BIAS is used here for comparison. Since two identical
INPUT• oscillators are being measured against each other with

0 identical phase noise data, there will be a summation of
Figure 4. A unique biasing technique which provides voltage fluctuations. For this reason, a 3 dB correction
linear frequency tuning of a bipolar oscillator by varying factor is added to this data to demonstrate the actual
the equivalent parameters of the transistor[91. characteristic of each oscillator circuit. The resultant

temperature stability was measured to be -9.8 ppm/OC
Oscillator Test Data over a range of +850C to -55oC with a resonator having

a coefficient of 0 ppm/OC. The 3 ppm/OC desired
The voltage tuning characteristics of this oscillator are frequency stability could be achieved by the purchase of a
shown in Figure 5 for an operating point of Vce=8 V dielectric resonator having a positive thermal coefficient
and Ic=10 mA. Other results of the DRO test data are which would negate that of the circuit.
summarized in Table 2. The dielectric resonator selected
for the first iteration of this design had a resonant Table 2
frequency of 8.73 GHz and as shown in Table 2, set the DRO MEASURED DATA
oscillator's frequency. The dielectric resonator was later
lapped in order to realize the resonant frequency of 9.0
GHz with equivalent phase noise performance. The Fundamental Frequency 8.73 GHz
output power of this iterated version was -20 dBm as Electrical Tuning +/-500 kHz
opposed to that of -2.5 dBm measured at 8.73 GHz. The Output Power - 2.5 dBm
reason for this power difference was that the matching Output Power vs Tuning +/- 3.4 dBm
network had been designed for optimum power at the Harmonic Suppression -23.4 dBc
resonance of the initial puck and had not been altered for Spurious Suppression -73.8 dBc
the increased frequency. Harmonic and spurious Temperature Stability +/-9.8 ppm/OC
suppression matched well to those values documented in
similar DRO circuits. The phase noise performance of '- ,- ,- r ,*' ':'o •_,

8.7424 02

8.7422 -5 .•, ,

8.7420 - -•- - l.u."

8.7418 -1%2' , "

8.7416-
- a- FREQ-GHz -15

8.7414 ..... . P-OUT dBm

8.7412 1 • , • I • , • , • -0.. .•, . -:.,

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 Figure 6. Curve A above provides the phase noise
V-FREQ CONTROL response of a single BJT DRO. This data is found from

Figure 5. Measured voltage tuning characteristic of the a 3dB correction to the measured data of curve B. The
BJT DRO. phase noise of a low noise GaAs FET DRO is shown in

curve C for comparison.
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Conclusions [31 Kevin J. Anderson and Anthony M. Pavio,
"Reduced-cavity DROs exhibit excellent noise

The purpose of this paper has been twofold, to provide a performance," Microwaves & RF, pp. 135-138
tutorial on the fundamental aspects of DRO's as well as Oct. 1985.
to demonstrate the usefulness of these devices in creating
an extremely low noise source. The phase noise [4] A.P.S. Khanna, "Q measurement of microstrip-
improvements gained with this topology are nearly 20 coupled dielectric resonators," Microwaves &
dB better than those of the more commonly used FET BE, pp. 81-86, Jan. 1984.
DRO's and provide a means of establishing a clean
source without the need of multipliers and thus will [51 Krishna K. Agarwal, "Applications of GaAs
greatly minimize hardware requirements. Recent heterojunction bipolar transistors in microwave
developments in low noise HBT devices offer dielectric resonator oscillators," Microwave
opportunities to enhance the phase noise characteristics Journal, pp. 177-182, Nov. 1986.
of DRO's while providing higher output levels.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC MIXING WITH GaAs SCHOTTKY DIODES
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ABSTRACT requires the use of harmonic mixers. Many types of diodes
have been successfully used in this frequency range with the
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) the most common [1-71.

In many areas of precision frequency metrology, it is Josephson junctions based on niobium have been used up
useful to use a single nonlinear element to both multiply a to approximately 3.5 THz [8-101. With the advent of the
source frequency and mix this harmonic with a higher new high temperature superconductors it may eventually be
frequency source. This process is commonly called possible to extend this upper limit by a factor of 10 or
harmonic mixing. When the frequency span is g eat, it is more. We report here the results for harmonic mixing with
advantageous to use large harmonic numbers to reduce the harmonic numbers from 8 to 201 using GaAs schottky
complexity, the number of local oscillators, and ultimately diode constructed with planar geometry [111]. As many as
the cost. Planar GaAs Schottky diodes are good candidates 1000 separate diodes are fabricated on one die and
for high-order harmonic mixing because of their high cut- attached to a 5 mm diameter post. A 25 pm diameter
off frequency. Their robust construction should lead to tungsten whisker of approximately 9 mm length and
excellent lifetime, reliability, and reproducibility. We have sharpened to point of approximately 100-1000 A radius of
investigated the performance of one type of fast planar curvature is used to select the particular diode, to couple in
Schottky diode for harmonic mixing with harmonic numbers both the high frequency and the low frequency radiation
from 8 to 201. Our measurements indicate that, with into the diode and to couple the IF signal into a 50 0
optimum biasing and power, harmonic mixing with coaxial line. Alternately we have used coaxial tees and
harmonic numbers up to approximately 80 can be achieved directional couplers at lower frequencies to inject the
with good signal-to-noise ratios. Detectable signals have subharmonic into the diode, and to extract the IF
been observed for harmonic numbers of 201. In a test of frequency. Both schemes lead to a high signal-to-noise
both the nonlinear and the high-frequency performance, ratio (SNR) for harmonic mixing with harmonic numbers
we were able to obtain a beat signal between the 34th up to 80 with detectable signals up to harmonic numbers of
harmonic of a 74.17 GHz klystron and a laer operating at 201. There is no evidence of significant roll-off with this
2522 GHz. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio was 48 dB approach up to 2.5 THz, which is consistent with the
(bandwidth of 3 kHz). This is more than sufficient to reported cut-off frequency of 11 Thz for this diode
phase lock the laser to the multiplied reference signal. structuretIll. These diodes appear to have a long lifetime
From the nonlinear characteristics of the diode and the and excellent diode-to-diode reproducibility. Failures were
signal-to-noise ratio obtained at lower frequencies, it looks traced to input power in excess of about 15 mW or severe
as though we can multiply from 70 GHz to about 4.5 THz shock. Their use has the potential for substantial
in one step. simplification in the hardware and reduction in the number

of local oscillators required for frequency synthesis in the
INTRODUCTION 30 Ghz to 10 THz region.

The absolute measurement of frequency and precision EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
frequency synthesis up to approximately 10 THz often

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the setup used to
Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to compare the SNR for high-order harmonic mixing. The

copyright, phase shifter is a simple line stretcher. The low-pass filter
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is used to separate the high frequency and the subharmonic many other systems 1121.
from the IF frequency. For these measurements the high-
frequency signal was A diode from the same die as above has also been
fixed at 74.17 Ghz and the subharmonic signal derived from used to harmonically mix the 74.17
a frequency synthesizer. Fixing the high frequency Ia Rio wrm rzmic nab"

eliminated uncertainties in the SNR with harmonic number 10D it 1 •=
associated with frequency roll-off. The low-phase noise 5.r. at .... - -

74.17 GHz signal was coupled into the diode by placing the __

WR 15 waveguide about 5 mm from the tungsten whisker. .. _

The subharmonic signal is coupled into the diode using a
coaxial tee or directional coupler. The induced bias current
is maximized for low subharmonic power by adjusting the __________

phase shifter. The subharmonic power is then adjusted to 7 0'

create a bias current of 0.5 mA through a 1 kQ resister. M miaint to 3 h w 50•. / "'

The beat frequency is coupled out - .

[jj~ ]. 4 ~z 34 5lUral AT 2522 GIt

.S PC T.•_ t 1 2 5 tO 20 50 In0 200

wR IS WAVEGUIDE

Figure 2. Measured SNR versus harmonic number forSplanar GaAs Schottky diodes. The upper reference

\ frequency was held at 74.17 GHz for all except the point
labeled "x 34 signal at 2522 GHz" where the upper

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the test setup used to reference frequency was 2522 GHz. Repeatability of the
measure the high-order multiplication and mixing properties SNR measurements was typically + /-3 dB.
of planar GaAs Schottky diodes. The phase shifter was of x 201 Boat Signal at 74.17 GHz
the line stretcher tye.- - - - - - - - - -

through the low pass filter and amplified in an amplifier
with a noise figure of approximately 9 dB. The SNR of the Una Sca,.
beat frequency observed on a spectrum analyzer for- - -

harmonic numbers from 8 to 80 is shown in figure 2. The I
noise bandwidth is 3 kHz. These results were highly • _ , f,
reproducible from day to day and from diode to diode. ". ,r

Figure 3 shows the spectrum analyzer trace on a linear
scale at harmonic mixing of 201 with a noise bandwidth of
3 kHz.

It is notable that the difference between odd and even 10 kHz / DIV BW 3 kHz

harmonic mixing is very small for harmonic numbers above Figure 3. Spectrum analyzer plot for the beat frequency
11. This is in considerable contrast to results with many between the 74.17 GHz reference and the 201 st harmonic
other diodes [121. The decrease in SNR with increasing of the frequency synthesizer. The drive level was about 6
harmonic number is also remarkably small compared to dB higher than for the data of figure 2.
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GHz signal with the 118.8 pim (2522.7816 GHz) laser line klystron source that was not removed by the phase-locked-
of CH 3 OH (methyl alcohol). The block diagram is shown loop. This increase can in principle be significantly reduced
in Figure 4. The 74.17 GHz klystron source was phase by increasing the bandwidth of the phase-locked-loop. The
locked 30 MHz below the 7th harmonic of a very stable SNR for this signal is about 46 dB if one considers the
10.6 GHz source[13l. The width of the phase-locked 74.17 noise in the wings which are not effected by the noise
GHz source was approximately 5 Hz. The 118.8 aim line bump. This result is in close agreement with that measured
was oscillating with approximately 1 mW of power. Figure at low frequencies and shown in figure 2. Evidently the
5 shows the spectrum analyzer trace for the beat frequency roll-off effects in the diode are still small at 2-5 THz.
with a noise bandwidth of 10 kHz.

•-r x 34 Bea SignW at 2522 GHz

C02 LASER 
aR 

dB Div

Qý LASER

"FI TE 1P .. 0"oAr o% 4t 10 dB Ilw

50 kHz/ Div BW 3 kHz

Figure 6. Spectrum analyzer Plot for a 500 kHz sweep over
the beat frequency between the 34th harmonic of the 74.17

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the test setup used to GHz reference and the 2.522 THz line of methyl alcohol.
measure the SNR for the beat frequency between the 34 th The noise bandwidth was 3 kHz.
harmonic of 74.17 and the 2.522 THz methyl alcohol line.

CONCLUSION
x 34 Beat Signal at 2522 GHz

- -We have shown that sample GaAs Schottky diode of

the planar type are sufficiently nonlinear to yield very high
SNR for harmonic mixing up to order 80. Detectable

10 dB/ Div signals can even be obtained for harmonic number of 201
for stable sources where the noise bandwidth can be
reduced to 100 Hz. Frequency roll-off effects in the diode
were not detectible at 2.5 THz, which is consistent with the

calculated value of 11 THz based on the mask geometries.
-------- ,,-,- The SNR is nearly identical for either odd of even order

- harmonic mixing for harmonic numbers above 11. The
100 kHz/ Div BW 10 kHz sample diodes tested were very stable in time and

reproducible diode to diode on the same die.
Figure 5. Spectrum analyzer plot for a 1 MHz sweep over
the beat frequency between the 34th harmonic of the 74.17
GHz reference and the 2.522 THz line of methyl alcohoi ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
line. The noise bandwidth was 10 kHz.

The authors are very grateful to K.M. Evenson and
Figure 6 shows the spectral analyzer for a noise bandwidth DA. Jennings for many fruitful discussions and help in
of 3 kHz. The increase in the apparent noise floor at aligning the CH 3OH laser.
about 200 kHz is due to the residual phase noise in the
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM4 ON PREQUENCY CONTROL

A MULTIPLE MODULATOR FRACTIONAL DIVIDER

Brian Miller, member IEEE, and Bob Conley

Hewlett-Packard
1620 Signal Dr. Spokane, WA 99220

Fractional-N synthesis allows a PLL to achieve loop f il ter
arbitrarily fine frequency resolution. Because the
technique modulates the instantaneous divide ratio, e,.,• 0 0

fractional-N synthesizers suffer from fractional spurs. .(t VCOt)
Various cancellation schemes allow fractional spur
reduction to about -70 dBc at the expense of hardware *N

cost and complexity. Fig. 1 Basic PLL.

Recent advances in oversampling A/D conversion
technology can be incorporated into fractional-N d i vi de rat io
synthesis, allowing the spectrum of error energy to be
shaped so that fractional synthesis error energy is N+ 1 TN+I
pushed away from the carrier. Based on this new N+
technology, a CMOS integrated fractional-N divider
was successfully developed. A complete fractional-N E :
PLL was constructed utilizing only the CMOS divider, N-
a dual modulus prescaler, a simple loop filter and --TN--
VCO. The resulting PLL exhibits no fractional spurs.

Fig. 2 Alternating divide ratio of fractional-N PLL.

I) Review of Fractional-N Synthesis Average Fv,, =

In a conventional PLL (Fig. 1) Fc, = NxF,,. The 1 [TN x N x F,, + T +,x (N+1) x Fj
divide ratio, N, must be an integer and therefore the (TN+TN+l)
frequency resolution of the locked loop is F,,. Fine
frequency resolution requires a small Fret and a corres- = IN + TN. /(TN + TN +)J] x F, (N.0 x,
pondingly small loop bandwidth. Narrow loop
bandwidths are undesirable because of long switching ...where N denotes the integer portion of the divide
times, inadequate suppression of VCO phase noise, ratio and df is the feactional component of the average
and susceptability to hum and noise. ratio.

divide ratio.

Fractional-N synthesis was developed to allow a
phase-locked loop to have frequency resolution finer Typically, the overflow from an accumulator is
than Fret [1], 121. In a fractional-N divider, the integer used to modulate the instantaneou; divide ratio
divide ratio is periodically altered from N, to N + 1 (Fig. 3) [3]. Given that;
(Fig. 2). The resulting average divide ratio will be
increased from N bir the duty cycle of the N +1 a) VCO frequency = N.f 1 Fref
division. b) Accumulator maximum capacity = C-1

c) X =.f x C (so that X/C = .0

CH2818-3/90/0000-559 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE



loopilterr ads
INN I N

2r_

I -odu I us AI_ Icontrol

X loverf Ia o 0- -TN-4-H-T t

Fig. 3 Fractional-N PLL showing accumulator Fig. 4 Sawtooth phase error of conventional
control of divide ratio. fractional-N synthesis.

...then, while the divider is programmed to divide by loop filter
N, the VCO signal at the phase detector will be at a r - ---

frequency of Fref + (.f/N)xFrf and the loop phase ot -0 +ti

error will begin to advance at a rate of 27rx(.f/N)xF, 1  t) c

rads/sec. The phase error, referred to the VCO,
advances at a rate of 2irx.fxFr rads/sec. Because the umdulu.s

accumulator is summing the same fraction as the control

VCO phase-error/reference-cycle, an accumulator x-- o,,41
overflow corresponds to a VCO phase error exceeding
27r radians and indicates the need to remove 2ir of
phase from the VCO output; accomplished by
changing the divider modulus to N + 1 for a single Fig. 5 Fractional-N PLL incorporating phase
reference cycle, interpolation.

Fig. 6 High performance fractional-N PLL.
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This periodic modification of the divider modulus bit converter utilized in interpolative A-D converters.
gives rise to a sawtooth phase error (Fig. 4). If Consequently, most of the recent developments in
unfiltered, the phase error causes severe spurious interpolative A-D converter technology are also
tones (fractional spurs) at all multiples of the offset applicable to fractional-N synthesis.
frequency (.fxF,,,). eql1(k)

Fortunately, it is easy to predict what the phase W (k

error will be at any given time and a compensating X(t) +
signal can be summed into the PLL to cancel the --bit ,,D
error signal (Fig. 5)141. The phase detector output is [ I-bt D
sampled to allow settling of the interpolation DAC
every reference cycle. This form of correction is
called phase interpolation and fractional spurs are Fig. 7 Sigma-delta modulator.
reduced to the extent that the phase interpolation
signal exactly matches the phase error. Through the A multi-stage, sigma-delta modulator architecture
use of precision DACs and carefully designed phase based on the work of Matsuya, et al. 151 was chosen to
detector and sampler circuitry, fractional spurs of implement the new fractional-N divider. Fig. 7 shows
-70 dBc can be achieved. The complexity and expense the basic modulator used in sigma-delta A-D
of the interpolation circuitry makes this form of te basit modulator input, A-D
fractional-N synthesis unsuitable in many applications, converters. x(k) is the modulator input, y(k) is themodulator output, and eq1(k) is the quantization error

Fig. 6 shows a 0.5 - I (;Hz fractionaI-N PLL added by the one-bit A/D. In fractional-N synthesis
designed for a high quality RF signal generator applications, the input to the sigma-delta modulator is
designe fo. ahigh qualit entationutilizerphator the desired fractional offset, which is a digital word.
(HP 8645). This implementation utilizes phase Consequently, the integrator may be digitally

interpolation, and fractional spurs are suppressed to implementean the one-bit -a itreid

approximately -70 dBc. The circuitry of Fig. 6 does implemented and the one-bit D-A is not required.

not include the loop VCO, but does contain the Fig. 8 shows a sigma-delta modulator suitable for

complete fractional divider, phase detector, loop fractional-N synthesis.

amplifier, circuitry to allow FM inside the PLL eqI (k)
bandwidth, and microprocessor interface. f (k) + i y(k)

!!) A New Approach To Fractional Division Izbi
quant i zer

i.ierpolative A/D converters primarily based on
sigma-delta modulators, have recently been developed
into a viable technology for low frequency
measurement and audio systems 15-71. Interpolative Fig. 8 Sigma-delta modulator suitable for
A-D converters operate by greatly oversampling the fractional-N synthesis.
input with a coarse (usually one-bit) converter and
then digitally filtering the one-bit output stream to
eliminate out-of-band quantization noise. S/N is I/(1 - z1) 1
further enhanced by embedding the one-bit converter Y(z) - x (.F(z)) + x e,1(Z)
in a recursive filter structure which shapes the I + z'/(1 - z-1) 1 + /.,(1 - z/ )
quantization noise present at the converter output so
that most of the noise I nergy lies outside the band of = .F(z) 4 (1- 1) x eq(z) (!)
interest and will be removed during filtering.

The same concept may he applied to fractional-N A block diagram of a 3-modulator fractional
synthesis. FractionaI-N synthesis attempts to achieve divider is shown in Fig. 9. System behavior is

fine frequency resolution thru manipulation of a assumed sufficiently random to justify modeling each
coarse, integer divider. The desired fractional one-bit quantizer as a unity gain element with added
frequency is analogous to the analog input of an A-D. quantization noise 181. Under these assumptions the
The integer-restricted divider is analogous to the one- quantization noise will be uniformly distributed with
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a2 = (1)2/12. N.f is the desired rational divide ratio Using T, = 1/Fret and Eq. 10 in Eq. 11, we obtain;
and N,,(k) is the actual sequence presented to the (2w)2 l-z" I "F,,
integer restricted divider. Using Eq. 1; S#(z) X x

N,(z) = (1-z)eqj(z) + .f(z) (2) 1 I-z 1
1
2FF,, 2  12

N2(z) = -eql(Z) + (1-Z')eq2 (Z) (3) (2r)2 r
- I1-z-t ' rad)/Hz (12)

N2 ' (z) = -(1-z")eq,(z) + (1-z')ýeq2(z) (4) 12 F,(

If S4(t) is a two-sided PSD, then; £(f) = S4(f).

N3(z) = -eq2(Z) + (1-Z:)eq3(Z) (5) Therefore; (27t) 2

£(z) _ I 1-z' 14 rad2/Hz
N3 ' (z) = -(1-z')2 eq2 (Z) + (1-z') 3 eq3(z) (6) 12F,,e (13)

Nd,,(z) = N(z) + N,(z) + N 2 ' (z) + N 3 ' (z) Converting to the frequency domain and generalizing
N.f(z) + (1-z') 3eq,(Z) (7) to any number of modulator sections;

In a locked PLL, fou,(k) = Nd,,(k) x F,, (2r)2 ý ] 2(m-1)
£(ft) = • L2sin(fff/Ft) i rad2 /Hz

Using Eq. 7 we can then write; 12 Frf (14)

four(z) = N.f(z) x Fret + (1-z 1 )3F,,eq3(z) (8) ...where m is the number of modulator sections.

Where the 1st term of Eq. 8 is the desired freq- Typically we are concerned with ofiset ranges small
uency, and the second term represents frequency noise compared to the reference frequency allowing;
due to fractional division. This form is not useful for (2ff) 2  2(m-1)
frequency synthesis applications and needs to be (2d) Hz
converted into single-sideband phase noise, £(f). £(f) F rad2/Hz(112Ffr&' F 21t (15)

eq3 has variance = 1/12 over a bandwidth of F, Eq. 15 gives the colored quantization noise

Consequently, the power spectral density (PSD) produced by the multiple modulator synthesis
of eq3 = 1/(12Fret). technique. Instead of discrete spurs, error energy

produced by the fractional division will be manifested

Defining, v(z) =- frequency fluctuations of fo,•(z) as noise. This noise must be filtered prior to the
VCO to prevent unacceptable degradation of spectral

Sj(z) = I(1_Z-) 3FF,,12 X (1/12Fr,f) (9) purity. Interpolative A-D converters utilize digital
filters to remove out-of-band quantization noise. In a

= I 1-z-1 6 X Fr,,/12 (10) fractional-N synthesis application, the PLL lowpass
characteristic may be utilized to filter the quantization

We want phase fluctuations, not frequency noise. A circuit example is given in Section IV.

fluctuations.
The system of Fig. 9 can be simplified when it is

o(t) = fw(t) dt = 2irfv(t) dt recognized that an accumulator is a compact
realization of the sigma-delta modulator. Fig. 10

Employing a simple rectangular integration to shows an accumulator based sigma-delta modulator.
represent f dt in the z-domain; The feedback of Fig. 8 occurs implicitly in the internal

logic of the accumulator. Incorporating accumulators

TW(z) 2ffT~v(z) into the three-stage sigma-delta modulator yields Fig.
0(z) -11. The topology of Fig. 11 is readily amenable to

1 - z" 1 - z' integration. The multiple modulator fractional-N

(11) control system reduces to a forward path of
accumulators and a reverse path of differentiators.
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N,' • Fig. 12 illustrates the overall block diagram of the

+ 1 1(z ) IC. This diagram can be broken down into two
.Frz) M N-V.) distinct sections:

quasti'ur 1) Basic Synthesizer

a) N-divider
b) Phase Frequency Detector
c) Reference Divider

-. Z) (Zd) Out of Lock Detector
-2t) I" •e) Serial Interface

quent. Z.,2) Computation and Control
-_ a) Sequential Math Section

b) Dedicated Math Section
c) Data Flow Control

- Eq Z(Z ) 'N3(z) ta i
-L" I • )L-ack

(Z) Dtector*
1Xbt F'ro#-. me# Div. Phwon Dot..

Ciueft IZer MI••oduO Jlk |us

P -- , Procald

Fig. 9 Three-modulator fractional-N divider.

.fy ( k ) I

S) f -k.OV IFig. 12 Block diagram of the fractional-N IC.

X+Y -eq (k)

Y
-q Not shown in Fig. 12 but included on the IC is

Fig. 10 An accumulator regarded as a sigma-delta circuitry to support FM inside the PLL bandwidth,
modulatorn synthesized sweep, and a general purpose 12-bit

parallel data bus for control of external perhipheral

Nd i v ( k) devices.

N(k) +2 ++ Basic Synthesizer

.f (k) I Although the basic synthesizer looks very much
X+Y ovf I like the parts available from Motorola t111, Fujitsu

[121 and others, significant differences exist, particu-
larly in the N-divider. Those who have built and
tested fractional-N PLLs know the importance of
avoiding spurious coupling from the N-divider,

Fig. 11 Multiple modulator divider implemented with reference divider, and the fraction computation logic
accumulators. onto the edges presented to the phase detector. With

this in mind, the following basic premise governed the
architecture of the N-divider and Math sections of theIII) Fractional Divider Implementation IC.

An IC was conceived to implement all th'ý digital "Avoid spurious coupling of divider and
functions of a PLL incorporating a multiple modulator computation events to the phase detector edges by
fractional divider. The part is fabricated in a 1.5 restricting both to separate times within the PLL
micron, 5 Volt CMOS process and packaged in a 44 cycle."
pin plastic leaded chip carrier. The part dissipates
75mW when clocked at 15 MHz.
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This, coupled with the following two observations,
resulted in the general PLL Cycle requirements
illustrated in Fig. 13.

Term. Cht p j

a) To reduce the delay of FM, sweep and other Lad C 0( Lf-

external requests, the requests should be sampled and ._a] Modulu

their associated calculations executed at the last CaPrscaler

possible moment before the N-divider is reloaded.
Eniable

b) The VCO/N edge placement must represent Tr. R

exactly the number of VCO cycles,calculated by the

sigma-delta modulators. No incidental PM can be
allowed to modulate the VCO/N edge. The start of Prescaled I I

the reference cycle is "quiet" and reserved for the VCOM
phase detector edges. The last portion of the cycle is I
reserved for the noisy calculations and prescaler modlu, s

modulus control changes. cotrol Divide I Divide by P I
by

P or P+1
I j

"T-rmIldoe i Fig. 14 Prescaler controller with modulus changes
T nern Count - referenced to the beginning of the reference cycle.

Pro-sca led 1L.
VC-N to phase rt.

MO. Divider r

Math Calculationa -I-

Modulus Control 0 dO
QIEO~LT NOM FY

Fig. 13 Timing diagram of the basic PLL cycle. Term. Cnt P*P+I

The N-divider controller is based on the well Dual Modulus
known dual modulus prescaler 113] technique. Inn N-aC,.I Prscaler
typical prescaler based divider, prescaler modulus
changes are referred to the beginning of the reference
cycle as illustrated in Fig. 14. However, unlike most FR W .. _.
dividers found in single chip synthesizers, the new IC
references changes of the prescaler modulus to the
end of the PLL reference cycle (Fig. 15) to facilitate Prescaled I
time separation of phase detector edges and noisy vc* o J1FLJ1...FLFLAJJhLr t..FLFU
computations. Instead of using two counters to vco/N -----
generate prescaler modulus control, a counter and , I
comparator are used. The 0 outputs of the down

Control Divide by P DIvfdeo
counter are compared to the value stored in the , by
modulus control register. Although other dual P or P+1

modulus dividers have been built based on a single Fig. 15 Prescaler controller with modulus changes
counter and comparators [141, they do not reference referenced to the end of the reference cycle.
the modulus control changes to the end of the PLL
cycle.
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Computation and Control IV) Complete Fractional-N Synthesis PLL

Consider the implementation of the three The new fractional-N divider was used to
modulator divider illustrated in Fig. 11. In addition, construct a 0.5-1 GHz PLL (Fig. 16). The divider IC
let the desired fractional resolution require a 24 bit was programmed to implement a three modulator
word wid!h in each modulator and an N value less interpolative divider. An exernal 32/33 prescaler was
than 4096. The major logic required to implement utilized in conjunction with the fractional-divider IC to
this is cataloged as follows: implement the N-divider function. The prescaler is

1) One 24 bit adders preceeded by a divide-by-two because the 32/33

2) Four 24 bit registers prescaler is not able to toggle at 1 GHz.

3) Six 24 bit data paths 1. 5--k L' F

4) Two 1-z- operators lop •,t..
5) One 12 bit adder
6) Three 12 bit data paths Fm-

This could be a large integration problem. Since
multiple prescaler output cycles are available every I r-------- .. G. a t• EO E]
PLL cycie, a sequential approach to the accumulations T
was chosen. This approach complicates IC control but

saves considerable die area. The number of prescaler
output cycles per PLL cycle are limited, so the small
valued computations such as the 1-zj operators are Fig. 16 0.5-1 GHz fractional-N PLL.
implemented in dedicated logic. The 1-z' operators
can be scaled since their peak numeric value is The VCO is a single band, 0.5-1 GHz, varactor
bounded (e.g. + 1, -1 for the third modulator section). tuned transistor oscillator. The loop F,, is 200 KHz.
This further reduces die requirements. In addition to the normal phase control objectives, the

loop filter must also provide adequate rejection to the
The control section, in addition to scheduling synthesis noise. The predicted synthesis noise is

accumulations, is required to fetch dedicated overlaid on a plot of the free running VCO phase
computations into the sequential section and pass new noise (Fig. 17) to determine the loop filter design
values off to the N-divider and peripherials used in parameters. The synthesis noise plotted in Fig. 17 is
FM [151 and sweep functions. The state machine increased 6 dB over Eq. 14 because of the divide-by-
required to implement the sequential math and two prescaler between the VCO and the fractional
control could have been implemented in PLA, ROM divider circuit. Note how the fractional division error
or RAM. Cell based RAM was selected for its energy has been pushed away from the carrier. In this
obvious versatility as well as overall speed when case, the error energy intersects the VCO phase noise
compared to available cell based ROM. The IC has a at an offset greater than where the phase detector
16 instruction control RAM which must be noise intersects the VCO phase noise. Notice also
programmed upon application of power to the part. that the error energy rises at 40 dB/decade. For this
RAM based control hastened development of the part application, the servo requirements were satisfied with
and its intended application because it was a type II, second order loop of approximately 750 Hiz
easy to reconfigure the IC for experimentation. The bandwidth. The filtering requirements were met by
RAM based control also provides flexibility to PLL adding two additional real-axis poles (1.8 KHz,
designers who, with the IC, can program unique 3 KHz) to the loop filter.
combinations of correction, specialized sweep and FM
or PM. The results of a phase noise measurement on the

locked loop are given in Fig. 18. The fractional
divider was programmed for a frequency offset of
2 KHz. None of the traditional 2 KHz (and multiples
thereof) spurs arc present.
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Fig. 17 Phase noise sources in the 0.5--i GHz PLL.
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a I aK INK I rET two (IZ)
II (Uy [d~c.'-II Vl CHz] 11NFi. e phase noise of the PLLFig. 20 Theoretical and measured synthesis noise.Fig. 18 Measured phase noise of the PLL.

Eq. 14 was verified with the apparatus of Fig. 19. Heuristically, higher order coders decrease the
N.f was chosen to divide the applied RF correlation between the input signal and the
(750.001 MHz) down to the reference frequency quantization error [101, permitting a quantization noise
(200 KHz). The baseband noise recorded on the model.
spectrum analyzer was adjusted by the reciprocal of
the low pass filter gain; which was measured We found the three-stage ZDM to comply with
separately. Results are given in Fig. 20. The noise the uniform noise model if the first accumulator
floor of the measurement system was approximately experiences activity in, or near, the LSB bit position.
-80 dBc. Inputs which excite only bits near the MSB position,

such as .i = .5, .75, .25 etc, result in a limit cycle of

The mathematical prediction of synthesis error short duration and insufficient randomness to

energy (Eq. 14) relies on a uniform quantization noise decorrelate the quantization error. Fortunately, it is

model. The reader may rightly wonder if this is easy to always add one LSB to the desired frequency

justifiable. Several authors [9,101 have addressed the offset if the desired .f does not already have the LSB

exact output spectra of a sigma-delta modulator but set. Because the accumulator length is so large, a one

have limited their analyses to single stage modulators. LSB frequency error is easily tolerable. In our test

For single stage modulators, the output spectra is circuit utilizing a 24 bit accumulator, one LSB

strongly dependant on the DC input to the modulator corresponds to 0.0238 Hz, or 4.77x10 5 ppm worst case.

and a quantization noise model is not appropriate [91.
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V) SUMMARY Acknowledgement

Fig. 21 shows a 0.5-1 GHz PLL incorporating the The authors would like to thank Scott Grimmett,
new fractional-N synthesis technique. The circuit Marcus DaSilva, Mark Talbot, Ben Flugstad and Jim
contains the complete PLL (including VCO), circuitry Catlin for their contribution to the successful
to allow FM inside the PLL bandwidth and a development of the IC.
microprocessor interface. This implementation is over
2.5 times smaller than its phase interpolation based
predecessor.

A new technique for fractional-N synthesis has
been developed. The technique causes error energy to
be suppressed at small offsets, allowing the remaining
error to be rejected by simple filtering. The technique
provides a tremendous advantage in cost, size and
complexity over traditional fractional-N synthesis
techniques which utilize error correction.

Fig. 21 Complete fractional-N PLL utilizing new
divider IC.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

A NOVEL DESIGN OF A 1.8 GHZ INPUT ODD RATIO FREQUENCY
DIVIDER

David Kom, Code 8106, Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Ave. S.W., Washington, D.C.
20375

Carl Deierling, Select Electronics, 14730 Beach Blvd., Suite 106, Bldg. F, La Mirada, CA 90638;
formerly with GigaBit Logic, Newbury Park, CA at time of authorship

high-speed digital ics, namely increasing maximum input
Abstract-Frequency division is an integral part of rf and clock frequency and minimizing the residual (additive)
microwave frequency synthesis. Unfortunately until now, phase noise, physical size and dc power consumption. The
non power-of-2 (e.g. 3,5,6) divider ratios are limited to most important measured inherent characteristics of this
maximum input frequencies of about 500 MHz ; the few divider technique from a frequency synthesis poipt of ";e-
exceptions are at fxzd divide ratios. Presented is the are lack of measurable spurious oscillations as the input rf
analysis and measured results of a new design, which is frequency, rf power, dc voltage and ambient temperature are
conceptually and practically simple, that is capable of changed, all dependently or independently of one another, a
dividing by any integer with measured results for divide- scarcity of undesired subharmonics, low residual phase
by-3 at a 1.8 GHz.maximum input. The concept is based noise, very small size, low dc power consumption, low
on a D flip-flop with a delay line that controls the divide input rf drive and moderate rf power output delivery.
integer in a feedback configuration. The divider is very
stable over frequency, power and temperature, is very BACKGROUND PERSPECTIVE
small, produces extremely low-level spurious frequencies,
has moderate residual phase noise and is very Frequency division is an integral part of rf frequency
manufacturable synthesizer techniques. The majority of frequency dividers

are realized digitally via edge triggered flip-flops or as
INTRODUCTION analog circuits based on varactor diodes and resonant

circuits. The following paragraphs testify to the
Presented is a new technique for building an odd ratio fixed usefulness of the proposed divider circuit.
frequency divider at a demonstrated 1.8 GHz maximum
input frequency.This technique has been conceived, Edge triggered digital divider circuits are designed by
designed, tested and built by the authors. In this article the configuring a flip-flop to change state on a rising or a

word "odd" is used as a mnemonics for a non 2 n integer falling edge but not on both; this in effect is a divide-by-2.

rather than a non-even number. This divider, which was A divide-by-2n (2,4,8 etc.) is made possible by cascading
necessitated by and is intended for if frequency synthesizer the desired number of flip-flops. If a non 2 n divide ratio
applications, can divide by any integer; however, its is the goal, •. 'wdb ck circuit between flip-flops can
novelty is most useful when the integer chosen is a non 2 n accomplish this. T" -re many ways to do this. Off-the-
number, namely 3,5,6,7 etc, as there are many multi-lHz shelf pre-designea ,,rs with fixed divide ratios are

input 2 n (2,4,8,16 etc) dividers presently available. Both designed on this technique as are dividers built by the

the circuit itself and its intended function, selectable non- equipment designer using the industry-standard 4-bit

2 n ratio and 1 GHz-plus input frequency division, appear counter.

to be novel and is most certainly useful. There do not
appear to be any dividers available based on this circuit First consider the pre-designed option. Plessey
concept and the few dividers which are available with input Semiconductor has the most comprehensive selection of
frequencies above 1 GHz are not capable of dividing by any pre-designed dividers, all built with silicon, presented are
integer. Consequently it gives the frequency synthesizer the highest input frequency odd ratio dividers for N < 10.
designer another design option not currently available. The The SP8720 divides by 3 @ Fmax = 300 MHz, the
circuit concept is based on a D flip-flop with a delay Tau SP8620 divides by 5 @ Fmax = 400 MHz, the SP8740

fedback from the inverted Q output to the flip-flop clear divides by 6 or 7 @ Fmax = 300 MHz, and the SP8743

input with the D input tied high; the divide ratio N is divides by 9 @ Fmax = 500 MHz. GigaBit Logic has the

controlled by selecting the delay Tau. The input frequency highest non 2 n divider, the 100070, a 2.0 GHz dual-
is applied to the clock input and the output frequency is the modulus divider, however it divides by 5 or 6 only. If one

Q output. Since this rf circuit is based on a digital ic its wants to divide by 3,5,6,7 or 9, these are the options.
features are directly coupled to the anticipated advances in
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It is worth noting that a number of companies make multi- divide ratio, N, is 3. The cause and consequence of each
GHz input 2 dividers. Avantek makes the IFD-Ol 110, a change of state in either CK, Q, Qbar or CLR with respect
silicon 4.5 GHz divide-by-4, Plessey makes dhe SP8808A, to time is marked by a number in the diagram and verbally
a 3.3 GHz silicon divide-by-8 and NEC makes the explained as follows:
UPGS0IB, a GaAs 5 GHz divide-by-4 and the UPG506B, a
14 GHz GaAs divide-by-8, just to name a few. These
dividers are built with flip-flops as described previously
however they do not have asynchronous clear inputs,
thereby making them ineligible for use in the proposed INPUT " J
divider circuit. As dividers and D flip-flops with M aft
asynchronous clear inputs increase in input frequency so
will the input frequency of non 2 n dividers built with this
technique. If these dividers and flip-flops can be made of
silicon instead of GaAs, the improvement of residual phase
noise, specifically the approximately 20 dB decrease of the
1/f frequency point, will make this technique better suited FIGURE 1
for lowest-possible phase noise synthesizers. At this time
the chosen D flip-flop, GigaBit Logic's 100G21A-2L, a
GaAs device, is the highest input frequency D flip-flop -I- On the clock falling edge the D input is strobed
with asynchronous clear that is commonly available, into the flip-flop. D is hard-wired logic high and the

particular flip-flop is negative edge triggered. Whether the
Next the design-it-yourself option. The numerous 4 bit particular flip-flop used is regative or positive edge
programmable counters readily lend themselves to 2n and triggered is inconsequential. The state of Q prior to event -
non 2 n frequency division ratios. These counters are 1- is irrelevant.
available in cmos, ttl, ecl and GaAs circuit technologies.
cmos and ttl counters, manufactured by many companies, -2- As a result of event -1- the Q and Qbar outputs go
have maximum input frequencies at about a 100 MHz. high and low respectively after the CK-to-Q
GigaBit Logic makes a GaAs counter, the 10G061, with a delay, in this case 525 picosecs.
1.3 GHz maximum input frequency, this is the only 1
GHz-plus input frequency 4-bit counter currently available. -3- Since the Qbar output is fedback via a delay Tau
However due to propagation delays, feedback circuits to the CLR input , a time delay Tau after event - 2- Qbar
inherently reduce maximum input frequency, often by a low appears at the CLR input. There are no changes in Q
multiplicative factor of 0.60 to 0.80, compared to the same due to any clock falling edges that might occur between
flip-flop configured for straight 2n divide ratios with no events -2- & -3- since the D input is hard-wired high and Q

feedback. is already high.

In view of the preceding paragraphs one can conclude that 4- As a result of event -3- the Q and Qbar outputs go
the only pre-packaged divider above 500 MHz input low and high respectively after the CLR to Q and Qbar
frequency is limited to divide ratios of 5 & 6 and the delay, in this case 625 picosecs.
maximum input frequency of a 4-bit counter set for a non -5- Since the CLR input is merely the delayed Qbar

2 n divide ratio is 1 0Hz. output, a time delay Tau after event -4- the CLR port goes

CONCEPT AND ANALYSIS high (deactivated). Remember that between events -3- & -
5-, when the CLR input is low, the clock input has no

The concept of this novel divider technique is based on a D effect on the state of either outputs.

flip-flop and a delay Tau fedback from the inverted Q -& Event -6- is a repeat of event -1-, at that time the
output to the asynchronous clear (CLR) input with the D D input is strobed into the flip-flop. Q is low at this time.
input tied high as shown in the block diagram. The
maximum input frequency is limited by the maximum -7- As a result of event -6-, Q changes state and goes
clock (CK) frequency of D flip-flops on the market and the hi As a resultof even - has stateeand oe
divide ratio is controlled by setting the propagation delay, frequency division cycle.
Tau, of the feedback circuit. The D flip-flop must have an
asynchronous CLR inpuL The circuit analysis, including
device-specific propagation delays, is most clearly
visualized by referring to the timing diagram of the built
divider. The input frequency is 1.4 GHz, 714 picoseconds,
the flip-flop is GigaBit Logic's 10G021A, and the desired
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signal would select
1400 MHZ 714 PICOSEC which delay line is in

the circuit thereby
INPUT • selecting N or N + 1.FI:OUENCY

C K GENERAL
CIRCUIT DESIGN

R D 46.6PROCEDURE

OUTPUT The circuit design
F1FREQUENCY procedure is fairly

straightforward and is
summarized as

TAU follows:

-LR 7 A •Select 
the D flip-

flop. The flip-flop
must have an
asynchronous clear2.15 NANOSECS input. Synchronous
Q and Qinverted
outputs are preferred
but not essential.

TIME >P I - The only relevant ac
-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- .7. parameters of the

TAU = 321 PICOSECS chosen flip-flop are

CKD = CLOCK TO O & 0 DELAY = 525 PICOSECS TYPICAL the CK-to-Q and

-= CLEA TOO & 5 DELAY= 625 PICOSECS TYPICAL CLR-to-Q delays.
R&P The maximum

divider (flip-flop plus
required feedback) operating frequency is limited by the

FIGURE 2 above mentioned delays, the flip-flop maximum input
frequency and the external delay that comprise Tau. The

Given the preceeding explanation one can realize the divider maximum frequency has been measured to be about
following: 0.6 to 0.8 times the flip-flop maximum frequency for N =

2 or 3. As expected, the maximum divider input frequency
The value of Tau is chosen such that 2Tau plus both CK- will decrease as the external delay Tau is increased; this
to-Q and CLR-to-Q delays is greater than N-I input clock must be considered when selecting the flip-flop.
cycles and less than N clock cycles where N is the desired
divide ratio; this would be stated in equation form as: The next step is to determine the value of the external

delay, Tau, that must be introduced to acheive the desired
(iCK cycle)(N-1) < 2Tau + CK-to-Q + CLR-to-Q divide ratio N. The above stated equation yields the value

< (ICK cycle)(N) sec of Tau. How Tau is implemented depends on what it
physically is. For values of N less than 10 Tau can

The objective is to solve for Tau given a known (desired) conveniently be realized passively through a coaxial cable,
value of N. This is the only pertinent design equation. microstrip transmission line or as in this application, a

piece of wire. The method the authors used was to consider
Note that the timing diagram reveals that the input to the passive delay line as a characteristic impedance in series
output time delay of this circuit is the D flip-flop internal with the shunt CLR input capacitance. These two
CK-to-Q delay, in this case 525 picosecs. quantities determine a time constant which in turn

determines how quickly the CLR input voltage reaches the
This technique can also be used to build a high speed dual threshold voltage. The design example goes through this
modulus prescalar. The only change in the circuit would be in detail.
to have 2 delay lines, one for and the other for N + 1,
connected from Q inverted to a 2:1 mux input, and connect The last step is to determine the circuit design practicalities
the mux output to the CLR input. The mux control dictated by the already chosen flip-flop and delay line. No

"special" circuits such as tuned or diode clamping circuits
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are requixed. Refer to the detailed circuit schematic and clock-to-Q delay = 525 picosecs
photo of the design example buil The salient features are CLR-to-Q delay = 625 picosecs
summarized: Even though this circuit concept is digital at
heart (based on and realized with an edge triggered device), thus: 140 picosecs < Tan < 496 picosecs
consider this an rf circuit and design accordingly. Make
sure to use chip capacitors and resistors for rf line The next step was to try to account for all delays that
terminations, flip-fltp output voltage pull downs, ac comprise Tau; in order to do this a detailed description of
decoupling and dc blocking. Leaded dc blocking capacitors the layout is necessitated. For extra clarity refer to the
at the output (Qport of flip-flop) have been determined to circuit photo and Tau equivalent circuit. The 10G02 IA-2L
cause spurious frequencies near the carrier, the cause of dual D flip-flop is a 40 pin leadless chip carrier (Icc)
death of many frequency synthesizer circuits. package that is 0.480 X 0.480 X 0.105 inches. It is

directly soldered to the top of a GigaBit Logic prototype
DESIGN EXAMPLE board, the 90GUPB, a four layer 70 mil thick board made

of G-10 material. The top side of the circuit board has 200
The system-imposed specfication that necessitated the mil long 500i microstrip lines and the bottom side has
invention of this divider dictated that a frequency between plated through vias, both corresponding to each of the 40
450 MHz and 550 MHz with spurious less than -80 dBc be "pinouts". The two middle layers are used for dc voltage
generated from a 1400 MHz reference. The authors distribution only and are not part of the delay Tau. For the
conceived this circuit after confirming that dividing 1.4 sake of soldering convenience Tan was implemented by a
GHz by 3 would be the best solution and that there were piece of wire-wrap wire, 30 awg, and was soldered on the
no pre-designed divide-by-3s available at 1.4 GHz. bottom side of the board between the Qinverted output (pin

22) and CLR input (pin 29) plated-through holes. Refer to
the circuit photo. The board was subsequently re-built on

.s2v- -3,v.2 a 1 oz. copper double sided 63 mil thick epoxy (FR-4)
TAU circuit board with no change in performance.
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.Z ._ MH,
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0 
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FIGURE 3 %. 04 C30

The divider was designed with the GigaBit Logic
10G021A-2L in mind, a dual D flip-flop with a 2.7 GHz
maximum clock frequency; only one flip-flop of the two in
the 40-pin IC was used. The required delay Tau for N = 3 TOP
is calculated using the preceding equation:

1400 MHz is 714 picosecs, therefore the sum of FIGURE 4
all 3 delays must be between:

1428 picosecs < 2Tau + CK-to-Q +
CLR-to-Q < 2142 picosecs
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-0.6V - (0.63)X(I.1V) = -1.29V this is close to
the threshold point, -1.3V, of an ECL circuit

Therefore one time constant is equal to the time it takes
an ECL level voltage swing to go from a logic I state to
the threshold voltage. The CLR input is active low,
therefore the clear command is initiated at threshold.
Summing the time delays due to (1), (2) & (3) yields:

20 + 16 + 225 = 261 picosecs

This is the calculated value of total inherent delay over
which the designer has little control. The designer can
chose the physical length of line, this is added to the
inherent delay. A 0.7 inch long piece of wire-wrap wire

S5 6 , 9 1-was chosen, this causes the following delay:

seemN (0.7in)+39.3 in/m) = 0.018 m
(0.018 m)H(3 E8 m/s) = 60 picosecs

Therefore the total calculated delay Tau is 261+ 60 = 321
BOTTOM picosecondss. This value is close to the midpoint of the

calculated 140 to 496 picosecond range required for N = 3.

FIGURE 5 3DAwo ,an
•81• *q~vsW ahc wcW• o0mm td

First consider the inherent time delays, the significant ones Zo. q...o Ism

are summarized as follows: =E l-

(1) Assume 10 picosecs delay at each end of the wire
due to the path from the LCC through the via to plated-
through hole on board bottom. This is 20 picosecs of
delay.

(2) The 200 mil long 500 line on top of the board is FIGURE 6
not used or terminated and thus is a capacative open stub
driven by a low impedance source. Assuming 2 pf and Calculating Tau is the only design task other than
80: choosing pull-down resistors and decoupling capacitors,

these are standard ecl and GaAs design considerations; thus
One time constant = (80?)X(2 E-I2pf) = they merit no further mention here other than to note that

16 picosecs the 10G021A-2L accepts and puts out ecl compatible
voltage levels.

(3) The largest inherent delay is due to a combination
of the shunt capacitance of the CLR input port and the MEASURED RESULTS
transmission line that is Tau. A piece of 30 AWG wire
laying flush to the board bottom has a characteristic From a circuit design perspective the circuit was an instant
impedance of about 15002 and the CLR port input success. The delay Tau did not need to be adjusted. The
capacitance is estimated at 1.5 pf. preceding design procedure was followed and the only

required re-work was the replacement of a leaded 330 pf
One time constant = (150f2)X(1.5E- 12 chip cap with a non-leaded one functioning as the Q output

pf) = 225 picosecs dc block. The leaded capacitor induced low-level spurious
close to the output frequency; a chip capacitor solved that

The following pertains to (2) & (3). One RC time problem. In this article spurious frequencies are defined as
constant is 0.63 of final voltage. Considering that the frequencies not harmonically or subharmonically related to
voltage levels are -0.6V for logic state 1 and -1.7 for logic the input frequency.
state 0:
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The features and measured results are summarized as _ -..-,,..--.,. 0 0.
follows, refer to spectrum analyzer and phase noise plots.
The 1.4 GHz source was the HP 8642B, a spectrally pure
synthesized signal source, the spectrum analyzer was the
HP 8566B and the phase noise was measured on the
HP3047 system:

INPUT FREQUENCY (F) OF INTEREST: 1.4 GHz 7VO

DESIRED DIVIDE RATIO: N =3

INPUT FREQUENCY RANGE: (for Tau fixed for N = 3)

1210 MHz < Fin < 1810 MHz N=3 •" u .,- --s .0- o- ,-- "8.
Fin > 1810 MHz No output frequency DCT I GM

1180 MHz < F < 1200 MHz N = 5 & 7 (unstable)
590 MHz< F< 1170 MHz N=2

FIGURE 7
Note that max operating freq, 1810 MHz, is about 0.67 of
specified max clock freq. Also note that as the input
frequency is decreased the divide ratio decreases, as predicted
by the design equation. - 4 3_" " _ ... ."" .- L. a* as 60-

OUTPUT HARMONICS: (c = +7 dBm @ 466.67 MHz)

2d (933.33 MHz) -9 dBc 4
3d (1400 MHz, input) -22 dBc
4th (1866.67 MHz) -16 dBc
5th (2333.33 MHz) -20 dBc
19th (8.86 0Hz) -70 dBc

Note that the 10G021A-2L puts out an ECL compatible _n

waveform with high odd harmonic content due to the 150
picosecs rise and fall times. -•'e. %,ee. -. , 0. . , _ ,

INPUT (F) SUBHARMONICS: (other than integer 467K%*. 1Wk

multiples of Fj3)
FIGURE 8

F/6 (233.33 MHz) -71 dBc
F/2 (700 MHz) -69 dBc RESIDUAL PHASE NOISE:
No others greater than the spectrum analyzer noise floor,
about -85 dBc In this article residual phase noise is defined as the phase

noise generated by any circuit that has a frequency inpuL
SPURIOUS: These circuits include frequency synthesizers, dividers and

mulitpliers, amplifiers, and rf switches. The output phase
None greater than the spectrum analyzer noise floor, about noise of these devices is the logarithmic sum of the rf
-85dBc. The phase noise measurement revealed a spur -110 source input phase noise and the device generated (residual)
dBc at 600 KHz offset at 1.4 GHz input and spurs -95 TO phase noise. Since the rf source input phase noise usually
-100 dBc around 20 MHz offset at 1.7 GHz input, predominates over the device generated phase noise, the

device generated phase noise is classified as residual. This
distinction between phase noise and residual phase noise is
not only important for academic clarity, each require a
different measurement technique. The residual phase noise
measurement is inherently indirect; it involves making two
phase noise measurements, one with and one without the
circuit-under-test and observing the degradation caused by
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the circuit-under-test. Refer to the hp 3047 operating F-- , rSTDX t ,: . _.I: , I

manual and related hip application nots for further details. .VvK. A"a '**W*

The residual phase noise of the divide-by-3s was 10 dB or -
greater than the measurement system phase noise for most
of the 10 Hz to 40 MHz offset span; consequently the " .
measurement system phase noise has negligible effect on
phase noise plot of the measurements with the dividers is .

due to the divider residual phase noise only, the
measurement system phase noise contribution is ,
negligible. Note that the residual phase noise of each I.
divider is assumed to be 3 dB lower than measured since = -

there are two dividers in the measurement. It is reasonable
to assume that both contribute equally to the measured •" - -
value, hence the 3 dB reduction. .......--. _.._--__-__._....

Presented are some observations of the measurent results:

FIGURE 9
(1) Far-out floor level of about -160 dBc/Hz @ 1.4
GHz input DIVIDER RESIDUAL PHASE NOISE SET-UP AND

RESULTS FOR 1.4 GHZ AND 1.7 GHZ INPUTS
(2) I/f (10 dB/decade) slope out to the far-out floor,
about 4 MHz offset @ 1.4 GHz input Nm VOme

(3) 10 dB/decade slope increases to about 13 dB/decade DIMDR --
below 10 KHz. This increase from 10 dB to 13 dB, 1.4 ,-•
theoretically unexplainable, is presumed to be a
measurement inaccuracy. It is possible that the resolution HP 863A HP 3D47
bandwidth was wide enough to not detect the ever-present
discrete 60 Hz harmonics, consequently the discrete power
of these harmonics was "lumped in" with the divider 5 5 Emj R
residual phase noise. This statement is an assumption.

(4) The residual phase noise across the entire offset
frequency span is about 3 dB lower at 1.4 GHz than at 1.7 ,iIvxn• iou •-• DER l-1-_ '... :Cf-r 0ET-oNCY

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PHASE NOISE SET-UP . .
AND RESULTS--- -

omni specran
line str,'•cher 7 d B m , --------- ................... .... .. ....

_,7,., ........ ..... ....... .... .............

0R S. ..........

FIGURE 10
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OPERATING TEMPERATURE:

All measurements except spectrum analyzer measurements
were made at room temperature. The spectrum analyzer
measurents consisted of measuring the output power,
spurious frequencies and input frequency range. These
measurements were made at -55 C, +25C and +85C.
There were no spurs and the only degradations at -55 C
and +85 C were a slight decrease in output power and input
frequency range. The D flip-flop used was specified from 0
C < Tcase < +85 C and is available from -55 C < Tcase <

,8'~~~~~~~~~~~ "• '"... .. "" """ +125 C.

TIME DOMAIN:

"A time domain measurement of the output using the HP
54111 D digitizing oscilloscope revealed a periodic non-
sinusoidal waveform that had the charactensucs of a wave
rich in harmonics with a 3.4V pk-to-pk output @ IMQ

S . impedance and 1.4V pk-to-pk output @ 500 impedance
, with a duty cycle close to 50%. It is omitted from this

paper since it reveals very little useful information.

SUMMARY

. ... The most attractive features of this circuit from a frequency
synthesis perspective are the extremely low-level spurious"frequencies, moderate residual phase noise, close correlation

€ • o./c.•/,.j, of predicted delay Tau to actual value necessary to realize a
desired divide ratio N and circuit simplicity from both
theoretical and practical perspectives. The authors would

FIGURE 11 like to thank Sandra Hosley for assembling the circuit. Ike
RF INPUT POWER: Mathis for generating the drawings and Bill Webster &

Jerry Phillips for general support and encouragement of
+3 dBm minimum this effort.
+17 dBm maximum (-4.0 to +0.5V @ 50(X is 10G021A
max )
+5 dBm to +IOdBm ( about 2.OV pk-to-pk) recommended

OUTPUT POWER INTO 50(: +5 to +7 dBm over

frequency, temperature and from unit to unit

DC POWER:

-5.2V @ -50mA = 0.26 watts
-3.4V @ -11 Oma = 0.374 watts
total = 0.634 watts

SIZE: occupies about 0.80 X 0.80 X 0.20
excluding sma connectors

Note that since the 10G021A is dual D flip-flop, a second
separate divider can be built with the same lcc resulting in
little if any increase in these dimensions and dc power
consumption.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL

ULTRA LOW 'NOISE MIC1ROXVAVE PHASE STABILIZER
USING SAPPHIRE RING RESONATOR*

G. .1. Dick. J. Satin(ers and T. Tucker

(aliforn ia lust it titt of T1echnology, Jet Propulsion Labor-at ory

418,00 Oak Grove Drive, 13ldg 298

Pasadena, C alifornia 91109

Abstract for a lion-cryogenic X band oscillator[3 7] Onl lhe
ba~sis of he result soft ht'se tnea.Lureiients and onl 1re-

WVe lpresent design (id-tails for two saJ)phlire- vious st tidies of sappjhirv resonator Q imiprovemtent at
-'whispering gallery- mode 1phase stabilizers low temiperatutre, we have dlesignied and are present ly

presently under construction. The saliphiire, constructing two microwave oscillator systems which
resonators are 'ooledI iii iildivi(itial Iiqjtii(l ni- are, designed for ultra- low noise, withI sapphire, res-
trogen tiewars to an o~)erating tenipe(ratutre of onlators cooled by liquidl nit rogen. This paper con-
applroxiimatelIy 80 K andl eachk operates to sta- t ains a general description of lie oscillator systems
bl~ize the phiase of a 8.1 GHz signal dierivedi and( the thernial design considerations togethevr withI
from a qutartz crystal oscillator opierating at design dlet ails and analysis for theit microwave aspects.
100 MHz. Ultra- low phiase noise (-80 (lB/Hz New microwave circuitry is presentted which promises
at 1 Hz offset) is projectedi dine to the highi further reduction in noise, for STAbilized Local Os-
resonator (1 (3 , 10 at 80 K). The temper- cillator (STA LO) configurations incorporating both
attire of thie thiermally micomnpensatedl sap- rootti-temiperature and cooled "whmisperinig gallery-

1 )hire resonators is stabilized by IFY heating to sapphire resonators.
"a valuev alI)lroxiimnately 3 degrees ab~ove that of 'lte dielectric loss in sapphire is rapidly redluced
"a Iiqlii(i nitrogen bathi. Additionally, we hiave as the templlerat ure is cooled below amibient , showing
developedA and analyzed novel oscillator cont- anl approximiate T-5 dependence onl thle absolutite op-
figuirations w~hich can flirthier reduice oscilla- erat ing teinperat ure T' down to temnperatutres as low
tor' l~hase noise. Thiese circuiit itnlwroventents as 60 Kelvin [2,8-10]. While met allic losses limit the
promise crystal oscillator type p~erformance achievable Q values lii nmost microwave re'sonators,
in a r'oomm tempevrature 10 GHz (X b~andl) os- recemitly developed "whiispering galle~ry" mode sap-
cillator using a w~hispiering gallery imodle sap)- phire resonators isolate the resoniant microwave en-
phlire! resonator witli an intrinisic Q of 2. 105O. ergy to the sapphire itself, and( so allow the inherent

Q value of the sapphire itself to be realized[2,8-121.

IntrducionQ values5 at 8-10 Gl~z (X band) of 2- 10' have been

reporteri at room temnperatumre, increasing to 3 - 10'

Phase nloise nmeasurements were previously reported at 80 K.

for ant 8 ClIlz (X baud) oscillator stabilized by Phase noise performance for RF and microwave

a roomi teiiilerat tire sapphire "whispering gallery" cavity anid DRO oscillators at small offsets (f < 1000

miodle resonator[l .21. Using off-the- shelf compo- lIN) is determined by resonator Q and by the 1/f

nients and operi~t ing at room temperat tire, these tests noise level in thle active device. The use of a sta-

showed noise of 2:3 dB1/lIz at anl offset frequency of bihized local oscillator configuration allows a passive

I liz, a value lower than the best p)reviouisly reportedl mixer to take the place ofthbe RF amplifier or t ransis-

* Te wrk escibe inthi pperwascariedoutat he tor used in simpler oscillator configurations. While

.let Propulsion Laboratory. California Inst itute of Technology, snehtmr opiae u oteueo ed

uinder a contract with the Natiotual Aeronautics and Space back at. baseband (frequiencies nominally zero) rather
A dnii ist rat ion. than at RF, th'- low noise of thme mixer (;zý -135dB

CH2818-3/90/00OO-577 $1.004 1990 IEEE
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per containirng can.

lator circuits. By ;ijprojpriat' ti.s' of' carrier ijp's

51)11. a simall signal is geneisrat ed which tiiflsrcr no' 11)55
of loop phast, informrat ion or sigiial-lo-riois' ratio.
This smnall signal call ho' amiplifiedl withu 11!1 dgra-

Figure L: Cryoge'nic Comnponnenits for the two sapphire dat ion by niwltiplicat ive aniilhif'ri-i nos' an!, can he'
ru'snat sinis~s urn. dutectu'd withloiit satulrat ion oh t Ill- detuct r. Tlhi ese,

ci rcu it im )rfiproveneuIts p ri inns' crv st ;i Io)sc IlIlat I 'r tý .I'of
l1u'rforiianice 'iii a roomn nu'Iiipu'rat ire 10) ( liz ( X

;it I1hz ofrsvt frt(u'qnuinv equals t hat of act INve deviceIs bu)oclao i~i lsu'ii iir oesl
at1 Iowiur frs'querlicius anid so essenitially Illir~uste pliire resonator withI an initrinisic Q of' 2 16' arid
lisýalvanit ngu' of high frequency operat ioni[. 6]. To- promise dramnatic imlprovemnnint liit ille sIatu' of theii

gcIIif, hr wit I I a p roje'(te'u l Ioaded (Q of Q, 1.5 It)7 th is art with cooled re'soniators arid higher Q'S.
miixer performiance mtakes possible oscillat or perfor-
111 anice of 80(t d B/lIZ/f3 (HIZ)-3 at 8 ( liz. '[his per-
fnnrmanice Imi proves by 20 30(11d thle best t hat call be Technical

attIaimed by flt, liese- of tre(juieiicy nirilt iplied crystal
piiiart z oscillators. A photographi showing cryogenic c~ijoliu'iits for

'I'lis, thiermial coeflicieint of frequency of thle sap~- the two sapllltire resonator siilsvstu'rrs is showni Ill
phire rvsoiiatulrs has also b'eei stutdied, shiowitig a Figure, 1. '[be dewairs are coriiiiurcial uiiits withI
valiue of 5 1U-5 at room temiperatutre reducing to iiomiinial capacityv of 13.6 liters of liquid iitrogi'r and
3-10- at (S [O.Ti eysb tanial templher- at hold t imte of 2 days. lb tarlss tuul vaciiiii
at irt' du'puidcu'cu' reudces their appl icabi lityN lii this Insert arid loot torn llate, are joiiii'i lvy a demnounrtablde
ti'ripiuratutrag as rrqecysa iiig u'lemennuts. inidiumrn seal. 'lhe resonator assembilyv is cooled lot,
Ilowever, application as a pliasi' stabilizer is riot moanais of a copper biat t ranisfir plate which exiteidss
adve'rse'ly ern'ctsd for fluictuat ion frequencies above through tlie( bot torm platei to mnake' conitact direct ly
I liz, where, the( thrermnal mass of t ll(, sapphire res- withI the liquid nit rogeni.
iriator e'ff'ct ively st abilizes Its operatring frequietcy. A sapp)i'r resonator is shiown' iii its coppe'r corn-

Funrtlher imnprovemenit onl the phase noise, perfor- t aining ca;it iii F'iguire 2. D~rimenionois of t lie resontat or
uianice ofsapihnire oscillators, bothI at roorni arid crvo- arid canl are, approximately thre sameli as previously
ge'nic temnpu-ratirris. applears possible by iisu' of novel report edl[2]. Wi' have chuos'ri to Iisi' t lit' W\( ;H I I I
ir~itruit ry. WVe have developed arid analyzed oscillator imode of theii sinllpliri' whieel resoniator whicuhi has a
cuuifigirrat ions which redihie thle effect ofsu'inicotoidic- rusonanit frepijii'rcv of 7.,S5 ( llz at roorm te'mpeora-
tor 1/f pia-su' nioise sourices for stabilizeid local osi'il- turi' andI 7.95 (lIz at 77 1K. '1ininirg to the 8.100 Gllz
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operating frequeacy will he accomplished by grinding
the flat faces of the resonators to raise the resonant Disk

frequency as needed. As previously reported, criti- i W Ring

cal coupling to the 1%GI110 ,o,o mode was obtained atroom temperature with a W1RI02 waveguide port di- 4
rectly through the center of the barrel of the contain-
ing can. Since such a coupling port would be greatly N,

overcoupled with the higher cryogenic resonator Q.
the coupling was weakened by use of WR62 wave-
guide ports. These ports are operated below their '--Stainless
cutoff frt quency in order to weaken the coupling ap- r- 77K Plate Steel Tube

propriate to the 107 operating Q. Dielectric i,.ertsI
in the ports (not shown) are used to fine-tune the
coupling.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram showing thermal as-
Thermal Design pects of the sapphire resonator and its mounting

post.

Thermal design of a frequency source using uncom-

pensated sapphire resonators is complicated by the
large thermal coefficient of frequency and by the very

highresoato Q. or xampe, or a opratig Q resonator assem~bly is shown in Figure 3. Thermalhigh resonato r Q. For example, for an operating time constants may be calculated for various parts
given by Q = 107 and a thermal coefficient of frac- of the resonator assembly from their heat capaci-
tional frequency variation given by k, = 3 10- 6 /K, ties and thermal conductivities. Thermal conduc-
a temperature variation of AT = (Qkt)-= .03 K is tivity of sapphire has been measured to [ ! approx-
sufficient to detune the resonator by one bandwidth. imately 8 V/cm/Kelvin at 80 K, and we calculate
More specifically, the effective thermal conductance a heat capacity of 0.0102 J/Kelvin/gram based on
due to the change in RF heating with temperature, the room temperature of 0.174 J/Kelvin/gram and
calculated from the frequency response of the res- a measured Debye temperature for sapphire of 1047
onator itself, has a maximum value; K[13]. Based on these values, heat capacities of the

3V3/' P,,Q I k, "ring" and "disk" parts of the sapphire wheel shown
IKriI < Kra - 4 (1) in Fig. 3 are 4.2 J/K and 0.1 J/K, respectively, while

their characteristic conductivities are approximately
where Pm is the power absorbed by the resonator at given by 70 W/K and 14 \V/K. The conductivity of
resonance and Q1 is the loaded Q of the resonator. the stainless steel mounting post is only 0.01 W/K,
The conductance K 1,. may be either positive or neg- as determined by the design operating temperature
ative, depending on which side of the resonance the of 80 K and power dissipation of 30 noW. From these
frequency lies. For the case of a single critically cou- values thermal time constants can be calculated as
pled port, Pm is equal to the applied power P0 and 0.06 second for the ring, .3 second for the entire wheel
Q, is just half the unloaded resonator Q value Q,. anchored at the center, and 420 seconds for the res-
This gives a value for the maximum conductivity of onator as cooled by the mounting post, and > 7 sec-

onds as stabilized by the RF induced conductivity
Kma 3 v = P8 Q.k, (2) discussed above.

8 Operating procedure for the phase stabilizer will
for critical coupling. For our design values of P0  involve heating the sapphire to a temperature above
= 0.010 Watts, kt = 3 - 10- 6 /Kelvin and Q, = 80 K by means of a heater at its center. Lowering
3 • 107, the maximum conductivity given by Eq. 2 the heater power will then allow the resonator to cool

is 0.585 Watt/Kelvin. This very large RF-induced with a characteristic time constant of 420 seconds,
conductivity may be either stabilizing or destabiliz- and when the resonance condition is reached at 80 K,
ing, depending on whether the temperature is above the resonator will self-stabilize with a time constant
or below the nominal value at which the resonant of > 7 seconds by RF heating. This relatively long
frequency matches that of the local oscillator. A time constant allows undiminished phase stabilizer
schematic diagram showing thermal aspects of the gain for offset frequencies f _> 1 Hz.
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Output
2Q S' out '

Slope - lr~uenc Micrwav .
Ph, --. 4 Reson to

Ph-s

Detector

Amplihe r Integrator

Output

Figure 5: Block diagram of stabilized local oscillator
(STALO) with double-balanced mixer type phase de-
tector. Mixer noise plays the same role as amplifier
noise in Figure 4. Phase is adjusted to give I and rFigure 4: Block diagram of simple oscillator with sgasi udaue

direct RF feedback. Output phase noise is derived signals in quadrature.

from amplifier noise together with phase slope of res-
onator. Phase is adjusted to give 2nir radians around quality factor of the resonator and . the phase of the
loop at center of sapphire resonator passband. microwave signal. In this way, a power spectral den-

sity of phase fluctuations for the amplifier S(ff)lmp
results in oscillator output frequency noise

Oscillator Circuit Design S.-(f(3)

The units under construction are designed to be Sy(f)Io•,t- (2Q) 2  (3)

used in a frequency feedback configuration, stabi-
lizing the phase of a frequency multiplied 100 MHz thathyna
crystal quartz VCO with a high-pass feedback flu- tuations
ter. The quartz oscillator allows a relatively high (10 lV\2Sf
kHz) modulation rate which makes possible 50 dB SO(f)oMu. = g (4)
of loop gain in a frequency feedback configuration f (2Q)2 "

at an offset frequency greater than 100 Hz. Phase where y E6i/z' is the fractional frequency deviation.
feedback configurations are also being studied. The Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram for a
containing can for the sapphire resonator has been STALO in which the frequency variations of a noisy
redesigned for reduced RF coupling appropriate for microwave source are cancelled by a feedback loop
higher (cooled) sapphire Q. that detects the consequent phase shifts across a

Figures 4 and 5 show conventional microwave high-Q resonator to generate a frequency correction
self-excited oscillator and STALO configurations to- voltage. The phase from the reference loop is ad-
gether with an identification of the in-oscillator and justed to produce the proper sign of the correction
oscillator output noise spectral densities. In the voltage and attain maximum sensitivity by operating
self-excited oscillator shown in Figure 4, the oscilla- in the high slope region of the mixer output vs. ref-
tion condition requires that the phase shift around erence phase relation. In the limit of large loop gain,
the complete feedback loop comprising the amplifier, stable equilibrium requires that the phases at the two
resonator, and interconnections be a multiple of 27r. input ports of the mixer he in quadrature (mixer out-
With this condition satisfied, any phase fluctuation put = zero). A significant advantage of the STALO
in the microwave amplifier must be accompanied by is that the properties of the feedback loop are partic-
an opposite shift of equal magnitude in the resonator. ularly easy to control since the signal is mixed down
For slow phase fluctuations (f < v/Q), the charac- to baseband (near zero frequency). This allows the
teristic phase slope of the resonator 890/ov = 2Q/v use of active filters with narrow bandwidths and so-
implies a corresponding slow fluctuation in the fre- phisticated response shapes which are not possible at
quency of the oscillator. Here f represents the fluc- microwave frequencies. A second advantage is that
tuation frequency, v the microwave frequency, Q the the 1If noise for X-band mixers (-135dB/f per Hz
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at 10 GHz) [4] is better than that which is available Output
from the best amplifiers (-110 to -120 dB/f) [3-7].
The analysis from the self-excited oscillator can be ___

adapted to the STALO by noting that the only differ- Af
ence is that the phase detection and correction has
been moved from the resonator in Figure 4 to the ph.-

mixer-amplifier-oscillator combination in Figure 5. D

The phase noise of the RF amplifier of Figure 4 is
replaced by that of a mixer. Consequently, the out-
put phase fluctuations are described by

S+f)o,,=(2Q )2*
Figure 6: STALO configuration with one-port res-

As a consequence, the performance of a direct onator operation but functionally identical to that
feedback oscillator with an amplifier having 1/f shown in Figure 5. Signal returned from resonatorneedback ofc-120ordi/h at 1mplir H havn 1f is superposition of resonator signal and (constant)noise of -120 dB/Hz at I Hz (S0(f)Jamp =

10-12/f radians 2 /Hz) is reflected signal.

Ph&"e
io- 12 V 2 Shifter Output Cryemc

= (2Q) 2  (6)

while a STALO using a mixer with So(f)Im..i,
10-13 5 /f radians 2/Hz will be 15 dB quieter. These
device noise levels represent the quietest components
presently available, giving a clear advantage to the
STALO configuration.

STALO Configurations for Reduced
Noise

Two new STALO configurations are discussed in this Figure 7: STALO configuration with phase feedback
section that reduce the effect of mixer noise by in- and one-port resonator operation.
creasing its sensitivity by the use of a suppressed-
carrier signal. Of these two, the first achieves in-
creased sensitivity without added noise by use of reflected, signal which is derived from the driving sig-
a low level RF amplifier. In the second configura- nal, with a constant phase shift. This reflected sig-
tion, increased sensitivity is achieved by operating nal does not significantly affect the operation of the
the high Q resonator at higher power than would mixer at resonance since it is in quadrature with the
otherwise be possible due to mixer power limitations, signal at the other mixer port. Thus the two STA-
The second configuration is similar to a method used LOs will have approximately identical performance.
by Walls[4]. While the amplitude goes through zero on resonance,

The STALO shown in Figure 6 forms the basis for a phase reversal takes place in which the in-phase sig-

the new designs. It differs in implementation from nal on one side becomes out-of-phase on the other,
Figure 5 in that the signal from the cavity to the allowing a linear dependence of mixer output volt-
mixer is not taken from a second coupling port but age on the frequency error, as required for effective
is instead taken from the signal reflected from the feedback. Instead of viewing the mixer as a phase
input port. A circulator separates this signal from detector, it is seen as projecting the component of
the forward driving signal. At critical coupling and the signal at the "r" input onto the phase of that at
on resonance the returned signal is identically zero. the "I" input.
However, it is the superposition of two equal signals, Figure 7 shows a STALO configuration with phase
one of which emanates from the cavity and a second, feedback instead of the frequency feedback shown
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- ~~~Circu!Latr Hg
Oscillato -- ReSupaCarrier Present
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I ~Suppressionl

Phase Rf Amplifier a)
Detector
S ~ ~ 1 I ,. ,Pa

Amplifier Integrator , Carrier Sup ressed Reference signal at
I port of mixer

Carrier Present

Figure 8: STALO configuration for reduced phase
noise. Critical coupling to resonator and operation
very near vo allow insensitivity to phase noise of am- b)

plifier. Amplifier gain allows reduction of phase de- Carrier Suppressed L Re
tector noise. Rference stinal atI port of mixer

in Fig. 6. While a somewhat different Figure 9: (a) Phasor diagram showing effect of fre-inFg .Wierequiring a oehtdfeet quency error on RF resonator signal with and with-

loop gain character, the two configurations are al- out crrir suppresonalo shonar (consant)

most functionally identical. Phase feedback has the carrier suppression signal and mixer reference sig-

advantage of speed over frequency feedback, allowing nal. Component of resonator signal in phase with

a higher loop gain bandwidth. Disadvantages include n ce ismuncng by 20 sigcarrie session
the eedforexta cmpoentsanda mximm pase reference is unchanged by 20 dB carrier suppression.

the need for extra components and a maximum phase (b) Phasor diagram showing effect of amplifier phase
limit that can be compensated, noise on resonator signal. Reduction of carrier by

20 dB results in similar reduction in signal error in
STALO Design using RF Amplification phase with the mixer reference. (Horizontal scale for

a) and b) both greatly enhanced.)

Figure 8 shows further modification of the STALO

which can result in improved performance. Here the
small, nominally zero, signal returned from the res- ing its amplitude and phase. (Additive noise in good
onator is amplified before it enters the mixer. Two amplifiers is insignificant except at offset frequencies
effects of this addition are easy to understand. The f >;: 10kHz where the 1/f multiplicative noise is
loop gain will be increased by the added gain, an ef- relatively small.) Figure 9(a) shows in phasor form
fect which ni be compensated for in the design of the cavity signals with and without carrier suppres-
the base-band amplifier. Secondly, the gain of the sion corresponding to the oscillators shown in Fig-
amplifier will increase the sensitivity of the mixer ures 6 and 5, respectively. The added signal due to
output to phase error in the resonator without sig- small frequency variation in the L.O. are also shown.
nificantly affecting mixer noise. Thus the effective These added signals are detected by the mixer in
mixer phase noise is reduced by the amount of am- order to allow feedback circuitry to cancel the fre-
plifier gain. This can be a very substantial improve- quency variations. The effect of multiplicative phase
ment. noise in the amplifier for the two cases is shown in

The third effect of this modification is a little more Figure 9(b). It is clear from the figure that this noise
complicated. Since amplifiers are somewhat more source generates signals which are indistinguishable
noisy than mixers (-120 dB vs -135 dB at 1 Hz off- from those caused by actual frequency variations and
set as previously discussed) a crucial point is the which are due only to the presence of the coherent
proper analysis of the contribution of amplifier noise. carrier. Thus a reduction in amplifier noise is ef-
The kind of noise under discussion is not additive fected which is proportional to the degree of carrier
noise, which would be independent of any large sig- suppression of the microwave signal at its input.
nal also present, but instead is multiplicative noise, Oscillator phase noise is thus determined by a
which transforms a large signal by slightly modify- Lombination of mixer noise (reduced by amplifier
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gain) and amplifier noise (reduced by the degree of Output
carrier suppression). For example, if mixer noise H C•,tor
of -135dB/f/Hz were reduced by 25 dB of am- H• Pomr _L, R_ to
plifier gain to -160dB/f/Hz, and amplifier noise La. Poer 7 r

of -120dB/f/Hz were reduced by 40 dB of car- 7"-nor
rier suppression to the same value, the combined *uppce.d

Phase gnElnoise of -157dB/f/Hz would determine oscillator De"•to"

performance. For a loaded Q of 10,000 (intrinsic
Q = 20,000) this would allow an oscillator phase A

Ampliffer - Integrator
noise of S,(f)I0 ,c = -43dB/f 3 /Hz, a value supe-
rior to any room temperature microwave oscillator
to date. For room temperature and thermoelectri-
cally cooled sapphire resonators with Q's of 10' and
106, performance would be superior to that of any Figure 10: Configuration to allow increased power

available source at So(f)Ioc = -63dB/f 3 /Hz and into the high Q resonator without saturating the

-83dB/fs/Hz, respectively, mixer. The resultant increase in sensitivity of up
to 17 dB reduces the consequence of mixer noise by
the same factor.

STALO Design with High Power Resonator
Operation -135dB/Hz at 1 Hz offset, the effective noise could

In this configuration, enhanced sensitivity in the be reduced to a value of -152dB/Hz.
phase detector is achieved by means of (relatively)
high power in the high Q resonator. It has the ad- Performance Aspects
vantage of simplicity and absence of any amplifier to
introduce added phase noise if carrier suppression is Typical low-noise 10 GHz (X-band) oscillators use
incomplete. A disadvantage is that power limitations a single transistor for excitation, while a more elab-
in the microwave source or high Q resonator restrict orate STALO configuration is used for the lowest
the available improvement factor. possible phase noise. With the development of sap-

As previously discussed and as shown in Figure phire "whispering gallery" mode resonators with Q's
9(a), suppression of the carrier at the r port of the above 105 to 107 at 10 GHz (X-band), the possibili-
mixer in Figure 6 has only incidental consequence ties have been raised considerably. Where lower fre-
regarding mixer sensitivity, since the suppressed part quency SAW or BAW quartz crystal oscillators previ-
of the signal is in quadrature with the reference signal ously had far lower noise than their higher frequency
at the I port. (The part of the signal due to frequency counterparts, they are now rivalled by an X-band os-
variations, ±6, is in phase with the reference and so is cillator using the sapphire resonator. Together with
detected in any case.) However, things are not quite improved oscillator circuits, this resonator may make
identical to the conventional STALO s1o,.wn in Figure possible close-in phase noise lower than that of any
5. Suppression of the carrier at the , port allows non-cryogenic frequency source. Furthermore, cool-
the power to the high Q resonator to be increased ing by means of thermoelectric coolers or liquid ni-
without saturating the mixer. This increased power trogen may make practical frequency sources with
results in an enhanced sensitivity of the mixer output grep.tly reduced phase noise.
voltage to frequency variations, ±b. New design configurations for stabilized local os-

Figure 10 describes such a circumstance. Besides cillators presented here allow reduced phase noise in
the increased power levels in oscillator and resonator, comparison to conventional configurations. By ap-
the only difference from Figure 6 is an appropriately propriate use of carrier suppression, a small signal is
weaker coupling to the mixer's I port. Mixers typ- generated which suffers no loss of loop phase informa-
ically saturate at signal levels on the order of 20 tion or signal-to-noise ratio. This small signal can
milliwatts, while frequency sources and resonators be amplified without degradation by multiplicative
can operate at power levels up to one Watt or eveni amplifier noise, and can be detected without satura-
higher. The resultant increase in sensitivity of ti tion of the detector.
to 17dB reduces the consequence of mixer noise by Figure 11 shows phase noise calculations for
the same factor. For a mixer with flicker noise of conventional and improved sapphire "whispering
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Resonators and DRO's," Proc. 41st Ann. Sym-
-10 - posium on Frequency Control, 487-491, (1987)._30 % -.\ •

-40 " [3] F. L. Walls, A. J. D. Clements, C. NI. Felton,
5.) M. A. Lombardi, and M. D. Vanek, "Extending

"') the Range and Accuracy of Phase Noise NMea-
_80 . , surements," Proc. 42nd Ann. Symposium on

"90 46&.. Frequency Control, 432-441 (1988).

- :20 - MHz Crystal O-c mi -tiphed- [4] F. L. Walls and C. M. Felton, "High Spectral
30 < - Purity X-band Source," this conference.
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- K [5] T. E. Parker, "Characteristics and Sources of

0 1 Phase Noise in Stable Oscillators", Proc. 41st
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Figure 11: Phase noise calculations for sapphire
"whispering gallery" mode STALO sources shown [6] G. K. Montress, T. E. Parker, NI. J. Loboda,

in Figures 8 and 6. Noise plots for various con- and J. A. Greer, "Extremely Low Phase Noise
ventional 10 GHz (X-band) frequency sources are SAW Resonators and Oscillator: Design and

also shown. The multiplied 5 MHz crystal oscillator Performance," IEEE Trans. Ultrasonics, Fer-

presently represents the best performance available roelectrics, and Frequency Control UFFC-35,

at 10 GHz (X-band). #6. 657-667 (1988).

[7] R. G. Rogers, "Theory and Design of Low
Phase Noise Microwave Oscillators," Proc. 42ndgallery" m ode ST A LO configurations as show n inA n . S m o i m o Fr q e c C nt l,3 1

Figures 6 and 8. Intrinsic quality factors Qj are as- Ann. Symposium on Frequ8ncy (ontrol, 301-
sumed to be Q, = 2.- 10 at room temperature, and
cryogenic Q'sofQj = 2.106 at 170 K and Qj = 3"107 [8] V. B. Braginsky, V.P. Mitrofanov and V.I.
at 77 K. Conventional STALO performance is based Panov, Systems with Small Dissipation (Univ.
on mixer phase noise of -135db/Hz at 1 Hz, and ir- of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1985), 85-89.
proved values assume 20 dB amplifier gain with 35
dB of carrier suppression. Noise plots for various [9] V. I. Panov and P. R. Stankov, "Frequency
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FOVQURNCY CNTIROL

An Analysis of Oscillation Frequency Characteristics
in a CMOS Oscillating Circuit Lsing a Coupling

Quartz Crystal Resonator

Hirofumi kiMASHI14

Seiko Electronic Components Ltd.

Hiraicho Tochigi shi 328. Japan

.4bstract
This paper describes oscillation frequency char I to 4 MHz, miniaturized and shows the most excellent fre

acteristics in a CMOS oscillating circuit using a coupling quency temperature characteristics of all quartz cr'lstal
quartz crystal resonator. particularly, a miniaturized GT resonators. namely. temperature compensat ion by thermistor
cut quartz crystal resonator consisting of the vibrational and so on is unnecessary.
portion and the supporting portions. formed by an etching However, amplitude contiinuat ion characteristics
method. An object of this paper is to clarify a relation and oscillation frequency ones of the CMOS oscillating
ship of its resonator's frequency temperature behavior circuit using a coupling quartz crystal resonator are not.
versus load capacitance CL. In analysis procedure. first. theoretically, clarified at all. An object of this paper
since a CMOS inverter which is used in constructing arr is. therefore. to clarify these characteristics.
oscillating circuit can be linearly expressed by utilizing Next. in analysis procedure. first. since a CMOS
an electric current source and drain conductance in a inverter can tie linearly expressed by using a electric
small signal. the oscillating circuit is shown by an current source and drain conductance. P ýmni'I ctic in
electrical equivalent circuit. uation condition and an oscillation condition of the cir

Next. by applying Kirchhoff's law to each loop cuit are. theoretically. derived from this expression ard
of the equivalent circuit. an amplitude continuation con Kirchhoff's low. Moreover. a coupling between both vibra
dition and an oscillation condition are. theoretically. tions of a coupling quartz crystal resonator can be re
derived, and then. a coupling between both vibrations of a garded as capacitance coupling 152 162 in air electrical
coupling quartz crystal resonator can be regarded as a e4uivalent circuit and the resonator is given as a summa
capacitance coupling, when expressed by an electrical tion of a real part and an imaginary part. Accordingly. a
equivalent circuit. From the equivalent circuit of the cou- frequency equation to give resonant frequency is easily
pling quartz crystal resonator, an imaginary part is. there- calculated from the imaginary part and the oscillation
fore. easily calculated. As a result. a frequency equa- condition. In still more detail. the resonant frequency is
tion which is given as a function of load capacitance CL. given as a function of coupling factor Km and load capaci
is readily derived from the oscillation condition and the tancp CL which is shown by gate capacitance Cg and drain
imaginary part of the coupling resonator. so that. by choos capacitance Cd including stray capacitance.
ing very suitably CL. it is shown that frequency deviation Therefore, a change of tire resonant frequency ver
in this CMOS oscillating circuit using the present resona- sus CL values and the first. second and third order fietor is less than l ppm over a wide temperature range of
torisless than I ithover any e temperature rsatinge o quency temperature coefficients by differentiating thte
- 30'C to --70C without any temperature compensation, resonant frequency with temperature are calculated respec

§1 Introduction tively. These results are then compared with the measured
data. As a result. it is shown that, by a selection of the

A quartz crystal oscillator which is used in com- optimum CL value, tht CMOS oscillating circuit with fre
munication equipment and consumer products as a frequency quency deviation less than I ppm over a wide temperature
standard. is excellent in frequency temperature character- range of -30'C to 470C, namely extremely stable versus
istics and simultaneously, a further miniaturized oscilla- temperature. is substantially obtained. Let us describe
tor with low consumption power is keenly required. However, concretely below.
because the conventional high precision oscillator needs
temperature compensation by thermister and so on, as things §2 J,4n sis Procedure
are. the electric current consumption is large and its
miniaturization is very difficult. A new oscillating cir- 2.1 Construction of CMOS quartz crystal

cuit has been, therefore, required. oscillating circuit

As an oscillating circuit satisfying these re- Figure 1 shows a construction diagram(a) of a
quirements. a CMOS oscillating circuit using a GT cut CMOS quartz crystal oscillating circuit and its electrical
quartz crystal resonator [11-031 with the supporting por- circuit(b). The circuit(a) comprises a CMOS inverter, drain
tions at both ends. formed by an etching method is optimum. capacitance Cd, gate capacitance Cg, feedback resistance Rf.
because its resonator is of comparatively low frequency of output resistance Rd, source voltage VDD and a rornlinRLCH2818-3190/0000-585 $1.000 1990 IUKE
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""Go Rf Rd

rLI jXd

Rei+ X e

Fig. I Construct ion of CMOS quartz crystal
(a) oscillating circuit a, and its electrical ( b

equivalent circuit 1b,

quartz crystal resonator. Since the CMOS inverter can be are, respectively, given as the following relations:
linearly expressed by employing an electric current source Iei lei
ID and drain conductance gd( 1Ird) in a small signalLE.4 Xe- (- -Xd) Xd 4d

the cirr,it(a) can hP enuivalentiv Pxmressed by the cir- -rd id if

cult (b). Where an electric current i., of the electric if (rd Rd (i)
current source is given as i,, -gmvg by utilizing mutual
conductance gm and between gate-source voltage vg. when Xd Rei (rd iRd) rdiRd X4 lei
electric currents i,. i2 , i: which flow in each loop, are X1 d if Xd Wf

taken. In addition, a coupling quartz crystal resonator is
electrically expressed by a summation of real part Rei(re- Furthermore when angular frequency (o is taken. the signs

sistance part i-1.2. il:principal vibration. iz2:subvibra- Xg and Xd are given as Xg- -l/(oCg and Xd I oCd. and
tion) and imaginary part Xe(reactance part). Accordingly, substituting these relations into equations(3) and (1).

the oscillation condition and the amplitude continuation moreover, taking account of Rf Rei, the oscillation con
condition are calculated from the circuit (b). dition and tihe amplitude continuation condition are sim

plified as follows:
2.2 Derivatives of oscillation frequenU (Oscillation condition)

In the circuit of Fig. l(b). from Kirchhoff's sec- I /
ond low by taking electric currents ii, i2. i, in flowing Xe= aR (5)
in each loop, the following relations are obtained: (

W4d4di A toy#Where I l ei-r÷d j~diji, + ~fj), = a Ig
-j'di, (Rei 1jXe- 4 jrXd)i, jg, 0 (i) Wee_ 1 Ria Q- Cd rd IRd

I I /ei
Where tihe sign p shows an amplification factor, which is
given as / •-gmrd. Since the electric currents ii, it2 iI C d # I ,w!d
are not zero. in order to obtain a nontrivial solution in R,/ i: Negative resistance)
equation (1). the following relation is given as, namely, W '-#rd /Is
taking the relation of vg-=jXg(i 2-hi) into account,

rdiRdjd j(X, -XdM) - 1.X4 (Amplitude continuation condition)

jXd Rei k1(XeuX Xd) - Affi 0 /2o C1 *eW ̀ 'Cgiei(rdiRd) d - Rd _ Cd (W
Cd If Cgf

0 -14f iftjX4 (2) Therefore, by calculating reactance Xe of the quartz crys

Therefore. as equation'2) is expressed by a summation of tal resonator, the oscillation frequency can be derived
the imaginary part and the real part, calculating Xe from frome quation(5). On the other hand. the amplification fac
the imaginary part and u from the real part, the oscil- tor a giving the amplitude continuation condition and
lation condition and the amplitude continuation condition negative resistance -RE of CMOS IC must be designed so as
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to satisfy the relations of equations(7) and (8). Cm is
and ~ Iy : Feedback factor (7) Aand i L I .>Rei()

Next, let us calculate the reactance Xe and the resistance
Rei of a coupling quartz crystal resonator. 14 7 7

Figure 2 shows the electrical equivalent circuit v L, L
(a) 151. [61 of a coupling quartz crystal resonator in the
(ase of capacitance coupling and its impedance sign ex
pression(b). Each sign shows principal vibration(Li, Cii, Co I Z
R,). subvibration(t,,,.C 22 . R,,). coupling capacitance Cm
and shunt capacitance Co. In addition, providing assump-
tion that electric currents i, and i. flow in each branch
of the principal vibration and the subvibration when R Rz
voltage v, between the terminals A and B is applied.
Furthermore. in Fig.2 (b). the signs Z,. Z2 represent im B
pedance of mechanical resonance and shunt capacitance CG.
Accordingly. the impedance Z between the terminals A. B A
is given as

Z Z, i Z2

First of all. let us calculate Z,. In Fig. 2 (a). from the V
Ptectric currents i,. iL flowing in each branch of the
principal vibration and the subvibration, the following
relation is (htainpd"

/ /1

1 (WI -if sV
R, WC,c ) , ,=v

I -, I R, ÷j(aiL, ) T,
AS WC,• B (Where (b )
Wh, -r, 1,•=,, ==t, L= Fig.2 Electrical equivalent circuit of

j / /, / / coupling quartz crystal resonator (a)
, =~ -t + -- -6 -, I and its impedance expression (b.

Accordingly. by calculating i, and ih from equation(1O). Quite similarly, the real part is given as follows:
and taking account of Z --vi,/(it+i ) the impedance Z Cl,
between the terminals A, B is given as ai -A'i (1+ ) j t 2) ('4)

[, uj{eo, - I) R[i4 +je6),- , , ) ( ) Therefore, the oscillation frequency can be easily derived
40(1 WOW 6from the obtained equations(5)and(13), so that it is given

/ / 2 by the following equationdl5).
9, jal, ....1) / ', +j(&,[,- - ) i j-

&C, &1C, 6 (11) Equation(15) gives two oscillation frequencies.
Similarly. Zz is given as namely, the oscillation frequency f. of the principal vi-

I (bration for plus sign and the oscillation frequency f- of
Z, (12) the subvibration for minus sign.

In addition, since vibration losses of a quartz crystal f =--- F ( "+ (['-, ),
resonator are very small, taking account of R,-R2-O approx- 2
imately, the imaginary port Xe of the impedance Z in
equation (9) is given as where f' (!+ ) f

" a" CC, r, I+a-- h
__ __ ,,• _ -_,,- - A-- -_

6)CO a:' iv' C,Cr r, *+a-h

,' - ), (s'=& - -- -- b

C 2 , C, C, 6)' C, !+a-h-- (-- -it---)+*- (- -+--) R

ao W"/C 4' Co W/aC

Where w, IA- , (/)I a =a a r,3)CIT,,

W f, 2 b=at'az r,= a/ 1c, , CG
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Table I Electrical equivalent circuit parameters of the
new shape GT cut quartz crystal resonators CALCULATED
used in the present experiments. 0.0-

.%o. Freuny R, C. C r041lz) ( olm•) i (IF, (pF) p(xtw)

Pr in. F. 3 -7 1.0 -

sult. 1. &t• 2680 •+ o 2.U _. 45 9,19 50 <.45(W)
-2.0 e = -"m0. 1367 (pF)

P1 in. I(XX) 59. 1011 5. 68 2. 4 447 ?26

Sub. 1.937 2620 ý)l -2.42 2.4:3 10(W 1:3

1 975 I-3.0
Prin. .�• 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Sub). 1 1. &)58 3l0
1271 a, : .Z571.4 A) I 9'•) 90LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)

fig.3 Relationship between variational ratio .'Kmi Ke
of coupling factor Km and load capacitance CL.

An Results and Discussion
First of all, a relationship of variational ratio 600 - PRINCIPAL VIBRATION

f,'m rolppling factor Km versus load capacitance CL is shown
500 - CALCULATEDin the piesent (iT cut quartz cryýtal resonator with coupl

ing capacitance Cm. since the GT cut resonator which is 400 -0 MEASURED
used( in the experiments of this paper has the phase dif
ference of 180' between the principal vibration and the 300
subvihration, the Coupling factor Km is shown to become <
large with the increase of CL. 200

Next. friquenry deviation of the principal vibra 100 -
lion is shown when the gate capacitance Cg and the drain Co = 2.45(pF)
capacitance Cd vary in the C(M0S quartz crystal oscillating r ,=431
ci ruit, namely, versus load capacitance CL..

In addition, the first. second and third order 5 10 15 20 25
temperature coefficients a+ . j3. , r. for the principal
vibration and simultaneously, the first order temperature LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)
coefficicat a for the subvibration versus the change of Fig.4 Relationship of frequency deviation f f,
load capacitance Cl. are also shown, of principal vibration to load capacitance CL.

Finally, the freqiteiey temperature characteristics (Sample No.1)
of the principal vibration and the subvibration are shown
when Cl. is taken as a parameter. Let us describe concrete-
ly below, when resonant frequency of the principal vibration is

Table I shows the resonant frequency and the 2. Iftz. In addition. the coupling capacitance Cm has a neg
electercal equivalent circuit parameters of the principal ative value, because in this GT cut resonator, the electri
vibration and the subvibration for three new shape GT cal coupling by the transformation ratio has a decreasing
cut quartz crystal resonators used in the experiments. As polarization to the elastic internal coupling, ramely, there
is apparent from Tablel, the three resonators show the very exists the phase difference of 1800 between the principal
satisfactory values as a resonator. Furthermore, capaci- vibration and the subvibration. Therefore, as Z iKm'Km ver-
tance ratio r, is defined as rt--Co/C,,(i-l,2). here it is. sus CL is shown in Fig.3 when CL =-, is taken as a stand
therefore, calculated from C_ which is obtained from cou- aid. i_,Km/Km becomes small accooding to decrease of CL,
pling capacitance Cm calculated by employing the coupling in other words, as the coupling factor Ks (- Km at CL --)
factor (See Appendix) derived from the frequency tempera- becomes small, the coupling between the principal vibra
ture characteristics. tion and the subvibration is found to get weak.

Figure 4 shows frequency deviation /"if+!f of the
3.1I Coup]irg factor arrd resonant frequenc.y principal vibration with changeing load capacitance CL.

Figure 3 shows the relationship of variational when the CT cut resonator of sample No.1 is used with
ratio '-.Km'Km('-Km Ks KKm) of coupling factor Km versus shunt capacitance Co=2.45pF, motional capacitance C-,,
load capacitance CL. Since the present GT cut quartz crys 5.68fF(Capacitance ratio ri,431).coupling capacitance Cm-
tal resonator has a coupling factor of about three percent -0. 1367pF. coupling factor Km=2.8906 and resonant fre
1I5. it has coupling capacitance Cm of about -0. 136pF quency f 2.IMllz of the principal vibration, namely, when
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the diaii capa itanme Cd and the gate capacitance Cg is 2 CSCALCULATED
changed simultaneously. and Cg Cd is taken appioximately
in the CMOS quartz crstal oscillating ciicuit with h 0 1 M - EASURED
approximately from (haracteristics and €Jrnstruction of the
CMOS inver ter. According as Cl. becomes small, resonant > 0
frequency becomes high. the smaller CL becomes, the larger
the icI i nat ion becomes. X - 1

3,2 Frequency temperature coefficients -2 / Km=2.89°2

Figure 5 shows the first order temperature coef " Cm -0. 1367 (pF)

ficient (i. with the change in load capacitance CL when - 3
the risonator of sample No.I is employed with the first,
second and third order temperature coefficients a. -2. 63 - 4
- 10 " C, , 1. 1.97 -10 1) "c. 7. -7.0-1 tI0 1 C 5 10 15 20

at no load capac i tance. The citcles aie the measured vat LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)
ues and the solid line is the theoretical result calculat
ed hy utilizing Km and Cni derived from the experimental Fig. 5 Rlationship beit,.wn th- first order ttmveraturi

values of Cl, F5. 6lpF( a. - (1 ) and I5. -lpF' i(i. c, 7effiui.,nt r 4f principal .itrat ion

3.-1 - !0 " C). Where the calculated values of the first and load capacitanme (I. Sample So

order temperiature coeflici ents of Km and uncoupled pfit
cipal vibration were used in the calculation.A.ccordingly.
it is natural that the calculated values agree very well 2
with the measured ones at CL 5.61pF and 15. IpF. lwever. -- MEASURED
a small difference between the calculated and measurPd
results takes place at Cl. I0. 85pF M1easuied %alue:oa. Km= 2.889-6

1.87.10 I C . Calculated value:a. 9. 1. 10 C' Cm -O.1351 (pF)
and 20. 2pFMeasured value: a. 7. 93- 10 " C. Calculated > 0

%alute: a - ). .i) 1 0 " C). This is probably because the
theorcti(al ralues of the first order temperature coeffi X - 1
ciornts of Km and uncoupled principal vibration used. slight
Iy differ from the measured values. But. the e(rro is ex - 2

tremely small with a change in the onder of 10 ". In addi
tion. as CL gets small. a. also becomes small. this is be - 3
cause there exists the phase difference of 180I between
the principal vibration and the subvibration, so that cou- - 4 I I I I

pling factor hm becomes small. Simultaneously. as is obvi 5 10 15 20

ous from Fig..'3. the variation quantity of a. becomes mark LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)
edly large as Cl. gets small. it is. however, understood that
its variation quantity becomes extremely small with tire Fig. 6 Relationship betweer the first order tomperatur,
change of the order of I0 ' at the value of Cl, larger than coefficienr ,a of principal uibration

10. 8.5pF. From this result. in order to decrease CL. depend and load capacitance (L. Sample No.

ence versus a . . Cl. value is also found to be large.

Figure 6 shows the first order temperature coef
ficient a. of the principal vibration with the change of -34.0-- MEASURED
load capacitance CL when the resonator of sample No.3 is
utilized with the coupling factor Km 2.88%, a . --- 2.02 -34.2-
x 10 '(V at CLI>=-'. As well as shown in Fig.5. as CL be-

comes small, a. has a further negative value and its vari-
ation quantity gcts markedly large as CL value gets small. ,
In case of the present resonator, the first order tempera
ture coefficient a. of the principal vibration varies x -34.6 -

from -7. 19/x10 ",21 to --15.6X 10,';C, namely, at the
order of 10' even if the LL varies from 19.6pF to 9.1pF, -34.8 Km 2.889-6
while a.ý has a value of -2.89,< 10 ' -C: ,d qhw the
marked variation, according as the CL becomes a further -35.0 - Cm= -0.1351(pF)

small value such as 5.9pF. Thus. it is also understood from
this resonator that the smaller the CL value becomes. the -35.2 I

larger the change of a. becomes. 5 10 15 20

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the first LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)

order temperature coefficient a-- of the subvibration and Fig. 7 Relationship between the first order tomperalure
load capacitance CL when the resonator of sample No.3 is coefficient ai of subvibration
employed, a- of tire subvibration has a value of --34.3"< and load capacitance CL. Sample No.3
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10 (iC and its itisoluitt saute show"5 a i~r lag( ia' 1.5 - MEASURED
wheni CL is infinite. There~foie. as shown in Fig.?. its
s~at iation quantity is 51o small that it canl beý ignoted due, 10 -Km= 2.89%-
toi the change of fthe oider of 10 7.eseti if the CL s~alu'em-.36(F
saiies flow 19.6 UpF to 5. 91F. C~ 5 .167(

(ldFigui e 8 ,flows the stioiid olider tumjo'ratute coef7
licint -. f fthe ptiincipal vibrat ion Aith ft(e chainge in0

load capai i tance CL. when the resonatoi of sample No. I is
emplovi'd. ). var ies at the infer of 10 when iilth CI.ci - 5
v~alue vauie's float 1.,ip~ 1. -O 10 ' ("i2  to 20. 2111'
(23 2,.:15 10 ' Wwhil i vIt atries at the ordei of - 10
less than 10) whenl the Cl. changes ftI ow 10. 851pF 2

'2. 31ý 10 '' " " to 20. 2pF. S inlce i ts var ia t ioniluan t it y -15
s ex t ri me It, small1. )- . v I, sus theit Cl, valIue c-an be r egairded 5 10 15 20

as thel constant valIue. LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)
F igure 91 shows thel te fationship fbetween tfhe thirdI g1Re ioopfOwokotdrtmwrtut

order temperature coiff iiient 7 of t ho Iprincipal silirai Iltlliieit iuit.rtrtiprii,

tion and loaf caipac it ance' CL when the resona tor of samplei'i~'fi iit of irlinuiiiia ýIiiuaiioi h, tat

No. I is usedf. F vien if theý CL sa Inc changes from 5.01 iiF( 7.
!i. Il I - o IIC') to 20. !pF (7 7 - ,'lt1)1' ii (j),

%at i es at tfit( ot (let if It)0 fit( t(e t o f less than 10() 1
toi ifhangintg flrum 10. 85pVi 7 6. 99 - 10 (' C') to 20t. ŽiF). 1 MEASURED
its sat i at iol quaiiiit it y is ext t ewe ly smallI as Wel a ts thIat 1

of 3 tfpierforc y. vetsits CI, canl tie alsii regat ibd as 1
tfIte contisant value. Ft om tfiese t esit Its. tfie frei toency
teinlit atuteI chiat acit viist its sersits tflt- Cl, kallie fiave inly
to cotisidet the fit,;t ot dci tempet iatutie coeffli~i itt (r..

x 0
3.3 Freqttetc) temperature characteristics

Figuit 10It shtows oiie exampl Ii if ft eijitt'tty tettpet K=.9
atuitr ihtaactirist iis of thie piincipal It% it at ion when CdKm .9-
atid Cg at i I c hanze(Iif tt aI CMOS os Ii I lit t itig c ti ni t compr i s -10 C~ -0. 1367 Wp)
ing the resitiatot oif samplIe Nii. 1. name, I y. wfen fttii loaid
Iai~tc i lance CL. is taken ais a lpiarameter. As i s apliat t it 1- 15
fiom Fig. It0. tfile ft elitienic tinipeiattire chat ai ter ist is are( 5 10 15 20
foumd to vary by the CL value. In part icular. as it becomes LOAD CAPACITANCE CL (pF)
small1. t1I1I first iirder temperatutre coeff ic ient fIas, a furf
theet tiegat ire valtie ticuanse, tfw couplIing factrir r eniarI kilt) I Fig.') Reaitat iurish. if ii the nt ir(itprr i.'mtilraitur,
sar iis ;Itiul gits sinaIlet. Tfterefuiri. in iirdir to lowet free iu'fIFi i (tel n It trniltIat Ii.Ih ratIii tonIfI -a t
qitu'n c v dev a t iott% , se sits thet( Cl., via I utI' in ft ipllency tempera caruacI' ltani' e I. Saau Ivtt o. i.

tit 1e chlarac V Ic i st iiCs. t lie, ost I a t I ng ii ICUii t must hi' so
ilesigned thfat it bitcumes as large as, pos Wfle. On fthe othert
htatni. since thcfit'fequency tempiratutirtchatrateri st iis sary [olaf thata i lance Cl. has aI smai lii vatni' if Cl, 10. 2 1. 8. 8?
liy Ifit', Cl, s~alite, it is sulislantiall Ip~ossiblhe tio take a . an H. I'2pF. tlh' I it st oItdttI t( mpij~ atiitcr opffI icivicot it faoý
toIi cacti Ztero biy select ion of the opt imum Cl, saiIlite. Fur a %;aluei of ar . .1,015 -I) o I 2(_. 1. 15 0o " U"
exatup i. for tfit( present itesortator. because ar. 0) approx A. 27> 10 ' I) ' C .11.-5-l It :` 2 . 1. 11 10I " _.
imatt' I at CL. 15. SIpF. I requenry des'i at iott Ihas a value of 7. 5. 19 -10lO attil 1.50 .I 10 ( _. 1.98
0. -1ppm oserI a w ide temperature range of :10'(- to , O' C. ) 10 C'. 7.ý 8.06:1 - 10 ' Ci. ) arid i t is Ipad i I v aipri I
as shown in Fig. 10, thus. a quar tz cr-ystal oscillating hittidcd that it. shifts to thi' f[ItI tIlei 1it ga t se( salto'. In
circuit wilth very excellSent frilquenry temperature char- add it ion. itt cast' iif empiloying fhile prestilt i ýsoniatr,), hr
acterist ics has been obftained. From thtese resutiIs. arhi cause (I . I) appt oximately a t Cl1, 8. 87 1)F. assfiown I It
ttrary frIequcitry temperIa t ure char ac ter is st it's can. IbthereforeP. Fig. II. it has a salu (iiif ft. 55ppm ini f rt'lunltt & %cy ifr t inn
obta ined hy st'Iectiont of thle Cl. valIue. meet ing reuti ired iivet a wide I emhierat nrc range iof : M('t to -I I00. Itius.
Specit fti cat t Oi ol. flt ItquarIt 7 crIy st a I sc i I Ilaftiur w i tt s1eIrV good fif1t i-uittr

Figure 11 shows another frequency temperature tImprtnccaatrisis fa ieioanda ela
characteristics of ttte principal vibration in a CMIOS s fthe resilt of Fig. 10.
cillIatitig circuit cuimpris ing the resonator (if sample No. 2 Figure 12 shows another- f r eqtencyý t eperp Ia t tint'I
witht the coupling factor Km--2. O2lin and tile couplfing ca cfilat arltertist irs (of thie Ilr tic ilal sibrat iot) when load ia
pan tance Cm 0. l2I9pF. when the load capacitance CL, is pla, l tance Cl. in a C.MIS oscilflat ing ci rcitit comprising till'
also taken as a parameter. This resonator has a compara lrconatui of .'aij'.; , Ni-. , - is taken as a Ilaramutetc. As is
tively large series resistance R2 of the snbvibratitrn. As flt' satne as Fig. 10. ft(e freiqitency lemperafttie ('haracteris
is similar to the example sfhown in Fig. 10. according as the f irs arc found to var y mar kedly Iiy fthe CL1 v~alIue. S i nup
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2. 5 1 1 1 1 1 12. 5 1 1 1 . . . . . . .2. 0 -L=lO.B5PF 11--.ACUATE0- 10. 0 -06- MEASURED
1.5 5 7.05 - ..- CL-93pF

S 1. 0 -5 L91

.0. 5 02.5

-2 0. -i CL=14.5pF

< -1. 0 -7-.50
-1. 5-75

2. 0OfF,-10. 0
.-2. 5 -12.5, Xl I - 2. 5

-30 -10 10 30 50 70 -30 -10 10 30 50 70

TEMPERATURE Mt) TEMPERATURE CC)

Ii ii~~~aiiH. ,(i Ill�- Iii al Ii (5l I g Iril im liari IA alwin

al ii I V. i~a a~ at i rir atma, 1'. ,1 ( a;, [IaI I Is lai Ifas a 1 ,1ram.ýI r

2. m 5 2500I

20- MESRD2000- MEASURED

E
0- 1.0 - 1000- L o-.p

0. 5 500-

- -0. 5 - -500
<2 -1. 0 -CL=812 pF - <2 -1000

-1.5 -CL=8.87 PF -- 1500C L =10.24 pF
-2. 0 CL =co-20

-2.5 5 20
-30 -10 10 30 50 70 -30 -10 10 30 50 70

TEMPERATURE (M) TEMPERATURE 0C)

I ig 1 Ii u-mom iompnijra,r tiara, I -ris is I~ 11 lrfqiiir emivin alIur hiara, i Ist is
of Is tir rIlpa I% braI oil. lnhin vif s ti rai tIon. vil nI fal at ,a Ia, 1 Ia,
Ila!j ( a i I a if I s, t a in ;Is a parameI ,r. i , thi~n as; a p cain I r Samp I %f.
Samij I Sn\( 2

t i ;. at IsfImol liii- lwgritl tfig hlas a liegat kvi %atIII( of :it. 2 101 c ill all tiso Ii, v v wi ; a coulpal I (I ' t h I If( % ili,

'r. 2.0' 2 - 10) at Cli it ks actually imlniissiilel ofi i s. th cIli tadidsaitio , ;- hi Ii the li L I. fail;' 1w

to ateaw r. (1 i I tie aL (aif'. That sti ill otdel to oii Chiange of a se f sIis 1 th cf'Ihangs ill t~le LI. va lmi is vI
aIa ifl a (1 0 lb the, LI. valiii. it gns 'AI t ho itt saty in1g t la t swall at liii nidir of 10)
,r iuiiit have ;I pes 1 xi' %aliie at cl. . lbievivi i. thill

il F i,(tt isri;itr~ý stJiWAs goodalf'iitiinisliiit(iili Chlaac
lii sties binaiji it hias a vý ioysall valiii of 1.5111m il/
fi flilili V dr~mit iil out a Wiiell(, mvtlnicaitilf lailtg of :101 Ill tism tall!., ais has, btfiti pciifoliued %ilb a

to , 10( fI'icif-for i'. t lii; siiiatiov shows; mey goiod fi e vicw to i lalififs ng tl "i; ue at iii fircitlili'N ih;clima ti!k
'Jio iii's Is m111laiilntei cih aritir lis tii' as cl, flas a Ila Ige va Ilie. t( Is iii CM0ý illar t7 1i1 slAl niý Il Vi rIg n CI rI1-1it (mp is1)

I fg a ('011)1i fiig (I Ila It1 I ýtaIIVOl tvsa e o fiaii. r-,I~cc itaIlIs. a I
Kiit i it ill, f~ t ii fritictinrv tlmliet atIitre I, lat (it Inqitia 17 zci istI i isnnati o fit med ilip art (tihing me~thod.

ai i it fI Iiir. 1 f t I i t ,iiv it itat ion Ahvii the l oaid cai tiac i t a icef
Cl in a (MM~ owiillatiiig i'ritciiit romflikising the resonator FI',i.~ ill aiialysis Inrnndi'.i'ire~i ai aIM0 invert
if sample \N.;1 is ltki'n asý a plaametil. Asý derscribedi in] et (;it b li'Iiiath h- a!!I efctii cii ii iit soittcie and drain
Fig. T. ar 0I the siitivitirat1 iii as a VVIr larget Valfte Of i'olidliitaiii';. anl cechtlrica I mitialnilt cii niit of tit( CMMS
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fill r It IcI r stat I sc I IIat r ig c i curif t comprIis ing Itire cup i rug it3 1. Kawashiria 'An AnalIy s is o f Fr equericy Temperature
qura)r it cI vs Ia;l r esurat Iori has keen showrr. lrrf add it ion, 'air Chratacteri stI irI:s and F lect Ir iralI Fqrjui a I. i t C i rcu It Par a
"sC5 t~i i Ion Ifind i t iori and atir amp I i tride corn inuaIit ionl coid i rmeters of at New Shape GT Cut Quartz Crystal Resonrator
tiorr ra% tirbeen. tireor it ira I. derived frIom K i rchiiof f' Formfied by anl Etchinrg Method' IEEE Ulit ason ics Symp.

second loUw, Proc. pp. 465 470(1989)

Next. thre r esoiarit frequencies have been deriv.ed [4 K. Kataoka arid M. Ida: ''low to employ FET for beginners'
tioi tite oscillatiron cond ition obtianed prekiouslIy and the Ohmu sha( 198.1 02) iii Japranese)
iunagin r lar I of tire GT cutI quartz crystal resoriat or [5111. Kawasti ma * Deperrdenice of Load Capac it ance for a

whichr is one( of coup]I irig quartz cr ystal r esorrator s. Be - Coupi ing Quar tz Cr ystal Resonator '',Jpn. J. Appi. Phys.
sidesi, sincer tins GT cut quar tz crystal resonator can be 26. SupplIement 26 1. pp. 111 116 (1987)
lfgar dcd as a r icsorrator wheireini the( electr ical coupl iiig by [61M. Orioe: ' Analysis, and Detect ion of -utivitrat ion for
the irarisfoirmat ion ratio airidthfe elastic internal coupling qluartz crystal resonator' . journal of IECF. vol1. 117. 1.
coexIs Is. arid stIill mor e, tire e IectI ricalI couipI irig becomes a pp. 38 45( 19641 (in Japanese)
d ecr I as ri g po larI i iat i on to the elastic internal couplinig.
tk rfout) I ri g capac i Ilance Cm has at nega t i e va l ire. Ther e Appnpidix
Ito . 1 has beer shown t hat tIref coup I i ng f actorI gsetIs sira I I Derivativygs-of-covplinyg factor Kmi

wit fillir deer case of load caprac'itance CL.. S innultarreous ly,
it iras livern, treoirrt ically an ( I ext1)er i meritIal IlIy. ctIarI i flie d The couplriing factor Krui of a CT cut quar tz crystal res
IrhaI t I . if fI reucric y t -orper Ia t ire I c oeff i c i eit sI p artIi clarla IY. onator can be calculated f rom t ire expIterIi me ntIs o f t ireI f r e
ti fIIirst ( IrdI ferI tenntIera trIireI c Ii f f i c i en t, T o of I ire pr i nc i quency' temprerature characteri stics. Let us descri be its

plal vibrat ion remarkabl Iy var i is try the Cl. valIue arid a , derivatives me thod concretely below. The f irist order I em
sir It Is tor a f urther rregat i xe val]ue, he( arise the coriplIing perature coefficients ar. and (Y of tire pr inrcipalI vi lira
factor gets simall according to decrease of the CL valIue. t ion and the subvihrat ion from equal ion(l5) are given as
I if ftirtrer worI( us. , tesnia I I IrI tire CL valIue biecomes. tire larger,
the' change iii tire freoirency temperature chiraac ter ist ics of a. - -2C 1  ,' )±
tir, pr i nci pal fi liat ion to tire CL, value tbecomes. From thins f: '-

iesoiri. a rquartz crystal oscillating circuit withr very gonod Where p~ f '-f") K',',
frIeijurivrcy s talii lily where in tire f requency deviation is - ("1sffl
less t hain I tipm oiver a wide temperature range of 30OC to
1T7 ( witIhou t airy temperature compensation, has been oh- (- ,: )4 f i
reind ivý empl Ir irig tire present resonator. Thius. tihe good A f - ~)f 1

frircirrcy tempera t iie character is tics have been obtained
try silect ioni of tire opitimrum CL. value. /(s ft f"iAs'If, If,( Y X ) p

Oli tire otlier hland, it has been also clarified that is f, f,
tire CL value most lie( large sro as to lower tire dependence 7 1dr r:Tepralure
(if firerhirriry teripera lure rrarac ter 1st i s by tire CL. valire.
hlowever. iin order to adjust freqruency of the principal In addition, tire following relation is obtained from equa
vibrratiiir to tire, nominiial frequenricy try tire Cl. value in the tion(15):
CMIOS riraritz crystal oscillating circuit and oibtain the f,1 4 9f_ j - f" ;
cilrei it withr very goodir frequency temperature character isY
t ics. it has bieen, therefore, understood that it is of great (I f Ks. f I f 2", _f.'f-

imlirii arre to grasp fully the relationship between fie- Where
flurenicy deviat ion of tire, pirinripal vibrat ion of the resona e a I a
tor wlr iii is manufactured arid its frequency temperature. r, 148a- h r, I a -h

stuiaty eie~tirod For adeustming tiefeubency, sie fteld byk CL Therefore, from tire data of Tabrle 1. it is approximately
studyrI (tbo the noialjsin h frerquennyeyhaccurately, expressed as E = 1. Furthermore. as the is hardly influ-

valtv t th noina fi~luncyaccratly.ences the frequency temperature characteristics of the
principal vibration and the subvibrat ion and as fil ,'
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FORTY-FOIURTH ANNUAL SYPOSIUM ON FREQUEKCY CONTROL

A B.V.A. QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS

Raymond J. BESSON, Marc MOUREY

Ecole Nationale Sup&ieure de MAcanique et des Microtechniques

La Bouloie - Route de Gray - 25030 BESANCON CEDEX - FRANCE

ABSTRACT proportionnal. Then oven insulation may, in

addition, use a titanium dewar. The oscillators

are rather compact (less than 250 cm ) and
A new B.V.A. quartz resonator (sometimes may use hermetically sealed external enclosures

said "tactical B.V.A." resonator) has been to get rid of hygrometry variations influence.

developed for use in severe environments. More

than one hundred units have been produced and
tested in France and in the U.S. The resonator INTRODUCTION

in rd INTRODUCTION_

is a 10 MHz, 3 overtone, SC cut crystal. The

unit fits into an ordinary HC 40 can without

pinch-off. • Typical numberts are : R1 = 9,5 , 0 This paper presents results on
-- 35 

10 . g maximum sensivity less than development of a precision oscillator utilizing
10 /g, turn over point 850 C . Pressure the miniature 10 MHz BVA resonator. Roughly

variation sensitivity : 5 10 /bar. 125 of those resonators have been built (85 SC

cut 3 overtone and 40 AT cut 3 overtone)
The resonator design is rapidly discussed and tested to date whereas 4 test oscillators

and described. Results of various tests and have been built and tested.

experimental data on this resonator are given

and discussed.

I - MINIATURE 10 MHz BVA RESONATOR
A rew type of quartz oscillators that have

excellent performances has been studied and A new BVA miniature resonator has been

developed to take advantage of this resonator developed. The unit fits into the ordinary HC

for use in severe environments. Oscillators of 40 can without pinch-off. A B.V.A. ordinary

this design usually demonstrate drift rates of design (1) is used, however the supportingless han 1-11/a.Tpc o(r at0
less than 10 /day. - pical 7 (T ) at 10 structure makes use of a new system which

seconds is 5 to 7 10 and spectral purity brings in symmetry, low pressure sensitivity
usually obtained is 115 dB at 1 Hz and 160 dB and a good compromise between shock and

at 1000 Hz from the carrier. Power consumption acceleration sensitivities. In fact, the resonator

is 10 W during warm up time and 2.5 W in is symmetrically clamped inside a grooved steel

ordinary conditions. cylinder (2)(3). The resonators are carefu!ly

prepared from swept premum Q material
Several results have been obtained (usual ly S.I.C.N. or SAWYER) and the final

indicating that oscillator performance is still operations (last cleaning, bake out and

dominated by the quartz resonator. coldweld) are done in the same vacuum. The
units are coldwtllded undgr a residual pressure

The oscillators are designed to survive between 3 x 10 and 10- mbar.

shocks and vibrations. They use high

reliability components which may be surface I-1l/ Resonator technical characteristics

mounted components. The oscillating loop has a

single transistor and the resonator has a Nominal frequency : 9.999 983 Hz

capacitive load. A true A.G.C. is used and the Frequency tolerance at T.O.P. - 10 Hz +

output amplifier has at least a 90 dB isolation. 6 HZ

The oven is basically made of a metallic box Cut : doubly rotated SC cut 3rd

with the heating transistor onto it. Thermistors overtone

are used as sensors and the oven control is

CR2818-3/9010000-593 $1.000 1990 IEEE
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Enclosure : ordinary HC 40/U (for

instance Houston electronics) without _

pinch-off.

Serie capacitance : 30 pF (nominal) VOLTAGE REGU
T.O.P. 850 C (- 5' C + 8' C) CO)-----A

Aging (Ifter 5 days) : better than O
4 x 10- /day 6

Q factor 1.35 106 (typical), R, 95 a FREQ. CONTROL

(typical) -10
G maximum sentitivity : less than 10 /g

Externa(1 pressure sensitivity OUTPUT U

5 x 10 /bar (typical).

1-2/ Results of various tests and experimental

data on the resonators

85 S.C. cut resonators have been built II
among which roughly 20 have been tested in

ONERA (France) and 15 in the US in various Fig. 1 : Block diagram.

cooperative programs. The other resonators have

been tested in our facility at E.N.S.M.M. The

tests included all the parameters previously The total oscillator is represented on

quoted. The g sensitivity has been determined block diagram of Fig. 1. The oscillating loop

by several method (2 g tip over, slow rotation, uses a single very low noise transistor

centrifuge rotating machine and of course previously "noise selected". A C.E.configuration

dynamic sideband technique). The pressure is used for the amplifier together with r phase

variation sensitivity was done from atmospheric shifting transformer. A selecting resonant

pressure to vacuum and the reverse eliminating circuit with a 0 factor approximately of 30 is

coexistent temperature changes. used to select the C mode frequency when
oscillations are started. It may be

G sýnsitivity of resonators ri 6 ged between automatically short circuited by use of A.G.C.

1 x 10 /g and 2.7 x 10 /g. The g signal when oscillations are established so that-1/

maximum sensitivity I rmax I was 5 x 10 /g or the amplifier is more aperiodic. The quartz

better in 20% of cases,, The average value of Xtal is connected to ground through a small

rmax I was 9 x 10 /g and 8010% of the pure capacitive impedance. As a consequence,
production was better than 1.5 x 10 /g. the oscillator frequency is not exactly the Xtal

resonant frequency. A true A.G.C. is used

The mean vWue of pressure variation which involves an F.E.T. and allows oscillation

sensitivity is 5 10 /bar. levels on the Xtal between 40 lIW and 180 t, W
(to be adjusted for minimum phase noise and/or

The aging has been tested in 20 aging rate). A single stage (eventually two

oscillators in various programs. In 70 % of stages) buffer followed by a cascode output

casf the aging rate was better than 2 x amplifier yields at least a 90 dB isolation. A

10 11/day, in 40% of cases it was less than frequency control cell with a varicap diod_

10 /day. allows frequency adjustements in the 2 x 10

range.

II - SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE OSCILLATORS The oven is basically made of a copper

block in which the Xtal is carefully inbedded.

An important effort has been made to The heating transistor directly sits onto the

match the resonator's parameters and the copper block close to Xtal. The oven control is

oscillator design so as to take advantage of proportionnal and uses a thermistor (Betacurve

the advances offered by the tactical B.V.A. 10 K or 100 K type). Oven temperature is

resonator, adjusted between 750 C and 950 C by means of
two resistors. Recently another resistor

somewhat sensing external temperature
variations has been added (4) but experimental
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results with this design have not been obtained

yet. Of importance is the fact that all the `9

components (oscillating loop, buffer and output -90

amplifiers, oven control. .... ) are temperature

controlled. The oven insulation may, in -100

addition, use a titanium dewar and the

cylindrical symmetry of the resonator has been

kept as far as possible. Special care is -120

devoted to prevention of heat flow through -130

connecting wires. Hermetically sealed external T.B.V.A.1

shells are used to get rid of hygromtery -140

variations influence (5). -156

Of course, the oscillator circuits have -160

first been carefully studied by computer aided -170 _. ..._"_...._"__. .. 1____

design (with p-spice program). Special care 1 10 100 0 10000

has been devoted to temperature influence on rst Frequency (Hz)

oscillating loop and A.G.C. The resonator and Fig. 3 Phase noise of 1 oscillator.

the external shell of oscillator have been

studied by finite element calculation for heat

transfer. Fig. 3 shows the phase noise result of
oscillator TBVA . This result is consistent with

o ( ) observed on Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the
yIII - PERFORMANCES OF THE OSCILLATORS phase noise observed with the best oscillator

TBVA 4. In this domain the oscillator

Four test oscillators have been built after performance seems still dominated by the quartz

first debugging of the circuits. The oscillators resonator (especially at 1 Hz from the carrier).

have been tested for allan variance and phase

noise. One oscil l ator has been tested for

temperature variation influence and two

oscillators have been checked for aging.

-90

-100

M -110

S--.l-- T.B.V.A.2 -4"-T.B.V.A.4 -- 130

- 1 20 

T .B .V 
.A .4

__.___-___ __ __-140

-154

"1761 10 100 1000 10000

Frequency (Hz)

th
. .....ie ('s), Fig. 4 Phase noise of 4 oscillator.

F-ig. 5 and Fig. 6 show aging result

Fig. 2 ALLAN variance of oscillators, performed during five weeks after starting the
units. It can be seen that the aging rate

establishes after days and is consistent with

Fig. 2 shows the Allan variance of aging rates already observed in previous

oscillators. Best results are obtained at 10 s programs. However relative contribution to the0-13
integration time and the average is 8 x 10 . aging by the quartz itself and the other

components has not been determined yet.
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CONCLUSION

Relative offset (unit 10-9) A new type of osc II ator has been

1 .25 developed for the tactical BVA 10 MHZ miniature
resona Itor. F irst results seem en(ouraging but

I •many more expern ments have to be performed

.752 oespecially dealing with vibration en\,ironments

.G 2.4 x 10 /day) and external pressure changeý. Howeve(-1 1a 10

.25 MHz oscillator with aging in the 10 /dae,

0range, a y (T ) at 10 second in the order of 7
10 , spec tral purity of 115 dB at 1 Hz

.25 togy)her with a g sensitivity better than

-. 5 10 /g worst axis, seems to day feasible on

- .75 regular scale.
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Temperature influence depends on the type

of oven used. It has been found lower than

10-10 for an external temperature variation

between - 30•C and + 70'C with a unit which

used a titanium dewar.

3.

The size of the oscillator is 240 cm i.e.,

8.5 cm in height and 6 cm in diamter. The unit

consumes 2.3 W at 20'C.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FQUINCY CONTROL

FACTORS INFLUENCING STABILITY IN THE
MICROCOMPUTUR-COMPENSATED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

Albert Benjaminson

General Technical Services, Inc.
105 Clermont Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia 22304

INTRODUCTION Response to Ra2id Temperature Chanao

The stability of an MCXO using a Direct The time required by the system's correc-
Digital Synthesizer combined with phase- tion cycle limits the MCXO's ability to
locked loop summing is discussed in de- follow rapid variations in system tempera-
tail. The characteristics of each subsys- ture. A high rate of temperature change
tem of the MCXO are analyzed and their may cause noticeable "sawtooth" stepping
impact on the stability of the output of the output frequency. While the period
frequency is discussed. Test results in counter and the digital mixer circuits
support of the analyses e-e displayed. used to generate the Ni number (the analog
The stability is required to be better of temperature) can be programmed to cycle
than 20 ppb over the range of temperatures as rapidly as ten times per second, the
from -55"C. to +85"C. microcomputer is currently limited to

about five times per second by the 3.39
While the MCXO, as developed by General MHz clock frequency employed. The clock,
Technical Services, is considerably more derived from the fundamental mode oscilla-
accurate than TCXOs and can operate over a tor was selected to conserve power con-
wider temperature range than either a TCXO sumption but can be modified in later
or an OXO, it also exhibits some unique models if required, by programming a
characteristics. These result from the switch to the higher frequency third
digital techniques used to create this overtone oscillator output.
MCXO design.

The accuracy of the MCXO over the military The output frequency of the MCXO is the
temperature range is also influenced by sum of the frequencies of the overtone
hysteresis and aging of the two oscilla- oscillator and the DDS-generated correc-
tion modes employed in the Dual-mode tion frequency Dfo. A new value of Dfo,
Crystal Oscillator and by the "goodness" equal to the difference between 10 MHz and
of the fit produced by the polynominal the overtone oscillator frequency, is
curve-fitting routine, generated at the end of each correction

cycle. The new value depends on both the
This report also discusses several inter- temperature and the size of the tempera-
esting anomalies which currently exist in ture change since the frequency-tempera-
the normal field SC-cut crystals used in ture slope varies in a parabolic manner!l
the DMXO circuit that drives the MCXO. Little change occurs near the turning
These anomalies have not been observed point which is normally located at about
prior to the development and subsequent 20°C. but the greatest changes occur at
precise temperature cycling required to the temperature extremes, with the maximum
calibrate and characterize the resonators slope occuring equally at -55°C and 85"C.
needed by the MCXO. The magnitude of these maxima are about

2ppm/*C. In order to maintain an error of
A block diagram of the MCXO system is less than 20 ppb in a changing temperature
shown in Figure 1. A detailed explanation environment the maximum temperature ramp
of this system was presented at the 43rd must be kept below
Annual Frequency Control Symposium'and
will not be repeated here. Instead sever- AT = 20 PDbx5 = O.05"C/sec., or 6"C/min.
al areas of interest have been selected At 2 ppm/°C
for examination that may help clarify some
of the attributes unique to this MCXO. at the temperature extremes. At the

turning point temperature, of course, the
rate of change can be very much larger.

CH2818-3/90/0000-597 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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Svnthesizer-indueed Limitations the variations in resonator characteris-
and Phase Noise tics.

The Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) is Since the DMXO comprises a pair of series-
driven by the computed value of N2 which mode crystal oscillators, they can be made
has a maximum range of 24 bits. The range to run as independent L-C oscillators by
is set by the 24 bit adder/register and removing the crystal and inserting a
can be increased further but only at the separate stable resistor in its place in
expense of an increase in power consump- each oscillator. By doing this, the
tion. N2, however is kept well below the stability of the L-C oscillator circuits
maximum value to minimize the jitter can be evaluated over the temperature
inherent to the DDS process, since close- range. Any changes in the L-C oscilla-
in spurious sidebands are produced as a tors' frequencies, nomi- 'ly 10 and 3.5
function of Df where: MHz., can be equated through CODA analysis

to determine their impact on the crystal-
f.2 controlled frequencies.Df = N2 X in

0 24
2 In both the Bridge and Colpitts circuits

and the maximum sideband levels are: used in the DMXO, an inductor operates in
conjunction with a pair of capacitors.
The latter, acting as voltage dividers,
provide the positive feedback necessary to

As = 20log Df0 sustain oscillations. In each circuit,f._ dBC the inductance resonates with the series
i n capacitance to reduce the net reactance to

zero at the series-resonant frequency of
the crystal. A change in any reactance

The system resolution is set by: will pull the frequency of oscillation.
fin With the crystal present, only a small
224 - 0.0186 lz. (1.86ppb) frequency change occurs before a cancel-
2 24 ling reactance is produced by the resona-

Since the calculated value of N2 is round- tor. Without the crystal, the frequency
ed to an integer, the resolution of Df° must change until the net reactance of the
is better than +lppb. tuned L-C circuit is zero.

The DDS phase jitter produces a small Through the use of the CODA program, each
spectrum around the 10 MHz. outut frequen- oscillator was analyzed to calculate the
cy line, which varies with the frequency change in crystal-controlled frequency
of Df from -70 dBc at 200 HZ to -60 dBc that would result from a 1% change in the
at 708 Hz. Spurs are also produced in the critical tuning inductance. (This is not
10 MHz output spectrum offset at the DDS to imply that the inductors are more
frequency and its harmonics. Both phase suspect than the capacitors. The tuning
jitter and spur lines are greatly reduced capacitors could have been adjusted in-
by the low-pass action of the PLL and its stead, but since there are two capacitors
active lag-lead third-order filter, whose in series in each oscillator both would
bandwidth is nominally 10 HZ. have had to be changed in the correct

ratio, a more awkward procedure.) The
Sustaining Amplifier Stability effect on the L-C oscillator frequencies

and Hysteresis of a proportional change in inductance (or
capacitance) is easily determined since

The dual-mode oscillator configuration the frequency is inversely proportional to
shown in Figure 2 has been discussed the square root of the inductance or
previously '. This paper constitutes an capacitance.
extension to that work and reviews the
progress since last year in achieving an W2 LC = 1
understanding of the factors influencing
the performance of resonators and their dw 1 dL I dC
sustaining amplifiers when subjected to -- - 2
repeated cycling over a wide temperature w 2 L 2 C
range. By using the CODA program to change the

value of the inductance, as indicated
Inevitably, the question arose as to the above, and as shown in Figures 3 and 4,
influence of circuit components on fre- the value of dw/w for the 10 MHz. crystal
quency stability, particularly the reac- oscillator was found to be 1/108/1%,
tive components, both inductive and capac- yielding a value for dw xt/dw•LO= 2/10'.
itive. In order to resolve this question, The corresponding ratio for the 3.5 MHz
the following technique was devised to oscillator is 13/106. The large differ-
separate changes in circuit values from ence between these values is due to the
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differences in the crystal's motional ences between the accumulated frequency
capacitances in the two modes and in the vs. temperature data and the approximating
circuit designs. function, which in this system is a 7th

-order polynomial that provides a least-
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effects of squares approximation to the data. The
temperature cycling on the frequencies of polynomial which is listed above each
a pair of L-C oscillators. The tempera- plot, relates Df. to N (where N=Nl-NO),
ture data are from the thermometer in the and is generated using the 3rd overtone
test chamber, unlike the tests on the frequency data vs. N. The hysteresis is
DMXOs (discussed later) where temperature evidenced by the open loop traced by the
information is derived from the beat data points.
frequency between the dual-mode oscilla-
tors. Figures 5 and 6 show two tempera- The data has been taken using a computer-
ture runs taken almost a week apart on controlled test chamber programmed to
both oscillators. All runs began and change the temperature in steps, usually 2
ended at 25°C. The dashed curve illus- degrees apart, from 25"C to -55"C, then
trates the first run where the wait time reversing and stepping up to +85"C before
at each temperature step was only 1 returning to 25'C. A complete run takes
minute. The solid curve illustrates the about 8 hours. The crystal and sustaining
result of increasing the wait time to 5 amplifiers are both in the chamber. The
minutes. It shows less "apparent hystere- dual-mode design sustains oscillation on
sis" than the first run and suggests that both the fundamental and 3rd overtone C-
the hysteresis is largely due to the modes simultaneously. A computer program
thermal inertia of the parts involved, has been written to calculate the number

Nl from the inverse difference between the
The left-hand scales show the frequency fundamental and the 3rd overtone divided
changes in the L-C connection, while the by 3. This becomes the self-sensing
right hand scales show the calculated temperature analog used by the MCXO to
impact on the oscillator when under crys- calculate the required correction frequen-
tal-control (assuming a perfectly stable cy Dfo.
crystal). The horizontal axis represents
the least-squares polynomial fitted to the The residuals are plotted against N as
data, while the curves illustrate the shown. The temperature scale is nominal,
residuals due to drift and hysteresis. since the N number provides the actual

temperature information.
Figures 7 and 8 show similar results from
tests run on a slightly different version
of the DMXO. The two curves were run on Conclusion
successive days after 4 days of aging
cycles. The results indicate that the It ha Lbeen demonstrated that this MCXO
stability of the sustaining amplifiers is system is capable of correcting for pre-
adequate to the task and that the hystere- dictable frequency-temperature vari-
sis and excessive residuals shown by ations smaller than 2 ppb. This potential
calibration runs on many resonators must cannot be realized however until suffi-
be due to the resonators themselves. ciently stable SC-cut resonators have been

developed. More than -orty resonators
Crystal Oscillator Curve Fit, have been examined to date, a typical

Stability and Hysteresis sampling has been shown by the data in
Figures 9 through 14. All of these have

Although crystal oscillators have been been fabricated using the best available
operated over wide temperature ranges for processing. The units have been sealed by
decades, it has not been possible to cold-welding into HC-40 cases. Some of
examine their performance with any great these have been assembled without a final
precision until the advent of the dual- frequency plating to determine if the
mode oscillator 2, 3, . The current areas reduced atmospheric exposure provided any
of concern to the development of resona- improvement. Others have been fabricated
tors for the MCXO are the evidence of from swept quartz to determine if higher
hysteresis and of excessively large resid- material purity could contribute improved
uals remaining after high-order polynomial stability. No significant improvements
curve fitting. The relative magnitudes of have been seen to date, thus the develop-
these two effects vary widely from crystal ment of the MCXO presents a challenge to
to crystal and no correlations have yet the quartz crystal industry which if met,
been made with processing or quality can offer a serious alternative to the
control factors. ovenized crystal oscillator.

Examples of calibration runs showing both
low and high levels of residuals and
hysteresis can be seen in Figures 9
through 14. The resiluals are the differ-
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219918 @ 19 MHz Cht. Anal 3is: BRIDGE OSC G21:3.68&.l B21=-.48e+i
Gl1:4.88e--1 311=4.68.-i

_-__ _G22=2.5Sg-2 922:1.38e-i• " •/G12--. 19.-1 912:-.B88e-I

lc- =c 1.88 (G,+ (GUmhos)
S9=PAil C:118e+8 L: 918 9=588e÷8 [c,mA CpF LuH 3,ohms

C= 15680+2 /1~-- To Input-)
-L .e48 Gin=

3: 183e 1 S241B 4=RES E:SER Bin=

C: 0e+0 C=33@e+1 C= @e+8 :23-
1=218e-2 L=844e-1 L: 8e+2
1=480e-2 := @ea+ =47@e-1

1:PAR 3:PAR S=SER 7=OP

C:158e+ , C:56@e+ | C: @e+8
L= 8WO L: Oel | Lz 8ee6

2R=26801 = @e+@ 1=758e+1

Co= 3.0; Li=16e+4; Ci=150e-86 i= 90.9
Fseries = 9,999,968.9 Hz DtBXOI@.ANA

,Analyze [A] Change [eCI Span [F] Save [S] Design [DI Main [IMI

+180 deg. i a+6 dB

Phase . I Small
"Angle.-., ,-/ -Gain

/
_ _eg._ _ _ _ _ A8=

Sdeg.+

-180 deg. A8_, AS- 6 dB
Fc-25 Fc= 9,999,968.2 Hz Fc+25

DMBXO19. ANA

B~u= 0. 48 Hz Fosc= 9,999,967.9 H2 Px= 55.94 ,U
gu=1,178,929 Dfo=+ .18 Hz [c= 1.08 sA DAo=- .1 all Pi= 1.81 uw
Ql/Qu= 1.34 Ix= 788.4 uA BRtIDGE OSC Uo= 41S.58 WU Po= 06.32 uU

Reanalyze [I1 Span [F] ALC [A] List [LI Noise [N] Main [IM I

Figure 3
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12112857 @ 3 M1Hz Ckt. Anal sis: COLFITTS OSC G21=-.37&41 821=4.3fie-2
G11=2.28&-2 311=-. 44e-2
G22=3.73e4.S 322=-. 23"6

7 G12=-.Se-1 912=7.17e-3
9=0? I C= 1.66.e- I (G, 3, has )

Ic,mA C,pF L,uH 1,ohms

2=SH =SEI6=SH+1730--4
C=33@e+l :S Din=

j 1=408e-2 '
9=S12 1:PAR 3=PAR ShJ..5:ES j 7: PAR

C= 80+8 C= 8e+8 I C=68@e+@ C=S9@e-1 C: We+
3: OM+ 1=lflbe+Z 1= 88+8 R=188e+2 1=188e+4

1_ I- ' -
Co= 2.1; Li=74'be+3; Ci=298"!r. Ri= 16.6

Fsaries = 3,39,9680.6 Hz 311COL-2.ANA

jAnaIljze [A) Change [CI Span [F] Save IS) Design [DI M1ain (Il

+186 deg. A@+ 6 dD

Phase Smiall
An~gle ----- SignalI

Gain

I'+ j 4.2 al

-188 deg. /AS- 6 dB
Vc-28 Pc= 3,398,008.0 Hz Fc+20

31 ICOL-2. ANA
DIwu: 2.1S Hz Foic= 3,398,668.4 Hz Px: 5.16 uU
Qu=1,5?5,448 Dfo=+ .23 Hz Ic= .16 mA DAo=+ .1 AD Pi= .39 iUw
QI/Qu: .38 Ix= 718.6 uA COLPITTS OSC Uo= S3.89 mU Pa: .28 uU

Beana1qze [I] Span [F) ALC [A] List ELI Noise [N) M1ain [11

Figure 4.
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**Polynomial Coefficients, Ff vs Temp. *

LSA-LCO dmolm5l7

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where F=AO+Al*T+A2*T-2+A3*T-3+...)

Ao=+3.395243e+06 Al=-1 .344766e+02
A2=-5.740010e-O1 A3=-5.100818e-03
A4=-4.O16435e-Q5 A5=+3.416258e-06
A6=+1 .537282e-08 A7=-3.988309e-10

Ff Residuals vs. Temperature, (Data points vs. Polynomial)

L-C Oscillator Mode
188- afmo~mlffa vs doolmst? +1. 3 pph.

dmoolSi7 vs dmolm5l7

F a4wt TwX Oc

-188 -1.3 ppb.

-E -0 -2a a 20 40 BeOf
Temperature deg.C

Figure 5.
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**Polynomial Coefficients, Fo vs Temp. *

LSA-LCO dmolm5l7

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where F=AO+A1*T+A2*T^2+A3*T^3+...]

Ao=+9.934849e+06 Al=+3.090108e+02
A2=-2.0551 1 e+OO A3=+3.269866e-O2
A4=-3.229087e-04 A5=-1 .419302e-06
A6=+7.96596le-O8 A7=-5.354908e-1O

Fo Residuals vs. Temperature, (Data point: vs. Polynomial)

L-C Oscillator Mlode
too- dmotueifi vs dmolmS17 .20 ppb.

dmoolS17 vs dmolmiSi7

++

'Ile

-tea -.28 pph,

-E -40 -28 a za 40 be Bel
Temperature deg.C

Figure 6.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs Ni *1

LSA100S qtl-112

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+Al*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...]

fd=+2.221207e+02 Al=-8.677494e-04
A2=+1.727012e-06 A3=-4.684418e-11
A4=+3.673765e-16 A5=-3.807997e-21
A6=+1.500552e-25 A7=-6.700403e-31

NO = 2905030

Fo Deviation (PPB), Data points vs. Polynomial
I I l I I I I l

- 199~885i

qtl-112 vs qtl-112
20-

-68 -48 -z8 a 28 40 68 8B
Temperature deg.C

Figure 9.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs N1 ***

LSA100S sq4-313

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+AI*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...]

fd=+1.296195e+03 A1=+4.184898e-05
A2=+1.886556e-06 A3=-4.140595e-11
A4=+4.420892e-16 A5=+5.700045e-21
A6=-1.642775e-25 A7=-2.093995e-29

NO 3122635

Fo Deviation (PB), Data points vs. Polynomial

3- 19988517"

sq4-313 vs sq4-31
26-

-60 -49 -28 28 48 6e 8
Temperature deg.C

Figure 10.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs N1 ***

LSA100S sql-306

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+AI*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...)

fd=+1.291756e+03 A1=-1.179691e-04

A2=+1.826057e-06 A3=-3.789156e-11
A4=+4.201108e-16 A5=-8.365098e-21
A6=-1.646747e-25 A7=+9.487603e-30

NO = 3183745

Fo Deviation (PPB), Data points vs. Polynomial
SI I I I I I I I

30.
1990 1•?17

s 1-380 vs -386
20-

Fb
F(Y

Sp . II I I

-6e -41 -ze H 2a 48 68 8B
Temperature deg.C

Figure 11.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs NI ,1

LSA100S pc11-105

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+AI*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...]

fd=+1.951658e+02 Al=-6.223729e-04
A2=+1.826282e-06 A3=-3.751096e-11
A4=+2.521646e-16 A5=-5.749588e-21
A6=+1.801868e-25 A7=+2.024982e-30

NO = 3150310

Fo Deviation (PPD), Data paints vs. Polynomial

38-
19998S177

PCll-ll5 vs PC 1-1
28-

0

-2-

-380I

-60 -40 -28 a 20 49 68 8e
Temperature deg.C

Figure 12.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs Ni ***

LSA100S pclO-104

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+A1*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...]

fd-+1.985664e+02 Ai=+6.427432e-04
A2=+1.902651e-06 A3=-3.630371e-11
A4=+2.792978e-16 A5=-3.089315e-21
A6=+9.092348e-26 A7=-1.739692e-30

NO = 3240333

Fo Deviation (PPM), Data points vs. Polynomial
I f I I II

- 199851?

pcI8-184 vs pclS-104
20-

I I I I I II I i I

-6 -48 -2 a 28 48 69 8f
Temperature deg.C

Figure 13.
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*** Single-Mixer Based Polynomial, Dfo vs N1 ***

LSA100S cc59-226

Coefficients of Least Squares Approximation
[Where Dfo=fd+AI*N+A2*N^2+A3*N^3+...]

fd=+1.948544e+02 A1=+1.471636e-03
A2=+2.366673e-06 A3=-5.389274e-11
A4=+4.951870e-16 A5=-8.296126e-21
A6=+1.134091e-25 A7=+1.831042e-30

NO = 2876208

Fo Deviation (PPM), Data points vs. Polynomial
SI i I I I I I

19988517

cc59-226 vs cc59-226
20-

FF

-36 I I I I I I I I

-68 -48 -Z8 8 25 45 60 Be

Temperature deg.C

Figure 14.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUEN CONTROL

AN UPDATE ON THE TMXO

D.A. Symonds & D. Allen

Piezo Technology, Inc.
Orlando Florida 32854-7859

Abstract The baseline TMXO was developed under
LABCOM sponsorship by the Bendix Corporation. It

The Tactical Miniature Cry'tal Oscillator performed well to its original specification, demonstrating
(TMXO), is a very small (1.5 cu. in), high stabiliLy (< -5 the validity of the concept. In the final phase of this
ppb), fast warm up (as low as 2 minutes), ovenized effort, Bendix successfully manufactured 100 baseline
crystal oscillator using a unique vacuum insulation TMXOs under an MM&T contract. '2

principle to achieve a very low input power -- 250 mW at
-55* C. This paper describes improvements made to the Despite this early suc-reb, tu make the TMXO
TMXO to enhance performance and improve commercially available further work was needed. First,
manufacturability. certain performance improvements, including the

reduction of quiescent phase noise, the elimination ot
Introduction structural resonances, and the addition of radiation

hardening were dictated by potential user requirements.
The Tactical Miniature Crystal Oscillator Second, manufacturability improvements in order to

(TMXO), is a very small, very low power, high stability, reduce manufacturing costs were necessary. Third, a
fast warm up, ovenized crystal oscillator that is intended manufacturing capability for the TMXO resonator had to
for use in a variety of advanced applications. The be developed. (The crystal unit for the baseline TMXXO
combination of high stability, small size, and low power was a ceramic flatpack SC-cut crystal manufactured at a
consumption afforded by the TMXO is not approached by government-owned facility.3 4) In addition, the oscillator
any other frequency standard. was to be re-designed to comply with MIL-O-55310B.

The TMXO achieves its unique performance as a The results to date of these efforts are described
result of the use of vacuum insulation, hybrid in detail in the sections which follow. The TMXO has
construction, and a special resonator package. Figure 1 been radiation-hardened to tactical levels. Phase noise
shows the mechanical configuration and principal has been reduced to -125 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz offset, with a
dimensions. floor of- 160 dBc/Hz. The lowest structural resonance has

been increased to 1800 Hz; work on this parameter is
J5 - " continuing. Manufacturability improvements have been

numerous and extensive. In addition to a large number of
t Iprocess changes, the thick-film hybrid circuit assembly

has been completely re-designed: the package has been
W' *I improved; the number of thick-film screenings has been

I I/ a reduced from 13 to 2; the circuit itself as well as circuit
components have been changed extensively, both to
enhance performance and to simplify assembly and
alignment. The original header for the TMXO package
has been replaced by one which is not only
manufacturable but also more reliable and far less prone

to failure during oscillator assembly. Finally, the original
Figure 1. TMXO Outline ceramic flatpack crystal unit has been replaced by a

ceramic and metal coldweld surface-mount unit,
manufactured by PT7. Principal specifications of the

CR2818-3/90/0000-615 $1.00 0 1990 IEEE
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improved TMXO are given in Table 1. Certain of these chosen for low noise and are tested 100%. The total
specifications are in excess of contract requirements to current for the oscillator and buffer is 0.8 mA.
reflect the performance being achieved.

BUFFER TRANSISTOR
Performance Improvement --- fl*]-- I-. RF

OUT
Although there is considerable interaction and OSCILLATOR

trade-off between the various tasks they will be described RANSISTOR "
separately. B-MODE - +12V" TRAP

Circuit design -7 A REGULATED

tA-MODE SUPPLY
The TMXO circuit, while adequate for the TRAP

original specification, was deficient in both phase noise T
and radiation immunity. The target phase noise
specification for the improved design is shown in Table
1 except that the target at 10 Hz was -120 dBc/Hz. The Figure 2. Oscillator Circuit (simplified)
design levels for nuclear exposures were 8 x 103 rads (Si)
total ionizing dose, 1 x 10' rads (Si)/s peak prompt
gamma flux and a neutron fluence of 2 x 1012 Two output types are available -- sinewave
neutrons/cm2 . output at 0 dBm and logic output at 5 volt CMOS levels.

For the sinewave output version no additional buffer was
There were several restrictions on the design. required and a noise floor of -162dBc/Hz is obtained,

Clearly, only semiconductors which are relatively immune figure 3. For the logic output version a discrete transistor
to radiation could be used. Transistors were chosen with squaring circuit is used, which results in a noise floor of
high values of fT, to reduce their radiation sensitivity, about -145 dBc/Hz.
Because the cost of radiation-immune integrated circuits
was excessive, no linear integrated circuits could be
incorporated. The voltage e,-ulator therefore had to be bpi M,,M ca.... , O G.E. I 1° Q.%; 4,12.31, - ,,.,,
made with a zener diode and the temperature controller
with discrete transistors. Exposure to tactical nuciear ".... .........
levels irreversibly increases semiconductor leakage ..,.
currents while reducing gains; therefore, all circuit
designs have taken these degraded parameters into
account. In addition, to prevent bum-out during prompt ". .

gamma radiation, current limiting resistors were placed -,. .

in all semiconductor power supply paths.

As a further restriction, the hybrid area is very
limited, so a large low-pass filter to remove the regulator -,7, in16

noise was not possible. Very low power dissipation, less . Or I Cd-..3 .,t4.1

than 30 mW (2.4 mA at 12 V), was required for all the
circuits, since the high thermal resistance (approximately Figure 3. TMXO & ITMXO Phase Noise
600*C/watt) that results in low oven power also causes
the maximum operating temperature to be reduced by
7.2"C per milliampere. Good supply and load immunity
were also required. The regulator, which supplies the stabilized

voltage for the oscillator stage, the temperature controller
The oscillator sustaining circuit (figure 2) is a and the varactor bias, consists of a zener diode with 250

modified Colpitts with base-emitter limiting. To achieve pA of bias current supplied through a current diode. Very
a minimum noise floor, the signal is extracted from the low currents are sourced from the regulator to allow the
low noise point of circuit. The buffer is a common base use of an R-C filter to reduce the amount of regulator
stage for good isolation. Critical components have been noise injected to the oscillator/buffer circuit.
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Table 1. Principle Specifications

Parameter Sub-Parameters or Conditions Specification Value

Frequency Range 4.900 to 12.000MHz
Lower with dividers

Input Power Heater and Oscillator supplies at 250 mW max after stabilization
-550C
Max Warm-up Current 1.0 Amps
Oscillator supply 12 -t 1.0 volts
Heater supply 12.0 to 18.0 volts
Buffer supply (Logic output only) 5.0 ± 0.25 volts

Frequency Stability Tcmperature:-55°C to +70°C -- 5 x 109

optional to +95"C

Aging -t_3 x 10 8/year, ±-2 x 10 M/day

Restabilization at -55°C(warm-up) ± 1 x 10 8 after 3 minutes on
time

Retrace ± 2 x 10 9 after 4 hours on time,
following 24 hours off time

Supply Voltage ± 5% ±2 x 109

Load Impedance ± 10 pF ±2 x 109

Phase Noise: (Sinewave version) 1 Hz -90 dBc/Hz
10 Hz -125 dBc/Hz

100 Hz -145 dBc/Hz
1000 Hz -157 dBc/Hz

10000 Hz -160 dBc/Hz

Short Term Stability: 0.1 sec 1 x 10 ',
1.0 sec 2 x 1011
1.0 sec 1 x 10•

Frequency Adjustment Range External Resistor or voltage ±5 x 10

Output Levels Sinewave 0 ± 3 dBm in 50 ohmns

Logic 5 volt CMOS

Environmental Temperature Range, Operating -55"C to +70°C
optional to +95°C

Shock MIL-STD-202, Method 213, Cond
I, 100g, 6 mS, sawtooth

Vibration, Random MIL-STD-202, Method 214, Cond
1, Letter C, 9.26g rms

Acceleration Sensitivity < 1 x 10 9/g, total

Mechanical Size 1.25" diameter, 1.55" height
Weight 2 ounces
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The temperature controller is fairly conventional Acceleration Sensitivity
except that it is made using discrete transistors and, for
radiation hardness, is designed to be able to source Phase noise under vibration is set by the G
sufficient current with degraded gains and has current sensitivity of the resonator' and modified by resonances
limiting resistors for gamma pulse protection. The of the structure. A program requirement is that there
onginal heater transistor was replaced with a device with shall be no structurally-induced degradation below 2000
higher fT and good secondary breakdown characteristics. Hz. The baseline TMXO had resonances at around 700 Hz
The circuit in the baseline unit was arranged to increase and 1400 Hz which are believed to be due to the support
the operating temperature as the set resistor was structure.
increased in value. This resulted in bum-up if the
externally •9rtte, temperatare setting resistor was To remove these effects structural resonances
inadvertently omitted. The circuit is now arranged so that must be greater than 2 kHz. Therefore the structure must
no damage can result from either a short or open. In the be stiffened, but, to maintain low input power, this must
baseline design the thermistor had to be selected to suit be done without increasing the thermal conductance of
the operating temperature of a particular crystal. This the support structure. The method adopted was to replace
required a range of tightly sorted thermistors. The circuit the solid support wires with thin-walled tubes having the
is now designed to operate with one thermistor value same cross-sectional area, giving a calculated stiffness
which simplifies material control and allows for assembly improvement of 50% (see figure 5).
into the hybrid before the crystal is selected. The warm-
up time is set by the peak heater current allowed during
warm-up. A peak current of 1.0 amps results in a warm- -- MA

up time of 3 minutes, whereas 1.5 amps gives a 2 minute "M
warm-up. - = - - =

The resulting frequency-temperature perform-

ance is excellent, as shown in figure 4. V_,"

Pleot Tochnlo|gy Inc. - - - e coy"

-l TCIP d.gC
-2, Figure 5. Support Structure

-4
The supported mass was reduced by changing

resonator packages, but this reduction is partly offset by
the increased mass of the new hybrid package. Vibration

Figure 4. F/T Performance measurements show that there is still a resonance at 1800
Hz. Further improvement is still desired. Future plans call
for a complete structural re-design.

Nuclear Survivability
Producibility

In addition to the circuit changes just described,
to achieve radiation hardening the TMXO uses a swept, The cost of the TMXO is made up of four main
Premium-Q quartz resonator to reduce the effect of components:
ionizing radiation. Sweeping is performed in-house.

1) Components
Analysis and limited testing of TMXOs of similar 2) Assembly labor

design shows that the design will still perform to 3) Yield, especially at certain critical stages
specification after exposure to the nuclear environment 4) Testing of the finished unit.
cited above.
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Of these, the last is determined primarily by In the baseline design a tapped coil tor mode
requirements of individual customer programs, and will selection was wound on a plastic form which degraded
not be considered here. To address the first three, under continuous heat. In addition, the poor coil design
numerous design and process changes have been made. made it difficult to set up the hybrid as the coil

inductance changed when the hybrid cover was installed.
At the outset of the program, major cost it was also large and was mounted over some other

elements had been identified. As manufactunng components, making them inaccessible. The coil was
experience was gained with the baseline design, replaced with 2 chip inductors, making the suppression
additional cost elements came to light. Briefly, the price of the unwanted upper and lower resonator modes
of certain critical components from the suppliers had independent and reducing the sensitivity of the main
escalated while the quality had degraded. These mode frequency t-• the mode suppression. As a result of
components, the crystal package, the hybrid package and these changes, set-up became very simple.
the header, were rAesigned to reduce costs. A poor yield
at the later stages of TMXO assembly was very expensive, To set the nominal frequency a multielectrode
since re-work was very difficult and resulted in scrapping capacitor was used in the baseline design. It occupied a
of a substantial portion of the assembly. Additional tests large surface area and it also required many external
were incorporated to ensure that the TMXO works connections restricting layout. A capacitor is now selected
correctly before sealing and the parts were ruggedized to to set the operating frequency after attaching the
allow for non-destructive rework. The cover attachment resonator but before sealing the hybrid. Fine trimming is
process, which had given very poor yields was extensively obtained with the varactor diode which has increased
modified. range; this allows adjustment to final frequency after the

TMXO is sealed.
Hybrid Package

Crystal Unit
With the original octagonal package, we

experienced continuing problems with pins falling off, The baseline TMXO used a third-overtone. SCcut
often after the hybrid had been completed. Consultation resonator housed in a three-piece, all-ceramic package
with the vendor led to a re-design to accommodate their sealed by thermo-compression bonding.`' These crystal
standard attachment process using headed pins. In order units were manufactured in a government-owned facility
to keep the pins in the same positions more surface area and were nor available commercially. In the initial phases
was required, so the package was changed to a slightly of this effort the technology for this process was
larger circular one. In addition, the surface finish is more transferred to PTI. After evaluation, it was determined
closely controlled, and additional metallization has been that the cost of manufacturing this configuration was
added to reduce radiant heat losses. The oven power excessive, and not warranted by the performance
saved is approximately 20 mW at -55°C. requirements.

Hybrid Assembly Accordingly. a cold-weld surface mounting
ceramic package has been developed, figure 6, enabling

The number of screenings (13) was extremely the use of a standard sealing process. A disadvantage is
high, due mainly to the range of values of screened-on
thick film resistors. In the redesign the number of layers
is reduced to 2 -- one metallization and one dielectric,
reducing the time and cost to print substrates-__
considerably. Thin film chip resistors replace thick film,
removing the necessity for trimming resistor values -- a
further cost savings -- while reducing resistor-generated ____

noise and allowing resistor values to be changed without
making substrate changes. The low-value thick-film
resistor which is used to limit the maximum current
during warm-up occupied a large area of the hybrid Figure 6. Coldweld/Ceramic Resonator Package
substrate. This resistor was moved to the heat spreader to
save space on the substrate and to allow its power loss to
be dissipated on the heat spreader. that the new package has only one-sided access to the

crystal blank, making cleaning more difficult. Advantages
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include low weight and low thermal radiation losses, due could result in failure. In addition the circuit traces for
to gold plating of the cover. It is capable of high the buffer were printed on the ceramic plate of the
temperature processing. The package appears to work header; the header had to be modified to change the
well. For five units, the mean acceleration sensitivity output buffer type.
(total vector) was 4 x 10 '0/g, with a standard deviation
of 0.8 10/g. Typical aging (<2 x 10 `/day) and retrace The header was redesigned to have lower stress
(< 1 x 10 ) are shown in figure 7. and be more rugged. The new header is machined from

a single piece of Kovar. Brazed-in individual ceramic feed-
throughs are used, as well as a brazed-in ground pin. The

H.d.I 4.. ,ft -,.. t' studs previously used have been replaced with integral__i____ ________I D ISM Wai~ilS tJ•$i-5.3SSS XtSEU

e at Nthreaded lugs which allow mounting with either screws
or studs. A section of the wall has been thinned to reduce

_ __thermal shock during plasma welding. The buffer circuit
pattern has been replaced with a thin pcb, allowing the

buffer to be changed without modification of the header.
- The header is manufactured by PTI, using a

- hydrogen/vacuum brazing process to install the cerarmic
5S __feed-throughs and the ground pin.

E ; Heat sinking during Plasma welding was""e 8 2 30 408 5 considerably improved by fixture re-design to reduce

Days thermal shock.
Figure 7. Aging and Retrace

Getter: The getter sometimes became detached
during vibration or rough handling. The cause was metal
fatigue at the Kovar/tungsten joint. An intermediate metal

Oscillator Package (inconel) was added as a sleeve around the tungsten wire
to prevent the formation of brittle intermetallics. There

Header The TMXO attains its low power mainly have been no subsequent getter failures.
as a result of the vacuum insulation. To remain a low
power device through its life it must retain the vacuum. Outside Cover: There were two problems caused
A leak rate of around 1 x 10 "2/atm cm 3/sec can result in by the plating of the outside cover: 1.) In the pinch-off
a reduced lifetime for the oscillator so it is imperative region, during pinch-off the plating cracked and produced
that low leak rates be obtained. One of the greatest loose particles, which could cause an electrical short. This
difficulties in making the TMXO is in obtaining low was due to the nickel plating under the gold being very
leakage circuit feedthroughs. In this design the feed- brittle. Corrective action was to change from electroless
throughs are made at the end of the oscillator with a to electrolytic nickel plating which is more malleable. 2.)
header which is microplasma welded to the cover. The Pitting occurred in the plasma weld area during the weld,
most expensive part in the TMXO is the vacuum header. sometimes causing a leak. The cause was traced to
At incoming inspection only 50% of the original design of phosphorous which was deposited in the electroless
header were surviving the tests; this doubled the effective nickel plate. Plating was masked from this area and a
cost of the header. Moreover, despite pre-acceptance clean, leak-free weld is now obtained.
screening the header often failed during and after
assembly resulting in a rejected unit. This had, of course, Future Plans
a dramatic effect on the unit cost.

The only significant deficiency remaining in the
The baseline header consists of a large, circular, TMXO is its performance under vibration for frequencies

ceramic plate fitted in a Kovar hoop. This assembly has greater then 1500 Hz. To solve this problem a structural
high residual stress, making it prone to failure. Further, re-design is being investigated. The current concept is to
uneven thermal stresses are produced during sealing with replace the tubes and polyamide bumpers with a low
the micro-plasma welder. Still further, completed conductivity cylinder with thick film traces to connect to
oscillators tend to be fragile, since any deformation of the the header. We presently intend to incorporate active
base introduces stresses. This was especially significant as acceleration compensation via external electrical circuitry
the studs were not always quite square and mounting once the resonances have been removed.
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Engineering models of the improved TMXO have 6. R. L. Filler, "The Acceleration Sensitivity of
been delivered. Twenty Confirmatory Samples containing Quartz Crystal Oscillators: a Review," IEEE
all the improvements will be built after completing the Trans. Ultrasonics.Ferroelectrics, and Frequency
engineering. Closely similar models are currently being Control, v. 35, no. 3, pp. 297-305, May, 1988.
manufactured and delivered to the OEM market.

7. Micropore International, Ltd., Hadzor, Droitwich,
As a lower-cost alternative, we are developing a Worcs, England.

larger, foam-insulated version, using the same crystal unit
and hybrid circuitry, but a different hybrid package. An
early version of this configuration has been made using
standard polyurethane foam. We plan to replace the
polyurethane with microporous7 insulation. This alternate
configuration is expected to be a substantially lower cost
unit, but with somewhat higher power consumption and
increased size.
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Abstract ct

The information required to do good low-phase- itPJIw,• ,"A
C A

noise design is, for the most part, already in the literature tL
under different titles. Low-noise audio design is concerned
with optimizing amplitude signal-to-noise ratio. mODULATOR

Instrumentation amplifier design isolates the desired signal, (SI 04)

using bridge configurations, (control of common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) and power supply rejection ratio
(PSRR)) from interfering noise and line harmonics.[1,2,31 . t

circu.itConcerns with operating point stability at the microvolt .. it,_ ..

level lead to awareness of dielectric quality, thermal NV.z• M

stability, and bias balance requirements. At a large MULATOR

laboratory there are numerous sources of electromagnetic Figure 1. This is an aid to visualization. In a practical
interference. Switching power supplies, clock and computer circuit, all 3 of these will be occurring simultaneously to
radiation, motor start-up surges, and fluorescent light spikes one degree or another.
are as hostile an electromagnetic environment as a power
utility substation. Critical applications require that such
interference be considered in the basic circuit design. A To the extent that a circuit element or stage is
balanced circuit resembles (or can be successfully nonlinear with frequency, that stage forces a phase shift in
encouraged to do so by the designer) a parallel, two wire whatever signal passes through it. Baseband noise and
transmission line, providing for rejection of external thermal drift, present with the desired signal, will act as
electromagnetic noise. variables in the modulators (Fig. 1) and therefore modulate

the desired signal.
"The focus of this paper is integrating these

considerations into basic designs. A radio frequency (RF) Standard microwave radio frequency (RF)
isolation amplifier will be used to illustrate the concepts. amplifier designs, (as presented by computers - variations
I will discuss component selection and circuit details of the on the microstrip matched, grounded emitter, capacitance
completed device and show how these affect both AM and coupled, single ended (class A or C) configuration), present
phase noise (PM) performance. their basic characteristics as reasons for me to suspect them

of being poor phase noise performers.
RF design in a phase noise context

High-Q (> = 1) resonant circuitry is undesirable
It is important to have full-time access to a because a major mechanism of phase modulation is the

relatively low-noise source (crystal oscillator), and reactive slope at any one point. The steeper the slope is,
equipment to measure amplitude and phase noise. Good the higher the modulation efficiency and the higher the
low-amplitude noise design is not the same as low phase- temperature coefficient.
noise design, although the two are related. To aid my own
visualization, I think of phase modulation occurring in Some form of emitter or source degeneration is
series and shunt modes. (Figure 1) crucial to obtaining low phase-noise performance.

Resistance, emitter to ground, improves operating point or
Contribuition of the U.S. Government, not subject to baseband stability and improves signal linearity. Thermal

copyright. instability is a major contributor to low frequency noise,
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below a few hertz, and amplitude nonlinearity reduces signals that will compromise the noise-floor. While a
power supply rejection as well as introducing an unstable balanced RF amplifier can achieve a useful degree of
element into the modulators (Fig. 1). common-mode isolation, this reduces, but does net

eliminate, requirements for control of common-mode
Bipolar transistors have more gain at low signals and noise.

frequencies than at radio frequencies. Capacitively coupled
bipolar amplifiers can accumulate baseband noise faster Ohm's law (E = IR) describes what happens. I will
than desired signal, with each succeeding stage effecting expand that a little for these purposes:
amplitude modulation (AM) to phase modulation (PM)
conversion of the amplified baseband noise. (CMRR)(E) = I X common-mode ground path

The single-ended amplifier stage has no low Circuit gain resistance + reactance

frequency power supply noise rejection, and no common-
mode noise rejection (Fig. 5). This is because signal where
currents share tne ground return with operating (B+)
currents and input-to-output signal-ground currents E - acceptable limit of interfering signal or desired
(assuming capacitor coupling), circuit noise floor

Transmission line transformers are a good solution I = common mode noise current that will produce E
for interstage coupling at radio frequencies. When
impedance matched and compensated, these devices can CMRR = In this case, this is a complex term including,
give a flat reactive slope around design center, while at the but not necessarily dominated by, a calculated figure. The
same time, effect impedance transformation and phase amplifier physical ground path, as a percenta . of the
inversion, necessary for balanced amplification. Because of overall ground path (the path along which common mode
their transmission line construction, they also cancel signals are conducted), and the angular orientation of that
external field pickup and radiation.14,5] amplifier ground path relative to noise current flow, will

determine the percentage of noise signals generated by
The balanced amplifier configuration allows use of common mode currents which will be injected into the

emitter/source-coupled pairs, the basic instrumentation amplifier. Then, the amplifier's CMRR (if any) will act to
amplifier form which provides isolation from power supply isolate the desired signal from this resultant noise. A real
rail noise and common mode ground-plane noise.[2,3J The number for total CMRR, in this case, is more accurately
transformer coupled push-pull pair also allows: arrived at experimentally.

- Direct current paralleling of devices to reduce Circuit requirements will fix the noise floor and
device generated noise. circuit gain. Control of environment will reduce interfering

- Common mode isolation from input to output. signals to some unavoidable minimum. At radio
- Low amplitude-distortion for a given power frequencies, common-mode isolation is limited by relatively

dissipation. unstable stray reactances. After the other terms are
- Cancellation of even order harmonics. optimized, what is left to manipulate is the ground path
- Circuit stray capacitances are in series in a push- characteristic.

pull stage and not direct shunts to ground. This
allows wider bandwidth for a given impedance For example, take three sets of points 5.08 cm (2
level. inches) apart. One set is connected by a printed circuit

- Relatively high reverse isolation from output to trace 1.575 mm (0.062 inches) wide. Another is connected
input. by copper wire of 0.635mm (0.025 inches, #22) diameter.

- A large resistance or constant current source can A third set is centrally located on the unetched copper foil
be used in the emitter circuit without appearing in of a 7.62cm (3 inch) by 12.7 cm (5 inch) printed circuit
the signal path. card. 100mA of direct current and then 4.5mA RMS at

10MHz was applied between the three sets of printed
Ground path continuity and mass are so important circuit board pads to obtain approximate values for

that they almost cannot be used for design trade-off. When resistance and reactance.
we start looking as low as 170 dB below the signal, ground-
path resistance and reactance, adequate for lesser dynamic Conclusive RF measurements across 5.08 cm (2
ranges, can allow development of common-mode noise and inches) of a continuous copper ground plane were not
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possible in the time available. All indications were that the in the common emitter, emitter-coupled pair configuration
reactance is very small, approximately 0.1 ohm or less at now, but better low impedance transformer designs may
10MHz. Experimental estimates of the trace and wire over extend bipolar possibilities by allowing efficient use of
ground plane were not so difficult because they are much common base configurations.
larger - 1.5 ohms and 0.5 ohm at 10MHz. Estimates of
the D.C. resistances are 0.0006 ohm for the ground plane,
0.0015 ohm for the wire, and 0.015 ohm for the trace. This Capacitor Considerations
is a relatively large trace.

The difficulty of breadboarding these - Capacitance temperature stability
measurements puts these figures in the -50% to + 100% - Dielectric loss temperature stability,
range of error. They do, however, give a good indication - Absorption (environmental stability), aging, internal and
of the large difference between a single conductor and the package mechanical stability (microphonics)
continuous ground plane when it comes to controlling - Capacitor value reactance at frequency of interest, case
common-mode noise. and lead reactance

- Capacitor reactance at baseband
For example, you've got a single ended amplifier - For use in signal path, stacked foil Mylar, wound foil

with a gain of X1O, and a maximum allowable interfering Mylar and polypropylene are low inductance and high
signal of luV. If you have been able to get the current of dielectric quality
common mode line harmonics down to O.1mA, the required - Use solid tantalum only where an electrolytic is required
total ground plane resistance would be 0.001 ohms.

Inductor Considerations
Active Device Considerations

- Inductance temperature stability
Available devices require some form of paralleling - Control of radiation and rejection of external magnetic

within the device structure to get a low noise-corner. Large fields
gate area in junction field effect transistors (J-FET) - Microphonics
produces the lowest noise but the highest capacitance, - Resonance effects at signal center frequency and baseband
limiting frequency response.[3] The U310 FET die is a - The ferrite loaded transmission line transformer optimally
good compromise between noise and speed. The multiple applied resolves most inductor considerations and also
emitter site, ballasted bipolar transistor configuration, allows implementation of a balanced, non-resonant RF
desirable for stability at microwave frequencies, can also be amplifier.
stable and exhibit low noise at baseband.

Resistors
Since high-Q circuitry will produce a high AM to

PM conversion factor and phase/temperature instability, - Because of their superior noise and thermal performance,
devices with low interelectrode stray capacitances are I use 1% metal film, conservatively rated resistors
desirable at RF. Small capacitance values can be absorbed everywhere.
into the compensating capacitance of the transmission line
transformers allowing for the flattest possible response.[4J
Moderate to low operating impedances are desirable Power Supply Considerations
because less inductance is required for a given frequency
response in transformer-,. I have experienced trouble Three-terminal regulator broadband-noise output
obtaining flat high frequency response at the higher is approximately -135 dBV/Hz as viewed on an audio
impedances above 400 0. The lower the circuit impedance, spectrum analyzer out to 400 kHz. Depending on the
the less the effect of the unavoidable stray capacitive power supply rejection ratio and the AM to PM conversion
reactance also. Strays are by their nature unpredictable factor of the circuit in question, this could easily set the
and unstable. broadband phase noise floor. Single-ended circuitry almost

does not have a PSRR. Class A and C amplifiers and most
Junction, Field Effect Transistors are limited to the forms of logic are offenders in this way. (Figure 5) If the

common-gate configuration to keep impedances as low as power supply situation can accommodate the additional
practical and eliminate adverse effects of reverse transfer voltage drop and power dissipation, and if the remaining
capacitance. Microwave bipolar transistors are most useful close-in noise is not a problem, a simple resistor/capacitor
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(R/C) filter will reduce rail AM noise below where it will Audio noise at output (+ 12V at 30 mA.)
be a major contributor to circuit phase noise performance. 1Hz -134dBV/Hz
(Figure 2) 10 -150

100 -160
1000 -161

Audio noise at LM317 output (+ 15V) 10000 -161
1Hz -l12dBV/Hz 25000 -161
10 -118

100 -131 IF t o Ela

1000 -134 D S

25000 -134

Audio noise after RC filter (+ 12V) + l
1Hz -112dBV/Hz +I
10 -121 L3

100 -148 PoiinO2

1000 -166 M : 8
10000 -170 M Tant.

25000 -169 M
Figure 3.

M is measureme syatem limited.
Simple additional active low-pass filtering can be added

.,31'7 after the regulator when current or close-in noise
.. +ISV 100 + V specifications require. This circuit also isolates the

_1÷18V • VI $R VOat 3 A regulator from any large shunt capacitor required for a

22uF. . L + lO~u- single-ended stage. (Figure 4)

IRFS4G0 MO-E7T fo lower- + 5rce dro p

1 Hz -126 dBJ/ HZ1WS T

low -163

loo00 -1"70 M
2500 -169 M

This configuration is used with the
FET iso-amwlifier shown in fig. 6 2 X1. 4V

2N3904 discrte dwllinoton + S.rce 3W4
FgIr -127 dBV/ Hz 1IOYK tO&'uJ+

Figure 2. 1. -±46
M0e -160 2N3954

Iono -168 Mlem -170 M+

When output shunt capacitance approaches some M -169 M u ' lar

fraction of input capacitance or there is reactance on one M is H muremnt ste limited
of the legs, three-terminal regulators can oscillate. They

are, after all, gain blocks. This oscillation may not be + J..'ET o u p3.SV
obvious or even visible with an oscilloscope. But it will get J-05 +t3v

into sensitive circuitry and cause increased noise, instability, 10 - -0Sa
an, even intermittent thermal shut-down of the regulator. im -169 M;

Ii ase noise is a major consideration, a better solution is loom -7 M• •s25OW -169 M _
to build a discrete regulator using a precision reference, ie0uP ".tr
low-noise operational amplifier, and a pass device. This IO1<

can produce a power supply noise floor of approximately -
160 dBV/Hz, but even here, the most critical situations will Lou o.r,-ont. Low Noise ProgwammA6 Regulator
require some kind of postfiltering. (Figure 3 and Figure 4)

Figure 4. Two low noise clean-up followers and one
regulator. Noise measured at 30 mA current.
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U431 +1SV 3OmA
Select R for 38A Dual F'T
d-ain urrent Siliconex

Baseband resonances in the B + decoupling networks can CZ25 to 100 oms) (sole source) 198 d'a WSS

generate noise peaks. Common-mode or bias currents 10&jt 2W Tent.

circulate equally in the active device, decoupling circuitry, Input: ÷Io GGat i to I&~HI output:

power supply, and ground path. These are all in series for D ÷1O
low-frequency noise. Capacitors used as high frequency 0, 's
ground returns and filters will be completely transparent at yd"

very low frequencies. R .

(Figure 5) R7 I
1:3 S D[' 2 ST: I

R Xfwr-s. Mini-Circuits G
or equ~ivalent

iepower Figure 7

"Input and output need not be ground referred; this

allows very high input-to-output common-mode isolation.

Grourd Returns
"Substituting optimized custom transformers for the

Can fL;-=t•n as tc+in commercial units can substantially expand the bandwidth.circuit for" Poe sulplw

noise at L/C rescrgwce, and
PrOVICd sL&stwtial voltag gain.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Figure 7)

Figure 5.
- Gain: +8dB, 1 to 12MHz (-IdB, 80kHz to 15 MHz;

Figure 6 is a representation of a noise floor peak initially -3dB, 50kHz to 26MHz)

observed during phase noise testing of a circuit. The same - Reverse isolation: > 34dB, 10kHz to 670MHz

peak was observed on the power supply rail. Eliminating - PSRR: for drain volts, + IV, (at output 18dBM)

an accidental resonance in decoupling circuitry removed < + IMV

both peaks. - Input level for compression at 1OMHr: + I ldBM/0.IdB,
+ 16dBM/ldB

- Phase change with temperature at 10MHz: f 0.1*/10*C
to 600C

- Phase noise: see Table
- Linearty. see Table

SSB Phase Noise Harmonic Distortion Data
Frequency Levels

Input: + 1OdBm (& 5MHz Input:
•lis roc- 5MHz + lOdBm +7dBm

a He O 10 Hz from dBV/Hz Output:
the carrier

1 -136 5MHz + 18dBm + 15dBm

Figure 6. 10 -146 10MHz -8ldBc -79dBc

100 -156 15MHz -65dBc -68dBc

RF Isolation Amplifier 1000 -166 20MHz -Signals below-
10000 -174 25MHz measurement floor

Here is an isolation amplifier for the lower clock 25000 -174
frequencies (1 to 10MHz) using readily available Testing Notes
commercial components. (Figure 7)

At the lower signal levels, accidental common-

mode ground noise, both coherent line harmonics and
broadband noise, will probably be the biggest obstacle to
a repeatable test setup. Also, slow line variations will

disturb long sweep time measurements. In my own

laboratory, I run all equipment involved in a particular test

off one line-conditioning ferro-resonant transformer. Then,
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in addition to signal grounds, I run chassis-to-chassis Figure 10 shows a block diagram of a common
ground straps. form of quadrature phase noise measurement system.

Measuring original oscillator phase noise is somewhat
After a carrier has been phase-detected, the complicated in that at least two identical oscillators that can

resultant information is amplitude noise, equivalent to the be phase locked to each other are required.16,10f A single
phase noise. The relationship between the two is the oscillator and -3dB coupler will provide the two coherent
phase-detector sensitivity.[6,71 Almost any indicating device signals for other tests. However, a second, non-critical
can be used after a low-noise preamplifier. Values oscillator will be required for calibration.17,10J
indicated by various analyzers or even a single frequency
(for example 1 Hz center frequency) operational amplifier "I:fto Deetor-

filter [81 can be normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth to provide 1/4 H I
interchangeability of numbers. There is a limitation in that Double

filter bandwidth must be equal to or less than one tenth of Lou

the filter's center frequency.[9J Resultant calibration can be Iut•- .. ,.
verified using the precision noise source described in NIST Stndr s -
paper, "Accuracy Model for Phase Noise Measurements." locked =-

f10] This and some other papers relevant to phase noise S ,.n I wavr

analysis are listed in the bibliography. Figure 10

To observe the AM-to-PM conversion of an RF The amplitude noise test results reported for
amplifier, amplitude modulate the RF signal at some low figures 2, 3, and 4, have a repeatability range of ± I to 2
level (-80 dBc) with a high quality modulator, then measure dB. The phase noise figures quoted for the amplifier in
the resultant phase noise side bands at the amplifier output. figure 7 are ± 2 to 3 dB. More time with the same
This can give real-time feedback on the effects of circuit equipment will yield better accuracy.
changes.161 (Figure 8)

Low-Amplitude-Noise Preamplifier

Lotud 1e 1 T st Indi-ator: Figure 11 is a low-noise video preamplifier using standardapim ttude - Devi .C Pe%

,ro&u1ated (I/ ase Detector Spect ru' parts which can be used in front of a standard or fast
sgdato) Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer to evaluate

CN Can be amplitude noise. It can also be used after a phase detector
for the evaluation of phase noise.

Figure 8 OUTPUT NOISE
(with shorted input)

Figure 9 is a block diagram of the test setup used
to evaluate the FET iso-amplifier. I used two iso-amplifiers 1Hz -139dBV/Hz
to get the same conditions at both inputs of the phase 10 -167
detector . The resultant figure is the sum of the noise of 100 -171
the two amps. Phase noise coherent to the two amplifiers 1000 -170
under test, such as phase noise induced by common power 10000 -170
supply noise, will cancel in the phase detector. This has
been known to give painfully misleading test results. All amplitude measurements in this paper used this pre

amp. It is the limiting factor on some of them. An "M" by
a figure means measurement limited.

FISO

4. 9999SH2 ETD-ecrsa-

Figure 9
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INPUT IM

A1l resistors
RNSS IXM 1 IK
metal film
Except 2.43K RNS0 UL I

.ILuF XR7 monolithic 27

Polarized caps are TantalLma

11.00 O3 P7I

2Xlo
0.19s TO 400kBz lN4007

UlV-" LW•- Ul"' Lev*•

21VL0 20V 2

Figure 11.

CONCLUSION Initial design, component selection, layout, power
supply requirements, and control of environment are each

When signal considerations extend 160dib or more crucial in a high performance situation. Since phase noise

below the carrier, calculated incremental design solutions is cumulative (multiplicative) for an entire system, system

can reach a point of diminishing returns. Attempting to performance will be somewhat worse than the single worst

optimize as many design parameters as possible right from gain block or device in a system. Achieving low phase-

the start will save a lot of time. Since amplitude noise is noise system performance requires careful attention to

a major source of phase noise, a good beginning is to every individual function block in that system.

design the lowest amplitude noise circuit possible. Then
make the reactive slopes of that circuit as flat as possible, Acknowledgements

and allow some form of emitter/source degeneration.
I thank Dr. Fred Walls for a great deal of

Use of phase-noise measurement equipment to productive discussion, and the other re ,iewers who guided

obtain real-time empirical feedback, as regards the effects this paper to its final form. The regulator of Figure 3 is
of design changes, is important in this area of design that the result of a conversation with Emmit Kyle, United States

is not yet fully understood. Using this paper and the Navy.
reference publications, fabrication of a basic phase-noise
measuring system capable of producing verifiable
documentation can be accomplished in the average anasog
laboratory using existing equipment.
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FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON FREQUENCY CONTROL.

THE APPLICATION OF KALMAN FILTERS AND ARIMA
MODELS TO THE STUDY OF TIME PREDICTION ERRORS OF

CLOCKS FOR USE IN THE DEFENSE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM (DCS)

S. It. Stvin Jiohn E~vans
Balli Comm iunication Systems iDivision D~efenrse (7ounnaunicLt ions Etiginevri ng ('enter

P.O. [lox 1235 18614) Wiehie Ave
B~roomfield, CX) 800120 Rleston, VA 220)90
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i(t) = H(t)i(t) + •(t), coefficients of the model- Once the proposed model is ob-
tained, the best values for the coefficients may be calculated

where Yis the vector of observations and 9 is the white noise using the maximum likelihood technique. It can be shown

perturbing the measurements. In this study, the observ-a- that the clock model used in this study for Kahinan filter

tions were individual clock time differences with respect to analysis has an equivalent ARIMA model. The derivation

the USNO master clock and the measurement equation re- starts with the measurement model.

duces to a scalar relationship.
From this it in, the clock state estimation problem z(t) = u(t) + v(t)

may be solved using Kalman's prescription. The plant co- Next, the state equations are used to eliminate the time of
variance matrix and recursion for the Kalman gain are not the clock, mit) and Own each remaining state of the clock
rep.ated here since they have already been published [2]. in turn until an equation is obtained for the observations
An excellent general description of Kalmnan filters appears in terms of the noise perturbing the clock. For the most
in Gelb [3]. general clock model used here (a clock with white phase

noise, white frequency noise, random walk frequency noise.
the use of a physical model to describe the time evolution and tandom walk frequency aging noise) the equation for
of the states. The robustness was enhanced by deweight- the time observations is
ing suspicious observations, i.e., outliers. A judgment is
made whether each observation is consistent with the noise V'z(k) = V[3'(k - 1) + v(k)] + V3E'(k - 1)
processes included in the model. The squared difference 1
between the measurement and its forecast, the innovation, + WV4)(k - 2) + 621[o'(k - 3) + 2-'(k - 2)1.

is compared to the covariance of the innovations. When
the ratio is too high the Kalmian gain is reduced smoothly Examination of this equation leads to the conclusion that
to zero. Thus, the information content of suspicious obser- there are no autoregressions, there are three integrations
vatioris is gradually rejected. This avoids any discontinuity and the noise inputs involve zero through three lags. The
in the state estimates that would be introduced by simply equivalent ARIMA model is (0,3,3).
rejecting the suspected outlier. Such an approach is bene-
ficial since the discontinuities that arise from abrupt data V'z(k) = a(k) - Oia(k - 1) - 02a(k - 2) - Oaa(k - 3)
rej,('tion St heroes can introduce instahilities in complex sys-
Wemis. The relatioiship between the coefficients 01, 02, 03, and (Y

2 the one hand and a, 2 + 2, or, 07,r and "•, on the otheron- th" en han and or.;,

is derived by equating the autocorrelation functions of V z
ARIMA Modelling Approach for zero through three lags for the two representations.

The ARIMA model is characterized by the three parameters Adaptive Approaches
(p, d, q). It is written

(I - 01B - . pBP)(1 - B)dz(k)\ It is possible to estimate the noise spectral densities re-
quired by the Kalman filter by supplementing the usual re-

(I - 01B -. OqB9)a(k), cursion. This was accomplished by analyzing the variance

of the Kalman filter innovations. The innovation is the
where the backward shift operator B is defined by difference between what was measured and the predicted

measurement - it is simply the one step ahead time predic-
Bz(k) = z(k - 1). tion error. Like the Allan variance analysis, which is per-

rV, defined by formed on unprocessed, uniformly sampled measurements,
the innovation analysis requires only a limited memory of

Vz(k) = z(k) - z(k - 1) = (1 - B)z(k), past data. However, the forecasts provided by the Kalman
filter allow the computation to be performed at arbitrary

is also used. intervals once the algebraic form of the innovation variance
The coefficient p is the order of the autoregressive oper- has been calculated. Also, the Allan variance is not defined

ator, d is the number of integrations, and q is the order of for noise processes more divergent than random walk FM,
the moving average operator. The elements of the observed but the variance of the innovations is well behaved because
time series are labeled z(k), and the a(k) are random shocks the state equations account for the appropriate degree of
drawn from an ensemble having a normal distribution. It is nonstationarity.
assumed that the observations are spaced equally in time. Details of the method have been published previously
Th, parameter values are determined from a study of the [2]. Simulation testing was performed to demonstrate the
autocorrelation function of the observed data. The auto- accuracy of the method and it was used in all the Kalman
correlation analysis also produces initial estimates for the forecast analysis. Figure 1 shows the real-time estimate of
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Table 1: Nonuinal Kalnan tilter parameters

Clock No. Type Interval (s) 5i.9 x .

1 Rb 60 yes 5. (x 10 9 50X1027 4.0 x 10-

"2 Qz 60 yes 4.0x 10-1 0 1.0x 10-2T 1.0lx 10-4o

4 Rb 900 yes 6.0x 10 19 0 1.0 x 10 `9 4.0 x 10-"

5 Qz 900 yes 1.0 x 10 '- 0 2.5x 10 2 7  6.0 x10-40

7 Rb 900 yes 5.0 x 10 ' 9  0 2.5 x 10 3 0  4.0 x 10 44

8 Rb :3600 yes 7.5 x 10 '9 0 2.3 x 10- `9 1.0 x 10 42

9 Rb 3600 yes 3.0 x 10- 9  0 1.0 x 10 - 5.0 x 10-42

10 Qz 3600 yes 0 0 1.5 x 10-27 2.0 x 10-40

11 Qz 3600 yes 0 0 1.0 x 10 T
2 1.0 x 10 4

12 Rb 3600 yes 6.8 x 10 19 0 3.7 x 10 -o 1.0 x 10-43

15 Cs 3600 no 2.0 x 10-18 1.0 x 10-.2 2.0 x 10 30 0

18 Cs 3600 no 9.0 x 10 19 2T2 x 10-22 4.0 x 10-a4 0

19 Cs 3600 j no 8.7 x 10 1, 2.0 x 10-22 2.1 x 10' 0

RMS Forecast Error Results to the method of nonoverlapping estimates.
The ARIMA analysis of the rms forecast errors was per-

Forecast errors for the clocks were analyzed using both formed in a similar manner. The parameters were esti-
Kalman filters and ARIMA models. All the Kalman fil- nated using both real time parameter estimation and the
ter analyses used adaptive models. A minimum calibration maxinmim. likelihood method. No degradation was detected
period was used to determine starting estimates for the when real-time estimates were used. Two approaches were
time, frequency, frequency aging, and noise spectral den- evaluated for th" cloks which h,, random walk ucquen-
sities. Typical calibration periods were 10 days for quartz cy aging noise - the use of the ARIMA (0,3,3) model or
oscillators and between 10 and 30 days for rubidium and the the use of a prefilter to estimate aging followed by the
cesium clocks. Because the Kalman analysis used real-time AR.IMA (0,2,2) model to account all other noise. The use of
parameter estimation, the calibration periods for each state the ARIMA (0,3,3) model was always problematic for these
and each parameter adjusted themselves to optimum val- clocks. In most cases the model parameters were extreme-
ues determined by the estimated noise levels. Following the ly close to the singularity in the likelihood function which
initial calibration, forecasts were made for periods of one occurs at the boundary between the invertible and nonin-
minute to one year in the future. Then the filter was up- vertible models. Parameter estimation was not feasible for
dated to the next available observation and new forecasts these clocks. In those cases where parameters could be es-
were made. All the forecast errors corresponding to a pre- timated, the forecast errors which resulted from the use of
diction interval were used to obtain the rms forecast error, the (0,3.3) model were always significantly worse than those
or time prediction error, for that interval. Although the obtained by removing the effects of aging with the prefilter.
individual forecasts are not expected to be independent of Thus the smallest forecast errors th.- were obtained using
one another, especially for long forecasts, this method pro- ARIMA modelling corresponded to the ARIMA models list-
duces unbiased results and improved confidence compared ed in Table 3.

Table 2: Relationship between spectral densities and h coefficients

• Spectral Density I Coefficient Allan Variance Units

S31(t0 (2r)2-h2(t)/2 2o,(r ; white PM)/6fh seconds 3

St(t) i o(t) 2 Tr(r ; white FM) seconds

S,(t) (27r) 2h- 2(t)/2 3oa2(r; RW FM)/-r seconds-'

S_ ( _ (27r) 4h_ 4(t0/2 not defined seconds- 3
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Table 3: ARIMA (0,2,q) models calculated from the nominal Kalman filter parameters.

H Clock Interval ] ARIMA O [ 0., Aging Prefilter f o

1 1 nm (0,2,2) 1.707 -. 744 yes 8.9 X 10 11

2 1 m (0,2.2) 1.879 -. 886 yes 2.1 x 10-9

4 15 m (0,2,2) 1.53 -. 62 yes 9.9 x 10-10

5 15 m (0,2,2) 1.11 -. 36 yes 5.2 x 10-9

7 15 m (0,2,2) 1.65 -. 70 yes 8.4 x 10-1°

8 1 h (0,2,2) .69 -. 15 yes 2.2 x 10-9

9 1 h (0,2,2) .67 -. 14 yes 1.4 x 10-9

10 1 h (0,2,0) yes 1.4 x 10"

11 1 h (0,2,0) yes 1.1 x 10-s

12 1 h (0,2,2) 1.04 -. 33 yes 1.4 x I0-9

15 1 Ih (0,2,2) 1.14 -. 24 no 3.7 x 10-9

18 l1 (0,2,2) 1.3990 -0.4019 no 1.5 x 10 9

19 1 b (0,2,2) 1.4028 -0.4096 no 1.5 x 1)-9

Tile rms forecast errors obtained using the Kalman and mum squared-error estimators and this conclusion was con-
ARIMA methods were in excellent agreement as illustrat- firmed empirically. The actual forecast errors also agreed
ed in Fig. 2. This rcsult is expected theoretically since well with the theoretical predictions. Adaptive versions of
b)oth methods are minimum squared-error techniques. Tile both the ARIMA and Kalman approaches were developed
influence of calibration interval on the forecast errors was using real-time estimators of the filter/model parameters.
studied using the ARIMA approach. There was negligible These adaptive versions were found to exhibit time predic-
affect, as shown in Fig. 3, for forecast intervals from 15 tion errors comparable to the use of maximum-likelihood
minutes to 43 days. One expects this result theoretically as parameters. To make it possible to use these techniques
long as tile calibration interval exceeds the time at which in practical operational situations, robust methods of out-
tile clock has its best stability. This condition was true lier detection and time and frequency step detection were
for clock 7, a rubidium frequency standard. Finally, Fig. 4 implemented for both the Kalman and ARIMA approaches.
summarizes the estimated rms forecast errors all thirteen
clocks. It can be seen that tile variation of forecast errors 1

for the clocks of one model was almost always less than E+7

tile difference between models. For times longer than one
day, the cesium standards had the smallest forecast errors. -KAL•AMM

They were followed in order by one model rubidium stan- " E+5 . ARIMA

d rd, the other model rubidium standard, and finally the E+
qi trtz oscillators. One of the cesium clocks performed in a

0similar fashln to tile best rubidium clock. b

W 1000

Conclusions

Kalman filters and AITUMA models were used to st, dy the ,.o 10
predictability of precision clocks based oil quartz, rubidium t.
and cesium technology. Some of the results of the study are:
improved theoretical models for clock predictability; empir-

ical evaluation based on the performance of thirteen clocks
0.1 I ... d .over a two year time period; comparison of the advantages 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000

and disadvantages of Kalman filters and ARIMA models FORECAST INTERVAL(DAYS)
for performing clock state stimation and forecasting; and
the development of adaptive clock models.

Kalman filters and ARIMA models were expected to Figure 2: Kalman and ARIMA techniques produce equiva-

yield the same forecast errors since they are both mini- lent. rms forecast errors.
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E÷5 verse conditions. In addition, the Kalman filter uses the
known clock dynamics. It therefore produces optimum re-
suits during startup and in response to transients, when
employed with time and frequency step detectors. Finally,

"42.67 the Kalman real-time parameter estimator automatically
1000 21.33 adjusts to maintain maximum sensitivity to each parameter

o 10.67 estimated. The standard ARIMA modelling methodology
0: 5.33 would require significant extension to have all these capabil-

-_ 2.67 ities: the Box-Jenkins approach assumes steady state oper-f- 1.33
ation; it is easy to end up with non-physical models; batcl

1.67 parameter estimation is complicated by singularities in the
S.33 maximum-likelihood function; and the ARIMA method of
.17 real-time parameter estimation shows measurable biases.
.06
.01
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SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS RELATING TO FREQUENCY CONTROL

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC MIL-STD-683 Crystal Units, Quartz/Holders, Crystal
ENGINEERS (IEEE)

MIL-STD-188-115 Interoperability & Performance
Order from: IEEE Service Center Standards for Communications, Timing &

445 Hoes Lane Synchronization Subsystems
Piscataway, NJ 08854
(201) 981-0060 MIL-STD-1395 Filters & Networks, Selection & Use of

176-1987 (ANSI/IEEE) Standard on Piezoelectricity MIL-T-28816(EC) Time Frequency Standard,
(SHI 1270) Disciplined, AN/URQ-23, Gen Spec for

177-1966 Standard Definitions & Methods of MIL-W-46374D Watch wrist: General Purpose
Measurements for Piezoelectric Vibrators

MIL-W-87967 Watch wrist: Digital
180-1986 (ANSI/IEEE) Definitions of Primary

Ferroelectric Crystal Terms (SH10553) GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

319-1971 (Reaff 1978) Piezomagnetic Nomenclature Order from: Naval Publication & Form
(SH02360) Center or General

Services Administration
1139-1988 Standard Definitions of Physical Quantities Business Service Centers

for Fundamental Frequency & Time in major U.S. cities
Metrology (SH12526)

FED-STD-1002 Time & Frequency Reference
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE Information in Telecommunication Systems

Order from: Military Specifications and Standards ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
700 Robbins Ave., Bldg. 4D
Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Order from: Electronic Industries Assoc.
(215) 697-2667/2179 - Customer Service 2001 Eye Street, NW
(215) 697-1187 to -1195 Telephone Washington, DC 20006
Order Entry System (202) 457-4900

MIL-C-3098 Crystal Unit, Quartz, Gen Spec for (a) Holders and Sockets

MIL-C-24523 (SHIPS), Chronometer, Quartz Crystal EIA-192-A, Holder Outlines and Pin Connections
for Quartz Crystal Units (Standard Dimensions for

MIL-F-15733 Filters & Capacitors, Radio Interference, Holder Types).
Gen Spec for

EIA-367, Dimensional & Electrical Characteristics
MIL-F-18327 Filters, High Pas, Band Pass Defining Receiver Type Sockets (including crystal

Suppression and Dual Processing, Gen Spec sockets).
for

EIA-417, Crystal Outlines (Standard dimensions
MIL-F-28861 Filters and Capacitors, Radio and pin connections for current quartz crystal

Frequency/Electromagnetic Interference units-1974).
Suppression, Gen Spec for

(b) Production Tests
MIL-F-28811 Frequency Standard, Cesium Beam

Tube EIA-186-E, (All Sections), Standard Test Methods
for Electronic Component Parts.

MIL-H-10056 Holders (Encl), Crystal Gen Spec for
EIA-512, Standard Methods for Measurement of

MIL-O-55310 Oscillators, Crystal, Gen Spec for Equivalent Electrical Parameters of Quartz Crystal
Units, 1 kHz to 1 GHz, 1985.

MIL-O-39021 Oven, Crystal, Gen Spec for
EIA/IS-17-A, Assessment of Outgoing

MIL-S-49433 Surface Acoustic Wave Devices, Nonconforming Levels in Parts Per Million (PPM).
Bandpass Filter

EIA-IS-18, Lot Acceptance Procedure for Verifying
MIL-S-49433(ER) Surface Acoustic Wave Devices, Compliance with the Specified Quality Level (SQL)

Gen Spec for in PPM.
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(c) Application Information 368-2-1 (1988) Section One-Quartz crystal filters
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the Use of Quartz Crystal Units for Frequency
Control, Oct 1987. 368-3A (1981) First supplement.

(d) EIA-477, Cultured Quartz (Apr. 81) 444: Measurement of quartz crystal unit parameters
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EIA-477-1, Quartz Crystal Test Methods (May
1985). 444-1 (1986) Part 1: Basic method for the
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL resonance resistance of quartz crystal units by
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(ANSI), 1430 Broadway measurement of motional capacitance of quartz
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quartz crystal units up to 200 MHz by phase
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122-1 (1976) Part 1: Standard values and test 444-4 (1988) Part 4: Method for the measurement of

conditions. Amendment No. 1 (1983). the load resonance frequency fL, load
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122-2 (1983) Part 2: Guide to the use of quartz other derived values of quartz crystal units, up

crystal to 30 MHz.
units for frequency control and selection. 483 (1976) Guide to dynamic measurements of

122-3 (1977) Part 3: Standard outlines and pin piezoelectric ceramics with high

connections. Amendment No. 1 (1984) electromechanical coupling.

122-3A (1979) First supplement. 642 (1979) Piezoelectric ceramic resonators and
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122-3B (1980) Second supplement. selection. Chapter I: Standard values and
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122-3C (1981) Third supplement. conditions.
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frequency & equivalent resistance of unwanted
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302 (1969) Standard definitions & methods of
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CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
RADIO (CCIR)

Order from: International Telecommunications Union
General Secretariat - Sales Section
Place des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva
SWITZERLAND

Ask for CCIR 17th Plenary
Assembly, Volume VII, "Standard
Frequencies and Time Signals
(Study Group 7)", which contains all
of the following documents:

RECOMMENDATION 457-1 Use of the Modified
Julian Date by the
Standard-Frequency and
Time-Signal Services

RECOMMENDATION 458-1 International
Comparisons of Atomic
Time Scales

RECOMMENDATION 460-4 Standard Frequency and
Time Signal Emissions
[Note: defines the UTC
system]

RECOMMENDATION 485-1 Use of Time Scales in
the Field of Standard-
Frequency and Time
Services

RECOMMENDATION 486-1 Reference of Precisely
Controlled Frequency
Generators and
Emissions to the
International Atomic
Time Scale

RECOMMENDATION 535-1 Use of the Term UTC

RECOMMENDATION 536 Time Scale Notations

RECOMMENDATION 538 Frequency and Phase
Stability Measures

REPORT 580-2 Characterization of
Frequency and Phase
Noise

RECOMMENDATION 583 Time Codes

RECOMMENDATION 685 International
Synchronization of UTC
Time Scales

RECOMMENDATION 686 Glossary
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